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Preface 

The present study has grown out of a lecture held in the winter 
term 2003-04, in which my aim was to present my view on the prob
lem of the sentience of plants in early Buddhism to the participants of 
a series of lectures on various aspects of Buddhism, past and present, 
which were arranged by the Department of Indian and Tibetan studies 
of the University of Hamburg over about a decade.' In the materials 
distributed beforehand to the participants, I had included Ellison 
Banks FINDLY's paper on plants as borderline beings (FINDLY 2002), 
in which she suggests, taking my monograph on the problem 
(SCHMITHAUSEN 1991a) as a kind of stepping stone, that in early Bud
dhism plants may have been borderline beings not, as I had proposed, 
on the lower margin, but rather on the upper one: She advances the 
idea that they are saintly beings close to nirvfu;1a. Naturally, I had to 
tell my audience why I found this suggestion fascinating but, alas, not 
really convincing from a historical and philological point of view. In 
the autumn of 2005, as a guest professor at Kyoto University, I had a 
chance to present revised versions cif my lecture, now in English, be
fore audiences at my host university as well as at Komazawa Univer
sity in Tokyo, and a year later, when I was a guest professor at the 
International College for Buddhist Studies in Tokyo, at TaishO Uni
versity. In all these places, I benefited greatly from the comments and 
suggestions of the audience, and I seize the opportunity to express my 
heartful thanks to the discussants as well as to the colleagues who 
organized the lectures. 

On the above-mentioned occasions, the focus of my lecture was on 
. the status of plants in earliest Buddhism, and especially on defending 

* "Zur Stellung der Pflanzen im Buddhismus", in: Buddhismus in Geschichte und 
Gegenwart, vol. X (winter term 2003/4). The lecture is accessible on the homepage 
of the Center for Buddhist Studies of the University of Hamburg (http://www.bud
dhismuskunde.uni-hamburg.de). 
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my position that in the earliest Buddhist sources there are, to be sure, 
no statements of an express dogmatic rejection of plants as sentient 
beings (as in later Buddhist works), but no statements of dogmatic 
affirmation either, and that the early textual material points to practi
cal flexibility and theoretical non-commitment, treating plants as a 
kind of borderline case on the lower margin. The first part of the pre
sent study is a revised and enlarged version of this main part of my 
lecture. 

The lecture also contained, however, a kind of supplement. Already 
Ellison Banks FINDLY had suggested that her idea of plants as saintly 
beings in early Buddhism may be supported by the fact that eminent 
representatives of Far Eastern Buddhism "describe plants as beings 
who have already reached enlightenment" (FINDLY 2002: 261). 
Mamiko OKADA (1999) had argued in a similar vein for the con
tinuity of an early Buddhist belief in the sentience of plants and had 
even adduced two passages from Mahayana sUtras as evidence. Fu, 
this reason, I found it appropriate to conclude my lecture with some 
critical remarks on the alleged continuity between the early Buddhist 
view on plants and the Far Eastern idea of their Buddha-nature. These 
remarks comprised, on the one hand, a brief examination of the pas
sages adduced as evidence for the alleged continuity. On the other 
hand, it included a preliminary attempt to take a closer look at the 
structure of the Far Eastern idea, the direction of its historical devel
opment and its connection with practical concerns, in order to com
pare it with the (alleged) early Buddhist view and to find out whether 
from this perspective continuity seems likely or not. Unfortunately, I 
am anything but a specialist of Far Eastern Buddhism. Thus, I could 
not but realize that this attempt was somewhat rash. When starting the 
revision of my draft, 1 almost decided to omit this part, but at the 
same time I felt that a glance at the Far Eastern developments from 
the point of view of Indian Buddhism might not be superfluous. 
Therefore, I took some pains to improve upon my former attempt. 
This time, I decided to start from an 'emic' analysis, by the Japanese 
Tendai monk ShOshin (~~, active 1153-1207), of the idea of the 
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Buddha-nature, or Buddhahood, of plants (or rather all so-called in
sentients), and to check the facets distinguished by him against the 
Indian background. The result is contained in Pt. II.B of the present 
study. At the same time, in Pt. ILA the discussion of scriptural pas
sages used as evidence for a continuity of an early Buddhist view of 
plants as sentient beings has been supplemented by an investigation, 
from the Indologist's point of view, into the original purport of a 
number of passages from authoritative texts hailing from India (or at 
least from an Indianized milieu in Central Asia) that were adduced by 
Chinese and Japanese masters in support of the thesis of the Buddha
nature of plants or of the so-called insentient. I must apologize for the 
fact that in some cases, this investigation has become somewhat dis
proportionate, to the effect that Pt. II.A has grown into the largest 
section of the present study. 

As for Pt. ILB, I would like to emphasize that my intention was 
merely to put into relief, for the sake of contrast, what I understand to 
be the main facets involved in the idea of the Buddha-nature or 
Buddhahood of the insentient, and to discuss the question of an Indian 
background of each of these facets. An exhaustive reconstruction of 
the various strands and stages of the development of this complex 
idea as well as an elaboration of its points of contact with indigenous 
Chinese and Japanese thought or of the question to what extent it may 
have been influenced or motivated by indigenous cultural patterns or 
social concerns is entirely beyond the scope of this study and outside 
my competence. 

Likewise, at least some of the interpretations of single passages 
from Mahayana slitras in Pt. II.A are admittedly provisional. A defini
tive judgement, if possible at all, would presuppose an in-depth study 
of each work from which the passages are taken - a task that in 
some cases (like the Buddhavatamsaka) would require years. An in
vestigation concerned with a particular subject diachronically is al
ways confronted with the difficulty that one has to make use of pas
sages from a large number of texts without being in a position to enter 
upon an exhaustive study of each text as a whole in a synchronical 
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perspective. On the other hand, in a synchronical study of a single 
text one normally has to deal with such a variety of subjects that one 
will hardly be able to clarify the specific contribution of this text to 
all these issues in a diachronic perspective. Unless one is working in a 
large and well-coordinated team, we must normally be content with 
working in just one of these ways and leave it to others to supplement 
or correct our results from the complementary perspective. The same 
is true with regard to, e.g., the study of the history of ideas and their 
social background, motives or consequences. For a full picture, it 
would surely be indispensable to study the problem at all these levels, 
but I had to confine myself mainly to aspects of the history of ideas, 
leaving an approach from other angles to scholars familiar with the 
respective source material. 

It was only when the present study had almost been completed that 
I obtained, thanks to the kind help of Dr. Felix Erb and Dr. Ram 
Prasad Bhatt, a copy of FINDLY's recently published monograph on 
Plant Lives (2008). In this book she has enlarged her earlier article 
(2002) on the status of plants in early Buddhism into a comprehensive 
treatment of the issue in a pan-Indian perspective, including not only 
the Vedic, Jaina and later Hindu traditions but also areas like medi
cine and horticulture or 'tree-medicine' (vrk~iiyurveda). Though ac
knowledging the existence of differences between the various tradi
tions, she seems more interested in elaborating, as much as possible, a 
"trans-traditional" Indian consensus, in the hope that it might serve as 
a basis for an appropriate nature ethics with special reference to 
plants, so urgently needed in our age of global destruction of nature. 
In this connection, the book also includes detailed information on 
views on plants among contemporary Hindu, Jain and Buddhist envi-, 
ronmentalists, the latter pertaining to the Thai Sangha. The subject of 
part I of the present study is, however, only the early Buddhist view 
on plants, with regard to which FINDLY's opinion does not seem to 
have significantly changed. I have therefore decided to retain, more 
or less, my summary of her position which I had outlined on the basis 
of her earlier paper, but references to the respective pages of her re-
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cent book have been added. In my discussion of her views, however, 
some issues have been added and some points have been reconsidered. 

Let me emphasize once more that in this study I am concerned with 
the status of plants in early Buddhism only from a doctrinal perspec
tive and as a historian of ideas working on a philological basis, which 
means that one tries one's best to come as close as possible to the 
original meaning of the available sources (in this case: texts). My 
conviction is that in an age of historical awareness such an approach 
is indispensable even in the context of an attempt to delineate an ade
quate ethics of nature, if such an attempt includes resorting to the re
sources of old traditions. In this case, neglecting historical and philol
ogical accuracy is bound to detract from the persuasiveness of the 
attempt, at any rate in the eyes of critical readers. I am fully aware of 
the fact that many readers will have the impression that this study is 
too destructive, and I myself regret that this impression is not unjusti
fied. But my conviction is that in a historical perspective we have to 
refrain from wishful, arbitrary assumptions and rash conclusions and 
keep to what, to the best of our ability, can be established as being 
supported by the sources; and since nobody is perfect, clarification is, 
in many cases, only reached through a process of critical discussion, 
to which the present study is intended to contribute. After all, the In~ 
dian traditions themselves were, on the whole, not so much commit
ted to a concept of trans-traditional harmony as toa culture of dispute 
and debate among each other and even internally. 

In view of the wide range of primary sources and secondary litera
ture relevant for the present investigation it may be next to impossible 
to discover and read everything that is, in some way or other, perti
nent. I therefore had to be content with being selective, and it is cer
tain that I have overlooked quite a few important passages and contri
butions, a fact for which I can only apologize. But for several reasons 
I have to conclude this study in its present form. I can only hope that 
in spite of its imperfections it has some merits and that it will encour
age further research. 
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From a formal point of view, some readers may be annoyed with 
the large number and the size of the footnotes. Yet, since readers who 
are not specializing in the subject may prefer to concentrate on the 
main thread, I have tightened up the presentation by normally relegat-

_ ing textual material, supplementary evidence, discussions of acciden
tal problems or details, digressions, etc., to the footnotes. 

The present study would not have been completed without the help 
of so many kalyalJamitras to whom I should like to express my heart
ful thanks. Important information I owe to Professors Noritoshi 
Aramaki, Fumio Enomoto, Shiida Ishii, Shiro Matsumoto and Kada 
Y otsuya .. Special thanks are due to Prof. Takashi Ogawa for pointing 
out to me pertinent passages in the Tsu-t' ang-chi on the occasion of a 
meeting where Mr. Mikiyasu Yanagi read a paper on insentient be
ings preaching the Dharma in the early Ch'an tradition (of which he 
kindly let me have a copy), and to Prof. John McRae for acting as an 
interpreter on this occasion, to Dr. Siglinde Dietz for her comments 
on the Uigur fragment on the Buddha Vairocana dealt with in § § 139 
and 157.2-3 of the present study, to Prof. Florin Deleanu for precious 
hints concerning the chapter on the 'Suyama gathas' (Pt. I1.A, 
ch. 1.5.2) and some other sections, and to Profs. Michael Friedrich 
and Tilmann Vetter for having read through a previous version of the 
present study and for their invaluable suggestions and their help and 
encouragement. Needless to say, the responsibility for all mistakes 
that have remained is solely mine. 

I am also deeply obliged to Profs. Margarita 1. Vorobyova-Desya
tovkaya and Tatyana Oranskaya for kindly making the manuscript of 
the final portion of the Samantabhadracarya-nirde§a accessible to me, 
to Prof. Jonathan Silk for kindly sending me an important publication 
in the very last minute, once more to Prof. Florin Deleanu for untir
ingly making a number of Japanese publications accessible to me, and 
to Dr. Ram Prasad Bhatt, Dr. Felix Erb, Dr. M. Maithrimurthi, Mrs. 
Ayako Nakamura, MA, and Dr. Barbara Schuler for constant support 
in procuring materials and in solving other problems of organization, 
and to Dr. Christoph Anderl for kindly providing me with a copy of 
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his article on the semantics of q{ng C[w).Most heartily I should like to 
thank Dr. Anne MacDonald for most carefully correcting my English. 
If any blunders should have remained or crept in afterwards, it is my 
mistake. 

Finally, I should like to express my sincere thanks to Dr. Christoph 
Clippers for his generous offer to include the present study in the se
ries of publications of the Lumbini International Research Institute, 
for helping me with the index (responsibility for any errors is, of 
course, entirely mine) and for his patience, to my daughter, Felicitas, 
for the cover design, and last but not least to my wife, Helga, for her 
patience with a terrible husband who even after his retirement cannot 
stop spending a lot of time researching abstruse things. 
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Technical Remarks 

1. When quoting texts according to page and line, I use the pat
tern x,y (page x, line y; "f' = only one more page or line, "ff' = more 
than one), without normally prefixing "p.". When quoting text ac
cording to chapter and paragraph or chapter and verse-number, I use 
the pattern x.y (chapter x. paragraph or verse y). 

2. The abbreviation "fn." (pI. "fns.")is used only in references to 
footnotes of the present studies; in the case of other works, I simply 
use "n." (pI. "ns."). 

3. I use "§" only when referring to paragraphs of the present study; 
"#" refers to paragraphs in other works . 

. 4. Cross-references to chapters (ch.) refer to chapters of the same 
part (I, II.A, II.B) of the present study unless marked otherwise. 

5. Chinese texts are mostly quoted from the Taisho Tripitaka (*IE 
*JTMf*~*~, abbrev. T) and the Hsii-tsang ching or Zokuzokyo (it*JT 
.*"~*~) (CBETA version, abbrev. X). As for Tibetan texts (in the 
present study mostly from the Kanjur) , I ought to have used Peking 
and sTog throughout, but until recently the only version continuously 
available to me in full was Derge. I therefore apologize for being in
consistent in my references. 

6. Especially in the Tibetan versio.n of the Buddhavatamsaka, the 
Peking and the Derge block prints sometimes preserve traces of old 
orthography like myin or myed (for min and med), or 4 « sprind kyi) 
for sprin gyi. I have retained them when my quote isfrom the respec
tive block print. On the other hand, technical obstacles prevented me 
from faithfully reproducing the variant writings of Chinese characters 
in the original of the Tsu-t'ang-chi, so I had to replace them with the 
standard characters available in my font. For a list of variant graphs, 
see ANDERL 2004a: 83 ff. 



Technical Remarks 

7. My references to primary sources are normally to the· original 
texts. References to translations into modem languages have 'been 
added only exceptionally. 

8. When capitalized, Sutra (no italics) is part of a translated title or 
- refers to the literary genre, while the non-capitalized term (sutra) is 

used with reference to single sermons. Likewise, Vinaya (capitalized 
but not in italics) refers to the genre or to the area of monastic disci
pline, whereas Vinaya (italics) is used when emphasis is on the text as 
such or on specific passages or when a specific Vinaya collection (e.g. 
that of the Sarvastivadins, or that of the Theravadins) is meant. Simi
larly, Dharma is capitalized when referring to the Buddhist Doctrine 
(or to Hindu law), but dharmas in the sense of properties or elements 
of existence are not capitalized or italicized. In order to reduce the 
use of italics, I have also desisted from employing them in the case of 
grammatical or metrical Indian terms like 'bahuvrIhi', 'sloka', 'pada', 
etc., as well as in the case of the terms nirval).a, samsara, arhat, 
sravaka, pratyekabuddha, and bodhisattva. The latter word is capital
ized only when referring to the historical Buddha before Awakening 
or in his former lives, but not when used as a generic term. An 
analoguous distinction in the case of the term 'Buddha', however, 
turns out to be impracticable. Therefore, in this case capitalization is 
kept throughout. 

9. Small caps are used only for the family names of modern authors 
(and monks' names in an analogous function). 

10. The index refers to the paragraphs and (after the sign "fn.") to 
footnotes. Footnotes belonging to a listed paragraph are not normally 
listed separately. Occasionally, reference is to whole sections or chap
ters (bold italics). Sets of references preceded by an asterisk are de
liberately selective. References to modem authors are only listed if 
their opinion is criticized or made use of, though the selection is ad
mittedly somewhat arbitrary. This hold good also for references to 
primary sources (including abbreviations), which have been included 
only selectively. For more complex issues, the reader is referred to 
the table of contents and to the resumes. 
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Pt. I: Reconsidering the Status of Plants 
in Early Buddhism 

1. Plants as a Borderline Case between Sentient 
and Insentient 

1. As is well known, in the course of doctrinal consolidation, Indian 
Buddhist thinkers, or at any rate non-Tantric Indian Buddhist thinkers, 
in contrast to the J ains and a strong current of Hindu thought,l came 
to regard plants (and seeds) as insentient beings, not participating in 
the process of reiterated individual rebirth (sarhsiira).2 This does not 
necessarily exclude that plants are somehow recognized as living 

1 For exceptions, see, e.g., HALBFASS 1980: 291 f = 1991: 317 f; 2000: 201 f; 
WEZLER 1987b: 126-130. 

2 Plants pp. 82-94. Cf. also AKBh 221,1: sentient beings (sattva) have previous 
lives and afterlives, plants (trl}iidi) do not; AKVy 381,27 f and 30 f: "[An action that 
is] blameable by nature referring to a sentient being is, e.g., the killing of an ani
mate being (like a man or an animal) .... [An action that is] blameable by declara
tion (i.e., because the Buddha has declared it to be so) referring to something insen
tient is [e.g.] when a monk cuts off the leaves, etc., of a tree" (prakrtisiivadyarh 
sattviidhi~thanarh priil}ivadhadi. ... prajriaptisiivadyam asattviidhi:jthanarh vrk:ja
pattriidicchedQ bhik~o(I.). - According to SrBh Sh 212,10-11 (Tai II 72,18-20) and 
482,13 + 483,2-3, plants form part of the external element earth (bahyaJ:t prthivr
dhatuJ:t) or of external things (bahyarh vastu), contrasted by Sthiramati (SA VBh P 
mi 133al-3) with sentient beings (sems can) as internal (nang gi dngos po). - In his 
Fo-hsing lun ({*tt~: T 31.1610: 788all-12), Paramartha (t569) bases a reductio 
ad absurdum on the undisputed presupposition that plants are, like stones, insentient: 
"If [the alleged beings] lack the six sense-faculties and were nonetheless sentient 
beings, then insentient [things] like grasses, trees and stones, too, would all be sen
tient beings, because [both groups] are equal in lacking the six sense-faculties" (;E' 
~7\tN ffiJ~*-±~, 5lU-W~'lw1j[*E~ .l§'~*-±, JqJ~tNt&o). - Cf. also 
fn. 291, and the Buddhist position as against that of the Jains in SRINIVASAN 2007: 
1-26. 



Pt. I: Status of Plants in Early Buddhism 

things in the context of everyday conceptions.3 But on the doctrinal 
level they came to be strictly distinguished from living beings ptoper, 
i.e., from sentient beings, beings "capable of sensation and of at least 
rudimentary consciousness",4 especially in the form of experiencing, 

_ somehow, pleasure and/or pain. And it is, as far as I can see, sen
tience, or sentient life, that is ethically relevant in the early Indian 
context.5 It is sentient living beings that are, in Buddhism as well as in 

3 Cf., e.g., Sp 898, explaining, in the sekhiya rule (no. 74) that a monk should not 
defecate or urinate on green plants (harita) , the expression 'harita' as referring to 
parts of living trees (jfvarukkha), more precisely: to roots that visibly spread on the 
[surface of the] soil (yam ... malam pathaviyam dissamanam gacchati) and to 
branches that grow close to the ground (bhL7milagga). The Vinayavinicchaya-tfka 
(CSCD: # 1950) adds that corresponding parts of living herbs, creepers, etc., should 
be included. Similarly, Sp 1037 states that a tree as a mark (nimitta: Vin I 106) of 
the boundary of a monastic community (sIma) must be alive (jfvamanaka). Higara's 
pacityadiyojana (a traditional commentary written in Burma in 1869: VON HINOBER 
1996: 194, n. 694) makes clear that "alive" means alive according to the everyday 
way of speaking, i.e., in the sense of its roots, sprouts, etc., [being] green/fresh 
(CSCD: Mahavaggayojana # 138: jfvamanako ti lokavoharavasena mL7lmikuradi
haritasmikhatajfvamanako ). 

4 WEBSTER 2069a, s.v. [sentient (1). 

5 Cf. SRINNASAN 2007: vii (" ... the view implicit in traditional Indian thought 
that ethics regards but the sentient"); 113 (" ... violence and nonviolence regard the 
sentient, and the implication, one pan-Indian, is that morality concerns only the 
sentient"); 126 (" ... in Indian thought morality concerns only the sentient, with no 
reflection as to whether insentience means moral irrelevance ... "). Cf. alsoFlNDLY 
2008: 370. - The importance ofthe distinction between living and non-living enti
ties is emphasized in BUTZENBERGER 1999 (esp. 18 ff). According to BUTZEN
BERGER's stimulating article, the basic characteristic of life is spontaneous, unpre
dictable motion (ibid. 19; 22; 18). This criterion works well in the case not only of 
animals but also of wind, fire and water, but creates problems in the case of the 
earth (ibid. 50) - unless we take earthquakes into consideration - as well as in the 
case of plants, traditionally labelled "stationary" (sthavara). As for plants and seeds, 
one may take phototropism (ibid. 25 n. 78), hydrotropism or just their sprouting and 
growing as an (albeit imperceptible) form of spontaneous motion(cf. FINDLY 2008: 
227; 365), but it is most probably growth as such (cf. Ayar 4,29 [JAG #45]: vurj4hi
dhammayam; Sv I 161,21-22: tesu ... virL7hanabhavena jfvasafint), intake of food 
/nutrients (Ayar 4,30: aharagmi1) , withering (especially when cut: cf. Ayar 4,31: 
chinnam milai) and reproduction that qualify them to be viewed as alive. In the case 
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Jainism, the object of the basic commitment not to kill or injure ani
mate beings (palJa, pralJint7 This is evident from the Indian formula
tions of the Golden Rule according to which one should not kill or 
hurt other beings because they are afraid of death and dislike pain just 
as oneself.s It even seems to me that in early Indian thought life and 
sentience almost9 coincide. In early canonical Buddhism, the presence 

of the earth, the main point for its being considered alive may have been its fertility 
(cf. § 17 with fn. 100). In the practical context of ahirhsa, however, the decisive 
criterion is sentience, as is obvious from the fact that for the Jains all living beings, 
regardless of their capacity to move or grow, possess at least one sense-faculty, viz., 
the sense of touch. 

6 My rendering of palJa/pralJin as "animate being" is deliberate, with the primary 
aim of leaving open the possibility of understanding it either [1.] in the sense of 
"breathing being" - which in most pre-modern systems (but not in doctrinally 
consolidated Jainism: see VON GLASENAPP 1925: 172; FINDLY 2008: 82) would 
exclude plants (cf. THIEME 1971: 377 n. 5) -, or [2.] in the wider sense of "living 
being", as in the present paragraph. At the same time, this rendering allows me to 
reserve "living being" for jfva and "sentient being" for sattva. 

7 Cf. Sv III 986,9-12, stating that - in contrast to thoughts of desire or aversion 
- thoughts of injuring (vihirhsa-vitakka) arise only with reference to sentient be
ings (satta) but do not arise with reference to 'things' (smikMra), because 'things' 
cannot be caused to suffer (sankMro hi dukkMpetabbo nama n 'atthi). 

8 See, e.g., Sn 368 and 705 ('" MVu III 387,12-13); Ud 5.1 (p. 47); Dhp vs. 129-
130 (cf. Uv V.18); SN V 353,29-354,5; cf. SCHMITHAUSEN 2007b: 796. The oppo
site, i.e., that insentient things (in this period definitely including plants) are not the 
object of the commitment not to kill animate beings, is evident from passages like 
MPSDh 460b17-19: "Just as by digging in the earth, mowing grass, cutting trees or 
dissecting a corpse, or insulting or Whipping it, one does not commit the misdeed 
[of killing, etc.,] or earn its karmic result, ... " ('!"tzoWl:tili xU1j1i:JifTW lWT~JEffiE ~;' 
¥iliJ! ~~~¥&o). 

9 In doctrinally consolidated Buddhist thought, two exceptions come to mind. 
One is living plants, nonetheless regarded as insentient; in this case, the attribution 
of life could be relegated to the everyday world-view or way of speech (cf. fn. 3). 
The other exception is the 'unconscious heavenly beings' in Theravada Abhi
dhamma, for which see § 21. In the Sarvastivada system, however, these heavenly 
beings do possess consciousness at the moment of birth and death, and are entirely 
unconscious only in between, becoming immersed, so to speak, in a life-long swoon 
or deep sleep (AKBh 68,10-15 and 19-22, ad IL41b-d). In the Yogacara system (cf., 
e.g., MSg 1.7.5 and 1.50), even during this time they are, unlike plants, endowed 
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of sensitivity (vififiiilJa)10 in the body guarantees both life and sen
tience. In doctrinally consolidated Buddhism, there is even atendency 
to disregard the peculiar features of vegetal life and put plants on a 
par with the mineral world. At any rate, when arguments against the 
sentience orin favour of the insentience of plants are produced, Bud
dhist philosophers, like Bhavya (Bhaviveka), tend to play down the 
features plants have in common with man and animals and to empha
size the distinguishing features, which bring them closer to the inani
mate world. ll 

2. In a small monograph, published hearly 20 years ago (SCHMIT

HAUSEN 1991a), I tried to find out whether this denial of the sentience 
of plants in the consolidated doctrinal position of later Buddhist au
thors could be traced back to the early period. In other words, did 
Buddhism from the outset discard the view, apparently quite common 
at that time,12 that plants, too, are sentient beings, or did this happen 
only later, in the course of time? As far as I know, the canonical texts 
of early Buddhism do not contain any specific discussion of the mat-

with subliminal individual forms of 'consciousness': a subtle ego-feeling (manas) 
and the 'store-consciousness' (iilayavijfiiina) as a kind of subliminal sentience 
which keeps life going and enables the re-emergence of full consciousness. 

10 On the various facets of meaning of this term see VETTER 2000: 63-73. 

11 Plants # 30-34. I take the opportunity to make clear that in Plants n. 494 it 
was not my intention (as Chr. LINDTNER, Madhyamakahrdayam of Bhavya, Adyar 
1997: 169 seems to assume) to propose an emendation of the Sanskrit text of MHrd 
IX.146d; my aim was merely to point out the variants which the Tibetan translation 
seems to presuppose, with no intention to give preference to one reading or the 
other. 

12 Indisputable examples are the position of the Jainas (Plants # 2.2 with n. 18) 
and, for Vedic religion, the story of 'Bbrgu in the yonder world' ('satapatha
briihmalJa XI.6.1; JaiminfyabriihmalJa 1.42-44; cf. SCHMIDT 1968: 644 f; further 
evidence ibid. 646-649). The Vedic material is, however, not uniform; cf., e.g., 
AitareyiiralJyaka (A.nandasrama series, 1959) II.3.2, where plants, animals (priilJa
bhrt "supporting [human] life" == pasu; see WEZLER 1992b, esp. 401 f) and man are 
(hierarchically) distinguished: in plants only sap (rasa) is observed, animals have 
also consciousness (citta), but only man is, additionally, endowed with understand
ing or intelligence (prajfiiina). 
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ter or any explicit doctrinal statement in either direction: there is nei
ther any express assertion in the form "plants are sentient beings" nor 
a straightforward denial stating that they are not. The latter fact is, by 
the way, also expressly recognized by the Sarvastivada master 
Sanghabhadra when he asks the rhetorical question: "Where in the 
Scriptures is it clearly and unambiguously taught that trees, etc., do 
not have [sentient] life?" 13 

3. Still, a few passages, mainly in comparatively old verse texts, de 
Jacto include plants among animate beings (piilJ-a) , thus almost cer
tainly presupposing their sentience. The most indubitable one is found 
in the Viisettha-sutta of the Suttanipiita/4 which in the context of clas
sifying the species of animate beings starts with "grasses and trees" 
(tilJ-arukkha). To be sure, the main purport of this text is not to offer a 
classification of animate beings but to demonstrate the unnaturalness 
of caste distinction by contrasting it with the verifiable distinctiveness 
of biological species or classes. 15 But even so it includes plants, as a 
matter of course, among animate beings. Other passages speak of 
mobile (tasa) and stationary (thiivara) beings, occasionally expressly 
animate beings, which one should not kill or injure but rather include 
in one's cultivation of benevolence. 16 The "mobile and stationary 

13 T 29.1562: 489a27-28: ~W:r:p 1OJ~~7JEmW~.l§'~1f$o This shows that 
leaVing the matter undecided is not a peculiarity of the Theravada scriptures but 
appears to hold good for the Sarvastivada canon as well. 

14 Sn pp. 112-121, esp. verses 600-606; cf. Plants # 21.1, and # 21.2 for com
mentarial exegesis. 

IS It is in this context that the phraseology of verse. 601 ( ... na ciipi pa?ijiinare I 
lingarh jiitimayarh tesarh . 00) reveals its full purport: Although they do not, as the 
brahmins do, vociferously pretend to be something special by birth, they are, unlike 
the brahmins, endowed with distinctive features accruing to them by birth, naturally. 

16 Plants ## 20.2-20.3. The pair trasa-sthiivara is also attested to in the existing 
remains (or translations) of the canons of other schools (see Plants ns. 347 and 357). 
For the Pali verse texts that expressly use the pair to qualify animate beings (priilJa) 
no parallels are known to me, but in the Sanskrit Upasena-siitra (see fn. 134) the 
expressions trasa and sthiivara refer to sattva, Le., sentient beings (Plants n.364). 
Here, the Tibetan translation of the Miilasarvastivada Vinaya (Kj P che: 113a2) 
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animate beings" (Skt. trasa and sthiivara) are well known from early 
Jaina and also Hindu sources/7 and there the stationary animate 'be
ings are, in the first place, the plants, or plants and seeds. It is hard to 
believe that in the early times the authors or reciters of the verses, 

-simply using this expression without any indication of a departure 
from the current meaning, understood it in a different sense. IS 

4. Whereas the passages adduced thus far obviously presuppose, or 
take for granted, that plants, too, are living and hence, in the context 
of the ascetic movement and its preoccupations, somehow sentient 
beings, there are other materials that require a more careful assess
ment. One of these is the Katadanta-sutta of the Dfghanikiiya,19 where 
a kind of ideal sacrifice, arranged by a king of the past, is described. 
In this sacrifice the only offerings were things like butter, curds and 
molasses; no cattle were killed (hafifiirhsu) , no animals (piil}a) slain 
(iighiitarh iipajjirhsu), no trees felled (chijjirhsu) for the sake of using 
them as sacrificial posts, and no darbha grass was cut (layirhsu) to 
strew over the sacrificial ground. According to a couple of other ser
mons/a sacrifices performed by kings or brahmins were, normally, 
characterized by exactly these actions of slaughtering animals, felling 
trees and cutting grasses. It is clear from the differentiating, terminol
ogy that the texts somehow distinguish between killing animals and 
destroying plants. But even so they seem to regard destroying plants 

renders the terms with mgul (for 'gul) and gnas, the Chinese translation by I-ching 
(635-713) with:fj- and f::l: (T23.1442: 657a28), i.e., both have preserved the original 
meanings "mobile" and "stationary". Cf. also the rendering of the two kinds of 
sentient beings (1'f'f~, sattva) as "sentient" ('f~, for trasa) and "container" (~, Le., 
environment, for sthiivara!) in T 14.505: 773b29, a separate Chinese translation of 
the Upasena-sutra produced by DanapaIa, active between 982 and 1017. 

17 See Plants ns.368 and 375. Cf. also INOUE 1998: 55-56; MORl 2005:181 
(Mhbh VI.5.10-17); PREISENDANZ i994: 429 (NyiiyabhiioJya ad Nyiiyasutra III.2.36: 
trasasthiivarasarfreoJu). 

18 Cf.NoRMAN 1-992: 68; 1997: 163 f. 

19 DN 1141; cf. Plants # 19. 

2a MN no. 50 (I 344; cf. also no. 60: I 412,13-20 [text abbreviated]); AN 
no. 4.198 (II 207). 
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- at any rate in the context of a religious ceremony - as unwhole
some karma, a judgement that from an early Indian viewpoint hardly 
makes sense unless plants were presupposed to be, somehow, sentient 
beings. It cannot, perhaps, be excluded that the text merely argues 
from the point of view of the Vedic ritualists for whom plants, too, 
were indeed living, sentient beings.21 But there is no proof for such a 
kind of argumentation either. Significantly, the reference to trees and 
grasses is missing in the extant versions of other schools.22 It is hard 
to imagine a reason why the Theravada redactors should have in
serted the reference to trees and grasses. It would seem to make more 
sense to assume that the reference was capcelled in the other versions 
because its implication, the sentience of plants, was felt incompatible 
with the consolidated Buddhist doctrinal position. 

5. Another important issue concerns the rules of behaviour for 
monks (and nuns, by way of implication). In a number of sermons, 
the basic principles of correct behaviour start with "abstention from 

21 As is most obvious in the "story of BlJrgu in the yonder wodd" (see fn. 12), 
since plants' taking revenge, in the yonder world, on the people who injured them 
in this world hardly makes sense unless they were considered to suffer when being 
cut, etc., and as bearing a grudge against the injurer(s). 

22 Dfrghagama of the Dharmaguptakas (T 1.1) 100b5-6: "On the occasion of the 
great sacrifice of that king, one did not slaughter cattle or sheep or any other sen
tient being; one only used butter (*sarpis), milk, sesame oil, honey, 'black honey' 
and 'stone honey' (crystallized cane sugar: Hob 252a) as sacrificial offerings" iBEE 
*~jfrEB~, /f*~4~ &~~±o rflm~· $L· Jii~EE' ~. ~~. ;S~, j;)~~jfrE. 
No corresponding passage is found in the fragments of the Sanskrit Kuratii':lgya
sutra in SHTV no. 1290 band c (pp. 207-210), but in the manuscript of the 
Dfrghagama of the Sarvastivadins (fo1. 406V), where the text is complete, there is 
no reference to trees and grasses either (this information courtesy of Prof. Jens-Uwe 
HARTMANN). As for the Majjhima and Aliguttara passages indicated in fn. 20, nei
ther AKANUMA 1958 (166 and 302) nor ANALAYO & BUCKNELL 2006 (224-225) 
indicate any Chinese sutra parallels, and the fragments in SHT listed in the latter 
work do not cover the passage under discussion. Even so, there is reason to assume 
that the reference to trees and grasses was missing in the (Miila-?)Sarvastivada 
version not only of the Kuratii':lgya-sutra but also of this text since it is lacking in 
the corresponding paragraph of the Saligftiparyiiya (T 26.1536: 406b27-28; STACHE
ROSEN 1968: 123 (IV.44». 
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killing any animate being (P( r )a"(uitipCita ?3". The basic rules are often 
followed by a succinct set of mainly ascetic observances, the first of 
which is, in the Theravada tradition, "abstention from violent treat
ment (samarambha) of seeds and plants (bljagama-bhutagama)",24 a 

- formulation that is also found at the beginning of another, much more 
elaborate set of guidelines for the proper behaviour of Buddhist ascet
ics?5 As in the Kutadanta-sutta, in these passages, too, the separate 
registering of "killing animate beings" and "violent treatment of seeds 
and plants" seems to indicate awareness of a certain difference be
tween humans and animals on the one hand and seeds and plants on 
the other. But the verbal noun used in connection with seeds and 
plants, viz., samarambha ("violent treatment"), though certainly less 
specific than atipCita ("killing"), is occasionally also used for slaugh
tering cattle (Sn 311), and in early Jaina sources (sam)a-rabh- is 
closely associated with committing acts of violence26 against any kind 
of living, sentient beings, including plants and seeds. Hence, though 
registered separately and thus clearly distinguished from humans and 

23 On this term cf. CAILLAT 1993: 213-216. 

24DN I 5,4-5; 64,16; 100,6-7, etc. (abbreviated); MN 1180; 268; III 34; AN II 
209; V 205; cpo SN V 470; Plants # 4.3. This commitment is, as far as I can see, 
missing in the parallel versions of this set (see Plants n. 42), except perhaps T 1.21: 
264c6-7 /f*@1:fli ("he does not cut/break off living/raw cereals/grain"), which 
looks like a blend of the abstention from injuring plants and seeds and the absten
tion from accepting raw grain. - For the use of' bhiita' in the sense of "plants", see 
Plants # 4.2.1. Cf. also the explicit reference to the meaning rukkhadi for 'bhata' at 
Ps I 32,l. 

25 DN I 5,28-34; 64,34-65,2; cf. 100,6-7, etc. (abbreviated); parallel text at 
Sanghabh II: 234,3-7 and T 1.1: 84a9-11 '" 89a17-19 (cf. MEISIG 1987: 212; RA
MERS 1996: 126-133). In the case of the latter passage, the decisive part (mmUtil[] 
W* Yibt$pfi'{1\) is translated by MEISIG as "saen und pflanzen Baume, verkehren 
mit Damonen lind Geistern", but surely WELLER's rendering (MEISIG212 n. 1: " ... 
Baume ... , in denen damonische Geister ihre Bleibe nehmen") is preferable (Yibt$ 
["spirits"] = bhiita, pJT* ["where they settle", "inhabited by"] = grama; for similar 
reinterpretations of the expression 'bhiitagrama' see Plants ##5.2-5.3). Anyway, 
the Chinese translation is a far cry from the original meaning of the rule. 

26 Plgnts n. 51; CAILLAT 1993;212-213. 
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animals, plants and seeds may not yet have been regarded as being 
entirely excluded from the realm of sentient beings. Actually, in J aina 
sources, too, the term "animate beings" (palJa) is not infrequently 
reserved for humans and animals (i.e., used in the narrower sense of 
"breathing beings"), in spite of the fact that seeds and plants are as
serted to be living and even sentient as well. 27 

6. In connection with killing or injuring, a similar distinction be
tween humans and animals on the one hand and plants (and seeds) on 
the other is also found in the code of monastic discipline, the Pati
mokkhasutta, which seems to be a more developed collection of rules 
than the succinct set of ascetic observances in the sermons discussed 
in the preceding paragraph.28 In the Patimokkhasutta of the Theravada 
school as well as in the preserved Pratimok!jasutras of other schools, 
monks (and nuns) are prohibited from killing animals as well as from 
destroying plants (and seeds)29, but only animals are termed "animate 
beings" (palJa: Pacittiya 61) - humans are treated separately because 
killing a human being is a more serious offence according to the crite
ria of the Vinaya (Parajika 3). Moreover, in contradistinction to the 
killing of an animal which is called "depriving it of its life" (jfvita 
voropeti) - which is the same term the text had also used for killing 
a human -, in the case of plants the Theravada version (Pacittiya 11) 
uses the archaic term patavyata, probably meaning something like 
"uncontrolled, ruthless behaviour".30 Other versions show the same 

27 Plants # 6.2.2. 

28 VON HINDBER 1999: 22-31, esp. 30 ("Dieser Abschnitt enthiilt also gleichsam 
die Rohmaterialien, aus denen Regeln fUr das Patimokkhasutta gewonnen werden 
konnten."). 

29 Seeds are not mentioned in some Priitimokifasatra versions, including that of 
the Theravadins (Vin IV 34 [Pacittiya 11]: bhatagiimapiitavyatiiya piicittiyam), but 
are present in others (see Plants n. 21 and # 4.4). 

30 The obscure term piitavyatii is not only used with reference to plants but also 
with reference to animate beings (piilJesu) and sensual pleasures (kiimesu) (see 
Plants # 4.2.2). In view of the fact that in a parallel situation we find asannata ("un-
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contrast but have replaced the obscure term piitavyatii by piitana 
"felling", "destroying".31 One may be tempted to deduce from this 
termiri.ological difference that in this text plants are no longer con
sidered to have life (jfvita), or are at any rate regarded to be a doubt-

- fu1 case. One might argue that from a moral point of view the rule 
that at least monks (and nuns) should not behave ruthlessly towards 
plants just as they should not behave ruthlessly towards animate be
ings (i.e., animals)32 would make much better sense if plants, too, 
were somehow living, sentient beings. However, the Vinaya is not so 
much concerned with morality (much less than the rules for monks 
referred to in the preceding paragraph) as with preserving harmony. 
within the Order and, above all, its reputation in society.33 Hence, the 

restrained") for piitavya (Sn 243a and 247a:. kamesu/par;.esu asafifiata janii) , I tenta
tively understand patavya to have a meaning coming close to that of asafifiata. 

31 For Chinese equivalents, see Plants·n. 40: most of them mean "felling", "de
stroying", etc., but some versions have "killing" (~), viz., T 23.1436: 474b7 
(Bhik~u-Pratimolqasiitra of the Sarvastivadins, translated by KumiirajIva), a Tun
huang fragment of the Bhik~UT}r-Pratimok~a of the same school, probably also by 
KumiirajIva (see YUYAMA 1979: 4 # 1.12.C.2; cf. Plants p. 5 n. 21), and, partly, the 
Vinaya of the MahIsasakas (VinMl 41c17 and 23 f; Cf. also T 22.1422: 203alO), 
transl. by BuddhajIva, Hui-yen and Chu Tao-sheng between 422 and 423 (YUYAMA 
1979: 37 f). 

32 Cf. Yin III 42: ma ... janata par;.esu patavyatam apajji. The context here is that 
a monk fired a large amount of clay in order to build a hut. The Buddha reproaches 
him for lacking in mercy toward the animate beings that are injured by the act of 
firing (cf. VinMa 238c7: ... ~ml~~~~; VinMl 5bll-12: ~Jl:c~~ 7J!f!fo/.J"$ ffij 
;Wi~~; VinDh 572b24-25) and orders the hut to be destroyed. According to Sp II 
288, the auimate beings injured are tiny (khuddanukhuddaka) creatures (par;.a), 
probably insects, worms, etc. According to the Sarvastivada and Miihisarvastiviida 
Vinayas (VinSa 3b27-28: *f.t:7f..~~.I!iij't; T 23.1442: 636a25-27), however, the 
Buddha gives the order to destroy the hut because he wants to prevent criticism 
from non-Buddhists (:7f..~). If this is taken into consideration, the animate' beings 
injured by the process may also be the earth beings constituting the fresh clay that is 
regarded as sentient by some non-Buddhists (Jains). Even so, my argument would 
not be invalidated . 

. 33 See Plants p. 16 with n. 94. Cf. SCHOPEN i997: 218. Cf. also MPPU 648bl-9, 
emphasizing the difference of perspective in evaluating an action from a Vinaya 
point of view or under the aspect of karmic consequences, and" pointing out that the 
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rule may as well merely take into account views or expectations 
prevalent among the people of the time or possible criticism from 
rival groups. 

7. Since so far no consensus has been reached with regard to a de
tailed stratification of the (earlier) canonical texts, the evidence pre
sented above may admit of different hypothetical explanations. If one 
is of the opinion that the verse texts referred to in § 3 represent the 
oldest stratum of the Buddhist textual heritage, one might conclude 
that in earliest Buddhism acceptance of the sentience of plants was 
still a matter of course. If these texts are instead regarded as a more 
popular, doctrinally less rigid strand, one might interpret them as bor
rowings from pre- or non-Buddhi~t ascetic poetry, borrowings which 
need not exactly represent the Buddhist view on plants, which might, 
in this case, have been more reserved from the outset. In any case, the 
above-mentioned evidence, together with the lack of fully explicit 
doctrinal statements in either direction, seems to exclude the exis
tence of a clear-cut, binding dogmatic position with regard to the sen
tience of plants in earliest Buddhism. My own suggestion34 was that 
plants (and seeds) were probably regarded as a kind of borderline 
case, on the boundary between sentient and insentient beings, and that 
a theoretical, doctrinal decision with regard to their status was not 
found necessary, or was even deliberately avoided. As a borderline 
case, plants (and seeds) could be dealt with pragmatically. In the con
text of developing a mental attitude of all-encompassing peacefulness 
or benevolence towards all animate beings, e.g., it made good sense 
to include even borderline beings, or at least no need was felt to can
cel a reference to them if it was part of an inherited formulation. In 
connection with rules or guidelines for physical behaviour, however, 
it was useful to make distinctions in order to underline the difference. 
Thus, the separate mention of refraining from injuring plants (or 

criterion of the Vinaya is the protection of the Buddhist Dharma [as an institution 
embodied in the Buddhist Order] (~~{~1*iOO and the avoidance of criticism or 
irritation an action may arouse in society (iMtJlG;B ~5:KA~EM~iOI:~.m). 

34 Plants # 24. 
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seeds and plants) in the case ofa monk's correct behaviour is in
tended to make clear that monks (and nuns) are expected to avoid vio
lence even against borderline beings, whereas in the case of lay fol
lowers the lack of such an additional rule35 makes tacit allowance for 

- the fact that such a requirement would render their life impractica
ble. 36 

2. Alternative Proposals 
8~ Since the publication of my study, several scholars have taken up 

the issue of the sentience of plants in earliest Buddhism, pointing out 
further pertinent source material but partly also proposing diverging 
interpretations of the evidence. Of particular interest I find, apart 
from most valuable supplements contributed by Nalini BALBIR (2000), 

35 That the precept not to injure plants is not expected to be observed by lay fol
lowers is, later on, clearly implied in the fact that even in the case of monks break
ing it is classified merely as "blameable because [the Buddha] has declared it [to be 
so] or has interdicted it [specifically for monks and nuns]" (palJlJatti-vajja, 
prajiiapti- or pratik:jepalJa-siivadya, see fn. 2 and Plants # 5.5 with n. 93). A Chi
nese text (Ch'ing kuan-yin ching shu mlfi.\:llH~m, ascribed to Chih-i but spurious 
according to NG 1993: 9) explicitly states that since lay persons have not committed 
themselves to this precept, acting against it does not result in an offence for them 
(T 39.1800: 974b18f: ... ~fffU~~ tzott.£i:1j§:*~, §t::.ff ~Rl~W., /f§t: ~8/f1~W.; cf. 
also 39.1801: 994c25-29: ... 11i-7i</f§t: ~8~f!\Ii'i:1W.). According to another Chinese 
source (Chih-ytian's [~I1Il, n022] subcommentary on Chan-jan's VkN commen
tary), acting against the precept not to cut plants (iWT1j§:) does not involve an "of
fence by nature" (prakrti-siivadya, i.e., a blameable action entailing undesirable 
karmic retribution by its immoral character as such), since plants are not sentient 
beings (T38.1779: 793b15: ret'?'F1WiN, ~8f!\1i'i:1W.). 

36 Cf. PIa/us # 26.1. Cf. also DHARMASIRI 1986: 174£, stating, with reference to 
the Piitimokkha rules prohibiting monks from Injuring plants and digging the 
ground: "He Esc. the Buddha] did not enjoin these rules for laymen because of the 
practical difficulties. ... [T]he Buddha did not preach an extreme form of non
violence or Ahimsii as the J ains did, because of its impracticability." 
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two articles by Mamiko OKADA (1998 and 1999),37 a paper by Ellison 
Banks FlNDL Y (2002) as well as her recently published book on Plant 
Lives (FINDL Y 2008), in which the ideas of her paper have been fully 
developed and integrated into a broader perspective, and, finally, an 
article by A.kira FUJIMOTO (2003).38 

9. OKADA admits that in the Northern tradition and in Mahayana 
sources plants are on the whole not regarded as living, sentient be
ings,39 but she thinks that in earlier and Theravada Buddhism they 
were considered to be living beings with at least one sense-faculty 
(ekindriya), viz., the sense of touch.40 She substantiates her view by 
means of an exhaustive and most valuable examination of the Jiitakil 
literature. As she points out, she could not find any Jiitakas where the 
Bodhisatta is reborn as a plant,41 but in the PaIi Jiitaka collection there 
are quite a few stories describing him as having assumed rebirth as a 
plant deity (mostly, but not exclusively, as a tree deity).42 Although 
the relationship of the deity to the tree is usually that of an inhabitant 
to his abode, so that the deity is able to move to another tree in case 

37 Cf. also OKADA 2002, briefly repeating the main points of the preceding pa
pers but on the whole dedicated to other aspects which, though very interesting, do 
not concern the present paper. 

38 An (obviously approving) report in Japanese of the main points of my essay is 
found in HORIBATA 2006: 48-61, though my name has been changed to "Lambert 
Stein". TATSUGUCHI 2009 is rather brief and mainly descriptive. 

39 OKADA 1998: 285, # 2.2. 

40 OKADA 1999: 105, English summary; 106, # 1.10. 

41 OKADA 1998: 284 # 3.2; 1999: 106 # 1.7. Cf. also SHIRATO 1998: 15b4. 
According to the *UpiisakaS'rla-siitra (T 24.1488: 1042a13-15; SHIH 1994: 45), at 
the time of epidemics, the bodhisattva makes a resolve (praJJidhiina) through which 
his body becomes a medicinal tree, so that when sick people see, smell or touch him 
or consume his skin, blood, flesh, bones and marrow, their diseases are cured (~£i't 
i!!:~ 1ii:1z::klfio J;JlfinMi: !l~~Wo ~~m~ ~IW~~ R~Ez:JiII'lfrl~itfi m~ 
~~o). It is, however, obvious from the phraseology that this is not rebirth as a tree 
but rather deliberate metamorphosis. Cf. also § 107.1 with fn. 592. 

42 OKADA 1998: 284 # 3.3 and 281 ns. 9 and 10. Cf. also the list in ZIN 2003: 219 
n.26. 
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of emergency, OKADA presents three cases where the cutting of the 
tree is regarded as entailing the death of the deity.43 In these cases, the 
relationship between the deity and the tree is obviously much closer, 
looking more like that between a tree-spirit or tree-soul and its 

- body.44 It seems that OKADA considers this relationship to be the 
genuine one and that she takes it as additional support for her as
sumption that in earlier and Theravada Buddhism plants were consid
ered sentient.45 In this way, the potential for becoming a Buddha 
attributed to tree or plant deities by virtue of their identification with 
the Bodhisatta46 would,practically, accrue to the trees or plants them
selves. It is all the more remarkable in this connection that OKADA 

herself observes that in the narrative literature of the Northern tradi
tion stories in which a tree deity, not to consider a tree, is equated 
with the Bodhisattva seem to be entirely missing.47 

10.L FINDLY, too, though accepting my suggestion that in earliest 
Buddhism plants were treated as a kind of borderline beings, assumes 
a standpoint different from that presented in my analysis in taking, 
like OKADA, early Buddhists to have shared the view that plants are 
living beings with one sense-faculty (ekindriya jlva) , viz., the sense of 
touch (252a; 254a!124; 165; 253; 369),48 and that they are thus sen~ 
tient (252b /370). She tries to support this idea by adducing further 

43 OKADA 1999: 106 ## 1.8 and 1.9. 

44 OKADA 1998: 283 # 3.7; 1999: 105, English summary. 

45 OKADA 1998: 283 # 3.7: ::. V') J:: ? ~.::.11L*;f!f!~:sL--C Q ::. C: I.::. J::"0 --C, /~-!J 
:; ~-)' ;iJ 1'i11L* ~, 1:-p'ff{*V')/~ '7 )'.-1 A I.::. §-6 1....- --Cv ,t;: C: ~;t G;h.:s 0 ("It 
seems that in this way, by establishing plant deities, the Plili Jiitakas have included 
plants in the paradigm of living organisms.") 

46 Cf. also SHIRATO 1998: 15a21-b2. 

47 OKADA 1998: 285 # 2.2 and 284 # 3.4. Cf. also SHIRATO 1998: 15b5-6. Worth 
mentioning in this connection is a passage in the autobiography of the S5t5 Zen 
patriarch KeizanJ5kin, according to which he attained arhatship.in a previous exis
tence as a tree deity (FAURE 1996: 30; RAMBELLI 2001: 81). 

48 The references in §§ 10.1-3 refer first to the pages (a = left column, b = right 
column) ofFrNDLY 2002, and then (after the slash) to the pages ofFrNDLY 2008. 
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evidence from the canonical texts for the assumption that plants were 
indeed regarded, by the early Buddhists, to be sentient beings (satta) 
endowed with the sense of touch (256a-257a /127 f; 130-i33; 136-
142; 183). 

10.2. However, FINDLY does not stop here. She rather suggests that 
the sense of touch somehow implies or includes the other sense facul
ties. Touch is "the one sense faculty that pervades all the others" and 
underlies them as the "base sense serving as the foundation of the 
other four" (2008: 144) or as the "foundation of all reception of sense 
data" (2008: 147), to the extent that "at base there is only one sense 
organ, that of the skin" (257b /142-165). By these assumptions, she 
tries to make sure that the sense of touch in plants is sufficient to es
tablish contact (phassa) between sense organ(s) and objects, involv
ing consciousness (vififia]Ja: 260a/l47; 151; 153 f; 227 f) and entail
ing feeling (vedana) or experience of pleasure and/or pain (260a 
jl55-160) in the sense of the twelve-linked formula of origination in 
dependence (paticcasamuppada) (258a /161). Consequently, plants 
should, in spite of what textual evidence suggests (2008: 209), by im
plication (2008: 227) also be considered as subject to ignorance, de
sire, and attachment (258a /161), and hence to participate in the proc
ess of kamma-directed rebirth in the samsaric cycle (258a /207 ff, esp. 
223 f and 227-229), including having the capacity to develop (2008: 

·161), even spiritually (2008: 162; 165). In this connection, FINDLY 

suggests that since 'kaya' is used for both the faculty of touch and the 
body as one of "the three channels by which kamma is made" and 
since "such dual usages are not ordinarily coincidental", it would 
seem that plants being endowed with kaya would also be kamma
producing (258a-b /223). Though FrNDL Y herself seems to have some 
doubt about this conclusion, conceding that "early Buddhists do not 
admit to kammic endowment in plants" (259a), she nonetheless sug
gests that they could not but recognize somekamma-like features in 
plants, viz., "that they grow luxuriantly with constant change and va
riety, and that they have ongoing lineages like human families"· in the 
form of the seed-plant-seed-plant sequence (259b /230 f). 
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10.3: As an alternative, FlNDLY then proposes to integrate plants 
into the samsaric scheme as a form of rebirth where karma is,omy 
consumed but not accumulated (259b /231; 233 f; 252).49This, she 
continues, need not mean that they are lowly beings reborn in a state 
of "darkness" (tamas) - inertia, stagnation, helpless suffering - duy 
to previous bad karma, as in J ainism and some Hindu sources (261 a 
/158 f; 195-198; 230; 234 f). She rather suggests placing them at the 
top: "The critical location in early Buddhism where a sentient being 
does not accumulate kamma ... , but does consume it, is the post
nibblina and pre-parinibblina stage, when the adept is unable to beget 
new kamma, but is still living out the residue of old" (259b-260a 
/234 f; 254). What she thus describes is, in other words, the state of 
an arhat. F'INDL Y thus proposes to understand plants in early Bud
dhism as liberated, A wakened beings, spontaneously bountiful and 
compassionate (2008: 253 f; 360 f). ill order to render her hypothesis 
plausible, she refers to "some East Asian Buddhists who not amy be
lieve plants to be sentient beings, but who ... describe plants as of a 
sattvic nature, and as beings who have already reached enlighten
menC (261 b /248; 253; 262-264 n. 202). ill support of her suggestion 
that a similar view "may be present already for early forms of Bud
dhism" (263a /248 f), she points to three aspects of the treatment of 
plants in early Buddhist texts. First, "the centrality of renunciants 
dwelling at the root of trees" (262a/237; 242-244), second "the use 
of trees in metaphors for spiritual growth" or models of ascetic be
haviour (262a-b 1237; 245-247; 250), and third the fact that plants are 
referred to as thiivara, which means "stationary" in the first place but 

49 For this possibility, F'INDLY (2002: 259b n.59; 2008: 230 f) refers to Plants 
p. 101. In order to avoid misunderstandings, I should like to point out that I neither 
suggested nor excluded that this possibility was actually adopted by Buddhists but 
merely wanted to show that the reason (hetu) adduced by later Buddhist sources to 
prove that plants are not sentient beings, viz., that they do not engage in wholesome 
and unwholesome actions, is not conclusive from a historical perspective (even if 
we accept the presupposition that all sentient beings are eo ipso participants in 
karma-directed samsiira) because there is a tradition according to which in non
human destinies karma is only consumed but not accumulated (cf. fn. 180). 
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is interpreted in the sense of spiritual ahd emotional stability in the 
commentaries (262b /248 f). In this connection, FINDL Y also points to 
the analogy between plants as stationary beings and the immobility 
and inactivity of the advanced Jain ascetic (263a /249). Thus, for 
FINDL Y, plants may, to be sure, be called a "borderline case", but not 
necessarily in the sense of rudimentary beings of doubtful sentience; 
rather, they are at the upper end of the scale, "so advanced that they 
no longer move about and need only dissipate a few kammic remains 
before final enlightenment50" (263b 1254). 

11. FUJIMOTO, in an interesting attempt to clarify the position of 
plants in early and Theravada Buddhism, seems to take for granted 
that already in early canonical Buddhism plants are de facto regarded 
as insentient and not participating in karma-conditioned sarhsara 
(87,12-16).51 At the same time, he stresses the fact that monks are pro
hibited from injuring them just as they are from injuring animals, 
both being piJ.cittiya offences (93,4-5; 102,4-6). He admits 52 that there 
is no explicit statement in the Sutta- and Vinayapitaka according to 
which this is based on the fact that seeds and growing plants, too, are 
regarded as living beings (90,3-4; 93,9-14). But he tries to prove that, 
according to the Theravada Abhidhamma, plants, although insentient, 
i.e., lacking sense-faculties and mind, are nevertheless living beings 
because of being endowed with material life-faculty (ntpa-jlvitindriya: 
96,16 ff; 101,14-16), just like the so-called unconscious heavenly be
ings (asanna-satta: 96,22 ff, esp. 97,3-5). It is, according to FUJIMOTO, 

on this view (which he thus takes to have been a tacit assumption in 
the earlier period as well) that the prohibition to injure seeds and 
plants (102,4-8) as well as their inclusion into the cultivation of 
benevolence towards all living beings in the Metta-sutta of the Sutta-

50 I am not sure what "final enlightenment" is intended to mean, but since plants 
are assumed to have already attained a state in which karma is no longer accumu
lated, i.e., the state of an arhat, "final enlightenment" should probably be final Nir
vana (at death), 

51 Unspecified references in § 11 are to FuJIMOTO 2003. 

52 Suggesting only one possible exception, for which, however, see fn. 105. 
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nipiita (102,11 ff) is based. According to him, what is ethically,rele
vant is thus not sentience but life, and life is not more or less coinci
dent with sentience, not even in earliest Buddhism. And instead of 
having a precarious borderline status between sentient and insentient, 
plants have an unambiguous nature: they are insentient but living or
ganisms (101,10-17). 

12. Though very much appreciative of the above-mentioned publi
cations as stimulating and sympathetic contributions, I still cannot 
help having some doubts with regard to the conclusions and to the 
arguments adduced in support. Since progress and clarification in 
research takes place through critical discussion, allow me to recon
sider the matter. 

3. Plants as Living Beings with One Sense
Faculty in the Vinaya 

13. My first problem concerns the designation of plants as "living 
beings with one sense-faculty" (ekindriya jfva), which both OKADA 

and FINDL y treat as an early Buddhist or Theravada view on plants. 
But in all passages in the canon where the expression occurs in con
nection with plants53 it is only "people" (manussii) - ordinary people 

53 Vin I 137,16, 138,5 and 293,20 (on which VON HINOBER in StlI 2/1976: 34); 
189,14 f; III 156,1 f; IV 34,22 f; (cf. Plants ## 5.4-5 and 8-10.1; other versions: ibid. 
ns. 77, 78, 122, 130 and 146). The only parallel to these passages in a non-Thera
vada Vinaya which contains an exact equivalent to the expression ekindriya jfva I 
have noted is in the Vinaya of the Sarvastiviidins (see fn. 87). - In Vin I 137 and 
138, the phrase ekindriyam jfvam vihethenta follows after the accusation that by 
wandering around in the rainy season the monks crush green herbs (haritiini til}iini) 
and precedes the accusation that they cause the death of many tiny (khuddaka) ani
mals (Pii~!a). FrNOLY (2008: xxxi n. 12) remarks that in this case "the one-facultied 
beings may not be the plants themselves at all, but instead the beings who reside in 
the plants". These beings would, however, be somewhat enigmatic (cf. BRUHN 2007: 
24 £), for they could hardly be tiny animals since these are mentioned separately 
and since animals proper, even the tiniest, are regarded as having at least two sense
faculties (Utt 36.126 ff; Tattviirthiidhigama-sfitra 11.23-24; thus also FrNOLY 2008: 
117 and 120). What is more, such an assumption would not solve the main problem 
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or householders,54 who are not necessarily affiliated with Buddhism, 
and surely not doctrinally trained Buddhists55 - or even representa
tives of other religious groups56 who think that trees and other plants 

of the passage, viz., the somewhat surprising use of the singular ekindriyam jfvam. 
'(Plant-)life' in a collective sense? Or could the phrase ekindriyarhjfvam vihethenta, 
which in this pass~ge has no correspondence in any of the other Vinayas (see Plants 
n. 130), perhaps be a redactional addition, added in order to explain why the crush
ing of green herbs upsets the householders, and borrowed from the commentary on 
Piicittiya 11 without fully adapting it to the context by replacing the singular with a 
plural? 

54 See Plants I\.90. Cf. also VinDh 586b9-10; 830blO-14 and 24-25; 847b13-14 
Oi5± "householders"); VinMI41c14-15 (A. "people"); T 24.1463 (*Vinayamiitrka): 
823b25-26 (~q:r~A. "all the people in the country"). 

55 As F'INDLY puts it in the case of Vin I 189, where monks are reproached by 
people because they had young palmyra palms (tala-tarul!a) cut (probably: stripped 
of leaves)" in order to use the leaves (tala-patta) as sandals, with the effect that the 
palmyra palms withered up (cf. also SYED 1990: 315 n. 7: " ... durch das AbreiBen 
der Blatter wurden die Baume zersWrt."). F'INDLY remarks (2008: 159 f; cf. 2002: 
256b): "We see the early Buddhist attribution of this ~apacity to experience pain in 
the important Vinaya passage 1.189 ... The specifically horrific evidence for this 
prohibition is that when cut ... the young palmyra palms wither up - suggesting 
that they are feeling pain ... ". Similarly 2008: 364: " ... the canonical Buddhist 
injunction against wearing palmyra leaf sandals due to the withering and bleeding 
of the leaves after being cut, which suggests to Buddhist observers that the plant. 
feels pain." [Emphasis mine.] There is, however, definitely no reason to assume that 
the "people" (manussa) or "householders" (~±: VinDh 847b13) who blame the 
monks are specifically affiliated with Buddhism. They are most probably lay per
sons who would support all ascetics with proper behaviour. In any case, their belief 
in the sentience of plants does not prove anything for Buddhism on a doctrinal level. 
Nor does the passage actually say that when the palmyra leaves were cut off these 
leaves (or rather the young palms) bled. It merely says that the young palmyra 
palms withered up. This may indeed have been associated with dying and pain by 
the householders, but not necessarily by the Buddhist monks. 

a I take talatarUlJa to mean young palmyra trees (like bodhitarul!a "young bodhi 
trees" in Mahavamsa [ed. W. GEIGER, PTS 1958] 19.58). Cf. VinDh 847b12-
13, where it is stated that certain monks "tore off the leaves (v. 1.: bark) of a 
tala (= palmyra) tree in order to make sandals, with the result that the tree 
withered up" (*U§7flH~f~[v.L.&:] f'pmto W{]!!;ffi~o). 

56 Cf. Plants # 5.5 with n. 91. 
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are living beings (jfvasaiiiiino rukkhasmim),57 and who therefore re
proach Buddhist monks who had cut down a tree or damaged some 
other plant (or had ordered others to do so) for having injured a living 

_ being with one sense-faculty (ekindriyam ... jfvam vihethenti). The 
Samantaptistidikti expressly specifies this sense-faculty as the sense of 
touch,58 which means that plants are seen as endowed with rudimen
tary sentience.59 Later coinmentaries expressly ascribe this view to the 
Jains or AjIvikas.60 Hence, the references to plants as living beings 

57 For further discussion of this phrase, see § 16. 

58 Sp575: ekindriyan ti kayindriyam sandhaya vadanti. Cf. HARVEY 2000: 175. 
Cf. also BALBIR 2000: 23 (Vajirabuddhi-tfkd). 

59 Implying sensations of pleasure (SRINNASAN 2007: 3 and 10: contentment; 4 
and 17: happiness) and pain (11: pains from some diseases; 17: suffering in winter) 
as well as some form of desire (ibid. 9-11). For all the six kinds of living beings 
(jfva) being subject to pain cf. also Siiy 11.1.48 (JAG 2.2 # 679; cf. CAILLAT 2007: 
91) and VtyahapaIJIJatti XIX.3 (JAG 4.2: 840 ## 33-37; DELEU 1970: 250; 2007: 
104). 

6oCf. BALBIR 2000: 23, quoting the Vajirabuddhi-tfka (6th_7th .cent.) and a 
commentary on the Abhidhanappadfpika ascribing the view to the NigaI).thas and 
KhapaI).akas, respectively, Le., to the Jains (cf., e.g., SCHUBRING 1935: 133; JAINI 
1980: 223 f; DELEU 2007: 104; METTE 2007: 115; SRINN ASAN 2007: 12 f; 22; 90; 
cf. also 24 and 36). On the other hand, .Sv I 161,18-22 refers to the idea of animate 
beings with one sense-faculty and to an interpretation of sabbe jfva as plants (cf. 
also Ps III 120,7-12 and 11-12; Spk II 341,4-8) in connection with the views of 
Makkhali Gosiila (DN I 53,24 and 31 f). - The view that plants (and other external 
things) are living beings endowed with one sense-faculty is ascribed to the Nir
granthas (= Jains) also in the Sarvastivada-affiliated MahavibhiJ.~a (T 28.1547: 
439b27-c2; T 28.1546: 270c26-271a2; Vi 729a13-18). Here, however, this sense
faculty is, somewhat surprisingly, defined not as the sense of touch but as the life
faculty (1fPf'& = jfvitendriya, --? life) or as the mana-indriya (~f'&, ~ sentience),' or 
both (!). This looks like a (somewhat unfortunate) attempt to describe the Jaina 
view that they are living beings Ufva) with a rudimentary sentience in terms of Bud
dhist abhidharmic concepts. From a 'Buddhist point of view, every living being (in 
the sense of beings participating'in karma-directed samsara), even the unconscious 
heaverily beings (asafifia-deva: cf. § 21), must have a life-faculty. If consciousness 
is involved (cf. fn.9) and/or if the issue of faculties is narrowed down to sense
faculties, the most basic and indispensable one is the mana-indriya (cf. Vi 793a7 f; 
AK[Bh] 50,9 f), i.e., consciousness as a faculty. In Jainism, on the other hand, con-
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with one sense-faculty, interpreted in their context,61 rather suggest 
that the authors of these Vinaya passages did not share this view.62 

This is explicitly stated in the Mahasilnghika version: "Although [in 
reality] they (i.e., trees) have no life, one should not cause people to 
become upset. ,,63 These passages cannot therefore be used for ascer
taining the position of the Buddhists (or at least doctrinally trained 
Buddhists) themselves.64 

14. That the concept of living beings with one sense-faculty 
(ekindriya jlva) refers to a non-Buddhist view is also corroborated by 
the fact that throughout the earlier texts of the PilIi canon, 'jlva' as a 

sciousness is an inborn property of the soul (FRAUWALLNER 1956: 271 f), and life
span (iiyus) is not reckoned among the faculties (indriya) but among the life
functions (prii~la) (ibid. 270). Therefore, the characterization of sentient beings as 
ekindriya must refer to yet another property (Le., the sense of touch). 

61 I.e., in connection with the statement that people regard trees, or plants, as liv
ing beings (jfvasafifiino ... manussii rukkhasmim), for which see § 16. The mere 
statement that it is "people", or "householders" who charge the monks who had cut 
(or had ordered others to cut) a tree with injuring a living being would not 
necessarily imply that the monks themselves did not regard trees, or plants, as 
living beings, for in other Vinayas people make similar accusations also in 
situations where the monks had injured animals. a In the case of plants, however, the 
express ascription of the belief that plants are living beings to "people" and the use 
of the term 'ekindriyajfva' (which occurs only in the speech of "people", and never 
in expositions of a specifically Buddhist point of view) suggest that the monks did 
not really share this belief. 

a Cf. § 28.2; VinMI 44c24-45a3; 58a20-25; VinMa 344c27-29. In the PaIi 
Vinaya, however, and partly also in other Vinayas (e.g., VinSa 79c3-7; 97b6-
10), in cases of injury to animals the monks are reproached by other monks: 
see Vin IV 48, 124 and 125 (introductory stories ad Pacittiya 20, 61 and 62, 
respectively). 

62 Cf. Plants # 5.5; BALBIR 2000: 23; HARVEY 2000: 175; HARA 2003: 472; 
OBEYESEKERE 2006: 96. Another explanation also points in the same direction: 
monks should not cut down trees because the trees are inhabited by deities or by 
animals who may be. hurt or even killed or would at any rate lose their abode 
(Plants ## 5.2 and 5.3). 

63 VinMa 339a13: ~9=11il1Ef!\iiriiJ ::f);\!H.tA±'~{,', 
64 For Pacittiya 88 see § 28.2. 
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general term for "living beings" seems to be largely avoided, except 
when a non-Buddhist view or popular belief is characterized.6s In this 
connection, the occurrences of the pattern "all sentient beings (satta), 
all animate beings (pii:tJa) , all creatures (bhata) , all living beings 

_ (jfva)"- originally surely a list of quasi-synonymous, i.e., more or 
less overlapping expressions66 - are revealing: In its complete form, 
which corresponds (apart from the position of the element 'satta') to 

6S '}fva' in the sense of "soul" (e.g., DN I 56,26; II 333 ff) is non-Buddhist 
tertninology. The same holds good for the alternative question tam jfvaJh tam 
sarfraJh udiihu diiiiaJh jfvaJh aiiiiam sarfrwiI (e.g., DN I 157-160, with unusual 
neuter jfvam, < Eastern *se jfve se sarfre?; cf. DhSk 56,5-6 or AKBh 469,14: sa 
jfvas tac charfram), which the Buddha refuses to answer. In the first alternative, 
'jfva' would seem to denote the living being (mistakenly) reduced to the body, in 
the second alternative 'jfva' points to a hypostatized life-principle or soul distinct, 
and separable, from the body. I am not concerned here with 'jfva' in everyday 
usage: in the sense of "alive" (as an antonym to mata "dead"," or as in jfvagiiharh 
gahetvi'ina "having captured alive": OBERLIES 2001: 268), "the living" (as in 
jfvaloke "in the world of the Hving,,)b or even "life".c At ]a V 239,18 (no. 528, 
vs. 26) 'jfva' does mean "living being" (de facto: "man"), but the speaker is a non
Buddhist. - In later texts, the reticence to use 'jfva' as a quasi-synonym of 
'satt(v)a' or 'piilJa' /'priilJin' seems to diminish; cf., e.g., DhSk 81,1-2 (19vlO: 
priilJini priilJisarhjiif jfve jfvasamjiif sattve sattvasamjiit), or Mahiiniddesa I 3 (maceo 
ti satta naro miinavo poso puggalojfvo ... ). In the latter passage, the focus seems to 
be on human beings, as is still more obviously the case in I 12, where the 
explanandum is actually "man" (naro ti). 

a ]a III 263,2. 

b = manussaloke ]a II 318,1-2; = imasmim satta lake Ud-a 294,5. 
C E.g., Sn 432; Ja VI 304,27 [no. 545, vs. 207]. 

66 Thus explicitly even the Jaina commentator SIlanka, who states, in connection 
with a differentiating explanation, according to which 'piilJa' refers to lower ani
mals (with two to four senses), 'bhiita' to plants, 'jfva' to beings with five senses, 
and 'satta' to element-beings (AyarViv 47,33-36; cf. also the quotation ibid. 47,36-
37), that he proposes this explanation "although in reality there is, in this passage, 
no difference between the terms 'priilJa', etc., [as regards the range of entities they 
denote]" (AyarViv 47,36: iha ca priilJiidisabdiiniim yady api paramiirtha
to 'bheda~ ... ). 
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that of the early Jaina texts,67 this pattern occurs in the Buddhist Ser
mons68 only in connection with non-Buddhist views. When the pattern 
is, exceptionally, used in a Buddhist context,69 the item "living be
ings" (jlva) is significantly missing. The reason may well have been 
that the term 'jfva' was felt to be typical of traditions in which forms 
of life (like plants) which the Buddhists found problematic were con
sidered to be sentient. This seems to be confirmed by Buddhaghosa, 
who in fact, when commenting upon the aforementioned four
membered pattern, explains 'jfva' as referring to plants. 7o By contrast, 
in the case of 'palJa' and' bhuta' no such inherent tinge seems to have 
been felt, in spite of the sporadic use of 'palJa' as including plants in 
early Buddhist verse texts (see § 3), and of the particular use of 
'bhUta' for plants in the compound 'bhUtagama' (see §§ 5-6). 

15. If the passages referring to plants as living beings with one 
sense-faculty (ekindriya jfva) are nonetheless used as evidence for the 
Buddhists' own opinion, one would likewise have to accept that, in 
contrast to FINDLY'S preference for a biocentric approach including 
plants but not the elements,7! the Buddhists themselves also shared 
the view that the earth is a living being with one sense-faculty, since 
this idea is, in connection with the prohibition to dig the ground, re
ferred to in precisely the same pattern as the belief in trees as living 

67 Ayar 17,18-19 (JAG # 132): savve pal}a savve bhiiya savve jfva savve satta; cf, 
also 5,6-7 (# 49); 18,18-19 (# 136), etc.; Suy II.7,13 and 15 (JAG ## 852 and 854 = 
pp. 241,15 and 243,11-244,10). 

68 DN I 53,31; MN I 407,34; SN III 210,8: sabbe satta sabbe pal}a sabbe bhiita 
sabbejfva. 

69 AN II 73,4. 

70 Sv 161,20-22 (cf. Ps III 120,11-12; Spk II 341,6-8): "With 'all living beings' he 
(i.e., Makkhali Gosala) refers to rice, barley, wheat, etc., for he thinks that these are 
living beings because they grow" (sabbe jfva ti saliyavagodhiimadayo sandhaya 
vadati I tesu hi so vinthanabhavena jfvasafifit). Cf., however, the completely differ
ent distribution of the four terms as proposed by Sl1atika (see fn. 66). 

71 Cf. FINDLY 2008: 372; cf. also 253 (terming the inclusion of inanimate things 
like stones and rocks in the Far Eastern idea of universal Buddhahood "bad news") 
and 376 f. 
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beings with one sense-faculty is in the introduction to the prohibition 
to injure plants.72 However, since both passages occur only in the 
commentarial stratum of the Vinaya, which, though canonical, is 
definitely not from the earliest period,73it cannot be taken for granted 
that the view they presuppose for the Buddhist monks of their time is 
identical with the way plants, or even the earth, were viewed in the 
earliest period or by the Buddha himselC4 

Philological Excursus on the phrase 'jTvasafifiino manussii 
TukkhasmiTh' (§ 16) 

16.1. The expression jfvasafifiino manussii rukkhasmim (/pathavi
yam) cannot mean that people think75 that there are living things in a 
tree (or in the SOil)/6 for such an idea would not have had to have 
been ascribed to people since the Buddhist monks, too, would, of 

72 Yin N 32-33 (Piicittiya 10). Cf. Plants pp. 46 ff. In this case, the expression 
ekindriya jfva has an equivalent in the Chinese version of two other Vinayas (see 
fn. 87). Cf. also the use of the same phrase at Mil 259,7-8 with reference to water; 
here, the position of its being a living being with one sense-faculty is expressly 
ascribed to "certain non-Buddhists" (ekacce titthiyti). Similar to the case of plants 
(cf. § 13), in the case of the earth the Vinaya of the Mahiisiinghikas expressly states 
that from the Buddhist point of view the earth is not a living being but that ascetics 
should nevertheless not dig the ground (VinMii 384c16-17; cf. fuJIMOTO 2003: 105 
n.14). 

73 SCHLINGLOFF 1963; VON HINOBER 1996: 13. Likewise, the other references to 
people regarding plants as living beings with one sense-faculty occur either in the 
canonical commentary to the Ptitimokkhasutta or in analogous portions of the 
Khandhakas. 

74 For this reason, I should be less assertive than GOMBRICH (2005), who states 
(733): "That monks and nuns should avoid destroying plants has no rationale in 
Buddhist doctrine." He is right as regards doctrinally consolidated Buddhism, and 
probably also for the authors of the Suttavibhmiga. But in the absence of express 
and unambiguous doctrinal statements in the early canonical texts we can hardly be 
sure that the issue was settled from the outset. 

75 For the semantic sphere of samjfiti/safifiti see VETTER 2000: 24-27. 

76 And it definitely cannot imply that people, or even Buddhists, see "trees as liv
ing beings who have perception, discernment or cognition ... (samjfiti)" (FINDL Y 

2008: 153). 
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course, have agreed that in a tree as well in the soil there are living 
things, viz., animals or spirits. There can thus be no doubt that we 
must understand the phrase in the sense of people thinking that the 
tree or the soil itself is a living being (jzva). 

16.2. Actually, the syntactical pattern "nounloc noun-saiiiiin" is 
rather common, especially in the Vinaya. In most occurrences, the 
noun in the locative and the noun compounded with 0 saiiiiin are iden
tical (in the form 'Noe A-saiiiiin', or 'non-Noe non-A-saiiiiin'), or one 
is the negated form of the other {'Aloe non-A-saiiiiin', or 'non_Aloe A-

. saiiiiin ').77 In these cases, the meaning of the phrase is regularly that 
someone has, with regard to A, the notion that it is A, etc., i.e., the 
locative is to be understood as a vi~ayasaptamz and the complement of 
o saiiiiin as indicating the content of the notion or idea.78 The same 
holds good if the noun compounded with 0 saiiiiin is different from the 
noun in the locative (,Aloe B-saiiiiin'),provided that B is an adjective79 

or, if it is a substantive, something that can, rightly, deliberately or 
(more often than not) by mistake, be equated with A in a statement 
"A is B".80 For the sentence under discussion, this requirement would 

77 E.g., Vin IV 33,22-28 (ad Pacittiya 10): pathaviyii pathavf-saiiiif, etc.; 35,14-19 
(ad Pacittiya 11): bije bija-saiiiif, etc.; AN I 84,19 akappiye kappiya-saiiiif and 
kappiye akappiya-saiiiif. 

78 Cf., e.g., Mp II 155,20-21 (ad AN I 84,19, see fn. 77): "Having, with regard to 
something unsuitable [for renunciants], like lion's meat, the notion 'this is 
suitable'" (akappiye sfhamarhsiidimhi "kappiyarh idan" ti evarh-saiiiif), or Mp V 
2,7-9 (ad AN V 7: na pathaviyarh pathavf-saiiiif assa): "He may not have a notion in 
terms of a notion that has arisen in the form 'earth' after having made earth its ob
ject" (pathavirh iirammalJarh katvii pathavf ti evarh uppanniiya saiiiiiiya saiiiif na 
bhaveyya). 

79 E.g., Vin IV 40,25: smighike puggalika-saiiiif ("having the [wrong] notion 
'personal [property]' with regard to what is [in reality the property] of the 
community"); AN V 109,3: sabbasmikhiiresu aniccasaiiiiii ("the [correct] notion 
'impermanent' with regard to all conditioned things"); MN I 336,23: iihiire 
pa!ikiUa-saiiiiino ("having the [deliberate] notion 'disgusting' with regard to [esp. 
delicious] food"). 

80 E.g., Sp III 536: itthiyii palJrjaka-purisa-... -saiiiiissa ("of [a person] who 
mistakes a woman for a eunuch ora man"); or Ps I 70,3-4: manussii pi ca riijiino 
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be met as long as 'jlva' is understood in the sense of "living being". 
We could then translate the passage as: 

[1] "People have, with regard to 11 tree (lthe soil), the idea [that 
it is] a living being." 

There are, however, also instances of the pattern 'Aloe B-saiiiiin' 
where B denotes a concept that cannot, rightly or wrongly, be equated 
with A but can, e.g., only be attributed to A or located in A. Such 
cases amount to statements like "A has B" or "there is B in A".8! Such 
an interpretation would be required if 'jlva' is, in the passage under 
discussion, taken to mean "life-force", "soul". A translation would 
then run as follows: 

[2J "People have the idea that in a tree (lin the soil) [there isJ a 
life-force (or soul).,,82 

16.3. Can we decide which of the two interpretations deserves pref
erence? Let us consider the problem from three angles: a) context, b) 
explanatory materials in the Buddhist tradition, and c) linguistic us
age in early laina texts. 

16.3.1. As for the context, we could ask which of the two interpreta
tions would better fit in with the preceding accusation that the Bud
dhist monks, by felling the tree, injure a jlva with one sense-faculty. 
Doubtless, it would seem more natural to speak of injuring a living 
being than of injuring a soul, because the soul is, strictly speaking, 
invulnerable. But since in Jainism consciousness is a property of the 
soul,83 it must be the soul that experiences the pain of its body being 

viya attani deva-saiiiiino honti ("[certain] humans, like kings, consider themselves 
as heavenly beings"); VisM XVII.62: anirodhabhiite pi gativisese dukkhanirodha
saiiiif ("thinking a certain destiny to be the end of suffering although in reality it is 
not"). 

8! Cf., e.g., DN I 22,20-21 anta-saiiiif lokasmim, which clearly means "having the 
notion that the world has an end (i.e., is spatially limited)", or VisM III. 1 11, where 
a kalavirika bird (cuckoo) in a room with mirrors on all sides is described as 
thinking that there are kalavirika birds in all directions (sabbadisiisu karavfka-saiiiil). 

82 Or: " ... that a tree (lthe soil) has a life-force (or soul)." Cf. HARVEY 2000: 175. 

83 See fn. 60. 
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cut, and therefore it may not be inappropriate to say that by cutting 
down the tree the monks hurt the soul84 whose body it is. 

16.3.2. As regards Buddhist explanatory materials, the Samanta
piisiidikii explains 'jfva' as 'satta,S5 and thus seems to support its in
terpretation as "living being", provided that 'satta' is used in the or
dinary sense of "sentient being" and not in the sense of a metaphysi
cal principle of sentience, as is the case in a similar discussion of the 
sentience of water in the Milindapanha. In this text (259,1-5), the king 
Milinda argues that certain non-Buddhists (ekacce titthiyii: no doubt 
the Jains) believe that "water is alive" (udakam jfvati) , a formulation 
that suggests taking water itself as a living being vfva), but in his re
ply the monk Nagasena actually uses the term 'jfva' .in the sense of 
"life-principle" or "soul": "Water is not, of course, alive: there is no 
life-principle or principle-of-sentience in water" (na hi ... udakam 
jfvati, n'atthi udakejfva satta va). In other words, he uses 'jfva' not in 
the sense of a living organism as a whole but in the sense of the life
force or soul that is embodied in this organism and constitutes it as a 
living being, as in interpretation [2]. The phrase under discussion is, 
in connection with the rule not to dig in the soil, understood in a simi
lar way in the Vinaya of the Sarvastivadins: "There were 
householders who, being pupils of the non-Buddhists, said that in 
earth there is a life-faculty.,,86 But the phrase accusing the Buddhist 
monks of injuring a jfva with one sense-faculty is translated in the 

84 Cf. HENRICHS 1979: 92 and FlNDLY 2008: 158 for a similar idea in Maniche
ism and in the Purcb}as, respectively. 

85 Sp 575 jfvasaiiiiino ti sattasaiiiiino. 

86 VinSa 117b17 f (on Piicittiya 10): 1'j!;5± ~:9HH5!3T W;:f:jftJ:j=l1'jil]J;flt In the 
case of plants (Piicittiya 11), the text is ambiguous: "At that time, there were house
holders who with regard to plants had (±., lit. produced, formed) the notion of their 
being endowed with life" (VinSa 74c24: ~B~1'jg± ~1j![*J:j=I ±'1'jil]J~). Still less 
unambiguous is VinMi: 41c14 f: "With regard to plants, people had the notion of 
life" (1j![*Z J:j=I A.±. il]J1'J!). Similarly T 24.1463 (*Vinayamatrka) 823b25 f: 
"Throughout the country, people all had, with regard(?)' to this tree, the notion of 
life" (~J:j=I~A. W);J,Jl:tW1'jil]JZ1'J!). 

a );) is puzzling he~e; one expects ~. 
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same Vinaya as: "They take the life of a living being [possessing only] 
one sense-faculty",87 which means that in this case 'jfva' is under
stood in the sense of interpretation [1]. Similarly, in the ,discussion of 
the monastic rule not to injure plants the rrkiiS have somebody raise 
the objection that this rule does not make sense in the Buddhist con
text because trees, etc., are not living beings (jfva) since they lack 
consciousness, and that even growth is not a sufficient reason for as
suming that they are living beings (tesarh jfvabhiive) since growth is 
observed also in coral, crystals or salt. 88 Here, 'jfva' is clearly used in 
the sense of "living being", applied to the plant as a whole, as in in
terpretation [1]. And in a passage of the Papaficasudanf, we hear of 
non-Buddhists (probably the Jains) who insist on the view that iron is 
a living being (jfva).89 The explanatory material is thus not unanimous. 

16.3.3. It is well-known that in doctrinally developed Jaina texts 
'jfva' is used in the technical meaning of "soul", but to what extent 
can this usage be taken for granted in the case of the earliest Jaina 

87 VinSa 117b19-20: $-tltlx.1::ifP. Similarly, with reference to cutting grass and 
picking flowers, VinSa 74c25: "The Buddhist monks are takers of life: they kill a 
living being [possessing only] one sense-faculty" 09>F5~T ~$1l'PA., *.It:-tltlX 
:~I:Y Ambiguous is the Vinaya of the Mahasanghikas: "But now, digging the ground 
with their own hands ... , they deliberately injure life [possessing only] one sense
faculty" (VinMa 384c12-13: ffif4§-¥tr:llttB ... i&1~-t~1l'P)'. 

a In both passages, - ("one") is given as a v.l. in T, whereas in the text itself 
we have tv ("to cut") and Ml. ("to break"), forming binominal expressions with 
*.It: ("to kill") and 1~ ("to injure"), respectively. But these are clearly secondary 
alterations by Chinese transmitters who, being unfamiliar with the Indian 
background ofthe concept ekendriya, tried to make sense of the passages. 

88 Sv-pt I 157: nanu ca rukkhadayo cittarahitatiiya na jfvii; ... vuddhi pana 
pavii!a-silii-lavm:riinam pi vijjatfti na tesarh jfvabhiive kiirm:rarh. 

89 Ps I 27,18-19: aye jfvasafifif hutvii pana ayarh jfvo ti abhinivisati. Though one 
could understand aye jfvasafifif as "having the idea of a soul (life-principle) in iron", 
'jfva' cannot be rendered as "soul" in the second part of the passage, which can 
only mean "he tenaciously declares iron to be a living being UIVO ti)". It would thus 
seem preferable to keep to this meaning of 'jfva' for the whole passage and to 
understand it as describing two steps of misconception (viz., safiiiii- and ditrhi
vipalliisa); "Having formed the idea that iron is a living being, he then insists on 
[this status of] iron [by expressly asserting:] '[It is] a living being' Ufvo !j)." 
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sources? Translations present a sometimes confusing oscillation be
tween "soul" and "living/animate being", and the issue would seem to 
be in need of critical revision, which, however, would exceed the lim
its of this study. Even so, I have the impression, provisional as it 
might be (I am anyway not a specialist of Jain studies), that in the 
first part of the AyaraJiga and the Suyaga¢a as well as in the Dasa
veyaZiya there are few if any occurrences of 'jfva' where the meaning 
"soul" is necessary, but many where "living/animate being" fits best. 
As already mentioned (§ 14), 'jfva' occurs, along with 'pal}a', 
'bhUya' and 'satta', in a sdies of (originally quasi-synonymous) ex
pressions for living, animate, sentient beings. In other passages, it 
alternates with such expressions,90 and like them it may denote living 
or animate beings in the perspective of their present existence91 as 
well as in the perspective of subjects of reiterated rebirth and, possi
bly, liberation.92 What is, however, most important in the present con
text is that as in Buddhism and in the Asoka inscriptions93 , in the 
early Jaina sources the object of the verb "to injure" ((vi- )-(hims) is 

90 E.g., Utt 3.1-7: jantu, payii (= prajii), piilJino (pI.) and jfvii (pl.), all rightly 
rendered as "living being(s)" by JACOBI (1995/1968: 15 f). Sometimes (e.g., Dasav 
8.2 or Suy 11.7-8), 'jfva' is used as a comprehensive category including the ele
ments, the plants and the mobile animate beings (tasii piilJii), like animals and man. 
With "animate beings" (piilJa) as a sub-category, 'jfva' can hardly mean "soul" but 
only "living being" (i.e., in the perspective of the developed Jaina system: bodies 
animated by an enduring soul that constitutes life and sentience: cf. METTE 1991: 
186 f (s.v.jfva». . 

91 Thus especially in connection with injuring, or not injuring, them (see fns. 94 
and 95). 

92 E.g., Utt 3.7 (see fn. 90). Cf. the analogous use of satta (etc.) in Buddhist texts 
(e.g., DN I 82 f). It is, of course, especially in the context of accumulating karma 
and undergoing reiterated rebirth that in the mature Jaina system the understanding 
of 'jfva' as "soul" (as the transmigrating entity in a doctrinal perspective) is of cen
tral importance, but in the beginning of Ayar (1,7-13) the transmigrating entity is 
(still?) called iiyii (iitman). 

93 Major Rock Edict IV.A (KalsT: E. HULTZSCH: Inscriptions of Asoka, Oxford 
1925: 30 f): piiniilambhe vihisii ca bhiitiinam; cf. also IV.C (ibid.) and Pillar Edict 
7.NN (ibid. 133 and 137). 
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normally living, animate beings (pii"(la, pii"(lin, bhilya, pii"(labMiya).94 
Therefore, when 'jrva' occurs as the object of a verb denoting in
jury,95 we can be fairly sure that it has the meaning "living, animate 
being", and not "soul". 

4. Plants as Insentient Living Beings (FUJIMOTO) 

17. FUJIMOTO (see § 11) is well aware of the parallelism of phrase
ology in connection with plants and the earth (see § 15), and also of 
the fact that in both cases it is probably the Jaina point of view that is 
alluded to (90,24-91,6).96 At the same time, he insists on a Buddhist 

94 Ayar 2,10-11 and 21-22 (palJe); Sl1y 1.5.104 (tase pa(lino tMvare ya); 5.2.24 
(kG/heana, explained by SIlaIi.ka as kam api pralJinam: Sl1yViv 94,28); 75 (bluttairh); 
Dasav vs.4.1, etc. (palJabhiiyai); 5.1.5 (palJabhiiyairh tase aduva thavare); 6.28 
(purjhavi-kayarh ... tase ya ... palJe); 6042 (valJassairh ... tase ya .. , palJe); 8.12 
(tase palJe); Utt 5.8 (bhiitagamarh, here including the mobile and the stationary 
[living] beings); 12.39 (palJai bhayai); 25.23 (tasapalJe ... ya tMvare). 

95 E.g., Utt 32.27: jfve earacare hirhsai (JACOBI 1895/1968: 188: "will kill many 
movable and immovable beings"). In Utt 35.11 we read that through cooking, jfvas 
that live in the water, in the grain, in/on the ground and in/on the fuel are killed 
(hammanti), which clearly does not make sense in connection with souls but does 
with respect to living beings (small animals?). In Sl1y 1.7.5-7 it is stated that by 
using fire one kills or injures creatures (bhata) or animate beings (palJa), including 
flying insects and vermin living in the fuel as well as earth and water, which also 
consist of living beings (purjhavf vi jfva aa vi jfva). Similarly, in Sl1y I.11.7-9 the 
beings not to be injured comprise mobile animate beings (tasa palJa, i.e. animals), 
plants and seeds and the living beings (jfva) [the bodies of] which consist of earth, 
water, wind and fire (purjhavfjfva, aujfva, agalJi, vaujfva). In both passages, the 
parallelism of jfva and palJa is obvious, as is the parallelism of jfva and jaga(t) at 
Dasav 5.1.68: purjhavf-jfve vi hirhsejjaje ya tarh-nissiyajaga (SCHUBRING: "souls in 
the earth or upon it", but improbable in view of passages already adduced and the 
material assembled in fn. 94). Likewise, in Dasav 4 (p. 6,20 f) where it is asserted 
that a monk should not perform acts of violence towards the sixjfva-nikayas, 'jfva' 
hardly means "souls" (SCHUBRING) but rather "living beings" (i.e. animate bodies 
or embodied souls), the six groups being indeed specified as the elements (as long 
as not made lifeless), the plants, and the mobile animate beings (tasa palJa), viz., 
insects and other animals, men and heavenly beings. 

96 Unspecified references in ch. 4 are to FUJIMOTO 2003. 
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background for the prohibitions.97 In the case of plants he suggests 
that the prohibition is based on the nature of plants themselves, on 
their being, to be sure, insentient but nonetheless endowed with life 
(102,4-8). In the case of the earth or soil, on the either hand, he sees 
the reason for the prohibition not in the idea of its being alive but in 
the fact that by digging the ground small living things in the soil 
would be injured (91,7-11). As proof, he refers to the fact that the ca
nonical commentary confines the prohibition to 'living' (jiita) soil, 
which he interprets as "soil in which many small living things and 
worms/insects are likely to live".98 The situation would thus be the 
same as iri the case of water, the drinking or pouring out of which is 
prohibited only if it contains tiny animals (91,12-16). But this assump
tion seems rather arbitrary. In contrast to the prohibitions concerning 
water, the rule prohibiting digging the ground does not mention ani
mals,99 nor does the canonical commentary refer to them when defin
ing the expression 'living (jiita) soil'. The expression jiitii pathavf 

. seems to mean something like fertile, undamaged, 'living' soil, capa
ble of producing plants,lOO contrasted with ajiitii pathavf, which is ex
plained as comprising both stony or sandy (i.e., barren, 'dead') soil 
and soil that has been burnt (i.e., 'killed') or disturbed and not yet 
recovered. 101 The distinction between these two kinds of soil is thus 

97 Cf. ibid. 93,11-12, where FUJIMOTO states that the Vinaya aims at keeping 
monks from committing bad actions (tr:lit-: t:, f-=~*:;t:5l!. ~~ftv <:. ~ :;t: ~ ~'J ~ 
TQ1$~). 

98 Ibid. 91,8: ... 1~1:!j:m-? £B. k t:, iJ'~ < i'l'/v --c'v '-'C 5 ft1:±ill. 
99 Cf. Plants # 15.1-2. Reference to the danger that one may injure animals in

habiting the ground when one tills it comes in only in later sources (cf., e.g., 1-
ching's Record of the Buddhist Religion: T 54.2125: 213b9 and b14-15, trans!. 
TAKAKUSU 1966: 61-62; SrlghT 16,16: krmi-... -iidlniirh vihilnsanarh ... kar~alJe sati; 
KLIMKEIT 1977: 206), just as the prohibition to injure plants is justified only in later 
sources by referring to the animals inhabiting them (cf. Plants # 5.2). 

100 Cf. T 23.1440: 559b20: ~g1:1j[*tR ~~1:±iB. 
101 Cf. Plants # 15.4 (with ns. 289-291). The terms may be taken from everyday 

language and seem to be used by the authors of the Suttavibhmiga without any doc
trinal implications on their part. 
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comparable to that between 'living' and 'dead', i.e., green and with
ered, plants,102 and between germinable and non-germinable seeds. 
Thus, there is, at the level of the canonical Vinaya commentary, no 
reason to interpret the implications of the prohibition to dig the 

-ground in a way different from those of the precept not to damage 
plants. In both cases, it is only people who have the idea of a living 
being with one sense-faculty. If this does not imply that the monks 
themselves (or rather the authors of the canonical Vinaya
commentary) 'held a similar view in the case of the soil (i.e., did not 
regard the soil as a living being of ethical relevance), there is no rea
son why it should imply such a view in the case of plants. Nor is there 
any need for either rule to be based on ethically relevant presupposi
tions shared by the Buddhist monks themselves. As stated above (§ 6), 
the Vinaya is not so much concerned with ethical or spiritual issues as 
with safeguarding the reputation of the Buddhist Order in society. 103 

Hence the fact that if monks fell a tree or dig the soil (or have others 
do so) people would be scandalized because they think that plants or 
the earth are living, sentient beings and that at least ascetics should 
refrain from injuring them constitutes a sufficient reason for prohibit
ing the monks from damaging plants or digging the ground. 

18. There is thus no need to postulate, in order to explain the prohi
bition of damaging plants and seeds, that they were from the outset 
considered, in a doctrinal sense, to be endowed with a material life
faculty (rupa-jfvitindriya), and hence might be designated as 
ekindriya jfva, "living beings with one faculty", even from a Buddhist 

102 Cf., e.g., VinMr 42a7 f (knowingly cutting a living plant is a piicittiya offence; 
cutting a dried up or withered plant when one knows that it is dried up .is no of
fence); VinMa 340a12-14; VinDh 641c22-642al; 642a12 f (cutting a dried up plant 
is no offence); VinSa 75c7-11. Cf. also Sp 761, defining the plants not to be dam
aged as "green grass, trees, etc., [as long as they are] rooted (Le., not cut off or 
uprooted?)" (patinhita-harita-tiIJa-rukkhttdi). 

103 In this regard, I fully agree with GOMBRICH (2005: 733) when he states that 
"one of the reasons for formulating rules for the Sangha is to avoid public criti
cism." 
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point of view. 104 In view of the total lack of textual evidence in the 

earlier sources/os such an assumption appears unwarranted. It would 

even seem to be at variance with the fact that the terminology used 

with regard to humans and animals, i.e., "to deprive of life" (jfvita 
voropeti), is not used in the case of plants (see § 6). 

19.1. What is more, even the foundation of FUJIMOTO's thesis, 

namely, the ascription of a material life-faculty to plants in systema

tized Theravada Abhidharma, appears doubtful. In fact, FUJIMOTO'S 

assertion rests on one single passage from the Kathavatthu com

mentary.106 Actually, however,. the passage merely says that the oppo

nent, who had first refused to· accept the existence of a material life

faculty (n7pa-jfvitindriya) , assents to a life-span (ayu) , 107 duration 

(thiti) , continuation (yapana), etc., of material factors in the sense of 

the serial continuity of both 'acquired' matter (upadilJ1J,a-rupa)108 on 

104 As far as I can see, FuJIMOTO does not expressly draw this latter conclusion, 
but it strongly suggests itself in view of his remark that the common feature due to 
which both the killing of animals and the destroying of plants are declared to be a 
piicittiya offence is their being endowed with a material life-faculty (FUJIMOTO 
2003: 102,6-7), as well as in view of his putting plants on a par with the uncon
scious heavenly beings (ib. 97,3-5; 99,20-22), who are indeed expressly stated to 
have only one sense-faculty in the Vibhmiga (see fn. 119). 

105 FuJIMOTO'S (104 n. 9) suggestion that in the Chinese rendering of the words 
of the indignant people in the Vinaya of the Mahasanghikas (VinMa 339a9-1O: ... lifT 
Wti2'!jf {~iffi4m$), the characters 4?D1'fp may perhaps correspond to the n7pa
jfvitindriya of the Theravadins, is not convincing. The expression 4?D$ is not of rare 
occurrence and rather means "life of creatures", i.e., of sentient beings. Cf., e.g., 
T 23.1442: 735c6-20, where monks who have manufactured mats from fresh silk 
are reproached for having killed many sentient beings (viz., the silk-worms) and are 
therefore called "destroyers of the life of creatures" (735c13: Wf4m$1!f). 

106 Kv-a 112,14-18 (see fn. 109), quoted on p. 96,3-8 of FuJIMOTO'S article. 

107 The opponent seems to have taken iiyu metaphorically in the sense of "span 
of duration". 

108 "Action-generated" (CPD s.v.) or "produced (as a result of previous kamma)" 
(CONE s.v.) fits the Theravada Abhidhammic definition (see below) but hardly the 
literal meaning; neither does the rendering "animate" (CPD, CONE). For the literal 
meaning, CPD proposes "grasped at, clung to", which seems adequate for the early 
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the one hand and grass, wood, etc. (tiTJakatthadi) on the other. 109 Fun
MOTa (96,11-15) is right to take 'acquired' matter as confined to the 
bodies of sentient beings, but it seems impossible to refer "grass, 
wood,etc." to living plants as such because kattha (Skt. kii$tha) only 

canonical use of the expression (MN I 185,21 and 32 f: imassa .,. ktiyassa ta1Jhupti
di1J1Jassa, etc.; cf. KARUNADASA 1989: 105 f). In the Vaibha~ika system, 'upiitta' 
mean~ appropriated by mind and mental factors as their [physical] basis, i.e., it 
char,acteri:zes the material components of sentient beings as far and as'long as they 
are qualified by sentience (AKBh 23,16 f). In Theravada Abhidhamma, however, 
the use of 'upiidi1J1Ja' is not restricted to material factms, but as far as the latter are 
concerned, in a strictly technical sense (nippariyiiyato) only those material compo
nents of sentient beings that are the result of one's former karma are uptidi1J1Ja (see 
fn. 114) and not, e.g., those produced by food. In this sense, 'upiidi1J1Ja' could be 
rendered as "(karmic ally) earned". However, even in Abhidhammic texts 'upti
di1J1Ja' is sometim:es also used in a wider, less technical sense comprising all factors 
located in or belonging to the body (sarfratthaka) of a sentient being, because they 
are appropriated, grasped at, clung to (iidinna-gahita-partimattha): e.g., Vibh-a 55 f; 
Asl 338 (# 673) and 361 (# 735); Ps IT 222 (# 18; cf. KARUNADASA 21989: 106; for 
the adjective sarfratthaka cf. also Spk III 9,9-10 catiisu iisfvisesu sarfratrhakesu 
[text corrected in acc. with CSCD] and Iii VI 58,2 f sarfra-tthii ti ... sarfra-uhakti). 
In this sense, uptidinna includes even insensitive parts of the body like hair and 
nails. Yet another definition of upiidiJ:n:w is "bound up with sense-faculties" 
(indriyabaddha: e.g., Ps-Pt [MillapaJ?l.lasa] # 388; cf. CPD II: 305a), in its tum de
fined as "sentient" (savififiii1Jaka: Ps IV 151,2; V 36,20 f) and as "belonging to the 
personal continuum of a sentient being" (satta-santiina-pariyiipanna: Ps-pt ad Ps I 
26 ajjhattikii; cf. Sv-pt I 511). My rendering "acquired" is an attempt to find a 
common denominator for these different applications. 

109 Kv-a 112,14-18 (ad Kv VllLlO): "As for the question 'Is there no life-span of 
material entities?', the opponent takes, [in the case] of 'acquired' matter as well as 
of grass, wood, etc., [their] mere continuity in terms oia series [of moments] to be 
[their] .'life-span', duration, ... ; therefore, he rejects [the negation of life-span in 
material entities)" ('natthi nlpfnarh dhammiinam tiya' ti pafihe upiidinnariipiinam pi 
ti1Jakatthiidfnam pi santiinavasena pavattafi c'eva [SO: pavattim eva] iiyu thiti 
yapanii yiipanii iriyanii vattanii ptilanii ti icchati, tasmii patikkhipati). I read the Be 
variant as pavattim eva (acc.) and take it as the object of icchati. Another possibility 
is to read pavatti-m-eva (nom.) and take ti icchati to govern a nominal sentence 
with tiyu, etc., as the theme and santtinavasena pavatti-m-eva as the comment (" ... is 
of the opinion that life-span ... is nothing but continuity in terms of ... "). The Ee 

reading, too, can be understood in both ways, if pavatta is taken as an action noun 
(= pavatti) , and c'eva as practically equivalent to eva. 
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means "piece of wood" or just "wood, timber" or "wooden things" 
like sticks, poles or rafters, at best "branch, twig", 110 and hardly a liv
ing tree as such, as FUJIMOTO contends (106 n. 26), while even tiIJa 
(Skt. trIJa) can mean not only grass as it grows but is frequently used 
for dry grass or straw as well. lll The passage thus merely states that 
the opponent accepts continuity for both animate and inanimate mate
rial things. As a statement concerning the opponent's view, it has no 
bearing on the Theravadin's own position, let alone on whether he 
assumes a material life-faculty in (living) plants or not. 

19.2. But let us take FUJIMOTO'S interpretation of "grass, wood, 
etc." (tiIJakatthiidi) as living plants for granted. Even so, the statement 
that the opponent, though admitting, in the case of 'acquired' matter 
(upiidiIJIJa-rupa) as well as in the case of grass, wood, etc., a 'life
span' in the metaphorical sense of serial continuity, rejects the exis
tence of a material life-faculty does not imply that the Theravadin 
accepts the latter in both cases. This is indeed impossible because by 
being contrasted with 'acquired' matter (upiidiIJIJa-rupa), grass, wood, 
etc., regardless of whether they are dead stuff or living plants, are 
anyway by implication characterized as 'unacquired' (anupiidiIJIJa) 
matter. That this is what even living plants are held to be in doctri
nally developed Theravada is clear from other passages, where 
"grasses and trees" (tiIJarukkhii) - not "wood" (kattha), hence 
clearly living plants - are explicitly qualified as 'unacquired' (an
upiidiIJIJaka) [ matter]. ll2 Yet, all material faculties (indriya), including 

110 CPD III: 45, s.v. kayha. Even in the case of the meaning "branch, twig" 
(kattha 2.a), some examples, especially those with tif}aFi ca katthaii ca, clearly do 
not refer to living branches, the context (demolished huts, fuel) rather suggesting 
dry brushwood; explicitly so in the example from SN II 85,5: sukkMni ... katrhani. 

111 Cf., e.g., SN II 85,1-7: dry grass (sukkMni tif}ani) as fuel, along with dry 
wood (katrha), or MN III 129,22: "These [animals] feed on both fresh and dry 
grass" (te aUani pi tif}ani sukk(h)ani (pi) ... kMdanti). 

112 Sn-a 464,8-9 (ad Sn 601: see § 3): "Although what should be set forth is the 
distinction of species of animate beings, [the Buddha], with the words 'consider 
grass and trees', starts with setting forth [the distinction of species] of 'unacquired' 
(i.e., inanimate) [material things]" ( ... paf}anmiljiitivibhmige kathetabbe "tif}arukkhe 
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the material life-faculty, are, in the Theravada doctrine, 'acquired' 
(upiidi1:IJ:La),113 more precisely: 'acquired' in the strict senseoCthe 
term, viz., in the sense of "originating from karma" (kammaja, 
kammasamutthana).114 In other words: they are invariably an effect of 

-one's own previous wholesome or unwholesome actions. This would 
seem to imply that this kind of matter, and hence also a material life
faculty, is found only in the body of beings participating in karma
directed samsara, i.e., in the body of sentient beings. Since, as FUJI

MOTO, too, admits (87,12-16), plants are, in Theravada Abhidharma, 
not regarded as stages of karma-directed rebirth, it is hard to see how 
they can have a karma-conditioned material life-faculty. FUJIMOTO, 

who is Indeed aware of this difficulty (100,7-10), suggests that plants 
and their material life-faculty may be conditioned by the common 
(siidhiiralJa) karma of sentient beings as a kind of by-product 
(adhzpati-phala) , just as in Sarvastivada Abhidharma the external 
world as a whole is 000,11-15). But this suggestion is hardly convinc
ing because, as far as I can see, it is only in post-Buddhaghosa com
mentaries that a view comparable to the position of the Sarvastivadins 

pi janatha" ti anupadil}!wkanam tava katheturh araddho). Similarly Ps III 433,10. 
There are more passages connecting anupadil}l}aka with plants, e.g., Ps II 293,9-12 
(see § 31); Mp I 353,15-19; As1343,4-6; 378,29-379,1; Vibh-a 356-357. For plants 
being comprised in what is not bound up with sense-faculties (anindriyabaddha, cf. 
fn. 108), see fn. 160 and § 31 (VisM XX.73). 

113 Dhs 146,4-6: katamam tam n7pam upadinnam? eakkhayatanam ... jfvitindri
yam. 

114 Dhs 211,33-36: katame dhamma upadinna? ... yam ea rupam kammassa 
katatta. Cf. also VisM XIV.79: indriyarupam kammajam eva; VisM-mht # 448: 
kammato jiitan -ti ettha yam ekantakammasamu??hanam at!h' indriyani hadayan ea ti 
navavidham rupam ... ; KARUNADASA 1989: 59 (+ n. 6); 107; 109; 161. All matter 
that does not form part of the body of a living, sentient being originates, in Thera
vadaAbhidhamma, from season/temperature (utu-samut!hana) (ibid. 161), and this 
includes also plants (cf. Asl 343,5-8: utusamutthano niima valahako, utupaeeaya 
nama vut!hidhara, deve pana vutthe [CSCD] bfjani viruhanti, ... evam utupaeeaya
utusamu!!hanath nama). 
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is occasionally found. l15 Moreover, in view of the fact that according 
to this view the whole external world is a kind of side-effect of the 
karma of sentient beings, it is difficult to see why this should result in 
a karma-conditioned life-faculty for plants but not for other parts of 
the environment. 116 Actually, to my knowledge, the idea that plants 
possess a material life-faculty is nowhere attested in traditional 
Theravada literature, at any rate not on a doctrinal level. 

20. NARADA's view that plants are endowed with a material life
faculty that differs from that of sentient beings by not being karma
conditioned117 would rather seem to be an innovation, perhaps in
spired by a passage like Milindapafiha 151,18-21. Here, a person 
whose life-span is exhausted (khfl}ayuka) is compared with a tree 
which is dead, dried up and sapless, the life of which has been de
stroyed (uparuddhajfvita), the life-span impulses of which are gone 
(gatayusaJikhiira); just as it is impossible that such a tree will again be 
fresh, sprouting and green, so is there no hope that this person can be 
kept alive. One might indeed be tempted to deduce from this passage 
that plants have a kind of material life-faculty (rupa-jfvitindriya), but 
I suspect that this would amount to over-interpreting the text and that 

115 The most interesting passage I have come across is Patis-a (by Mahanama in 
AD 559: VON HINDBER 1996: 149) 1290,16-19: "Even the material things (visible, 
etc.) not bound up with sense-faculties ... have arisen from temperature conditioned 
by the common karma of all sentient beings" (anindriyabaddha-n7padayo 'pi ... 
sabbasatta-siidhiirm:ta-kamma-paccaya-utu-samutthiinii). In the Kathiivatthu (VII.7), 
however, the view that the earth is the result of the maturation (vipiika) of karma is 
rejected, but a decisive reason for this rejection is probably the fact that for the 
Theravadin the meaning of 'vipiika' is restricted to the primary result of a karmic 
action, which is exclusively connected with the individual agent. 

116 This argument would also hold good if FUJIMOTO's (100,15-101,6) reference 
to the Agganna-sutta (DN III 80 ff, esp. 84-88) as virtually presupposing a causal 
function of the common karma of sentient beings on the external world were ac
cepted. 

Il7 A Manual of Abhidhamma (Abhidhammattha Sangaha), Colombo 31975, 88. 
Cf. Plants p. 82. 
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the terminology of the comparison is merely conditioned by the mat-
ter to be explainedY8 ' 

21. Being devoid of even a material life-faculty, plants are also dif~ 
_ ferent from the so-called unconscious heavenly beings (asafifia-sattil 

nilma devil). As FUJIMOTO (98,11-14) rightly points out, the latter are, 
in the Theravada doctrinal texts, explicitly defined as living bodies 
endowed with a material life-faculty conditioned by their previous 
karma, This being the case, they are, albeit entirely lacking mental 
factors as well as sense-faculties including even the sense of touch 
throughout their existence in that state, even in Buddhist terms none
theless living beings with one sense-faculty (ekindriya) , namely, the 
material life-faculty.119 Although they are indeed, from the very first 
moment, insentient during their existence as unconscious heavenly 
beings, this existence was preceded by an existence in which they 
were sentient, and when their existence as unconscious heavenly be
ings comes to an end they will return to sentient existence (cf. also 
FUJIMOTO p. 99,14-19). They are thus, in contrast to plants, virtually 
sentient beings, their insentient existence being, in spite of its long 
duration, merely an episode in their odyssey in karma-driven samsara. 

118 This is also true of the verse SN I 154 (no. 6.2.2; SOM. 332 f, vs. 597) com
paring the fact that being honoured 'kills' a bad person just as the fruit kills the 
plantain tree, the bamboo and the reed, or as the embryo kills the mule. Comparison 
does not presuppose equality in every regard. The use of the word "to kill" with 
regard to plants, animals and men need not imply that all three are alive and sen
tient in the same way, and in the case of the bad person the expression that he is 
'killed' by being honoured would anyway seem to have a metaphorical meaning. At 
Iii III 493,14 (no. 429, gtitha!) the wish of the parrot that the withered tree might be 
revived (aymh rukkho punar tiyurh labheta) just mirrors the perspective of daily life; 
the text is a eulogy on loyalty to friends, not a doctrinal disquisition. 

119 Vibh 419,21-28: asanfiasatttinarh devtinmil ;lpapattikkhm;.e ... ekindriyarh 
ptitubhavati: rupajlvitindriyarh. It should, however, be noted that ekindriymh is not 
a bahuvrThi here, and in view of parallel phrases (esp. 417,12-18: ... upapatti
kkhm;.e ... catttir' indriytilJ.i piltubhavanti) probably not a compound at all but rather 
a sandhi-form for ekarh indriymh (cf. OBERLffiS 2001: 117: kath' ajja for katharh 
ajja), so that we ought to write ek' indriyarh. 
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22. Even if the hypothesis of a material life-faculty in plants were 
established as a doctrine of systematized later Theravada, its tacit 
assumption, without conclusive evidence, for early canonical Bud
dhism or even for the earliest period is surely unwarranted from a 
historical perspective. 120 

23. Finally, I am not at all sure whether establishing plants as being 
endowed with mere vegetative, insentient life would actually have 
sufficed, from an early Buddhist or early Indian point of view, to in
clude them, for their own sake, in the range of beings that should not 
be killed or injured, since, lacking emotions, they would neither be 
afraid of death or fond of life nor feel pain or pleasure. Nor would it 
make sense to include them into the cultivation of benevolence unless 
for the sake of purifying one's own mind; for what kind of happiness 
could one wish for organisms that do not have any feelings or emo
tions at all? And even if we disregard these problems, we must still be 
aware that if in early Buddhism plants were, as living beings, defi
nitely included in the range of creatures the killing or injuring of 
which is an evil (Papa) or unwholesome (akusala) action (cf. FUJI-

120 This holds good a fortiori for an interesting comment on the prohibition re
garding the cutting of plants ("grasses and trees") by an important Chinese monk of 
the Ming dynasty, viz., Chu-hung Cf*5'E, 1535-1615: H6bRep 280b), who promoted 
a synthesis of Ch'an and Pure Land doctrines. According to him (T 40.1820: 
847all-13), the non-Buddhist thesis that plants possess life (iJ'iJ) means that they 
possess consciousness ('to, i.e., sentience). As against this, the Buddha would at
tribute to them life (iJ'iJ) only in the sense of vegetal life or growth C±J. They have 
vegetal life but lack consciousness. Since they have vegetal life, they should not be 
killed. To this extent the Buddha agrees with people (i.e., the non-Buddhists). But 
he does not agree with them as regards. the view that plants possess consciousness. 
Obviously, this view comes very close to FuJIMOTO's. But its terminology is, as 
Prof. Michael FRIEDRICH convincingly pointed out to me, strongly reminiscent of 
the Hsiin-tzLI, book 9: Wang chih CB!1U): "Water and fire have energy, but no life 
(§:.); grasses /herbs and trees have life but no consciousness ('to); birds and quadru
peds have consciousness but no sense of right and wrong" (*1<;g~ffi]M,:1:., 1l!* 
1'f§:.ffi]M,'tO, ~~1'f'tOffi]M,~; cf. UNGER 2000: 65-66). Perhaps this is also the 
background for Kumarajlva's and Buddhajlva's (!Tao-sheng's) occasional render
ing of Pacittiya 11 in terms of a prohibition of "killing of living plants" (j1~~:1:.1l!*, 
see fn. 31). 
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MOTO 2003: 88,8), it would, in the early Indian context, have been 
very difficult for ordinary lay persons to survive without amassing a 
huge amount of bad karma. From a Jodoshinshil point of view, this 
may be just the true state of affairs from which only Amida's grace 

- can save us, but as far as I can see the tendency in early Buddhism 
was to keep the life of both monks and lay people practicable, ena
bling monks to concentrate their efforts on meditative practices and 
giving lay people a chance to meet moral standards without neglect
ing their everyday duties. To my mind, this is the main reason why 
early Buddhism, even in the early period, tended to disregard the 
question of the animateness and sentience of plants, or to leave it un
decided. 

5. Additional Arguments for the Sentience of Plants 
Revisited 

24. Let me now tum to the evidence adduced by OKADA and 
FrNDLY, in addition to the Vinaya phrase discussed in ch. 3, in support 
of their thesis that in early (and Theravada) Buddhism plants were 
regarded as sentient, endowed with, at least, the sense of touch, or 
even with a more complex set of faculties. I shall first discuss 
FrNDLY's arguments (ch. 5.1) and then OKADA's (ch. 5.2). 

5.1. FINDL y's Arguments 

25. Among the arguments adduced by FrNDL Y in order to prove her 
view that in early Buddhism (and not merely in the very beginning 
but, it seems, more or less throughout the canonical period) plants 
were still regarded as sentient beings, I shall first (ch. 5.1.1) examine 
two passages adduced by her as referring to plants in terms of sentient 
beings, and three more where she thinks the belief in plants as sen
tient beings is presupposed. Thereafter (ch. 5.1.2), some remarks will 
be made with respect to the evidence on which FINDL Y bases her 
view that in early Buddhism plants were considered to possess the 
sense of touch. Finally (ch. 5.1.3), I shall discuss her thesis that there 
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is, in view of their being endowed with the sense of touch, good rea
son to assume that plants were considered to be even more complex 
beings and to participate in karma-directed sarhsara. Her suggestion 
that they may even have been regarded as saintly beings will be dealt 
with later (ch. 6). 

5.1.1. Additional Passages Referring to Plants as Sentient Beings 

26. As far as I can see, the expression "sentient being" (satt(v)a) is 
not normally used in the PilIi canon in a way that explicitly includes 
plants from a Buddhist point of view. A phrase adduced by FlNDLY 

(2008: 43) from the Dfghanikiiya as evidence for 'satta' denoting 
plants is surely inconclusive. In this phrase, an area donated by the 
king to a brahmin is characterised as "abounding in sattas, [well] 
equipped with grass (i.e., fodder), wood and water, and having 
[plenty of] cereals".121 There is no reason to understand "abounding in 
sattas" as being specified by the subsequent qualifications, but even if 
we do so, the sattas would have to comprise not only living plants but 
also [dry] wood (kattha)122 and water (udaka). Buddhaghosa is no 
doubt right in understanding satta as referring to human population 
and useful animals (cattle and game). 123 It is true that from a historical 
point of view we cannot take for granted that later commentarial ex
planations always correspond to the original meaning of earlier texts, 

121 E.g., DN I 87,8-9; 111,7-8; 127,8-9: sattussadarh satilJakatthodakmh sa
dhafifiarh. The Sarvastivada version reads sotsadarh instead (Dfrghagama ms. fol. 
395V, 397R, 401R and 41OR), which according to Gudrun MELZER's still unpub
lished dissertation on the Amba~!ha-siitra the Tibetan translators have understood as 
"along with the tax yield" (this information courtesy of Prof. Jens-Uwe HART
MANN). The parallel in the Divyavadana (Divy 319,11 and 21) has (sa)saptotsadarh, 
on which see BHSD s.v. utsada(3). 

122 See § 19.1 with fn. 110. 

123 Sv I 245,20-22: satt-ussadarh ti ... bahujanmh akilJlJa-manussarh posavaniya
hatthi-assa-mora-migadi-aneka-satta-samakilJlJalh ca ti attho. Buddhaghosa draws 
on the ideal, frequently met with in the canonical texts (e.g., DN III 75,7-18), of a 
densely populated, largely urbanized world (cf. SCHMITHAUSEN 1991b: 15; 1997: 
24; HARVEY 2000: 183). 
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but we should not lightly discard them unless we have strong argu
ments. In any case, it is not advisable to base innovative doctrinal or 
semantic assumptions on ambiguous passages or arbitrary interpreta
tions. When looking for an occurrence of 'satta' that may include 
plants, the most promising candidate would seem to be the old verses 
mentioning mobile and stationary animate beings, the latter being, 
most probably, the plants (see § 3). What comes to mind is the Metta
sutta. 124 Here, too, it is, to be sure, animate beings (piiT:tabhii(ta) < 
priil}abhrt) that are divided into mobile and stationary, but the pas
sage is framed by the wish that all sentient beings (satta) may be 
happy, suggesting the inclusion of the stationary beings, and thus of 
plants, into this category as well. This supposition is confirmed by the 
Upasena-SLttra of the Northern tradition, where we find indeed the 
mobile and stationary, as the object of benevolence (maitrZ), sub
sumed under the "sentient beings" (sattva).125 

27. Another problematic reference to plants is adduced by FINDL Y 

from the verses of the so-called Khandha-paritta. 126 In this text, the 

124 Sn 145c-147 d. The early date of the text is confirmed by its metre (old aryii). 

125 See fn. 134. 

126 AN 4.67 (II 72-73), discussed in FlNDLY 2008: 392-394. FINDLY criticizes 
the remarks I made on this text in SCHMITHAUSEN 1997a: 18 f, but I am afraid she 
has missed my point. I did not say that "historically maitrfor metta was 'an alliance 
or ... contract with' ... wild animals" but "did not ... entail an appreciation ... of a 
species, tribe, or group of individuals who were 'deserving to be valued'" (FINDLY 
2008:.392). What I actually said is that even in the Vedic antecedent of the Buddhist 
maitrf, viz., "alliance" or "friendship contract" (mitra, mitradheya, n.), animal spe
cies are not envisaged in their aspect of species that have an inherent value as such, 
as a constitutive part of natural diversity or of an eco-system, but, in the first place, 
like other tribes, as groups of potentially dangerous (or at least, e.g., in the case of 
domestic animals ~r plants, potentially uncooperative) individuals, and that it seems 
doubtful to me that this attitude was, in the course of its transformation into the 
Buddhist attitude of benevolence, developed in such a way as to take species of 
animals as deserving to be valued as species, the Buddhist attitude of maitrf being 
directed towards individual sentient beings, not species as such. - For a detailed 
discussion of the Khandhaparitta and related materials, the reader is referred to 
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speaker (any monk - the text is addressed to bhikkhus - who wants 
to protect himself from poisonous snakes or other dangerous crea
tures), after [1] declaring his friendship (FINDLY: kindness) with the 
Virupakkhas, etc. (i.e., the four families or tribes of snakes), [2al de
clares his friendship with the footless, the two-footed, the four-footed 
and the many-footed, and [2b] subsequently expresses his hope or 
wish that none of them might injure him. FINDL Y (2008: 393) sug
gests that in this text the "preemptive diplomacy" of the first declara
tion (viz., [1], referring to the snakes) is, in [2a-b], "in the process of 
reinvention into a 'self-other' process in which both parties are trans
formed". Although such an understanding is by no means a matter of 
course - [2b] merely expresses a hope or wish or invocation -, it is 
not excluded either. 127 But FINDLY's main reason, viz., that in [2a] 
and [2b] the "footless" are the plants and that the inclusion of plants 
makes little sense in the context of protection from danger (2008: 394: 
"for how hostile can a plant be anyway?") is hardly conclusive. For 
the presupposition of this argument, viz., that the "footless" are the 
plants, is at best a mere possibility, and it is only based on the some
what remote lexical evidence that a certain parasitical (or rather epi
phytic) plane28 is called apadaruha or apadarohi1Jf (2008: 97), which 
FINDLY apparently takes to mean "growing on what is footless", i.e., 

SCHMITHAUSEN 1997b (not used by FINOL Y), MAITHRIMURTID 1999: 55-63, and 
HARA 2000:15-18. 

127 The introductory prose merely shows that the practice is considered to be ef
fective. It does not tell us how it works. In the case of animals, there is good reason 
to assume that it is normally considered to work by way of influencing and chang
ing their attitude, as in the case of the Buddha taming the furious elephant Naliigiri 
(Vin II 194 f), or in the case of hermits whose irradiation of benevolence is believed 
to transform all animals in the vicinity into peaceful creatures (e.g., Iii VI 73,11-13; 
520,27-28). But rnettii/rnaitrf is also thought to protect automatically against forces 
of nature or weapons (AN IV 150,15-16; V 342,8-9). Cf. SCHMITHAUSEN 1997b: 
39-42. 

128 Epidendron tesseloides (MW 49b) or Vanda roxburghii (pw I: 70b). 
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on a tree. Be that as it may,129 there is by far more textual supportJor 
understanding the "footless" not as trees (which are after all, in epic 
and later texts, even called padapa, "drinking with the foot") but as 
footless animals like fish and, ,especially, snakes. Since this evidence 
is found in Vedic130 and Buddhistl3l sources, including the explanation 
of the verses under discussion;1h the Jataka commentary,132 it is, in 
addition, much closer to the Khandha-paritta. Also from the point of 
view of the context, viz., preventive protection against snake-bite, it is 
much more natural to assume that the "footless" are, in the first place, 
the snakes of the preceding verse, now viewed as one category. among 
dangerous creatures as a whole. There is, of course, no reason why 

. plants should not be included in the cultivation of benevolence (cf. 
§ 7), as they indeed seem to have -been in the early period,133 but in 
the context of the Khandha-paritta this is made explicit only in the 

129 One could, in this connection, also refer to PliiaSM 54c, according to which 
apaya (apada) may refer to any footless thing like a tree, an object (dravya) or the 
earth (bhami). Actually, the passage indicated, viz., JYliylidhammakahiio 1.8 [80] 
(Suttii.g I 1024.27; ROTH 1983: 106 and 107, # 115), is unspecific (a painter is able 
to paint the complete picture of any two-footed, four-footed and footless being even 
when he has seen only a small part of it), and a reference to footless animals can 
hardly be excluded. 

130 Cf. f!.gveda 1.32.7 (see WITZEL and GOTO 2007: 61 and 535), 3.30.8 and 
Satapatha-brlihmal;a 1.6.3.9 (referring to the mythical snake Vrtra). 

131 Yin ill 52,18: apada = snakes (ahi) and fish (maccha), as a category of things . 
not to be appropriated unless given. Snakes are not, perhaps, the first thing that 
comes to mind in connection with stealing, but the Vinaya is notorious for its casu
istry: a monk must not set free a snake owned by a snake-charmer (Sp 362 f). Yet 
precisely the fact that such a case may sound somewhat far-fetched shows that the 
category 'of the "footless" was firmly associated with snakes. On the other hand, 
one would surely expect plants to be mentioned in connection with 'stealing, had 
their designation as "footless" beings been customary. Actually, however, they are 
only mentioned under other categories like vanappati. For "footless" sentient beings 
defmed as snakes and fish, see also Mp ill 74,5 (apadli ti ... ahimacchiidayo) on AN 
II 34,13-14 (sattii apadii vii dipadii vli catuppadii vii bahupadii vii). 
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132 Iii. II 146,3-4: apiidakesu dfghajiitikesu c'eva macchesu ca (snakes and fish). 
133' 

Sn 967 and 145c-147d (see § 26); cf. also SN IV 351 (see Plants n. 347). 
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Upasena-sutra,134 provided that at the time of its compilation the as
sociation of the "stationary beings" with the plants was still alive. 

28.0. FINDL Y also tries to corroborate her view with some other 
passages where according to her interpretation the recognition of the 
sentience of plants in early· Buddhism results from the fact that the 
injuring of them is reproached. 

28.1. One of these passages is MN III 157 (FINDLY 2008: 83), 
where monks are described who correctly dispose of their meal 
scraps by throwing them out in a place where there are few or no 
green plants (appaharite; FINDL Y; no crops) or by dropping them into 
water that is free from (small) animals (appiilJake udake). FINDLY 

thinks that the parallelism between green plants and animals proves 
that "plants must be among the living". This is obvious, but we can
not be sure to what extent, or how long, this idea was fully alive 
among the Buddhist monks,!35 and not rather a rule of ascetic deco
rum, the more so if the "green plants" are restricted to "cropS".136 

28.2. The same holds good for the Vinaya rule that a monk should 
not upholster a couch or seat with cotton [wool] (tula; FINDLY, fol
lowing HIRAKAWA: "some kinds of grass,,). 137 FINDLY (2008: 46) 
takes such an action to have been interdicted "presumably because ... 
it involves the killing of plants." Tula no doubt means cotton and 
similar fluffy seeds. In the introductory story of the Pilli Vinaya, there 
is no trace of cotton fibres being considered as sentient. Rather, peo
ple are upset because by upholstering their couches with cotton, the 
monks enjoy a life of luxury like householders or, according to other 
Vinayas , 138 like a king or minister, i.e., deviate from the standards of 

134 WALDSCHMIDT 1967: 342, vs. 26: sarvvaniigqu me maitrf ... I sarvvasatve:ju 
me maitrf ye ttrasii/:l sthiivariis ca ye II. 

135 Cf. the discussion in Plants # 11.1-2. 

136 As is indeed the case, in a similar context, at Vin IV 264,1-2 (see Plants 
# 11.3 with n. 198). 

137 Vin IV 169,29-30 (Pacittiya 88). Parallels: HIRAKAWA 1982: 264 n. 66. 

138 VinSa 127c18-20; similarly VinMa 392a15-16. 
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ascetic life. 139 To be sure, in the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya, household
ers reproach the monks for killing living beings for want of compas
sion, 140 but we cannot be sure that it is the cotton itself that the house
holders have in mind when they refer to living beings, for the same 

-phrase occurs also in connection with householders reproaching 
monks for using water containing tiny animals141 and for killing ani
mals.142 Actually, in the Vinaya of the Mahisasakas, what the monks 
would injure is tiny animals: "This stuff is filthy and tends to produce 
insects /worms." 143 Even if we assume that in the Vinaya of the 
Dharmaguptakas the householders reproach the monks because they, 
i.e., the householders, believed the cottonseeds to be living, sentient 
beings, this would not necessarily imply that the monks themselves 
shared such a view (see §§ 13 and 15). 

28.3. Inapposite is, in my opinion, FINDLY'S (2008: 44) reference 
to the Miigandhiya-sutta (MN I 501 f). According to this text,the 
Buddha was staying with a brahmin, spending the night on a spread 
or mat of grass (tilJksantharaka). In his absence during the daytime, 
a wandering mendicant, Magandhiya, visits the brahmin and, seeing 
the spread of grass, asks the brahmin for whom it has been prepared. 
When he hears that it has been prepared for the Buddha, this, so 
FINDLY, "elicits charges from Magandhiya that the Buddha is a killer 
of plants", a bhanahu, translated by LB. HORNER, following Buddha
ghosa,144 as "destroyer of growth". Even if this interpretation were 
accepted, it would only prove that the non-Buddhist ascetic regarded 
the cutting of grass as an act of killing sentient plant beings. It would 
not prove that the Buddha, or Buddhist monks, shared this view. But 

139 A couch or seat stuffed with cotton-wool (talapicu-parita) as an examplt; of a 
comfortable seat: Sp 424 (= Patis-a II 497). 
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140 VinDh 693blO-12: ~1r~,[J' IWiAK±w. 
141 VinDh 954clO-12; cf. 646b28-cl (with ~ for 1Wi); cf. also 677b16-17. 

142 VinDh 677a2-5, with *It: for 1Wi, 
143 VinM1 70a28-29: Jjt~?!J~~ H±~!±!. 
144 Ps III 211,4: bhlinahuno ti hatavatjrjhino. 
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FINDL y' s interpretation rests on faulty assumptions. First, bh~lnahu 
has convincingly been· demonstrated to represent Skt. bhruf}ahan, 
which literally means "killer of embryos",145 and has thus nothing to 
do with destroying plants. Second, there is no reason to derive 
Magandhiya's irritation from the use of a "spread or mat of grass". 
The "grass" (tif}a) is, in this case as in many others, surely not fresh 
grass but dry grass or straw, and using a spread or mat of dry grass or 
straw for sleeping was allowed even to the rigid Jain monks. 146 After 
all, Magandhiya himself states that the tif}a-santharaka looks like an 
ascetic's sleeping place (samaf}aseyyiirupa) , implying that it con
forms to ascetic decorum. 147 Magandhiya's irritation rather has to do 
with the Buddha's spirituality of controlling the senses (cf. MN I 
503,14 ff) and discarding sensual pleasure, and calling him an "embryo 
killer" may just be an insultl48 . 

5.1.2. Additional Arguments for Plants Possessing the Sense of 
Touch 

29. The cornerstone in FINDLY'S argumentation in favour of a full 
recognition of the sentience of plants in early (i.e., canonical) Bud
dhism is the assertion that they were regarded as being endowed with 
the sense of touch. In ch. 3, I tried to show that the Vinaya references 
to plants as living beings with one sense-faculty, viz., the sense of 

145 WEZLER 1994: 643 f, n. 120; VETTER 2000: 132 (with n. 45); OBERLIES 2001: 
82 (with n. 4). Further references ibid. 

146 SCHUBRING 1935: 167. 

147 Thus explicitly Ps ill 210,22-23: imam tilJasantharakam samalJassa anu
cchavikti seyyti ti mafifitimi. Cf. AN IV 251,21-23. 

148 In the context of the Mtigandhiya-sutta, VETTER (2000: 132 with n. 45) takes 
"embryo-killer" to refer to the fact that the Buddha's insistence on control of the 
senses involves abstention from sexual intercourse and thus prevents children from 
being conceived (cf. WEZLER 1994: 640, referring to a strand in brahminicallaw in 
which even the failure to attempt procreation during the time of a woman's cycle 
favourable for conception (rtu) is regarded as 'embryo-killing' (bhnllJahatyti)). The 
problem is that this interpretation is hardly possible for Sn 664 (cf. ANALAYO 2006: 
285, n. 96). 
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touch, cannot be taken as evidence for a Buddhist position. However, 
as already indicated (§ 10.1), FINDLY adduces further evidence from 
the canonical texts for her assertion. The problem with this additional 
evidence is that it is, asFINDL Y herself is well aware (2002: 256a; . 

_ 2008: 124),149 mainly taken from descriptive canonical passages, i.e., 
from passages· describing observable· properties of plants which, ac
cording to FINDL Y, show that they possess the· sense of touch. Such 
properties she finds expressed, e.g., when plants are described as 
growing, withering and dying (256a 1130 f), for they prosper in re
sponse to the warmth of the sun and wither in response to the cold of 
the winter (256a-b /133), and they react positively to contact with 
water and negatively to drought (256b /136)150 or to the different 
qualities of the soil (2008: 139-140; cf. 2002: 257a). In a sense, they 

. even move towards light or towards the sun (heliotropism) and, with 
their roots, towards water (hydrotropism) (2008: 227;365). Therefore 
they must be endowed with the sense of touch and, argues FINDL Y, 
presumably even experience pleasure and pain (256b /159 f). Yet, 
these conclusions result, inasmuch as they are based on passages that 
merely describe observable phenomena, only by way of implication, 
and this is the problem. From a methodological point of view I find it 
highly questionable to argue that because we, or common people, or 
non-Buddhist authors for that matter, think that X implies Y, Buddhist 
masters, too, must have thought SO.151 It is true that in Jaina texts and 
in some Hindu sources we can indeed find passages where the above
mentioned phenomena are adduced in a doctrinal setting in order to 
prove that plants are sentient beings endowed with the sense of touch 
or even other sense-faculties and hence prone to experience pleasure 

149 For unspecified references in ch. 5.1.2 and ch. 5.1.3 see the remark in fn. 48. 

150 FINDL Y (256b /137 f) even tries to derive the presence of a sense of touch in 
plants from the fact that they respond to variations in weight, for a heavy fruit low
ers a tree branch, and when the fruit is dropped the branch rises up again. But if this 
is accepted even an elastic would have the sense of touch. 

151 This was, many years ago, emphasized by Claus OETKE, but I cannot remem
ber where. 
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and pain. 152 But FINDL Y does not point out any such passage in a Bud
dhist source that expresses the Buddhist point of viewY3 Rather, the 
evidence she offers154 is confined to passages which merely mention 
or describe empirical properties of plants like growing and withering, 
or flourishing and becoming stunted under certain conditions - facts 
which no Buddhist can, of course, deny -, but as far as I can see 
none of the passages contains a doctrinal statement interpreting these 
properties as somehow indicating that plants possess a sense of touch 
or sentience. 

30. Moreover, much of her evidence is gathered from comparisons. 
But comparisons merely make use of empirical facts or common 
ideas in order to illustrate doctrinal or spiritual issues. Taken on their 
own they simply mirror the way things were looked at, or expressed, 
in daily life by unsophisticated people. They are not normally in
tended to make doctrinal statements on the very matter that is used as 
the basis for the comparison or simile, and it would thus seem me
thodically inadmissible to interpret them in such a way. To give just 
two examples: 155 When in SN V 46 (no. 45.150) we read that a monk 
who cultivates the eightfold Path on the basis of virtuous conduct 
(sfla) attains growth with regard to the [wholesome] factors or states 
(dhamma) just as seeds and plants attain growth with the earth as their 

152 Thus, e.g., in Ayar 4,28-32 (1.1.5.6-7; JAG ## 45-47; cf. FrNDLY 2008: l30) 
with AyarViv 43,32-44,29, or in the famous passage Mhbh XII.177.10-18, which 
tries to prove that trees possess all the five senses: cf. HARA 2003: 472-474 (further 
references: ib. 473 n. 4); id. 2007: 55-56; FINDLY 2002: 260b; 2008: 121-122. 

153 For Yin I 189 (FrNDLY 2002: 256b), see fn. 55. At DN III 44,6-12 (FrNDLY 
2002: 256a n. 35) the five kinds of reproductive parts of plants (bfja) may indeed be 
presupposed to be living beings (cf. T 1.1: 48a16: ]!!~[~no/.J = "things that may 
grow again", i.e., are capable of reproduction), but the person who is speaking is a 
misguided (non-Buddhist, cf. DN III 40,27-42,8) ascetic (tapassin). 

154 Most of the material is indicated in FINDLY 2002: 256a-257a, ns. 35, 36, 38 
and 39, corresponding to FrNDLY 2008: 174-176, ns. 124, 142, 167 and 195, with 
some Jiitaka material added. 

155 Both examples are taken from passages listed in FINDLY (256a n. 35 /174 
n. 124). 
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basis, the tertium comparationis is clearly only the fact that just as in 
nature, so in spirituality growth requires a solid and suitable basis, but 
I do not see how we can, from this reference to the everyday phe
nomenon of the growth of seeds and plants, derive anything with re-

-gard to the doctrinal status of plants, such as, e.g., that they are sen
tient beings endowed with the sense of touch. And when in SN III 
137 f (no. 22.93; cf. VETTER 2000: 239 f) the unreliability of the 
khandhas is compared to grasses, reeds and trees growing along a 
rapid mountain-river and hanging down onto it but breaking off when 
a drowning person grabs them, the common point is just unreliability, 
and surely no doctrinal statement on the issue of the sentience of 
plants is intended. 

31. I do not at all deny that descriptive passages as well as compari
sons may point to an emotional bond with plant life, but such a 
perspective should be clearly distinguished from a doctrinal assess
ment of the status of plants. This becomes especially clear in one of 
the passages listed by FINDLy,156 viz., Visuddhimagga XX.74 f. Even 
though in this passage the process of sprouting, growth, withering and 
dropping leaves is not described in the context of a comparison but is 
set forth as a possible objective support for meditating on imper
manence, it has no doctrinal implication concerning the sentience of 
plants. On the contrary, the preceding paragraph (VisM XX.73) ex
pressly enumerates grasses, trees and creepers along with minerals, 
jewels, soil and stones as instances of external (bahiddhii) matter "not 
bound up with sense-faculties" (anindriyabaddha), i.e., inanimate. 
Another instructive case, not mentioned by FINDL Y, is Ps II 293 
(# 34). In connection with the remark of the Buddha that he remem
bers once having fallen asleep after the daily meal in the hot season 
(MN I 249,33-36), the commentary points out that it is only mental 
torpor and sloth (thlnamiddha) 157 that is eliminated by attaining 

156 Ibid. ("Vism 625", referring to the PTS-ed.). 

157 On this term and its history, see SAKAMOTO-GOTO 2005. 
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arhatship, but not fatigue of the body (kiiyadaratha) 158. This kind of 
fatigue,states the text, can be observed even in plants: lotuses open 
their blossoms at one time (e.g., at daytime) but close them at another 
(e.g., during the night), and some trees contract their leaves in the 
evening and unroll them in the morning. But far from concluding that 
plants must therefore be endowed with the sense of touch and with 
sentience, the text expressly classifies them as 'unacquired' (anupii~ 
di1J1Jaka), i.e., not bound up with sense-faculties (anindriyabaddha)159 
and hence insentient. 160 These examples show that even later authors, 
for whom plants are definitely not sentient beings, have no problems 
using the everyday perspective on a descriptive level. Descriptive 
passages as such, and still more so comparisons, are doctrinally neu
tral. 

5.1.3. Arguments for Plants as Complex Sentient Beings 

32. If in this way the evidence adduced for proving that in early 
Buddhism plants are understood to have the sense of touch is uncon
vincing, FINDLY'S conclusion that on account of being endowed with 
the sense of touch they must also have been regarded as endowed 

158 Cf. Ps-Pt (MUlapaI.JI.lasa) # 388: kayadaratho ti paccayavisesavasena nlpa
kayassa parissamakaro. 

159 Thus Ps-pt (MUlapaI.JI.lasa) # 388. 

160 Cf. also Sv III 976,26-30, where it is stated that plants (til}iidfni, til}arukkha
latadfni) wither when it does not rain and become green when it rains, but where 
they are at the same time expressly subsumed under what is not bound up with 
sense-faculties (anindriyabaddha), hence insentient. An unambiguous doctrinal 
interpretation of the everyday view that plants die is Vibh-a 101: "What we [nor
mally] call (nama) 'dying' holds good only for what is bound up with sense
faculties; in the case of what is not bound up with sense-faculties, there is no [thing 
to be called] 'dying' [in the ordinary sense of the word]. To say 'the crops have 
died, the tree has died' is merely common usage. In reality such expressions indi
cate only that crops, etc., are subject to decay and annihilation" (indriyabaddhass' 
eva maral}am nama hoti, anindriyabaddhassa maral}am nama natthi .... ; "sassam 
matam, rukkho mato" ti idam pana voharamattam eva; atthato pana evarupani 
vacanani sassiidfnam khayavayabhavam eva dfpenti.). Cf. also VisM VIII.1: rukkho 
mato loham matarh ti-iidfsu sammutimaral}am. 
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with more complex faculties and as participating in the process of 
karma-directed sarhsara (see § 10.2) turns out to be baseless. But even 
if her presupposition, viz., that plants possess the sense of touch, were 
accepted, at least some aspects of her conclusion would remain prob
lematic. I shall first (§ 33) discuss her assumption that the sense of 
touch somehow involves the other sense-faculties, and then (§ 34) her 
thesis that plants, being endowed with at least the sense of touch and 
hence sentient, must have been regarded as participating in the 
karma-directed sarhsara. 

33.0. After having admitted that the "five sense faculties are ordi
narily thought to be mutually exclusive" and that this is the usual way 
they are portrayed in the Nikiiyas (257b /144), FINDLY goes on to 
contrast this with the "more pronounced Buddhist belief ... that touch 
is the one sense faculty that pervades all the others, that touch under
lies all the other senses, and that at base there is only one sense organ, 
that of the skin ... " (2002: 257b).161 Yet this sentence juxtaposes, or 
even tacitly equates, quite different views. Regarding the sense of 
touch as pervading the other senses is hardly the same as taking it to 
underlie the others in the sense of being presupposed by them, and to 
consider it as being in reality the only sense organ, fulfilling the func
tions of all senses, is yet another thing. 

33.1. In post-canonical Theravada Abhidharma the sense of touch is 
indeed stated to pervade the whole body or at any rate all 'acquired' 
matter (upiidil}1}-a-riipa)162 in thebody,163 comprising the other mate-

161 Cf. FINDLY 2008: 145: " ... touch is said to be the one sense faculty that per
vades all the others. As the sense that underlies all others, the only sense organ at 
base, then, is that of the skin." Or 147: " ... touch ... is the foundation of all recep
tion of sense data ... ". 

162 See §§ 19.1-2 with fns. 108 and 114. 

163 VisM XN.52 ('" Asl 311,7-11; cf. FINDLY 2008: 128; 146): yavata pana ima
smim kaye upadiJp:wrupam nama atthi, sabbattha kayo [AsI: kayayatanam, i.e., 
kayindriyam] kappasapatale sineho viya ... titthati; XIV.58: "[The faculties of male 
and female sex] both pervade the whole body, just as the sense of touch does" (tad
ubhayam pi kayappasado [= kayendriyam] viya sakalasarfrabyapakam). For a simi-
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rial sense faculties,164 but it does not underlie the other senses as a 
conditio sine qua non for their presence, for in the Theravada system 
the heavenly beings of the ntpadhiitu are endowed with the senses of 
sight and hearing but not with the sense of touch.165 

33.2. In the Vaibha~ika system, on the other hand, the sense of 
touch not only pervades the other senses166 but also underlies them in 
the sense of being presupposed by them 167 and never being absent 
where they are present. 168 But this is not meant to imply that a sentient 
being possessing the sense of touch must also be endowed with the 

lar definition in the Yogacara tradition, see the Pancaskandhaka-bha(fya by Sa'i rtsa 
lag (*Prthivlbandhu, or rather *Vasubandhu?): "The atoms of the [sense of touch] 
constantly envelop the whole body like a skin or hide" (de'i [= kayendriyasya] rdul 
phran ni pags pa'am ko ba bzhin du fus thog thag khyab par gnas so: Tj Phi: 108b1-
2). 

164 The pervasion is to be understood only as an intermingling of the respective 
'molecules' (kalapa), not in the sense that a sense-of-touch-'atom' is integrated into 
each 'molecule' of the other senses, as in the Vaibha~ika theory (see fn. 166): cf. 
KARUNADASA 1989: 157. 

165 KARUNADASA 1989: 162. Cf. Kv VIII.7. 

166 According to AKBh 53,1-7, the "molecules" of all the other bodily sense
faculties include a sense-of-touch-atom. Cf. KARUNADASA 1989: 157. 

167 AKVy 123,25-26: yatra hi cak(fu/:l srotradi va, tatra kayendriyelJa bhavitavyarh, 
tatpratibaddhavrttitvac cak~uradfnarh. 

168 Vi 792c9-10 and 25: "Who is endowed with the faculty of sight (cak~ur
indriya) , is necessarily endowed with five faculties (indriya); with the remaining 
[faculties], not necessarily. 'Endowed with five', viz., the faculties of sight, touch, 
life, mind (manas) and neutral feeling (upek(fa) . ... As [one who is endowed with] 
the faculty of sight, so also [one who is endowed with the faculty of] hearing, smell
ing or tasting [is necessarily endowed with five faculties, viz., this faculty plus the 
faculties of touch, life, mind and neutral feeling]" (;g:gl(;)jj)\';§.N1'lt f&:JEgl(;)jj)\';1io ~1' 
JEo gl(;)jj)\';1i~, ~~ §.N%1fP~~1'.No ... ~Dg.N1'.N, :EI=-"I51'.N3Fmo; see also AKBh 51,2-3); 
Vi 793a7-12, esp. 9-12: "As for the faculties of sight, hearing, smelling and tast
ing, ... when one is born in the kamadhatu, one is either endowed or not endowed 
[with them] .... As for the faculty of touch, when one is born in the kama- or rupa
dhatu ... , one is [necessarily] endowed [with it]" (§.N:EI=-"I51'.N, ... §::.19.XJ'll Ej,lGgl(;)jj)\'; 
~1'gl(;)jj)\'; '''0 %1'.N, §::'ti.J:-~J'll J1Ugl(;)jj)\';o). 
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other sense faculties. 169 Anyway, if this were implied in the case of 
plants, their characterization as ekindriya would be misleading, for 
this expression would not convey any specific information about them 
unless understood, as in Jainism,170 in the sense of "having only one 
Sense faculty", in contrast to other sentient beings who have more 
than one.171 

33.3. This argument (viz., that no specific information on plants 
would be conveyed) would also work under the presupposition of a 
general ekendriya-viida, i.e., the theory that there is basically only one 
sense organ, viz., the skin (or the sense faculty residing in it), differ
ent parts of which perform different functions like seeing, etc.172 I.e., 
it would not make sense to characterize plants specifically as 
ekindriya unless what is meant is that in their case only one function 
of the multifunctional skin, viz., receiving impressions of touch, is 
working. Moreover, no such theory is, to my knowledge, attested to 

169 Vi 792c26-293al: "Who is endowed with the faculty of touch (kayendriya), is 
necessarily endowed with four faculties (indriya);with the remaining [faculties), 
not necessarily. 'Endowed with four', viz., the faculties of touch, life, mind and 
neutral feeling (upek~a). 'With the remaining [faculties], not necessarily': with the 
remaining 18 faculties, one is either endowed or not endowed. As for the faculty of 
sight (cak~urindriya), if one has the faculty of sight, one is endowed with it; if one 
lacks it (i.e., is blind), one is not endowed with it. ... " (;S:P.:lGit:!%-~N ~JEnlGitJmo ~ 
/fJEo nlGitJm1!f, ~ :!it~it!1t~~No ~/fJE1!f, ~+ }\~N ~nlGit ~/fnlGito 9IH~, m 
~N~1!f ~UfflGito /f~1!f /fnlGito; see also AKBh 50,22). Cf. also the fact that at the 
moment of rebirth (/conception) the only material sense-faculty is the sense of 
touch, with the others arising later (Kv-a 148,1-3; AKBh 47,18-19; AKVy 285,2-4; 
cf. also YBh 24,10-13). Even so, FINDLY's (2002: 257a;"cf. 2008: 144) statement 
that the sense of touch "survives the scattering of faculties at death" sounds prob, 
leinatic, suggesting" as it does that the sense of touch is a kind of transmigrating 
entity. 

170 BALBIR 2000: 22-23. 

171 The Mahabharata passage (crit. ed. 12.177.10-18) proving that trees have all 
the five. senses (see fn. 152) significantly does not label them ekendriya. 

172 For this theory and its presumable advocates, see the exhaustive discussion in 
PREISENDANZ 1994, pt. 2: 609-622 (n. 206). 
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in Buddhist sources. 173 Still less is there any clue for assuming an 
ekendriya-vada of this kind specially for plants, according to which, 
in contrast to humans and animals endowed with five different mate
rial sense-faculties, plants would have only one multifunctional sense 
organ like the skin in the aforementioned theory. The main reason for 
FINDLY'S speculation in this direction seems to be that she deliber
ately conflates the sense of touch, i.e. the specifically tactile 'body
sense' (kayindriya), with the unspecified contact of any sense-faculty 
(including even the faculty of thought, manas) with its respective ob
jects, because the term denoting this kind of contact, viz. 'phassa', is 
derived from the same verbal root (Skt. .[sprS) as the terms for the 
function of the tactile sense, viz., to touch (phusati), and its objects, 
viz., tangibles (photthabba).174 But such a conflation seems quite arbi
trary and is, as far as I can see, not supported by the Buddhist tradi
tion. 

34. Let me now turn to FINDLY'S thesis that plants, having at least 
the sense of touch, must also have sentience or consciousness, contact 
(phassa) with objects and hence feelings (vedana) of pleasure or pain, 
desire, etc., in the sense of the (ten- or twelve-linked) chain of origi
nation in dependence (paticca-samuppada), and should therefore be 
regarded as participating in the karma-directed sarhsara. As in the 
case of the sense of touch, FINDL Y tries to support her conclusion 
mainly175 by adducing observable facts and casual textual references, 

173 Cf. also PREISENDANZ 1994: 612-615. 

174 Cf., e.g., FINDLY 2008: 147 (emphasis mine): "One conclusion from this, then, 
is th~t if plants are in fact endowed with touch ... , and if touch or contact is the 
foundation of all reception of sense data, then plant experience must be seen as 
belonging to the Buddhist scheme of the paticcasamuppilda ... ". 

175 For an infelicitous attempt to derive consciousness or cognition (sarhjfiil) in 
plants from textual evidence see fn. 76. Likewise, FINDLY's (2008: 154; 226) refer
ence to the Abhidhammic distinction of ajjhatta and bahiddhil (Dhs 187 f: ## 1044-
1045) in order to characterize plant consciousness as "inward" or "interior" (in the 
sense of the brahminical concept of antaJ:tsarhjfia, for which see WEZLER 1987b) is 
misleading. Both corporeal and mental factors are ajjhatta in so far as they are per
sonally (ajjhattarh) and individually (paccattarh, not "self-referable" in an epistemic 
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mostly in similes, to phenomena which she takes to imply the pres
ence of consciousness, feelings or needs and desires176 in plants, ot by 
taking passages mentioning the growth and variety of plants or their 
reproductive continuity to suggest their participation, somehow or 
-other, in karma-directed saIilsara (259a /230 f),m as in Jainism and 

sense!) owned (niyaka etc.) by the respective sentient being itself (or, in the context 
of the practice of mindfulness: by the respective person himself or herself), and 
"external" (bahiddhii) are the-same corporeal 'and mental factors in so far as they 
are personally and individually owned by another sentient being (or person). In this 
passage, only 'acquired' (upadi7;l7;la: see fn. 108) factors, i.e., factors forming part of 
sentient beings, are taken into consideration, hence no constituents of plants, which 
are reckoned among the 'unacquired' (see § 19.2 with fn. 112). When they are in
cluded, they fall exclusively under the category "external", as is made explicit in 
Dhs 241,33-34 (# 1418): "matter not bound up with sense-faculties (i.e., 'unac
quired' matter, including plants: see fn. 112) is [exclusively] 'external'" (anindriya-' 
baddha-riipam ... bahiddhii, corr. with AsI423,6). 

176 E.g., according to FINDLY,the empirical fact ("we can observe") that plants 
respond to sun and water in that "leaves turn toward sun and roots turn toward wa
ter" suggests the presence of consciousness (viiiiiii7;la) in plants (2002: 260a-b), with 
the tacit implication that even the Buddhists could not but realize this. And canoni
cal passages according to which seeds, in order to grow, must be planted in a fertile 
field and receive a continuous water supply imply that plants were taken to have 
needs or even desires (257a with n. 40 /161 with n. 301), while the fact that they 
adapt to the soil and to weather conditions indicates "intention" (cetanii) and "culti
vation" (bhiivanii) (257a /164). 

177 It is, I might note, not quite correct to say that ThI vs. 499 "compares the suc
cession of leaves, twigs, and grasses to that of fathers". Rather, the verse has to be 
interpreted in line with SN IT 178 (no. 15.1; cf. NORMAN, 1971: 173). In this ser
mon, the unfathomableness of a beginning of sarhsara is illustrated by pointing out 
that the series of one's mother, mother's mother, etc. (the Sanskrit version at YBh 
197,6-198,1 adds: father, father's father, etc.), could not be measured even by the" 
number resulting from all grasses, pieces of wood, branches and leaves growing in 
our continent Jambudvfpa when they are cut into bits of four inches. There is no 
mention of a series of plants. And at Mil269 it is the king, not the Buddhist master, 
who illustrates his thesis that nibbiina must have a cause by pointing to various 
chains of cause and effect from everyday experience: son - father - grandfather, 
pupil-- teacher - teacher's teacher, or sprout - seed - seed of the seed. In none of 
the illust;;ations is karmic causality involved; the sequence of generations is, of 
course, something quite different from the karma-directed sequence of ;rebirths of 
one individual. I do not see how any clue for a doctrinal position of plants being 
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most strands of Hinduism. l7S I have already (§ 29) stated my objec
tions to deriving doctrinal positions from descriptive passages and 
similes referring to empirical facts as expressed in everyday language 
unless this is explicitly done in the Buddhist texts themselves. But 
even if we accept the presupposition that in earliest Buddhism plants 
were somehow still tacitly believed to have rudimentary experi
ences179 and perhaps even appetitions, this need not necessarily mean 
that they were regarded as capable of free decisions and morally 
qualified actions; 180 FINDL Y herself admits that her conclusion for 

involved in karma-directed samsara could be gathered from these passages, even if 
the caveat against using similes for this purpose were ignored. By way of contrast, 
at VisM XXII.87 (PTS-ed. p. 688; trans!. NA~AMOLI p. 715) the tree propagating 
over generations is indeed paralleled with the khandhas of a certain individual 
which reproduce themselves in the process of rebirth, but what the simile wants to 
demonstrate is that just as the sap pervades the whole tree so the defilements (kilesa) 
cling to all the five khandhas. We are not entitled to stretch the simile beyond this 
and derive from it that plants are bodies of 'transmigrating' sentient beings. 

17S Cf. FINDLY 2008: 209-219. Cf. also, e.g., HALBFASS 2000: 25; 60; 71 f; 139; 
171 f; 201 f. On the early Upani~ads: SCHMITHAUSEN 1995a and 1995b. 

179 The ascription of the sense of touch to plants would indeed not make sense 
unless it leads to some kind of experience of tangibles and of pain or pleasure, i.e., 
in Buddhist terms, some kind of sensation (vijiiiina) and feeling (vedanii). This is 
made explicit (in Buddhist terminology, cf. fn. 60!) in Vimativinodanf (CSCD) I 
# 365 (Sanghadisesa-kaI,l<fo 7), where it is stated that "[in Sp 575] the expression 
'having [ only] one sense faculty' is referred to the sense of touch because when it is 
stated [in the Suttavibhmiga] that [people consider a tree] to have only one sense
faculty this is meant to [point out] which among the material sense faculties is [re
garded by people to be] present [in a tree]," and that those who regard plants as 
living beings of course assume that they have also manindriya, i.e., some form of 
mind, probably tactile perception (rupindriyesu vijjamanam sandhaya ekindriyatii 
vuccatfti aha "kayindriyam sandhayii"ti. te hi manindriyam pi bhUtagamanmh 
icchanti). 

180 FINDLY's argument that because plants have the sense of touch (kayindriya) 
they should also be capable of bodily action (kayakamma) because the use of the 
same word (i.e., kaya) in both cases is hardly coincidental (258a-b /223) is not 
convincing. The idea that in some (non-human) existences karma can only be con
sumed but not accumulated is not rare in Indian thought (cf., e.g., HALBFASS 2000: 
168; P.V. KANE: History of Dharmasastra, voL IV, Poona 21972: 176 f with n. 419; 
cf. also Plants # 36.5.5 with n. 568, actually referred to by FINDLY [259b /231], but 
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consciousness in plants (and a fortiori for their participation. in 
karma-directed samsara) rests on implication (260a /227; cf. 230). It 
would rather appear that this issue was simply not considered or even 
geliberately left undecided. 181 Logically, it is true, the mere possibility 
of sentient beings helplessly suffering without being karmic ally re
sponsible for their status appears incompatible with the fundamental 
assumption that one's present predicament is not a matter of mere 
chance or divine arbitrariness but due to one's own former whole-

. some or unwholesome actions. But, to say it again, we must be care
ful to distinguish between what logically follows (or what we think or 
realize to follow) from a position and what people at a certain period 
thought or realized to follow from it. To be sure, in doctrinally con
solidated Buddhism (at least Indian Buddhism) the problem was real
ized and solved by rejecting the existence of primitive sentient beings 
not (or not yet) participating in karma-directed samsara. In Jainism, 
on the other hand, such beings were expressly admitted in the form of 
the micro-vegetal nigodas.182 In earliest Buddhism, however, a sys
tematic alignment of borderline areas may have been felt unnecessary 
or even inexpedient. 

5.2. OKADA's Arguments for Plants as Sentient Beings 

35. OKADA, too, incidentally adduces similes in order to show that 
there are exceptions to the usual treatment of plants as insentient even 
in Mahayana narrative literature; she refers, e.g., to a passage from 
the Srfmiiliisiitra of the Mahiiratnakiita collection, 'which states that 

see fn. 49). This view would seem to be characteristic of karma theories with a 
strong ritual component, but it is not entirely incompatible with ethicized theories 
either . 

. 181 As FINDLY herself states (260b /229): "It makes most sense, then, to argue 
for an agnostic position." 

182 More precisely: the nitya-nigodas. Cf., e.g., SCHuBRlNG 1935: 131; 133 f; 
JAlNI 1980: 224-228; BUTZENBERGER 1998: 43-45 (with further references in 
n. 164); IiALBFAsS 2000: 71 f; BRUHN 2007: 25 (with further references); FINDLY 
2008: 118. No Pkt. equivalent of the term 'nigoda' seems to occur in the earliest 
Jaina scriptures. 
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all wholesome dharmas of the sravakas and pratyekabuddhas are 
based on the mahayana just as all seeds and plants sprout and thrive 
with the earth, or soil, as their basis. 183 But on the whole she is con
cerned with evidence that deserves to be assessed more carefully. We 
may divide this evidence into two categories: 1. The cases where the 
relation of a tree deity to the tree is so close that it suggests a sou1-
body re1ationl84 (ch. 5.2.1), and 2. cases where plants react to extraor
dinary spiritual achievements (ch. 5.2.2). 

5.2.1 Tree Deities and Numinous Trees 

36. OKADA is perfectly right in highlighting the close connection of 
the tree deity or tree spirit with the tree in the Bhaddasala-jataka 
(no. 465). In this text, as I had also pointed out in Plants # 5.4, the 
tree spirit has to die when his tree is felled, and he even calls the tree 
his body (sarzra). But although a similar close connection is ex
pressed or presupposed in a couple of other Jatakas as well/85 it is, 
contrary to what OKADA seems to suggest,186 surely not typical of the 
Theravada Jataka literature as a whole. Above all, it is indispensable 
to distinguish the various textual layers, especially the gathas and the 
various prose sections.187 As far as I can see from an admittedly very 
cursory inspection of the material, the general idea expressed in the 

183 T 11.310: 675a9-11, quoted in OKADA 1998: 282 n. 2 (1). For another exam
ple, see § 88. 

184 See § 9 with fns. 43-44. 

185 OKADA 1999: 108 n. 10 mentions the Ko!isimball-jataka (no. 412) and the 
Phandana-jataka (no. 475). Perhaps one could add the Hatthipala-jataka (no. 509) 
where the tree deity is threatened with destruction (ni!Jhana) through the cutting of 
the tree (IV 474,16-21 and 475,16-19). 

186 OKADA 1998: 283 # 3.7: /\-1) :/-f'-)7 :iJ 0)]jbF:1$L:l: c:. O)fJH~1j[*~,!i}{* 
C: L l1'§L, mH$~ C'ft!!.O)7I:ffBO):t$.q C: ii~ < ~~ -:J l ~'-Oo ("The plant deities 
of the Piili Jataka, in this way, have the plant as their body and are thus completely 
different from the ocean deity and similar divine spirits."). 

187 For detailed information on the structure and literary history of the Piili 
J[itaka collection see VON HINOBER 1998, and, briefly, id. 1996, pp. 54-58. 
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prose is that tree deities dwell in trees188 - occasionally also minor 
plant spirits dwelling in bunches of grass, etc., are mentioned189 - or 
in palaces (vimiina) located in trees or in orie of their parts.190 The tree 

188 Cf., e.g., III III 397,16: Bodhisatto kop,simbaliyarh rukkhadevata hutva nibbatti; 
III 34,2 f; I 223,23 f: varalJarukkhe adhivattM devata; IT 385,27 f: tasmirh rukkhe 
adhivattM devatii. Cf. MN I 306,4 f (stile adhivattM devata) and AN III 370,11 
(nigrodharaje adhivattM devata). Also Mill73,14 and 27f. 

189 Kusana!i-jataka (no. 121; cf. OKADA 1998: 283 #3.6, last item; F'INDLY 2008: 
275): kusana!igacche devata (Ill I 441,19). Cf. also MN I 306,7-8 and SN IV 302,22-
23, mentioning, besides the deities of parks, groves and [special] trees, deities 
/spirits inhabiting herbs, grasses and forest trees (osadhi-tilJa-vanappatfsu adhi
vattM devatti). 

190 E.g., III I 328,16-25 (tree deities exhorted not to move into vimtinas in [soli
tary] courtyard trees but nonetheless doing so). Cf. also Ps IT 373,3-6 and SaraSg 
237,5-19: tree deities live in vimiinas that are invisible to human eyes; n: the vimana 
is located in the branches, it is destroyed to the extent the branches. are broken or 
cut; if it is located in the tree as a whole, it persists as long as at least the root is 
intact. The Mahayanist MahiiparinirvalJa-sutra (MPST S 209b4-5; Dh 415a12-13; 
Fa 889b23-24) states that tree deities dwell in trees but that one does not know in 
which part. OKADA (1998: 283; see fn. 186) stresses that the conception of other 
nature deities/spirits is entirely different from that of plant deities. As evidence she 
points out (281 n. 13) that ocean and river deities do not dwell in the ocean or river 
but are only guardians of these spheres, not in the sense of protecting the ocean or 
river itself but rather in the sense of protecting sentient beings from harm. However, 
this matter seems to require further study. At any rate, at III Vl555,22 deities dwell
ing in the river (nadiya adhivattha-devata) are mentioned (same terminology as in 
the case of tree deities, cf. fn. 188!), and in the Kirhchanda-jataka (no. 511) at least 
the commentary (Ill V 6,15-16) takes the river deity (nadf-devata) to live in a palace 
situated in the Ganges, and her (fern., cf. V 4,16-22) appearance in the air above the 
river (V 3,22) is entirely in agreement with how tree deities may manifest them
selves (see fn. 193). Cf. perhaps also SaraSg 246,25-27 ('" Sv-pt IT 202), explaining 
the compound pathavi-devata: "They say that there is a deity dwelling in (but v. 1.: 
[presiding] over) the Great Earth similar to the ocean deity [dwelling in the ocean]" 
(ettha samuddadevata viya mahiipathaviya adhivattM [v. 1. and Sv-pt only: adhi-] 
devclta nama kira atthi). The same notions obtain even in the case of deities residing 
in artefacts like a 'gate-room' (dviirakotthaka: III I 228,25-29) or a parasol (chatta: 
III Vl4,13).And in the Samudda-jiitaka (Ja IT 441 f = no. 296) the ocean deity does 
not protect people but, if anything, the ocean itself (by chasing away the crow 
which wants to empty it, though this is of course impossible), whereas at III IT 
308,8-13 the tree deity is summoned to resume 4er function of protecting human 
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deities are not locked up in their trees. They may appear to humans in 
heavenly splendour or otherwise,l9l either in some part of the tree192 

or in the air,!93 or may even visit humans at home (as the tree deity in 
the Bhaddasala-jataka does)194. Tree and plant deities may also as
semble or visit each other. 195 Tree deities dislike the destruction of 
their trees because it involves the destruction of their palaces 196 
(though not necessarily the destruction of their lives)!97. Sometimes 
they are described as searching for another abode. 198 In other cases, as 
in the Bhaddasala-jataka, the life of the tree deity is, to be sure, 
closely connected with the tree and the palace the tree constitutes or 
contains, but even in this case the prose text merely states that the life 

beings who have entered the forest. Cf. also the story in the Chinese Dharmapada 
commentary (T 4.21l:591c17 ff, esp. c23-27; SHIRATO 1998: 15a) of a tree deity 
feeding travellers. 

191 Ja IV 475,20-21 (rukkhadevata mahantenanubhavena khandhavivarato nik
khamitva ... ); Dhp-a IT 16,3-4 and 13 (tree deity is advised to step out of the tree in a 
red garment and actually does so); Ja I 442,20-25 (grass-bunch deity appears in the 
form of a chameleon); Sv III 941,14-16 '" Sn-a II 419,21-22 '" Ps IT 135,5-6 (tree 
deity approaches a king in the appearance of a squirrel). Cf. also Iii I 69,4-15 (with 
Sv IT 572,7-9), suggesting that a tree spirit may illuminate the tree with the splen
dour of his body, although in the given case it is the Bodhisatta shortly before his 
Awakening who does so. 

192 E.g., Hi I 169,14: khandhavitape rhatva; N 475,20-21 (khandhavivarato nik-
khamitva: see fn. 191). 

193 E.g., Ja 1168,2-3: akase pallamkena nisfditva. 

194 Iii N 154,10-13. 

195 Iii II 357,27-358,5: One tree deity approaches another (cf. 356,17) and then 
goes to a different forest; cf. Ja I 442,14-18: Forest deities and a grass-bunch deity 
(cf. 441,19) visit a tree deity; cf. also 442,29-443,1. Every fortnight tree deities 
assemble in the Himalayas and are asked whether they have kept to the "dhamma of 
trees" (Sp 759; cf. Plants p. 74 with n. 418). 

196 E.g., Iii III 209,25-26 and 210,10-11; Ps II 373,3-9. 

197 Thus clearly Ja I 328,25-329,1. Cf. also AN III 370,4-9 (tree deity stands 
weeping (rudamana, fern.) beside her tree, which had been overthrown by a thun
derstorm). 

198 Ja I 328,30-31. Cf. also fn. 205. 
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of the deity lasts only as long as the palace does,199 and does not call 
the tree the body of the tree deity.20o It is only in the gathas that the 
tree deity states that by the cutting of the tree he will be separated 
from his body, and asks to be cut piece by piece in order to avoid 
erushing his offspring growing around him.201 OKADA is right in as
suming that the speaker of these verses is obviously a numinous sen
tient being embodied in a tree, or the tree itself as anuminous sentient 
being.202 Yet it is surely not a rudimentary sentient being possessing 

199 Ja IV 154,5-6: vimanapariyantikam eva kho pan a mayharhjfvitarh. 

200 Similarly in the Phandana-jataka (no. 475: IV 209,26-28): " ... he destroys my 
palace, and I myself shall perish" ( ... mama vimanarh naseti, aha/il ca nassissami). 
In this Jataka, the tree deity, retaliating enmity, is not identified with the Bodhisatta; 
the deity living in that forest who witnessed the event and who is identified with the 
Bodhisatta in the samodMna must be another deity. On the other hand, in the 
Palasa-jataka (no. 307) even in the gatMs (Ia III 24,1 and 9) the tree is said to be 
acetana (not necessarily insentient but in any event lacking cognitive faculties like 
understanding speech: Plants n. 459) and characterized as an abode of a spirit or of 
spirits (bhata-nivasa). 

201 Ja 465 vs. 6-7 and vs. 10-11 = IV 155,26-156,2 and 156,23-26. 

202 In the gathas of the Phandana-jataka (no. 475), too, it is the tree itself that 
speaks to the woodcutter and is stated to have retaliated enmity (Ja IV 210,19 
[vs.20] and 23 [vs. 22]). In the Kotisimbalf-jataka (no. 412: III 397--400), the tree 
itself is addressed (vs. 122; comm. 398,20 explains: the deity is addressed by the 
name of the tree!), trembles (vs. 121; comm. 398,7-8: the deity trembles with fear 
and thereby the tree, too, trembles!)" and realizes (vs. 124) that the parasitic trees 
"will strangle me and will make me a non-tree (arLlkkha)". As the commentary 
(399,9-10: marh arLlkkham eva karissanti sabbaso bhaiijissanti) suggests, the latter 
expression would seem to mean: will completely destroy me. Even if we take 
arLlkkha as a bahuvrlhi, it may be understood in the sense of: will make me treeless 
= bodiless, i.e., will kill me (cf. rLlkkhase ... hata in vs. 125). Cf. also the gathas of 
Ja no. 370 (PaIasa-jataka). - Also in Tamilnadu (SCHULER 2009: 227-229 with 
ns. 37-39 and 50; cf. ibid. 258), certain trees are regarded as the abode of female or 
male spirits (devata or pey, i.e., preta: cf. § 38 with fn. 208), and when the tree is 
felled the spirit loses his or her home or is even bodily injured. The latter notion 
suggests that the tree is sometimes almost viewed as the pey's body. And like the 
tree spirits in the Jatakas, the pey whose tree has been felled becomes angry and 
aggressive. 
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only one sense-faculty, viz., the sense of touch, as in Jainism, but 
rather a complex, rational being, able to understand and use speech, 
and capable of compassion and self-sacrifice but also, as other stories 

?03 f f d . suggest,- 0 ear an enmIty. 

37. However, many Jataka-gathtis are not specifically Buddhist 
creations but rather gathered from a stock of old Indian narrative and 
gnomic literature204• It is not always easy to decide whether ideas ex
pressed in them were shared by the learned members of the early 
Buddhist community or just tolerated by them in a popular genre like 
the Jatakas. If my interpretation of the evidence of the early Sutra and 
Vinaya materials is correct, it is conceivable that, in view of the un
decided status of plants in earliest Buddhism, stories in which trees or 
other plants played a part were not, as a matter of principle, precluded 
from being incorporated in the Jiitaka genre. In the course of doc
trinal consolidation, however, the situation changed. When viewed as 
rudimentary borderline beings, plants could easily be excluded from 
the range of animate, sentient creatures. But when emphasis was on 
their numinous, more anthropomorphic aspect, the matter was not 
that easy. In this case, the Buddhist solution was to clearly detach the 
numinous aspect of trees and plants from their natural aspect and to 
conceive it as a deity or spirit inhabiting the tree or the plant.20s Con-

a For a similar interpretation with regard to earthquake, cf. SaraSg (see fn. 190) 
246,25-29 ('" Sv-pt II 202). 

203 See fns. 200 and 202. Similarly the tree-inhabiting peys in Tamilnadu (see 
fn.202). 

204 Cf. vONHINUBER 1998: 190-191. 

205 In this perspective, WODlLLA (1928: 4-21) is doubtless right in taking the 
idea of the tree as the abode of a deity to be a more developed stage than the belief 
in the tree or plant itself as a numinous being. But it may well be that on a popular 
level the belief had been less clear-cut, oscillating between both concepts as two 
facets of a more dynamic belief in the numinous nature of plants, especially old and 
large trees (cf. also NUGTEREN 2005: 170). The Buddhists would then merely have 
eliminated the ambiguity by unequivocally distinguishing the numinous being from 
the tree or plant. From a practical point of view, this clear-cut distinction between 
the tree or plant and the numinous being made it possible to conceive of the latter as, 
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sequently, the stories in which a tree or plant played a part had either 
to be omitted or had to be explicitly interpreted in terms of the 'tree 
deity concept, reducing the tree or plant jtself to a mere abode of the 
deity or spirit. Exceptions as in the Bhaddasala-jataka would seem to 

- have survived due to the constraints of the narrative in which they 
were embedded. 

38. Whether the fact that in the Northern tradition(s) there are, 
according to OKADA's important observation (see § 9), no Jatakas in 
which the Bodhisattva is identified with a tree deity has something to 
do with this shift, requires further investigation. There may have been 
other reasons as well. For example, in the Northern tradition(s) tree 
deities may not have been considered a suitable type of being for the 
Buddha's former existences because, being related to the ambivaleIJ.t 
gandharvas206 and, above all, to the yak~as or yak~i1Jfs,2U7 who in the 
Peta- and Vimana-vatthu are exceptionally fortunate and powerful 

principally, independent of a given tree or plant, so that in felling the.tree_or cutting 
the plant one does not necessarily kill the spirit. Actually, at least in the case of 
larger trees, the spirit is usually asked to move to another tree: cf. BECHERT 1984: 
563; TOKIYA 1985: 169; Plants # 39.1.2 with n. 584; SCHOPEN 1997: 233; SOBISCH 
2005: 112 and 131 n.53. Cf. also the passage from the Brhatsarilhitli cited in 
FINDLY 2008: 272. Since according to SCHOPEN (1997: 232) the TridalJffaka is a 
kind of formulary adaptable to different occasions, its employment in the context of 
the ritual of felling a tree on the one hand and in funeral rites on the other can 
hardly be used as evidence for trees being regarded as sentient beings. 

206 Cf. OBERLIES 2005: i02 n.22 (gandharvas believed to live in trees). As for 
the ambivalence of the gandharvas, see ibid. 106-107 (# 8): on the one hand helpful, 
on the other greedy for women and a cause of possession and madness. For the 
connection of gandharvas with trees, see also SN III 250. 

207 For malevolent tree spirits regarded as yak$as, cf. Jii no. 398: III 325,19-21 
(prose) and 328,14 (vs.). In Jii no. 402, the tree spirit (Ill 343,16 f) addressed as 
yakkha in the giithas (III 345,4) merely announces mortal danger. In the Bhadda
sliia-jiitaka, even the benign tree deity identical with the Bodhisatta is called a 
yakkha in one of the giithas. Similarly Jii IV 4,,3 (v.l. Bd: rukkhadevatii) with 4,11 
and 6,7. Cf. also HARA 2007: 54 and 59; ZIN 2003: 219 (concluding that'devatli' 
and 'yak~i1}r were exchangeable terms in the Bharhut period). 
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spirits of the dead (mahiddhika peta)208 but in the course of time came 
to be regarded more and more as evil demons,209 they often appear as 
fierce and dangerous beings, who devour men or must be propitiated 
with bloody animal and even human sacrifices.2Io Besides, in the ma
jority of the Jlitakas in which the Bodhisatta isa tree deity211 he is, 
significantly, not an actor in the plot. He rather appears to have been 
introduced merely as an eyewitness to the events,212 especially in sto
ries which take place in the wilderness and in which none of the ac
tors seems to be suitable for being identified with the Bodhisatta. It 
may well be that introducing the Bodhisatta as a tree deity was a de
vice, of only one part of the tradition, to integrate such stories into the 
genre. 213 

208 STEDE 1914: 41-43. Cf. also SCHULER 2009 (see fn. 202) and FINDLY 2008: 
276-278. 

209 ZIN 2003: 219-220 and 256. Cf. also SCHULER 2009, ch. 7.3.1: yak:;fs, who 
may also be tree spirits, devour babies. 

210 Cf., e.g., the Dummedha-jiitaka (no. 50: 1260,8 ff), the Sutano-jiitaka (no. 398: 
III 325,20 ff) and the Dhonasiikha-jiitaka (no. 353: III 159,25-160,8). Buddhist 
commentarial literature presupposes this custom but in several places has tree dei
ties (in conformity with Buddhist ethics) dissuade people from such bloody offer
ings: e.g., Jii no. 19 (1169); no. 113 (1425,11-13); Dhp-a II 14-19; cf. also Jii 
no. 537 (V 472,20-23 and 473,25 ff). See VIENNOT 1954: 114-117; NUGTEREN 2005: 
173. 

211 See fn. 42. 

212 OKADA 1998: 282 # 3.3. 

213 If it is true that tree deities were (in contrast to the Bodhisatta tree deities in 
the Theraviida liitakas; cf. OKADA 1998: 230 n. 11) more often than not conceived 
of, and artistically represented, as females (cf. ZIN 2003: 219; FINDLY 2008: 304; 
but ibid. 273: of both genders), this may furnish yet another explanation for the 
reticence of the Northern tradition to have the Bodhisattva reborn as a tree deity. In 
this connection, it is interesting that in the Bhaddasiila-jiitaka the tree deity appear
ing to the king is first addressed as a female (Iii IV 154,15 = vs. 1: kii tvam ... !hitii), 
and that it is only after the tree deity has introduced himself that the king uses mas
culine forms (e.g., 155,13 = vs. 4: abhin7po si). 
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5.2.2. Plants Reacting to Extraordinary Events 

39. In connection with exceptions to the standard view on plants as 
insentient, OKADA (1998: 282 n. 2(2)) also refers to a number of pas
sages in which plants are described as reacting to extraordinary spiri
tual achievements or to events of extraordinary significance. Accord
ing to a first set of passages,214 plants and trees bow their heads in 
reverence before the Bodhisattva on the occasion of (or after) his 
Awakening or on some similar occasion. In a further passag~ (from a 
Chinese version of the Syama-jiitaka),215 plants are, according to 
OKADA, stated to have' raised their voices and wept (1jt*;6;;Jl:f::r J:Jf 
"'(ill" \tc.) when Syama, the Bodhisattva in a former life, had been 
killed by a hunting king, although the text merely says that when the 
king and his entourage approached the hermitage of Syama's blind 
parents there was a rustling noise in the trees, unusual and thus an
nouncing the arrival of strangers.z16 To these passages, one might add 

214T 11.310: 103b18-20; 3.187: 596c20-22; 3.160: 343b6-7. The pertinent mate
rial could easily be increased; cf., e.g., A~t 255,10-12: grasses, shrubs, herbs and 
trees bow before Dharmodgata and shower him with flowers produced out of sea
son; similarly Druma-kinnara-raja-paripfccha-s£7tra (ed. Paul HARRISON, Tokyo 
1992) 45,7 ff. 

215 T 3.152: 24c12-13: .:Etthi'<.~ 1j[*~~~~0 =~r.rJiZ. ~Jt~A, El '''0 Cf. 
the French translation in CHAVANNES 1962: 158: " ... Ie cortege du roi etait nom
breux et les herbes et les arbres faisaient un bruit de froissement; les deux parents 
per9urent (ce bruit) et, supposant qu'il y avait 11i quelque etranger, ils dirent: ... ". 

216 Cf. the parallel at t 3.i74: 437b19-21 (.:Ei''T!MH!Mc fI1l!J1j[* ~(v.l. ~~)~A 
~o :x:a~§o Jlt:likfilJAo ?PiJ(;.:ri''To) '" T3.175: 441a25-27 (.:Eff~~fI1mtJ1j[*~ 
1lI!i~~0 ... ) '" 443a14-15 (J&if for ~, with v.l. ~, but ,~ "to hasten" makes better 
sense). I understand this to mean: "The king's going being rapid, he stirred the 
grasses and trees [along the path, so that] there was a rustling sound" (T 174: " ... 
[producing] a rustling sound [indicating that] there was a man [coming]"). I take IlI!i 
IlI!i as an onomatopoetic, equivalent to Iflf (cf. HDC 9: 257a, s. v. ~~e; cf. also 
CHAVANNES's rendering [see fn. 215]). Cf. T 3.174: 437c13-14 = T 3.175: 441b18 = 
443b6-7: "The spirits (including tree spirits, cf. 437a28) all became afraid and 
moved [producing] a rustling [sound]" (~t$~~ llI!i~ffifmtJ). Cf. also T 4.203: 
448b25-26: "Then [Syama's] blind parents heard the sound [produced by] the king's 
walking Jin the form of] a rustling. In their hearts, anxiety arose: • [This] is not [the 
way] our son walks!·'" (a~'!i:X:B r.rJ.:Ei''T~~~0 1L.,§::;'.{i;'Mlo ?PiJ(;.:ri''To). For ~~ 
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the episode of the twin stila trees blossoming out of season on the 
occasion of the parinirvtilJa of the Buddha and strewing flowers on 
his body (DN II 137,20-22). But it should be clear that the aim of these 
passages is not to make a doctrinal statement on the sentience of 
plants or trees, but rather to extol the spiritual supremacy of the 
Buddha or the Bodhisattva217 or the extraordinary nature of his 
achievements: not only sentient beings, but, as one of the passages 
adduced by OKADA218 explicitly remarks, even the insentient cannot 
but miraculously show their reverence.219 In a slightly more extended 

see HDC 9: 748b s. v. *,O: like ~~ "rustle"; DKWJ 8: 989(9125)c: description of 
a sound, exemplified by the rustling of branches, of the wind and of the wings of 
birds. -The Syama-jataka in the Haribha??a-jatakamiila, too, merely mentions the 
noise of the dry leaves crushed by the feet of the king (HAHN 1976: 46 and 59 
[vs.42]). 

217 In this sense we must surely also understand vs. 223 of the Vessantara-jataka 
(Ja VI 513, = Cariyapi!aka 1.9.35), which states that the high (ubbiddha) and broad 
fruit-trees in the forest, seeing Vessantara's (= the Bodhisatta's) children weeping 
with hunger, spontaneously bend down towards them so that the children might 
pick their fill. According to one reading (accepted by FINDLY [2008:138] following 
COWELL and ROUSE but rejected by CPD II 531a and CONE 500b), the trees are 
even characterized as sorrowful or agitated (ubbigga instead of ubbiddha). In any 
case, the presentation of the trees acting like humans is poetic license, with no doc
trinal purport. And the real force at work is, as both verses (vs. 225c) and prose (VI 
513,18) explicitly state, the Bodhisatta's miraculous power or charisma (teja, anu
bhava). 

218 Viz., T 3.160: 343b6-7: "When [the Bodhisattva] has succeeded in becoming 
a Buddha, sentient and insentient beings all incline when the Buddha passes by, 
bow their heads and show respect" (1~glt1~8 '1F'f;jl'IF'f~ tf~1~1'TB~ -§'~{I;\Hf!iJ 1I£:ffilif~ 
f!j)(); cf. also b3-4: "(When the Buddha is walking,) even insentient things [like] the 
ground and the trees all bow [to him]; how could sentient beings ever fail to show 
their respect?" (~'IF'f±* ftij-§,{IJi~o {PJBt,~'IF'f jffl~/fli&o). It must, however, be 
added that T 3.160 is a 12th century pseudo-translation of the Jatakamala (BROUGH 
1964). 

219 Even so, it is natural that such passages were taken as support for the sen
tience of the so-called insentient by Far Eastern authors; cf., e.g., GRONER 2000: 
489 = (30). Cf. also Li t'ung-hstian's C'$'ill[Y;', see § 116.1c) remark (T 36.1739: 
973b27-29), in connection with Gv 128,17-26 (BAvS 357b22-28), that sentient and 
insentient beings all have a common essence (~'IF'f~'IF'f -§'~[q!iil'J:). In the Gv pas
sage we read that when the king Mahaprabha (one of Sudhana's kalya(wmitras) had 
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Chinese version of the Syiima-jataka, not only birds and quadrupeds 
cry and flowers wither when Syama is hit by the arrow of the king b~t 
a storm also comes up, breaking even trees, the sun eclipses, and 
fountains dry up.220 There is surely no reason to deduce sentience 
from these miraculous reactions, either for the elements or for plants. 
If any passage in these Syiima-jiitaka versions could be taken to imply 
the sentience of what is normally considered insentient, it would be 
the statement that Syama's behaviour was so compassionate and be
nevolent that even when treading upon the earth he was afraid she 
might feel pain.221 But even this passage should surely not be taken as 

entered a special samadhi characterized by Great Benevolence (mahamaitrt), not 
only people and animals bowed their heads in his direction, but also the summits of 
the mountains as well as trees and herbs did so, and even fountains, ponds and riv
ers directed their current towards him. In the Indian context, these effects are 
merely intended to underscore the miraculous power of the cultivation of benevo
lence, and nothing would justify us deriving from them that plants or even moun
tains and rivers were still regarded as sentient - still less so since a few lines ear
lier the text points out that the king's samadhi even made the whole city and the 
surrounding area quake and caused all kinds of artefacts to move or resound (Gv 
128,10-16). 

220 T 3.174: 437all-14; 3.175: 440c17-21; 442c5-9. Cf. also the Syama-jataka of 
the Haribhatta-jatakamaZa: The sounds produced by the water rushing down from 
the rocks gives the impression that even the river was grieving (HAHN 1976: 48 and 
62 [vs. 52]). 

221 T 3.174: 436c22 Gl!k£i¥:;t%{" Jlj'j:ttl'lit'i~~j:tf11ii), '" 3.175: 440c3 f = 442b20 f: 
"Syama was a person of utmost filial piety and humanity (Confucian concepts!), his 
benevolence (maitrf, Buddhist concept!) was unsurpassed. [Even] when treading 
upon the earth, he was always afraid that the earth might feel pain" (§1R£i¥:C ;t%~ 
:ft~o ggj:tf1llti8;j:tf11ii). As is typical of high-standard hermits, Syama's over
whelming maitrf spreads to his natural environment and creates an atmosphere of 
friendship and harmony, to the effect that not only deer and birds flock around him, 
but even predators like lions, tigers, etc., are affected: far from attacking the young 
ascetic (cf. T3.174: 437alOf; 3.175: 442c4f), they even develop benevolence to
wards one another (T 3.174: 436c19 f; 3.175: 442b17 f), to the extent that they be
come vegetarians: "They all drank [only] water and ate [only] fruits", i.e., did not 
even injure the plants themselves, like the ascetic (T 3.175: 440c1 = 442b18 f; not in 
T 3.174). Even the vegetation, springs and ponds, wind and rain become bounteous 
and delightful (T 3.174: 436c14-17; 3.175: 442b12-16), but this hardly implies that 
they are regarded as sentient on a doctrina11evel. 
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having a doctrinal import but ought rather be seen as a literary device 
to highlight Syama's all-embracing sympathy.222 At best, it may be 
taken to mirror the way in which ideal pre-Buddhist ascetics were 
considered to have thought and behaved. 

40. Although not made use of by FINDL Y and OKADA, another 
couple of canonical passages deserve to be discussed in connection 
with the problem of the sentience of plants in early Buddhism.223 At 
AN II 194,22-25, the Buddha underlines the efficacy of his teaching 
with the concluding remark that even these big sala trees (standing. 
around him) would attain welfare and happiness for a long time if 
they were stimulated by his teaching to abandon the unwholesome 
mental factors and modes of acting and to turn to the wholesome ones 
- supposing they could think or were endowed with intelligence or 
rationality (sace ceteyyurh) -; how much more so will this hold good 
for human beings (who are endowed with rationality). At AN IV 
259,19-23, the same phrase is used to underscore the efficacy of the 
eightfold uposatha observance. Similarly, at SN V 377,25-27 the 
Buddha states that he would even declare that these big sala trees 
would become 'stream-enterers' (sotapanna) if they were able to un
derstand [the distinction between] good (i.e., salvific) and bad (i.e., 
misleading) speech (i.e., if they were able to understand his preach-

222 The same holds good for the Bodhisattva's mourning at the sight of plough
ing, by which not only worms and insects are killed but also the soil and the young 
grass are torn up, as described in BCar VA-5, dted in FINDLY 2008: 49. 

223 My attention was drawn to these passages, years ago, through the kindness of 
Dr. Mudagamuwe MAITHRIMURTHI. He also mentioned the related idea expressed 
in Chiindogya-Upani~ad 5.2.3, where we read: "Even if one were to impart this 
[doctrine] to a withered stump, it would certainly sprout new branches and grow 
new leaves" (yady apy enac chu~kiiya sthiil}ave bn7yiij jiiyerann eviismiii chiikhii/:l 
praroheyu/:l paliisiini; trans!. 0LIVELLE 1996: 139, slightly modified). The purport 
of this passage is obviously to extol the extraordinary power of Truth or its formu
lation. Its effectivity is clearly automatic, 'magical', not presupposing under
standing, for the object affected is a withered stump, hence a lifeless, insentient 
thing; the effect occurs regardless of whether living plants were considered sentient 
or not. 
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ing). It does not, however, appear justified to deduce from these pas
sages a doctrinal judgement on the sentience or insentience of trees 
(let alone plants in general). The purport of the passages is rather to 
stress that by correctly understanding and practising the teaching of 
the Buddha everybody without exception will attain welfare or salva
tion,224 and this would even hold good for trees and plants if they 
were intelligent, rational beings. The addition of this condition225 

would not make sense if the rationality of trees had been taken for 
granted. It makes sense only if rationality in trees was a matter of 
doubt, or was believed to be absent, as is made explicit by the com
mentary on AN IV 259226 as well as by the Chinese version of SN V 
377.227 In either case, the question of a lower, sub-rational or border-

224 Cf. Spk-pt (CSCD) Mahavagga # 1020: '''[The Buddha] said [this] while 
pointing out to [four] very strong trees' (sara- looks like a hyper-Hilicism for sala-, 
cf. also T 2.99: 240b6 ~lmW and Spk III 288,13, reading mahasale sara-rukkhe): 
[i.e.,] in order to show that whosoever is of intelligent nature - when he ap
proaches (or: associates with) the Buddha (mama), no one's coming is futile [or] in 
vain" (mahasararukkhe dassento aha - "yo kod viiifiujatiko mama ce gocarmh 
gacchati, ekassa agamanmil avaiijhmh amoghan "ti dasseturh). 

225 In AN II 194, the parenthetic addition is missing in the Burmese edition 
(CSCD), and it is commented upon by the Mp (IV 129) only in AN IV 259. In any 
case, the condition expressed by the main protasis (which anyway presupposes 
rationality) - viz., that trees are stimulated to spiritual practice by the teaching of 
the Buddha - may well have been regarded as unreal, or at best as doubtful. There 
is no clue for assuming that it was considered to be as a real possibility. 

226 Mp IV 129,20: ime tava mahasala acetana. The reference to the sala trees is 
called a "simile based on a hypothetical assumption" (parikappopama: ibid. 129,19). 

227 T 2.99: 240bS-7: "It is not possible that these strong (*sara, cf. fn. 224) trees 
are able to understand the meaning of my teaching; but if they were able to under
stand [itl, then I would predict [those spiritual attainments for them as well]" (jt:t~ 
ImW :O~~?ffm ~~:;ED~~, ~ff~!!!li.o :E~~:;ED~, ~51U~c~~o). Cf. also T 46.1937 (by 
Tsung-hsiao ffi:ajt, 1151-1214): 890b8-10 ('" T 38.1778: 639a26-28): "The NirvalJa
siUra (passage not located) says: If a nyagrodha tree were endowed with mind (and 
hence capable of practising morality, meditative concentration and insight), I should 
bestow [on it] the prediction of Supreme Awakening. But since it is not endowed 
with mind, I do not bestow [such a] prediction [on it]" 01E~*~E: :E:tt!JW8Wff{", 
~&Bi:~/liiJmtfm~26 J;)::!t~{A& /fWBi:~2o ). 
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line form of sentience is not necessarily. concerned, unless we take 
ceteyyum. in a broader meaning comprising both rationality and mere 
sentience. But this is not necessarily required by the present context. 

5.3 Resume 

41. The evidence offered by OKADA and FINDLY is thus hardly suf
ficient to prove that in earliest Buddhism, not to mention doctrinally 
consolidated Theravada Buddhism, plants were unambiguously and 
on a doctrinal level classified as sentient beings with one sense
faculty, viz., the sense of touch, as in Jainism, let alone as more com
plex sentient beings (see ch. 5.1.3). Some of the passages adduced are 
expressly marked as the view of "people" or non-Buddhists (§ 13), 
while others make use of everyday notions concerning plants in con
texts like comparisons, which must not be interpreted as doctrinal 
statements (ch. 5.1.2), or are inconclusive for other reasons (ch. 5.1.1). 
Others, again, have to be taken as a literary device intending to extol 
the charisma of holy persons or the extraordinary significance of an 
achievement or event (ch. 5.2.2). As for the couple of Jiitaka giithiis 
that seem to treat trees themselves as numinous beings, their recep
tion into the collection is hardly more than an additional indication 
that in the early period the question of the sentience of plants had not 
yet been definitely settled at a doctrinal level (ch. 5.2.1). 

6. Plants as Saintly Beings? 

42. Let us now turnto FINDLY'S idea that in early Buddhism plants 
might have been regarded as borderline beings in the sense of sentient 
beings at the top or upper end of samsara, viz., as saintly beings, or 
arhats, consuming their last karmic residues (§ 10.3).228 It is by no 
means my intention to deny that in the context of contemplative prac
tice intended to generate a respectful attitude towards plant life this is 

228 One might ask whether such a status is claimed for all plants or only for some, 
e.g., trees or certain majestic trees. FrNDL Y, though sometimes focussing on trees, 

. on the whole seems to think of plants in general. 
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surely an attractive suggestion. But in a historical perspective and on 
a doctrinal level, I have considerable difficulties with FINDL Y' s pro
posal. First, I do not think that her arguments (see § 10.3) are conclu
s!ve (ch. 6.1). Second, her suggestion would seem to entail serious 
systematic problems (ch. 6.2). 

6.1 Discussion of FINDL y'S Arguments 

43. To begin with the argument of the "centrality of renunciants 
dwelling at the root of trees": The fact that large trees or forests are, 
in a tropical country, the ideal place for meditation since they offer 
both shade and solitude is hardly a sufficient reason for regarding 
trees as spiritually accomplished sentient beings.229 Nor do I under
stand how any doctrinal position regarding the sentience or spiritual 
status of trees could be derived from symbolism, e.g., that of the tree 
as "a vertical axis connecting the ordinary to the transcendent" (262a 
/243 f)230, provided this idea is indeed attested to in early Buddhism. 
Moreover, this kind of argument would only concern the status of 
trees, and not that of plants in general. And when the bodhi tree is 
ritually venerated (2008: 389), it is venerated not so much as a. sen
tient being of its own as because of its association with, or as a sym
bol of, the Buddha's Awakening.231 

44.1. As for the argument of the "use of trees in metaphors for 
spiritual growth", or as a model of spiritual practice, there can be no 
doubt that such metaphors have considerable poetical quality, emo
tional impact and didactic significance, but it is surely methodically 
inadequate to interpret similes or metaphors in terms of a wholesaie 

229 Could one not, with similar right, argue for the sentience of empty houses, 
mountain caves, or charner grounds, since they too offer shade and solitude and 
actually figure among the ideal places for meditation (see, e.g., MN. I 56,12-13: 
arafifiagato vii rukkhamalagato vii sufiJiiigiiragato vii; DN I 71,16-17: arafifiarh 
rukkhanu7laril ". giriguharil susiinaril , .. )? 

230 For unspecified references in ch. 5.1.2 and ch. 5.1.3 see the remark in fn. 48. 

231 For a circumspect discussion of the various facets associated with the bodhi 
tree, see NUGTEREN 2005: 166 ff. 
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equation. One has to confine oneself to the common feature actually 
aimed at in the text, and even this feature may have to be taken cum 
grana salis. The comparison, e.g., of a perfected saint living alone in 
the wilderness and patiently enduring gnats and mosquitoes with a 
tree cast away in the woods does not in any way imply that the tree, 
too, is a sentient or even saintly being - still less so if the "tree" is, 
as in the verse (Th 62) adduced by FINDLY (262a /245 with n. 192), 
obviously an abandoned dead (hence anyway in sentient) trunk or 
piece of wood (apaviddharh ... diirukarh).232 Or, if one insists in de
ducing, from plants being endowed with an exemplary property 
which the ascetic shares or should share, that they are saintly beings, 
why should one not draw the same conclusion also with regard to 
animals like a lion or an elephant bull? Why should one not, from the 
fact that these animals, too, are described as possessing exemplary 

232 Cf. Th-a 1153,12-13: vane char;fr;fita-diiru-khm:zr;fmiI viya. - At Th 1137 (262b 
n. 82/245 with n. 193), too, the combination of the tree with the verb 1Sf "to lie" 
suggests a fallen, dead trunk. At Th 110 (ibid.) no comparison is expressed, but 
according to the commentary (Th-a I 232,3-5) the growing vegetation stimulates the 
Thera to strive for spiritual growth. That this does not of course imply that the 
vegetation is sentient is made explicit by the commentary where the trees growing 
in season are expressly called "insentient" or, at any rate, "lacking cognitive facul
ties" (acetana). Among the other verses adduced by FINDLY in the same footnote 
(262a n. 81 /262 n. 192), Th 2 does not compare a saintly person or ascetic with a 
tree but with the wind, Th 244 does so with an elephant in battle, and FINDL Y her
self adds that "there are many other objects used as metaphors for renunciant life", 
like fire, cotton, a rock, or a sharp sword, to which she would certainly not be will
ing to ascribe sentience or saintliness. - Likewise, the passage adduced by FINDL Y 

(2008: 246 f) from the Vimalakfrti-nirdeia (VkN VII vs. 5) as indicating "spiritual 
maturity in trees" is only a simile, comparing the bodhisattvas' ability to memorize 
innumerable teachings and their meaning (dhiirm:zf, cf. BoBh 185,7-13) with a gar
den, where the riches of the Doctrine (dharmadhana) are the trees and the factors of 
Awakening (bodhymiga) are the flowers. And when Santideva (BCA VIII.26) 
praises living with trees because they are not indignant and no effort is required to 
propitiate them, what may appear to point "to an ethical or behavioral quality of 
trees" (2008: 250) is of course not intended to ascribe sentience to trees on a doc
trinallevel (note also the negative formulation: "trees ... are not indignant ... "), for 
Santideva·merelY wants to contrast the worriless life in the forest with the constant 
social stress one is exposed to in human communities. 
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virtues to be imitated by the renunciant, like fearlessness or living in 
solitude (e.g., Sn 53 or 71-72), deduce that they are also saintly be
ings? This is, of course, hardly acceptable, since these animals also 
.have less commendable properties, and since at least from a tradi
tional Buddhist point of view animal existence is an evil destiny 
(duggati).233 Apart from this, plant behaviour is sometimes also used 
to illustrate spiritually detrimental attitudes. Thus, in the Samyutta
nikiiya234 the way certain giant trees like Ficus indica (nigrodha) or 
Ficus infectoria (pilakkha), though growing from minute seeds, fi
nally overgrow and destroy other trees, is used to illustrate the ten
dency of spiritual obstacles (nfvaralJ-a) to overgrow and suppress in
sight. Or in the Buddhacarita235 we read that only a thoughtless per
son can remain unmoved at the sight of another person's falling prey 
to old age, disease and death in the way a tree remains unmoved when 
another tree is shorn of its flowers or fruit or is cut down. Therefore, 
comparisons and similes alone are not sufficient for proving plants to 
be arhat-like saintly beings. 

44.2. A somewhat different case is the function of plants as dis
closing, in the course of contemplation or all of a sudden, the true 
nature of things. According to the Visuddhimagga (II.58-59), e.g., 
one of the advantages of meditating under a tree is that the frequent 
observation of the gradual change of its leaves gives rise to the under
standing of impermanence. Or in the ManorathapuralJ-F36 we read that 

233 Even exceptional animals as portrayed in the Jiitakas are only identified with 
the Bodhisattva, i.e., the Buddha-to-be, who is still on his way to Awakening and 
Liberation and not yet an arhat. 

234 SN V 96 f (no. 46.39; cf. HARA 2007: 52), cited FINDLY 2008: 296 but mis
understood as expressing the idea that "just as the great tree grows up, grows old, 
and dies, so the Buddhist practitioner does as well, regardless of whatever achieve
ments he's made in his own cultivation." 

235 Bear IV.60-61. FINDLY's (2008: 246) remark that in this passage "the 
contemplative renunciant is urged to be unattached to the loss of pleasurable things 
around him like a tree who loses its flowers, fruits, and companions" is misleading. 

236 Mp I 353. For similar stories, see SCHMITHAUSEN 1999: 249-251. See also 
§ 109. 
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a group of princes, seeing new lotus flowers opening while the old 
ones fall off, realize that the same thing will happen to their own bod
ies and thus attain Awakening as pratyekabuddhas237• Such an intui
tion does not, of course, require any activity or intelligent participa
tion, let alone a state of being Awakened, on the part of the plants, 
still less so since it may happen as well through the observation of 
similar phenomena in animals, e.g., upon seeing a bull that was pre
viously bursting ~ith energy but is now old and decrepit.238 

44.3. In both this function and in that of being a model for renunci
ant behaviour trees or other plants might even be called to 'teach' the 
Dharma. This idea has been developed in different ways in Indian 
Mahayana and in Far Eastern Buddhism,239 but it is also popular with 
some contemporary Thai monks like Ajahn Chah.240 I am not, how
ever, aware of an occurrence of this metaphor - and a metaphor it 
surely would be - in the Pali canon. 

45. FINDLY's third argument (262b-263a /248 f) is based on the 
designation of plants as stationary (thiivara) living beings. Starting 
from the old meaning "stationary" in a physical sense, she suggests 
that in early Buddhism this may not have been understood as a low
level state of helpless suffering but as a state comparable to that of the 
advanced Jain ascetic who (deliberately) sits motionless, not stirring 
from his place and patiently suffering hardship in order to annihilate 
old karma without accumulating any new. But the Jains themselves 
do not understand plants in this way, and in early Buddhism such an 
ascetic practice of complete immobility is not appreciated but would 
rather fall under the heading of unnecessary, exaggerated austerity.241 

237 On the original meaning of this tenn ("Awakened through a fortunate coinci-
dence") see VON HINOBER 2001: 193; OBERLIES 2001: 96 n. 5. 

238 Cf. SCHMITHAUSEN 1999: 250. 

239 See Pt. ILA, ch. 2.1, 2.3 and 2.4; Pt. H.B: §§ 129.3.3; 140-141; 145. 

240 See FrNDL Y 2008: 539-548. 

241 Cf. BRONKHORST 2005: 73. - There is, to be sure, a highly valued state of 
immobility, viz., the "attainment of the cessation of conscious ideas and feeling" 
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For want of textual support, FINDLY'S suggestion is mere speculation, 
interesting but hardly persuasive. 

6.2. Systematic difficulties 

46. It is, however, not only the lack of compelling or at least per
suasive evidence that makes me disinclined to accept, for early Bud
dhism, FINDLY'S suggestion that plants are liberated, enlightened be
ings consuming the remaining karmic residues, but also the serious 
systematic and practical difficulties this idea entails if viewed in the 
framework of early Buddhism. 

47. a) As far as I can see, the canonical texts are unanimous in de
claring that a person who has attained arhatship is not reborn any
where anymore. Thus such a person cannot become a plant by way of 
rebirth. Nor is there any mention in the texts of arhats metamorphos
ing into plants before dying. Even if we admit this possibility, the 
enormous number of plants (and even trees), as compared with the 
rarity of arhats, would require explanation, especially in times when a 
Buddha has not yet appeared in the world. 

b) If plants were not considered to have attained arhat ship or 
Awakening in a previous, human existence but were thought to attain 
it only after having been reborn as plants, those plants which have not 
yet attained Awakening would not yet be arhats, and for these plants 
FrNDLY'S assumption that plants are sentient beings that merely con
sume the residues of previous karma would not work. Besides, attain
ing Awakening in a non-human existence is not normally admitted in 
Indian Buddhism (or in Jainism)242. 

c) Theoretically, a third possibility (cf. Kv IV.2) would be that 
plants attain arhatship just at the moment of being reborn as plants. In 

(saiiiiii-vedayita-nirodha-samiipatti). But in this state plants would by definition be 
devoid of feeling and hence incapable of experiencing the results of their remaining 
karmic residues, which is, however, precisely what FINDLY suggests to be the pur
pose of their existence as plants (see § 10.3). 

242 JAIN1 1979: 29. 
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view of the great number of plants and even of trees, this would sug
gest rebirth as a plant to be a short-cut or easy way to arhatship, obvi
ously much easier than the traditional eightfold Path, but unfortu
nately not testified to by any textual evidence. 

d) In any case, attaining Awakening or possessing "full wisdom" 
(2008: 253f43 would presuppose, in early Buddhism, not just sen
tience but higher cognitive faculties. But as far as early Buddhism is 
concerned, neither textual evidence nor conclusive arguments are 
available for the presence of such faculties in plants (ch. 5.1.3). The 
comparatively few passages, mainly in old verse texts dealing with 
the spirituality and behaviour of renunciants, where plants are, ex
pressly or implicitly, included among animate beings (pafla) (§ 3), 
hardly serve the purpose. For the phraseology of these passages 
shows their close connection with the ascetic strand, i.e., the ambi
ance to which also early J ainism belongs, and this suggests that they 
rather presuppose a view on plants as animate beings towards the 
lower end of the scale, with only rudimentary sentience. On the other 
hand, the idea of numinous trees, met with in a couple of Jataka 
verses of probably pre- or at least non-Buddhist provenience,244 may, 
to be sure, point to plants, or at least trees, as beings with higher fac
ulties, but to judge from the nature of the closely related245 tree spirits, 
trees as numinous beings were not normally regarded as saintly be
ings. Rather, though sometimes benign, they can also be malevolent 
and vengefuf46 or, unlike arhats, afraid of death.247 

243 Cf. fn. 250. 

244 Cf. § 36 with fn. 185 and § 37. 

245 Cf. fn. 205. 

246 Cf. the Phandana-jataka (no. 475): rukkhadevata (Ia IV 209,26) ... verarh 
appesi (210,17); verse: phandanarukkho ... vermi1 appesi (210,23), or Vin IV 34 
where the tree spirit desists only on second thought from killing the monk who had 
felled the tree. On a tree about to be pruned threatening revenge in a Manichaean 
text, cf. HENRICHS 1979: 92. 

247 Cf., e.g., the Kotisimbalf-jataka (see fn. 202), or MN I 306,1 ff, esp. 4-5 (cf. 
FINDLY 2008: 273). 
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48. Another difficulty resulting from regarding plants as arhat-like 
saintly sentient beings are the practical consequences this view wouIa 
seem to entail for everyday life. In view of the commitment not to kill 
any animate beings, even the mere sentience of plants, if taken seri
ously (as in Jainism), is bound to create considerable complications 
for the life of lay followers (cf. § 7), and indirectly also for monks 
and nuns. If plants were not just simple sentient beings but arhats, 
wouldn't this aggravate the situation even further, since in this case 
the cutting of pl~nts for food, fuel or timber, inevitable for most lay 
people of the time, would involve the murder of innumerable arhats 
- one of the gravest evil deeds according to the Buddhist tradition? 
But FINDLY's conception of plants as spiritually perfected beings im
plies that they are benign and compassionate, giving "themselves up to 
use by other sentient being!''' (2008: 252 f; cf. 360), somehow compa
rable toa bodhisattva in Mahayana, who assumes the body of a me
dicirial tree248 or takes rebirth as a fish249 in order to satisfy the needs 
of people, willingly consenting to being cut up and eaten by them.250 
But as far as I can see there is no textual evidence for such an idea in 
early Buddhism. In the much-quoted verse251 where a person breaking 
the branch of a tree in whose shade he has rested is charged with be-

248 See fn. 41. Cf. also § 107.1 with fn. 592. 

249 Cf. LAMOTTE 1980: 2298-2300; BoBh 247,6-9. 

250 According to FrNDLY (2008: 252 f), the compassionate activity of plants does 
not mean that they "consciously perform actions that are non-violent and compas
sionate" in order to acquire 'merit' but rather act "spontaneously and naturally in a 
manner seen by others to be good - given the general cultural assumption that 
having full wisdom naturally gives rise to what is_ seen as good behavior". The 
problem is the ascription of full wisdom to plants as an element of the early Bud
dhist doctrine, where such wisdom could only be understood as a -cognitive state 
(see § 47d), and hardly in terms of the Far Eastern idea of 'original Awakening' 
undisturb~d by deluded thoughts and emotions (cf. § 129.1). 

251 Jii IV 352,24-25 (no. 493, vs. 18); Petavatthu II.9.3 (cf. also ~s. 5). Cf. Plants 
74 n. 414. The verse is also alluded to by FrNDLY (2008: 361). 
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ing a "friend-deceiver/harmer" (mittadubha)252, the tree is, to be sure, 
styled a friend and,implicitly, a benefactor. But the main purport of 
the verse is surely to condemn ingratitude, and not to posit the sen
tience or even saintliness of the tree on a doctrinal level. And even if 
we take the idea of the tree as a bountiful sentient being for granted in 
this case, it does not easily lend itself to generalization; for not all 
plants submit to being eaten without offering resistance: some have 
thorns, others are poisonous. And even in the case of a fruit-tree, the 
prototype of a bountiful plant, feeding others is only one aspect of the 
matter; the other, probably the primary one, is its own propagation .. 

49. Personally, I appreciate FINDLY'S suggestion of plants as 
saintly beings as a sympathetic view on plants, one that is much more 
appealing than the sombre picture of plants as helplessly suffering 
lowly creatures; and as already indicated (§§ 31 and 44.1), I do not at 
all deny that descriptive passages and comparisons may point to an 
emotional bond with plant life, not only on the part of ordinary people 
but also on the part of doctrinally educated monks and nuns, and that 
such a bond can be fruitfully cultivated in connection with a con
scious ethics of nature. But I do not find it easy to reconcile such a 
view with the undeniable fact that even in the vegetable kingdom 
there is a great deal of competition and struggle for survival. The de
cisive point from the perspective of this study is, however, that I am 
definitely unable to follow FINDL Y from a historico-philological per
spective. Her thesis is, as far as I can see, neither corroborated by the 
evidence available in canonical texts of early Buddhism nor in tune 
with the basic structure of their soteriology, and to postulate such an 
idea for an initial, pre-canonical period would seem to me entirely 
speculative. 

252 Cf. SCHMIDT 1978: 358. Cf. also OBERLIES 2001: 12 and 56 (3d). 
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7. Resume 

50. Tb sum up the results of the preceding investigation: There is 
no concfusive evidence showing that in early Buddhism plants were 
:regarded as animate, sentient beings on a doctrinal level. In the early 
period, the issue appears to have remained unsettled. Probably a deci
sion was deliberately avoided. In a few passages, most of which make 
use of pre-Buddhist notions or phrases, plants are de facto included 

. among animate beings, expressly or implicitly (§ 3). Other passages, 
however, clearly distinguish plants from animate beings proper (§§ 4-
6), suggesting that they were considered to have a kind o:f borderline 
status between the animate and the inanimate, i.e., were situated at the 
lower end of the range of sentient beings (§ 7), and that there was a 
growing tendency toward an attitude of strong reserve against any 
explicit classification of plants as sentient beings in a doctrinal sense 
(cf. § 13).253Though green living plants are distinguished from dried 
up or withered ones in an everyday sense/54 there is no conclusive 
evidence proving that they were - not only by the Jains but also by 
early Buddhists - definitely regarded as living, sentient beings with 
one sense-faculty, viz., the sense of touch (OKADA, FINDLY: ch. 3 and 
ch. 5.1.2), or that the borderline status of plants was defined, in the 
Abhidharnmic period or even earlier, as their being insentient but in 

.. possession of a material life-faculty and that this was the reason why 
monks and nuns were prohibited from injuring them (fuJIMOTO: 

ch. 4). Still less successful appears the attempt (FINDLY) to conclude, 
from the alleged fact of their being endowed with the sense of touch, 
that in early Buddhism plants were, in a doctrinal sense, regarded as 
fully conscious, complex sentient beings participating in karma
directed samsara (ch. 5.1.3); the additional arguments adduced in fa-

253 In this connection, it may be of interest to refer to FINDL Y'S (2008: 562 f) re
port on the views on plants of some present-day Thai Buddhist monks, the scope of 
which ranges from tending to deny their sentience to ascribing them "some level of 
primitive form of awareness and sensitivity" including some experience of pleasure 
and pain ·but no conception of an ego. 

254 See § 1 with fn. 3; § 17 with fn. 102. 
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vour of this thesis are likewise hardly convincing (§ 34). Nor is there, 
to the best of my knowledge, evidence which might justify the deduc
tion of a doctrinal acceptance of the sentience of trees (or plants in 
general) from the belief in their seemingly sentient reaction to ex
traordinary events or in their numinous character (OKADA); for the 
former belongs to the realm of miracles and poetic license (ch. 5.2.2), 
and the latter is confined to a couple of Jiitaka verses of presumably 
pre- or non-Buddhist origin, whereas in texts of genuinely Buddhist 
origin the numinous aspect ofa tree or plant is consistently conceived 
of as a spirit or deity essentially distinct from the tree or plant itself 
(§§ 36-37). Finally, the suggestion" that plants may have been re
garded in early Buddhism as borderline beings not on the lower but 
on the upper end of the scale, i.e., as Awakened, saintly beings who 
have reached the other shore and are merely consuming the remnants 
of their previous karma (FINDLY), is neither corroborated by the evi
dence available in the canonical texts of early Buddhism nor in har
mony with the basic structure of their soteriology (ch. 6). 
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tween the Idea of the Buddha-Nature of 
Grasses and Trees and Early Buddhism 

51. Both OKADA255 and FINDLy256 consider their understanding of 
the early Buddhist view on plants - as sentient or even saintly beings 
- to be confirmed by the emergence of a comparable idea in Far 
Eastern Buddhism, viz., that plants, too, possess Buddha-nature ({~ti) 
and may become, or turn out to be, Buddha (f!l<:{~),257 i.e., may attain 
Awakening or already be in the state of Awakening, an idea which, at 
least at first glance, would seem to imply their sentience. The prob
lem is, of course, that the emergence of this idea in the Far East 
(probably in the sixth century A.D.?58 is separated by many centuries 

255 OKADA 1998: 282 # 4.2; 1999: 107-108 # 4. 

256 FrNDL Y 2002: 261 b; 2008: 248 with n. 202. A few pageslater (2008: 253) she 
suggests, cautiously, that "the attribution of a Buddha-nature, and even final 
Buddhahood, to grasses, plants, and trees ... might seem a positive development of 
the Buddhism originating in Indian-influenced cultures." But then she goes on to 
connect this idea even with the Vedic period: "But, in the end, it functions as a re~ 
capitulation of an idea present already in Vedic times, that of rta", admitting herself, 
however, that with this conclusion she moves "in the land of inconclusiveness". 

257 For the ambiguity of the expression ch' eng fa glG{'t see § 143 with fn. 898. 

258 That is, if we take its 'weak' formulation by Hui-yUan (523-592: see § 127.2) 
as the starting point. As far as I can see, it is only after Chi-tsang (549-623: see 
§ 127.3) that the idea of the Buddha-nature of plants or the insentient - whatever 
facets (see Pt. II.B, ch. 1) this label may involve in a given case - becomes, in a 
sufficiently explicit form, a kind of high-level doctrinal issue, especially in T'ien
t'ai (cf., e.g., KAMATA 1965: 442 f) and (though less conspicuously) Hua-yen (see 
§ 116) as well as in part of the Ch'an traditions (see § 129.1 with fn. 788). For 
analogous conceptions in Taoist sources, see KAMATA 1965: 459 and 1968: 86 f; 
NAKATIMA 1983: 398-400; SHARF 2002: 249. ~ In Ch'an sources, the idea of the 
Buddha-nature of plants or the insentient is often (ct. MATSUMOTO 1994: 100) as-
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from the early (perhaps pre-Asokan) period of Indian Buddhism)n 
which it was not yet felt problematic, in certain contexts, to reckon 
plants among the animate beings, or in which at least the tendency to 
ignore their sentience had not yet solidified into a doctrinal denial. It 
is thus hard to maintain any continuity between the early Buddhist 
treatment of plants and those Far Eastern developments after such a 
long period of tacit or explicit doctrinal rejection of their sentience, 
not to mention their alleged status of perfected saints. To bridge the 
gap, one would have to assume that the Far.Eastern masters hac;1 tex
tual materials at their disposal that gave them direct or at least indi
rect access to the postulated early Buddhist view on plants. In the ab
sence of such material, we would at least expect a structural similarity, 
a persuasive coincidence of characteristics, between the Far Eastern 
idea of the Buddha-nature of plants, especially its earliest formula
tions, on the one .hand and, on the other, the early Buddhist view on 
plants, either as proposed by myself or as posited by OKADA and 
FINDLY. In the following two sub-sections, I shap. first discuss the 
question of textual continuity (pt. n.A), and then the problem of 
structural similarity (pt. n.B). 

sociated and equated with an earlier statement (referred to in § 54), ascribed, in one 
source, to Tao-sheng (~§::, t434), though the ascription is not beyond doubt (see 
fn. 303). If this ascription were to prove correct, we would have to assign a consid
erably earlier date to the origination of the idea of the Buddha-nature of plants. But 
even in this case we would still have to try to find out which facets of the complex 
idea of Buddha-nature of the insentient the statement anticipates, and to what extent 
these facets are inherited from Indian Buddhism or rather innovations due, perhaps, 
to the influence of indigenous Chinese (e.g., Taoist) thought. 
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52.0. As for textual continuity, there are two possibilities: either 
the Far Eastern masters deliberately picked up scraps of the early 
view according to which plants were still tacitly accepted, somehow, 
as animate (though hardly saintly) beings, or they had access to later 
Indian sources that had preserved or re-vitalized the early view in 
spite of its rejection by the mainstream. 

52.1. The first alternative seems to be excluded by the fact that the 
only text in the Theravada canon that expressly takes plants to be 
animate beings (though not focussing on the question of their sen
tience as a doctrinal issue), viz., the Viisettha-sutta of the Suttanipiita 
(see § 3), does not seem to exist in Chinese translation,259 and by the 
fact that most of the passages in other works which speak of station
ary animate beings or suggest a borderline status of plants in the ear
liest period have no counterpart in their Chinese versions.260 The Bud-

259 An argument similar to that of the Vi'ise!!ha-sutta is found in the Sardala
kar~lavadana (Divy 325,6-326,7). However, this text merely adduces animals as 
well as various groups of trees, shrubs and flowers in order to illustrate the criteria 
for distinguishing between various species, but does not subsume them under the 
heading "animate beings". This holds equally good for the Chinese versions 
(T 21.1300: 402clO-14, which mention only various species of lotuses, and 
T 21.1301: 413b13-c4). 

260 Most Chinese parallels either disregard (T 4.210: 572c25 '" Dhp 405) or seri
ously misunderstand (T 4.212: 772a27 '" Uv 33.36) trasa and sthavara, or render 
trasa as "afraid" and sthavara as "at ease" (see Plants ns. 347 and 364), thus pre
supposing a commentariaI reinterpretation of the two terms in the sense of spiritual 
immaturity and maturity, respectively (cf. Plants # 20.4.1). An exception is the 
translation of the Upasena-sL7tra in the Millasarvastivada Vinaya (see § 3, fn. 16), 
made by I-ching in the beginning of the 8th century and therefore too late for a 
seminal function. The same holds good for Danapala's still later translation (see 
ibid.), which would seem to have in its turn been influenced by the Far Eastern idea 
of the Buddha-nature of the insentient The Pratimok:;a-siitra is too ambiguous with 
regard to the status of plants (see § 6), especially in view of its being embedded in 
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dhist narrative literature transmitted to China does not seem to in
clude ltitakas in which the Bodhisattva figures, the way he does in the 
Theravada Jiitaka collection, as a tree deity (cf. §§ 9 and 38), let 
,!lone a tree-soul-like numinous being. Thus, it is difficult to see how 
such stories could have contributed to the formation of the Far East
ern idea of the Buddha-nature of plants. What may have had some 
impact are passages describing plants as reacting to extraordinary 
events or paying reverence to the Bodhisattva or to the Buddha, but as 
has been pointed out, the function of this tapas in the Indian context is 
rather to highlight the outstanding significance of the event or person 
(cf. § 39), and it is hard to say whether such passages contributed in 
some way to the formation of the idea of the Buddha-nature of plants 
or rather came to be re-interpreted in its light and to be used as a con
firmation only afterwards.261 

52.2. The second alternative would be arbitrary unless substanti
ated by some evidence?62 Actually, OKADA tries to offer such evi-

the canonical commentary, which mentions the sentience of plants merely as some
thing people or non-Buddhists believe in (see § 13; cf. also Plants # 5.5 with ns. 90 
and 91). 

261 Cf. fn. 219. 

262 Upon coming across a passage of the Chinese version of the Saddharma
smrtyupasthtina-sL1tra, I first thought it might offer such evidence. The passage 
(T 17.721: 162c12-14) deals with the conditions for rebirth in the realm of the 
thirty-three gods (.='+=7':), and one condition is avoidance of killing living, sen
tient beings. The question how this condition is to be understood in this connection 
(:L:1PJ/f*~) is answered as follows: Fr¥*(v.l.1j[):~ ;fiii'2'7.kr::p J?:.1*j*8lii, ~~ /f 
~; ;fi/f~l[7.k *1-/ft&/tt. At first glance, one may be tempted to follow the analogy 
of the definition of not stealing (adattiidiina) given a few lines later (162c20-21: :L: 
1PJ/f~o n'¥1j[~ 2Jj\/fi5Y:~o, i.e.: "What is meant by 'not stealing'? That one does 
not intentionally take away even as much as a blade of grass.") and to take n.¥"* 
~ as referring to vegetables as an object of consumption (i.e., of killing): "Even as 
much as a leaf of a vegetable, [or] if one perceives tiny animals in the [drinking-] 
water: one spares them and does not consume [the vegetable or the water]. One 
never intentionally drinks water without having strained it." In view of the context 
(viz., the precept not to kill any living, sentient being), this interpretation would 
imply that like the animalcules so also vegetables are regarded as (border-line) 
sentient beings. But it is more likely that *~ is to be understood as an unmarked 
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dence for the aspect of the sentience of plants by adducing two pas
sages from Mahayana sutras (see §§ 55 and 88) which she seems to 
regard as representing a kind of undercurrent that continues an early 
Buddhist view according to which plants were still regarded as sen
tient. But already many of the medieval Chinese and Japanese mas
ters who discuss the question of the Buddha-nature of plants (or any 
insentient things, for that matter) refer to passages from Mahayana 
sutras that were considered to support such an assumption. In the pre
sent part of this study, I shall critically examine a number of these 
passages and try to clarify their original purport in the context of the 
source from which they are taken (if available: the Indic original), 
with a view to determining their conclusiveness as evidence for a rec
ognition of plants as sentient or Buddha-natured beings in Indian 

locative, parallel to the following 1.i~7..k$: "Even if one perceives tiny animals on a 
leaf of a vegetable or in the [drinking-]water, one spares them and does not con
sume [either]," This understanding of the passage seems to be supported by the 
Tibetan version (Kj P yu 182b2; S khi 179b6-7: 'di la 10 ma sngon po 'am chu dag gi 
nang na srin bu shin tu phra mo yang mthong nas za bar mi byed la I chu la 
yang 'thung bar mi byed doll yongs su 'tshag par byed del ... ), which, in view of the 
plural-marker dag, is best translated as "In this [connection, one has to commit 
oneself to abstention from killing to the extent that], having perceived, on green 
leaves or in water, animalcules, however tiny they may be, one does not eat [them] 
and does not drink the water. [Rather,] one strains it, ... " Fortunately, this interpre
tation is unambiguously confirmed by the Sanskrit manuscript of the text, the tran
scription of which I owe to the kindness of Prof. Michael HAHN and his wife, Dr. 
MitsllYo DEMOTO-HAHN: iha stikaharitodakantirh susak:;miiIJY api krmfIJi dr'ftvti na 
bhak:;ayate, salilam api na pibate ntipi parisrtivayate, i.e.: "In this [connection ... ,] 
when one sees that vegetables and greens or water have (i.e., contain, are full of) 
animalcules, however tiny they may be, one does not consume [these vegetables]; 
nor does one drink the water without straining it:" This is in fact what is expected 
of a pious lay person also according to the Yu-p' o-se wu-chie-hsiang ching fif~~ 
1itf!(:i'~H~ (Satra on the characteristics of the five precepts of an Upiisaka: 
T 24.1476) 941 b23-24: "If a lay follower uses water containing animalcules or kills 
insects in/on herbs and trees, in all such cases he commits an offence" (;g=fif~~ m 
1fJ§.7..k ;&1j[*$~~J§., -§'jBfFlo). 

a Cf. Chin. (see above); Skt. niipi parisriivayate appears, in this sense, syntac
ticallY unusual, but the finite verb is confirmed by Tib. yongs su 'tshag par 
byed de, whereas niipi is not represented. 
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Mahayana sources. In case the examination shows that a passage is 
indeed conclusive evidence or that at least the possibility of its being 
such evidence cannot be ruled out, I shall try to assess the probability 
of its representing a survival or re-vitalization of the early Buddhist 
Vlew; 

Excursus: Remarks on 'Buddha-nature' (§ 53) 

53.0. Before entering into the discussion of those passages, a clari
fying remark on the term 'Buddha-nature' (jo-hsing 1~t~) may be 
required. The use of the word hsing ('f:~) seems to take up the thread 
of an earlier Chinese (especially Confucian) discussion on human 
nature.263 A concise analysis of the facets conveyed by the term 
'Buddha-nature' in its Buddhist context from the 'emic' point of view 
of a Far Eastern Buddhist master will be introduced in Pt. II.B, ch. l. 
I therefore can limit myself here to very briefly summarizing some 
aspects of its Indian background that are relevant to my investigation. 
The Chinese expression 1~'I'1 may translate several Sanskrit terms?64 
It does indeed occasionally render the abstractbuddhatva (in the 
sense of [accomplished] Buddhahood),z65 but more important for the 
present context is that in the overwhelming majority of occurrences 
of 1~tt the character tt renders Skt. ° gotra or ° dhiitu, sometimes 
even °garbha.266 In these meanings, which overlap, the expression 

263 KING 1991: 5. On tf: in early Chinese philosophy, see UNGER 2000: 95-98. 
For a Chinese Buddhist analysis of the meanings of '1'1 in {!I!J.'~1, see Hui-ytian's Ta
sheng i chang **~~ (T 44.1851: 472a-b; cf. Lru 1985a: 188 n.26): 1. seed, 
cause, or root (a9: r]!.:rIZSl;;$:); 2. essence (a15: ft); 3. immutability (a23-24: /f25[) , 
and distinction (b9: t13U). 

264 In BAvB, e.g., {!l!J.t1 usually seems to render buddhavamsa (cf. 676c17 = Gv 
4,2; 693a13 = Gv 59,26; 717c6 = Gv 157,11). 

265 My evidence for this use is from Hstian-tsang's translations: cf. T 7.220: 
895b27, etc., in a series corresponding to A~1 138,7-8, or T 31.1606: 748a21 = 
ASBh 105,10. 

266 Cf. MlZUTANl 156; SHINODA 1963; OGAWA 1963. In the Chinese versions of 
the MPS, {!I!J.'I'1 mQstly corresponds to Tib. sangs rgyas kyi khams, confirming 'Ii = 
dhatu. 
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'Buddha-nature' is thus closely related to the concept of tathagata
garbha (Ch. "tz03(Z:Jil)?67 

53.1.1. The common meaning of gotra268 is (apart from "cattle-stall") 
"family", "lineage", or simply "kind", "class", but it is also used in 
the sense of "mine" or "matrix" (of gems or metals). In Buddhist texts, 
gotra is often employed to denote, metaphorically, a 'family' or 'line
age' in a spiritual or soteriological sense (the disciples or bodhisattvas 
as spiritual children of the Buddha, heading for liberation) as well as 
the property or disposition due to which one belongs to such a spiri
tual 'family'. In a more abstract sense, gotra acquires the general 
meaning of "source" or "cause" and is stated to be quasi-synonymous 
with blja ("seed", in a metaphorical sense) and dhatu (see § 53.2) as 
well as with prakrti/69 which combines the aspects of "source" and 
"[original] nature". Thus, buddhagotra (or tathagatagotra) could 
mean either "[spiritual] family or lineage of the Buddhas" or "source 
/cause of the Buddhas (or of Buddha[hoodJ)", the latter even in the 
sense of an original nature inherent in individuals. If it is used as an 
adjective,270 it can denote someone who belongs to that lineage (albeit, 
perhaps, not yet mature) or possesses that source or cause. As for the 

267 Cf. §§ 53.2.2 and 53.3. For detailed information on the history of tathagata
garbha thought in India cf., above all, SEYFORTRUEGG 1969 and TAKASAKI 1974. 
For the connotation of family affiliation, see HARA 1994. As for Tibetan develop
ments, it may suffice here to refer, apart from SEYFORT RUEGG 1969 and 1973, to 
MATHES 2008. Regarding the hermeneutical problems involved in the interpretation 
of the tathagatagarbha complex, see SEYFORT RUEGG 1989: 17-55. For the purpose 
of the present study, however, it will suffice to simply follow, by and large, the 
phraseology of the sources, without getting involved with the problem of how to 
interpret this phraseology and its purport in the broader context of-Buddhist thought, 
or with the question of its relationship to brahminical thought. 

268 Cf. BHSD 216; SCHMITHAUSEN 1969: 114; TAKA SAKI 1974: 751-754; SEY
FORT RUEGG 1976, esp. 341-344 and 354-356. 

269 Cf. BoBh 2,7-8: tat punar gotrarh bijam ity apyucyate, dhatu!:z pralqtir ity api; 
similarly SrBh Tai 2,21-22. 

270 E.g., BoBh 55,17: buddhagotra!:z (sc. pudgala!:z); MSABh 48,5-6: buddha
gotra!:z sattva!:z. 
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gotra as the source of Buddhahood, some texts distinguish between a 
naturally inherent or undeveloped (prakrtistha) one and an acquired 
or developed (samudanfta, paripu~ta) one,271 the latter being con
nected with the actual practice of the Path (cf. also § 53.4). 

- 53.1.2. As for the precise nature of the naturally inherent gotra, 
there are, very roughly speaking, two basic patterns (not always 
clearly distinguished, esp. in Sutra texts):272 either it is understood as 
a specific feature or potential of an individual or of this individual's 
mind, to be realized through being developed or actuaiized, or it is 
conceived of as the hidden presence of some timeless reality that 
merely has to be realized in the sense of revealing or unveiling it, to 
the effect that one becomes aware of it so that it can unfold its salvific 
efficacy. In the first case, the gotra as the cause of Buddhahood may, 
but need not, be present in every sentient being (some may have a 
gotra corresponding to the lesser 'vehicles' or even none at all), and 
its presence in plants is hard to conceive unless these are regarded as 
somehow sentient, and not as part of the insentient world. In the sec
ond case, there is a tendency to equate the gotra with omnipresent 
True Reality or Suchness (tathata, dharmadhatu), which in its turn is, 
in texts like the Ratnagotravibhaga, equated with Buddhahood. In this 
case, a sentient being can be excluded from actually becoming a 
Buddha only if it lacks the capacity to become fully aware of its. own 
Buddhahood, which has always been present within, absolutely per
fect but veiled by extrinsic defilements. Theoretically, the same 
would hold good for insentient beings like plants (unless they are re-

271 E.g., BoBh 2,4-7; MSABh 11,12 (ad IIIAa). Similarly the distinction, in the 
later part of the MPS found only in Dhartn~ema (530cI5-17; Lw 1982: 74), of the 
Buddha-nature ({~tt here for *buddhagotra?) of sentient beings as the direct cause 
(lElZSI), here consisting in the sentient being as such, and as the auxiliary cause (~ 
lZSI), viz., the six paramitas. Cf. also the discussion'in Chi-tsang's Ta-sheng hsiian 
lun **1{~ (T 45.1853: 38bS-23, 39a2S-b3 and bI5-17; cf. KOSEK! 1980: 20-21). 

272 For details cf. SEYFORT RUEGG 1969, esp. 71 ff and 277 ff. Similar divergen
cies of opinion are reflected in the various interpretations of Buddha-nature re
ported by Chi-tsang in Ta-sheng hsiian lun (T 45.1853) 35b2O-c19 (cf. KOSEK! 
1980: 18-19). 
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duced to mere epiphenomena of sentient beings): omnipresent True 
Reality must be present in them as well, but in order to realize this 
they would have to be, or become, sentient. To my knowledge, how
ever, the issue is not discussed in Indian sources. 

53.2.1. The meaning of dhatu is still more complex.273 It may, 
among other things, denote a layer, a sphere (e.g., of the world), a 
spiritual level or realm (e.g., of nirval).a, or the amalo dhatUJ.z274 as the 
level of accomplished Buddhahood), a mass or totality (e.g., of water, 
or of sentient beings), an element or constituent, or a natural disposi
tion or inclination, but also an invariable rule or principle (like origi
nation in dependence), or ore or a mine, and hence a source or cause, 
like gotra, and like the latter it is also equated with "[original] nature" 
(prakrti).275 In addition, dhatu was also used in the sense of "relic", 
not exclusively but, of course, especially of the Buddha. 

53.2.2. The latter meaning is, according to SHIMODA'S thorough 
investigation,276 of crucial importance also for the formation of the 
term buddhadhatu, which seems to have been coined by the (Mahii
yanist) MahaparinirvalJa-sutra 277 in what SHIMODA 278. has called 
"Group 2", i.e., layer or strand 2 (more particularly: 2-2), of the 
'common part' of this text, i.e., of that part which is represented in all 
the three translations,279 in contrast to the voluminous second part 
contained only in Dharmak~ema's version. In this common part of the 

273 Cf., e.g., BHSD 282-284; EncB IVA (1989): 566-574; SCHMTI1iAUSEN 1969: 
82 f (n. 7B); 114 (footnote c); 117 f (n. 58); 134 f (n. 97b); 146 f; TAKASAKI 1974: 
758-763. Cf. also SEYFORT RUEGG 1989: 19, where it is stressed that in contrast to 
tathagatagarbha confined to the level of ordinary sentient beings, tathagatadhatu 
may also refer to the level of Buddhahood itself. 

274 MSA IX.26 and 36; RGV II.39. 

275 See fn. 269. 

276 SHIMODA 1997, esp. 278-298; English summary 22-24. 

277 TAKASAKI 1974: 133; 177-181; English summary p. 10. 

278 SHIMODA 1997, esp. 163 ff and 256 ff; English summary 13 ff. 

279 Viz., MPST, MPSFa and MPSDh. 
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text, the message of the Tathiigatagarbha-sutra that all sentient be
ings have a Tathagata within themselves (sarvasattviis tathiigata
garbhii/:z (bahuvrlhi))280 has been re-formulated into the thesis that in 
all sentient beings, or in their bodies, there exists a 'Tathagata em
bryo' (tathiigatagarbha, now tatpuru~a), or 'Buddha-element' 
(buddhadhiitu)?81 Basically following SHIMODA, we may attribute this 
re-formulation to two main motives: 

a) First, by stating that in all sentient beings there exists not a 
Tathagata but merely the 'embryo' of a Tathagata, the Mahiiparinir
viilJa-sutra would seem to emphasize the fact that the Buddha-nature 
inherent in sentient beings is not yet fully developed but requires 
some kind of growth or actualisation, to be achieved, as the text vari
ously indicates/82 by means of spiritual and ascetic practices?83 The 

280 Cf. TGS # OM (end) (ZIMMERMANN 2002: 252-253; transl.: 105) and RGVV 
26,7: sarvasattviis tathiigatagarbhii ity uktam Bhagavatii; similarly 68,13. Cf. also 
TGS # 1B (beginning), quoted RGVV 73,11-12. For a discussion of the term tathii
gatagarbha with special reference to the TGS, see ZIMMERMANN 2002: 39-46. 

281 Cf., e.g., MPST S 156b6 (sems can thams cad la de bzhin gshegs pa'i snying 
po yod do = tathiigatagarbhab sarvasatviiniim: HABATA 2007: 87), 175a5 (sems can 
thams cad la ni sangs rgyas kyi khams yod lal khams de rang rang gi Ius la tshang 
[P: 'chang S] stel), 175bl (bdag gi Ius la sangs rgyas kyi khams ni yod do), and 
199b7-200a1 (rang gi Ius la de bzhin gshegs pa'i snying po yod), corresponding, 
respectively, to P tu 86b2, 99a6, 99a8-bl, and 117al, to MPSFa 877c6-7 (%<'1:.~~ 
§5t i'fti03K'I'1), 881b24-25 (-W%<,1:. ~i'f{~Mi :tEl1~ft$), 881b28 (fI<;ft$ Jfi'f{!t 
'1'1), and 887b8-9 (11~§ ft$ [V.l.L] lmti03K'li), and to MPSDh 399a6-7 (%<.1:. ~i'f 
{!ttt) , 404c4-5 (-W%<.1:. ~i'f{!t'li), 404c8 (fI<;4-ft$ JEi'f{!t'li), and 412a24-25 
(l1~aft$ R-ti03K'li). The terms tathiigatagarbha and buddhadhiitu are unambigu
ously equated in passages like MPST S 193bl or 194b4-5 (P 1I2a7 and 113a6).
For a more exhaustive conspectus of pertinent passages, see TAKASAKI 1974: 137 ff, 
and SHIMODA 1997: 267 ff. 

282 Cf., e.g., MPST S 175b3-4 and 6-7 (P 99b2-3 and 4-6): "Even though the 
[Buddha-]e1ement is present [in sentient beings], it is [effectively] present only in 
those endowed with liberality, impeccable behaviour, wisdom, and [salvific] teach
ing (? dharma) . ... Only after having abandoned the appropriation of improper 
things and having continuously practised being content with little and perfect aus
terity for eighty ko!is of eons, and after having meditated on the presence of the 
tathiigatagarbha, I have attained full Awakening ... " (khams yod du zin kyang sbyin 
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term buddhadhiitu, too, would seem to indicate this aspect if the 
meaning "ore" or "mine", i.e., "source", for dhatu is taken into ac
count, and according to another passage the 'Tathagata embryo' or 
'Buddha element' is but the 'seed' (blja) for actually becoming a 
Buddha.284 Still, these biological metaphors may not be intended to 
establish a process of real growth in deliberate contrast to a pattern of 
setting free what has already fully been there from the beginning in a 
hidden, latent form. 285 Actually, practice is occasionally stated to be 

pa dang I tshul khrims dang I shes pa dang I chos dang ldan pa rnams fa yod par zad 
do ... 11 ... ngas bskaf pa bye ba phrag brgyad cu'i bar du rung ba ma yin pa'i dngos 
po yongs su 'dzin pa spangs te [P: spong ste S] I chog shes pa dang I yo byad 
bsnyungs pa'i mchog la gnas nas de bzhin gshegs pa'i snying po yod par bsgoms te I 
mngon par rdzogs par sangs rgyas nas ... ). Cf. SHIMODA 1997: 267-269 and 594-
596 (ns. 59 and 62); Lru 1982: 71-72. 

283 SHIMODA 1997: 289. I do not, however, think that spiritual practice was 
deemed superfluous by the authors of the TGS. Actually, there are a few passages 
that indicate that sentient beings are expected to actively participate in the process 
of purification (ZIMMERMANN 2002: 66-67). It is merely that the focus of the text is 
on other issues: on the idea of the presence of Buddha-nature within all sentient 
beings (described as a hidden presence to be set free or 'revealed', not so much as a 
potential to be developed, though there is some oscillation of the phraseology, cf. 
ibid.: 50 ff) and on the salvific role of the (accomplished) Buddha in this connection. 
But I think that SHIMODA is right in pointing out that the MPS lays more stress on 
the fact that the Buddha-nature of sentient beings is not yet actual Buddhahood and 
requires diligent practice on their part, and it may well be that this shift of emphasis 
was due to some concern about a possible misunderstanding of the message of the 
TGS. 

284 MPST S 179al-2 (P 101b8; MPSFa 882a25-26; MPSDh 405cI2-13 is some
what different): bdag la sangs rgyas su 'gyur ba'i sa bon de bzhin gshegs pa'i 
snying po zhes bya ba yod do. Cf. also fn. 359 and fn. 360. 

285 The pattern of latency and manifestation (elaborated, as is well known, in a 
philosophically reflected form in the Sankhya system) may perhaps even be under
stood as being, originally, just an archaic way of expressing the more abstract con
cepts of potentiality and actualization. On the other hand, it may have suggested 
itself in connection with Buddhahood being regarded as permanent (nitya; the eter
nalness of the Buddha is a central issue of layer 1 of the MPS: see § 65.1 with 
fn. 355), for traditionally what originates (i.e., is caused, conditioned) is bound to 
cease. - Lru (1982: 82; 88), although admitting the existence of passages in the 
MPS that suggest the idea of Buddha-nature as a hidden presence or potency, gives 
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required merely in order to remove the extrinsic defilemep.ts 
(kleSa).286 

b) Second, a decisive motive for coining the term buddhadhiitu was 
Q.bviously the intention to internalize the veneration of the Buddha's 
relics and the cult of the stupa containing them. For the group that 
created layer 2(-2) of the MahiiparinirviilJ.a-sutra; the salvific pres
ence of the Buddha in the world was secured not so much by the fact -
that he left the relics (dhiitu) of his material body as a kind ef more 
stable, surviving bodily element, but rather by the presence, in the 
body of every sentient being, of an uncreated,287 indestructible288 

preference to an interpretation of Buddha-nature as a mere perspective in the future, 
open to sentient beings on the condition that they practise the path of A wakening. It 
is, however, worth noting that (in contrast to most of the material that suggests a 
hidden presence or potential: ib. 77-80) all the passages Lru adduces in favour of 
his view (ib. 83-86; cf. also 70-71[above] and 81) stem from the part of the text 
that is only found in Dharm~ema, and from the latter half of this part at that. As 
Lru himself points out and exemplifies convincingly in his discussion of the icchan
tikas in the MPS (Lru 1984), the doctrinal positions and patterns of thought in these 
different part-s do not necessarily agree. The statements in the later parts (Le., those 
found only in Dharmak~ema) may therefore be meant as an adjustment of a pattern 
of thought or phraseology that was found problematic from a: more decidedly anti
substantialist point of view. But I agree with Lru (1982: 87-88) in that also in the 
'common part' the main concern is with soteriology and that its phraseology is 
hardly aimed at establishing a particular ontology in a theoretical perspective. 

286 MPST S 177b4-5 (P 101a2; MPSDh 405b8-11; MPSFa 882all-13): "Those 
who speak thus: 'In my body, there is the Buddha-nature; [therefore,] I shall attain 
Buddhahood. But [for this purpose] I must eliminate the deillements (kleia),' they 
are my [true] disciples" (gang dag bdag gi Ius Ia sangs rgyas kyi kharns yod de I 
bdag gis sangs rgyas thob par 'gyur mod kyi I nyong rnongs pa zad parbya dgos so 
zhes de skad zer ba de dag ni nga'i nyan thos yin no II). - MPST S 175a5-6 (P 99a6-
7): "This '[Buddha-]element' is completely present in the body of each individual, 
but [only] when sentient beings have eliminated the various [adventitious] defile
ments (*kIeiagata?) [by which it is covered] do they become [actual] Buddhas" 
(kharns de rang rang gi Ius Ia tshang [P: 'chang SJ stel serns can rnarns kyis [p: 
kyi S] nyon rnongs pa 'i rnarn pa zad par byas nas sangs rgyas su 'gyur tel). - Simi
larly S 197a7-bl (P 115a4-5). 

287 MPST S 197a7 == P 115a4 (bcos rna rna yin pa == *alqtrirna; cf. MPSDh 
411b28;~SFa 886c14-!5); S 199al == P 116a6 (rna byas pa == *akrta). 
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'element' (dhiitu) essentially identical with, and thus in a sense an
ticipating; their own future actual Buddhahood, due to which they are 
like living stupas, containing an 'element' (dhiitu) comparable and 
even superior to a relic (dhiitu).289 

53.2.3. It is obvious that the treatment of the 'Buddha element' in 
the 'common part' of the MahiiparinirviilJa-sutra is only concerned 
with its presence in sentient beings/9o hence not in plants, for their 
sentience is expressly rejected in this text: 

"[If there are texts] stating [things like] 'Having seen that all 
trees (here surely pars pro toto for plants) have life and 
consciousness (*samjfiii), [the Buddha] entered into pari
nirval).a', then such kind [of texts] must be recognized as Sutra 
and Vinaya [texts] promulgated by Mara. Texts making 
statements like ... '1 prescribe (*anujiiniimi) to have, with 
regard to trees, the notion (*sarhjfiii) that they are devoid of 

288 MPST S 189a3-4 (P 109a3-4; MPSDh 408b28-cl; MPSFa 884a17-18; cf. 
SHIMaDA 1997: 276-277): the jfva = tathilgatagarbha = (buddha- )dhatu cannot be 
destroyed, killed, or annihilated. 

289 SHIMODA 1997, esp. 278-298 and 301-303, and English summary 22-24. 
SHIMaDA takes the buddhadhatu in the MPS as an internalization not only of the 
Buddha relic but also of the stL7pa (i.e., the building containing the relic), but I must 
admit that I have problems with the latter correspondence because dhatu does not 
seem to be used as a designation of the stilpa (the equation of dharmadhatu and 
stLlpa adduced by SHIMaDA on p. 610--611 can, not least in view of the late date of 
the source, viz., the Kriyasmhgraha [12th / 13th century], hardly be regarded as perti
nent evidence). When the MPS has the bodhisattva declare that he wants to venerate 
the Buddha's relic (dhiltu) and the stLlpa without abandoning the dharmakaya, or 
that he wants to become himself like a stapa (or both the true stilpa and the true 
'relic': Fa) for all sentient beings (MPSTS 192al-2 = P ll1a5-6; MPSFa 885a6-7; 
cf. SHIMODA 1997: 279 and 605 n. 84), this may well mean that his body (cf. S 
192a2 bdag gi lus and MPSDh 41Oa8 -%hl<1=.1i~f\i;J1tCP ~tfiQ1'<OoE!) is, or will be, like 
a stapa because it enshrines the relic-like Buddha-element (buddhadhatu), the latter 
being, in essence or in the future, identical with the dharmakaya. But perhaps my 
problems are merely due to my insufficient familiarity with the subject. 

290 Cf. MPSDh 524c8-9 (only Dh): "All those endowed with mind will attain the 
anuttara samyaksambodhi" (fL1'f{,,=tl !E&1~nlGfliiJ"fft,¥~HI'::':'~'::':'Wrt~). 
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life (or: a life-principle, soul: *nirjfva?), and not to have the 
notion that they are sentient' ... [or:] 'I do not teach that the 
four elements have life and consciousness (* sarhjfia)': such 
kind of Siltra and Vinaya [texts] must be recognized as spoken 
by the Buddha.,,291 

291l\1PST P 103a3-4 and 6-8 (S 180b5-6 and 181al-4; D 100bl-2 and 4-6; cf. 
SHIMaDA 1990: 105b and 109 n. 20; no Skt. acc. to HABATA 2007: xxxviii f): '" 
shing ngo cog la srog dang 'du shes yod par gzigs nas [PD: na S] yongs su my a 
ngan las 'das so zhes zer ba de lta bu ni I bdud kyis smras pa'i mdo sde dang 'dul ba 
yin par rig par bya ste I ... shing thams cad la srog med pa'i 'du shes dang I sems 
pa'i [DS : sems pa med pa 'i P] 'du shes med par ngas gnang ngo II ... khams bzhi la 
ni srog dang 'du shes yod ces nga mi zer ro zhes zer ba de lta bu"i mdo sde dang 
'dul ba ni sangs rgyas kyis gsungs pa [S : pa'i mdo sde DP] yin par rig par bya'o II. 
The expression 'srog med pa'i 'du shes dang I sems pa'i 'du shes med par' is 
somewhat strange. The reading of P would yield the opposite sense, which would 
render the teaching of the Buddha equivalent to that of Mara, unless we substitute 
yod par for med par at the end. I would expect an original like *nirjfva-sarhjfiiim 
acetana-sarhjfiiirh ca anujiiniimi, i.e., "I prescribe [to have], with regard to trees, the 
notion that they are devoid of [a] lifer-principle] and the notion that they are insen
tient". This would, in content, be the expected opposite of what is taught with re
gard to trees in the pseudo-scriptures promulgated by Mara. Cf. also the Buddha's 
teaching regarding the four elements, which from a formal point of view is pre

. cisely parallel to the negation of the statement on trees ascribed to Mara. However, 
in view of the equivocal use of 'du shes (*sarhjfiii) in the Tibetan translation as it 
stands, I am not sure about the correctness of the formulation srog dang 'du shes 
yod either (might it perhaps go back to *sajfvasarhjfiii, i.e., '.'the notion of their pos
sessing [a] life [-principle]"?). - In the Chinese versions, the opposition between 
the statements of the pseudo-scriptures and the genuine scriptures with regard to 
plants ("grasses and trees") is unambiguous, but they mention only life, not sen
tience. Cf. MPSFa 882b19-29: "If [someone] says: The Tathiigata has allowed ... to 
form the notion of life with regard to grasses and trees ... , then you must know that 
this is [from] a sUtra or a Vinaya promulgated by Mara. If [somebody] declares me 
to have allowed ... to form the notion oflife with regard to grasses and trees: such a 
statement has not been allowed by me. Whoever makes such a statement, such peo
ple should be known to be disciples of [misguided] non-Buddhist [teachers]" ( ... i§ 

~D*~ ... ~~1lt*1'F.1lP;f~ ... : ... !%5;D~~J'I~*~1f;o Bi§~~ ... -tJ]1lt*1'F. 
1lP;W.: ~D~~1!f~pJT/f~o 1'F~~1!f !%5;D~'ii:7f.~~T). Similarly l\1PSDh 
406a23-bl: B:f§~i§ ... llt*ZJ;!~:f§.1lP ... : B:f§*~1f;{'F~~1!f, 'lit5;Dl1P~J'lZ 
PJT~o x2Jj\/f~ ... llt*:f§1lPo ... Bi§tEt~{'F~D~~, 'lit5;O~~:7f.~ftJ;!, ~F~3fJT. 
Cf. also the parallel in 408c29 f and 409a8-9 (not in l\1PST, l\1PSFa and not even in 
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From this perspective, it is not very surprising that in a famous pas
sage, which, however, belongs to that part of the text that is found 
only in Dharmak~ema, indisputably insentient things like walls and 
rubble are expressly excluded from Buddha-nature.292 

53.3. This limiting, as a matter of course, of the naturally inherent 
Buddha-nature to sentient beings293 continues into more systematic 
Indian texts. In this connection, the analysis of the term tathiigata
garbha in the Ratnagotravibhiiga is quite helpful because it clearly 
distinguishes different aspects of the relation between individual be
ings and the Buddha (or Buddhahood)?94 Starting from the famous 
statement of the Tathiigatagarbha-sutra that all sentient beings are 
tathiigatagarbha, it proposes a threefold interpretation. The first in
terpretation takes the compound as a tatpuru~a, the second and the 
third are based on an analysis of it as a bahuvrlhi: 

1. All sentient beings are inside the Tathagata (like an embryo (gar
bha) in the womb) because they are all enveloped and pervaded by 
the 'meta-physical', true 'body' (dharmakiiya) of the Tathagata;Z95 

T 12.375), where the correct position is fonnulated as "grain and rice, grasses and 
trees have no life, have no self (*iitman); they are not reckoned among sentient 
beings" (~*1ibF:~$~1!i;, ~FA'l<.1=.ll!to). Cf. also J'vIPSDh 460b17-19 (in the part 
found only in Dhannak~ema), referring to mowing grass and cutting trees on a par 
with digging in the earth and dissecting a corpse. 

292 J'vIPSDh 581a22-23: "Not Buddha-natured are all insentient things [like] walls 
and rubble" (~Ff~tE1tf, pfT~~-WMim:]cE~;IWi;(J7Jo ). 

293 Cf., e.g., also RGV I.52 or 156. 

294 RGV I.27 and 28; RGVV 26,7-9 and, most explicitly, 70,16-18, etc. (see fns. 
295-297). Cf. TAKASAKI 1966: 197 f; 284-290; SEYFORT RUEGG 1969: 272-278; 
1976: 345. 

295 Most clearly RGVV 70,16-17 (ad 1.146 f): tathiigatadharmakiiyena nirava
se~a-sattvadhiitu-parispharaJJartham adhikrtya "tathiigatasyeme garbhii!:z sarva
sattvii" iti. If parisphara"(la is understood as merely expressing the aspect of perva
sion, garbha could, in this case, also be taken to mean "womb". But the next sen
tence of the passage makes clear that the purport is rather that all sentient beings are 
inside, i.e. encompassed by, the dharmakiiya (RGVV 70,18 f: na hi sa kascit sattva!:z 
sattvadhiitau sarhvidyate yas tathiigatadharmakiiyiid bahi!:z). Likewise, in RGV 1.27 
the corresponding phrase buddhajfiiiniintargamiit sattvariise!:z is more likely to be 
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2. all sentient beings contain the Tathagata in the sense that his true 
nature or Suchness (tathatii) is also their true nature, Suchness ad
mitting of no division (avyatibheda);296 

_ 3. all sentient beings contain a Tathagata in the sense that they con
tain the tathiigatagotra, i.e., their own Buddhahood as a potential or 
in a hidden form.297 

The alternative (viz., "as a potential or in a hidden form") in my ex
planation of the third interpretation is deliberate, being aimed at indi
cating the two different ways of conceiving the realization of Awak
ening, viz., as a development of a potential on the one hand and as an 
unwrapping or a manifestation of something already fully presene98 

on the other (cf. § 53.1.2). Both require spiritual practice, if only in 
order to remove misconceptions. 

53.4. As for the process of unfolding the inherent Buddha-nature, 
Paramartha's (active in China between 546 and 569) "Treatise on 

understood as "because the crowd[s] of sentient beings are [all] inside the Buddha's 
wisdom" (cf. TAKASAKI 1966: 197; SEYFORT RUEGG 1969: 273); cf. also the Chi
nese version, which in its rendering of the commentary on RGV 1.146 f adds the 
remark that there is not a single living, sentient being that is separated from or out
side the Tathagata's wisdom (T 31.1611: 838c4-6: ~,'g'<.':tw.9=J ;f!jlii§-,'g'<.':t l~fHzO* 
$~ tE~$~fl., J1it~tm*~ tE~O*~Ji-o ). 

296 RGVV 71,11: tathatiivyatibhediirtham adhikrtya "tathiigatatathataf~iirh gar
bhaJ:t sarvasattviiniim"iti ... (ed. °gatas tathaO, but see SCHMITIIAUSEN 1971: 157). 

297 RGVV 72,8-9: trividhabuddhakiiyotpattigotrasadbhiiviirtham adhikrtya "ta
thiigatadhiitur esiirh garbhaJ:t sarvasattviiniim" iti ... (ed. ° svabhiiviio, but see 
SCHMITHAUSEN 1971: 157). In this case, thedesignation of the result (phala, i.e. 
'tathiigata') is 'metaphorically' applied (upaciira) to the cause (gotra = hetu) (RGV 
I.27c; cf. SEYFORT RUEGG 1969: 273). For the common phrase hetau phalopaciiraJ:t 
and vice versa cf., e.g., AKBh 260,14 and 25,13. 

298 Cf. the TGS (see fn. 283). A nice example from an early Chinese Ch'an text 
is the alleged quotation from the Treatise on the [Satra of the] Ten Stages (i.e., 
T 26.1522, i.e., DBhVyC) in the Hsiu-hsin yao lun {~,c.,\Jffflill ascribed to Hung-jen 
5kle. (MCRAE 1986: 121-122): "Like the sun, it (i.e., the Buddha Nature within the 
bodies of sentient beings) is essentially bright, perfect, and complete ... merely 
covered by the layered clouds of the five skandhas. Like a lamp inside a jar, its light 
cannot shine." Similarly the fourth illustration in the Mahiibherf-satra passage 
quoted in SEYFORT RUEGG 1973: 78 f. 
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Buddha-nature" (Fo-hsing lun {~ti~ffil) is instructive. According to 
this text,299 the basiepresupposition is the unconditioned (*asarnskrta) 
"cause to be attained" (JJ!i~[2SJ), i.e., inherent Buddha-nature consist
ing in Suchness (tathata) to be revealed by [comprehending] the two
fold emptiness [of person and dharmas] (=~PJTfJ!~:tzD).300 It has al
ways been present in its original state (*prakrtistha). Due to the 
"cause for practising (*prayoga) [the Path]" (1Joil'[2SJ), i.e., the resolve 
for Awakening (bodhicitta)301, and the "cause for perfection" (li1~ilili 

[2SJ), i.e., the actual practice, the inherent Buddha-nature gradually 
unfolds on the bodhisattva path until it manifests itself as the 
dharmakaya. 

54. Among the passages adduced or discussed by medieval Chi
nese and Japanese masters in connection with the Buddha-nature, or 
Awakening, of plants (or insentient things: see § 119), I disregard 
those which can be safeiy regarded as being of Chinese origin, since I 
am, in this chapter, only concerned with the question of possible In
dian antecedents of the Far Eastern idea of plants possessing Buddha
nature. Thus there is no need, in this context, to discuss the meaning 
or implications of dicta of earlier Chinese masters like Seng-chao (f'W 
ri, t414)302 or the statement, ascribed, in one source, to Tao-sheng 
(ili::±', t434),303 that the vividly emerald green bamboos are, all of 

299 T 31.1610: 794alO-24. Cf. KING 1991: 40-41; TAKASAKI & KASHIWAGI 2005: 
119-120. 

300 Cf. also T 31.1610: 787b4-S: 1~tJ:.:g-, E!P~A1*=~pJT*!Jj;tzD. 
301 On the history of this term in Indian and Indo-Tibetan Buddhism, see W ANG

CHUK 2007. 

302 Cf. the reference to Chao-lun ~~Ali (T 45.1858) 153a4-S in the Ta-sheng 
hsiian lun **Z~ (T 45.1853: 40c7-9). 

303 Viz., in the Tsu-t'ing shih-yuan ~r§.&!$J[l (X 64.1261: 387b13), compiled by 
Mu-an shan-ch'ing §~Ill!;j\l'H~~ in 1108 (FK 4241a; SBD] 907b). But OKUNO (2002: 
372) points out that in the Tsu-t'ang-chi (ch. 15, fol. 12, 21-22; Taiw. 291b7-8), 
which was compiled in 952, it is ascribed to Seng-chao (1~~, t414), and that in a 
passage of the much earlier Charon shoki ($~Alii6ft~c.) of the Sanron scholar AnchO 
(3i.'m', 763-814) - based on a lost commentary by the Sanron master Chik6 (~7\:;, 
middle of the 8th century) - that is missing in T 65.2255 but found in an old ms. 
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them, dharmakiiya, and the densely growing chrysanthemums [¢.e 
Buddha's] 'gnosis (prajfiii).304 Likewise, I need not discuss the Yiian
chiieh ching IIlJt*~ (T 17.842), a passage from which is sometimes 
ipterpreted to express the view that insentient things, too,attain 
Buddhahood,305 because this text is nowadays regarded as having 
been compiled in China in the last decade of the seventh century or 
around the beginning of the eighth.306 Nor am I going to deal, in this 

from the T5daiji library (OKUNO 2002: 377 n. 38), a slight variant of the statement 
is connected with a quotation from "[the one living] in the mountains" (rll$), i.e., 
according'to OKUNO, Seng-ch'iian (ffriii, 6th century acc. to KRAUSE 2003: 4(3), 
the teacher of Chi-tsang's teacher Fa-lllIlg (l':!t!}l, 507-581 acc. to KRAUSE 2003: 
407; cf. also MAGNIN 1979: 143). None of these attributions or connections can be 
verified, because the statement cannot be traced· in the extant works of Tao-sheng 
and Seng-chao and because no work of Seng-ch'iian has been preserved, but the 
ascription to Seng-ch'iian appears most likely. 

304 Cf., e.g., Tsu-t'ang-chi ch.3 fo1. 13,13-14 (Taiw. 63a13-14; cf. YANAGIDA 

1990: 168 # 259 and 393 f; ANDERL 2004a: 626, quoting an occurrence in the Shen~ 
hui yu-lu tlf!ff~~) and ch. 15, fol. 12,21-22 (see fn. 303); Ch'uan-teng lu 247c15-
16 and 441b21; T 47.1998A: 875a3-4 and 13-14: "The vividly emerald green bam
boos: all of them are the dharmakiiya (v.I.: tathata); the densely growing 'yellow
flowers' (i.e., chrysanthemums): there is none that is not prajiia" (1f1f~tt ili~l':! 
:!§t(v.I. J!i:t![J), Ill1ii. ~iJ:P~;S=). For further information, cf. also SUEKI 1993a: 
709,14-15 and 740-741, n. 8; GRONER 2000: 481-480 d, n. 22. 

305 T 17.842: .917b6-7: 1lH~::K',§ ~ffifbl'!1±o 1W't1:~'t!~n!G{~0> trans1. in 
MULLER 1999: 162: "Hell and heaven are both the Pure Land; those having 
Buddha-nature and those not having it equally accomplish the Buddha's enlighten
ment." Cf. SHIRATO 1998: 18. The natural interpretation of this passage would 
rather be that even those sentient beings that are regarded as ,being devoid of 
Buddha-nature, i.e., the icchantikas, are, after all, not definitively excluded from 
attaining Buddhahood. This is in fact how the passage is explained by Tsung-rni * 
l&; (T 39.1795: 556a29-b1: 1W'fi~, =*'t!it!.o ~,t4:~, Ml'!'t!it!.o). But there are 
also commentators who explain the terms "having nature" (1Wt~E) and "devoid of 
nature" ($,tt!) in the sense of having sentience (1W'I~), i.e., sentient beings capable 
of spontaneous movement ("wriggling beings": i&ltJz!fo/.J), and "lacking sentience" 
(~'I~), i.e., insentient beings like grasses and trees, tiles and pebbles (cf. X 10.254: 
407cll-13 [Chih-ts'ung ~~~]; X 10.253: 312b17-19 [Chou-ch'i )j!fJ~]; see MULLER 
1999: 311). 

306 Cf., e.g., BUSWELL 1989: 115 with n. 126, referring to MOCHIZUKI 1946: 
509-519; MULLER 1999: 3 and 12 + 289 n. 14. See also SHIRATO 1998: 18b3-S. 
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connection, with the Chung-yin ching c:p~*~ - another text the In
dian origin of which is doubtful307 - because the passage referred to 
by Japanese Tendai i:nasters like Annen (~~, 841? to ca. 890)308 and 
ShOshin (§1f~, active 1153-1207)309 as evidence, or alleged evidence, 
for plants becoming Buddhas is not found in the extant Chinese 
text.3!O 

55. From the aforementioned point of view, I could also disregard a 
passage OKADA 311 adduces from the so-called Sararhgama-satra 
(T 19.945) as evidence for the continuity of the idea of the sentience 
of plants in Indian Mahayana. According to this passage, "the plants 
('grasses and trees') in the ten directions all [deserve to be] called 
sentient [beings]; [essentially,] they are not different from humans. 
Plants become humans, and humans after their death again become 
the plants of the ten directions.,,312 Actually, this Surarhgama-satra, a 
Tantric text allegedly translated into Chinese in 705, is of doubtful 
authenticity and now generally considered to have been composed in 

307 SUEKI 1991: 167 n. 25: "Although it is said to be a translation by Chu Fo-men, 
there are doubts" C~{b~~~ ~:h,0 b, ~F~~<b f:J). 

308 Bodaishin 484c7-9: "When Sakyamum attained Awakening, all grasses and 
trees [likewise] attained Buddha-bodies. The bodies' height was a ch'ih (= 10 feet) 
and six [feet], and they all expounded the Dharma" (~Jti1!~~;;:::JI~ -fJ]** ~~ 
{~:!ito :!itft:3t:f\, ~~jffi;$;o); similarly Shinjo shiki 713,16, with "grasses and trees 
and the land" (**~±) instead of "all grasses and trees". Cf. SUEKI 1991: 45,2-3 
and 1995a: 749,7-9; SHIRATO 1998: 16b. 

309 Shikan shiki 249a14-16 (quotation) and 249al6-b8 (discussion). Cf. SHIRATO 
1998: 16b. 

310 Cf., e.g., MIYAMOTO 1961: 674-678; BANANO 1976b: 156; SUEKI 1991: 167 
n.25; 1995a: 751 n. 13; SHIRATO 1998: 16b; MATSUMOTO 2000: 56-58. On the 
problem of invented texts or passages, see the well-considered remarks in STONE 
1999: 158-159. 

3ll OKADA 1999: 107a # 3.5. 

312 SUr 153c10-12: +11** ~m1'f'lw ~AM,~o **~A X9E~~+11*mto 
The last sentence is reminiscent of Ayar 41,7 (JAG #267): "The stationary [turn] 
into mobile, and the mobile living beings [turn] into stationary ones" ( ... thiivarii ya 
tasattiie tasajfv~ ya thiivarattiie). 
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China at the beginning of the 8th century.313 Post-dating the emergence 
of the discussion about Buddha-nature in the insentient, it cannot be 
adduced as evidence for an undercurrent that would bridge the gap 
~etween these developments and the earliest period of Buddhism. But 
even if we disregard this basic difficulty, the passage adduced by 
OKADA will not Serve the purpose. It occurs in a paragraph describing, 
like the surrounding paragraphs, a yogi who has thoroughly investi
gated (~) the voidness of the sarhskaras (i.e., the fourth skandha, 
including wholesome and unwholesome drives and karmic forces) 
and has thus removed [future] arising and vanishing (B1MZ3:JMZ)314 but 
- not yet having transcended the realm of the fifth skandha, viz., 
consciousness or sentience (vijiiana) - has still not completely real
ized the subtle, marvellous nature of quietude GJffZ1MZ, i.e., true 
nirvaIfa). All the paragraphs then continue with a conditional clause 
(:;fi ... 1ft) describing some misconception of the yogi that makes him 
fall into a wrong belief equal to that of certain misguided non-Bud
dhists, so that he misses true Awakening and forfeits true insight. 

313 Detailed discussion in DEMrEVILLE 1952: 43-52. Cf. also BUSWELL 1990: 8-
9 and 1989: 115 (in n. 125, BUSWELL refers to the dissertation of Ronald EpSTEIN 
as an attempt to prove the Indian provenance of the text, but states that he finds 
EpSTEIN's argument unconvincing); SUEKI 1991: 187 n. 147; MATSUMOTO 2000: 
433 ff; BENN 2008. As DEMrEVILLE (1952: 45) points out, the authenticity of the 
text was controversial in Japan already in the Nara period, immediately after the 
introduction of the text from China. 

314 The precise meaning of the expression requires further investigation (for 
which an earlier passage of the Saramgama-s~ttra, viz., Sur 128b19-21, may be im
portant). To judge from the present context according to which "the sarhskara
skandha has come to an end" (l53b4: i'Til§i:~), the "removal of arising and vanish
ing" would seem to refer to a state in which the [future]'cessation of sarilsaric exis
tence is secured due to the extinction of its cause, i.e., the samskaras. This is con
firmed by the commentator Tzu-hsuan (T 39.1799: 956c4), who explicitly states 
that the smnskara-skandha is the source of arising and vanishing (i'Til§i:1f::1:¥~j[;) 
and that if one is able to eliminate the cause of sarilsara one 'removes arising and 
vanishing' (856c5: ,illli®zf2SJ ;g:~g~. Jj!P¥~1:¥EZ). In this connection, it may be 
worth mentioning that early translators like An Shih-kao even use the expression 1: 
JE to render Skt. samskara, probably in a causative sense ("that which causes one to 
be [relborn and die [again]": T. VETTER, oral communication). 
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Now, it is precisely in this conditional clause formulating the miscon
ception of the yogi that the sentence quoted by OKADA is embedded, 
and it is by adhering to the idea that plants are sentient, etc., that the 
yogi is stated to fall into the "wrong belief of ascribing awareness to 
what has no awareness"(5m~5:;D¥A), so that Va(si~)tha (~rr{;) and 
Sre!fi(ka) (AJ'tD,315 who believe that everything is sentient (1:, i.e., 
cetana),316 become his companions.317 Tzu-hstian's (-rEi, 9657-10387, 
Hua-yen) commentary on the passage is quite explicit: "Plants lack 
awareness; yet he takes them to have awareness.'m8 At another place, 
the Surarhgama-sutra itself regards plants as lacking feeling ('32: = 
vedanii) and conscious experience (1''* = sarhjfiii).319 

56. The passage just discussed aside, I shall, however, confine my
self, though without claiming exhaustiveness, to passages adduced 
from texts whose Indic320 origin is certain or at least arguable. Among 
them, two groups may be distinguished. The first group are passages 
of a more general type, i.e., such as make general statements about 

315 Thus according to Tzu-hsiian (T 39.1799: 962cl), who equates the names 
with {Elt.Mf; and 5\:;Jt\ occurring at MPSDh 593b13 ff and 594a14 ff, respectively, 
but neither of them propounds the view ascribed to the two teachers in the Sararh
gama-satra. In the MPS, SreJ.lika advocates the position of an all-pervading and 
eternal yet individual Self (~, atman); cf. also STONE 1999: 77-78. 

316 Tzu-hsiian explains this to mean that plants are endowed with life (T 39.1799: 
962c2: -'i*.ffW). 

317 This interpretation of the passage is also confirmed by the English translation 
of the text in HSUAN HUA 2003: 281. 

318 T 39.1799: 962b29: 1¥f*~5;O ffiJ¥i:I.ff5;Oo The error seems to consist in taking 
both humans and plants as real and as being individually sentient, for a few lines 
later (T 39.1799: 962c3-5) the commentary remarks that these persons do not un
derstand that all phenomena are merely transformations (PJT~, i.e., manifestations) 
of erroneous consciousness (*~, *;tJ:!). When erroneous consciousness 'coagu
lates' (MtJ5), one calls it insentient, when it is 'fluid/mobile' (iJ'fElV) , it is called 
sentient. 

319 Sur 152c21: ... ~§t;tJ:! :W1¥f*/Rlo 
320 In the wider sense, including the developments of Indian Buddhism in Central 

Asia. 
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"all dharmas" and not specifically about plants or insentients, and at 
that statements whose connection with the issue of Buddha-nature is 
in most cases not explicit but merely assumed to be implied (ch. 1). 
The second group, to be discussed in greater detail (ch. 2), consists of 
four more specific passages, i.e., passages which clearly state that 
plants or any insentient things are, or. may become, sentient, or turn 
into Buddhas or perform characteristic functions of a Buddha, espe
cially that of preaching the Dharma. 

1. General Passages 

57. Most of the general, inexplicit passages I am going to discuss 
are taken from the Ta-sheng hsiian lun (**3r~: T 45.1853) as
cribed321 to the San-Iun (-~, i.e., Madhyamaka) master Chi-tsang 
caa, 549-623). In order to corroborate his argument that, from the 
perspective of the 'principle' CEJ.) understood as pervasive (imF5), 
Buddha-nature cannot be confined to sentient beings but must be ac
cepted in the insentient as well, Chi-tsang322 first refers to three Sutra 
passages: to the vision ofMaitreya's palace in the GalJrjavyuha-sutra 
(ch. 1.1), to a passage from the Mahtisarhnipata (ch. 1.2), and to one 
from the MahaparinirvalJa-sutra (ch. 1.3). There follows a reference 
to Vasubandhu's Virhsatikii Vijiiaptimatrata-siddhi (ch. 1.4), and, in 
connection with the latter, 11 reference to a passage from the Vimala
kfrti-nirdda (ch. 1.6). Along with the passage from the Virhsatika, I 
shall aiso (ch. 1.5) deal with an equally inexplicit passage from the 
Buddhtivatarhsaka adduced, according to his record as transmitted in 
the Tsu-t'ang-chi (mB.1lt*), by the Ch'an master Nan-yang Hui-chung 
(f¥j~~J~" ?-775) in order to prove that insentient things, too, have 
(or rather are) mind ({,')' i.e., Buddha-Mind ({!I'IH,') , and hence 

321 For problems concerning the unity and authorship of the Ta-sheng hsiian lun, 
see PLASSEN 2002: 14-20. 

322 T 45.1853: 40c3-23. 
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Buddha-nature C['1, {~M'1).323 Another set of unspecific passages, all 
from the chapter 'Eulogies on Mount Sumeru' (~lB~lnJLt1~~£) of 
the Buddhiivatamsaka, are adduced by the T'ien-t'ai master Chan-jan 
(m~, 711-782) in his Diamond Scalpel C~!lilJU~.!1f.§ifff)324 in order to 
prove that Suchness cannot be split up into Buddha-nature, restricted 
to sentient beings, and mere Nature-of-dharmas (dharmatii) in insen
tient thing·s (ch. 1.7). Finally (ch. 1.8), I shall briefly comment on the 
Chapter on Herbs (O~adhiparivarta) of the Lotus Sutra, which is ad
duced not only by OKADA and FINDL y in support of their position but 
is alsQ interpreted by medieval Far Eastern authors in terms of the 
idea that plants attain Buddhahood. 

1.1 Ga!:u!avyuhasutra: Maitreya's Palace 

58. Inhis reference to the vision of Maitreya's palace or mansion 
(kutiigiira?25 in the GalJ-t!avyuha, Chi-tsang does not quote the full 
wording of a specific passage. He merely states that the spiritual way
farer Sudhana, when seeing Maitreya's palace, obtains countless in
troductions to religious practice (dharmamukha),326 and adds the rhe
torical question: 

"Doesn't this mean that just by contemplating things and per
ceiving their [Buddha-?]nature one obtains countless [modes 
of experience taking place in] deep concentration (.=.~, 
samiidhi)?,,327 

. This almost certainly refers to Gv 410,31-411,29, where Sudhana is 
described as hearing various instructions issuing from all kinds of 
objects in the various palaces within Maitreya's palace, like bells and 
musical instruments. Towards the end of the passage, these instruc-

323 See § 129.3.1-2. 

324 Chin-kang-pei 783a21-29; cf.PENKOWER 1993: 484-486. 

325 On the meaning of kutiigiira (Ch. i'JIDii, cf. BIR. 669b), s~e SWTP s.v. 

326 T 45.1853: 40c4-5: ~M£T ~51i\'ij]i'JIDii ElP1~~!\t~.$F5o 
327 T 45.1853: 40c5: ~~F~IDii~7.J~ttElP1~f!\Iim=Jl5Ii:o 
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tions are termeddharmamukhas, and by way of conclusion the text 
states that Sudhana receives [in this way?] introductions to various 
aspects of religious practice, culminating ill introductions to samadhi. 
It would thus seem that this passage is an instance of insentient things 
preaching the Dharma, interpreted by Chi-tsang as a manifestation of 
their Buddha-nature. Since this complex will be dealt with exten:" 
sively in connection with the second group of passages, and espe
cially, as far as the Buddhiivatamsaka is concerned, in ch. 2.4, I will ' 
leave the matter at that for the time being. 

1.2. Siigaramatipariprcchii 

59. Chi-tsang's second scriptural proof is from the Mahasamnipata, 
more precisely from the Sagaramati-pariprccha. According to this 
passage, the bodhisattvas (Chi-tsang: Buddhas and bodhisattvas) ex
plain (Chi-tsang: perceive) that among all the dharmas there is none 
that is not Awakening (bodhi)?28 In Chi-tsang's understanding, being 
bodhi implies being (in essence) Buddha-nature.329 It is only due to 
delusion with' regard to the Buddha-nature that they appear as the 
mundane,samsaric multitude of things. When one awakens, they are 
just Awakening (bodhi).330 The implication seems to be that insentient 
things somehow participate in Awakening, or disclose themselves as 
being, in their essence, part of it. Still, it is hardly Chi-tsang's inten
tion to establish any definitive doctrinal position concerning insen
tient things and their Awakening (see § 127.3). Rather, his aim is 
merely to show that from the perspective of the 'principle' (~) un
derstood as all-pervasive - i.e., as the Suchness of everything 
(tathata) -, an apodictic doctrinal restriction of Buddha-nature to 

328 T 45.1853: 40c5-6: x.*~~,!i!:~: ~{lIIl:g:iii ft-1IJ~~ #,Ii::}F~:g:mo For the 
Sag passage, see fn. 331. . . . 

329 T 45.1853: 40c9-ID: "If among all dharmas there is none that is not bod hi, 
what would allow one to get around (lit.: not to reach) [the conclusion] that there is 
nothing that is not Buddha-nature?" (;5---flJ~~ #,Ii;tF~:g:m, {iiJ~~1~#,Ii::}F~lIIl 
'11:0)' 

330 T 45.1853: 40c6-7: ttfY3: ~$'I1:i& ~§:'7E~~0 '['fr JiP~iirmo 
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sentient beings is untenable. If Buddha-nature is equated with the all
pervasive 'principle'., then Buddha-nature, too, must be all-pervasive, 
not admitting of any limitations. 

60. The question is, however, to what extent this interpretation of 
the passage coincides with its purport in the context of the Indian 
source. There, the sentence occurs in a series of comparisons illustrat
ing various aspects connected with the boghisattva, especially the 
bodhisattva who has just made the resolve to become a Buddha. In 
this connection, the text has the Buddha say: 

"Just as Jlvaka, the king of physicians, always says that there 
is nothing in the world that is not a medicine, so the bodhi
sattva explains that among all the dharmas there is none that is 
not Awakening (bodhi).,,331 

Judging from the comparison, we might consider the possibility that 
the passage is concerned with the bodhisattva's skill in pedagogic 
strategies (upiiyakausalya), Le., with his being aware of the fact that 
just as there is nothing in the world that, suitably applied, does not 
help to cure one or the other disease, there is no dharma (phenome
non, practice, or teaching?) that does not, brought into play in the 
right situation, lead one or the other person to Awakening. 

61. The Tibetan version, however, may suggest a slightly different 
interpretation. It runs thus: 

"Just as there is nothing - [even though it] appears as [just an 
ordinary] material thing (riipa) - that IIvaka, the king of phy
sicians, does not perceive as a medicine, so there is no appear
ance of (lit.: as) phenomena (*dharmiivabhiisa?) which the 
bodhisattva who practises the prajiiiipiiramitii does not per-

331 SagDh: 54c28-55al: tm~~g:.:E 1It{'F~j§: JlCrpfT1'r ~::;ip~~o :gii!ivFm 
~-W~t: ~::;ip:gmo Similarly SagW: 489b21-23, reading, like Chi-tsang (see 
fn. 326), ill. ("perceives") instead of~ ("explains") and specifying, in the compari
son, the things IIvaka perceives to be medicine as "all plants on earth" (*:ti£-WJ¥!: 
*). For Tibetan, see fn. 332. 
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ceive as Awakening (bodhi).,,332 

Here, what seems to be envisaged is rather the bodhisattva's faculty, 
based on his practising the prajiiiipiiramitii, to see through the super
ti.cial appearance of phenomena and perceive their real, ultimate na
ture, which is conducive to Awakening, just as JIvaka penetrates 
through the superficial appearance of material things and perceives 
their healing powers. 

62. Or, if we take the comparison to envisage merely the aspect of 
equality, we may interpret the passage as pointing to the ultimate 
equality of all dharmas, including bodhi. As is stated elsewhere in the 
Siigaramatipariprcchii, Awakening consists precisely in the insight 
that Awakening (bodhi), sentient beings and all dharmas are essen
tially equal and without distinction, of one taste and one nature,333 
which means that they are all originally pure,334 like space,335 without 
arising and cessation.336 From the Buddha's (and analogously the 
bodhisattva's) poi1!t of view, there is thus not a single dharma apart 

332 SiigT 37bS-6: 'di Ita ste dper na I sman gyi rgyal po 'Tsho byed kyis gang 
sman du mi mthong ba'i gzugs su snang ba de gang yang med do II Sha ra dva ti'i bu 
de bzhin du shes rab .kyi pha rol tu phyin pa la spyod pa'i byang chub sems dpas 
kyang gang byang chub tu mi mthong ba'i chos su snang ba de gang yangmed do II 

333 SiigDh: 60a19-23 (:g:tlt~~-W~t1:. ~1I\li£l.lll -19K-tEo t!O* ~~:g:mw 
'T JMO~~o ~tt1::g~~1~-g.mo f\i; ... J! -W~ "'&~:ZP:~o). Cf. SiigW 498a27-
b2; SiigT 57b3-S: "Awakening (bodhi), too, is of the same natUre ... as I (=the 
Buddha) myself, all sentient beings are of the same nature, all dharmas are of the 
same nature. 0 MafijusrI, what I have been Awakened to at the seat (jas the essence) 
of Awakening (*bodhimar.ufa) is [this fact that these are all] of one and the same 
nature, of one single taste .... I have been Awakened to the equality of all dharmas 
(jI have comprehended all dharmas as eqUal)" (nga'i ngo bo nyid gang yin pa ... 
byang chub kyang de' i ngo bo nyid <I> sems can thams .cad kyang de' i ngo bo nyid I 
chos thams cad kyang de'i ngo bo nyid do II 'Jam dpaZ byang chub kyi snying por' 
gang ngas mngon par rdzogs par sangs rgyas pa de ni ngo bo nyid gcig pa'o II ro 
gcig pa' 0 II ... chos thams cad mnyam pa nyid du mngon par rdzogs par sangs rgyas 
so II). 

334 SiigDh: 5la18: -WM:f~*'r:1~; 5Ic13; 53a4. 

335 SiigDh: 47b9: -W~t!O~~; 65cI4:-WM:f~5!t!O~~. 
336 SiigDh: 5Ia21: ;g:.M:f~1I\li~~ ~ARD1~1t.5;D; 62a24: 5;D-W~/f'~/f'~. 
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from bodhi,337 i.e., as I understand it, apart from Awakening viewed 
in the perspective of its true 'nature' or 'essence'.338 When Awaken
ing takes place, everything, including Awakening itself as a psychic 
state, somehow dissolves into this true nature, into the 'silent desert' 
(if I may use the phrase). This does not, however, mean that the au
thor(s) of the Sagaramatipariprcchii was (lwere) in any way aware of, 
let alone interested in, the question of a soteriological perspective of 
(insentient) dharmas in their own right. It rather appears that as a mat
ter of course soteriology remained focused on sentient beings. Ac
cording to a passage from this sutra quoted in the Ratnagotravibhiiga, 
the soteric activity of the bodhisattva is stated to be promising due to 
the original purity of the mind and the adventitiousness of the defile
ments, but this original purity of the mind is taken for granted to be a 

337 SagDh: 60a22: fZ1!J'fI::f~ liilfg:J'JH'j- 53Uff-¥*. SagT 57b5 has byang chub kyi 
snying po (bodhimm:u;la) instead of bodhi. Thus also SagW 498b29-cl, where, how
ever, the meaning of the whole sentence is different. 

338 The idea that all dharmas are [essentially] Awakening is also implied in a 
verse of the Questions of the god Brahman Vise~acintin (Brahma- Vi§e~acinti-pari
Pfcchii, cf. MVy no. 1367; for the form °cintin, see also MVy no. 1099 and PTSD 
268b). According to this verse, Awakening is the essence of the skandhas, dhiitus 
and iiyatanas (which means: all dharmas), or these are precisely Awakening, and 
there is no Awakening apart from them (Kj D ba 78a8; S tsl;1a 235a4-5: byang chub 
de yi rang bzhin tell de las gud na byang chub medii; T 15.586: 52b29: ~W-}J1P~ 
liM£~1f\Ii:g:m; 585: 22a20; 587: 85clO). To judge from the context, the purport of the 
passage is to stress that in their Suchness (tathatii) all dharmas and Awakening are 
alike (Kj D ba 78a6: de bzhin nyid kyis phye bas nail gzugs ltar byang chub de bzhin 
tell). They are dependent on conditions and lack substantial reality (Kj S tsha 238b3: 
rkyen la rag las dngos po med). Being without specific characteristics (mtshan nyid, 
*lak~alJa) constituting them as entities in their own right, they are comparable to 
empty space (Kj D ba 78b4-5). Correctly perceiving them as all alike means not to 
perceive them (mi mthong ba: Kj D ba 77a4-5; S tsha 233a6-7), and in reality even 
Awakening (understood as a separate entity) cannot be found (Kj D ba 78a6: don la 
byang chub mi dmigs so). Consequently, the bodhisattva does not set out for Awak
ening in order to eliminate corporeal or visible matter (riipa) (gzugs gzhig phyir: Kj 
D ba 78a5; cf. T 15.586: 52b21: :l~5). He neither clings to any dharmas nor dis
cards any (Kj D ba 78a7; cf. 78b7). He remains in the world without being polluted, 
afraid or dejected (Kj D ba 78b2-3). 
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'property of sentient beings only.339 Likewise, in Dharmak~ema's Chi
nese translation a certain bodhisattva states that the correct attitude of 
a bodhisattva consists in his perceiving [all] dharmas as cessation and 
as being devoid of arising and perishing, and all sentient beings as 
possessing Buddha-nature.34o Here, too, the soteriological perspective 
proper (i.e., Buddha-nature, here obviously envisaged as a potential 
for becoming a Buddha) seems to be, as a matter of course, restricted 
to sentient beings. This corresponds to Chi-tsang's 'perspective of 
distinction' OIUF5). According to this perspective, Buddha-nature is 
understood as Awakening (or comprehending the Truth) in a psycho
logical sense, which is only possible for sentient beings because it 
presupposes a prior state of error, just as in an everyday context 
awaking presupposes sleep. Error, however, can only occur in beings 
possessed of mind. Thus, insentients, devoid of mind and thus being 
incapable of error, are neither capable of nor in need of Awaken
ing. 341 For Chi-tsang, this is only a preliminary perspective, of merely 
pedagogical value, to be transcended by the 'perspective of perva
siveness' (~F5), which is not meant as a dogmatic position either but 
has to be transcended as well (see § 127.3). In this regard, his position 
may not be incompatible with that of the sutra, but in the sutra the 
term 'Buddha-nature' is not used with reference to what Chi-tsang 
calls the 'perspective of pervasiveness', and in the above-quoted pas
sage corresponding to Chi-tsang's 'perspective of distinction' the 

339 RGVV 49,9-10: bodhisattval:z sattvanam cittaprakrtiprabhiisvaratam prajanati. 
In contrast to SagT 85a6-7 and SagW: 511a15 and 17, SagDh (68a19) lacks an 
equivalent for sattvanamhere, but has it in the parallel expression at 71a20: ;:g: Je,JJ< 
±1l,"[1:*~ :ftpm!f±· 

340 SagDh: 71all-12: Je,1:t;~¥~ Rfl\li±¥~, -WJJ<± ~1-'f{5t'[1:. SagT 98a4 differs 
considerably, the only part corresponding, somehow, to SagDh being the statement 
that a bodhisattva should perceive all sentient beings as completely extinguished by 
nature (*prakrtiparinirvrta), SagW: 516blO-11 is similar to SagT but here all 
dharmas are extinguished by nature. 

341 T 45.1853: 40c24-27: aAJJ<±ff,l,'~t&f~ffJ:'[N~:Ell1.o J¥i:*fl\lill,'t&::f~, $f~ 
ffJ:'[N~~o utuPO~J:o ~~ ~U~J:o PJ~~ii~ :L:JJ<±fff5t'[1:t&ItZ{5t, J¥i:*fl\li{5t'[1: 
ttz~ItZ{5tiQo 
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term may have been introduced by the translator Dharmak~ema since 
it is lacking in the other versions.342 

1.3. Mahliparinirvli1}Qsiltra (1): * Ayu~parivarta 
63. The third passage adduced by Chi-tsang is the most problem

atic one. It is from the "Chapter on Long Life" (*.Aywfparivarta) of 
the MahiiparinirVii1}a-srttra and somewhat laconically states: 

"In all dharmas, there is peaceful bliss (:t(~tf)."343 

Chi-tsang obviously understands the sentence to mean that all 
dharmas, including insentient things, have the nature ('[i.) of (or: a 
nature consisting in) peace-and-bliss (:t(~, which often simply repre
sents Skt. sukha) , and he takes this blissful nature to be the same as 
Buddha-nature.344 Yet, even if this interpretation were justified, the 
evidential value of the passage is marred by the fact that it is found 
only in Dharmak~ema's version and has no counterpart in Fa-hsien's 
or in the Tibetan translation.345 It thus appears to be an interpolation, 
perhaps inserted by Dharmak~ema himself. Even so, one could argue 

342 See fn. 340. Actually, there is only one more occurrence ofthe term 'Buddha
nature' <1%tl) in SagDh, and (as far as I can see) none at all in SagW. SagT remains 
to be checked, but in the two passages where {%tl appears in SagDh (viz., 60a5-6 
and 71a12) no equivalent is found (see SagT 57al and fn. 340). 

343 MPSDh 380a25 (= T 12.375: 620a4): 3Zj!E!iIi1~o --W~~*r:p ~1f'V~t~Eo 
344 Thus already Fa-yao ({t;fti, 409-489: KRAUSE 2003: 407), according to 

T37.1763: 477b7-11: "Fa-yao says: ... [The chapter named after the bodhisattva] 
Lion's Roar (= chapter 11 in MPSDh) extensively elucidates the Buddha-nature. 
This [corresponds] precisely [to the topic] 'peaceful happiness' in the above[-listed 
set of] questions. Peaceful happiness (= Buddha-nature) functions as the direct 
cause [of Awakening] .... " O*ftiElo '" gmT-DR jfEy3{%'11o E!~lWFp'r:p 'V~'11fuo 'V 
~'11:f.in:El2SJo ). 

345 In MPSFa (863c9-24) the series of questions ends with what is the eighth 
verse in MPSDh (cf. TAKASAKI 1974: 134 f), followed by three lines of request 
(none of which corresponds to the passage under discussion). As against this, 
MPST (S 90b5-91b6; P 38a3-39al; no Skt. available acc. to HABATA 2007: 
xxxviii f) has the same set of verses as MPSDh except for the verse referring to 
'peaceful happiness'. 
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that this would not suffice for rejecting the Indian origin of the idya, 
since Dharmalqema hailed, after all, from Central India.346 This is no 
doubt correct, but we still have to check the purport of the passage in 
the context of the siitra. There it occurs towards the end of a series of 
verses containing a number of questions and is itself, too, embedded 
in a question, or rather in the request that the Buddha explain this 
matter. Now, as is the case with most of the other questions, the sub- . 
ject-matter of this question, too, has no significant connection with 
the preceding items. And whereas in the first two-thirds of the series 
the questions admit of contextualization in so far as they anticipate 
subjects subsequently addressed in the sUtra (more precisely: in its 
'common part': see § 53.2.2),347 ·such correspondence is not easily 
verified in the case of the Jast third, including the item under discus
sion.348 

64. If the question under discussion were to correspond to a theme 
dealt with in the 'common part' of the siitra, its position at the end of 
the series of questions would suggest that we should look for such a 
theme toward the very end of this part of the text. Actually, the last 
line of the last group of verses discussed in the final chapter of this 
part declares, in Dharmak~ema's version, that all those who practise a 
religious or ascetic life (brahmacarya) will obtain happine'ss, 349 

though this does not hold good for some non-Buddhist forms of se-

346 H6bRep 243b. 

347 SHIMODA 1993: 211-213. For the verses 8cd-14 (of which only 8cd is repre
sented in MPSFa), SHIMODA summarily refers to chapter 17 of Fa-hsien's version 
(MPSFa 891b23-896a4, corresponding to MPSDh 417b21-423c23 and MPST S 
218a5-237a4). There, most of the items are indeed clearly recognizable (e.g., the 
last item with the key-word "blind by birth" is treated in MPSFa 895c18-24 '" 
MPSDh 423c2-9.'" MPST S 236b2-5). . 

348 SHIMODA (1993: 216-218) does not indicate any correspondence from verse 
15 (MPST S91bl; MPSDh 380a13) onward. 

349 MPSDh 427c6: -tv{~~fT ffff1~~:ti:~. The passage seems to be concerned 
with happiness entailed by religious conduct in this very life, not with its after-life 
results. 
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vere asceticism. If the passage under discussion was indeed meant to 
anticipate this subject, we would have· to understand the word 
*dharma U*) in the sense of "[correct] religious practice": 

"I humbly request the Great Sage to explain to me in detail 
how [it can be stated that] all religious/ascetic practices have 
the nature of peaceful bli~s." 

If this is indeed the original purport of the passage, it would definitely 
have no bearing on the question of the sentience or Buddha-nature of 
plants or other insentient things. 

65.0. Yet even if we accept Chi-tsang's understanding of the "na
ture of peaceful bliss" (~5~Hi) as pointing to Buddha-nature, the 
passage would still seem to be open to more than one interpretation. 
Not being sufficiently familiar with Dharmalqema's version as a 
whole, I can only- offer some provisional reflections. 

65.1. In his running commentary on the MahiiparinirviilJa-sutra (Ta 
pan-nie-p'an ching shu *JiW:1E!.~*~~m: T 38.1767), the T'ien-t'ai 
master Kuan-ting 11m (561-632) juxtaposes the passage under dis
cussion with a quotation from the "Samantabhadra-Meditation Siitra" 
(P'u-hsien kuan ching ~.w~*~)350 which proclaims the all-perva
siveness or omnipresence of V airocana. 351 This suggests an interpre
tation of the passage in terms of the omnipresence of the Buddha, or, 
more precisely, his true body, or dharmakiiya. In fact, in the Mahi'i
parinirviilJa-sutra the Buddha or his dharmakiiya is sporadically 
qualified as blissfu1.352 It is, however, mostly in the perspective of his 

350 T 9.277: 392c16. 

351 T38.1767: 176a28-29: 1:.)(:;:2: -®~$r:p ~1§~~tto il:fJn~;:2: ~Li~:IJIl 
~-®~o 

352 As for Dharmalqema, an explicit statement is l\I1PSDh 383b17: "The Tathii
gata's body is the permanent dharmakiiya (cf. also 374c9; 388b26-27 and c3), a 
body of peaceful bliss" (tiO*z!it ;\ik'!%'$!it ~~Z,J§t). However, l\I1PST (S l03a4; 
P 47a8-bl) has "peaceful" (zhi ba) instead of "peaceful bliss"; "The Tathiigata is 
the dharmakiiya: permanent, stable, eternal, peaceful" (de bzhin gshegs pa ni chos 
kyi sku ste I rtag pa dang I brtan pa dang I ther zug pa dang I zhi ba'o). Similarly 
MPSFa 866b28 ~~~ ("calm and extinct"); both "peaceful" and "peaceful bliss" are 
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nirvfu,la, or his perfect liberation, that this qualification as blissful oc
curs,353 and not in connection with his all-pervasiveness. Indeed, this 
aspect, which is often referred to in the Buddhavatamsaka (§ 108.3.1), 
~oes not seem to be of crucial importance to the Mahliparinirvlir;a
siltra, atleast to its 'common part' ,354 in which the emphasis is rather 
on the supramundane status, perfection and permanence (i.e., tempo
ral, not spatial omnipresence) of the Buddha (viz., in SIDMODA'S stra
tum 1 of the text?55 and on the presence of a 'Buddha-element' as an 
inherent potential of unawakened beings (viz., in stratum 2, especially 
2-2: see § 53.2.2). In addition, the central purport of the idea of the 
all-pervasiveness of the Buddha would seem to be his omnipresence 
as a teacher and saviour, and it is hard to see why in this connection 
special emphasis should be laid on the blissfulness of Buddhahood. 

65.2. On the other hand, reference to bliss would make excellent 
sense in connection, with the idea of the presence of a 'Buddha
element' (buddhadhatu) or 'Tathagata-embryo' (tathligatagarbha) in 
all unawakened beings, i.e., with the idea of their Buddha-nature in 
the sense of a potential or latent presence enabling them to attain, 

probably renderings of Skt. *siva (SHlMODA 1993: 247 and 266 n. 67; cf. RGVV 
12,12-13 and 54,13). - Cf. also MPSDh 399a6-7 (MPSFa 877c5-6; MPST S 156b5-
6; P 86b1-2; HABATA 2007: 87), where the Tathligata (Bhagavat) is qualified as 
permanent (nityo dhruvaf:z sasvataf:z), immovable (acala) and (absolutely) blissful 
(sukha, 'shin tu bde ba; Dh *~~~, Fa ~~'19<:~); MPSDh 407a12: "blissful 
(sukha): i.e., the Tathagata" (~1!f .eP~~D*). Cf. also MPST S l31bl (P 69a3), 
where the TathagaJa is qualified as permanent and blissful (de bzhin gshegs pa rtag 
pa dang ,:,~ bde ba ... ni ... ; cf. J\.1PSFa 872c7: '19<:~; not represented in J\.1PSDh 
[391 b27-28]). 

353 E.g., MPSDh 395bl (cf. MPST S 144a4; P 78al-2; not represented in Fa 
[875a1]), Where true liberation,equated with the Tathagata (b5-6), is called uncon
ditioned bliss (1!\Ii1'F~, bcos rna rna yin pa'i bde ba); cf. 395c14; 396a6-7. At 
MPSDh 377b21-22 and clO-ll (MPSFa 862a13-14; MPST S 83b3; P 32b5), perma
nence and bliss are distributed on (the Buddha's) dharrnaktiya and nirva1).a, respec
tively; 

354 The only passage I have noted is from the part confined to Dharmakl!ema's 
version, viz., J\.1PSDh 495b7-8: ~@:~DJ!m~ 1!\Ii~/f1'i, ~D*W\m' m-tn~. 

355 SHlMODA 1997: 163 ff; English summary 13 ff. 
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sooner or later, the blissful state of actual Buddhahood. Since this 
'Buddha~element'is uncreated and indestructible,356 it can hardly 
change its essence and should thus, albeit in an undeveloped or hid
den form, share the essential qualities of the actual Tathagata. Of spe
cial interest in connection with the passage under discussion is a 
statement according to which, as Dharmak~ema puts it, spiritually 
immature people do not know that in their own body there is a bliss
ful nature/57 or, as the other versions have it, a "seed of bliss" 
(*sukhabfja),358 which a few lines later is called the "seed of [one's 
own actual] Buddha-nature,,359 or dharmakiiya360 and is hence obvi
ously identical with the buddhadhiitu or tathiigatagarbha. But in the 
MahiiparinirviilJa-sutra the buddhadhiitu or tathiigatagarbha is con
sistently stated to be present in sentient beings (sattva) or their bod
ies,361 including, to be sure, animals,362 but is never asserted to be pre
sent also outside their bodies in insentient things (see § 53.2.3). 
Therefore, if it is this aspect of Buddha-nature that is addressed by the 
passage under discussion, there is some probability that the dharmas 
in which peaceful bliss is stated to be present are, de facto, meant to 
refer to the dharmas of sentient beings, perhaps in the sense of all 
possible states of existence. 

356 Cf. fn. 287 and fn. 288. 

357 MPSDh 41OclO-ll: §A. ... W/f#~3;D J}1'f~,t1. 
358 MPST S 194b7-195al = P 113a8-bl (nga'i [us la bde ba'i sa bon de ita bu 

yod); MPSFa 886a9 (~J}i:f:11'f3C~mT). Cf. TAKASAKI 1974: 153; SHIMODA 1997: 
281. 

359 MPSDh 41Oc13-14: "Wise persons must clearly know that in their body there 
is the seed of Buddha-nature" (1'f~~A. JJ'!&-:5T5JU ... ~J}Il~1'f1~'t1mT). 

·360 MPST S 195a3-4; P 113b2: "The wise know that in their body there is such a 
seed of the dharmakaya"(shes rab can rnams kyis ni nga'i ius ia chos kyi sku'i sa 
bon de ita bu yod do snyam du shes pas .. . ); similarly MPSFa 886a12-13. 

361 See § 53.2.2 with fn. 281. 

362 Cf. MPST S 186bl-2 and 187b3-5 (P 107a5-6 and 108a2-4; MPSDh 407c23-25 
and 408a24-27), indicating that "all sentient beings" comprise not only men but also 
animals (MPSFa 883c12 does not mention animals, but 883c29-884a2 implies them 
by referring to the three evil destinies). 
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65.3. In this connection, an interesting discussion is to be found in 
Kuan-ting's Ta pan-nie-p'an ching hsiian-i (*ifJ:it:13!~*~~~: 
T 38.1765),363 There, he points out in detail that some form of peace
ful bliss or happiness (~~) occurs in all the ten spheres of existence 
(Jr., i.e., [dharma]dhatu), from the hells and animals up to the sphere 
of the Buddha, and that this so-called happiness is also called nirvillfa, 
though it is only in the sphere of the Buddha that it deserves the name 
"great, perfect nirviil).a" (*ifJ:it:~3!~, i.e., mahaparinirvtil:za),364 Similar 
ideas are indeed expressed in several passages of the Mahtiparinir
vti1}a-siitra - more precisely: in passages of the part that is only con
tained in Dharmak~ema's version365 -, to which Kuan-ting actually 
refers or alludes.366 Since the passage under discussion, too, occurs 
only in Dharmak~ema's version, it would not seem impossible that it 
was originally inserted in order to have the Buddha requested to ex
plain the fact that in all states of existence there is at least some trace 
of happiness. In spite of the different character of this happiness in 
the respective spheres of existence, Kuan-ting seems to understand its 
peace-and-bliss-nature (~~ti) as such to be identical with the 
Buddha's bliss, which is one of his four essential virtues or excellent 

363 Something like "[Explanation of the] dark meaning (or: hidden intentio~) of 
the Mahi'iparinirviil}a-siitra". Onthe term hsiian i (3r~) see PLASSEN 2002: 12, 
referring to ED! 1: 930c. 

364 T 38.1765: 3b26-c23. 

365 Cf. fn. 509. 

366 Viz., MPSDh 480b4-5 (hells,. cf. T 38.1765: 3b28-29), 485c16-18 (heavenly 
beings, cf. T 38.1765: 3c12-13) and especially 502a22-b6 and b2H1 (cf. T 38.1765: 
3c3-6; 10-12; 13-18; 21-22). The passage on bodhisattvas in T 38.1765: 3c20-21 is 
based on MPSDh 527c20-28, and the statement "Just this present body of mine is 
nirviiJfa" (T 38.1765: 3c7) occurs at MPSDh 513b28 and 591a28-29, but Kuan-ting 
seems to quote from Gautama Sarighadeva's translation of the !fiiinaprasthi'ina 
(T 26.1543: 778c15-17), which in view of Hsuan-tsang's rendering of the passage 
(T 26.1544: 924b16-19) may go back to a version of the Miigandhiya-sutta (MN 
no. 75, esp. I 509,10-13 '" T 1.26: 672b6-7); Arac;!a and Udraka Riimaputra 
(T 38.1765: 3c8-1O) are mentioned at MPSDh 528b18-21. 
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qualities,367 and with Buddha-nature. It is remarkable that even Kuan
ting, immediately after quoting the passage under discussion, refers to 
Buddha-nature merely as present in all sentient beings,368 without any 
reference to insentient things,369 and that also in discussing the differ-

367 Viz., pennanence, bliss, autonomy (iitman: 'self') and purity (cf. NAK. 528c). 
As Ch'eng-kuan (T 36.1736: 186c22: ~fZ) points out, the concept of iitman indi
cates autonomous freedom or mastery, i.e., sviitantrya, an understanding which is 
basically in line with the implications iitman (Pli. attan) has already in the old peri
cope Vin 113,18-:14,5. 

368 T 38.1765: 4a13-14: -Wil<± ~1'f{~tt. Cf. also T 33.1716: 792bl1-12 
(Chih-i, non-authorized record acc. to NG 1993:9): "That in all dhannas there is 
peaceful happiness is [the same as saying] that all sentient beings have Buddha
nature" (-W~$t:p ~1'f:3(~t!:, ~~il<± ,&1'f1~'t1:o). 

369 The references, at T 38.1765: 4a15-16, to the person uttering, in his sleep, the 
words "sword, sword" and to the yellow leaves of a willow tree as indicating the 
pervasiveness of the four virtues (see fn. 367) of Buddha-nature (J!l§ 7]7] :x.mw 
Ji~~ ~?~I2B~~lf\3), are not counter-evidence. They rather refer to similes used 
in the :MPS for the sake of illustrating how the teaching of the presence of the true 
Self (~fZ, bdag, *iitman) or Buddha-nature (:MPSDh 412c25-26; cf. :MPST S 
202a2-3) is either misunderstood by common people or taught to them in disguise 
for pedagogical reasons. The yellow leaves of a willow (or wooden figures of cows, 
horses, men and women) given to a child in order to make it stop weeping represent 
the Buddha's provisional attribution of the four virtues (see fn.367) to Indra's 
heaven, in order to stimulate people to virtuous actions (:MPSDh 485clO-21). The 
simile of the person talking in his sleep is intended to illustrate how the teaching of 
the true character of Self (bd(lg gi de kho na nyid, *iitmatattva) came to be misun
derstood by foolish people in tenns of an individual soul in the fonn of a thumb
sized little man (skyes bu mthe bo tsam) , etc. (MSPDh 412c14-26; cf. MSPT S 
201b3-202a3; P 118a4-118b1). According to MSPDh(412b17-c13) and MSPT (S 
200b7-201b3; P 117b3-118a4), a poor man who was on friendly tenns with a 
prince was thrilled at the sight of a beautiful sword (7], ral gri) that belonged to the 
prince, and after the latter had taken it with himself to another country, the poor 
man talked about it in his sleep. Taken to the king and asked what the sword looked 
like, he compared it to the horn of a goat (ra ru, 'F:f3'3), thereby giving rise to all 
kinds of fanciful elaborations. In Fa-hsien's version (:MPSFa 887b18-c9), by the 
way, the object is not a sword but a rhinoceros (52), showing that the Sanskrit 
original had the word 'khaifga', which can mean both "sword" and "rhinoceros". At 
least according to the Indian lexicographers, 'khaifga' may even mean "horn of a 
rhinoceros", and it was prob~bly such a horn that belonged to the prince in the 
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ent aspects of peaceful bliss or happiness he is only concerned wi$ 
the various classes of sentient beings. 370 

1.4. Vilhsatikli Vijiiaptimlitratlisiddhi 

66. Chi-tsang's fourth scriptural proof is not taken from a sutra but 
from a treatise, vii., Vasubandhu's "Proof of [the whole world] being 
nothing but representation371 in twenty stanzas" (Virhsatikii Vijfiapti
miitratii-siddhi). In the Chinese translation by Gautama Prajfiaruci 
(active 516-543), the first quarter of the initial verse (vijfiaptimiitram 
evedam)372 is rendered as 

. "[There is] only representation (/consciousness), without an 
obiect" (nE:~:tHEW EEl) 373 ~ H~i.1ijXjl\n %:1 f"" • 

After quoting this passage, Chi-tsang first paraphrases the literal 
meaning: 

"[The passage] makes clear that mountains and rivers, grasses 
and trees are all [just] imaginings of the mind; there is no 

original story, for it is only on this assumption that the description of the object as 
comparable to the hom of a goat makes good sense. 

370 This holds good both for the passage referred to in fn. 364 and for the discus
sion of various aspects of happiness in T 38.1765: 4al6-c5. However, in his running 
commentary on MPSDh 459b23-25, Kuan-ting takes the dharmas of our passage 
(MPSDh 380a25) to include the so-called insentient things and to imply their basic 
sentience (see fn. 524). 

371 I prefer this rendering because it is non-committal as to whether vijfiapti is 
used for the act of cognition/perception, i.e., the function of vijfiiina, or for the con
tents appearing in it. Moreover, it does not preclude subconscious mental processes 
and their contents. Skt. citta (Ch. {J\) is rendered by "roind", Skt. vijfiiina, in the 
present context practically equivalent to citta, by "consciousness" as long as it re
fers to conscious psychic events or processes, but, just as citta, by "Mind" when it 
refers to a meta-psychic, 'metaphysical' level. In the. case of Ch. ~, which may 
stand for vijfiiina as well as for vijfiapti, my transiation varies in accordance with 
the context. . 

372 Cf. HANNEDER 2007: 211. 

373 T :U.1588: 63c27; Chi~tsang's quotation: T 45.1853: 40cll. 
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separate entity (dharma) outside the mind.,,374 . 

He then goes on to draw his own conclusions: 
"This shows: Inside the 'principle', in the case of all things 
(dharma; or perhaps: in all states of existence?), 'support' and 
'primary [karmic retribution]' (i.e., environment and sentient 
beings) are not two [separate entities]. Since 'support' and 
'primary [karmic retribution]' are not two [separate entities], 
[it follows that] if sentient beings have Buddha-nature, grasses 
and trees (= the environment) must have Buddha-nature [as 
well]. For this reason, not only sentient beings have Buddha
nature, but grasses and trees, too, have Buddha-natUre.,,375 

In this way, Chi~tsang concludes, from the fact that the various com
ponents of the environment· are in reality mere images in the mind 
and thus integrated into sentient beings, that they must also partici
pate in the Buddha-nature of the latter. 

67. Looking at the matter from the point of view of the Indian 
source, we first have to note that the Sanskrit text of the Virhsatika 
contains no term corresponding to 'Buddha-nature'. The text simply 
does not seem to be concerned with the issues addressed by this con
cept or its Indian equivalents. Thus all we can do is to speculate, like 
Chi-tsang, on the implications the position set forth in the Virhsatika 
might have for the soteriological status of the environment, provided 
that we follow Chi-tsang in presupposing that sentient beings have, in 
some sense, Buddha-nature and disregard the problems involved in 
such an unqualified presupposition in the Y ogacara context. 

68. The prima facie system developed in the Virhsatika rejects the 
existence of objects (artha) of (perceptual as well as conceptual) con-

374 T 45.1853: 40cll-2: ~: rllro1j[* ~;\j~H:J']'~o Il>9i-4!l!illU$o Cf. KOSEIa 1980: 
25. 

375 T 45.1853: 40c12-15: JIt~: :E![P'9 -W~$ {t<IE:;r;=o J;J{t<IE:;r;=i&. %<1:1§ 
{~t± 5'!U1j[*1§{~'I'±o J;JJIt~i&. :;r;{g%<1:1§{~tt 1j[*3J;1§{~'I~ttJ2,o Cf. KOSEK! 
1980: 25-26. 
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sciousness as ordinary people conceive of them. Just as in a dream376 

or in the case of a person who perceives non-existent tufts of hair or 
the like due to a certain visual disorder (viz., timira) , so in ordinary 
_perception, too, there is no object outside its representation.377 What is 
experienced is only a mental appearance or image (iibhiisa, prati
bhiisa) of an object. 378 Just like a dreaming person, ordinary people 
are not aware of this fact and think they directly perceive things. But 
actually this thought takes place only after the perception itself, and is 
nothing but a recollection (smrti) which conceptualizes and mis
interprets its own image of the preceding perception and its content, 
without having direct access to the perception itself, which, for ordi
nary people, remains irretrievable.379 In spite of this 'epistemic solip
sism' of each moment of perception or cognition, the Virhsatikii ad
mits, however, causal connections not only between the subsequent 
moments of one continuum of consciousness ((vijfiiina-)sarhtiina, 
equivalent to 'sentient being') but also between different continua, the 
existence of which is accepted as a matter of course.380 However, in a 
couple of places Vasubandhu emphasizes that this system is prelimi
nary and that in their true, indescribable nature (anabhiliipyenatmanii) 
dharmas, or one's own mind (citta) as well as the minds of others, or 
a full understanding of the principle of representation-only (vijfiapti
miitratii), are accessible only to the Buddhas (buddhiiniirh vi~ayaJ.z or 
gocaraJ,z).381 

69. If applied to the prima facie level of the Virhsatikii system, Chi
tsang's argument could be taken to mean that the attainment of 

376 Vs 3,20-21: svapne vintipy arthena . .. strfpuru:ftidikam drsyate. 

377 Vs vs. Ib-d (see HANNEDER 2007: 211): ... asadarthavabhasantit I yadvat tai
mirakasyasatkeSolpj.ukadidarsanam II. 

378 Vs 9,5: vintipy arthena ... arthabhasti cak:furvijfi.tintidikti vijfi.aptir utpadyate; 
cf. 5,16: vijfi.tinam eva ruptidipratibhasam ... , na riiptidiko 'rthab. 

379 Cf. VS 8,25-9,16. 

380 Cf. VS 9,20-23 and 10,3-9. 

381 Vs 6,18; 10,25-27; 10,29-11,5. 
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Buddhahood by a sentient being would necessarily entail a trans
formation not only of the subjective aspects of the continuum of con
sciousness of that being (like extirpation of all defilements, attain
ment of omniscience, etc.) but also of the objective aspect, including 
the respective being's image of the environment. There would be 
various options. The transformation might consist in simply trans
cending the wrong conceptualisation of the images, in additionally 
changing them into representations of a glorious pure land (cf. 
§ 132.2), or in just dissolving them. But Vasubandhu's own relativi
zation of his system with regard to the level of understanding of a 
Buddha warns us against becoming specific. By becoming a Buddha, 
the respective continuum of consciousness would cross over to the 
higher level, the full realization of the unfathomable vijfiaptimiitratii 
as the indescribable true nature of everything, on which Vasubandhu, 
wisely enough, does not elaborate. 

70. It is worth noting, however, that Gautama PrajfUiruci (or 
Bodhiruci?)382 in his Chinese translation of the Virilsatikii does equate 
this indescribable domain of the Buddha with the True or Real Mind 
and with Buddha-nature.383 This suggests a concept of Buddha-nature 
as identical with a permanent, meta-psychic Mind, constituting the 
true nature or Suchness of the ordinary forms of mind, and thus also 
of the mental images of the environment they contain. This clearly 
goes beyond at least the wording of Vasubandhu's text but may have 

382 Thus according to Wonch'ilk Il~~rr (TAKEMURA 1985: 130, referring to H. Dr). 
But see also GIMELLO 1976: 293 n. 171, where the ascription to Gautama Prajiiaruci 
(active in Loyang around the same time as Bodhiruci) is preferred on the basis of 
Hsu kao seng chuan ~r'iO!rf!f1$ (T 50.2060) 429a29-b3. . 

383 T 31.1588: 67a17-20: "Thus, [on the level of the Buddha] there is only the 
True Mind, there is no other [form of] mind (/consciousness) beyond [that]. ... In 
this way, taking the mind (/consciousness) as the base, we explain how to gain ac
cess to the essence1essness (nairatmya) of all dharmas, [but] this is not meant to 
absolutely negate [every essence, including] the essence (atman, 'self') consisting 
in the True Mind, and to assert that there is not even the Real Mind, which is [the 
same as] Buddha-nature" (~D:m: 1ll1§~~ J!~~~, ... ~D:m:1t<~~A '--tv~$~ 
fZ, ;;!F~~ -r8J~.~~, ~f§~1§1!f1;'t1:jf~,). 
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inspired Chi-tsang's argument. And indeed, if this identificatioI). of 
the indescribable Suchness of things with Buddha-nature is accepted, 
there is some plausibility in Chi-tsang's argument. But all it could 

_ prove is that a pristine presence of Buddhahood in the mind of sen
tient beings would make it difficult to limit this presence to sentient 
beings in contrast to the environment if the latter exists only in the 
form of images in the latter's consciousness. This may be taken to 
imply some passive participation of the image of the environment in 
the purification process that leads up to the realization of Buddha
hood. But neither of the two levels in the system of the Vifhsatika of
fers any clue for the assumption (probably not intended by Chi-tsang 
either) that plants or other elements of the environment are, or can 

. develop into, sentient individuals that may become, or already are, 
Buddhas in their own right.384 

1.5. Buddhiivatamsaka (1): Cittamiitra Passages 

71. In connection with Chi-tsang's reference to the Virhsatika, it 
may be worth noting that a similar line of argument is· found in the 
record of Nan-yang Hui-chung (see § 57).385 He too argues against the 

. exclusion of the insentient from Buddha-nature by referring to the· 
teaching that the whole world is nothing but mind or representation 
('::::WntlL.' 7J$nt~), quoting, in support, a line from the Buddhiiva
tamsaka: 

"The dharmas of the three world-spheres are all produced by 
the mind" ('::::WJ5JTi'n* -~ntlL.,3§) . 

. He then argues that since one can hardly claim that the insentient 
things do not belong to the triple world, they must, if the slitra is cor-

384 Cf., in this connection, Sh5shin's argument that if an image in the mind could 
become a Buddha in its own right, this would result in the splitting of the respective 
sentient being (Shikan shiki 248b10-15). . 

385 Tsu-t'ang-chi ch.3, fol. 11,19-24 (Taiw. 61b5-10; YANAGIDA 1990: 163 f; 
ANDERL 2004a: 620 f; 2004b: 188 f). 
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rect, be mind. Mind, however, is, for Hui-chung, essentially equi
valent to Buddha-nature. 

72. As far as I can see, the line quoted by Hui-chung has no literal 
equivalent in the Buddhiivatamsaka, but is, of course, reminiscent of 
the famous cittamatra passage in the 6th chapter of the Dasabhamika
sutra (see ch. 1.5.1),386 as well as of a series of ten verses from a 
chapter of the Buddhiivatamsaka entitled 'Verses recited by bodhi
sattvas assembled in the heavenly palace of Suyama,387 (see ch. 1.5.2). 
In addition, in the 'Chapter on religious practice (*brahmacarya)' 
there is yet another passage which, although in view of its phraseol
ogy it cannot be regarded as the passage Hui-chung had in mind in 
the first place, still may deserve attention (see ch. 1.5.3).388 

1.5.1. Dasabhiimika-siitra VI 

73. In the Dasabhumika-siitra (DBhS VI.E),389 the sentence "This 
[here], i.e., the triple world,390 is nothing but mind" (cittamatram idam 

386 The phrase cittamiitram traidhatukam also occurs in the Lokottara-parivarta 
(BAvT S nga 237a2; BAvB 642a14-15; BAvS 288c5-6): The bodhisattva under
stands (avatarati) that the whole world consisting of the three spheres is only mind 
and that the same holds good for the three times (dus gsum), and thus comprehends 
that the mind is 'without extremes and middle' (anantamadhya), which may mean: 
inflnitely varied (cf. BHSD 19b). The passage is partly quoted in Kamalasila's first 
Bhiivaniikrama (ed. G. TUCCI, Minor Buddhist Texts pt. n, Rome 1958: 217,9-11), 
where anantamadhya is interpreted as devoid of arising and vanishing (= anta) and 
hence also of abiding (sthiti = madhya), which means that the mind itself also is 
merely an illusion (cf. LINDTNER 1997: 161). 

387 Rab mtshe ma'i gnas su byang chub sems dpa' 'dus pas tshigs su bead pa 
bstan pa'i Ze'u (chapter 25 in BAvT., corresponding to chapter 20 in BAvS and to 
chapter16 in BAvB). Suyama is the head of the Yama gods (BHSD 602a). 

388 Tshangs par spyod pa'i Ze'u (chapter 21), corresponding to chapter 16 ('YI::f1' 
r:\'b) in BAvS and to chapter 12 ('YI::f1'J:l~J:l) in BAvE. 

.389 DBhS R 49,10 = K 98,8-9. Cf. also K 108,2 (vs. 6a) = RS 53,22 (vs. 16a): te 
cittamiitra ti traidhiitukam otaranti. 

390 The expression traidhiituka is used both as an adjective in the sense of "be
longing to the three world-spheres (viz. kiima-, rupa- and iirupya-dhiitu)" and as a 
neuter substantive in the sense of "[the world] which consists of the three spheres", 
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yad idam traidhiitukam) appears, somewhat abruptly and without fur
ther explanation, in an exposition of origination in dependence 
(pratftyasamutpiida). The precise purport of this sentence in its con
text in the Dasabhiimika-siitra has not only been the subject of much 
debate in modern scholarship but was controversial already among 
the Indian exegetes. Since a detailed discussion would exceed the 
limits of this study, I must confine myself to a brief outline of how I 
understand the Indian source material. 

74. Judging from the immediate context,391 the original purport of 
the Sanskrit text may well have been, as Bhaviveka and CandrakIrti 
propose; that the sarilsaric world functions without a personal 
agent.392 In the wider context,393 however, it would also seem possible 

or "the three world-spheres", in a collective sense (cf. SWTF II 409b; AKBh 113,20; 
Abhisamayalamkaraloka [ed. P.L. VAIDYA] 393,22, replacing A~t 78,12 traidhatuka 
with kamadidhatutraya). WAYMAt'<'s criticism (Philosophy East and West 46/1996: 
453 f) is ingenious but baseless. 

391 DBhS R 49,5-8 (VI.D end) = K 98,6-8: This whole mass of suffering which is 
the result of the twelve-membered chain of origination in dependence arises without 
an entity functioning as the subject of action and experience (karakavedakarahita), 
and without an actor there is no action in the proper sense of the word (kriyapi 
paramarthato nopalabhyate). Cf. also DBhS R 48,2-5 and 20-22 (VLC) = K 96,16-
97,1 and 97,11-13; R 50,31-32 (VI.I) = K 101,5 (niratmakam atmatmfyarahitam); R 
52,2 (VLN) '" K 102,3-4. 

392 Madhyamakahrdaya 5.28cd(EcKEL 2008: 242 f; 404 f); Prajfiapradfpa ch. 25 
(LINDTNER 1984: 89,14-90,3: no fsvara, etc.); MAvat 182,2-18 (no permanent· 
atman). This interpretation is, indirectly, supported by the somewhat unexpected 
gloss atmatmfyarahitam or -vigatam, which almost regularly follows the phrase 
cittamatram idam traidhatukam (or extended versions of it) in the Lalikavatara
siitra (80,7; 123,16-124,1; 212,7-8) -,.. somewhat unexpected because in this text the 
illusionist purport is beyond doubt. See also § 75 with fn. 402. For cittamatra in the 
sense of excluding a Self (atman), see also SrBh Sh 490,21-23: indriyamatram 
aha<m?) upalabh{at?}e (cf. Tj P wi 225b6: bdag gis ... mthong bar zad kyi), vi$aya-
matram, tajjam anubhavamatram cittamatra<m,> ... atmeti namamatram; AS Go 
29,26-28 (Pr 34,20-23); SAVBh P tsi 123a8 f. Cf. SCHMITHAUSEN 1973: 172-175; 
SCHERRER-SCHAUB 1991: 257. 

393 Cf. DBhS R 47,10-18 (VI.A) = K 96,7-12, esp. R 47,15-16 (contemplation of 
all dharmas as similar to illusory phenomena like a conjurer's display, a dream, 
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to understand the passage, perhaps additionally, in more or less the 
same sense it has in the source from which it was, presumably, inspir-· 
ed, namely, the "Sutra on the Samiidhi of Direct Encounter with the 
Buddhas of the Present" (Pratyutpanna-buddha-sarhmukhavasthita
samiidhi-siitra: PratyS),394 viz., that the whole world of transmigration, 
including the environment, is nothing but an illusory product of our 
mind. This is what Kumarajlva, Buddhabhadra and also Bodhiruci 
suggest when they insert, in their translations, the predicate "unreal" 
or "illusory" (~~): "The three realms are illusory, produced merely 
by the mind".395 In a similar way, the passage is also understood in 
Indian Y ogacara treatises like the Mahiiyiinasarhgraha or the Virhsa
tiM, though with more emphasis on the· mind as the creative 
principle. 396 

75. Of special interest is the explanation of the passage under 
discussion (DBhS VLE) in the commentary attributed to Vasubandhu 
(DBhVy). Here, the explanation of paragraph VLE is closely related 
to that of the following paragraph VLF, according to which all the 
twelve members of the chain of origination in dependence are based 
(samiiSrita) on the mind (citta), or rather on 'one mind' (ekacittaO),397 

etc.); cf. also R 52,4 (VI.N) = K 102,5 (svabhiivasunyataJ;) and K 110,4-7 (vs. 14) " 
RS 55,1-4 (vs. 24). 

394 PratyS 3L. 

395 =W~* {E!.;li1::,cA'F: T 10.286: 514c26; BAvB 558c10. Similarly Bodhiruci 
(DBVyC 169a15): =Jf-~*{E!.;li1::-JiA'F. ("merely by the mind . alone" or "merely 
by the One Mind"? Cf. fn. 409 and fn. 753). 

396 MSg n.7.1; VS 3,2-4 (probably quoting from the Lokottaraparivarta). 

397 DBhS K 98,9-10: yiiny apfmiini dviidasa bhaviingiini tathiigatena prabhedaso 
vyiikhyiitiini, tiiny api sarviilJY ekacittasamiisritiini. R 49,12-13 has sarviilJY eva 
eittaO instead, which K mentions as a v.l. of ms. K'. The reading eka° is, however, 
confirmed not only by the Tibetan (sems geig la gnas pa: DBhST S ga 86b4; BA vT 
S ga 131b2) and most Chinese versions (except KumarajIva [T 10.286: 514c27: ~ 
{t<JG,] and .Buddhabhadra [BAvB 558cll: id.] but including Dharmarak~a [see 
fn.400] and Bodhiruci [DBhVyC 169a21: ~(t<-JG']) but also by the correspond
ing verse (DBhS K 108,3 [vs.6b] = RS 53,23 [vs. 16b]): api eii bhaviinga iti dvii
dasa ekaeitte. 
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for both paragraphs are subsumed under the label of examining origi
nation in dependence "in terms of its being contracted into, or re
duced to, 'one mind'" (ekacittasamavasara1Jatal;).398 This label is 
used with reference to the paragraphs VI.E and VLF already in the 
DasabhUmika-sutra itself in paragraph VLM in connection with 
summing up the reflections of the preceding paragraphs. 399 But 
whereas in the sutra the expression 'one mind' (ekacittaO) may be 
deliberately ambiguous, admitting of being understood not only as 
'one [moment of] mind400 but also as 'the mind alone', the com
mentary presupposes the meaning "the mind alone" throughout. The 
commentary offers three different (though not mutually exclusive) 
explanations of the purport of VLE and VLF, which I shall deal with 
in reverse order: 

398 DBhVyT 254b2: "This (i.e., the paragraphs VI.E and VI.F) should be under
stood as the examination of origination in dependence in tenns of its 'coming to
gether' in (i.e., being reduced to or collectively based on) the mind alone by 
distinguishing the two truths (see § 75c)" ('di ni bden pa gnyis rnam par bzhag [P : 
gzhag D] pas sems gcig tu yang dag par 'du bar rten cing 'brel par 'byung ba yongs 
su brtags [P : brtag D] par rig par bya'o II). Cf. DBhVyC 169a28-29. 

399 DBhS R 51,25 = K 102,1. 

400 Both from the idiomatic point of view (for "based on the mind alone" one 
would rather expect cittaikasamiiSrita) and from that of content, the natural way of 
interpreting DBhS VI.F as it stands is in tenns of the so-called 'origination in de
pendence taking place in a single moment' (k~m:likaJ:! pratrtyasamutpadaJ:!), as ex
plained, e.g., at Vi 118c7-14 ('" T 28.1546: 93c23-29) and AKBh 133,1-7 (cf. SAKA
MOTO 1964: 355; SCHMITHAUSEN 1973: 173 n. 38a; cf. also Vibh 141 ff andVibh-a 
206 ff). This is also the opinion of Ch'eng-kuan (T 35.1735: 807b6-7 and 13 ff), and 
it seems to be corroborated by the earliest Chinese version, viz., that of Dhanna
rak~a, who translates: " ... these also (= tany api, viz., the twelve members) all come 
about together at the same time in a single mind[-moment] of one kind" (T 10.285: 
476bll: 3Z.Jl:t-i;7] -1I-'L" 181 Wlf{J'!.$;). Cf. also Hui-ytian, who proposes an illu
sionist single-moment interpretation (T 44.1851: 550a14-29: "same time and same 
'substance'" I8lS~l8lft, i.e one entity simultaneously displaying different aspects) 
distinguished from the Abhidhannic one (550al-14: "same time but different 'sub
stance'" [l"lJS~53Uft, i.e. different entities arising simultaneously). 
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a) According to the third explanation, the two paragraphs examine 
the basis of origination in dependence.401 

b) According to the second, they are directed against the attitude of 
people who, instead of striving for liberation in terms of subliminal 
and manifest consciousness (alayavijfiana and pravrttivijfiana) , 
wrongly do so in terms of Self (atman) and Mine (atmfya).402 This 
implies that the basis of bondage, and hence of origination in depend
ence, is not a substantial Self but the mind alone, specified in terms of 
the Y ogacara system. 

c) It is only in the first (probably innovative) explanation that a dis
tinction between the purport of VLE and that of VLF is expressed: 
while both paragraphs trace origination in dependence, or its basis, to 
the mind alone, VLE does so from the perspective of the highest truth 

. (paramarthasatya), VLF from the perspective of conventional truth 
(sarhvrtisatya).403 In concrete terms, VLE teaches that the whole 

401 DBhVyT P 259a5 (D 203b7): rten cing 'breI par 'byung ba ci la brten 
te 'byung zhes rten yongs su brtag pa. 

402 DBhVyT P 258a2-4 (D 202b6-203al): "Of what kind is the search for libera
tion in wrong terms? While they ought to search for liberation in terms of iilaya
[vijfiiina] and pravrttivijfiiinas (Chin.: iidiinavijfiiina), those persons, being disorien
tated (*sammiir;lha) and mistaken (*viparyasta) in this way (I.e., with regard to the 
cause of bondage), search for liberation in a different (Le., wrong) way (cf. sub
comm. mam pa gzhan gyis), Le., in terms of Self (iitman). As a remedy for this 
attitude, the Buddha has taught DBhS VI.E-F" (gzhan las thar pa yongs su tshol ba 
ji Ita bu zhe na I !run gzhi dang 'jug pa'i rnam par shes pa mams las thar pa yongs 
su btsal bar bya ba'i rigs pa las I de ltar.kun tu rmongs shing phyin ci log tu gyur pa 
de dag gzhan du bdag las yongs su tshol te I de'i gnyen por ... zhes gsungs pa). My 
rendering of bdag las as "in terms of Self' (and not "from ... ") is based on 
DBhVyC (17Qc20-24; cf. GIMELLO 1976: 288) which has ~ ... q:t ("in", "with refer
ence to") instead, and on the subcommentary (Tj mdo-'grel D ji 79a4-6; P ji 92b6-
93al), which points out that those persons, instead of realizing that what is polluted 
and hence to be purified are the vijfiiinas, adhere to the idea of a Self as the subject 
of bondage and liberation. Chin. iidiinavijfiiina (JliiJ~t1Jl3~) for pravrttivijfiiina is 
almost certainly a deliberate alteration by the translator. 

403 See fn. 398. For DBhS Vl.E as expressing the comprehension (yongs su shes 
pa) of the highest truth (don dam pa'i bden pa = *paramarthasatya), see DBh VyT P 
254al-2 (D 199a3-4; DBhVyC 169a13-15). For Vl.F as describing, in the perspec-
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world with its three spheres is "nothing but [the result of] a trans
formation of the mind" (*cittaparifltimamatra),404 whereas VI.F is 
taken to point out that the twelve members of the chain of origination 
in dependence, i.e., of bondage or pollution (sarhkle.§a), are based on 

- the mind alone (cittamtitra) , which is devoid of a Self (*titmarahi
ta).405 These two levels of truth correspond exactly to the two levels 
of essencelessness of dharmas (dharma-nairtitmya) and essenceless
ness of person (pudgala-nairtitmya) as described (in reverse sequence) 
in Vasubandhu's Virhsatika4°6 - a relationship corroborated also by 
the specific phraseology of the DBhVy which is strongly reminiscent 
of the term vijfianaparifltima, typical of Virhsatika and Trirhsikti. 407 

76. For my part, I have not been able to discover any conclusive 
evidence for the assumption that the author of the Dasabhumika com
mentary departs, in his understanding of the samsaric world as being 
mind only (cittamatra), from mainstream Indian Yogacara sources. 
That the understanding of the world as merely the result of a trans
formation of the mind (*cittaparifltimamatra) is assigned to the level 
of the highest truth can be explained by the fact that it proceeds from 
pudgaZa- to dharma-nairatmya. Still, in the Virhsatikti, the under
standing of mind-only has also a trans conceptual dimension (see 
§ 68). As pointed out in § 70, it is in this connection that Gautama 

tive of conventional truth (kun rdzob kyi bden pa = sarhvrtisatya), the examination 
(yongs su brtag pa) of the basis of pollution (sarhklefa), see DBh VyT P 254a3 and 
5 ff (D 199a5-6 and 7 ff; DBhVyC 169a17 and 20 ff). 

404 DBhVyT 254a2-3 (D 199a4-5): khams gsum pa ni sems gyur pa tsam du zad 
pa'i phyir ro;DBhVyC 169a16:-t7]=J'l!-llgH:J,"$:. 

405 DBhVyT 254a5-6 (D 199a7): srid pa'i yan lag rnams bdag dang bral ba'i 
sems tsam la brten pas [D: nas P] sems gcig la brten pa'i phyir ro). The 
explanatory element "being based on the mind alone, devoid of a Self' is missing in 
the Chinese version (DBhVyC 169a20), which is thus merely a rephrasing of the 
siitra text. 

406V§ 6,4-13. 

407 Vs 5,14; cf. also 5,7 (vs. 6cd); TrirhSikiivss. Ic and 17a; cf. also 18ab. 
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Prajfiaruci (or Bodhiruci?)408 introduces, in his Chinese version of the 
Virhsatikii, the idea of a True Mind, equated with the Buddha-nature. 
And it is in this sense that he appears to have understood the 'mind' 
of the cittamiitra passage of the Dasabhilmika-siltra (VLE) quoted at 
the beginning of the Virhsatikii-vrtti, for he obviously refers this pas
sage to the "Mind that is pure by nature (*prakrti-prabhiisvara), the 
highest truth (or: reality), permanently subsisting and unchanging".409 
Still, there is no indication that this is felt to imply a participation of 
objective phenomena in Buddha-nature. Rather, emphasis continues 
to be on their illusory nature, on their being erroneous fictions (~:±. 

408 See fn. 382. 

409 T 31.1588: 64b27-29: ::ft§JJ!A';,:%, PfT~~ ~-~~* 1j!;{±::f~ El'I:1:m~'L'o t!z: 
~: ~J'f-Jl!l[~ 1a~-,L'fF. This passage is part of a paragraph which has no equiva
lent in the Virhsatikavrtti and was perhaps added by the translator himself. Starting 
from Vasubandhu's statement that in DBhS VI.E the expression 'mind' (citta) is 
meant to denote the mind along with the associate mental factors (V§ 3,3: cittam 
atra sasarhprayogam abhipretam), the translator adds that it does not denote the 
mind that is not associated (with such factors) (::ft§JJ!,L,). He then expressly states 
that there are two kinds of mind: the associated and the unassociated. This is fol
lowed by a definition of both, each definition being followed by a reference to 
Vasubandhu's text: to the statement that citta, manas, vijiiana and vijiiapti are syno
nyms (paryaya) in the case of the 'associated' mind, and to the quote of DBhS VIE 
in the case of the 'unassociated' mind. This strongly suggests that the translator 
wants to identify the citta of the DBhS passage with the 'unassociated' mind (thus 
also TAKEMURA 1985: 131). He thus seems to understand the citta in DBhS VIE as 
an underlying absolute Mind in the sense of MSA XIII.19, or of Larik 220,9 ff, 
where the tathagatagarbha is equated with the alayavijiiana and even called the 
agent of all forms of rebirth (sarvajanmagatikartr). Still, such an understanding of 
DBhS VIE is clearly at odds with Vasubandhu's text, where the statement that citta, 
etc., are synonyms refers precisely to the citta of DBhS VIE, with no indication of 
a theory of two kinds of mind. This is obviously also Ch'eng-kuan's view, for after 
quoting the passage under discussion from Gautama Prajiiiiruci's (/Bodhiruci's) 
translation he expressly adds, after the DBhS passage, that the mind [mentioned in 
it] is the 'associated' mind (T 36.1736: 525b7-8). Such, at least, is the fa-hsiang 
position Ot:t§*), whereas from the fa-hsing position Ot:'I:1:*: cf. HAMAR 2007: 
195-220), indicated by the reference to the highest truth in the DBhVy, the passage 
refers to the Ultimate Mind as the agent (ib. 525b8-9: :fr~-~,L' J;)jii~~g{'F; cf. 
a19-20 and 23-24). 
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~JjU) of the mind within (P'gIL\),41O which is alienated from its true 
nature by pollution. It seems to be only with Hui-yiian (.~, 523-
592) - who also understands the mind of the cittamatra passage of 

-Dasabhumika VI.E in the sense of the True Mind411 or tathagata
garbha412 and supplements the emphasis on the illusionary character 
of phenomena with a perspective focussing on their being, ultimately, 
produced from the True Mind, which is Buddha-nature, and thus not 
separate from it413 - that the question of the presence of Buddha
nature in the insentient is raised (see § 127.2). 

1.5.2. 'Verses Recited in the Palace of Suyama' 

77. In the 'Suyama gathiis,414 - more precisely: in the ninth of te:g 
decades of verses -, we read that the whole world is produced by the 
mind (citta), which is compared to a painter,415 and the last line of 

410 T 31.1588: 64c4-5; 66c12-13. 

411 T 44.1851: 527b22 f: t&*~'j§'~: --WJJ.ilt~ 1lfE-{dFo PJT~Iil: 1lfE-Jlii>i)fi!T{'F; 
632a2-3: t&*~cp~: =Jf.Jlli!~ ~-{A'Fo mfi1@~§: "&,tA'F1!i, ~~{,'{'Fo 

412 T 44.1851: 486b19-21: it< ... JiJftltJ*iUf ~~~~:9Er.!E.~o ~;lt:Ji'Hgo tztJ 
*~cp~: =Jf. -ILA'Fo 

413 T 44.1851: 526a22-23: "If we establish one more level, tracing the branches 
back to the root and assembling the unreal in the real, all dharmas are created by the 
True Mind which is Buddha-nature" C~{'F-m. J1I*{tE* ltJlli!/\"Jfo --W~$; "& 
~?t,t1: Ji{"PJT{'Fo). For details on Hui-ytian's interpretation of the mind-only sys
tem, see Lru 1985b, for the present passage Lru 1985a: 175. 

414 BAvT P ri 63a6-b6; S kha 63a4-b7; D ka 304a5-b5; BAvB 465cl4-466a6; 
BAvS 102a9-b1 (CL. 451-452). 

415 Cf. § 80 with fn. 428. - A precursor of the comparison of the mind with a 
painter (see KIMURA 1989) can already be found in a siitra from the Early Buddhist 
canon (SN III 151-152; T 2.99 no. 267, esp. 69cll-70a3; cf.VETIER 2000: 248-
249; HAKAMAYA 2009: 68-74). A straightforward formulation occurs, e.g., in KP 
# 99, and the comparison is developed in detail in the Saddharma-smrtyupasthiina
siitra(cf. LIN 1949: 65-71, corresponding to T 17.721: 23b21 ff [Kj P 'u 144a6ff], 
287a3 ff and 135a17-b5 [Kj P yu 90bS':"91a2: verses, = DhSam xrn.52-54, 56, and 
XI.22-26]; cf. also 114b3-6). According to these texts, the mind of sentient beings 
is like a painter because it 'paints' or creates all sorts of future existences by means 
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Silqananda's version416 is identical with the second part of Hui
chung's quotation. Nonetheless, my investigation into the original 
purport of the passage can only be provisional,417 last but not least 

of its karmic impulses and their retribution. - For another occurrence of this com
parison in the Buddhavatamsaka, see fn. 432. 

416 BAvS 102bl: "Everything is merely produced by the mind" (-WrIfE{A~D. 

417 [1.] A detailed attempt at interpreting, on the basis of all the three versions, 
these ten verses in an Indian context was quite a long time ago presented by Su
sumu YAMAGUCm (1949). Hoping to have grasped at least the main points cor
rectly, I would summarize the gist of his interpretation as follows: The verses first 
emphasize the "origination in dependence of the mind" (ILiO)~~: 2Sal f, 6 and 17; 
30bI3), in the sense that the 'world', i.e., our concrete existence in the three realms 
(J'l-1!ti¥Jtt-=-fn:'~ftQi~/"O)ff1:E: 20bl), is led or controlled by the mind, i.e., 
appears in a way determined by our mind. As the mind in its turn likewise arises. 
dependently, in a beginningless process which does not presuppose an entity 
existing by itself (13bll-13; ISb17), both 'world' and mind are equally empty (~) 

. (30b7-10). In a second step, the verses point out that by understanding the true na
ture of this principle of origination in dependence just as it is, Buddha[hood] is 
achieved (30blO-ll). The Buddha's physical appearances and salvific activities in 
the world, manifested by him in a similar way as our 'world' is manifested by our 
mind (2Sa7-9), must not be mistaken for the true Buddha (27al6-b2). It thus seems 
that Y AMAGUCm confines the creative activity of the Buddha to the manifestation 
of illusory bodies and the conceptual and verbal teachings they represent (27b2-3), 
and that of the mind to the realm of sentient beings (23bll-12; 2Sa4-5), as a kind of 
subjective configuration. If the expression 'realm of sentient beings' Cff'tllf J1!-, i.e., 
sattvadhatu) is used here in the technical sense of the term 'world of sentient be
ings' (sattvalaka), this would mean that the environment (bhajanalaka) is not in
volved. In this case, YAMAGUCm's understanding of the purport of the text would 
imply that there is no connection at all with the issue of the Buddha-nature of the 
insentient. Although this would essentially agree with my own view, my under
standing of the original purport of the verses diverges from Y AMAGUCm'S not only 
in certain details of interpretation but also in basic respects. One is that he does not 
always sufficiently distinguish between the level of the comparison (upamana: 
verses l-Sc) and that of the thing compared (upameya: from vs. Sd onward; cf., e.g., 
fn. 426). Another is the fact that his interpretation, though highly stimulating, is too 
heavily influenced by the material adduced from systematic treatises, with the effect 
that he interprets the sUtra in terms of a critical refutation of conceptually developed 
theoretical positions like lEI"Pff *~ and lEI "p~*~, i.e., sat- and asatkaryavada 
(6b-9a). As against this, I have tried to understand the purport of the verses as 
much as possible in keeping with the context and phraseology of the Suyama 
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because the original Indic text has (to my knowledge) thus far n9t 
come to light, so that we have to rely on the three transmitted transla
tions (two into Chinese and one into Tibetantl8 , which do not always 
agree. 

78. As far as I can see, the central concern of the text is similar to 
that of the immediately' preceding verse decades: The world of trans
migration, consisting in the first place of the five skandhas of which 
sentient beings are made Up,419 but surely also including the environ
ment as a kind of by-product,420 is shown to be illusory,421 as are the 

chapter itself and other early texts that seem closely related. - [2.] For this reason, 
there is no need to discuss in detail the articles on the verse decade under discussion 
that are assembled in no. 61-62 (1989) of the journal Nanto Bukkyol¥HI[f~~ (of 
the T5daiji in Nara), for most of them are either dedicated to or essentially influ
enced by the exegesis (or 'eisegesis') of Chinese and Japanese masters (cf. also the 
interesting materials collected by K)SHI Kaiun J:E]m~ in Nanto Bukkyo 7/1959: 
79-120). The only exception is, apart from KIMuRA's investigation into the histori
cal background ofthe comparison of the mind with a painter (see fn. 415), the con
tribution by K5shir5 TAMAra,. who, as far as the text of the verses ({~X, in contrast 
to their unexpressed original background tlUllRl'I"J tt1lfJ:) is concerned, proposes an 
interpretation in terms of the three svabhavas of the Yogacara tradition. However, 
in spite of certain analogies, the superimposition of this pattern on the verses is, in . 
my opinion, not sufficient to explain their specific message, quite apart from the 
fact that, similar to YAMAGUCHI, TAMAKI, too, does not clearly set the level of 
comparison apart from that of the matter compared. 

418 See Abbreviations s.v. BAvB, BAvS and BAvT. Cf. also § l02.1a and, for a 
short characterization of the Buddhavatarhsaka collection, § 102.2. 

419 Cf. the context of *jagat in fn. 424 and the express statement of vs. 6 of the 7th 
decade (BAvT S kha 62a5; D ka 303b3): "The skandhas .wandering through the 
three periods: this is the 'world'" (dus gsum dag tu rgyu ba yi II phung po 'di ni 'jig 
rten yin II). 

420 See § 132.1. Cf. also the last line of the passage quoted in fn. 432. 

421 See fn.424 and fn. 430. Cf. also BAvT S kha 62b6-7 (D ka 304a2; BAvB 
465c2-3): "Just as, [in the case of the bodies of sentient beings], [due to] the conti
nuity of karma (*karmaploti?), [which is] inconceivable (or: [in an] inconceivable 
[variety]?), colours and shapes appear but are not [really] there, ... " (ji ltar kha dog 
dbyibs kyi rnams II las kyi rgyud [D : rgyu S] ni bsam mi khyab II snang yang de dag 
de na med II ... ). This is, to be sure, a comparison, but in the preceding verse (no 
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physical appearances or conceptual representations of the Buddha.422 

It is only by understanding this nature of things that one comes to 
'see' the true Buddha.423 

79. In a passage from the seventh decade, the illusory character of 
the world of transmigration (*jagat) is derived from its being, ulti
mately,rooted in [one's own] mind (citta): 

"All those sentient beings (*sattva) are called so on the basis 
of the five skandhas. The skandhas arise from karma, which in 
its turn is rooted in the mind (*citta). The mind has been de
clared to be like jugglery (*mayii). [Therefore] this world 
(*jagat, 'cf. B J;R± and S tEtra~) is just an illusion (*mayabhiita 

comparison!) even the bodies themselves seem to be stated to be illusory (thus 
clearly BAvB 465b27: %<±:%?FJi;). 

422 BAvT S kha 62a7-bl (D ka 303b5; BAvS 101c12-13 [CL. 450]; BAvB 
465b17-18): "Just as the world (S: sentient beings), so are the Buddhas and also the 
Buddhas' properties (or teachings: *dharma); [even] the Buddhas' properties 
(/teachings) and the Buddhas have, by nature, no [true] being of their own (*nil:tsva
bhiiva)" ('jig rten ji bzhin sangs rgyas te II sangs rgyas chos kyang de bzhin no II 
sangs rgyas chos dang sangs rgyas rnams II ngo bo nyid kyis rang bzhin med II [vs. 9 
of the 7th decade]). - BAvT S kha 62b7-63al (D ka 304a2-3; BAvS 101b28-c2 [CL. 
244]; BAvB 465c4-7): "In the same way the bodies of the Eminent Beings, incon
ceivable, appear in countless colours in all 'fields'. [But such physical] bodies are 
not the Fully Awakened One (*sambuddha), nor do the Awakened Ones have a 
[physical] body; the Great Heroes have the Dharma as their 'body' ... " (de bzhin 
sems can gtso bo yi II sku ni bsam gyis mi khyab pa II brjod pa rnams kyang tshad 
med par II zhing rnams kun na rab tu snang II sku [D: skus S] ni rdzogs pa'i sangs 
rgyas min II sangs rgyas niams La sku mi mnga' II dpa' bo chen po chos sku ste II ... ). 
This is vs. 6a-7c of the 8th decade. In the third pada, I follow the Chinese versions, 
which have 1'3 for brjod pa; the Skt. probably had van:za, which may mean both 
"colour" and "praise". 

423 BAvT S kha 62bl-2 (D ka 303b5-6; BAvS 101c14-15; BAvB 465b19-20): 
"When one has correctly under~tood this true nature of all things (dharmatii), the 
all-seeing, omniscient Buddha manifests himself everywhere" (rna nor yang dag ji 
bzhin pa'i II chos nyid 'di ni rtogs.gyur nas II kun gzigs thams cad mkhyen pa yi II 
sangs rgyas lam na rab tu snang II). 
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or *miiyiigata). ,,424 

It is on this idea of the mind as a creator of illusory appearances that 
the ninth decade focuses, whereas karma as an intermediate agent is 
not mentioned here.425 In its first half, the text elaborates the compari
son of the painter and the painting, pointing out that the picture and 
its colours are merely imagined (*parikalpita) by the mind (*citta) [of 
the painter and, probably, also the spectator] (vs. Id). What is actually 
there (on the level of the comparison!)426 is only the four elements, 
which are the same throughout the picture (since they have no colour) 
(vs. lc). The illusory character of the picture and its colours is dem
onstrated by pointing, out that they cannot be found anywhere: the 
colours are not in the elements and the elements are not in them, nor 
do the colours exist apart from the elements (vs. 2); the picture does 

424 BAvT S kha 62al-2 (D ka 303bl; BAvS 101b26-28 [CL. 449];BAvB 465b2-4): 
sems can de dag thams cad kyang II phung po lnga las shin tu brjod II de rnams las 
kyi phung chen yin II las kyi rtsa ba' ang sems yin te II sems ni sgyu ma bzhin du 
bshad II sgyu mar gyur pa 'gro 'di'o II (vs. 1c-2d of the 7th decade). In the 2nd piida, 
X las shin tu brjod (which I have rendered by "ate called so on the basis of X") 
corresponds to :f.ib X :fA ("are comprised in X") in BAvB and to {:t X r:p ("dwell in, 
or rest on, X") in BAvS; I am unable to make a well-founded suggestion for the 
underlying Sanskrit. In the 3rd pada, I follow the Chinese versions,esp. BAvB (lilltii 
:f1t*il£). If this is hypothetically reconstructed to something like *te ca karma
maytiJ:! skandhaJ:!, Tib. could be explained as being based on a defective manuscript 
which read *te ca karmamahaskandhaJ:!. The original of the 4th pada (BAvS: ~*iG' 
:f.ib::$:) may have been something like *karmtipi cittamiilakam. 

425 The reason for this may be that this decade focuses on the mind not so much 
as a creator of the various realms of samsmc existence as of physical appearances 
of the Buddha (see below). Cf., in this connection, also T 46.1911: 52alO-1S (cf. 
KIMuRA 1989: 67), where Chih-i contrasts the purport of the present text with that 
of the Saddharma-smrtyupasthana-siitra (see fn. 415), 

426 Y AMAGUCm (5a12 ff) treats the objective existence of the elements presup
posed in the comparison as if it were a theoretical position on the upameya level, 
and on this basis he considers the text to advocate a kind of "critical idealism" close 
to that later on ascribed to the Sautrantikas. It may be worth mentioning in this 
connection that in vs. 1 of the eighth decade (BAvT S kha 62b3; D ka 303b6-7; 
BAvS lOlc18-19 [CL. 450]; BAvB 465b23-24) it is stated even on the level of com
parison that the element earth has no [true] being of its own (*svabhava). 
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not exist in the mind, nor the mind in it, nor does it exist apart from 
the mind (vs. 3). Its colours have no awareness of each other (which 
seems to be another sign of their unreality).427 Still, the mind is not a 
permanent entity; it is simply incomprehensible (*acintya) and unfa
thomable [in its illusory creativity (?)] (vs.4ab). Even the painter 
himself is not aware of the [creative function of the] mind through 
which he is paInting (vs. Sa-c). 

80. The text then continues: 

"The mind is similar to the painter. The mind creates the 
skandhas; all these worlds (laka) in the universe (lakadhiitu) 
are 'painted' by the mind.,,428 (vs. 6) 

In view of the preceding decades, there is good reason to assume that 
what is meant with these 'worlds' is in the first place the various 
forms of transmigratory existence that sentient beings may find them
selves in, but this does not necessarily imply that only the five skan
dhas that constitute sentient beings in these existences (i.e., sattva
laka), to the exclusion of their respective environment (bhiijana
laka),429 are regarded as being imagined430 by the mind. The Chinese 

427 BAvT S kha 63bl-2 (p ri 63bl-2): phan tshun shes pa med pa yi II gzugs 
rnams ... 11. Cf. BAvT S ka 289b4-5 (D ka 203b7): "These dharmas are motionless, 
entirely devoid of reality; therefore they do not know each other's nature either" 
(chos rnams 'di dag g"yo ba med II shin tu dngos po med pa ste II de phyir gzhan gyis 
gzhan dag gi II ngo bo nyid kyang mi shes so II, corresponding to BAvS 66b6-7 [CL. 
298]: ~$~fFffj ~~1ffttE ~Mci~-1;7J ~~/f;f§~D; cf. BAvB 427a13-14). 

428 BAvT S kha 63b3 (P ri 63b2-3; BAvB 465c26-27; BAvS 102a21-22): sems ni 
ri mo mkhan dang 'dra II sems ni phung po byed pa ste II 'jig rten khams na ji snyed 
pa'i II 'jig rten 'di dag sems kyis bris II 

429 As YAMAGUCm seems to assume (see fn.417). Also in Fa-tsang's ($~) 
commentary on the ninth decade of the 'Suyama gatMs' (T 35.1733: 215bll and 
cl), only the bodies [of sentient beings] in the six destinies (7\~!lr) or their indi
vidual existences consisting in the five skandhas (1ig:!lr) are mentioned as being 
manifested by the mind. 

430 Although the expression parikalpita occurs only in the comparison, its 
application to the upameya is central to what the comparison is intended to illustrate. 
Cf. BAvT S kha 62a6 (D ka 303b4: 7th decade, vs. 8), declaring the skandhas to be 
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versions, at any rate, take pains to add that there is no dharma in, the 
whole world (thus Buddhabhadra) that is not created by the mind.431 · 
And in another chapter of the Buddhavatamsaka (chapter 9 acc. to 

- Tib.) we find a passage which explicitly states that the mind, here too 
compared to a painter, 'paints' the 'fields' (k~etra) as well.432 

81. The remaining four verses move on to the issue of the Buddha, 
somehow connecting it with the preceding treatment of the creative 
function of the mind. 

81.1. The first of them runs as follows: 
"The Buddha is similar to the Plind. Just as the Buddha, [so] is 
the world (*jagat; Ch.: so are sentient beings). Both the mind 
and the Buddhas are, essentially, inexhaustible.,,433 (vs. 7) 

*vikalpita (rnam brtags). Cf. also BAvT S ka 290a4-5 (D ka 204a5-6; BAvB 427b3; 
BAvS 66b25), where all things, whether true or false, mundane or supramundane, 
are ~tated to be mere products of speech (tshig gi lam gyis [S : las kyis D] brjod pa, 
{fl~1l1l1~IDt), which means: imagined (yongs su brtags pa = *parikalpita, cf. ib. 
290a3). 

431 BAvB 465c27: '-1~Jl!tWI:j:l ~~ffij~~ (last piida also in BAvS 102a22). 

432 BAvT S ka 199b3-5 (D ka 142a5-7; BAvS 51c19-23 [CL. 244]; cf. BAvB 
415b9-13): " ... In the same way due to the karma of sentient beings [an] inconceiv
able [variety of] 'fields' (*7qetra) emerge[s]. Just as the coloured figures (*rupa) of 
a picture are painted by a painter (*citrakamian), so all these 'fields' are painted by 
the mind' (*citta). Just as the various kinds of bodies of sentient beings are fabri
cated (*kalpita?) by the mind, so also the various kinds of 'fields' (*k$etra) are all 
painted by the karma [of sentient beings]" (oo. de bzhin sems can las rnams kyis II 
bsam gyis mi khyab zhing 'byung ngo II ji ltar ri mo'i gzugs kyi rnams II ri mo'i las 
kyis bris pa ltar II de bzhin zhing rnams 'di dag kun " sems kyis ri mor bris pa yin II 
sems can Ius kyi rnam pa dag "ji ltar sems kyis brtags pa ltar II de bzhin zhing gi 
rnam pa yang [D: de bzhin du ni zhing gi mtshams S] II thams cad las kyis rnam par 
bris II). - 'Field' (k$etra) is of course an abbreviation of 'Buddha-field' (buddha
k$etra) and is often practically equivalent to "world-system" (lokadMtu), presuma
bly as potential field for a Buddha (see BHSD 401a). 

433 BAvT S kha 63b3-4 (p ri 63b3): sems dang 'dra ba sangs rgyas te" sangs 
rgyas ji bzhin 'gro ba'o II sems dang sangs rgyas dag·la yang" ngo bo nyid kyis zad 
pa m(!d II; BAvS 102a23 f: tzo,j)$#'m tzO{~m1:.~ ~~D{~~{,\ Rtt~~~. Hypo
thetically and presupposing the metre to have been anu${Ubh, the first half may be 
reconstructed as *cittena sadrso buddho yatM buddhas tatM jagat (assuming that 
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1. The precise purport of this verse is not easy to grasp. One could 
perhaps understand the first pada in the sense that the Buddha is simi
lar to the mind in that he, too, creates manifold appearances by mani
festing himself in various forms to sentient beings for the sake of 
teaching and guiding them. In this case, however, the second pada 
("as the Buddha, so the world") does not easily connect.434 I therefore 
prefer to look for a different solution. In view of parallels in the pre
ceding decades (especially vs. 9 of the seventh decade: "As the world, 
so the Buddha,,)435 it may not be out of place to expect the present 
verse, as a connecting link between the treatment of the world and 
that of the Buddha, to express the idea that just as the world is merely 
imagined by the mind, so also the (physical appearances of) the 

. Buddha. 

2. Unfortunately, this is not exactly what the text says, and the sec
ond pada even puts the matter the otherway round. Still, I think this 
is the right track, provided that we introduce a slight change into the 
scenario. To bring the situation to life, let me assume that after vs. 6 
somebody might, perhaps doubtfully, have asked whether the state
ment that the five skandhas, in all forms of existence, are merely 
'painted' by the mind indeed holds good even for physical appear
ances of the Buddha; and, so this person might have added, if, on the 

an equivalent of tathii is not required by the Tibetan syntax and could thus be 
spared on behalf of the metre). As for the Indic word represented by Tib. 'gro ba, 
YAMAGUCm (1949: 21b) opts for gati, which is well documented as an equivalent 
of 'gro ba but not of Ch. W1: (cf. BIR. 1040), whereas jagat is well attested for 
both. BAvB (465c28-29) is identical with BAvS in the first half but differs in the 
second: "Mind, Buddha(s) and sentient beings: between these three, there is no 
difference" ({A~'&W1: ~ =~~55U). 

434 Y AMAGUCm, who seems to presuppose the aforementioned understanding of 
the 1 st pada, proposes the following interpretation of the 2nd pada: "The Buddha, 
while remaining in the state of Awakening (i.e., without moving away from the 
dharmaktiya consisting in nirvikalpajfitina [22a19 f]), acts and appears in a worldly 
way" (22a16-18: -t-O)f?IH:l:Jl;~it {) j; ;u;:t!tr~~i¥JtJ:~~;:~v \"'(11' m L-mi~T {). 
But from a syntactical point of view this interpretation looks quite forced. 

435 See fn. 422. 
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contrary, the Buddha-appearances are real, why not also ordi..'1ary 
appearances. To this question vs.7ab would answer: Even the 
Buddha (as a physical appearance) is created by one's own mind, for 
"the Buddha is similar to the mind", i.e., he appears to sentient beings 
(e.g., in meditative concentration) just as they imagine him to be. And 
"just as the Buddha, so the world", i.e., if this is true of the Buddha, it 
a fortiori holds good for the world, or ordinary beings.436 This argu
ment would basically agree with what we find in the Pratyutpanna
buddhasarhmukhiivasthitasamadhi-sL"ltra (see § 74), where the med
itator, after having realized that the Buddha perceived in meditative 
concentration was not really encountered in person, understands that 
"this Trip1eWorld (*traidhiituka) is nothing but mind, because how
ever I imagine things; that is how they appear. ,,437 

3. If this interpretation of vs. 7ab is accepted, vs. 7cd may tenta
tively be taken to refer to the inexhaustible variety of the rriental dis
positions and expectations of sentient beings and· of the respective 
appearances of Buddhas, or, perhaps, to the fact that since there will 
always be sentient beings, the response of the Buddha to their expec
tations, too, will never end. 

436 It is interesting that even Fa-tsang ($~) and Ch'eng-kuan (~~) take the 
passage to express the idea that ordinary beings and the Buddha are alike in that 
they are both a product of the mind. Fa-tsang explains (T 35.1733: 215c14-16): 
"Verse 7a compares (or: parallels) the Buddha with the common person: just as the 
mind creates the common person, so does it create the Buddha. All of them origi
nate from the mind. Verse 7b compares (or: parallels) the common person with the 
Buddha" ('tzDJiA~ZJj\m': ~fUj@'H~o tzD{A§fL, fF{~ZJj\m; .i§'ijNJ,ifBo 'tzD{~m±~': 
~{~!l@ifLo). Ch'eng-kuan comments (T35.1735: 658c5-7): "Just as the mundane 
five skandhas are created (i.e., issue) from the mind , so also the five skandhas of 
the Buddhas. Just as the five skandhas of the Buddha(s), so also all other sentient 
beings: they all are created (/issue) from the mind" (tzDi:!t1iii:fj£{J,jffl~, ~{~1iii· 
ZJj\~o tzD{~1iii, ~-wm±ZJj\~o Wi;N}~o). - For a detailed discussion of the 
exegesis of the verse decade under discussion in Chinese Hua-yen, see the articles 
mentioned in fn. 417[2] and YOSHIZU 1991: 360-375. 

437 PratyS 3L, esp. 36,21-23: khams gsum pa 'di dag ni sems tsam mo II de ci'i 
phyir zhe na I 'di Itar bdagji Ita ji Itar rnam par rtog pa de Ita de [tar snang ngo II. 
Translation adapted from HARRISON 1990: 42. 
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81.2. Among the following verses, the first one is the most prob
lematic, the reason being that the Tibetan translation and the Chinese 
versions diverge radically.438 Since the latter basically anticipate the 
idea ofvs. 10, I confine myself here to the Tibetan: 

"Of what[ever] kind the mental continua (or: mental disposi
tions) [of sentient beings] are, the Buddha knows (or: the 
Buddhas know) them.439 Therefore, the Buddha appears (or: 
the Buddhas appear) by nature as having become (i.e., having 
adopted the form of) various living beings.,,44o (vs. 8) 

Understood in this way, the Verse would explicate the purport of the 
preceding verse by expressly stating that the appearances of a Buddha 
(be it in one's own or another world or in meditative concentration) 
vary in accordance with the mental dispositions of sentient beings and 
are at the same time somehow directed or controlled by the Buddha in 
response to these dispositions.441 But even so they are illusions, as is 
clear from the next verse, which connects well with the Tibetan ver
sion of the two verses preceding it, underlining as it does the imagi
nary character of the physical appearances of the Buddha442 by means 

438 For the Chinese versions, see fn. 447. I have no idea what a common original 
could have looked like. YAMAGUCm's (24-25) proposal does not convince me, 
quite apart from its being unmetrical. 

439 TAMAKI (1989: 27: ::':ht:,I:l:{b:a:-~-?-C\t\Q) takes sentient beings as the 
grammatical subject and the Buddha as the object. It would indeed make good sense 
to translate the line as" ... [so] they experience the Buddha", but as far as the Ti
betan translation is concerned such an understanding is precluded by the use of the 
honorific verb mkhyen, which requires the Buddha(s) as the subject. 

440 BAvT S kha 63b4-5 (P ri 63b4): sems kyi rgyud rnams ci 'dra ba II de dag 
sangs rgyas rab tu mkhyen II de phyir sangs rgyas rang bzhin gyis II 'gra ba sna 
tshags gyur par snang II. 

441 Provided that the Tibetan translation of the 2nd quarter (cf. fn. 439) is a faith
ful rendering of the Indic original. 

442 The use of Ius (not sku) may be motivated by the fact that these physical ap
pearances are mere imaginings. At any rate, in view of the reference to the "activi
ties of a Buddha" in the 3,d pada I fail to see how these bodies could be anything but 
physical appearances of the Buddha. Thus also YAMAGUCm (27a13 ff). 
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of an argument which follows a pattern similar to the one used to 
show the imaginary nature of the coloured picture ~ the comparison 
(vs. 2_3):443 

"There is no mind in these [Buddha-]bodies [appearing to sen
tient beings] nor do they really exist within [one's] mind (nor, 
we may add, outside the mind). Even so, they accomplish the 
salvific activities of a Buddha - a really marvellous perform
ance!,,444 (vs. 9) 

81.3. The last verse of the decade finally turns to the central issue 
of how to 'see' the true Buddha: . 

"Whoever wants to comprehend all the Victors (*jina) of all445 

the three times should realize [the fact] that all those Buddhas 
are [merely] mind (*citta) to be the true nature of things 
(*dharmadhtitu)."446 (vs. 10) 

443 Cf. also the pattern of the parallel argument in BAvT S kha 63al (see fn. 422). 

444 BAvT S kha 63bS-6 (P ri 63b4-S): Ius kyi rnams Ia sems med de II sems Ia'ang 
Ius rnams yod pa min II sangs rgyas mdzad pa' ang rab tu byed II de ltar spyod pa ngo 
mtshar che II. 

445 Sounds superfluous and is not represented in the Chinese versions. 

446 BAvT S kha 63b6-7 (P ri 63b5-6): gang zhig dus gsum thams cad kyi II rgyal 
ba thams cad shes 'dod na II sangs rgyas thams cad sems kyi dngosll chos kyi 
dbyings su blta bar gyis II. YAMAGUCHI (1949: 29a5-6) seems to understand: " ... 
one should contemplate.all Buddhas in (or: in terms of) the dharmadhiitu which is 
the real nature of the mind (i.e., its origination in dependence: 29b)" (-1W{~:a:, {,' 
O)1ilHzt tt 01'*3'J!. ... f;:~-C.T.r<: L-), i.e., he seems to construe rgyal ba thams cad 
as the object of the periphrastic imperative blta bar gyis, anci sems kyi dngos as an 
epexegetic complement of chos kyi dbyings. Such a construction of sems kyi dngos 
is, to be sure, possible but does not seem to be supported by the Chinese versions, 
which rather suggest a closer syntactical connection of sems kyi dngos with sangs 

. rgyas thams cad. Without excluding other possibilities for explaining the ambigu
ous Tibetan text, I prefer totake sangs rgyas thams cad sems kyi dngos as represent
ing a nominalized sentence functioning as the object (A) of bIla bar gyis, and chos 
kyi dbyings su as the predicative complement (B): "contemplate A as B!", or "real
ize that A is B!". In A, I take sangs rgyas thams cad as the logical subject, and sems 
kyi dngos as representing the predicate. In view of the purport of the Chinese Ver
sions, I tentatively propose to take sems kyi dngos as representing something like 
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The Chinese versions, which had anticipated this subject already in 
. vs. 8,447 differ slightly in the second half in that according to them one 

should contemplate the fact that "the mind creates the Tathagatas",448 
or that "the nature of the universe (or: the dharmadhatu [in the sense 
of true] nature?) consists in everything being merely created by the 
mind".449 

82. If this interpretation is correct, the verses under discussion do 
not teach an identification of mind with the true Buddha or vice versa. 
The mind is rather envisaged as the mind of ordinary beings, imper
manent (vs. 4a:) and a source of illusions, including illusory represen
tations of the Buddha.450 For seeing the true Buddha, one must be-

*cittabhiiva (cf., e.g., dge slong gi dngos po = bhilqubhiiva, rgyu'i dngos po = hetu
bhiiva), °bhiiva functioning as a nominalization of thecopu).a, almost equivalent to 
the abstract. suffixes ° tva and ° tli. The sentence would then mean: Contemplate 
/realize [the fact] that all Buddhas are (produced by the) mind as the dharmadhiitu 
- a term which in this context appears to be equivalent to dharmata, designating 
the way things are by their very nature, in truth, in reality (cf. SCHMITHAUSEN 1969: 
146-147). 

447 BAvS 102a25-26: "If a person knows that the activity of the mind creates the 
whole world, then this person [truly] sees the Buddha, [i.e.,] comprehends the real 
nature of the Buddha (or: then this person, when seeing the Buddha [in samadhi?], 
comprehends ... )" (;g:.A.5;O{"rr ilf~~i:!:tr",~ ~U~{~ 7~Jj;Jr'Ij:). Buddha
bhadra's rendering conveys the same idea, though it is somewhat differentlyem
bedded: "All the Buddhas know that everything proceeds from the mind. If one. is 
able to understand this, then this person sees the true Buddha" (BAvB 466al-2: ~ 
f?t~7~O -tjJf;(E{J'" ;g:figtzo:m:m 1&:A~Jj;{~). 

448 BAvB 466a6: ll'-1lttzO:m:lI'[)~~tzO*o 
449 BAvS 102bl: Il'-lI$Wtl: -tjJnt{J'~O 
450 NAMA1 (1995: 177-178 [rl°876-875]), in a brief discussion of the 'Suyama 

gathiis', proposes a different interpretation. According to him, if I understand him 
correctly, the main import of the verse decade (he seems to start from BAvB) is not 
the mind as the source of phenomena (m~ 0):j:1HJffi:) but rather the recognition of an 
original state of perfection of the mind in sentient beings (IL'O)*~~O)~~; 3i't1: 
O)*~I;:'%AA~:a:- j!v't;::-r), as a 'place' (~) where the absolute principle (~Mt¥.J 
~~) and the illusory phenomena are not separate from each other but meet (.:t:- 0) 

Jilii11§-ilt /:I:l~ ? ~). I must admit. that I have difficulties to find this idea expressed in 
the text. 
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come aware of precisely this fact and realize that in reality all physi
calor conceptual appearances of the Buddha are nothing but illusory 
creations of one's own mind. If we understand the true Buddha to be 

_just this true nature of things (dharmadhatu), 'he' would, in a sense, 
be present in all appearances, including the environment, as their true 
nature. Still, this has no salvific meaning for the appearances as such 
(which are merely imagined); it has import only for the mind, i.e., for 
sentient beings as meditating subjects - cf. the Chinese versions, 
speaking, in this connection, of "human beings" (AY51 - able tb be
come aware of the deceptive activity of their own mind. In any case, 
in the Indian context the verses were surely not intended to express or 
imply the idea of a Buddha-nature of plants or any other insentient 
things in the sense of an individual attainment of Buddhahood on 
their part. 

1.5.3. The 'Chapter on Religious Practice' 

83. Towards the end of the 'Chapter on religious practice 
(*brdhmacarya)" we read in Silqananda's version that the bodhi
sattva, knowing all dharmas to be of the nature of the mind (*citta
svabhiiva),452 becomes endowed with a 'body of insight (*prajiia)' 
without depending on others for his Awakening.453 The wording is 
essentially confirmed by the Tibetan,454 but in Buddhabhadra's trans
lation the reference to the mind is missing. Here, the bodhisattva is 

451 See fn.447 and the Chinese versions of vs. 10 (BAvS 102a29 and BAvB 
466a5). 

452 I take ,cis'ti and sems kyi rang bzhin as rendering a Skt. bahuvlihi. Cf., e.g., 
AKBh 279,16 pafica dr~tisvabhtivaJ:t and 279,17 paficiidr~tisvabhtivaJ:t (so read with 
Tib. and Ch.), i.e., "five have / do not have the nature of [wrong] views"), rendered 
in Tib .. (Tj, mNgon pa ku 228a4-5) as Ita ba'i rang bzin (Jrang bzhin ma yin pa) lnga, 
and by Hstian-tsang (T 29.1558: 99a3 and 4-5) as 1i~(!;JF)5i!;ii.. 

453 BAvS 89a2-3: 5;O-tJ]:$llP,c,'stt JrZWt¥.~ /fEl3{iQ'i'fro 
454 BAvT S kha 6a3: chos thams cad sems kyi rang bzhin du shes pas gzhan gyi 

dring mi 'jog par shes rab kyi phung po dang yang ldan par 'gyur roll 
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instead stated to know the true nature of all dharmas.455 Thus, at the 
time when the idea of the Buddha-nature of the insentierit was first 
articulated, the passage was not yet available for Chinese readers in 
terms of a statement of everything being mind. It would be very inter
esting to investigate the exegesis and utilization of Sik~ananda's ren
dering of the passage by somewhat later Chinese authors like Ch'eng
kuan,456 but this would lead me too far astray. The Indic original, at 
any rate, does not seem to have been concerned with the question of 
whether Buddha-nature is present in all sentient beings or even in 
insentient things. Even in Sik~ananda's version, the text is entirely 
focused on describing how a bodhisattva may most quickly attain Per
fect Awakening: by realizing that even the religious practice regarded 
to lead to this goal cannot be spotted as a definite entity (BAvS 88c13-
17), by concentrating on the ten 'powers' (bala) of the Tathagata 
(88c21-26), by not abandoning sentient beings (88c26 f) and yet remain
ing aware of the illusory nature of everything (88c28 f). It would seem 
that we have to understand the aforementioned sentence in this con
text, viz., in the sense that all dharmas, whether to be abandoned or to 
be accomplished, are just mind, i.e., merely imagined (see ch. 1.5.1-2), 
and that a person who fully realizes this will acquire autonomous con
trol over them (cf. § 113). 

1.6. Vimalakfrti-nirdesa 

84. After his interpretation of the Virhsatikii passage (see ch. 1.4), 
Chi-tsang continues with what seems to amount to summing up the 
result of his interpretation of the passages adduced thus far: 

"When one comprehends the equality of all dharmas, one no 
[longer] perceives the two [opposite] characteristics of 'sup
port' and 'primary [karmic retribution]' (i.e., environment and 
sentient beings). Therefore, [from the perspective of the] 'prin
ciple', there is, in reality, [no justification for attributing to the 

455 BAvB 449c14-15: JO-W~~ff.ztio 
456 Cf., e.g., T 35.1735: 526b17-cl with T 36.1736: 123c8-124a3. 
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latter the distinctive] characteristic of becoming [Buddha] and, 
[to the former that of] not becoming [Buddha]. Because there 
is [thus] nothing [that can be characterized as] not becoming 
[Buddha], [even grasses and trees] are provisionally said to 
become [Buddha]; For this reason, when sentient beings be
come Buddha, all grasses and trees, too, become (or: tum out 
to be) Buddha.,,457 

Chi-tsang then proceeds to support his argument with a quotation 
from KumarajIva' s Chinese translation of the Vimalakfrti-nirde.§a: 

"All dharmas are [basically] Such[ness] (tzD = tathata,'True 
Nature'). Up to Maitreya: he too is Such[ness]. When Mai
treya attains Awakening, all sentient beings must likewise at
tain [it]. ,,458 

In'· KumarajIva's text459 as well as in the original Sanskrit,460 the 
statement that all dharmas are Suchness is preceded by the statement 
that all sentient beings are [basically] Suchness. This statement is also 
presupposed by Chi-tsang's subsequent explanation of the passage: 

"This shows: Since sentient beings and Maitreya are one and 
the same Such[neSs], without duality, [it follows that] when 
Maitreya attains Awakening, all sentient beings, too, must at
tain [it]. Since -such is the case with sentient beings, it must 
lilcewise hold good for grasses and trees as well.,,461 

457 T 45.1853: 40c15-18: ;:S:'f'g~M~, ::f~11.'<lE=f§<.> 1& :OOW1!W1?fftlG::ffflG;f§. 
1!W::fftlGt& ~j§ftlG{~. PJlft~1& ;:S:~§:'fflG{~~ -tJJ1'i[*z;j\1~fflG{~. 

458 T 45.1853: 40c18-19: --!p]~~ ~~DiE.. ~~.% z;j\~Dfuo ;:S:.ijlj]1~~~, -
-!P]~§:.~z;j\~1~o 

459 TI4.475: 542b12-13 and 15-16. 

460 VkN ill.51: yo. ca sarvasatvo.no.rh tathato., yo. ca sarvadharmo.7}o.rh tathato., 
sazvaMaitreyasyapi tathato. I ... tad yado. Maitreyo bodhim abhisarhbhotsyate, sarva
satvo. api tasmin samaye to.drsfm eva bodhim abhisarhbhotsyante I. Cf. LAMOTTE 
1962:193. 

461 T45.1853: 40c20-21: lftl=lJl: PJ~§:..ijlj]-~D1!W=t&, ;:S:.ijlj]1~~~, --!p]~§:. 
~z;j\~mo ~§:'retm, ~*~~o . 
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In other words: According to Chi-tsang, the identity of Suchness (i.e., 
for Chi-tsang, Buddha-nature)462 in Maitreya, all sentient beings and 
all dharmas (including insentient things) does not merely imply that 
when Maitreya attains Awakening (i.e., realizes his inherent Buddha
nature), all sentient beings will also attain Awakening.463 For him, it 
equally implies that all dharmas, including the insentient (represented 
by grasses and trees), will attain Awakening, too. Yet it is of funda
mental significance that the Indian text, even in its Chinese version, 
does not proceed to this latter consequence and only states that the 
identity of Suchness implies that Maitreya's Awakening entails the 
Awakening of all sentient beings. Thus, the additional step of con
cluding, from the premise of the identity of Suchness in Maitreya, 
sentient beings and dharmas, that dharmas (i.e., insentient things like 
plants) must attain Awakening as well, is conspicuously Chi-tsang's 
innovation. It is worth noting that no such conclusion is found in Chi
tsang's commentaries on the Vimalakfrti-nirdeia (which seem to be 
earlier works ofhis).464 

1.7. Buddhiivatarhsaka (2): 'Eulogies on Mount Sumeru' 

85. The Buddhavatarhsaka passages adduced by Chan-jan (~~)465 
in order to prove the presence of Buddha-Nature even in insentient 

462 Cf. T 38.1780: 860a25 (see fn. 463). 

463 According to Skt.: "attain precisely the same kind of Awakening" (tadrSfm 
eva bodhim). I am inclined to take this to mean that Maitreya's attainment of Awak-

. erring means that his experience dissolves into ultimate truth where there are no 
distinctions and, in a sense, all sentient beings have always been Awakened. Cf. 
Chi-tsang's remark at T 38.1780: 860a25-26: "Suchness is Buddha[hood]. All sen
tient beings are basically Suchness, [hence] they are also basically Buddha" (~DEI~~ 
{~fuo -WJ;K~**~~Do ;O\*~~{~o), and the subsequent (860hZ ff) rebuttal of 
the objection that if both common and holy persons share one and the same Such
ness, then when one person comes to see Suchness, all should come to see it as well 
(in the conventional sense of a mentalexperience taking place in time). 

464 Viz., T 38.1780: 860a29-b2 and T 38.1781: 950b7-13. Cf. OKUNO 2002: 390-
391. 

465 Chin-kang-pei 783a21-29 (PENKOWER 1993: 484-486). 
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things are taken from Silqananda's translation of the chapter 'EI,l10-
gies on Mount Sumeru' UJgFlll]L.t1~~&b): 

1. "[One must] comprehend that all dharmas have no [true] na
ture of their own (*svabhava). Understanding the· true nature 
of dharmas (*dharmata) in this way, one will see Vairo
cana.,,1I66 

2. "The nature of dharmas is fundamentally empty and still; 
there is nothing to grasp and nothing to see. [Their] being 
empty of an [individual] nature is the Buddha; it cannot be as
sessed in thought.,,467 

3. "The nature of dharmas is fundamentally pure; like space, it 
has no characteristic properties (*lak~Wla). [ ... Removing the 
concept of dharmas, not indulging in any dharma, and] not 
even cultivating this, one can seethe great Sage.,,468 
4. "All dharmas are without characteristic properties (Tib. 
mtshan nyid =*lak~m:za); this is the real body (or: essence) of 
the Buddha.,,469 

According to Chan-jan, these passages show that all dharmas have, 
basically, the same nature as Vairocana,470 i.e., Buddha-nature, and 
that it is precisely for this reason that one who understands the true 

466 BAvS 82a6-7: 7j;O--i;J]$: !3'I1.~~JT1'f tzD~m$:'ti 5'lU~12~ttIl. Transl. CL. 
374 (with minor adaptations). The 3rd pada is quoted by Chan-jan as ~#gtzD~m, 
thus omitting the equivalent for "the nature of dharmas" (*dharmatil). 

467 BAvS 81c15-16: $:'I1.*~;f,£ ~lf)Z3]\~.m '11.~f!P~{~ ~m1~J~l,:S:. Transl. 
adapted from CL. 373. In BAvB, the 3rd piida says: "The Buddhas are originally 

. empty" (442b15: ~{~**~). 

468 BAvS 82b29-c3:$:'ti*m~ tzD~~1'ff§ ... ~lii!tfj~$:~ ~~--i;J]$: Ilt3]\~ 
PJT~ #g.m:k*m. Transl. adapted from CL. 377. For Tib. see fn. 473. 

469 BAvS 83bl: --i;J]$:~f§ ~5'lU{~~ft. Transl. adapted from CL. 380. Chan
jan reads ~{~ft. 

470 Chin-kang-pei 783a24 (PENKOWER 1993: 484--485): ~~F~$:*1'f~ttIlzt1 
11130 
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nature of the dharmas (i.e., their fundamental purity and emptilless) 
can, without further ~ultivation, see the Buddha.471 

86. Buddhabhadra's version of the verses472 is basically ill agree
ment with Silqananda's. The Tibetan translation, on the other hand, 
diverges considerably ill all but one case (viz., no. 3),473 but in other 
places it too confirms, at least illdirectly, the connection between un
derstandillg the Unreality of all dharmas, or no longer perceivillg them 
as such, on the one hand, and seeillg the Buddha on the other.474 

87. There can hardly be any doubt that Chan-jan is right ill illter
pretillg these passages ill the sense of an equation of the [true] nature 
of dharmas (i.e., their emptilless, or lack of constitutive properties) 
with Buddha-nature, provided that 'Buddha-nature' is taken to denote 
the true, ultimate nature of the Buddha, and ill the sense that realizillg 

471 Cf. Chin-kang-pei 783a27-28 (PENKOWER 1993: 485): "In case [dharmas] 
were devoid of [Buddha-]nature, how could [the siitra] say that without [further] 
cultivation one can see the Muni?" (~~~t!:X.~~{I§;~~~.$mo). 

472 BAvB 442c5-6 (1.); 442b14-15 (2.); 443a28-b2 (3.); 444a7(4.). 

473 BAvT S ka 345a4-6 (D ka 242b5-6): de dag rang bzhin rnam par dag II nam 
mkha' bzhin du mtshan nyid med II ... (chos rnams la ni mos myed de II chos kyi 'du 
shes rnam bsgoms [see fn. 474] shing II) shes pa de yang rna bsgoms pa II des ni thub 
chen mthong ba yin II. For the other passages, see BAvT S ka 343b4 = D ka 241b4-5 
(1.); S 343a2-3 = D 241a6 (2.); S 346b7 = D 243b6-7 (4.). 

474 Cf., e.g., BAvT S ka 344al-2 (D ka 241b7-242a1): ... gzugs kyi 'du shes rnam 
par bsgoms II chos rnams mthong ba med pa yis (D : yin S) II 'od mdzad rab tu 
mthong ba yin II, where rnam par bsgoms seems to correspond, in view of BAvS 
82a16 ~~, to a form of Skt. vibhavayati, which is, in Buddhist texts, often used in 
the sense of "to make disappear", "to dissolve", "to remove". Therefore, I under
stand the original meaning of this passage as follows: "Due to the fact that, after 
one has dissolved the notion of visible/material things (rupa), there is no [longer 
any] perception of dharmas, one is [capable of] seeing Vairocana." To be sure, the 
Tibetan translators (just like Buddhabhadra: BAvB 442c15 .~, with 1* dharma 
instead of rupa) took *vibhavayati in the sense of "contemplating", but probably 
with the implication of "contemplating critically [and recognizing their un
tenability]". Similarly BAvT S ka 346a1 (D ka 243a5): gang gis 'du shes rnam 
bsgoms pa II des ni sangs rgyas mthong ba ste II, where BAvS (82c26: il#<¥~) again 
confirms the meaning "to remove" for *vibhavayati. Cf. alsoBAvS 82c2~. (see 
fn. 468), corresponding to rnam bsgoms in BAvT (see fn. 473). 
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the true nature of dharmas immediately entails, or is even equivalent 
to, seeing the Buddha (as he is in reality, in his true nature). There is 
also no reason to restrict the [true] nature of dharmas equated with 

.the [true] nature of the Buddha to a particular class of dharmas. 
Rather, it is expressly stated to be the true nature of all dharmas (pas
sages no. 1 and no. 4), comprising both sentient beings and insentient 
things, as another Bucfdhavatarhsaka passage adduced by Chan-jan 
makes explicit.475 Thus, Chan-jan is right in deriving, from passage 
no. 4, the thesis that the true body or essence of the Buddha is present 
in all dharmas,476 or that all dharmas have, fundamentally, the same 
[true] nature as the Buddha.477 It is, however, crucial to be aware of 
the perspective in which these ideas are embedded in the chapter of 
the Buddhavatarhsaka from which the quotations have been extracted. 
Time and again, and especially towards the end of most of the verse 
decades, the text refers to seeing the Buddha, and more precisely to 
'seeing' him as he really is, viz., as the true nature or emptiness of all 
dharmas, instead of perceiving him in the form of an imagined physi
cal appearance.478 Thus, emphasis is not on ascribing a Buddha-like 
nature to all dharmas (as Chan-jan puts it) but rather on the trans
conceptuality and transphenomenality of the Buddha as he really is. 

475 Chin-kang-pei 783b5 f, quoting BAvS 101b7 f (cf. BAvB 465a12 f): "sentient 
[beings] and insentient [things], both lack true reality (i.e. have no true nature or 
being of their own) ... " (hK±.?FhK±. ={JlJllt~Jf ... ; cf. BAvT 5 61a7 f: sems can 
sems can rna yin pa II ngo bo nyid kyis rang bzhin med (*ni/:lsvabhava) II ... ). 

·476 Chin-kang-pei 783a29: re£~{~.1:E-t;Jit:. . 
477 Chin-kang-pei 783a24 (see fn. 470). 

478 Cf. BAvT S ka 342b6 (D ka 241a3-4); "Even to have seen the Leaders for 
many kalpas does not mean that one understands the [true] nature of those Protec
tors of the world" 'dren pa rnams ni mthong nas kyang II bskal pa mang po 'do.s 
gyur te II 'jig rten mgon skyob de dag gi (5 : gis D) II chos nyid de ni shes pa min II, 
corresponding to BAvB 442b6-7 and BAvS 81c7-8 (CL. 373). Cf., e.g., also, apart 
from the passages quoted in fns. 466, 468, 473 and 474: BAvS 82a17 and 19; b5, 12, 
18,20; c4, 17,21,27. 
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1.8. Saddharmapu1)t}arfka: O~adhiparivarta 

88. Both OKADA479 and FlNDLy480 refer to the "Chapter on Herbs" 
(O~adhiparivarta) of the Lotus Satra481 in connection with their at
tempt to prove that in early Buddhism, and in some strands even later 
on, plants were regarded as living, sentient beings. And at least in 
medieval Japan, the chapter was adduced as evidence for plants at
taining Buddhahood, e.g., by the Tendai master Sonshun ~~ (1451-
1514)482 and in Noh plays.483 However, as has already been pointed 
out by SHIVELY and GROSNICK,484 in the text itself herbs and trees are 
only referred to in the context of a simile. It is only the various cate
gories of persons, compared to or metaphorically equated with the 
various categories of plants, who are stated to hear teaching and to 
respond, but not the plants themselves. The latter are merely de
scribed as drinking the water of the big rain cloud and as thriving 
thereby in different ways according to their respective dispositions -
a description that merely reflects the everyday world-view. The pas
sage is thus of no doctrinal validity with regard to the issue of the 
sentie:Q.ce of plants. 

479 OKADA 1999: 107a # 3.4. 
480 FINDL Y first quotes the passage as evidence for plants having the sense of 

touch because they respond to moisture and drought (2008: 136 f), and then in the 
context of trees as metaphors for spiritual advancement (246: "the various plants 
symbolize ... sentient beings", "large trees are like mature meditators"). In the 
context of FINDLY's argument, this is meant to imply their sentience or saintliness 
(see §§ 29 and 44.1). This becomes fully explicit when she takes the parable to 

, imply that "trees can hear teaching and respond" (300). 
481 Saddhp 121-131, esp. 121,11-122,8, etc., corresponding to T 9.262: 19a18-

20b24, esp. 19a28-b6, etc.; 9.263: 83bl-85a18, esp. 83b9-25, etc.; 9.264: 151c24--
153a28, esp. 152a4-12, etc. 

482 WATANABE 2008: 77-78. 
483 SlllVELY 1957: 140; GROSNICK 1994: 199-200. 
484 See preceding fn. 
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1.9. Resume 

89. The result of the preceding examination of the non-specific 
passages adduced by Chi-tsang, Hui-chUng and Chan-jan maybe 
-summed up as follows: 

1. Some of the passages (cf. especially §§ 60; 64; 67; 74) are rather 
problematic as to their original purport, which may have been entirely 
unrelated to any of the aspects of Buddha-nature pointed out in 
§§ 53.1-4, and certainly unrelated to the Buddha-nature of plants or 
insentient things in general. 

2. A number of passages are concerned with the true nature of all 
dharml;ls, and in this connection some of them state that the true na
ture or Suchness of all things (§§ 62; 81.1; 81.3; 84; 85-87) or the 
True Mind (§ 70) is the same as the true nature of Awakening or the 
True Buddha, and not different. Structurally, this corresponds to the 
second interpretation of the term tathilgatagarbha in the Ratnagotra
vibhilga (§ 53.3), but in contrast to the latter, Suchness is not merely 
envisaged as the true nature of all sentient beings but rather, as a mat
ter of course, as extending to all dharmas. In this respect, Chi-tsang's 
and Chan-jan's claini seems, in a sense, justified. . 

3. The perspective from which the examined passages envisage the 
true nature of all dharmas and its non-difference from the true nature 
of the Buddha, or from the True Buddha, is, however, different from 
the one suggesting itself in the context of the discussion on the status 
of plants in early Buddhism. What would be at stake in this connec
tion would be the question whether they partake of Budpha-nature in 
the sense of the third interpretation of the term tathilgatagarbha in the 
Ratnagotravibhilga, i.e., that they are Buddha-natured in the sense of 
being able to attain, or having already attained, Buddhahood them
selves, individually. Such an idea is, however, not expressed or im-

. plied in any of the passages. When it comes to the aspect of individu
ally attaining or actualizing Buddhahood, the scope of the texts is in
variably confined to sentient beings (cf. §§ 62; 65.2-3; 84) or, in a 
more practical perspective, to spiritual practitioners (cf. §§ 82;83; 
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85-87), and it is only with a view to guiding them that the true nature 
of all dharmas and its relation to the Buddha are discussed. 

2. Specific passages 

90. Let us now turn to the passages according to which insentient 
beings may become sentient or perform functions that normally pre
suppose sentience. Two such passages are adduced by Annen (~~, 
cf. § 54), ShOshin (~~~, cf. ibid.) and some other authors. But 
whereas Annen adduces. them as scriptural evidence for his conten
tion that even insentient things like 'grasses and trees' may become 
Buddhas, ShOshin submits their evidential value to a critical examina
tion.485 The first of these passages is from the Dharmadhiitu-prakrty
asambheda-nirdda (ch.2.1), the other one from the Mahayana 
MahiiparinirviilJa-sutra (ch. 2.2). A further two passages are quoted 
in the record of Nan-yang Hui-chung (l¥j~~JiP,: see § 129.3.0). Ac~ 
cording to this text, Hui-chung would have shared the view of some 
Ch'an/Zen masters486 that even insentient things - not only plants 
but also mountains, the sea and the sky, or the four elements, or rub
ble ('tiles and stones'), and even artefacts like a wall, a pot, a post or 
a house487 - expound the Dharma,488 albeit in a way inaudible to or-

485 The same happens in two texts which seem to be based on drafts by Genshin 
~{~ (942-1017) thatwere reworked later on, one (the Rokusoku senyo ki ;A1!P~i~ 
llc) by Genshin's student KakuchO :Jl;~ (952/960-1034), and the other (the later 
version of the Sanjin-gi shiki .:=.:liriBEfLllc) by an unknown person (see HANANo 
1976b: 127 f). For the passage concerned, see fn. 726. 

486 In the Ch'an tradition, the question of the Buddha-nature of insentients was 
controversial (see § 129 and fn. 788). 

487 See fn. 505 and fn. 506. Cf. Leng-ch'ieh shih-tzu chi mWDgiP~~c ("Records 
of the Masters and Disciples of the Lmikavatara", by Ching-chiieh ~~, 683-
ca.750; cf. YAMPOLSKY 1967: 16 and 18 f), ed. YANAGIDA 1971: 122,6-7 (cf. 
T 85.2837: 1284c18-20; McRAE 1986: 92): 3Z:fro W~~fg~$, Jm~fg~$, tt~fg~$, 
"¥'~fg~1*, RJt!:l7R!kJ!l ~~fg~1*, ±*1GE m;~fg~$::f§f, filJm. For the sky, see Tsu
t'ang-chi ch. 14, fol. 4,23 (Taiw. 263M; YANAGIDA 1990: 282): "When the sky 
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dinary people;489 for insentient things, too, have Mind and hence 
Buddha-nature (see § 129.3.1).490 According to the Tsu-t'ang-chi, 
Hui-chung adduced, in support of insentient beings preaching the 
Dharma, two scriptural passages: 1. a passage stated to be from the 

- 'Amita(bha)- or 'Amita(yuJ:t)-sutra' (5i~'E*~: ch. 2.3), and 2. Ii line 
from Buddhabhadra's translation of the Buddhiivatarhsaka (ch. 2.4).491 

2.1. Dharmadhlitu-prakrty-asalhbheda-nirde§a 

91. The Dharmadhatu-prakrty-asarhbheda-nirde.sa 492 (DbP AN) 
forms part of the Mahiiratnakata collection and is available only in 

recites the Sutras, what [kind of] people are the audience?" OO~~~, {t_~~ 
~o). These references lowe to a (to my knowledge) still unpublished paper by 
YANAGI Mildyasu :f!JP ~~, entitled ~'~ID?rt.!::m~~~ ("Insentient beings ex
pound the Dharma and the sky recites the Sutras") and kindly made accessible to 
me by the author in Dec. 2006. 

488 Tsu-t'ang-chi ch. 3, fol. 11,25-12,12 (Taiw. 61bll-62a12; YANAGIDA 1990: 
164-165 [# 254]; ANDERL 2004a: 621-623; 2004b: 190-194); parallels: Ch'uan
teng lu 438a17-27; T 47.l986A (~1'N~0-!'~*ff"§fflm~): 507b12-24 '" T 47.1986B 
(lIfjf1'r'1~0-!.t~:ffriiifi!§fflm~): 519c2-13; X 67.1309 (Cheng1'a yen-tsang lEWllruiG of 
Master Ta-hui tsung-kao *11**, 1089-1163, cf. DUMOULIN 1985, I: 229-231 
and 238-244; ISHII ShUda 1991: 296-308): 593al6-b1; Shobogenzo (Mujoseppo ~ 
'~ID?rt) 398,1-6; cf.· TAKASAKI 1998: 6-9; OGAWA 2006: 69-70. 

489 See § 129.3.3. 

490 Tsu-t'ang-chi ch.3, fol. 11,25-26 (Taiw. 61bll-12; YANAGIDA 1990: 164; 
ANDERL2004a: 621; 2004b: 190; MATSUMOTO 2000: 326 [text 71]): "The visiting 
Ch'an monk (see fn. 804) asked: 'Since insentients pave Mind, do they [also] ex
pound the Dharma?' The master answered: 'Obviously they expound [the Dharma]; 
they always and continually do so, without interruption'" (Wrl'll~Bo 1!W'MWE1WIL.' ~ 
m~~1!Wo §fflSo ftg~~~'lR~m~ 1!W1WFJj~o). Cf. Ch 'uan-teng lu 438a9 ff, 
esp. 17-19: ,i ••• Since insentients have Mind and [Buddha-]nature, ... " (1!W'MWE1W,L., 
't! ... ). 

491 Tsu-t'ang-chi ch.3, fo1. 12,8-12 (Taiw. 62a8-12; YANAGIDA 1990: 165 and 
392 [note to # 254]; ANDERL 2004a: 622 f; 2004b: 193 f). Cf. TAKASAKI 1998: 7b, 
and, for more details regarding the parallel materials (see fn. 488), ISHII ShUda 
1967 .. 

. 492 Tib. Chos kyi dbyings kyi rang bihin dbyer med par bstan pa, Ch. Fa-chiai 
t'i-hsing wu1'en-pie hui WW.IHi1!W:5t5JU1r. Thus, the title may mean something 
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Tibetan and Chinese, the latter translated by *Mand(a)ra(sena)[?] (:I. 
Ii'EB({W»493 in 503.494 Towards the end of the text,495 the bodhisattva 
MaiijusrI makes Mara the Evil One appear as the Buddha, sitting on 
the lion throne and enouncing profound statements about the attain
ment of Awakening, to the effect that in reality there is no attainment 
at all, and that to be Awakened means that a bodhisattva, when hear
ing this, does not shake (i.e., challenge?) (rnam par 'khrugs par mi 
byed pa, *na vikopayati?)496 the essential character (*svabhavalakWlJa) 
of all dharmas. Sariputra is bewildered at this astounding transforma
tion of Mara brought about by ManjusrI's miraculous control or in-

/ like "Elucidation [of the fact] that the dharmadhatu, [i.e.,] the true nature [of all 
dhannas], does not admit of [any] distinctions", or "Elucidation [of the fact] that the 
true nature of the universe (dharmadhlitu, see fIi. 868) does not admit of [any] dis
tinctions.". The former alternative appears more probable because the ideas pro
pounded in the text -are close to the Prajiiaparamita strand: All dhannas have" the 
dharmadhatu - the term is used as equivalent to tathata and bhatakofi (DhP AN D 
157b2) - as their true nature (rang bzhin, *pralqti) (ib. 141a3 and 6). This means 
that as distinct dhannas they are illusory (144b5; cf. 148b7) and empty (150a4; 
155al), and that dichotomies like wholesome and unwholesome, polhition and puri
fication, or samsara and nirvilI;la are mere superimpositions (145b6-146al; 146a6-
bI). Thus, in reality all dhannas are without distinctions and equal (148aI), in a 
non-p~edicative sense because there are no dhannas to be predicated as equal or 
unequal (146a2-3), like empty space (146a6, b2). For this reason, I follow the Ti
betan and Chinese rendering of the title in taking sambheda as "distinction" and not 
as "being mixed up" (for the ambiguity, see BHSD s.v. sambhinna). 

a I take the predicate noun X kyi rang bzhin as representing a Skt. bahuvrlhi (cf. 
fn. 452), as in 141a5 where the text has indeed X kyi rang bzhin can. 

493 Cf. Li-tai san-pao chi mHt='l*B (T 49.2034; end of the 6th century) 98b2 
and Ta-t'ang nei-tien lu *mpg:!t!!~ (T 55.2149) 265clO. The name of the text is 
mentioned on p. 197c9 of the Fo ming ching $-i:l*~ (Buddhanama-sutra: T 14.441, 
by an anonymous translator, between 5.02 and 557 according to H{)bRip p. 52). 

494 Cf. PAGEL 1995: 425 n. 2. 

495 DhPAN D 160b3-161al (P 179a7-180a6; S 236aI-237a6); Ch (T 11.310): 
149c19-150a15. 

496 On vikopeti/vikopayati see HARA 2005: 240-243. Chinese has "is able [to re
alize] that there is nothing to distinguish" (150a8: ~g ... ~FJT5t}jU, *na vikalpayati?). 
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fluence (by in gyi rlabs, *adhiCfthiina),497 but Maiijusrl tells him tl)at 
even things devoid of mind, like trees, grasses and forests, would as-

497 Cf. DhPAN D 160b3 and 5; 16la5; Ch 150all. There are, apart from the en
tries in the relevant dictionaries, several special studies onthe use of adhi-.(~?hii 
and adhi~thiina in Buddhist Sutra and Sastra texts, esp. (without claiming to be ex
haustive) WATANABE 1977 (unfortunately unavailable to me at present), ECKEL 
1991: 90-94, TAGUCHI 1997, ELTSCHINGER 2001: 62-74, id. 2008: 278-280, YAGI 
2007, and ffiRAGA 2007 and 2009. A detailed study would require much more time 
than I can afford at present, but if I may express a provisional opinion, I tend to 
agree with SWFF I 38 f (cf. also my review in ZDMG 132.2/1982: 409 f) in that 
most Buddhist applications of the term as an action noun can (just like the meaning 
"basis", i.e., "that on which someone or something stands") be derived from the 
basic meaning of adhi-.(~thii, viz., "to stand or tread upon", "to mount" (e.g., a 
chariot), which admits of various metaphorical uses, like "to take possession of', 
"to detain, prevent from escaping or elapsing, stabilize, sustain" (e.g" the life-span 
impulses: cf. SCHMITHAUSEN 1969: 171 and AKVy 650,11, or bodily manifestations 
even after one's death: BoBh 45,12 f; cf. ECKEL 1991: 91), "to engage in" (protect
ing somebody), "to resort to" (a certain thought: YAGI 2007: 607), "to determine, 
resolve", or "to control or take control of'. For satyildhi$thiina, YAGI (608-610) 
suggests, in most cases, the meaning "(to) resort, i.e., appeal, to a true statement", 
but perhaps what is implied is rather to take, by means of a true statement, control 
of truth (as a powerful substance) and direct it to a certain goal or purpose. A simi
lar meaning would also seem to hold good for adhi~thilna in connection with a man
tra. ELTSCHINGER (2001), to be sure, prefers in this connection the rendering "sou
tien surnaturel" / "soutenir surnaturellement" - and "keeping the mantra directed 
towards the fixed purpose" may indeed be implied -, but on p. 119 he himself ex
plains: " ... il soutient surnaturellement ce mantra, c'est-a-dire l'investit du pouvoir 
d'octroyer Ie fruit escompte de son utilisation", and in his recent paper (2008) he 
mostly uses the renderings "controlling power" and "empowerment". In many cases, 
the term adhi$thiina implies indeed the application of supranormal or miraculous 
power, as is also confirmed by its usual Tibetan equivalent byin gyis rlob pa, mean
ing something like "to inundate with extraordinary power" (cf. rlabs "wave"), and 
by the occurrence of adhi$thiina along with anubhiiva and tejas (A~t 17,7) or pari
graha ("taking possession of' in the sense of "inspiration": A~t 111,9), or with V[$a
bhitil, iidhipateyatil, vikurvita and prabhiiva (Gv 12,28-29) as quasi-synonyms. This 
application of supranormal power is mostly benign (esp. if wielded by the Buddha), 
but not necessarily so (e.g., if exercised by Mara, as in A~t 92,18 milrildhi~thita, 
bdud kyis byin gyis brlabs pa). In the context of the present study, the two most 
important nuances are: 1. to take control of a person's mind, practically amounting 
to "inspiration" (or, in the case of Mara, demonic possession); 2. to take control of 
persons or things with the aim of changing their appearance (cf, the alternation of 
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sume the appearance of the Buddha's body and expound the Dharma 
as eloquently as the Buddha himself (sangs rgyas kyi spobs pas, 
*buddhapratibhiinena?t98 if he, MafijusrI, were to exercise this influ
ence on them.499 

adhiti~thati with ildarsayati in DBhS R X.I; cf. also fn. 528) or transforming them. 
In this case, adhi-f"~thii tends to acquire the meaning "to make X appear as Y (or Y 
in X), or transform X into Y, by means of applying one's miraculous power" (cf. 
the explanation of such activities as yongs su bsgyur ba (*pariIJiimana?) in the com
mentary on DBhS R X.I [Tj P ngi 323a3; cf. ji 142a4; DBhVyC 199a2-4]). 

498 I am not quite sure about the meaning of this expression, which also occurs in 
connection with Maiijusrl's miraculous transformation of Mara (DhPAN D 160b2-3) 
and, later on, of Sariputra (D 161a7-b3; Ch 150a14-15), into the (or: a) Buddha ex
pounding the Dharma. In the case of Mara, both versions agree in expressly stating 
that this preaching, too, is the effect of MaiijusrI's miraculous control (D 160b5: de 
nas 'jam dpal gzhon nur gyur pa'i byin gyis rlabs kyis bdud sdig pa can gyis 'di skad 
ces smras so ... ; Ch 149c24-25: P.J::xJ-*@ififiJ:iJPfTfft& !'I:~1$[1l]§o ... ). It is only in the 
Chinese version that in a preceding sentence Mara's preaching had, by contrast, 
been stated to be due to the power of the Buddha, but even there this statement does 
not render the expression *buddhapratibhiinena but merely explains it: " ... , making 
Mara the Evil One sit on the lion throne and, due to the Buddha's power, expound 
the Dharma with the Buddha's eloquence (Le., as eloquently as the Buddha him
'self)" (DhPAN Ch 149c18 f: ... %!'I:~1$[1l]~@ifiTJ.*, P.J{!Ifj:iJt&{!lfjm~1:ti:,). 

499 DhPAN Ch 150a13-14; D 161a6-7 (P 180a4-5; S 237a3-6): 'jam dpal gyis 
smras pa I btsun pa sha ra dwa ti'i bu kho bos ni sems med pa'i dngos po shing 
dang I rtswa dang I nags tshal 'di dag la de Ita de ltar byin gyis brlabs (DS : kyis 
rlabs P) na yang 'di dag kyang de Ita bu'i mtshan dang ldan zhing sangs rgyas kyi 
spobs pas chos ston par 'gyur ro II. - Without the aspect of plants, etc., assuming 
the Buddha's body, a similar idea is also expressed at LaIik 102,5-8 (Gu:gabhadra: 
T 16.670: 492c17-19): "Due to the miraculous influence of the Tathagata's arrival 
(cf. Tib. byon pa; GUl).abhadra: entering the city LA.~]), even herbs, shrubs, trees 
and mountains and all kinds of musical instruments ... emit [inspired] sounds [as if 
they were sentient/rational]; how much more [will this hold good for beings who 
are actually] sentient/rational" (trIJagulmavrk:taparvatii api ... vividhiini ca viidya
bhiiIJ¢iini ... tathiigatapraveSiidhi:trhiinena praviidyante, kim puna(b) ... sacetanii(b). 
The commentator Jiiiinavajra remarks that praviidyante refers to sounds of 
expounding the Dharma (Tj P pi 175a4: sgra 'byin zhes pa ni chos ston pa'i sgra 
ste). He adds (ibid. a7-8) that external things do not really assume such a nature 
(phyi rol de lta bu'i ngo bor gyur pa ni med do); rather, through the miraculous 
influence of the Buddha they merely appear like this (de ltar snang ba tsam du zad 
kyi) to sentient beings who have accumulated sufficient merit. 
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92. The passage has already been discussed byW. SHIRATO (1998: 
15b). Drawing attention to the fact that the text expressly character
izes plants as being devoid of mind (sems med pa, ~{J\)' which 
p'robably indicates insentience,soo she is careful enough not to connect 
this passage with the pre-doctrinal early Buddhist view on plants. She 
merely takes it to express an idea that is, in certain Far Eastern texts, 
somehow associated with the concept of the Buddha-nature of plants. 
I agree, provide'd that this is not meant to suggest that this concept is 
already, albeit tacitly, presupposed by the DhPAN. Even if this were 
the case, it would be an idea based on specifically Mahayana presup
positions, without any evidential value for early Buddhism. But I 
should rather understand the passage in a sense similar to those which 
describe plants, as well as other insentient things, as miraculously 
reacting to an extraordinary event and paying homage to the Buddha 
or Bodhisattva (see Pt. I, ch. 5.2.2). To make Mara the Evil One, and 
afterwards also Sariputra,S01 or even insentient things like plants, ap
pear like the Buddha and teach the Dharma is, as is explicitly stated in 

soo Skt. *acittaka. Even if we take "devoid of mind" to correspond to Skt. aceta
na and to mean, in the first place, "lacking intellect", there is no indication in the 
text that this is meant to contrast with mere sentience (as a property which even 
plants should not be denied), even less so in view of the other things, like walls or 
the sky, which the power of the Buddha may also make preach (see § 93). The pas
sage DhPAN D 148b4 '" Ch 145c16-17 (on the application of mindfulness to the 
body) may not be relevant to the issue. In a list of items with which the meditator 
should compare the present body, the passage seems, at first glance, to enumerate 
grasses and trees (rtswa dang shing, lj[*) along with definitely insentient and life
less things like walls (rtsig pa, ili~) and lumps of clay (bong ba, *lo$ta), or rubble 
('tiles and stones' ])[,15). However, in this passage, the underlying Sanskrit expres
sions are' probably troa ("grass" but also "straw") and kii$tha (,,[piece of dead] 
wood", cf. § 19.1), not Vrk$a, i.e., what is meant is not so much living plants but 
things of little value, as is corroborated by the fact that the Tibetan version adds 
"reflected image" (mig yor, *pratibhiisa). On the other hand, in the case of Maiiju
sri's exerCise of miraculous control, there is no reason why the grasses and trees 
should not be living plants. 

501 DhPAN D 161a7-b3; Ch 150a14-21. 
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the case of Mara and Sariputra,502 merely a temporary change of ap
pearanceand is, in the first place, meanito illustrate Mafijusn's (or, 
indirectly, the Buddha's) extraordinary miraculous power (adhi
sthlina).503 

93. In Sthiramati's commentary on the Mahliylinasutrlilaftklira, the 
capaCity of the Buddha to make insentient things like trees or walls or 
the sky expound the Dharma504 is classified as "miraculous produc
tion of speech". (vlift-nirmlilJa).505 The same explanation is found in 
the *Buddhabhiimisutra-upadeia,506 compiled by Hstian-tsang on the 

502 DhPAN D 162b1-2 (P 181a7-8; S 238b6-7; Ch 150b14-15): "Then, MaiijusrI 
the youth withdrew this [exercise of] miraculous control (adhi~thana). Thereupon, 
the Elder Saradvatlputra as well as Mara the Evil One reassumed their respective 
original bodily appearance" (de nas 'jam dpaZ gzhon nur gyur pas byin gyis brlabs 
de [DS : te P] phyir bsdus so II de nas gnas brtan sa ra dwa ti'i bu dang Ibdud sdig 
can yang rang rang gi gzugs kyi mtshan dang ldan par gyur [DS : 'gyur P] to II). 

503 Ali ingenious answer to the question why, on some occasions, the Buddhas 
make animals or even trees preach is quoted by DE LA VALLEE POUSSIN (1929: 797) 
from the MPPU (712a17-26): Since a preaching animal is quite uncommon, most 
people will trust it. But some might think that all sentient beings, hence also ani~ 
mals, are deceitful. If, however, insentient things like trees utter sound, there is no· 
reason for distrust. 

504 For this idea, cf. also Sik~ 284,8-9. 

505 SAVBh, P mi 151a5-6 (D mi 134b7-135al; ad MSA IX.58ab): "That due to 
[the Buddha's] miraculous power (*adhi~thana) the sound of preaching the Excel
lent Doctrine (saddharma) arises even from things like the sky, walls and trees: this 
means that [the purifieddharmadhatu of the Buddhas] is endowed with salvific 
(upiiya) action consisting in the miraculous production of speech (viiJi-nirmill}a)" 
(by in gyis brlabs kyis nam mkha' dangl rtsig pa dangl shing la sogs pa las kyang 
dam pa'i chos 'chad pa'i sgra 'byung ba ni ngag sprul pa'i thabs kyi las can zhes 
bya'oll). Similarly: ibid. 151b3-4 (D 135a5). 

506 T 26.1530: 325a22-24: "(There are three kinds of miraculous transformation 
with regard to speech (~1t = viiJi-nirmiil}a): 1. connected with one's own body ... ; 
2. connected with another's body ... ;) 3. not connected with any body: when [the 
Buddha miraculously] transforms things like mountains, the sea, grasses and trees 
or even the sky [in such a way that they] emit sounds and preach the Great Doctrine. 
Such [actions] are all called 'acts of speech [due to] miraculous transformation'." 
(=., ::1F,§ri'§J!!, ~ 1til!re1jl:*~~ JJ~JillI:~ W\l:!:1w§ IDl*$~, :tzDJH~':g~1t~ 
*,) The three kinds of viiJi-nirmiil}a are already found in BoBh 46,6-11, where the 
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basis of Indian sources, which even echoes our DhPAN passage.507 
Mafijusn's power may, as SHIRATO suggests, be rooted in his aware
ness of the "essential character" of all dharmas, i.e., their ultimate 
_emptiness, but 'this hardly warrants far-reaching conclusions; it may 
simply mean that his deep experience of the illusory nature of phe~ 
nomena enables him to make them appear in any form he wants. 
When, however, the True Essence of alldharmas was identified with 
Buddha-nature in the sense of a potential for, or hidden presence of, 
Awakening and when the possible implications of this identification 
were fully realized and accepted, the teaching of the Dharma by in
sentient things - which came to play an important role in the Far 
Eastern context - could easily come to be explained by, or used to 
corroborate, the fact that Buddha-nature is present even in them and 
is actualized by the Awakening and the resulting spiritual power of a 
sentient being. In fact, our DhPAN passage is expressly adduced by 
Annen (~~) in support of the idea that under the influence of some
one else's mind even "grasses and trees" may resolve to awaken, cul
tivate the Path and attain Buddhahood,508 whereas ShOshin (~JJt) anq. 
others confute such an interpretation (cf. § 143). 

2.2. MahiiparinirviilJasutra (2): 'Chapter on Religious Practice' 

94. The second passage adduced by Annen and discussed by ShO
shin does not refer to insentient things expound:fug the Dharma but 
does mention the possibility of their transformation into sentient be:':
ings. It comes from Dharmak~ema's version of the (Mahayanist) 

'miraculously created speech not connected [with any living body]' (asambaddham 
viiJi-nirmiiflam) is speech that issues from the sky or from a miraculously created 
sentient being, due to the miraculous power (*adhi~thiina) of Buddhas and bodhi
sattvas,as *Sagaramegha explains (Tj sems-tsam D yi 84a3). . 

507 T 26.1530: 325all f: "Secondly, [miraculous transformation regarding the 
body that is] connected with another's body: when, e.g., [the Buddha, or MafijusIi,] 
transforms King «*devaputra) Mara['s body] into the Buddha's body." (=, f"!!!.:!H§ 
R!o ~1m£mf~~~o) 

508 Bodaishin 484c9-12; SUEKI 1991: 45. 
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MahiiparinirvalJa-sutra (MPS) , more precisely: from its latter part, 
which is not represented in the other versions.509 The passage is found 
in the 'Chapter on Religious Practice (brahmacarya)', in the context 
of a statement that asserts that the benevolence (maitrf) of Buddhas 
and bodhisattvas is distinguished from that of sravakas and pratyeka
buddhas in that it is not mere wishful thinking but actually has ef
fect.510 This is corroborated by pointing out that when Buddhas or 
(advanced) bodhisattvas contemplate earth as gold, or earth as water, 
etc., and vice versa, such a transformation really takes place,511 in 
accordance with their wish.512 Their transformative power is, however, 
not confined to the elements. Rather, they may even transform, by 
means of their contemplation, real sentient beings (JfJR~) into non
sentient things (like plants)5J3, and non-sentient things into real 
sentient beings.514 

509 The Indian origin of this part of the text is doubtful. According to Hubert 
DURT (1994: 66), it "is probably a product of Indianized Central Asia". 

510 MPSDh 454b18-20. For a similar idea with regard to compassion, see Fo
hsing lun 19M:t[fllJ (T 31.1610) 797a8-1O: "In the case of compassion (*karulfii), there 
is only the thought of saving [sentient beings] from suffering, but no real saving 
from suffering. In the case of Great Compassion (*mahiikarUl}ii) , there is both the 
thought and real [saving]" (7'J:J!1!, {E1.i'fW:'3'Zlc", ~m'3'$o *7'J:J!1!, :fflc,':ff$o)' 

511 The situation is thus entirely different from the case of a magician or juggler 
(miiyiikiira) who tricks people into seeing earth as gold [even when they have the 
(untransformed) object] before their very eyes (cf. T 32.1646: 3l3clO-1l: tzOx]gjji ~g 
fJl._.f... 1r ~±~32:o). The gold that results from the transformative volition of 
Buddhas and advanced bodhisattvas serves the purpose and can be forged into 
golden vessels (T 48.2016: 771a9-13 and 19-24; as for sravakas, see ibid. 771a25-
b2). 

512 MPSDh 454b20-23: :g:ili*WITili ... ft±~:i,: ft32:~± f~{'F*;f§ *{'Ff~;f§ ... , 
IljfHg~&t ~:ff1!!t~o 

513 Cf. T 38.1767: 139b12: "Non-sentient things: i.e., grasses and trees" (?F~1:: 
~ ElP~J¥:*o). 

514 MPSDh 454b23-25: ftJf~1::~?F~1::, ft?F~1::~Jf~1::, ~1\lIt~~ ~:ff1!m 
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95. In an Indic Buddhist context, this is, admittedly, a somewhat 
unusual.idea.515 In the case of the elements, the idea that one of them 
may be transformed into another through the power of meditative 
concentration is well attested from the canonical period onward, on 

- the premise that one element or mineral contains all the others in a 
latent form.516 The idea, however, that a Buddha or bodhisattva may 

515 A transformation of humans into trees and vice-versa (for a couple of in
stances see FINDLY 2008: 302-311) does not, of course, pose serious probl~ms for 
most Hindus or for the Jamas, for whom plants are included in the realm of sentient 
beings participating in karma-directed sarilsara; nor does a temporary transforma
tion into an insentient object, as, e.g., the transformation of Ahalya into a stone due 
to a curse. Cf. also fn. 525. 

516 AN ill 340,29-341,11; Sarhyuktlig~ma (T 2.99) 128c23-129a5; MPPU 148a7-
13 (with v.I. *, cf. LAMOTTE 1949: 731':"732), referred to by Chih-i in the Mo-ho 
chih-kuan ~~J1:.fi (T 46.1911: 32c2-4) and quoted in extenso in Chan~jan's com
mentary (T 46.1912: 246b27~3); cf. YBh 56,10"14; BoBh 42,1-14; T 15.614: 
278b19-22; AKVy 33,10-15; 125,9-11 (ad AKBh 53,14). - Though embedded in a 
different context, the idea shows some similarity to the Siiilkhya "theory of every
thing consisting of everything else" (sarvasarvlitmakatva-vlida, for Which see WEZ
LER 1981, esp. 388-400 and 406-407; 1987a: 170-181; 1992a: 287-300), or, if we 
look at the matter from the more specific point of view of the latent presence of the 
result in the cause, the "theory of the product [pre]existing [in the cause]" (sat~ 
klirya-vlida). It may be interesting in this connection to mention the fact that at least 
much of the phraseology and imagery of the Tathligatagarbha-sutra, the presuma
bly earliest text propounding the doctrine of tathligatagarbha, has a strong (though 
probably umeflected) tinge of satklirya-vlida (see ZIMMERMANN 2002, e.g., pp. 80; 
87; 141). In terms of the categories "nature" ('~) and "function" (ffl), the necessity 
of a latent pre-existence of the product is explicitly asserted in the Ta-sheng chih
kuan fa-men **J1:.fi~*F~ (T 46.1924: 642b5-22), a text of disputed authorship 
(see MAGNIN 1979: 80-104), ascribed to Hui-szu (.,1&., 515-577) or T'an-ch'ien 
(ji~, 542-607: MAGNIN 1979: 97-98 n. 106): Unless sentient beings had Buddha
nature, they could not become Buddhas, even if they practised the Path (642b20). 
Only on the basis of being endowed with the nature ('~) of the cause, the practice 
and the fruit are they able to actualize these (642b21-22). It is just as gold could 
never become a vessel and function as such were it not already endowed with the 
nature ofa vessel from the outset (642b13-18). It may thus perhaps be worth con
sidering the possibility that one root (and meaning) of the T'ien-t'ai (and Hua~yen) 
idea of everything being contained in everything may be the fact that everything 
may, either in the course of sarilsara or through miraculous transformation, become, 
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transform sentient beings into insentient things and insentient things 
into sentient beings is more problematic. If we were to assume that 
'sentient' and 'insentient' refer merely to a conventional distinction 
while in reality the so-called 'insentient things' like plants and per
haps even pebbles, etc., also have life and rudimentary sentience, this 
would render the transformation conceivable but contradict another 
passage of the text according to which belief in the sentience of trees 
is a false, i.e., non-Buddhist, view.517 If, however, the expression 'in-

or appear in, everything, or has been everything in the past (which holds good even 
for the Buddha, and may be regarded as a presupposition of his compassion: see 
STONE 1999: 181). This would, regardless of considerable differences in systematic 
embedding and application, basically correspond to the two aspects of the sarva
sarvatmakatva~vada: the latent presence of the product in the cause before its mani
festation as well as after its disappearance (see WEZLER 1992a: 295-296 n. 20). Cf. 
also the expression "one is (in) all, all is (in) one" (-IlP-t;7] -t;7]IlP-, -if1-t;7] 
-t;7]if1-, etc.), frequent in Rua-yen treatises (e.g., T 35.1732: 18c27-28; 1733: 
111a25; 144c20;45.1883: 680c18; 1868: 514b17 and 19-20) and (if we disregard the 
sequence) exactly corresponding to the Sailkhya phrase sarvarn ekam ekam ca 
sarvarn (WEZLER 1981: 371; 388; 406). Whether this no doubt striking correspon
dence (cf. also fn. 528) is the result of Sailkhya influence, or rather a parallel devel
opment remounting, somehow, to a common pattern of early Indian thinking, or just 
a coincidence, is a question I must leave unanswered. - Cf., in this connection, 
also the dGe-Iugs-pa explanation of the different perception of water as water, pus 
or nectar by humans, pretas and celestial beings, respectively: the liquid contains 
three parts, serving, respectively, as the material cause of water, pus and nectar 
under the influence of the karma of the three types of beings, whereas the whole 
liquid turns into water, pus or nectar, respectively, when one ofthese beings tries to 
drink it (mKhas-grub rIe dGe-legs-dpal-bzang [1385-1438]: sTong thun chen rna 
[sKu-'bum-byams-pa-gling Par-khang 2001] fols. 209b5-218b5 = pp. 418,5-436,5, 
esp. fols. 211al-212a2 = pp. 421,1-423,2. lowe this information to Prof. Dorji 
WANGCHUK). 

517 See § 53.2.3 with fn. 291. According to T 42.1828 CTun/Tao-lun's comm. on 
the Yogacarabharni): 711c9-1O, the non-Buddhists who believe that plants have 
[sentient] life are people of the West (i.e., in this case, India) who are called Nir
granthas because by going naked they want to show that they are free from bonds, 
i.e., the Iains CiZ:S1§:9Ht[ m!7f:;fl1iit( J.;)~)iMUf i&::gl1it~mo w§t 1j[*1§1lP'). Cf. also 
the Vinaya material referred to in § 13 and the passage from the so-called Siiram
garna-siitra discussed in § 55. Of particular interest in this connection is a remark 
by Ch'eng-kuan (T 36.1736: 400a20-22; cf. KAMATA 1965: 453) in which he ex-
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sentient' is taken in a strict sense, viz., as the total lack of sentient life, 
and the distinction between 'sentient' and 'insentient' as a fundamen
tal one (sentient beings subject to suffering and rebirth versus insen
tient things not involved in karma-directed samsara), the transforma-

. tion from one category into the other, at least if taken as definitive, 
would pose serious problems. In the case of a sentient being, being 
definitively reduced to an insentient thing by somebody else would 
mean escaping from samsara without having practised the Path, and 
the transformation of an insentient thing into a sentient being would 
amount to the creation of a new sentient being that did not exist be
fore (apiirvasattva).518 In the context of the Far Eastern concept of the 
Buddha-nature of plants, however, the transformation from insentient 
to sentient would make sense if taken to mean that a so-called insen
tient (but subliminally or potentially sentient) being is, somehow, 
stimulated to develop full sentience in order to realize its Buddha
nature.519 But there is no indication in the context of the passage un-

pressly rejects a (definitive) transformation of sentient beings into insentient things 
and vice versa because it amounts to a wrong view not different from that of [cer
tain] non-Buddhist people (:9}~5:i'<~) who think that fresh, growing (~, i.e., vege
tatively alive) plants have [sentient] life ($) (,I~~::;!F'I~, ::;!F'I~~'I~o :)tJf~3f~~ ::f~ 
5'f.~5:i'<~ rr~1j[*1'f$). What Ch'eng-kuan has in mind in this passage is, how
ever, not so much the MPSDh. He (400a19-20) rather alludes to the aforementioned 
Siirarhgama-siitra. According to this text (Sur 138c23-25 u. 139alO-ll; HSUANHuA 
2003: 203 f), which seems to make use of popular belief, the spirit (flHfll) [of cer
tain sentient beings] may, on account of habitual dullness and 'dried-up' disturbed 
thoughts (;ffi1i%~LjJjt), transform into earth, wood, metal or stone (1t~±*:3EE")' 
and certain birds generate offspring by incubating a clod or a fruit, the parents end
ing up becoming the food of their offspring CtzD±~¥ Jlf1:tl\1.~5G, Ez1i1Stmft~ .DJ$W * m~;!'t:T, T~!X.£J: .I§'~;!'t:~; cf. HDC 7: 1041a s.v.1i1St&J! ~; cf. also X 12.275: 
429a16-17: Jlt,~::f!1P {El1&~~z±:tl\1. *Z~~). 

518 Cf. Shikan shiki 250al-2 and 248b5-7. For the rejection of sentient beings 
really becoming insentient beings and vice-versa, see also Saich6's Hokke shiiku rt: 
¥,,*1D, quoted in Shinjo shiki 713,11: 1'f{1\~~::f~~{,', ~{,'Z¥J ::f~1'fJc"o 

519 This is how Annen (Bodaishin 484c12-16) uses the passage, significantly 
mentioning only the contemplation of non-sentient beings as sentient beings but not 
the opposite case. Annen's quotation of the passage (lm::;!F5:i'<~.DJ~5:i'<~) is some
what ambiguous (perhaps a blend of MPSDh 454b24 [see fn. 514] and 453a8 [see 
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der discussion that this is the idea the MahaparinirvalJa-siitra wants 
to convey. 

96. In his commentary (Ta pan-nie-p'an ching shu *~11:ll.~*~~ 
ilfrt)520 on the passage,521 Kuan-ting O-irn: 561-632) starts with the 
suggestion that the transformation, as far as sentient and insentient 
beings are concerned, should be taken as a purely phenomenal one, 
i.e., in the sense that they are merely caused to appear as the opposite, 
in contrast to the elements, in the case of which the transformation is 
admitted to be real.522 But this, too, is problematic because, as Kuan
ting has another master object,523 the phraseology is exactly the same 
in both cases, stressing as it does the reality of the process ("there is 
no deception": ~::fflJ.!t[~). Nor does the phraseology favour an inter
pretation of the passage as purporting merely a switching over to a 
different level of understanding, like, e.g., the recognition that where 
we normally perceive a sentient being (in the sense of an enduring 
unit) there is, in reality, nothing of the kind but only a cluster of tran
sient skandhas, or, conversely, the deliberate treatment, in conven
tional terms, of the skandha cluster as a sentient being,524 

fn. 524]). His explanation, too, is not quite clear, but as I understand it he takes the 
sentence to cover both a change of perspective (i.e., recognizing the Buddha-nature 
in grasses and trees and thus coming to know their being on a par with sentient 
beings) and a real transformation (i.e., their definitive transformation into actual 
Buddhas, see § 146). Cf. also WATANABE 2008: 73b, quoting from the Hyakudai 
jizaibi5 Cs ~ § :t:Em), where it is stated that because sentient and insentient beings 
have the same nature (-R) one may transform into the other. 

520 On Kuan-ting's commentary on the MPS (T 38.1767), transmitted in a form 
revised by Chan-jan, cf. PENKOWER 1993: 478. 

521 T 38.1767: 139b8-b22, quoted, with explanations from subcommentaries, in 
Shikan shiki 250a5-b7. Cf. Sanjin-gi shiki 331a2-11 and Rokusoku senyo ki in 
HANANO 1976b: 129bl-14. 

522 T 38.1767: 139b8-1O. 

523 T 38.1767: 139blO-13. 

524 Cf. T 38.1767: 139bI3-15. The converse aspect (viz., that of a cluster of 
skandhas being conventionally termed a sentient being) is taken from Hui-yUan's 
(~5&, 523-592) comment on the phraseologically similar passage MPSDh 453a8-9 
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97. The most probable interpretation, in my opinion, would be ,to 
understand the transformation as a real but temporary transformation, 
in the sense that a certain sentient being is made to assume, for a cer
tain period, not only the physical shape but also the function of a cer
tain insentient thing, and vice versa (like the tree in the DhP AN pas
sage discussed in ch. 2.1). If this is correct, we would still have to ask 
whether the transformation of the sentient into something insentient is 
indeed meant to involve a (temporary) lapse into an unconscious 
state525 or whether the transformed sentient being merely assumes, in 

(1k';;iF~1::~~~1::o 1k'.~1::~;;iF~1::o), viz., T 37.1764: 749b21-25, where the 
explanation comprises both aspects (as well as an alternative). In Kuan-ting's com
mentary (T 38.1767: 139b14-15). the converse aspect is illustrated by a: reference to 
the statement of MPSDh 380a25 that in all dharmas there is the nature of bliss (~~ 
'1:1, see § 63). In view of the context this can perhaps be understood in a similar 
sense as Hui-yiian's example (viz., in the sense that in all those dharmas = skandhas 
that make up what is conventionally called a sentient being there is; somehow, the 
nature of, bliss), and this would also agree with Kuan-ting's understanding of the 
phrase in other contexts (see § 65.3). But there may be other ways of interpreting 
Kuan-ting's remarks, which have indeed given rise to controversial interpretations 
in the tradition (cf. BANANO 1976b: 139b-149a; for BANANo the aforementioned 
statements refer to the interpretation of the text by the "other master", whom he 
identifies as Chi-tsang). - Kuan-ting's commentary (T 38.1767: 139b16-19) con
tinues with a remark that has, in view of the introductory "I ask ... " (f.LF,,5), to be 
taken as Chan-jan's addition (cf. PENKOWER 1993: 478). According to this remark, 
the MPS passage under discussion (sc. 454b23-25) presupposes the T'ien-t'ai view 
that for Buddhas and (advanced) bodhisattvas the sentient individual (as the pri
mary result of karma: IE = IE¥~) and the insentient 'support' or environment (as the 
by-product of karma: {t( = (t(¥~) are not two and yet two (/f=ffiJ=), two and yet 
not two (=ffiJ/f=), and is aimed at pointing out that they can make other sentient 
beings [have?] the same [experience?] (~g4J-J0'<1::3J\1ltzD~), which is a definitive 
transformation (;']<.,,). The commentary adds that such an interpretation would not 
be impossible in the case of a temporary transformation either (T 38.1767: 139b19-
20: 'B~"~ /f~WT~), which could perhaps mean that a Buddha or bodhisattva 
may also manifest the non-duality of sentient beings and the environment to others 
temporarily (as in the DhPAN passage discussed in ch. 2.1), and that this is done in 
such a way that what is being transformed is itself not aware of the transformation 
(l39b20: 3J\4J-"~ /fi3~~0). 

525 Cf. Tzu-hsiian (-=f;Ei, see § 55), who in his commentary on the passage of the 
Surarhgama-sutra referring to the transformation of sentient beings into earth, wood, 
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actuality but only temporarily, the outward form and the function of 
an insentient thing while still remaining sentient within.526 Likewise, 

etc. (see fn. 517), emphasizes that the transformation does not involve insentience 
forever and that those beings, when their ka...rmic retribution is exhausted, re-enter 
ordinary sarilsiiric life, just like the 'unconscious heavenly beings' (cf. § 21), who 
also 'come down' when their karma is used up (T 39.1799: 924blO-ll: ~F"'~1I\Ii 
'[Wo ¥&~A~, tzD1I\IitJ[3'(E!). Cf. also X 37.661: 230b22-23, referring to non-Bud
dhists being capable of transforming themselves into a stone until the end of the 
cosmic period (kalpa). 

526 This seems to be the opinion of Kakucho (HANANo 1976b: 129bU-13; cf. 
fn. 485) when he suggests that the :MPS passage under discussion should be under
stood in terms of a transformation of matter only, viz., of external matter into a 
(part of the) body and vice versa ({t(lE=-ES1L"), in analogy to Revata's making 
the member of another's body a member of his own body (tzDiIlfE~~m{ii2~7t~a 
Jr7t; I don't know the story). In this case there is a transformation of the body but 
the mind remains the same as before (HB",cA~tzDii). The transformation of 
the body of a sentient being into the shape of an external thing and vice versa can be 
understood analogously ({;&J:E1[":l$ffi]"ilJJD); it does not involve a transition from 
sentient to insentient or vice versa. - Another text which comes to mind in this 
connection ~s a passage of the Sarigharak~itiivadiina (cf. PANGLUNG 1981: 8-9 
[with further references]), viz., GM IDA: 38,14-17 and, with an explanation of the 
karmic background, GM IDA: 44,16 ff (see also VOGEL & WILLE 1996: 256,33-36 
and 263,15 ff; Divy 209,6c8 and 211,27 ff). In this passage, the Venerable Sangha
rak~itajs reported to have seen, on a journey to places turning out to be special hells, 
sentient beings (sattva) that have been reborn in the form of posts and walls, trees, 
leaves, flowers and fruits, ropes, brooms, mortars, bowls (tattu, cf. BHSD s.v. tattu 
and khatu(2) and cauldrons. This need not, however, mean that these sentient be
ings have become insentient, and it surely does not imply that ordinary posts, walls, 
and trees, etc., are, somehow, sentient beings. Rather, what has happened in these 
cases is that persons who had formerly spoilt certain objects belonging to the 
Sangha or had made illegitimate use of them for personal needs, etc., were reborn 
in the form of precisely these objects. It is therefore highly probable that being 
reborn in these forms, since it is a punishment, entails suffering. This is made clear 
in a reference to this passage found in Chih-i's Mo-ho chih-kuan (_~OJJ!:fi: 
T 46.1911: 124a3-5): "Just as the hell-features of the hells described in the sutra of 
Sangharak~ita are different: in some [hell, Sangharak~ita] sees that the flesh has 
become earth and is ploughed by others, in others the body is like a tree or forest 
and cut off by a crowd, in yet others it is like a mountain, a house or a garment" (tzD 
{j~1~ PfT~:ttHlM lMtt=Fff'Uo $ZR,~~~:ttH~{ii2pfTm, $ZR,~tzDW#,'(J'<pmlMjf, $Z~ 
tzD0-JtzD~tzD:t(,). Actually, in a Chinese version of the Sangharak~ita story 
(T 17.749, esp. 567b13 ff and 568c17 ff) most objects (a large piece of ground, a jar, 
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we may ask whether the transformation of an insentient object into a 
sentient being involves the object actually becoming conscious (per
haps due to the transformed object being temporarily entered or pos
sessed, so to speak, by the Buddha's or bodhisattva's mind) or 

'whether it is merely caused to perform the outward functions of a 
being endowed with consciousness. But I do not perceive any clues 
that might help to answer these questions in the case of the Mahapari
nirva"(la-sutra passage under discussion. In any case, I seriously doubt 
that the transformation is meant to imply a definitive, final transfer
ence into the opposite category. That this is not the case would also 
seem to be supported by a parallel statement in the Buddhavatarhsaka, 
according to which the playful displays (vikrzeJita) of advanced bodhi
sattvas include stuffing the body of a sentient being (*sattvakaya) 
with, or transforming it into, a 'field-body' (*kijetrakaya)527, i.e., a 
world or Buddha-field, and vice-versa, without impairing the original 
status of either. 528 

a post, a wall, a rope, etc., and also a forest and trees) are explicitly stated to consist 
of flesh and to suffer pain. 

527 See fn. 588. 

528 BAvT S nga 270a3-7 (D ga 202b2-5; BAvB 649a22-28; BAvS 295a25-bl; 
T 10.292: 634c18-24; from the Lokottara-parivarta, in a list of ten playful displays 
of miraculous power (rnam par rtse ba = *vikrfif,ita) of bodhisattvas): "[1] On [the 
basis of] the body of a sentient being, the bodhisattva miraculously creates/displays 
(*adhiti~thati, see fn. 497) a 'field-body', and yet does not cause the body of the 
sentient being to burst open .... [2] On [the basis of] a: 'field-body', he miraculously 
creates/displays the body of a sentient being, but does not cause the 'field-body' to 
be compressed .... [3] On [the basis of] a Buddha's body he creates/displays the 
body of an ordinary sentient being (Ch.: of a sravaka or pratyekabuddha), without 
however degrading (E, S: diminishing) the Buddha's body. '" [4] On [the basis of] 
the body of a sravaka or pratyekabuddha, he displays (*iidarsayati?) the body of a 
Tathagata, without however enlarging the body of the sravaka or pratyekabuddha" 
([1] byang chub sems dpa' sems can gyi Ius la zhing gi Ius byin gyis rlob pa byed 
kyangl sems can gyi Ius 'byed par mi byed pa ... II [2] ... zhing gi Ius la sems can gyi 
Ius byin gyis rlob kyangl zhing gi Ius 'dres par yang mi byed pa ... II [3] ... sangs 
rgyas kyi sku la sems can gyi Ius byin gyis rlob kyang I sangs rgyas kyi sku dma' bar 
mi byed pa ... II [4] ... nyan thos dang rang sangs rgyas kyi Ius la de bzhin gshegs 
pa'i skuyongs su ston kyang I nyan thos dang rang sangs rgyas kyi Ius rgya chen por 
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2.3. 'Amitlibha-sutra' 

98. Of the two passages quoted in the record of Nan-yang Hui
chung (see § 90) in support of the idea that insentient things expound 
the Dharma, the one stated to be from the 'Amitabha-sutra' runs as 
follows: "Water, birds529 and groves, they all recite [the name of]530 

yang mi byed pa ... ). The processes described in this passage presuppose an appar
ent incongruity (kyang) between the object on which the bodhisattva displays his 
miraculous power on the one hand and the changed appearance on the other, and at 
least in [1] and [2] this incongruity would seem to result from a difference in size. 
In the case of [1], it is easy to see that filling the limited body of a sentient being 
with the whole world would normally explode it, but as for [2], there would not be 
any problem in conceiving the 'field' as containing the body of a sentient being, or 
even being filled with lots of them (cf. fn. 607). The incongruity only arises when 
the display is understood to imply that the 'field' is practically transformed into the 
body of a single sentient being, which would seem to imply its being compressed 
into the size of the latter. This is why I have translated 'dres pa as "compressed"," 
presupposing it to represent a form of Skt. sam-..fbhid (cf. Gv 64,27 asambhinna = 
BAvT D ga 344b7 rna 'dres pa), which may mean "to mix" but also "to contract" 
(cf. APTE s.v. sambhid and PW S.v. bhid + sam, quoting the expression sambhimia
sarvilligam kurmam, i.e., "a tortoise which has contracted, or drawn in, all its 
limbs"), and would moreover explain the Chinese renderings as "to destroy" (:f:l: 
BAvS, fffilfE: T 10.292) and "to separate" (~: BAvB) because sam-..fbhid is also 
used in the sense of "to break asunder". - For the idea that while undergoing mi
raculous transformation things still remain what they are, see also DBhS R 90,26-28 
(K 192,2-3; cf. fn. 524): "In one single minute mote, [the bodhisattva of the tenth 
stage] miraculously creates/displays one whole world-system ... , without increas
ing that minute mote" ( ... ekasmin paramil~urajasy ekilm .,. lokadhiltum ... adhi
ti~thati, tac ca paramil~urajo na vardhayati). - Cf. also the analogous contention 
of the SaJikhya proponents of the sarvasarviltmakatva-vilda, viz., that each thing, 
although having the nature of everything, is at the same time also itself (WEZLER 
1981: 395-396 and 406-407; cf. fn. 516). 

a Yet, "mixed up" may also do since the compression of the world may be 
viewed as entailing a collapse of the spatial delimitations of its constituents. 

529 Not "water birds" (as in passages like T 3.165: 395c28, etc., or T 54.2128: 
375a14, etc.), because Hui-chung immediately after the quotation adds the rhetori
cal question: "Birds are, to be sure, sentient beings; but are water and trees sentient 
beings?" (Tsu-t'ang-chi ch. 3, fo1. 12,10-11 [Taiw. 62alO-11; YANAGIDA 1990: 165; 
ANDERL2004a: 622-623]: ,~~~'r~o *.2ZW:'llt~~'r~3J1o). 
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the Buddha, the Dharma and the Sangha" (*,\~Mru** l§"~531it3:{~it3:~ 
it3:11J). 

99. Normally, one would expect the quotation from the 'Amitabha
sutra' to be from the Sukhavatfvyuha. Actually, according to the 
Smaller Sukhavatfvyaha,532 the Blissful Land abounds in various kinds 
of colourful birds, stated to emit sounds proclaiming various Buddhist 
teachings, which make the listeners recollect the Buddha, the Dharma 
and the Sangha (~±YR~ OO~'§-B l§"~it3:{~ , ~~ , it3:11J). Sounds 
produced by the jewel-trees stirred by soft breezes have the same ef
fect, but in this case the text does not say that the sounds proclaim 
Buddhist teachings; they are merely qualified as delicate or sweet (:mz 
frY, Skt. valgu and manojna), comparable to the sound of diverse mu
sical instruments. Thus, taken by itself, the passage does not serve the 
purpose of scriptural evidence for insentient beings expounding the 
Dharma. But it may be understood to corroborate this idea if it is read 
in the light of the "Siitra oil the Contemplation of AmiHiyus" (Kuan 
wu-liang-shou ching fi~;'IM~).533Actually, two statements of this 
siitra, taken together, come much closer to the wording" of Hui
chung's quotation. In connection with the sixth contempi~tion of 
SukhavatI to be practised by a person who wants to be reborn there, 
the text describes one feature to be contemplated as follows: "The 
sounds emitted by water, birds, groves and the Buddhas all proclaim 

530 The reason for rendering ~{!t, etc., in this way instead of "recollecting the 
Buddha" will be given below (§ 99). 

531 The same quotation at T 47.1986: 507c10-11 reads ~-'§' instead of.l§'~. 

532 T 12.366 (trans!. by KumarajIva, ca. 402): 347a12-24; (lNAGAKI 1994: 354-
355; GOMEZ 1996: 147 [## 11-13]); Skt.: Sukh-2 ## 6-7 (M 94,17-95,14; V 255,10-
23; GOMEZ 1996: 17-18 [## 11-13]). 

533 Said to have been translated by Kalayasas between 424 and 442, but of dis
puted origin: cf. FuJITA 1990; PAS 1995: 35-52; YAMABE 1999: 19-22 and 499-
500 (suggesting the area around Turfan as the likely point of origin and emphasiz
ing the importance of cross-cultural interactions for the production of this type of 
texts.). 
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the excellent Dharma" (*,~W** &~~1~ ?fTt±:IiifV ~~~!N*).534 
Another passage (fifth contemplation) states that colourful birds with 
melodious voices "constantly praise the recollection of the Buddha, 
the Dharma and the Sangha" CBJlES,~ 5fD~~:Rft m~~{~~~~ 
{i).535 By combining the subject of the first passage with the predicate 
of the second one (which evokes the wording of the paragraph from 
the Smaller Sukhiivatlvyflha from which I started), we almost arrive at 
the wording of Hui-chung's quotation, provided that ~{~(etc.) is no 
longer understood as "recollect the Buddha" but as "recite [the name 
of] the Buddha". 

100. Even though the above-quoted passage of the 'Contemplation 
Siitra' juxtaposes the expounding of the Dharma by birds and trees 
with the expounding of the Dharma by the Buddhas, this is hardly 
sufficient to justify the assumption that the passage presupposes, in its 
original context, anything like the Buddha-nature of plants, or their 
sentience. That even birds and trees preach the Dharma may simply 
be just one of the miraculous features of SukhavatI due to the' 
immeasurable 'merit' (pUl}ya) and the Vow of the Buddha Amitayus, 
or may be an effect of his miraculous influence (adhi~thiina, cf. § 91), 
his capacity for miraculous productions (nirrna1}a).536 Actually, iIi the 
case of the birds, the. Smaller Sukhavatlvyflha expressly states that 
even the birds themselves are indeed miraculously produced (nirmita) 
by Amitayus,537 and in the 'Contemplation Siitra', too, they are stated 

534 T 12.365: 344b18-19 (INAGAKI 1994: 338). Cf. also 343b7-8 (INAGAKI 1994: 
331): The practitioner will hear water currents, light, jewel-trees and water birds 
preach the Excellent Dharma Ctr1!f~1m 7j(~1E7\:;~ .&~.mt U;cJ.lj .!§'~frj>$;). 
For water preaching the Dharma, see also 342b29-c 1 (INAGAKI 1994: 327). 

535 T 12.365: 342c3-4 (INAGAKI 1994: 327). 

536 Occasionally (e.g., T 12.365: 343c15-16 and 21-22; INAGAKI 1994: 334), even 
the hosts of Buddhas and bodhisattvas that manifest themselves time and again are 
expressly declared to be "transformations" (it), i.e., miraculous productions 
(nirmiilJa). 

537 Sukh-2 # 6 (M 95,3-4; V 255,15-16; GOMEZ 1996: 17 [# 12]): te punalJ pak~i
sarhghiis teniimitiiyusii tathiigatena nirmitii dharmasabdarh nisciirayanti. 
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to be [miraculous] transformations of light.538 SukhavatI is a realp1 
without evil destinies, which include that of animals; hence, the pres
ence of real birds is ruled out. On the other hand, it has to be a beauti
ful realm, and without sweet-voiced colourf~l birds an essentialele
ment of the concept of a beautiful place would be missing. But 
SukhavatI is also conceived of as a place most suitable for spiritual 
perfection, and for this reason Amitayus makes the birds appeoax not 
just for the sake of embellishment but also with a salvific function, 
viz., preaching the Dharma. As for plants, their real presence is less 
problematic because they are not sentient beings at all. Still, their be
ing subject to withering and decay was felt unsuitable for an ideal 
realm. For this reason, plants in SukhavatI are 'mineralized' by being 
conceived of as consisting of jewels and precious metals. At the same 
time, in their case, too, the sound they are made to emit when touched 
by the wind is attributed a salvific function, which in the'Contempla
tion SUtra' is developed into trees preaching the Dharma. As in the 
case of the birds, it suggests itself to understand this preaching, in its 
original context, as a miraculous activity due to the influence of the 
Buddha Amitayus, taking place in an ideal realm altogether different 
from our earth. In the 'Contemplation SUtra', this realm is, to be sure, 
imagined in a visual form,539 and thus in a sense created in the mind 
of the meditator, but on the whole540 the sUtra does not give the im
pression that this is intended to invalidate the existence of SukhavatI 

538 T 12.365: 342c3: :J't:7\:;1t~BW5,~. 
539 For details see BRETFELD 2003: 190-192, and PAS 1995: 173-177. 

540 I.e., unless one takes the occasional references to anutpattikadharmak~iinti 
(T 12.365: 341c22; 345a2 and 21; cf. DELEANU 2000: 70) to point to an ultimate 
level of emptiness. But these references look somewhat perfunctory. They do not 
occur in the central part of the text that teaches the visual imagining and contempla
tion of SukhavatI, and do not seem to have any organic connection with its message. 
They may even be secondary additions (two of them occur in the 14th contemplation 
which according to PAS 1995: 46-47 belongs to a secondary stratum of the text). Cf. 
also the remarks in VETTER 2004: 69-70. 
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as a yonder realm where one would like tobe rebom.541 Water, birds 
and trees preaching the Dharma are elements of this miraculous realm, 
not of our world. In a: historical perspective, there is little reason to 
understand their preaching, already in the original intention of the 
sutras, as symbolizing a non-verbal self-manifestation of an original 
Buddha-nature inherent in all phenomena to spiritua:11y mature per
sons (cf. § 129.3.3). 

2.4. Buddhiivatamsaka (3): Samantabhadracarya-nirdesa 

101. The Buddhiivatarhsaka passage adduced by Hui-chung from 
Buddhabhadra's translatiot;l of the Samantabhadracarya-nirdda
parivarta542 may, if we follow his interpretation, be rendered as fol
lows: 

"(The Buddhas preach, 543 the bodhisattvas preach,) the 
[Buddha-]fields preach, [ ordinary] sentient beings preach, 
[in?] the three times, everything preaches: (the bodhisattvas 
distinctly know [all this preaching])."S44 

Appearing side by side with sentient beings, the 'fields' (~U = k~etra, 
cf. Tib. zhing) are clearly the insentient, i.e., the 'container-world' 
(bhiijanaloka) or environment, of which plants form part, as Ch'eng
kuan (mit 738-839) explicitly states in a casual remark on the pas
sage.545 Hence, provided that the proposed translation, which (at least 
in the crucial point) agrees with the understanding presupposed by 

541 Just as in traditional Buddhism the dhyiinas and iirupyas as levels of medi
tative concentration correspond to cosmological realms where one may be reborn. 

542 ~JfCg;Iii)1jrIb (BAvB 607al-611a29 and BAvS 257c7-262a9.), Tib. Kun tu 
bzang po'i spyodpa bstan pa'i Ze'u (BAvT D ga 63a5-75a4; P shi 63bl-75bl; S nga 
85b5-102a7). The Sanskrit title is confirmed by the manuscript indicated in fn. 549 
(see also OTAKE 2007: 89). 

543 Lit.: expound [the Dharma]. 

544 BAvB 611a24-25: ({~mWfIiim) *um%i<~m :::.t!!:-wm (WfIii:5t3UJD). 
545 T 35.1735: 506b19-21 (quotation of the verse under discussion) and, as an ex

ample for the preaching of the 'field(s)', b24: "[When] the bodhi tree, etc., [preach,] 
then [this means that] the environment preaches" (Wf:ffl':iM~.!1p~J'f-m). 
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Hui-chung and Ch'eng-kuan, is accepted, the verse can rightly: be 
adduced as an instance for insentient beings like plants expounding 
the Dharma. 

102.0. However, two questions arise. First, does this understanding 
correspond to the original meaning of the verse, i.e., to what the verse 
was intended to convey by the Indian author(s) of the text? Second, if 
this question can be answered in the affirmative or if we take it for 
granted that at least the translator, the Indian master Buddhabhadra, 
understood the verse in this way: what are we entitled to conclude, in 
the Indian context, from the statement that the 'fields' preach? 

102.1. a) As for the first question, caution is called for, because 
when comparing Buddhabhadra's translation of the Buddhavatamsaka 
with other translations (i.e., translations of single chapters apart, 
Sik~ananda's Chinese version and the Tibetan translation) or, if avail
able, the Sanskrit original, one is, especially in the case of verses, 
frequently confronted with serious disagreements and sometimes mis
understandings,546 a fact not exactly surprising in view of the terse
ness of the style and the specific ambiguities of Buddhist Sanskrit. To 

546 As an example, let me adduce a passage quoted by Fa-tsang $;~ (T 35.1733: 
363b19-21) as scriptural basis for the principle of mutual conditioning (~~;f§EI3), 
viz., Buddhabhadra's rendering of DBhS vrn, final gatha 15cd: "The bodhisattvas· 
have free command over the assemblage of causes and conditions, to the extent that 
they can manifest physical appearances of Buddhas at will" (BAvB 567a20-21: l\fi\ll 
~ IZ§ ~ ;rO 15 r:p E1:l1:ElJ:¥ ~~ ~~ ~fJl.~1~:!%-, practically identical with 
KumarajIva's translation [T 10.286: 523c10-13]). The Sanskrit is given in DBhS K 
151,12-13 as vasipratyayasrayajinatmanaasrayarhs ca I darsenti te sugatakayavibhii
~ita1igan II. In accordance with the corresponding prose section (DBhS K 141,3-6), 
Tibetan (BAvT P li 134a3) and Sikllananda (BAvS 201b28), this should be slightly 
emended and re-organized to vasipratyayasraya jinatmaja-asrayarhs ca I darsenti te 
sugatakaya vibha~ita1igan II, and translated as "They (= the bodhisattvas of the 
eighth stage) manifest bodies of [self-]controlled [persons] (Le., sravaka-arhats, cf. 
BHSD 474a) and [persons awakened by a particular] cause (Le., pratyekabuddhas, 
cf. BHSD 375b), as well as bodies of bodhisattvas [and] Sugatas (= Tathagatas), 
their limbs adorned." Thus, in this case, the translation given by KumarajIva and 
Buddhabhadra is entirely misleading (perhaps due to a corrupt ms. reading some
thing like *vasi pratyayacayajinatmaja, asayac ca darsenti te sugatakaya ... ?). 
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be sure, in the case of the verse under discussion, Sik~ananda's ren
dering547 substantially agrees with Buddhabhadra's, apart from omit
ting the reference to the bodhisattvas' preaching. But the Tibetan 
translation548 is, in addition, somewhat ambiguous as regards the syn
tactical relation between the Buddhas, etc., and the act of preaching 
or expounding. 

b) Fortunately, the original wording of the verse has been pre
served in a fragmentary manuscript of the last third (from vs. 78d 
onward) of the verse portion of the Samantabhadracaryii-nirde.sa kept 
in St. Petersburg and catalogued by MIRONOY. According to MIRO
NOY's faithful· reproduction of the manuscript text (ms. verso line 
4bc), the verse reads thuS:549 

buddhiiniirh ca nirde.sarh satvanirdeia k~etranirdeiarh 1 

buddhiiniirh ca nirdeiarh vividharhjiinanti te ca vaimiitrarh 1119 
The verse is, like the other verses of the preserved portion of the text, 
in the metre gfti, but the 2nd galJa in both lines (-~-, one mora too 
many) and the 4th galJa in the first line (-v, one mora missing) are 

547 BAvS 262a3-4 (once again with the proviso that Hui-chung's and Ch'eng
kuan's understanding of the purport of the verse is correct): "Buddhas preach, sen
tient beings preach, and lands preach too. [They] preach thus in [all] the three times. 
[The bodhisattvas] completely know [these] various [preachings]" ({~~;(K1:~ Ez.. 
P)~±~ -=:t!ttzD~~ :fi:fi~TJ[J; cf. CL. 969). DOl's (1982: 113 n.) critical re
mark on BAvS (" ... tibersetzt die Stelle platt und banal wie folgt: Buddhas. predi
gen ... mit den Uindem") is off the mark because it is based on a misunderstanding 
of Ez..P), which does not mean "mit" (i.e., "with, by means of') but simply "and"; 
see KARASHIMA 2001: 124; for BAvS cf., e.g., 198c7 (A Ez..P) B) = DBhS K 132,10 
(A B ca); 205a21-22 (A Ez..P) B) = DBhS K 178,8-9 (A B ca); 207c9 (A B Ez..P) C) = 
DBhS K 193,12-13 (A,B,C). 

548 BAvT D ga 75al-2 (P shi 75a6-7; S nga 102a3-4): "The detailed (shin tu = 
*nir-) exposition of the Buddhas and the exposition of sentient beings, and likewise 
the exposition of the 'fields', the detailed exposition of the three times: [ail] this 
manifold exposition they (= the bodhisattvas) also understand [in] all aspects" 
(sangs rgyas shin tu bstan pa dang I sems can bstan dang de bzhin zhing mams 
bstan pa dang I dus mams shin tu bstan pa dang I bstan pa sna tshags mam pa kun 
kyang shes II). 

549 MIRONOV 1914: 332 (no. 422). Cf. OTAKE 2007: 89. 
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faulty. In the 2nd gal}a, the metre can easily be restored by reading ana 
(rnii) for °niirh (cf. °nirde.fa k:jetraO for nirde.farh k'ietraO in the 5th_ 

6th galJa of the first line, where k'i does not make position), and satvaO 
in the 4th galJa of the first line may perhaps be read as satfvao (-~ ~), 

- with geminate and split-vowel,550 or with doubling of the following 
consonant (sattvannirO).551 In addition, buddhiiniirh in the second line 
is repetitive and, in view of Ch. t!:t and Tib.dus rnams, surely a Cor
ruptlon of adhviina (rnii).552 The fully written verse number would of 
course be 119.553 With the proposed emendations, the verse would 
read thus: 

buddhiina ca nirde.farh sattvannirde.fa k:jetranirde.farh 1 

adhviina ca nirde.farh vividharh jiinanti te ca vaimiitrarh 11119 
My translation: 

"They (sc. the bodhisattvas) also know the manifold, varied554 

exposition of the Buddhas, of sentient beings, of the 'fields' 
and of the [three] times." 

c) I have rendered nirde.fa by "exposition", because in Buddhist 
texts the expression usually refers to a more or less detailed explana
tion of a subject, or several subjects (sometimes contrasted with 
udde.fa as their mere enumeration). This is not incompatible with 
"preaching" if preaching is understood as a detailed explanation of 
the Dharma. The crucial problem with the verse is rather the one al
ready indicated in connection with the Tibetan translation, viz., the 
syntactical relation between the Buddhas, etc., and the exposition ((e., 
the act of expounding), in other words: the function of the genitives 
(or virtual genitives in the compounds). Presupposing that all of them 
are syntactically parallel: are they to be taken as subjective genitives, 

550 Cf. OBERLIES 2001: 112-113 (# 21). 

551 Cf. BHSG # 2.80. 

552 Cf. BHSG## 17.20 and 8.117-119. 

553 The ms. omits the sign for one hundred throughout, except for the last verse 
(121). 

554 For vaimatra used as an adjective see BHSD S.v. 
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as we would obviously have to take them if we follow Buddha
bhadra's or Sik~ananda's version, at least if interpreted in line with 
Hui-chung's and Ch'eng-kuan's utilization of the passage? Or should 
we rather understand them as objective genitives?555 In the latter case, 
the verse would pI;obably mean that the bodhisattvas know how to 
elucidate or describe, in many ways, the Buddhas, [other] sentient 
beings, the 'fields' and the three times (i.e., all beings and all dimen
sions of space and time). This would seem to make excellent sense, 
and to my mind sounds more natural than the idea that the bodhi
sattvas know (i.e., understand, or can hear?) the exposition of the 
Dharma by the Buddhas, [other] sentient beings, the 'fields' and the 
three times. For we may; to be sure, interpret the last item as referring 
not to the three times themselves but to the Buddhas, etc., in the three 
times as the agents of preaching. But if the verse were intended to 
enumerate the possible agents of preaching, one would surely expect 
special mention to be made of bodhisattvas since they are by far the 
most frequent agents of preaching in the Buddhiivatarhsaka.556 Unfor
tunately, as far as I can see, the closer context of the Samantabhadra
caryii-nirdefa offers no help in deciding the matter. The surrounding 

555 Both constructions are possible. E.g., in the sutra titles Vimalakfrti-nirde§a or 
Ak~ayamati-nirde§a, the first member of the compound would seem to denote the 
subject presenting the exposition (cf. Tib. Dri ma med par grags pa~ bstan pa and 
Bla gras mi zad pa~ bstan pa; similarly Kumarajiva *iE~~pJTWJJlL but Hsuan-tsang: 
~~:95fj:U~); in the titles Samantabhadracaryii-nirde§a (cf. fn. 542) or Sarva
dharmiiprav!'tti-nirde§a, on the other hand, the first member is clearly the object of 
exposition. 

556 In view of the metre, the absence of an equivalent to Buddhabhadra's refer
ence to the preaching of bodhisattvas in the original Sanskrit cannot be secondary. 
On the other hand, the fact that in the BA v it is mostly badhisattvas who expound 
the Dharma may well have been a strong motive for Buddhabhadra to add an appo
site reference to them in his translation if he indeed considered the verse to list the 
agents of preaching. Still, in the case of the alternative interpretation, too, an enu
meration of bodhisattvas as a separate category would make sense as well. To be 
sure, here the motive for adding it may appear less strong than in the other case, but 
in fact a corresponding item appears in both Buddhabhadra's and Sik~ananda's 
translation of Gv 104,10-16 (see.fn. 557). 
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. verses, too, are concerned with aspects of the knowledge or under
standing of bodhisattvas, but I for one cannot recognize a systematic 
connection between these aspects, or a logical principle of their se
quence, that would help us to determine the precise meaning of the 

- verse under discussion .. 

d) There is, however, a passage in the Gal}r;lavyaha that strongly 
supports taking the genitives (and first members of the compounds) in 
the sense of objective genitives. In this text,557 the monk Indriyesvara 
instructs Sudhana in a method of counting, or knowledge (jriana) , 
employed by bodhisattvas when enouncing (nirde.§a) one after the 
other the names of the [ever remoter] world-systems (lokadhatu '" 
k~etra) in the ten directions, of the aeons (kalpa, i.e., the temporal 
dimension and thus corresponding to adhvan) , of the Buddhas, of 
their teachings (dhanna), of the [classes of??] sentient beings (sattva) 
[they instruct?], and of [their salvific?] activities (kannan). In view of 
the striking coincidence of most aspects addressed in this passage as 
objects of nirdda with those mentioned in the Samantabhadracarya
nirde.§a verse under discussion it seems justified to understand the 
original purport of the latter in line with this GalJr;lavyuha passage, i.e., 
to take the genitives (and the first members of the compounds) in the 
sense of objective genitives. The original meaning of the verse would 
thus have been that the bodhisattvas know how to enumerate the 
names of countless Buddhas, the sentient beings [converted or trained 
by them], their Buddha-fields and the aeons of the .past, present and 
future [in which those Buddhas were, are or will be active]. I wonder 
whether Buddhabhadra's translation, and perhaps even Sik~ananda's, 

557 Gv 104,10-16 (BAvB 704c17-20; BAvS 351a14-19): e:ja ... galJananayo dasasu 
dik:ju lokadhatu-nama-parampara-nirdefe:ju pravartate bodhisattvanam 1 anena 
galJananayena bodhisattva dasasu dik:ju lokadhatu-nama-parampararh galJayanti 1 

yatha lokadhatu-nama-parampara-nirdefe:ju, evam ... kaZpa-nama-parampara
nirdefe:ju buddha-nama-parampara-nirdese:ju dharma-nama-parampara-nirdefe:ju 
sattva-nama-parampara-nirdefe:ju karma-nama-parampara-nirdese:ju 1 ." etam 
aham ... bodhisattva-jfianaZokam janami I. Cf. perhaps also Gv 376,21-22 (vs.45), 
where it is stated that high-level bodhisattvas reflect without hindrance on the num
ber of all [Buddha-]fields, kaZpas, teachings (dharma) and Buddhas. 
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might not originally have been intended to convey exactly this mean
ing as well.558 

102.2. But even if we adopt Hui-chung's and Ch'eng-kuan's un
derstanding of Buddhabhadra's (and Sik~ananda's) interpretation of 
the genitives as subjective genitives, we are still left with the second 
question, viz., the question of what we are, in the Indic context, enti
tled to conclude from the statement that even the 'fields' expound the 
Dharma. Does such an idea receive some confirmation from other 
passages of the Samantabhadracaryii-nirdeia, or at least from other 
texts belonging to the Buddhiivatarhsaka collection? As we shall see, 
there are indeed passages in which elements of the environment are 
declared to emit sounds of preaching. Even so, the crucial question in 
the context of the present study is whether we are justified to assume 
that this was considered, by the Indian masters, to be a conscious ac
tivity, i.e., to imply the idea that these elements of the environment, 
and especially plants, are sentient or even saintly beings. An exhaus
tive investigation of this question would, however, by far exceed the 
limits of the present investigation. The Buddhiivatarhsaka559 is a huge 
collection of various texts stemming, it seems, somehow from a 
common ambience, but composed and amplified over some time560 

and thus by no means entirely homogeneous. Therefore a compre
hensive utilization of the whole text, which would do justice to differ
ent strands of thought and historical developments, would require 
much more time than is available to me in the context of this study . 

. Besides, many verses of the Samantabhadracaryii-nirdefa pose seri-

558 I.e., if {~, etc., in {~~, etc., were originally not meant to denote the gram
. matical subject of the verb ~ but were used adverbially ("exposition with reference 

to the Buddhas", etc.). 

559 For the Sanskrit title of the siltra, see OTAKE 2007: 87-89. 

560 For examples see VETTER 2004: 75-76 (Gv); NATTIER 2005 and 2007; 
OTAKE 2007: 95-105. Though the question whether the collection as a whole was 
compiled in India or rather in an Indianized ambience in Central Asia is contro
versial (cf. HAMAR 2007b: 142; OTAKE 2007: 92-95), at least a number of impor
tant texts of the collection (like DBhS, Gv or TiJSN) are doubtless of Indian origin. 
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ous problems and would require a separate in-depth study on the basis 
of all transmitted versions,561 including the Sanskrit fragment, which 
still awaits full publication and critical editing;562 MIRONOV's cata
logue reproduces only the first five and the last three verses of the 
fragment. Thus, all I can offer for the time being is a very provisional 
discussion of the question of what the preaching of elements of the 
environment may have been considered to imply in the Samanta
bhadracaryiinirde.fa and other texts of the Buddhiivatarhsaka in which 
similar ideas are expressed. 

103. For this purpose, I should like to start from the short explana
tory remark which Ch'eng-kuan (~IlI.) makes in his commentary on 
the Buddhiivatarhsaka on the phrase that the 'fields' also preach,563 
using it as a kind of heuristic tool. As I am going to show, even the 
explanations given by this representative of systematized Hua-yen 
draw on conceptions,!hat are basically Indian. 

104. According to Ch'eng-kuan's commentary, the phrase that the 
'fields' preach admits, briefly, of three (not necessarily mutually ex
clusive) explanations: It hIay be understood as referring to 

L the unimpeded miraculous, supranormal power (~JJ) [of the 
Buddhas or advanced bodhisattvas}, 

561 Contrary to H8bRep 38-39, T 10.293 ch. 40, T 10.296 imd T 10.297 have 
nothing to do with the Samantabhadracaryanirdefa but correspond to the Samanta
bhadracaryaprartidhana (Gv 428-436). 

562 Though the handwriting of the ms. is quite clear, the fragment (1 folio) is 
damaged on the left side, resulting in a loss of about twopadas in every third verse. 
In addition, there are, as in the verse discussed in § 102.1b, some more or less obvi
ous textual corruptions. But the main problem consists in the terse style of the 
verses and the morphological and syntactical ambiguities of Buddhist Sanskrit, on 
account of which quite a few verses remain, at least for me, quite enigmatic. Fortu
nately, most of them seem to be irrelevant for the present study. For an example 
illustrating the difficulties, see § 107.2.3. 

563 On the biography of Ch'eng-kuan, see HAMAR 2002; on his commentary on 
the Buddhavatarilsaka (the Hua-yen-ching shu .IH~ifJit: T 35.1735, written 784-
787), ibid. 50-53. 
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.2. [universal] pervasion or interpenetration (fMl~), implying that if 
one [element of the universe, e.g., the Buddha,] preaches, everything 
preaches, and 

3. the manifestation of the principle (mifJ.), in the sense that bodhi
sattvas, by merely coming into contact with an object,· understand 
[the truth] clearly and completely, so that contact with things func
tions as teaching, as in the case of the fragrant food [in the realm of 
the Tathagata Gandhottamakiita].564 

2.4.1. First Explanation 

105. 1. Ch'eng-kuan's first explanation suggests, at first glance at 
least, a situation similar to that of the passages discussed in ch. 2.1 
and ch. 2.3: Though preaching is, in the first place, the function of the 
omniscient Buddhas and next-to-omniscient high-level bodhisattvas, 
they may, through their mirac;ulous spiritual power or influence (anu
bhfiva, adhi~thfina), not only inspire other persons,565 especially (less· 
advanced?) bodhisattvas,566 to expound the Dharma but even cause 

564 T 35.1735: 871c7-1O: *U~~::tl, am1§'::'o - ¥'3~JJo = *"JI:M!~, -~-W~ 
t&o .::. ¥'3~ln!o ~~l§'~fI\mw79;ot&o 5IUfl\~gt~ fzDW~~o 

565 Like Mara in the passage discussed in ch. 2.1, or all kinds of deities and spir
its in the initial chapter of the Buddhiivatarhsaka: BAvB 397b20-22, c24-25, etc., up 
to 403c16-17, corresponding to BAvS 5c19-21, etc., up to 21b2-3, and BAvT P yi 
14b6-7, etc., up to 58a8-bl (sangs rgyas kyi mthus = *buddhiinubhavena). 

566 Cf., e.g., Gv 17,13-14, 18,5-6, etc. In the initial chapters of the Buddhiivatarh
saka, it is only in the later translations that the bodhisattvas who speak after the 
deities and spirits also do so under the influence or inspiration of the Buddha: see 
BAvS 21c18-20, etc., '" BAvT P yi 59a8-b2, etc. (sangsrgyas kyi mthus), and BAvS 
31a6-7, etc., '" BAvT P yi 87a4-5, etc. (sangs rgyas kyi byin kyi rlabs kyis = 
*buddhiidhi~rhanena). In Buddhabhadra's version, however, the reference to the 
Buddha's power or inspiration is, in this part of the text, missing in the case of the 
bodhisattvas as speakers (see BAvB 404a18-19, etc., and 408a19, etc.). In other 
chapters, however, in Buddhabhadra's version, too, the bodhlsattvas presenting 
stanzas are stated to be inspired by the Buddha (ct., e.g., BAvB 463clO-ll, etc., 
485cl, etc., and also the portion corresponding to Gv 17,13-14, etc., viz., 680cll-12, 
etc.). 
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insentient things like offerings,567 rays of light,568 or a tree,569 and why 
not a whole Buddha-field, to do so. 

2. Actually, at least in Sik~ananda and iIi the Tibetan translation of 
the Buddhiivatarhsaka, such a statement can indeed be found: 

"Through the spiritual power of the Buddha(s) (*buddhiinu
bhiivena) and through the natural effect (*dharmatiiprati-

567 BAvB 405b5-6: "Then, a spontaneous sound arising from (lit.: in) all these of
ferings through the spiritual power of the bodhisattvas proclaimed [the following] 
verses: ... " (8~~cg:ii.it$:1Ti!& -W{;!:!;.~$ t!:ls~'lif rrnim{l§o ... ), '" BAvS 26b7-
8 and BAvT P yi 72a5-6 (de nas byang chub sems dpa' de dag gi byin gyi rlabs kyis 
mchod pa'i dkyi/ 'khor gyi sprin de dag la tshigs su bead pa 'di dag byung ngo). 

568 DBhS R 79,32-80,1(K 163,15)~ iiktiJik:tan rasmimukhopasamhiirair dharma
mukhiini ni1ciirayati. Cf. also BAvS 26cll-12 (J::.J{~t$:1J ;It7\:; ~iW-mii.i%cWr~ 
lW rrnim~§; CL. 152), '" BAvT P yi 73a8-b1 ('ad gzer de dag thams cad kyi sgo 
nas kyang sangs rgyas kyi byin gyis rlabs kyis tshigs su bead pa ~di dag byung bar 
gyur toll; the corresponding passage BAvB 405c5-6 is syntactically ambiguous). At 
DBhS R 8,16-9,9 (K 12,2-13,6), rays of light emanating from the Buddhas form a 
palace in the air, from which sound in the form of a hymn issues due to the miracu
lous power (anubhiiva) of the Buddha. The idea that the light spreading from the 
body of a Buddha or bodhisattva may emit sounds and expound the Dharma is ex
plicitly confirmed by Fa-tsang (T 45.1871: 592c5-6 and 10-12, with reference to the 
2nd chapter of BAvB). 

569 As inch. 2.1. From the Buddhiivatamsaka, I can only adduce two passages 
from Silqananda's translation, both referring to the bodhi tree: 1. BAvS 1c9-11 
(CL. 55): "Also, by virtue of the awesome spiritual power of the Tathagata, the 
bodhi tree continuously emitted wonderful sounds expounding various teachings" 
(XJ::.Jt!03!{&!Zt$:1JiN ;ltcg:mw '!;gt!:lpy1t im;r1i!w$). 2. 23c20-21 : "By virtue of the 
Tathagata's wholesome karma (*pul'.!ya) and miraculous powers, the ground [at the 
site of Awakening] and the bodhi tree alternately emit light and sounds expounding 
the Dharma" (t!O,*t~1!t$~:1J ... ;It:f:fu&J::.J cg:mw ~~7\:;'lifrrn~im; cf. CL. 139; 
not in BAvB; BAvT P yi 65a5-6 differs). - In Gv 93,23 ff, it is reported that sounds 
praising the Buddhas and bodhisattvas and their achievements issued from trees 
(and other objects) on the occasion of the ascetic practices of a pious brahmin, but 
in this case there is no mention here of the Buddha's miraculous influence. At 
BAvS 41a23-24 (CL. 210; not in BAvB; BAvT P ka 108a3-4 differs), the (jewel-)
trees (in Vairocana's Buddha field) are stated to emit delicate sounds, speaking of 
the great vows cultivated by all the Buddhas in all ages (;ltW'1lt!:lmun§', im~t!O '* -WM$ pff{~*Jji), most probably due to Vairocana's adhi:tthiina or piirva
prm}idhiina, even though this is not expressly stated. 
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lambha) of the bodhisattva Samantabhadra's meditative con
centration (samiidhi), all the 'oceans' (= masses) of world
systems in the ten directions without exception trembled 
slightly, were now adorned with all kinds of precious sub
stances, and resounded with the sound of all 'oceans' of teach
ings (dharma) (BAvS: ... each world-system ... emitted won
drous sounds proclaiming all teachings).,,570 

3. According to the DasabhUmika-siitra, a bodhisattva on the ninth 
stage may, if he wants to do so, make Dharma sounds issue from any 
physical appearance (riipiivabhiisa) or musical instrument in the cos
mos, or from every single minute particle of the four elements -
earth, water, fire and wind - in countless world-systems.571 Here, too, 

570 BAvT P yi 93b7-94al (D ka 86b7-87a1; S ka 120a6-bl): sangs rgyas kyi 
mthu dang I byang chub sems dpa' kun tu bzang po'i ring nge 'dzin gyi chos nyid rab 
tu thob pas I phyogs bcu'i 'jig rten gyi khams rgya mtsho thams cad ma Ius par bag 
langs pa (DP : om. pa S) tsam du g-yos te I rin po che thams cad kyis rab tu brgyan 
par gnas shing chos rgya mtsho thams cad kyi sgra yang shin tu grags CD : grag PS) 
par gyur (DS : 'gyur P) te I; BAvS 33c12-14: ~~ +1J-t)Jt!!:J'll~ .DJ~i!tffBZt$j] 
.&~Ji:gg=$I(1JtCz ~~~lIJo --iitJ'll ~.J1±'@ .&tl:l~j>'ff ~IDl~$. BAvB 
409a19-20 does not mention preaching. Cf. also BAvS 37alO-11 (:gg#!\lijfJ/ri!:1.\~ 
mm:;A:mJiJTJ1±,m Jtt±ma~tl:l~j>'ff ~a+1J~*u~), which may be taken to mean 
that due to the virtues and resolves (prw}idhiina) of the bodhisattvas the respective 
lands emit a wonderful sound, which shakes all the Buddha-fields Ck~etra) of the ten 
directions (thus CL 193: "These lands simultaneously produce sublime sound"). 
But this interpretation is not corroborated by BA vT P yi 103b3-4 (D ka 96b3-4; S 
ka 133a3-4), which suggests a locative: "The 'oceans' (= masses) of virtues of the 
bodhisattva(s), they all resound (= are celebrated) in the ocean[-like] 'fields'; the 
various 'clouds' (= masses) of adornments and resolves, they also emit sounds in 
the 'ocean' of the many 'fields'" (byang chub sems dpa'i yon tan rgya mtsho 
mams II de dag kun kyang rgya mtsho'i zhing na grag II sna tshogs rgyan dang smon 
lam sprin kyi [p: gyi DS] mams II de dag zhing mang rgya mtshor sgra yang 'byin II). 
BAvB 411b9-1O basically confirms the Tibetan: "The sublime sound of (i.e., cele
brating?) the 'ocean' of the countless virtues of the bodhisattvas fills all k~etras; the 
sound of the 'clouds' of resolves by which they are entirely adorned shakes the 
'oceans' of worlds in the ten directions" (:gg#!\li:l::J;;tri!:1.\~ ~j>~~1m--fl]*U ~1fm 
~~J1±'@ ~a+1JiitJ'll~). 

571 DBhS R 80,1-10 eVIll.Z; K 164,1-7): (~akailk~an yavat trisiihasramahiisaha
srayarh lokadhiitau riipiivabhiisas tebhyaf:t sarvariipiivabhiisebhyo dharmarutiini 
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it is clearly the miraculous spiritual power of the bodhjsattva that 
makes insentient things preach.572 ' 

4. Likewi~e, the Gm:ujavyuha is unambiguous in stating that a deci
sive cause of Sudhana's experiences in Maitreya's palace, which in
clude hearing preaching sounds issuing from various· kinds of insen
tient objects (see § 58), is Maitreya's miraculous influence (adhi
sthana).573 

5. It is, by. the way, in such a literal sense of verbal preaching under 
the influence of the Buddhas that the Samantabhadracarya-nirdesa 
verse under discussion (see § 101) is interpreted in Fa-tsang's (rt:., 
643-712) Hua-yen-ching chih-kuei ~IH~§'mi1i ("Purport of the 
Buddhavatarhsaka,,).574 As has already been pointed out (ch. 2.1), at 

nisclirayati 1 ... ® likliliklfan sarvalokadhlituparylipannebhyo gftavlidyatilryasabde
bhyo dharmarutarh nisclirayati 1 ... (g) likliliklfan anabhillipylinabhillipyalokadhlitv
aparyantatalJ prthivyaptejovliyuskandhebhyalJ •.. ekaikaparamli1:/Urajo 'nabhillipylini 
dharmamukhlini nisclirayati I. The sentences Q and £ are missing in the oldest Chi
nese translations (by Dharmarak~a [cf. T 10.285: 487c25], KumiirajIva [cf. T 10.286: 
526a23] and Buddhabhadra [cf. BAvB 569b22]), appearing o:OJ.y from Bodhiruci's 
(active from 508 until ca. 535) translation of the sutra text with Vasubandhu's 
commentary onward (T 26.1522: 192c4-8; cf. also BAvS 2031,22-27 and T 10.287: 
565b20-24) and in Tibetan (BAvT S ga 176a7-b2; DBhST S ga 122b6--123a1). The 
syntax of £ seems somewhat puzzling. Instead of °aparyantatalJ pro, ms. B (52a3b: 
MATSUDA 1996: 95; ms. A is lacunary here) reads °aparyantapro. If the reading 
°rajo is kept, nisclirayati in £ must be a double causative ("he makes each single 
mote emit teachings"), and ° skandhebhyo would have to be taken as a partitive 
ablative. OtherwIse I would expect °rajaso (ab1.: "he makes teachings come out 
from each single mote"), as .is in fact suggested by DBhST rdul phra rab kyi rdul reo 
re las and BA vT rdul shin tu phra ba re re las; ms. B has °raja at the end of fo1. 
52a3c, with a visarga added in the margin, and continues with nabhiO in line4a 
(OjanaO < °jasonaO??). 

572 Cf. T 35.1735: 833b27-28, stating that the DBhS passage illustrates [the 
bodhisattva's] autonomous power to arouse preaching (IJF.fm~1§:tE). 

573 GvA08,15 (Maitreyasya bodhisattvasya adhilffhlinabalena); 414,25; 415,8, 12 
and 24-25 (read °pravesena for °praddena?); cf. also 415,26 and 30, 416,2-3 
(kalylilJ-amitrlidhilffhlinena kalylilJ-ainitraprabhlivena), etc. 

574 T 45.1871: 592c16-17: +, P)-Wl:*q:r ~I±l~~l:*t&o ~Mfj\\MlW:L:: {~~:;g; 
Wi~ *U~~1:.~ =t!t-W~. This tenth item is just the totality, of the preceding 
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least in the Indian context this kind of explanation can hardly be taken 
to imply that the preaching objects possess sentience or are saintly 
beings in their own right. 

_ 2.4.2. Second Explanation 

106. The second explanation is commented upon by Ch'eng-kuan 
himself in his subcommentary:575 

"'Interpenetration' means: one [particle of] dust 576 indeed 
comprises everything. How could [anything] in the 'field' (i.e., 
environment) be without preaching?,,577 

107.1. 1. In the texts included in the Buddhiivatarhsaka that are 
completely available in the original Sanskrit, i.e., the Dasabhiimika
and the GafJr;lavyiiha-siitra, pervasion or interpenetration occurs, 
mostly if not always, in the context of visions or miraculous displays, 
primarily such as are obtained or enacted by advanced bodhisattvas. 
Advanced bodhisattvas, and indeed Buddhas, may not only, e.g., per
ceive or manifest themselves simultaneously in countless worlds,578 or 

nine items, viz., 1.-3. the Buddhas themselves preach through their mouths, their 
hair-pores or light issuing from them, 4.-6. they make bodhisattvas preach in the 
same three ways, 7. they make 'oceans' (= masses) of fields emit sound and ex
pound the Dharma (-t, 43'~*U~ 1:B~~l$:), 8. they make ordinary sentient beings 
preach, and 9. they preach by means of sounds of the three times. 

575 On Ch'eng-kuan's BAv subcomrnentary (the Hua-yen-ching sui-shu yen-i 
ch'ao ¥IH~ilJ!m~~: T 36.1736), recorded by his disciples, see HAMAR 1998b: 
333; cf. also 2002: 62. 

576 For minute particles of dust (atoms) to be understood as parts of the 'con
tainer world' (environment) see T 35.1735: 506blS-19 with T 36.1736: 33b16-1S. 

577 T 36.1736: 614b29-cl: j§m~~, -:~J'lP.-tlJo {iiJ1~*U"P~~o 
578 Cf., e.g., Gv 6,2-3 (TathlIgatas suffusing all Buddha-fields with clouds of mi

raculously created [bodies] as many as the atoms of all world-systems, issuing from 
a single hair-tip); 32,lS-25 (cf. GOMEZ 1967: 14 and 38); 267,1-2 (of bodhisattvas: 
sarvabuddhak:tetra-kiiyajiila-sphara1}a, i.e., "filling all Buddha-fields with multi
tudes of [their] bodies"); 369,4-11; 410,17-20 and 29-30; DBhS K 192,12-13 (R 91,5-
7). This miraculous display of self-multiplication ultimately goes back to the de
scription of supranormal capacities, deriving from the fourth dhyiina, in the early 
canonical texts (eko hutvii bahudhii hoti: e.g., DN I 78,1-2; cf., e.g., FRAUWALLNER 
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pervade the universe with a single body.579 They may also abide in a 
state where one aeon enters into all aeons and all into one (or all the 
[three] times into one moment)580, where one Buddha-field becomes 
inseparate from all Buddha-fields and all from one, where one sen
tient being is no longer different from all sentient beings and all from 
one,58l and where one Buddha is in union (advaya) with all Buddhas 

1953: 180; SCHLINGLOFF 1962: 62); cf. also the reference to these miraculous ca
pacities of the sravakas at Sik~ 345,13-16, being a quotation of the BAv (BAvT D ka 
233b7-234al '" BAvB 439a29-b5,~:" BAvS 78b28-c3 [CL. 359]). In the case of the 
Buddha, considerably extended forms of self-multiplication are also found in main
stream sources like Divy 100,10-26 and 257,3{}-258,4 (cf. SCHLINGLOFF 1963: 53, 
with 126,2-3), and the connection with the BuddMvatarhsaka is obvious even on the 
terminological level in that the Divyiivadiina uses, for the miraculously produced 
multiplication of the Buddha, the expression buddMvatarhsaka (cf. also OTAKE 
2007:89-90). . 

579 E.g., Gv 5,29-30: "Incomprehensible is the miraculous activity by which the 
Tathiigatas pervade the whole universe with'one single body" (acintyarh tathiigata
sarva-lokadMtv-eka-kiiya-spharar:ta-vikurvitam); 186,5-7 (vs.); ,"The Buddha's 
body is incomprehensible and so vast that (yena) it completely pervades the uni
verse (cf. fn. 868), and [thus] itis equally seen everywhere ... " (buddhakiiyu vipulo 
acintiyo dharmadhiitu phari yen' a§e~ato I so ca drsyati samantataJ:! samam ... ); 
31,14 (bodhisattvas qualified as "pervading all the expanses of 'fields' with one 
body" (sarva-~etra-prasarafka-kiiya-spharar:ta)). On the meaning of vikurvita 
compared with that of adhi:fiMna see TAGUcm1997: 39 (rl084), on the spectrum of 
vikurvita activities ibid. 27 (rl°96), referring to KAJIYAMA Yuichi m!1rti-: 
"Jinben" f$~, in Bukkya daigaku sago kenkyujo kiyiJ {btffi:*,¥~f;-1i3f?'EJ~!iJc~ 2 
(1995), which is unfortunately not available to me. 

580 Gv 370,18: ye te sarviidhvafkak~m:za-prave§a-vihiira-viMrir:taJ:! (text sarvii
rthaio, butBAvTD a 292b6 dus thams cad); 376,15-16. 

581 Cf. also Gv 138,30: highly advanced bodhisattvas "have attained a meditative 
concentration in which their own body and the bodies of [all] sentient beings arena 
longer separated'" (svakiiya-sattvabkiiyasarhbheda-samiidhi-pratilabdMniirh (sc. 
bodhisattviiniim)) . 

, Thus with ed., Tib. tha mi dad pa and BAvS 360b27 ~7t53U, against BAvB 
712c2 where the negation is lacking. Cf. also the use of asarhbheda in Gv 
370,16 (see fn. 582). 

bEd. °sarvao, but BAvT D a 45b1 sems can and BAvS ~±; BAvB -1;;1J~± 
("all sentient beings") is ambiguous. 
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and all with one.582 Bodhisattvas of the highest level may even make a 
whole world-system, nay, an infinite amount of world-systems, enter 
into, or appear in, a single mote583 ,584 or the sentient beings of count
less world-systems into one world-system, and vice-versa.585 

2. According to a passage in the eighth chapter of the Dasa
bhiimika-siitra, a bodhisattva of the eighth level, aware of the varying 
mental dispositions of sentient beings, may at will make use of his 
miraculous power (adhiti~rhati) to transform his body into the body of 
any sentient being (sattvakiiya),586 [i.e.] the karma-produced body of 

582 Gv 370,15-18: ye te ekakalpa-sarvakalpa-sarvakalpafkakalpanupraveSa-vihii
ra-viharil}aJ:t, ye te ekak:jetra-sarva<k:jetra-sarva>k:jetrafkak:jetrasambheda-vihiira
viharil}aJ:t, ... ye te ekasattva-sarva<sattva-sarva>sattva'ikasattvananatva-vihara
vihiiril}aJ:t, ye te ekabuddha-sarvabuddha-sarvabuddhazkabuddMdvaya-vihiira
vihiiril}aJ:t, .. , (emendations confirmed by Tib. [BAvT D a292b4-5]; cf. also VETTER 
2004: 73). 

583 paramal}urajas, lit. "extremely minute [particle of] dust", Tib. rdul phran, Ch. 
~~, often rendered as "atom", which is indeed the meaning of paramal}u in Bud
dhist as well as non-Buddhist systematical treatises. 

584 R 90,26-28 (X.I; cf. DBhS K 192,2-3; cf. fn. 528): sal akank:jann ekasmin 
paramal}urajasy ekam2 api lokadhatum sarvavatfm3 ••• adhiti:jthati, tac ca parama
I}urajo na vardhayatil .,. dve api4 tisro 'piS ... yavad anabhilapya api lokadhiitiir6 

ekasmin paramal}urajasi ... adhiti:jthatil ... 
1 sa K : om. R; 2 ekam K; 3 °vantam K; 4 dve api K ms. T : dvav api K : dve 'pi R; 

5 trfn api K; 6 anabhilapyanabhilapya-Iokadhiitiinn(sic!) K. Both ms. A and 
ms. B lack the respective folio. 

585 DBhS R 90,33-91,3 (X.I; cf. K 192,8-10): akank:jan yavad anabhilapyiisu1 

lokadhiitu:ju yaJ:t sattvadhiitus tam ekasyiim2 lokadhiitau samdadhiiti3 , na ca satviin 
vihethayati I iikiink:jann ekasyam2 lokadhiitau yiiviin4 sattvadhiitus tam anabhi
liipyiisu1 lokadhiitu:ju samdadhiiti3 ••• 1 

1 0pyesu K; 2 ekasmil K (for ekasmil); 3 samdadhiiti = Tib. sdud : samdarsayati 
4 ._ 

K; yavatK. 

586 It is tempting to take sattva, contrasting with k:jetra, as comprising sentient 
beings in the broadest sense, including the various categories of saints, but the 
text's own definition of sattvakiiya (DBhS R 69,20-22) seems to presuppose a re
stricted concept of sattva in the sense of ordinary, sarilsanc sentient beings. The 
category of sattvakiiya would thus more or less coincide with the category of 
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any ordinary, samsaric being, but also into the body of a HInayana 
disciple (sravaka) , a pratyekabuddha, a bodhisattva or a Buddha, or 
into (a part of?)587 the environment (k~etrakaya),588 or even into empty 
space (akasakaya), and vice versa.589 

karmavipakakaya, and the enumeration of the bodies of the different categories of 
saints would be an extension. 

587 Cf. MPSDh 495b16-21: The T~thiigata is not deceitful (?-F~J, i.e., does not de
ceive people with jugglery), but is not unable to produce illusions either (?-F?-F~J) 
because he is able to miraculously transform his body in many ways, which in
cludes becoming a town, a village, a house, a mountain, a river, or a tree (EJlZ~:f}j\(E5 
~*~>~'BU-!J[IW*. Cf. 494a12-14, where the same things are said to be conjured up 
by a juggler). 

588 The precise function of the element kayO. in this compound is not quite clear 
to me. The compound may mean "a mass of 'fields''', but in the present context "a 
'field' (or something forming part of it?) as a body (or: body-like structure)" would 
seem to fit better (cf. ARAMAKI 31978: 254,6: OO±O)*'~I£<lb Q~i*, i.e., a body that 
has the nature of a land/world). This is, at any rate, how the Hua-yen exegetes seem 
to understand the compound when they identify 'field' and 'field'-body (e.g., 
T 36.1736: 94b12-13: *U± J'lP~±~). Fa-tsang (T 35.1733: 132t:13 and 1734: 
498b17-1S) takes BAvB 439b9 (EJlZ{'FqilJ~#$*) as indicating the k~e'trakaya, i.e., 
takes the line to mean that bodhisattvas may act as (i.e., deliberately adopt the form 
of) rivers, ponds, wells, or springs. Yet, in BAvS (78c6-S) and BAvT (D ka 234a2-3) 
the passage is merely part of a comparison: Just as the sun and the moon are re
flected in the water of rivers, etc., so physical appearances of the bodhisattvas ap
pear everywhere. This interpretation is confirmed by the Sanskrit original quoted 
Sik~ 345,17-18 (where I suggest candrama-siirya for candra sa siirya). 

589 DBhS K 141,11-16 (cf. R 69,14-18 [VIII.N]): sa sattvaniirh cittiisayiibhinir
hiiram iijiiiiya ... iikalik~an (R : °mk~arh K) sattvakiiyam svakiiyam adhiti~thati 1 

evam qetrakiiyam karmavipiikakiiyam sriivakakayam pratyekabuddhakiiyam bodhi
sattvakiiyam tathiigatakayam ... iikiifakiiyam iitmakiiyam adhiti~thati I, and vice
versa. The vice-versa portion (K 141,13 f: ... svakiiyam sattvakiiyam ... ) is missing in 
R, and not extended to k~etrakiiya, etc., in K, where we find the transformation of 
k~etrakaya, etc., into sattvakiiya instead (as in Bodhiruci's version: T 26.1522: 
182c20-26). But cf. the separate translation of DBhS into Tibetan (DBhST S ga 
llOal-3) as well as T 10.287: 560c23-561a1 (STIadharma). Another, more complex 
version is found in T 10.286: 522a9-16 (KumarajIva) = BAvB 565b19-26 (Buddha
bhadra), slightly supplemented in BAvS 200a22-27 (Sik~ananda), and yet another 
one in BAvT P Ii 127b5-128a2 = S ga 160b5-161a3, partly agreeing with the ms. A 
(fol. 37b5-7) in MATSUDA 1996: 39. In most versions, it is anyway stated at the end 
of the passage that the bodhisattva may superimpose any body on any other: yam 
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3. An example of bodhisattvas transforming themselves into ele
ments of the environment can be found in another chapter of the 
Buddhavatamsaka,590 quoted in the Sik~iisamuccaya under the title. of 
Ratnolkadhiiral}l, where it is stated that in order to help others591 

bodhisattvas may become (shadowy) big trees in the jungle (waste
land), medicinal drugs, precious treasures, or wish-fulfilling gems or 
trees.592 

107.2. Similar visions or displays are also referred to in other parts 
of the Buddhiivatamsaka,593 including the Samantabhadracaryii
nirdefa. 

107.2.1. In the prose portion of this text, we read that bodhisattvas 
corne to know ('jug pa, A: *ava-tf?) how, e.g., to stuff (yang dag par 

yam eva kayarh yasmin kaye akiirhk~ati tarh tam eva kiiyarh tasmin kaye {svakayam} 
adhiti~?hati (DBhS K 141,16-142,1; delete svakayarh in accordance with ms. A, Tib., 
and those Chinese versions in which the sentence is present, viz., Bodhiruci, Silq;ii
nanda and STIadharma). Cf. also BAvB 649a22-29 (BAvS 295a25-b1; CL. 1062; 
BAvT D ga 198bl-3; T 10.292: 634c18-24). 

590 Cf. J. W. DE JONG in Indo-Iranian lournal23 (1981): 240. 

591 This is clear from the overall context, cf. Silq 328,1: satya vinenti upaya
sahasraiJ:t. 

592 Sik~ 331,3-4 (cf. BAvB 435c21-22; BAvS 75a16-17; CL. 344): te atav~u 
mahadruma bhontl au~adha ak~ayaratnanidhiinaJ:t I cintamalJi druma kamadadas 
ca ... 11. 

593 E.g., in the Lokottara-parivarta: [1.] BAvT S nga 263a4-b5 (D ga 197bl-7; 
BAvB 647c13-24; BAvS 293c26-294a7; T 10.292 [Dharmaralqa, cf. HAMAR 2007b: 
144]: 633b27-c7): ten kinds of miraculous activity (rnam par 'phrul pa = *vikurvita) 
of bodhisattvas with regard to the 'field' (k~etra), i.e., the environment, like making 
all 'fields' into one, or stuffing them into one pore of a hair; [2.] 264a7-265al 
(D 198a7-b6; BAvB 648alO-20; BAvS 294a20-b2; T 10.292: 633c19-27): ten kinds 
of miraculous activity of bodhisattvas with regard to the body, like making the bod
ies of all sentient beings enter, or appear in, the bodhisattva's own body; 
[3.] 268a6-269a4 (D 201a4-b6; BAvB 648cl6-649a4; BAvS 294c24-295alO; 
T 10.292: 634b19-c4): ten kinds of rddhivikurvita, like stuffing countless worlds 
into one minute particle of dust; [4.] 270a3-4 (see § 97 with fn. 528). - Cf. also, 
e.g., the passages referred to in T 45.1871: 595a-b (esp. BAvB 412c7-8; 414b21; 
423al; 434c12-19; 447b2; 591c6-1O; 601al-14), or BAvB 450c18-23 and 451a20-21, 
quoted in ZACCHETTI 2000: 70 with n. 134. 
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gzud pa, A) all worlds into one tip or pore of a hair or to expand or 
export (?) (mngon par bsgrub pa, tB: *abhinirfhr) a tip or pore of a 
hair into countless worlds, how to assemble or concentrate (bsdu, A) 
the bodies of all sentient beings in the body of one seritient beL."1g or 
expand or export one body into countless bodies, or how to stuff 
(gzud, A) innumerable aeons into one moment or make (-%) one 
moment enter ('jug pa, A) into innumerable aeons.594 

107.2.2. In the verse portion, however, emphasis is not so much on 
the miraculous powe~95 of bodhisattvas as on their all-pervading 
knowledge, and when aspects of pervasion or interpenetration are 
addressed the phraseology oscillates to the extent that occasionally, 
even in one and the same passage, the different translators put the 
matter differently.596 Sometimes bodhisattvas are stated to make 
things enter into, or appear in, other things,597 or to perceive598 things 

594 BAvT D ga 66a5-b5 (P shi 66b5-67a5; S nga 89b7-90b2): de de Itar ... yang 
dag par gzud pa (D : gzung ba P) Ia 'jug pa bcu 'thob stei ... 'di Itar 'jig rten gyi 
khams thams cad (S adds du) skra'i sbubs su gzud pa (DS ? : gzung ba P) Ia (S om. 
Ia) 'jug cingi skra'i sbubs gcig 'jig rten gyi khams bsam gyis mi khyab par mngon 

·par bsgrub pa la 'jug pa dangi sems can thams cad kyi Ius sems can gcig gi Ius su 
bsdu zhing sems can gcig gi Ius brjod du med pa'i Ius su mngon par bsgrub pa 
Ia 'jug pa dangi bskal pa brjad du inyed (DP : med S) pa sems kyi skad cig tu gzud 
pa (DS : gzung ba P) Ia 'jug cing sems kyi skad cig brjad du med pa'i bskal par 'jug 
pa bstanpa dangi ... ; BAvB 607c17-29: ... --!JJf:J:f:W A-=6~, -=6~ t±FfPJJGI,~ 
5fU, -W,w.~% ~A - %, 1J;-% l±l~;~!t, /fPJ~t;fJ ~A -~, {J-~A/f1'iJ 
~t;fJ, .... ;BAvS 258b25--c6, replacing Buddhabhadra's literal rendering of *abhi
nir-..(hr, viz., I±l in the first sentence, as well ashis 1J; ... l±l ("draws out from ... ") in 
the second sentence, with A (which Cr... 955 consistently takes in an intransitive 
sense). 

595 Concepts like vikurvita or adhi>!thana do occur but not frequently. For vi
kurvita, see BAvT D ga 71a4 (SbhCN vs. 45a: rdzu 'phrul rnam par 'phrul pa = 
*rddhivikurvita) and 7Ib2 (vs. 5Id): "they display all kinds of miraculous activity" 
(rnam par 'phrul pa thams cad stan pa mdzad); adhi>!thana is mentioned in BA vT D 
ga 71b7 (vs. 59b: byin rlabs dam pa) and 73b2-3 (vs. 91c: byin gyis rlab Ia mkhas pa 
= *adhi>!thanakusala [lacuna in the Skt. ms.]). 

596 Cf. fns. 601, 603, 604 and 605. 

597 Cf. fns. 601, 603, 605, 607, and 608 (JAj, {J A, 'dzud (par byed). 

598 Cf. fns. 601, 602, and 604 (~). 
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in this way, but more often they are told to just recognize or know599 

the various facets of pervasion, or one thing is simply stated to per
vade another.6oo This may indicate the conviction that those visions do 
indeed manifest a reality, at any rate one superior to the reality taken 
for granted in ordinary experience. From the point of view of con
tents, the facets of pervasion and interpenetration addressed in the 
verses are more or less the same as in the prose and in the Dasa
bhamika and the Gm;rjavyuha. Thus, according to Buddhabhadra's 
translation (which is the oldest and also the one from which the verse 
under discussion is quoted by Hui-chung), bodhisattvas may, e.g., 
make all 'fields' enter into one single mote (i¥&~), see [there] the 
countless Buddhas of these 'fields', and listen to all their preaching. 601 
In the same way, they may see those 'fields' as well as their Buddhas 
in all other motes.602 Hence, in each mote there appear countless 
Buddhas and 'fields', 603 including those of the past, the present and 
the future,604 for the bodhisattvas know that the three times, or count-

599 Cf. fns. 601, 605, 606, 607, and 60S (~D, 7~D, M, shes pa). 

600 Cf. fns. 603 and 605 (1§', flP, ~, flP~). 

601 BAvB 609alO-ll (SbhCN vs. 25): ~~~@CP ~pg--f;7]jj\U ~Wt~;,{~ ~Ji{j 
~~~o For Silqananda's ~ "to see" and Tibetan shes pa "to know" instead of 
Buddhabhadra's pg (na4) "to make enter", see § 1OS.2 with fns. 623 and 624. 

602 BAvB 609a12-13 (SbhCN vs. 26): tzD-~@CP --f;7]@3J;~ ~jj\URMH~ ~T' 

603 BAvB 609a16 (SbhCN vs. 2Sab): --~@CP 1§'~;'{~jj\Uo Strictly speaking, 
the passage does not refer to a vision but merely states tlJe presence of countless 
Buddha-fields in each mote. The same is true of Sik~ananda (BAvS 259c24), but 
BAvT D ga 70aS says that [the bodhisattva] stuffs countless fields into each mote 
(rdul phran thams cad re re la II zhing rnams brjod du med pa mang po 'dzud par 
byed II). 

604 Cf. BAvB 609a14 (SbhCN vs. 27ab): "In each single mote, everywhere they 
display (/perceive) the dharmas of the three times" (--~@cp ~:fJi!.[v.l.~r=ttt 
~). In this case, it is Sik~ananda (BAvS 259c22) who merely states tlJe presence of 
tlJe dharmas of all the three times in each mote. 
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less aeons, are just one moment. 605 They thus recognize innumerable 
things in one thing, and one thing in innumerable thingS.606 Likewise, 
they display, or recognize, countless fields in a [single] body and 
countless bodies in a single field,607 or countless fields as one and one 
as many.608 

605 [1.] BAvB 609a22 (SbhCN vs. 31ab): JD (corr. CBETA; cf. BAvS 260al) ... 
=i!t~p-~. [2.] 61Oa9 (vs. 68ab): "Innumerable, countless aeons they understand 
to be just one moment" (~t~#!\li.fl(M mZ~p-~, = BAvS 260c17 [CL. 964]), but 
BAvT D ga na6-7 has "Countless aeons they stuff into one moment of thought (lit. 
[act of] producing a thought, cittotpiida, here not in its technical meaning) so that 
they assemble [there]" (bskal pa brjod du med pa rnams II sems bskyed gcig la yang 
dag 'du bar 'dzud byed cing II) [3.] 610a13 (vs. 70ab): "Countless kalpas are just one 
moment" (::fPJ~~M flP~-~~), similarly BAvS 260c21, butBAvT D ga nbl 
"Countless aeons they stuff into one day or one moment" (bskal pa brjod du med pa 
dag II nyi rna gcig dang yud tsam gcig tu 'dzud byed ... II). [4.] 611a26-27 (vs. 120): 
"The past is the future, the future is the past, the present is the past and the future: 
the bodhisattva understands [this] completely" (~*~** **~~* :fJ![=v.l.] 
tE~** :g:~~JJD). BAvS (262a5-6) has: "The future is in the past, the present 
in the future; the three times appear in one another: ... ". Skt. (MiRONov 1914: 332; 
ms. verso line 4c): ke:jiimcid iha atftiiJ;, aniigatii bhonti anya-m-anyiini I atha ciil 

aniigatiidhvam2 pratyutpannam prajiini:ju? a<nye)411, i.e.: "To some [bodhisattvas] 
here past [dharmas?] become future and vice-versa, whereas others cognize what 
belongs to the future as present." 

1 My em. (m.c.) : ca MiR., ms. 2 Sic ms. : °rtham MiR; cf. BAvT D ga 75a2 
ma 'ongs dus kyi rnams, which may, however, presuppose °dhviirh pratyut
panniim (acc.pl.). 3 My em. (m.c.) : °:ju MiR., ms. 4 Cf. Tib. la las. 

606 BAvB 609a17 (SbhCN vs. 28cd): -i:f1JD#!\li;' #!\li;'i:f1JD-.BAvS 259c25 has 
only ~-Jn::fJD (CL. 959: "They'know all in one."). 

607 BAvB 609a25 (SbhCN vs. 32cd): "In one body(cf. BAvS 260a4: -~) count
less fields, [in] one field countless bodies" (~i:f1#!\li;'5f\U -5f\U#!\li;'~). But BAvT D 
ga 70hl-2 has: "In [one] body he recognizes [many] fields, and into [one] field he 
likewise enters many bodies" (lusia zhing rnams de shes te II zhing la'ang de bzhin 
gcig min Ius 'dzud do II). 

608 [l.]BAvB 609b7 (SbhCN vs. 38ab): #!\lim#!\liJl5f\U flPJD:F.&-5f\U. [2.] 609b9 
(vs. 39ab): -W~i!tJl!. -%;\-5f\Ui:f1; similarly BAvS 260a17 and BAvT D ga 70b6, 
the latter with yang dag 'dzud pa (D,P,S) byed for -%/\.. [3.] 609b14 (vs.41cd; = 
BAvS 260a22; cf. CL. 61): "They know that different [fields] are one, they know 
that one [field] is different" (JDf.lf.I~- JD-~f.lf.I). 
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107.2.3. 1. As mentioned before, Buddhabhadra's version of the 
Samantabhadracarya-nirdeia (vs. 25) mentions the idea of the pres
ence of countless Buddhas in each particle of dust. In another verse 
(vs. 81), all versions refer to the Buddha's Dharma Body O!:!}, chos 
kyi sku), i.e., the dharmakaya or, as the Sanskrit has it, probably for 
metrical reasons, dharmasarlra. Originally, the expression 'dharma
kaya' was used as an adjective expressing the idea that the true 'body' 
of the Buddha is not his physical body but his teaching, the 
Dharma,609 but later on it developed into a substantive designating the 
Buddha as 'embodied' in his teaching (Dharma)' or in his specific 
properties (dharma), and ultimately the Buddha as he 'exists' on the 
level of absolute truth or True Reality (dharmata). According to 
Silqiinanda's rendering of vs. 81, the dharmakaya of the Tathiigata 
pervades (ff A) the whole world,610 whereas Buddhabhadra's 
rendering may perhaps be taken to mean that the pure dharmakaya 
encompasses or contains all worlds.611 

609 Cf. BHSD 277 and HARRISON 1992, pointing out that this use continues into 
early Mahayana and is frequent even in later sources. Cf. also passages like BA vS 
31c18 ({~j;J$~~) or 102a2 ({'§'.L-:.z$~~) and the observations made in fn. 637. 

610 BAvS 261a14 (cf. CL. 965): "The treasure of the Tathagata's dharmakaya (or: 
the dharmakaya of the Tathagata as his innermost [essence] (*garbha)?) enters into 
the world everywhere" (tzD*$~~ 'jlfAi:!tFI'!~r:p); cf. a17 (SbhCN vs. 82c): "The 
dharmakaya pervades the world" ($~~f!:tFI'!~). See also fn. 867. 

611 BAvB 610b6: "The pure dharmakaya contains all the worlds" (mi*$~~
t}]~f!:tFI'!~). I am not at all sure whether my rendering, which presupposes that ~ is 
used here in a verbal function, is correct. The result would be the same if ~ is un
derstood as a noun in the sense of "storehouse" and as a locative ("In the pure 
dharmakiiya as the storehouse, all worlds [are contained]"). In order to arrive at the 
opposite meaning, one would have to take ~ in the sense of "treasure" and the 
second quarter in a locative sense, in accordance with BAvS (see fn. 610). In any 
case, Dar's translation (1982: 111: "Die Schatzkammer vom reinen 'Kosmos-Leib' 
Buddhas ragt tiber alle weltlichen Dinge empor"), introducing a verb "towers over", 
which I do not find in the text, seems inacceptable. - For the idea that the Bud-
dha's (Dharma-) Body encompasses the world, cf. also fn. 869. . 
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2. The Sanskrit original,612 basically confirmed by the TibeJan 
translation,613 is, however, more complex-and seems to be concerned, 
in the first place, with the body of the advanced bodhisattva. For here 

.it is rather into his body (cf. Tib. Ius, not sku!) that the whole world is 
stated to enter or to be assembled (samosarati, gzud byas), and the 
_connection wIth the Buddha's dharmakaya, expressed by the phrase 
dharmasarfragarbha, is an additional qualification. In the Tibetan 
translation, this phrase is rendered as a bahuvr'ihi compound, i.e., 
taken to mean "containing the Dharma Body", but it could as well be 
a tatpuru~a, qualifying something as "being inside, or contained in, 
the Dharma Body". In the Sanskrit as found in the ms., the phrase 
seems to be an attribute of the world (loka). This would amount to the 
idea, expressed in the Chinese versions, that the world either contains 
(i.e., is pervaded by) the Dharma body or is contained in (or encom
passed by) it. Since the world is, in its tum, stated to be assembled or 
concentrated in the bodhisattva's body, the latter would indirectly 
also contain the Dharma Body. 

3. However, two passages of the Gar.ujavyuha suggest a more direct 
relation between the bodhisattva's body and the Dharma Body. At Gv 
231,23 (VS.),614 we read about an advancedfemale bodhisattva whose 

612 MIRONOV 1914: 332 (ms. recto line 1c): dharmal;iarzragarbham yasya lciiye 
samosarati lokam Ilo 1111 (lacuna). The metre requires - - for yasya; we may read 
yasya -or yasyo (BHSG ##3.7 and 3.86). Since the construction Aloe samosarati 
Bnom is well attested to in verses (e.g., Gv 176,24; 181,15; 200,7; 242,13; 304,10; cf. 

_ also fn. 615), I tend to take lokam as nom. (neuter ending for masc., cf. BHSG 
# 8.26) and as the grammatical subject of samosarati, but I do not dare exclude 
other possibilities. Tibetan gzud byas (see fn. (13) may presuppose samosarita 
(taken in a causative sense). The expression dharmaI:zsarzragarbham (for dharmaI:z
as prior member of a compound see BHSG # 8.12) will be discussed below. 

613. BAvT D ga 73a2 (p shl 73a8-b1; S nga 99b1-2): chos kyi sku yi snying po 
can II de yi lus la 'jig rten thams cad gzud byas shirzg II ( ... ). Though not without 
some uneasiness, I would translate as follows: "The whole world has been stuffed 
into the body of the [bodhisattva], who (or: which, sc. body?) has the dharmakiiya 
as his (fits) essence (garbha)." 

614 lciiyo hi te dharma.sarzragarbhab (verse addressed to the night goddessPra
santarutasiigaravatI). 
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body contains, in an embryonic, not yet fully-fledged form, the 
Dharma Body (dhqrmasarfra), and at Gv 181,5-8 (VS.)615 it is the (nas
cent?) Dharma Body' (dharmasarfra) of a bodhisattva into which the 
whole world has entered (samosan). Actually, in the Tibetan' version 
of the verse under discussion (viz., SbhCN vs. 81) the expression 
"containing the Dharma Body" is more likely to be construed with the 
bodhisattva or his body than with the world.616 This would probably 
mean that the whole world can appear in the bodhisattva's body be
cause the latter contains, or prefigurates, the dharmakaya, or 'cosmic' 
body, of a Buddha.617 However this may be: the Tibetan version, in 
any case, continues by stating that although the world is [part of?] the 
bodhisattva's body, he is not polluted by the world.618 In the subse- _ 

> 

615 dharmasarfru tavativisuddham ... yatra samosari Ioka ase~aJ:t (verse ad
dressed to the night goddess ViisantI). Cf. also Gv 346,2, qualifying (highly ad
vanced) bodhisattvas as "having purified (or: being purified with regard to) their 
meta-physical (/spiritual) body" (dharmakltyaparisuddha, BAvT S cha 18la4: chos 
kyi Ius yongs su dag pa). According to SBhCP vs. 110d (BAvT D ga 74b2 = S riga 
101b2-3: 'jig rten· mgon po kun gyi rjes su skyes; ms. verso line lc [end]: 
anuja{na}t(a)J:t sarva(lokanatMnam?)a), bodhisattvas are the spiritual offspring of 
all World-Protectors (= Tathiigatas), i.e., born from their Dharma. They are thus 
consangineous with all Buddhas (Gv 287,10-12: bodhisattvo ... ekasarfro bhavati 

. sarvabuddhaiJ:t), i.e., participate in their dharmakiiya. 
a The syllable na has been deleted by the scribe. Letters within ( ) are my addi
tion. 

616 See fn. 613. 

617 Perhaps dharmasarfragarbham in the Sanskrit text may be taken in a causal 
sense: "In whose body the world is assembled [because it is] contained in the 
Dharma Body [and because the body of the (high-level) bodhisattva has (almost) 
been transformed into a/the Dharma Body]." 

618 BAvT D ga 73a2-3 (p shi 73bl; S nga 99b2): "Although the world is [thus 
part of] his body, he does not incur pollution by any world[ly factor]" ('jig rten de 
yi Ius yin yang II 'jig rten kun gyis [pS: D gyi] de Ia gos pa med II); BAvS 26la15 
(SbhCN vs. 8Icd): "Although [the dharmakiiya] is in the world, it nowhere sticks to 
the world;' (!ill®t!:tFoff ~t!:t1l\li?JT~). The Sanskrit ms. has a lacuna here, but cf. 
SbhCN vs. 83a (MIRONOV 1914: 332; ms. recto line2b): evam anupaIiptaJ:t sarva
Iokena ... (thus ms., but how to scan? evam anupaliptaJ:t sarvallokena [cf. 
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quent verse (vs. 82), the relation is reversed: the body [of the bo~hi
sattva] (but in the Chinese versions: the dharmakliya) pervades the 
whole world and yet does not really go there, just as a reflected image 
appears in clear water without any physical crossing over of the ob-

-ject reflected.619 

108.0. As for explaining the statement under· discussion - viz., 
that even the environmept preaches (§ 101) - in terms of facets of 
interpenetratiQn traceable in the Buddhlivatamsaka itself, I must con
fine myself to making three suggestions based on the material pre
sented in § 107.1-2, without claiming to be exhaustive. Once again I 
proceed from the premise that preaching is, in the first place, the 
function of the Buddhas and highly advanced bodhisattvas. Thus, in 
order to explain the fact that the environment preaches in terms of 
interpenetration, I shall start from passages that confirm and concre
tize the interpenetration obtaining between the fields on the one hand 
and the Buddha(s) and high-level bodhisattvas on the other. 

108.1. My first proposal starts from the passage in the eighth chap
ter of the Dasabhamika-sutra .referred to in § 107.1. In the case of a 
bodhisattva exerting his miraculous power (adhiti~thati) on (an ele
ment of) a 'field', i.e., the environment; so as to transform it into, or 
at least make it appear as, his own or even a Tathagata' s body, or vice 
versa, it would seem that this (element of the) environment, now em
bodying the bodhisattva or Tathagata, may indeed preach, even ver-

fn.551] ... ?). In being unpolluted by the world, the high-level bodhisattva is like 
the Buddha (cf. Gv 21,25-26: buddhakiiyaT:z ... trailokylinupaliptaT:z). 

619 Ms. recto line 2a-b (MlRONOV 1914: 332): "Just as in clear water a reflected 
image is seen but does not [really] go there, so also the body [of the bodhisattva] 
pervades the whole world and yet does not [really] go there" (yatha clipi accha 
udake pratibhliso dr!yate na ca tadglimfya I evam ca sarvaloke kliyam anugacchi na 
ca tadglimfya II; MlRONOV reads tadbhlimfya; I take tadglimfya to represent tad
glimika [cf. BHSG # 22.20], cf. Tib. der song 'phos pa; the metre in piidas b and dis 
disturbed); cf. BAvS 261a16-17; BAvT D ga 73a3 (P shi 73bl-2; S nga 99b2-3); 
BAvB 6'10b8-9: "Just as in clear water one sees a reflected image [and yet] there is 
none, so the dharmakliya extends to the ten directions and yet does not extend any
where" (4fti[J~*!f:1 ~~~FJTfF ?t:J!}~+:1J jffi1.F~FJT3D· 
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bally.620 Yet this explanation of the environment's preaching would 
not be essentially different from the first one (ch. 2.4.1 / § 105). It 
would still be the bodhisattva's (or Buddha's) miraculous influence 
(adhi~thiina) that transforms, e.g., a tree into his own body or his own 
body into a tree, so that the tree may preach, without it necessarily 
having to be a sentient or saintly being in its own right. Although the 
aspect of miraculous power or influence is less prominent in the 
Samantabhadracaryiinirde.§a, it is not absent either621 and may well be 
presupposed as instrumental in making (parts of) the environment 
preach. 

108.2. 1. Alternatively, one might start from the above-mentioned 
verse in Buddhabhadra's version of the Samantabhadracaryiinirde.§a 
according to which the bodhisattvas see countless Buddhas in one or 
even in each mote and hear their preaching.622 This, too, however, 
seems to be, according to Buddhabhadra's rendering, the outcome of 
a miraculous act or of imagination, viz., making all 'fields', together 
with their Buddhas, enter into one mote. According to Sik~ananda's 
translation, the presence of all fields in one mote is perceived (J!) in 
a vision,623 and according to the Tibetan it is simply known or recog
nized (shes pa) by the bodhisattvas,624 but neither of these versions 
mentions the Buddhas and their preaching.625 

620 It is, perhaps, for this reason that the text (see fn. 589) adds, after tathagata
kiiyam, the itemsjiiiinakiiyam and dharmakiiyam (omitted in fn. 589), which may be 
taken as representing the essential qualities of, especially, a Buddha and advanced 
bodhisattva, viz., a vast 'body', or accumulation, of understanding and teachings, 
respectively. 

621 See fn. 595. 

622 SbhCN vs. 25: see fn. 601, No Sanskrit available. 

623 BAvS 259c18-19: ~mx:~r:p ~~Mft!!:W .\'i'<:§:::t=Jm~ j2fS;L{J\~ff (CL. 959: 
"In a single atom They see all worlds; If sentient beings should hear of this, They'd 
go mad in confusion." 32!S$L{J\~ff may correspond to a form or derivative of vi
-r muh). 

624 BAvT D ga 70a3-4 (P shi 70b2-3; S nga 95a6-7): "How many world-systems 
there are in a particle [consisting in] one mote, those they know (or: recognize); 
when they come to hear of [their] vast practice, all those worlds (/people?) become 
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2. Yet; in another chapter of the Buddhavatarhsaka it is precisely in 
these two translations (Buddhabhadra's obviously has a lacuna 
here)626 that we find a more detailed version of the same idea:627 In a 

convinced-and-pleased (*(a)dhi-..f muc)" (rdul phran gcig gi cha shas la II Jig rten 
khams mams ji snyed de dag shes pa dang II spyad pa rgya che [DP: chen S] thas 
gyur na II Jig rten de dag thams cad mas par 'gyur II). -

625 See fn. 623 and fn. 624, respectively. 

626 Just as in Silqananda and in the Tibetan (BAvT P yi 98a3-b1; BAvS 35a17-
25), so in Buddhabhadra (BAvB 409c10-16), too, ten aspects under which the multi
tudes of worlds are explained by the Buddhas are announced and enumerated, but in 
Buddhabhadra the subsequent detailed treatment of these aspects breaks off all of a 
sudden in the midst of the prose portion of the explanation of the eighth aspect 
(BAvB 412a16-19). Obviously, the manuscript used by Buddhabhadra was incom
plete here. This would seem to be corroborated by-the fact that in his.enumeration 
of the ten aspects the tenth is defective, perhaps due to a corruption in his manu
script (from Khotan, cf. SHIH 1968: 97; HAMAR 2007b: 147) which he was notable 
to remedy just because the respective explanatory section was missing. We cannot 
therefore automatically conclude that if a text portion of the later translations has no 
equivalent in Buddhabhadra's translation, it must be a later accretion. Each case has 
to be judged on its own. 

627 BAvT P yi 108b7-109a8 (D ka 101b4-102a5) '" BAvS 38c17-39a7 (eL. 198-
199).- Cf. BAvT P yi 100b5-7 (D ka 93b5-7; S ka 129a6-7; BAvB 41Ob27-c2; 
BAvS 36a13-16; CL. 189): "In all motes, all the 'oceans' (= masses) of [Buddha-]
fields (k~etra) of the vast universe (dharmadhiitu [cf. fn. 868]) abide, covered and 
filled (or: nourished) by clouds of Buddhas with their miraculous power (*adhi
~thiina). Just as miraculous activity (*vikurvita) [works] in one mote, so does it in 
the whole world (*jagat). [In this way,] the Buddha Vairocana displays his prodi
gious miraculous activity (*vikurvita)" (rdul mams kun na chas dbyings yangs pa'i 
zhing mams rgya mtsha kun kyang gnas II sangs rgyas sprin gyis byin kyis brlabs pas 
kun kyang yag cing yangs su rgyas II ji ltar rdul phran gcig la mam 'phrul de 
bzhin 'gra ba kun na'a II mam par snang ba'i sangs rgyas mam 'phrul rgya chen 
rab tu stan pa mdzad 11).- Cf. also BAvB 410c25-27: "In one single mote, suqtle 
lands (*~etra) as many as all motes are contained. In all [these] worlds there are 
various [Buddha-] appearances, all of them turning in those [worlds] the wheel of 
the Venerable's Dharma" (~~pg U~± --lj]~~ ~~r:p1:±: --lj]-t!tJ'f. 1§~ 
~ ~~Jtr:p "#$fItll; BAvS 36b13-14 is somewhat different in that it has the 
Buddha [no pl.-marker!] ga ta all those lands to operate the teaching; cf. 
CL. 190).- One could probably also adduce Gv 178,5-12 (BAvT S ca 294a1-2; I> 
nga 87a6-7): "In every mote I (ahu) see 'oceans' of [Buddha-]fields ... , and in them 
I see '.oceans' of Buddhas .... Look at the Shining One, who, just Awakened, per-
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single mote, many Buddha-fields exist, without damaging each other 
or getting mixed Up,628 and within each mote inconceivably many 
Buddhas make their appearance,629 pervading all those Buddha-fields, 
sitting under beautifully adorned bodhi trees, surrounded by large 
audiences, emanating rays of light and miraculous creations (*nir
malJa), and expounding many teachings.630 

3. In Silqananda's translation, the next verse631 may even be under
stood to state that "one atom emanates all Buddha's voices" (CLEARY 

1993: 201), which would make the atom, or mote, i.e., an element of 
the environment,632 the subject of preaching and thus come close to 
the statement of the Samantabhadracarya-nirdeSa (vs. 119) from 
which we started (§ 101). Yet, even if this interpretation of the verse 
were accepted (against the Tibetan translation)633, it would surely be 

vades the fields in all directions and, within each mote, under the stately (-indra) 
bodhi tree loudly proclaims this (ima) peaceful Dharma" (sarvaraje ahu k~etra
samudriin pasyami ... 1 tatra ca pasyami buddhasamudrii(n?) ... II pasya Virocana 
bodhivibuddharhl sarvadiSiisu spharitvana ~etrii I sarvarajal;pathi bodhidrumendre 
siint' ima dharma nigarjayamiinam II; ed. siintima ... nisarjaO, but cf. BA vT D nga 
87a7: zhi ba'i chos rnams ... sgrog pa and BHSD 294b f; for sarvarajaJ:!pathi Tib. 
has rdul sbubs kun and BAvS 370c23 ~P9). Similarly Gv 206,15-18. 

628 BAvT P yi l08b7-8 (D ka 101b4-5; S ka 140a3-4; BAvS 38c17-18; CL. 200): 
"On (Ch.: In) one mote, there are many [Buddha-]fields, 'oceans' [of them], ... 
without disturbing [each other], without any getting mixed up (*asarhbhinna, cf. Ch. 
;f!\ii~~)" (rdul gcig steng na zhing mang rgya mtsho ste II ... gnod pa med cing 'dre 
[S : 'dra DP] ba gang yang med II). 

629 BAvT P yi 108b8 (BAvS 38c19): rdul rnams kun la bsam yas sangs rgyas 
bzhugs. 

630 BAvT P yi 109a5 (BAvS 38c29): "In all motes they expound ocean[-like] 
teachings, and they make the Wheel [of the Dharma] roll in the right way" (rdul 
rnams kun la rgya mtsho'i chos brjod de II de dag 'khor 10 tshul bzhin 'khor mdzad 
cing II ... ). 

631 BAvS 39a2: -~~~~{~if Ji5Wi$~~~~. 
632 See fn. 576. 

633 BAvT P yi 109a5-6 (D ka 102a3; S ka 140b4): "In a single mote they have ut
tered the voice of all the Victors for those living beings (jagat) who are in a state of 
receptivity" (*bhiijanabhuta)" (rdul gcig la ni rgyal ba kun kyi [P : gyi D : gyis S] 
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merely a metaphorical mode of expression. It is quite clear from the 
phraseology of the passage as a whole that properly speaking it is the 
Buddhas within the mote who preach, and in the concluding verses, 
the scenario is expressly ascribed to the miraculous activity of the 
Buddhas.634 Therefore, if interpreted in terms of this form of inter
penetration, the statement of the Samantabhadracaryii ... nirdesa 
(vs. 119) that the environment preaches would also rather have to be 
understood as a metaphor for the preaching of the myriads of 
Buddha-appearances pervading it or made to pervade it by the mi
raculous activity of the Buddhas. 

108.3.1. The third possibility I should like to c,cmsider is basing th~ 
explanation of the statement of the environment's preaching on the 
idea that the Buddha's body pervades or encompasses the whole 
world, including the environment. 635 In a sense, this idea (more pre
cisely: the aspect of pervasion) is already implied in the pattern dis
cussed before (§ 108.2), viz., that each mote contains countless 

gsung I 'gro ba snod du gyur la de dag brjod byas te [DS : ste P] II ... ). I do not per
ceive any reason why the Chinese (see fn. 631) could not be construed in a similar 
way, viz., as "[In] one mote, [they] emit, into all directions, the voices of all 
Buddhas,' filling (/satisfying) those beings who are vessels (/recipients) of the 
Dharma." 

634 Cf. BAvT P yi 109a6-7 (S ka 140b5-6; D ka 202a3-4; BAvS 39a4-5; CL. 201): 
"They stuff all the countless adornments of 'oceans' of worlds into a single mote: 
look at the miraculous power of the Victors!" (zhing rnams rgya mtsho mtha' yas 
rgyan kyi [P: gyi DS] rnams II thams cad rdul sbubs gcig tu rab tu 'dzud Ilrgyal ba 
rnams kyi rdzu 'phrul mthu la ltos). Cf. also BAvT P yi 100b5-7 quoted in fn. 627. 

635 See § 107.2.3 with fn. 610 and fn. 611. Cf. also fn. 641 and fn. 644, as well as 
Gv ~70,26-27 (BAvT S cha 218a4-5; D a 293a5; BAvS 423cl-3; BAvB 770b18-19), 
characterizing high-level bodhisattvas as [1.] those whose bodies pervade. the bodies 
of all living beings (sarva-jagac-charfranugata-kayal}; "the bodies of' is missing in 
Tib. and S; B: "who know (7 = anugata) the bodies of ... ") and [2.] those whose 
bodies have entered all world-systems (sarva-lokadhatv-antargata-kiiyiil}). In 
BAvB, the latter characterization is taken to mean that those bodhisattvas encom
pass all world-systems in their own body (~J}~§'t-t/Jt!t:W), which is also possi
ble and perhaps even preferable. 
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Buddhas.636 Actually, when the idea of the Buddha's body pervading 
or encompassing the. whole world is expressed in the Buddhtiva
tamsaka (especially in its initial chapters), it is not always clear 
whether what is meant is indeed the dharmaktiya in the sense of the 
Buddha as he 'exists' on the spiritual level or on the level of True 
Reality, and not rather a kind of sublime physical body., or even a host 
of visible bodily appearances. In most of the passages concerned it is 
only Buddhabhadra's translation that has ~~, which normally corre
sponds to Skt. dharmaktiya, whereas S~ananda usually merely 
speaks of "the Buddha-body". The same is true of the Tibetan transla
tion, where even plural expressions occur.637 In addition, the meaning 

636 In a similar way, the idea that the Buddha's body encompasses the whole 
world is implied in the more sophisticated vision or display of the whole universe in 
each and every hrur-pore of the Buddha's body: e.g., BAvS 30alO-ll (CL. 162; 
siinilarly BAvT P yi 85a3-4; BAvB 408a17-18), or Gv 374,25-27 (BAvT S cha 
222a4-5;D a 296a4-5; BAvS 424b28 vs.): "[Those high-level beings] who stuff im
measurable 'fields', Buddhas, [ other] sentient beings as well as infinite aeons into a 
singie tip of a hair (Tib. skra rtse; S :§iIffi!) ... " (ye eki viilapathi uttar(i)miina 
lqetriin buddhiirhS ca sattva tatha kalpa anantamadhyiin I pravisanti ... ; ed. reads 
uttaramiina lqetriit, but cf. S ~:i:*U andBHSD s.v. uttari, and the 'fields' should be 
parallel to the nouns in piida b; in Tib. pravisanti is rendered by 'dzud, i.e., as a 
causative; cf. BHSG # 38.24; we may perhaps read pravisenti; if pravisanti is taken 
in an intransitive sense, we would have to read nominatives instead of the accusa
tives in piidas a and b).- Cf. also the description, in the Ga1Jr!avyilha, of Sudhana's 
vision of the bodhisattva Samantabhadra's playful miraculous· display (vikrfr!ita: 
424,30) of the whole universe emanating from each of his hair-pores (ekaikasmiid 
romavivariit) (Gv 423,29-424,29). . 

637 [1.] Cf., e.g., BAvB 408b5: "The dharmakiiya is stable and indestructible; it 
fills the whole universe (dharmadhiitu)" E~:!lt~!W::f1'iJ:tl 7iSmi-Wmf~W). How
ever, in BAvS 31a22, the first quarter merely says: "The Buddha-body is without 
distinction" ({?I\:!lt~~J.Jll; cf. CL. 168). Nor is the occurrence of the term dharma
kiiya in this verse confirmed by the Tibetan (BAvT P yi 87b2; S ka 112a2), where 
we have sku dag, which need not necessarily correspond to a plural but most proba
bly does, especially in view of the way the Tibetan translators have rendered the 
attribute or apposition (most likely *asambhinna): "[Buddha-]bodies that are not 
mixed up irradiate (*sphar /sphur, cf. BHSD 613) the universe" (kun tu ma 'dres sku 
dag gis II chos dbyings yongs su rab gsal te II). - [2.] For another case of ~:!lt in 
Buddhabhadra being represented by {?I\:!lt in Sik~iinanda and a plural (sku yi rnams) 
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of the term dharmakaya as reflected in Buddhabhadra's translation is 
by no means homogeneous,638 and may merely point to a higher level 
of reality than the physical appearance of the Buddha as it may be 

_ experienced by ordinary people. 

108.3.2. Anyway, what matters in the present context is that quite a 
few passages simply state that the Buddha's (particularly: Vairo
cana's) preaching fills the whole universe,639 or that due to his mi-

in Tibetan see fn. 641. - [3.] Yet another passage where Buddhabhadra's $~ 
(dharmakaya) is not conflImed by Tibetan is BAvB 399b29: tzO*$~~$W, i.e., 
"The dharmakiiya is [all-pervasive] like the universe (dharmadhatu)". Here, Siksii
nanda (SAvS 7c26) and Tibetan (BAvT P yi 20b4) have "the Buddha-body" ({~irt) 
and "the Sugata's body" (bde bar gshegs pa'i sku), respectively. - [4.] There are 
many more examples, especially in the 20th chapter of Buddhabhadra's translation, 
where only one out of eleven occurrences of $~ (viz., BAvB 486b18) is con
frrmed by Silqananda (BAvS 122b25) and the Tibetan (BAvT Ii ka 372b4: chos kyi 
sku). - [5.] On: the other hand, there are 'also passages where Buddhabhadra and 
Sik~ananda agree in simply asserting the ,Buddha-body ({~~) to be all-pervasive, 
as e.g., at BAvB 408a13 '" BAvS 30a6, BAvB 414b25 '" BAvS 42b21 , or BAvE 
401a22 '" BAvS 9b21, but in the latter case the Tibetan once again seems to presup
pose a plural: "The many Buddha-bodies, having pervaded (spharitva?) [all] direc-
tions, ... " (BAvT P yi 25a7: sangs rgyas sku mang phyogs su rgyas byas 
shing ... ). - [6.] In view of the far-reaching agreement of Sik~ananda and Tibetan, 
it would thus seem that we either postulate a thorough terminological revision of 
the original text after Buddhabhadra, or (most probably, in my opinion) have to 
regard the frequent occurrence of the expression $~ (dharmakaya) in Buddha
bhadra as an element of his personal interpretation of the text. 

638 For the fluctuating use of the term dharmakaya in Buddhabhadra' s translation 
of the Buddhavatarhsaka, cf. ZACCHETTI 2000: 56-57. A detailed investigation into 
the views on the Buddha's bodies in the various parts of the Buddhavatamsaka and 
their representation by the different translators is clearly far beyond the scope of 
this study. However, a distinction between the Buddha as he is in reality, or for 
himself, and the Buddha as he appears to others seems to be basic (cf. also 
WILLIAMS 1989: 123). 

639 E.g., [1.] BAvT P yi 58b3-4 (EAvB 403c24; BAvS 21blO; CL. 129): "The 
Buddha's 'circle' of speech proclaims [the Dharma] in all 'fields'" (sangs rgyas 
gsung gi dkyil 'khor ni II zhing rnams kun tu rab tu sgrog II). [2.] BAvT P yi 87a8-bl 
(D ka 80a7-bl): "Over countless billions of eons, within the motes of all 'fields', 
Vairocana's voice proclaims his former practice" (bskal pa bye ba grangs med par II 
zhing kun rdul phran sbubs dag tu II rnam par snang ba mdzad pa'i gsung II sngon 
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racu10us influence (adhi:jfhana) the sound of the Dharma spreads to 
all 'fields'. 640 Occasionally, this all-pervasive spreading of the 
Dharma is expressly associated with the omnipresence of the Bud
dha's real body,641 Some passages suggest that the preaching of the 

gyi spyod pa rab tu sgrog II); similarly BAvB 408bl-2; in BAvS 31a18-19, the syn
tax differs: cf. CL. 167. [3,] BAvB 398b16: "The Buddhas' right Dharma, without 
obstacle, completely fills countless worlds in the ten directions" (~{~lE$~jlijl:m 
J';lfJlitN+:n~;']'f-; v.l. ~ for ]'f-, but BAvS 6c6 ~;'~U supports ]'f-). [4.] BAvS 
31a8-9 (CL. 167): "The Buddha Vairocana turns the wheel of the right Dharma; all 
lands of the universe are filled [by it] as by a cloud" (mL\iJtEl.J1H~ ij~"lE1*fffjj $]'f
~~± PD*~J';lfJ~; however, instead of "lands" BAvT P yi 87a5 [D ka 80a4-5; S 
ka 111b4] and BAvB 408a20-21 have "methods" (tshul rnams, :n~), which is not 
clear to me). [5.] BAvS 32cll-12 (BAvT P yi 90a8-bl; not in BAvB). [6,] Cf. also 
BAvB (TUSN) 618c17-19 and 619c24-26, or Gv 185,28-31 ( ... sugato Virocano I 
dharmadhiitu vipulam spharitvanii cakru vartatijage yathiisayam II). 

640 BAvB 408a26-27: "Vairocana, through his miraculous spiritual power (*adhi- . 
~thiina, cf. Tib. byin gyi rlabs) , turns the wheel of the Dharma in all 'fields'; the 
sound of the bodhisattva Samantabhadra's resolve (*prm:r-idhiina) pervades all the 
'oceans' of worlds" (m!~1JjI{~t$J:r~)( --f;7]5f\Ur:J:r"$fffjj ~~:;gi\IB'§"Ji ~litN--f;7] 
t!!:W~); cf. BAvT P yi 87a7-8 and BAvS 31a14-15 [CL. 167]: different syntax. -
Cf. also BAvT P yi 87a5-6 (D ka 80a5; BAvB 408a22-23; BAvS 31alO-ll): "What
ever 'oceans' of world systems there are in the ten directions, in all of them the 
wheel [of the Dharma] is being turned; this is the miraculous effect (*vikurvita) of 
[Vairocana's] resolve" ('jig rten khams rnams rgya mtsho dag II phyogs beLl kun na 
gang yod pa II thams cad kun tu 'khor 10 'khor II de ni smon lam rnam par 'phrul 
pa'o II). 

641 E.g., [1.] BAvB 408a28: "The dharmakiiya fills all 'fields', everywhere rain
ing the rain of all teachings (dharma)" ($:!iir3tlitN--f;7]5f\U ~m--f;7]~$m). How
ever, BAvS 31a16 (CL. 167) speaks of Buddha-bodies as numerous as the motes of 
a 'field' ({~:!iir~5f\U~), and BAvT P yi 87a8 (D ka 80a7; S ka 111b7) seems to mean 
that all the bodies (sku'i rnams) [of the Buddha, or Buddhas] pour down the rain of 
the Dharma on [each?] mote of all 'fields'(or: on all 'fields' [as many as] motes?) 
(zhing kun rdullasku yi rnams II thams cad chos char [S : rab DP] rab tu 'bebs II). 
[2.] BAvT P yi 86a4-5 (S ka 110a6-7; D ka 79a4-5; BAvS 30b22-23; not in BAvB): 
"Completely pervading the universe (dharmadhiitu, pI. in Tib!), the Buddha's body 
shines forth; his far-reaching voice, spontaneously arisen, proclaims [the Dharma] 
in an 'ocean' of 'fields''', or: " ... [with his] far-reaching voice; the Self-arisen One 

. (*svayambhu, i.e., the Buddha who attained Awakening without relying on anybody 
else), proclaims ... " (chos kyi dbyings rnams kun khyab par II sangs rgyas sku ni 
rnam par mdzes II rgya chen gsung ni rang byung ba II zhing rnams rgya mtshor shin 
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Buddha is a single, permanent mysterious sound,642 but that on the 
phenomenal level sentient beings hear his preaching in accordance 
with their dispositions and expectations.643 This adaptation to the re
quirements of the listeners is often described as mediated by a host of 

tu sgrog II). [3.] Cf. also BAvB 408c23 (not in BAvS and BAvT); BAvS 22c19-20 
(CL. 134) '" BAvT P yi 62a7-S (not in BAvB). 

642 E.g., [1.] BAvB 399b4 (BAvS 7b25; BAvT P yi 19b4): '''Oceans' of teachings, 
as many as motes in one Buddha-field, [the Buddha] expounds by a single word, 
completely without a remainder" (-{~5fU~Mf$W -§~~m~~). [2.] BAvB 
400aU-12 ('" BAvS 8b8-9; BAvT P yi 22a2-3 differs): "Among all the sublime 
sounds and voices in the world, there is none at all that can compare to the Bud
dha's sound; [with] one sound, resounding like thunder to a great distance, he fills 
all directions" (-liJf:!tJllfr.9>1fJl ~~~gR:tzD*1f -1f~a~+::tJ). [3.] BAvS 
32b24 (CL. 174): "The Buddha emits a single wondrous sound, which is heard eve
rywhere in the 'fields' of the ten directions" ({~~-fr.9>1f mJOO+:1J5fU), slightly 
different BAvT P yi 90a3 (D ka 83a4): zhing rnams rgya mtsho .thams cad du II de 
dag gsung ni zab mo 'byung (D : byung P); not in BAvE. [4.] BAvB 399c6-7 (BAvS 
8a3-4; CL. 74; BAvT P yi 20b7-8; D ka 18b3). [5.] BAvB 404b15-17. [6.] BAvT P yi 
49b2 (D ka 45a2; BAvS 18a23; CL. 116; not in BAvB): rgyal ba'i gsung (D : gsungs 
P) gcig las ni mtha' yas pa'i II chos kyi sgo mo thams cad kun kyang 'byung II. 
[7.] BAvT P yi 52a3-4 (D ka 47a7-bl; BAvS 19a12; CL. 120; not in BAvB): chos 
sgo rgya mtsho mi zad tshad med pa II sangs rgyas gsung gcig sems can kun la 
gsung II. [8.] Cf. also BAvB (TUSN) 619b27-c4 '" BAvS 269a7-14 (CL. 992). 

643 [1.] BAvS 22c17-18 (CL. 134): "The dharmakiiya of the Buddha, [with its] 
vast light, ... rains teachings everywhere in accordance with what the minds of sen
tient beings aspire to [and] confonning to their faculties" (JJ:*7\91Jj{~$Jlr ... ~I\il 
5;K~{"pJf~ ~m~;f.&ffiJm$), '" BAvT P yi 62a6-7 ( ... dbang po ji bzhin chos kyi 
char yang 'bebs II sangs rgyas chos sku yangs pa rnam par mdzes II). The passage is 
missing in BAvB, but cf. 408b5-6 (see fn. 644) and 412alO: "In some [worlds, there 
is only] the Buddha's voice, resounding like thunder in the ten directions, in accor
dance with what sentient beings aspire to" (~{~1fJl!i+:1J ~Mf5;K~PJftlX~). 
[2.] BAvS 32a23+26: "As for the marvellous wheel of the Dharma which he turns, it 
is by nature undifferentiated; ... [yet] it displays infinite modes of teaching in accor
dance with the different [levels] of their (i.e., the vineyas') understanding" (PJf"fr.9> 
$. $tt~~J.jU ... ~~M~J.jU JJ1.~m$F5). Similarly BAvT P yi 89bl-2: tha dad 
med pa'ichos kyi dbyings II chos kyi 'khor 10 rab tu 'khor II ... dad pa rgya mtsho'i 
tshul dag gis II mi zad tshul rnams rab tu ston II; missing in BAvB. [3.] BAvS 21b10-
11 (CL. 129) '" BAvT P yi 58b3-4 and BAvB 403c24-25. [4.] BAvB 399b6 '" BAvS 
7b27 (CL. 72). [5.] Cf. also BAvB 619b27-c4 (see fD.. 642) and DBhS R 79,29-31 
and 80,6-7 (K 163,13-14 and 164,4-5; bodhisattva on the ninth stage). 
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miraculously displayed, apparitional Buddha-bodies,644 sometimes 
compared to reflected images (as in the Samantabhadracaryii chapter) 
or to a juggler's display.645 According to a passage of the GalJ-tja
vyilha,646 miraculously created bodies (nirmiilJ-akiiya) may preach with 
the sounds of all kinds of sentient beings, and even with that of insen-

644 E.g., [1.] BAvB 408b5-6: "The dharmakaya pervades the whole universe, 
everywhere manifesting physical bodies, [by means of which the Buddha] guides 
living beings in accordance with how they are to be trained" O!J13- '" 3iS~-W~$ 
W ~ml§7R:m~5:!1r iljff!1t~~~~), '" BAvS 31a22-23 (ml§-1JJE.5:!1r ilj~~~{*; 
CL. 168) and BAvT P yi 87b2 ( ... 'gro rnams 'dul baji bzhin du II gzugs kyi sku yang 
rab tu mthong), with differences in the first half (see fn. 637). [2.] BAvT P yi 85b5-
8 (S ka 109b5-UOa1; D ka 78b5-7; BAvS 30b2-3, 8-9; CL. 163 f; not in BAvB): 
"The true dharmakaya of the Buddha is not mixed up [with mundane things] 
(*asarhbhinna, which Chin. #!\f~JJU takes as "undifferentiated") and depends on 
nothing; even so, sentient beings see it as a physical body in accordance with their 
[respective] wishes .... From the [real] bodies of the Tathagatas (BAvS: On the 
basis of one Buddha-body), endless phantom-Buddhas [emerge] and, [their voice] 
resounding in all 'fields', set forth 'oceans' of teachings" (yang dag [P adds an 
unmetrical pa] sangs rgyas chos kyi sku II 'dres pa med cing gnas pa med II sems can 
thams cad yid [DS : yod P] bzhin du II gzugs kyi skur yang rab tu mthong II ... de 
bzhin gshegs pa'i sku dag las [BAvS: In-fifl!r:!1r J::.] II mi zad sangs rgyas sprul pa'i 
[pS : pa D] rnams II zhing rnams kun tu rab sgrog cing II chos kyi rgya mtsho shin tu 
ston II). [3.] BAvB (TUSN) 620b27-c10 (BAvS270a8-17; CL. 994) enumerates sev
eral types of bodies the Buddha may manifest to sentient beings when he is about to 
teach them. 

645 E.g., [1.] BAvB 399blO-ll (cf. BAvT P yi 19b8-20a1; BAvS 7c6-7; CL. 73): 
"The Buddha's body is inexhaustible like space, without characteristics (or: specific 
appearance), unhindered, [and yet] manifesting everywhere; what is adaptively 
manifested is like a juggler's display" ({ifl!rJ13-~D~:fi:iJi'i #!\li;f§#!\lilil~f~7Rt~ pfTi:iJff!:m 
~DxJ{t ... ). [2.] BAvT P yi 90a6-7 (D ka 83a7; S ka U5b5-6; BAvS 32c3-4; CL. 174; 
not in BAvB): "The dharmakiiya is non-different and unhindered, like space; its 
being perceived (*vijiiapti?) as a physical body has the [same] character [as] the 
appearance of a reflection" (chos kyi sku ni tha dad min II nam mkha' bzhin te chags 
pa med II gzugs kyi skur ni [DS : na P] rnam dmigs pa II mig yor snang ba'i mtshan 
nyid do II). [3.] BAvT P yi 89b2-3 (D ka 82b3; S ka 114b5-6; BAvS 32a27-28; 
CL. 173; not in BAvB): "In all Buddha-fields the Victors appear on the seat of 
Awakening like reflections" (sangs rgyas zhing rnams kun na yang II rgyal ba rnams 
ni mig yor 'dra II snying po byang chub rnams na snang II ... ). 

646 Gv 194,15-28. 
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tient things like a whirlwind, masses of water, flames of fire, the 
ocean, an earthquake, or heavenly musical instruments. This idea is 
parallel to the view that other persons or even insentient things may 
preach if inspired or controlled by the Buddha (see § 105). It is thus 

-reasonable to postulate some act of miraculous creation· or influence 
also when this is not explicitly stated, especially in the case of insen
tient things. When, e.g., light issuing from the pores of the Buddha is 
stated to proclaim the Dharma or names of the Buddha(s),647 the light 
is actUally a kind of extension of the Buddha's body. In Vairocana's 
purified Buddha-field, the jewel trees emit subtle sounds through 
which the great resolves (*prm}idhana) cultivated by the Buddhas in 
all aeons are articulated,648 but we can safely assume that this is part 
of the effect of Vairocana's previous resolve or of his miraculous 
power. Likewise, when at the seat of Awakening (bodhimal}¢a) the 
bodhi tree649 and the ground,650 or just the trees,651 or all things present 

647 [1.] BAvB 399cl4 (BAvS 8all; BAvT P yi 21a3). Similarly BAvS 30blO-l3 . 
(CL. 164) '" BAvT P yi 85bS-86al. [2.] The situation is different in the verses BAvT 
P yi 103b2-4 (D ka 96b2-4; S ka 133a2-5) '" BAvB 411b7-l2 '" BAvS 37a8-13,de
scribing worlds adorned by clouds of light and ornaments that emit sound; the last 
line, however, makes clear that here, too, the miraculous power (adhi~?hiina) of the 
Buddha(s) is at work. [3.] At BAvB 408b3-4 '" BAvS 31a20-2l '" BAvT P yi 87bl-2 
(D ka 80bl; S ka 112alA), it is not the rays of light themselves that train (Le., teach) 
sentient beings but rather Buddhas within them. Similarly, atBAvB 407c5-6 '" 
BAvS 29b13-l4, both Chinese versions may be taken, with CL. 160, to mean that it 
is the bodhisattvas in the light who preach, but Tib. (BAvT P yi 83a4-5, S ka 106b2-
3: byang chub sems dpa' de dag gi 'ad gzer gyi sgo thams cad nas kyang tshigs su 
bcad pa 'di lta bu dag byung bar gyur to II 'ad gzer thams cad sgo nas sgra 'byung 
ste I ... ) is unambiguous in stating that sound (in the form of stanzas recited) arises 
from the rays of light of the bodhisattvas. 

648 BAvS 41a23-24: ;!t.WW:i±lf*--z~j>wJf, ~§ti:tzO* --I;J];tWrr ?JT{~*)jt· see 
CL. 210. The passage is not represented in BAvB (one would expect it in the para
graph 414al9-2l). In BAvT (D ka 108a3-4), it seems to be the jewels themselves. 
that emit the sound. 

649 BAvS 23c28-29 (CL. 139) '" BAvT P yi 65bl-2: The bodhi Trees of all the 
Buddhas appear in the seat of Awakening and expound the Buddhas' pure Dharma. 
Not in BAvB. 
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there,652 emit sounds of praise or teaching,653 this is easily explained 
either as an effect of the Buddha's spiritual power or as a literary 
stratagem to highlight the extraordinariness of the event of the 
Buddha's Awakening (cf. Pt. I, ch. 5.2.2). 

108.3.3. The situation would be fundamentally different only if we 
understand the dharmakiiya, or the omnipresent body of the Buddha, 
not as just pervading or encompassing the environment but as consti
tuting its true nature, or as including the environment as an integral 
part of this body.654 If the environment is in its essence the dharma-

650 BAvS 24al (CL. 139) '" BAvT P yi 65b2-3: The ground around the seat of 
Awakening emits wondrous sounds, in accordance with the inclinations of sentient 
beings. Not in BA vB. 

651 BAvS 25b18 (not in BAvB): Wr:p~if%Jlt$'§'-, rendered in CL. 147 as "The 
voice of these teachings comes from the trees". In BAvT P yi 69a6 (S ka 88b6), 
however, the sound "issues from this great Bodhi-tree" (byang chub shing chen 'di 
las grag). 

652 BAvS 20b3 (not in BA vB): ~~-tJ]i±lfrn [(t{~JiJGl,m~:iJ; CLEARY (1993: ' 
125) translates: "Everything at the site of enlightenment produces exquisite sound 
Extolling the pure, inconceivable powers of the Buddha." BAvT (P yi 55b2: sangs 
rgyas stobs rnams yongs dag bsam mi khyab II snyingpo byang chub 'dir ni kun 
kyang grag) is less explicit: "The powers of the Buddha, completely pure, incon
ceivable, at this seat of Awakening, [they] all resound (lare celebrated)." 

653 It may be worth noting that I have not found any similar passage in BA vB. 

654 The Tibetan text of SBhCN vs. 81c (see § 107.2.3 with in. 618) could be 
understood in this sense, though I wonder whether this is actually its original 
purport. At Gv 183,28-29, the night-goddess Vas ann declares herself capable of 
comprehending (or visualizing) the fact that the Tathligatas have the infInite 
universe as their body. (anantadharmadhiitusarfratam avatarami) , but the original 
purport of the passage may well be that their body is as vast as the universe; ct. 
Buddhabhadra's rendering: "the dharmakaya is pure and fills the universe" (BAvB 
723a20: $~m~3t~$W). As for Gv 138,30, characterizing advanced bodhi
sattvas as sarvajaganmaya-sarfra ("whose body consists of the whole world"), the 
reading is doubtful, for V AIDYA's ms. S has sarvajagatsama O , which rather means 
that bodhisattvas may adopt bodies similar to any kind of (or: as numerous as there 
are) living beings, and this is the reading confirmed by the Tibetan (BAvT D a 45bl; 
S ca 239b4-5: 'gro ba thams cad dang mnyam pa'i [us dang ldan pa) as well as the 
Chinese versions (BAvB 712cl-2 and BAvS 360b26-27, both reading ~W-tJ]Ji<± 
I&~; cf. also T 10.293: 725b6-7). 
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kaya; embodying true reality, or is essentially (and not just by an 1'}ct 
of miraculous transformation) integrated into the Buddha's body as 
his 'field'-body (k~etrakaya),655 then the preaching of the 'field(s)' 
may be understood as the dharmakaya's, or the 'cosmic' Buddha's, 
self-revelation in the environment or parts of it. This, however, would 
seem to come close to Ch'eng-kuan's last proposal, to be discussed in 
the next paragraph. 

. 2.4.3. Third Explanation 

109. Ch'eng-kuan's third explanation, viz., that the environment 
preaches in the sense that even objects, i.e., external things, when 
apprehended, may directly disclose their true nature, points to non
verbal forms of transmitting the Truth, Le., to a metaphorical use of 
the verb "to preach". It thus probably comes closer to how Hui-chung, 
as a Ch'an master, may have understood the passage. In any case, the 
idea of preaching in the form of non-verbal communication,656 be it 
by the Buddha or bodhisattvas or by ordinary sentient beings or in
sentient things, is by no means alien to the Indian tradition. Ch'eng
kuan himself, by referring to fragrant food as an example, points to a 
passage of the Vimalaklrti-nirdda, according to which in the realm of 
the Tathagata Gandhottamakiita bodhisattvas are trained not by means 

655 Asis explicitly the case in Hua-yen exegesis, e.g., T 36.1736: 94b12-13: "The 
'fields' are [identical with] the 'field-body' (k~etrakiiya)" (*U±tlP~±!1r); 
T 35.1733: 160a29-b1: "Since Vairocana has the 'field-body' , etc., therefore the 
whole world is the Buddha's body" (J;J~jJ/l{5t 1'f~±!1r~, ~~i!tJ'l!. ~~{5t!1r). 
Cf. alsoT 35.1735: 504b13-15 (corum.: T 36.1736: 20c18-21a2), formulating four 
aspects which taken together circumscribe the fact that the Buddha and his field 
merge with each other: "the Buddha is the field" (15ttlP*U), "the field is the Buddha" 
(*UtlP15t), "both [somehow preserved]" (1Jj,), "[both] dissolved [as separate entities]" 
Ol\;). . 

656 Cf. Lar1k 105,5-12, referred to also by Ch'eng-kuan (T 35.1735: 519a23-26; 
36.1736: 93b19-c1). Cf. also Gv 194,15-28 (see § 108.3.2 with fn. 646), 427,5-15, 
and 270,26-29. For the Ch'an tradition, cf., e.g., McRAE 1986: 74. 
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of verbal instruction but by means of fragrant smells.657 According to 
another passage of this same siltra,658 in some Buddha realms, the 
work of a Buddha (buddhakrtya) is not carried out by the Buddha 
himself but by other persons (sc. bodhisattvas) or, among other things, 
by light, by the bodhi tree,659 by clothes or food, or by groves, palaces, 
mansions or even the empty sky (gaganam antarik~am), and it does 
not necessarily involve verbal instruction; it may also be accom
plished through silence.660 It is possible that in the Indian Mahayana 
milieu the salvific activity of such persons or objects, whether verbal 
or non-verbal, was often considered to be, somehow, due to the 
Buddha's miraculous influence or at least presence.66! But this is not 
necessarily so, for even in mainstream Indian Buddhism, natural 
things (like falling leaves or withering flowers) as well as artefacts 
may, as objects of meditative contemplation, directly 'speak' to the 
yogi by manifesting their impermanence, etc. (cf. § 44.2). Most tell
ing are the stories (shared by the Buddhist and the Jain traditions) 

657 VkN IX.14. Cf. also X.7, where fragrant food brought from Gandhottama
lctita's world is stated to carry out a Buddha's work (buddhakrtya) by causing, or 
inducing, spiritual advancement. According to IX.14, the perception of the fra
grance leads to a samildhi which is the source of bodhisattva virtues. 

658 VkN X.8(-1O), referred to by Ch'eng-kuan in T 35.1735: 519a19-23 and 
36.1736: 93a19-blO. The Sanskrit text of VkN X.8 seems to be lacunary due to 
aberratio oculi (easily explicable in view of the repetitive phraseology), since both 
the Tibetan and the three Chinese versions confirm additional phrases. 

659 Cf. fn. 569 and fn. 649. 

660 VkN X.9. The distinction of ~erbal and non-verbal teaching does not coincide 
with the distinction of teaching carried out by persons on the one hand and objects 
on the other, since even the latter may miraculously emit verbal instruction (see 
§ 105). 

66! Cf. § 105 and § 108.3.2, esp. the reference to Gv 194,15-28. Cf. also MPPU 
313c4-12 (LAMOTTE 1980: 2358-2359), where it is stated that there are Buddhas 
who make sentient beings attain A wakening through verbal preaching, whereas 
others do so by other means including emitting light or fragrant smell or in that they 
"perform the work of a Buddha by means of all [kinds on] sounds of (or: voices 
resounding from?) grasses and trees" (.c10-11: 1'f1~ g~.D)-W~*Z§ rm1'F1~$ ~ 
~~1~~~o). 
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relating the sudden Awakening of the so-called pratyekabuddhas (see 
ibid.), which takes place on the occasion of a shocking experience, ' 
e.g., upon coming across a tree seen earlier in full blossom that had 
b_een completely stripped of its flowers in the meantime.662 Ch'eng
kuan's own explanation, in his subcommentary, is basically in the 
same vein, for he exemplifies the 'preaching' of the.environment with 
corporeal things (-6, nlpa) immediately disclosing [to the open
minded observer] their materiality (~li.i, = Skt. miirta(tva) , depend
e'nt arising, impermanence, essencelessness, etc.663 It is obvious that 
fulfilling this function does not require an active participation on the 
part of the object, let alone its sentience or saintliness. 

2.4.4. Conclusions Regarding the Buddhiivatamsaka 

110. I hope that the preceding discussion, albeit provisional, has 
shown that even the explanations proposed by a representative of sys
tematized Rua-yen thought do not force us to understand the passage 
from the Samantabhadracarya-nirdda adduced by Rui-chung, taken 
in its original context, as presupposing a view according to which 
plants are sentient or even A wakened beings in their own right, such 
that this passage might form a link between an archaic view of plants 
as sentient or even saintly beings in early Buddhism and the Far East
ern idea of plants as Buddha-natured. 

111. If we follow Ch'eng-kuan's first explanation, the preaching of 
plants is merely the effect of a Buddha's or highly advanced bodhi
sattva's miraculous influence and does not require the plant itself be
ing sentient or Buddha-natured. Nor is this necessarily required by 

662 For the reception of this idea in China in a doctrinal context cf. Chih~i's Mo
ho chih-kuan .~IiJll:fi (T46.1911) 136c17 (passage kindly pointed out to me by 
Prof. Waka SHIRATO in 1999), referring to the idea that even insignificant events 
like old blossoms drifting in the wind or leaves stirred by a gust (¥m~!iJ) may 
occasion a pratyekabuddha's Awakening. For a connection of this idea with the 
theme of the 'preaching of the non-sentient' see also FAURE 1996: 192-194. 

663 T 36.1736: 614cl-3: §~:E.!:1f, j.(Dt5!lP~1f~, !lP~~:±', !lP~~1It, !lP~~ti 
~o 
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the third explanation, which in the conservative Indian sources would 
merely mean that to an appropriately prepared observer, phenomena 
like seasonal change or the fragility of flowers may reveal the funda
mental truth of impermanence, without, of course, any agency on the 
part of the plant itself. The situation may eventually become different 
if the true nature of things is 'sacralized' by being equated with the 
true nature of the Buddha or with his dharmakaya,664 or if interpen
etration is understood in a strong sense implying essential identity, 
the environment being the Buddha (i.e., his k:jetrakaya) and the 
Buddha being the environment (see § 108.3.3). The decisiv~ issue is 
thus Ch'eng-kuan's second explanation of the environment's preach
ing. 

112. Yet even as regards this second explanation, my (admittedly 
preliminary) investigation makes me very hesitant to assume that in 
the original texts themselves that make up the Buddhavatarhsaka col
lection the idea of universal interpenetration was consciously taken to 
imply an individual sentience of plants as such, or even their being 
actually and individually Awakened (or at least capable of Awaken~ 
ing). My impression is rather tha~ this question is simply outside the 
focus of the interest of the authors of these texts. As pointed out 
above, it is, originally, mainly in the context of visions and miracu
lous displays that aspects of pervasion or interpenetration are de
scribed. What catches one's eye is the central role, in this context, of 
miraculous power and activity, i.e., of the factor Ch'eng-kuan had 
referred to in his first explanation of the phrase that even the envi
ronment preaches. In the Dasabhiimika-siitra, the verb preferably 
used for the miraculous displays of advanced bodhisattvas is adhi
ti:jthati, in the sense of transforming something, or making it appear 
in a certain form or place, by means of a supranormal act of con
tro1. 665 In the GalJtjavyiiha, Sudhana's vision of the interior of Mai
treya's jewelled palace, in which hundreds of thousands of similar 

664 For a more detailed discussion of this point see Pt. n.B, ch. 1.l. 

665 On adhiti~thati and the verbal noun adhi~thiJ.na see fn. 497. 
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palaces are reflected in each single reflecting object without being 
mixed Up,666 is essentially due to Maitreya's beneficial miraculous 
influence (adhi~thana),667 probably in the sense. of taking control of 
Sudhana's mind (which, of course, presupposes the latter's spiritual 
-quest and maturity)668. In the Lokottara-parivarta,669 facets of inter
penetration are discussed especially in the paragraphs on miraculous 
activities (*vikurvita) and playful displays (*vikrft;iita).670 Moreover, it 
is expressly stated that when the bodies of sentient beings are made 
into [a part of?] the environment, or vice-versa, this happens without 
impairing their original status.671 This means that insentient things 
like plants remain essentially insentient even if miraculously trans
formed into the body of a sentient being. In the Samanta-bhadra
carya-nirde.fa the aspect of miraculous activity and influence is, to be 
sure, less conspicuous, but it is not missing either.672 Even in systema
tized Hua-yen treatises it continues to be reckoned among the reasons 
for the interpenetration of phenomena.673 

666 Gv 408,3-8: tasya camahakiitagarasya abhyantare tadanyani kiitagarasata
sahasralJY ... apasyat ... 1 te casya kutagaravyuha anyonyasarhbhinna anyonyamisrr
bhata (my emendation; ed.: °maitrZO, but cf. 415,14) anyonyasarhkrrlJa pratibhasa
yogena abhasam agaman ekasminn arambalJe 1 yatha ca ekasminnarambalJe, tatha 
se~asarvarambalJe~u I. Cf. MCMAHAN 2002: 136. 

667 See fn. 573. 

668 Gv 416,11-12, stating that Sudhana's experience is due to the miraculous 
power of the bodhisattva (sc. Maitreya) and Sudhana's being a suitable recipient 
(bodhisattvadhi~thanena tava ca subhajanataya). Cf. also purvakusalamula-bala
dhana beside tathagatadhi~thana as a condition for Muktaka's vision (Gv 64,21). 

669 Tib. 'Jig rten las 'das pa, Ch .• t!tF,,~&b. The Sanskrit title is confirmed by 
Sik~ 151,13~(cf. HAMAR 2007b: 142). 

670 See fn. 593 and fn. 528. 

671 BA vT D ga 202b2-3 (see § 97 with fn. 528). 

672 See§ 107.2.2 with fn. 595. 

673 In Fa-tsang's commentary on DBhS R VIIl.N (T 35.1733: 363b17-21), the 
bodhisattvas' mastery of autonomous comprehension (:g:ii~iH3fr~:iJ) is, along with 
the all-pervasiveness of the dharmata O*'I:1rlM!~) and the mutuality of dependent 
arising (~Illii'§B3), reckoned as one of the conditions for the miraculous transfor-
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113. 1. A comprehensive discussion of the meaning and function of 
these visions and displays of pervasion and interpenetration would 
exceed the litl1its of the present study. Provisionally, I am inclined to 
understand them as the expression of a level of spiritual purity and 
mastery on which the world is no longer experienced as determined 
by the adamant limitations of space and time, number (vision gradu
ally extending to countless items),674 and discrete individuality. For 
advanced bodhisattvas, the universe has assumed (or reveals itself as 
having) a fluid and dynamic,675 malleable,676 'protean,677 nature, to the 

mation of one body into another. Later on (430b21-25),.'when commenting on the 
bodhisattvas' miraculous exploits (vikurvita) concerning the environment (k~etra) 
(BAvB 647c13-24), Fa-tsang enumerates five reasons, replacing the bodhisattvas' 
mastery of autonomous comprehension with their power of concentration entailing 
supranormal faculties (5E1n'ltEmJm~i&), their having obtained the power of 
freedom [from limitations] (*vimok~a) enabling them to transform things Cf4MMI;:t; 
g~~iJ~i&), and their power of comprehension by which they understand the fact 
that phenomena are like hallucinations and dreams, so that they attain autonomous 
mastery with regard to [making them] appear in accordance with their own mind 
(9§':t;7~Dj;J~{* Jl)i§ 1~<fJH4§fri&; see § 113). In other places, we find ten rea
sons for the convertibility of phenomena, including the power of supranormal facul
ties, concentrations and freedom [from limitations] (MMI;, *vimok~a) (T 45.1871: 
594c25-595a1, with detailed explanation 595a1-b29), or at least the latter two 
(T 35.1735: 5l5c25-516a1, explained in detail 516a8-517c13). 

674 Cf. VETTER 2004: 65 and 77-78 (Meghasrl's vision of ever increasing num
bers of Buddhas: Gv 48,27 ff). Historically speaking, the vision or visualization of 
countless Buddhas is probably, as VETTER (2004: 6~9) suggests, a reshaping and 
development of the canonical practice of recollecting the Buddha (buddhiinusmrti, 
which originally did not normally involve visualization) under the influence of 
various practices of a more visual nature, some of which, like the contemplation of 
the repulsive (asubhabhiivanii) or the contemplative practice of benevolence 
(maitrfbhiivanii), developed into imagining the mUltiplication or extension of the 
visualized object to the extent that it fills the whole world (cf., e.g., SCHMITHAUSEN 
2007a: 228-230). In addition, the visions of countless Buddhas in the Gv may have 
also been inspired by more developed conceptions of the Buddha's display of self
multiplication (see fn. 578), of which they are, so to speak, the recipient counterpart. 

675 ZACCHETII 2000: 70,1-2. Cf. also WILLIAMS 1989: 123: "the quicksilver uni
verse of the visionary perspective wherein all is empty and therefore is seen as a 
flow lacking hard edges." 
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effect that the aforementioned limitations may now be shifted, tran-
scended, interfused or effaced at will. ' 

2. In this perspective, in the Buddhiivatamsaka texts discussed in 
the present chapter678 comparisons of the worlel, or even of the con
tents of visions, with a dreariJ., a hallucination (mliyli) or the like may 
not only have the purpose of undermining the objective reality of the 
ordinary world,679 or putting the visions or miraculous displays into 
perspective in order to prevent the spiritual wayfarer Sudhana (and 

676 McMAHAN 2002: 115 and 128, though the equivalent f!:yi~thapana [Gv 415,28] 
for "malleability" is problematic because the reading is doubtful (cf. BHSD 502b 
and 486b); the negation is indeed missing in Tih (BAvT D a 339a7). 

677 Cf. GRANOFF 1998: 355. 

678 In: the 'Suyama gatMs' (ch. 1.5.2) and the 'Eulogies on Mount Sumeru' 
(ch. 1.7); emphasis is rather on not misinterpreting the physical appearances of the 
Buddha. 

679. Cf., e.g., Gv 360,8-20: miiyagato nama bodhisattvavimok~aJ:t, characterized by 
seeing the [ordinary, 'non-protean'] world as a hallucination and somehow setting 
the stage for the vision of Maitreya's palace. In the Dasabhumika-sutra, tllese com
parisons appear at the beginning of the sixth bhami (DBhS R 47;15-16 [VI.A] ., K 
96,10-11), in a set of anti-substantiaIist phrases preparing for the contemplation of 
dependent origination and in the verse (DBhS K 110,4-7: vs. 14) which corresponds 
to. the resume of this contemplation in DBhS R VLN (K 102,3-5). They appear 
again at the beginning of the seVenth bhumi (DBhS R 55;15-17 [VII.A] ., K 114,13-
15); characterizing a world-transcending perspective in a set of phrases contrasting 
this perspective with a world-affirming one as two poles of a bodhisattva's spiritu
ality. At the beginning of the eighth bhumi, the bodhisattva is described as tending 
towards complete detachment (viveka: DBhS R 64,12 [VIILC] ., K 134,15) and 
inactivity, an attitude from which he has to be aroused by the Buddhas, and it is 
only thereafter, and on the basis of his having rid himself of imagining bodies as 
ultimately discrete entities (DBhS K 141,7-8; DBhS R 69,10 [VIII.N]), that the text 
refers to. the di~play of a mIraculous transformation of his own body into that of 
other sentient beings, etc. (see § 107.1 with fn. 589). In the verses of the Samanta
bhadracarya-nirde.§a, too, comparisons of the world with illusory phenomena ·occur 
(BAvB 61OaS-6, a17-18, a23-24 and b16-23 ., BAvS 260c13-14, c25-26, 261a2-3 and 
a24--b2 ., BAvT D ga 72a5-6, b2-3, b5 and 73a6-b1 [verses 66, 72, 75 and 8tJ-.;..89]), 
but a pr(!cise ascertainment of their function would require a more detailed investi
gation. An important aspect seems to be that they are intended to illustrate that phe-
nomena are insubstantial and indeterminable. . 
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thus also the reader, or the audience) from misinterpreting these vi
sions or displays in' terms of the ordinary spatio-temporal world.680 

These comparisons may also, and perhaps in the first place, be em
ployed with the purpose of illustrating precisely the above-mentioned 
overruling of all ordinary limitations,681 as seems to be also supported 
by the reIlfarks of Hua-yen masters on these comparisons in the con
text of interpenetration.682 Similar functions may also hold good for 
statements that emphasize, in connection with visions or with the ex
perience of the (or: a) world, the role of one's own mind (citta) or 
(imaginative) thinking (sarhjiiii).683 

680 As in the case of Muktaka's Buddha-visions (Gv 66,28-33; cf. VETTER 2004: 
64-65; NAMAI 1995: 178-179 [rl°875-874]), or in the case of the punishment of 
phantom-criminals by the bodhisattva-king Anala (Gv 122,31-123,17). Cf. also Gv 
369,13-15 and 28-30. 

681 Especially Gv 414,14-28 (comparing the miraculous visions of .bodhisattvas 
with dream experience under the aspect of transcending the limitations of space and 
time) and 415,23-25 (comparing them with hallucinations under the aspect of both 
being induced by the powerful influence (adhi~!hiina) of another person). Cf. also 
the comparison of the bodhisattvas' visions with a mirage (gandharvanagara: 
415,19-20) and with a yak.ra-palace spatially overlapping with a human mansion 
(415,20-21), illustrating mutual pervasion (without intermixture) and non
obstruction. In this sense probably also Gv 123,17-21. 

682 Cf., e.g., T 45.1871: 595a9-14: the comparisons with hallucinations and 
dreams are intended to illustrate the overruling of the limitations of space and 'time: 
in a hallucination, there is no obstacle to big things being displayed in a small place; 
in a dream, long and short are not incompatible; in a dream one may experience the 
passing of a year, but when one wakes up it was only a moment. Cf. also T 35.1735: 
517b20-26: a conjurer may turn one thing into many or many into one; in a dream, 
what one sees is huge but one has not moved away from one's pillow; the period 
that has elapsed appears to be very long but actually not even a moment has passed. 

683 Cf. Gv 66,27-67,11 (cf. VETTER 2004: 64-65) and 231,27-30 (vs.17; cf. 
G6MEZ 1967: lxxx-lxxxi). Cf. also § 83. In Sik~ananda's version of the Samanta
bhadracaryli-nirdesa, one verse (SbhCN vs. 71) expresses a mutual dependence of 
the mind and the world: "The mind dwells in (or: rests on) the world, and the world 

, , dwells in (or: rests on) the mind; [the bodhisattvas] do not wrongly conceptualize 
these as two or not two" (BAvS 260c23-24: IL\'f:t:~i!!:Fdl i!!:Fdl1~IL\ ~Jlt~~m = 
;Lp=:B-llU; cf. CL. 964; BAvB 61Oa15-16 and BAvT P shi 72b8-73al [S nga 98b5-6; 
D ga 72b2] are slightly different). In another verse (SbhCN vs. 63ab), we find the 
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3. With their ideal of an almost684 unlimited control over the uni
verse, the Buddhavatarhsaka texts would seem to form part of an old 
strand of Indian religiosity according to which the goal is not radi
cally world-transcending but rather a state of unimpeded autonomy 

-and 'wandering at will' (kamacara) through heavenly realms,685 or, in 
the Buddhavatarhsaka, through a freely transformed, 'jewelled', glori
fied universe. But the goal of a bodhisattva is not just his own glori
ous freedom and welfare (svartha) but also the welfare of others 
(parartha),686 and for this purpose, too, the free command over the 
universe, transcending all kinds of limitations and thus enabling an 
all-embracing salvific activity, could easily have appeared more suit
able than a purely world-transcending spirituality did. 687 This picture 

idea of manifold worlds being 'painted' by sarhjiia (BAvT D ga 72a3: 'du shes 
rnam pa du ma ste I des ni 'jig rten sna tshags ma lus rnam par bris, corresponding 
to BAvS 260c7: ili:Fs~mmU ~EEIJJ~1'JH1:), but Buddhabhadra (BAvB 609c28) is 
somewhat different and has karman C*) instead of sarhjiia. On the idea of the mind 
as a painter and its connection with karma see §§ 77 (with fn. 415) and 80. 

684 The power of Buddhas and advanced bodhisattvas holds full sway over the 
insentient environment and may, to a certain extent and temporarily, even change 
the physical appearance of sentient beings and influence their thought and feelings, 
but ultimately the efficacy of their salvific activity is dependent on the receptivity 
and maturity of the sentient beings themselves, and basically it is the latter's own 
karma that determines their environment, or perhaps rather the way they experience 
it. 

685 SCHMlTIIAUSEN 1995a: 52-59; 1995b: 144-148. The idea of "wandering at 
will" seems to have been integrated into Mahayana Buddhism in the form of the 
assumption that advanced bodhisattvas can choose their rebirth deliberately (cf., 
e.g., Panc 1:80,7 and 185,8; Sat 1470,14-16: sarhcintyfitmabMvarh parigrhIJati 
/upadatte), i.e., have the power to assume, keep and abandon their body at will 
(BoBh 265,6-7: sve ... atmabMve yatMkam<am?)* adana-sthana-cyuti-vasavartita; 
cf. ASBh 129,6-7: yatMkamam asrayasy8padana-sthana-parityaganarh samrddhau 
(sc. samadhi/:t, etc.). * Patna ms. (350b5) reads ° ktimayadana o . 

686 It would seem to be for this reason that in Sudhana's vision of the universe 
reflected in Maitreya's palace the evil destinies, too, show up (Gv 412,6-7). 

687 Cf. VETTER 2004: 78. VETTER rightly calls the spirituality of the Gv world
encompassing, but it is also world-transforming. Diversity is affirmed, but not this
worldly diversity with its limitations and shortcomings. Since this world is not the 
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of a state, attainable, in the long run, by everyone,688 of glorious mas
tery and, in a sense, even creatorship enabling, 'at the same time, a 
powerful engagement for the welfare of others surely also functioned 
as an appealing ideal in the context of competition with other, espe
cially theistic religious movements of the time.689 

114. In this way, at least in the Dasabhumika and the GalJr!avyuha, 
the idea of interpenetration seems to figure, primarily, in the dynamic 
context of descriptions of visionary experiences and displays of 
autonomous mastery over ordinary limitations and of salvific re
sourcefulness, descriptions that reveal hardly any interest in a sys
tematic exploration of theoretical implications.69o The same would 
also seem to hold good for the Samantabhadracaryii-nirdefa, whose 
main subject is the comprehensive knowledge of advanced bodhi-

creation of an almighty and benevolent creator but rather the product of the karma 
of imperfect sentient beings, there is no reason to gloss over its fundamental unsat
isfactoriness. The Buddhavatarhsaka does not, however, confine itself to indicating 
a method for transcending this unsatisfactory world but rather depicts the possibil
ity of radically transforming it into, or superseding it by, a glorious universe, malle
able at will and expected to be more satisfactory. 

688 Cf. the fact that in the Gv the kalyal}amitras visited by Sudhana comprise per
sons from different social groups, male as well as female, renouncers as well as lay 
persons (see McMAHAN 2002: 122). 

689 Cf., in this connection, the conceptual similarities with Siinkhya and 
Vai~1).avism hinted at in fn. 690 and § 137. Cf. also McMAHAN 2002: 114, compar
ing certain visions of the Gv with the vision of K!"~1).a's cosmic body in the 
Bhagavadgfta. 

690 Cf. also WILLIAMS 1989: 124: "Thus, the sutra (viz., Gv [L.S.]) is less con
cerned with describing the world this way as with recounting the [b]odhisattva's 
attainments by which he can see the world in such a light, and the [b]odhisattva's 
miraculous powers by which ... he can cause things to interpenetrate." - Even so, 
the curious similarity between the visionary worlds of the Buddhavatarhsaka and 
the ontology of the Siinkhya (which seems to have been shared by a certain theistic 
school: WEZLER 1981: 386-387; 403; 406; 1987a: 174--175; 180; 1992a: 290), ac
cording to which everything is, or is contained in, everything (see fn. 516 and fn. 
528), may deserve closer investigation; cf. also statements like "in the tip of a fmger 
there is the whole triple world" (aligu[iSikhare lokatrayam apy asti : WEZLER 1981: 
378-379). 
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sattvas, an important aspect being their awareness and also display of 
universal interpenetration. ' 

115. Similarly, the idea of the ubiquity of the Buddha's body (or 
bodies), or the dharmakfiya, appears to be viewed not so much in an 
ontological sense691 as in the perspective of the Buddha's mastery 
over things and his all-pervading helpful presence. In this perspective, 
it makes sense that the Buddha is present within us as well as in the 
outside world. Similarly, when the Buddha's true nature is envisaged 
as being identical with the true nature of everything, its omnipresence 
naturally extends to sentient as well as insentient things. However, 
when the perspective shifts to immanent Buddhahood as a potential of 
the unawakened individual to attain Awakening, the perspective 
automatically narrows to sentient beings only,692 because oilly these 
are traditionally considered to be in need of liberation. Thus, in the 
Tathfigatotpattisambhava-nirdeia chapter of the Buddhavatarhsaka, 
only sentient beings (sattva) are stated to contain, from the outset, L. 
an encapsulated, hidden form, the complete knowledge of a Buddha 
(tathfigatajfifina).693 The same also holds good for those Indian texts, 
beginning with the Tathfigatagarbha-s~ttra, that develop this idea into 
the view that all sentient beings, including even animals,694 have a 
Buddha within (tathfigatagarbha; see §§ 53.2.2 and 53.3). The -
somewhat casual - reference to "even animals" can, in the Indian 
context, hardly mean anything else than that animals are regarded 

691 ill the Chinese versions of the Samantabhadra~arya-nirdeSa, the presence of 
the dharmakaya in the world is expressly compared with the presence of a reflected 
image in clear water (see § 107.2.3 with fn. 619). 

692 If the perspective is not so much theoretical as practical, it may even focus on 
human beings only. 

693 BAvB 623c23-624a22 '" BAvS 272c3-273a4; '" T 10.291 (Dharmarak~a): 
607cl-608a2. The Sanskrit original of the passage is quoted RGVV 22,10-24,8; cf. 
TAKASAKI 1966: 35-36 and 189-192; 1974: 574-602; ZIMMERMANN 2002: 65-66, 
ZACCHETII 2000: 61-62. 

694 TGS # 7B (ZIMMERMANN 2002: 302-303 and 133 (transl.». Cf. also RGV 
I.119 and 120. 
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here as the lowest grade of sentient beings (sattva), implying that 
plants are, as a matter of course, not included. They are rather reck
oned as part of the 'container world' (bhiijanaloka), i.e., of the sur
rounding world or environment, which is subordinate to sentient be
ings in the Indian Buddhist perspective (see § 132.1) and is, in itself, 
not in need of liberation because, being insentient, it does not suffer. 
In the Ratnagotravibhaga, the focussing on sentient beings in connec
tion with the concept of tathiigatagarbha has entailed the conse
quence that even the all-encompassing presence of the dharmakaya 
and of the Buddha's true essence (tathata) is expressed only with ref
erence to sentient beings.695 The subordinate position of the environ
ment finds its most radical expression in the fully developed 
Yogacara system where the 'container world' comes to be reduced to 
mere images in the minds of sentient beings (cf. § 132.2). The 
Buddhavatarhsaka texts occasionally express themselves in a similar 
way, with the purpose, it seems,696 of indicating either the illusory 
nature of the world or, more characteristically, the idea of a fluid, 
malleable universe not subject to the ordinary limitations of space, 
time, etc. 

116.1. Thus, in the Indian Buddhiivatarhsaka materials and related 
texts, systematic consequences from interpenetration or from the 
ubiquity of the dharmakaya - i.e., from its presence not only in sen
tient beings but also in the environment - for the soteriological per
spectives of the environment itself do not seem to have been drawn. 
As far as I can see, this problem came to be discussed only, albeit 
sporadically, in the treatises and commentaries of the Chinese exe
getes of the siitra. 

a) Thus, the second Hua-yen patriarch, Chih-yen (~1i:, 602-668), 
states that according to the One Vehicle (-~tt ekayana) as repre-

695 See §53.3 with fn. 295 and fn. 296. Cf. also MSA IX.I5, quoted RGVV 71,1-
4. 

696 Cf. § 113.2 with fn. 683, but also ch. 1.5.1-3. 
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sented by the Buddhiivatarhsaka, all sentient beings with both their 
personality OE) and environment (f1X) become Buddha.697 ' 

b) Likewise, Fa-tsang O*~, 643-712) declares that in the context 
<;:>f the Perfect Teaching ([§]~) - and hence only on the level of 
accomplished Buddhahood (m.JIlJt{~*), which this teaching reflects 
- Buddha-Nature ((~tt) as well as its actualization Cr~illi) cannot be 
limited to sentient beings but equally extends to the environment, 
since the environment is, as the 'field-body' (~±%, kijetrakiiya), 
one of the Buddha's bodies. 698 

c) In his commentary on Silqananda's version of the Buddhiiva
tarhsaka (Hsin Hua-yen-ching lun ~JT.~*~ffi1jj), the layman Li t'ung
hstian (*~~, 635?-730)699 expressly relegates the view that only 
sentient beings have Buddha-nature and that grasses and trees cannot 
attain Buddhahood, tum the wheel of the Dharma, etc., to the provi
sional teaching of the apparitional Buddha.70o The true doctrine (.~) 
is rather that in 'fields' of purified vision there is no distinction be
tween sentients and insentients (~~'rw~'rw) or between beings at-

697 T 45.1869: 519c13-14: 1t<-~~ --fljJJ<.!£ ~*E:IE !l:iL~JrZ{~, PD¥IHIll~. 
Cf. KAMATA 1965: 444. 

698 T 35.1733: 405c28-406al: :;§"flil:!&r:p {~'t1E:'[jJB ~~{3XIEo ... ~±J't~ ~ 
~{~J'to ~t& JmIlJE{~* ~~JF'[Wo Cf. KAMATA 1965: 445-447; AKAO 1984; PEN
KOWER 1993: 474-475 (concluding that in Fa-tsang's case "there is no obvious 
interest in working out the details of Buddha-nature of the insentient"). For the 
compound k~etrakaya, see fn. 588. Cf. also T 45.1876: 637c27-638a4 (cf. CLEARY 
1983: 154) where Fa-tsang states that in view of the fact that principle and phenom
ena, and hence phenomena among each other, interpenetrate without obstruction 
(~{I:l4f:\li®E, $$~®E), mountains, rivers, trees (:;§"frli:;§"f?iIT 7J.~W**) and even a 
single mote/atom (-~) are both environment and body (J'lP{:t(J'lPIE), insentient and' 
sentient (J'lP'[WJ'lPJF'[W). 

699 On Li T'ung-hsuan see, e.g., GIMELLO 1983; HAMAR 1998b: 337 with n. 17; 
KIMuRA 2007: 228. A detailed treatment of Li T'ung-hsuan' s interesting exposition 
concerning the Buddha-nature of non-sentients is beyond the limits of this study. 

700 T 36.1739: 754c23-25: PD1t{~fI:!&r:p ~~'[w~{~'11 ~'lw~{~'/1o --flj¥* 
='G#~JrZ~.$~~o 
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taining and beings not attaining Buddhahood (~m1;Jt~~7Fm~).701 
It is thus because there is no [dichotomy of] sentient and insentient 
beings and only the [non-dual] realm of ultimate insight that all 
mountains, rivers and trees may manifest themselves in the bodily 
form of Buddhas and bodhisattvas and expound the Dharma.702 

d) Likewise, Ch'eng-kuan (~"Im) states that from the perspective 
of insentience being interfused with the nature of understanding and 
Awakening (1f;t1) , there are no insentients cut off from Awaken
ing.703 

e) Finally, in the Kegonshu shiishO gisho (¥~*f.ilr±j1J9>f04 writ
ten by the Japanese Kegon master Shin'en (~Jiirm) in 1019 it is stated 
that on the level of the Perfect Teaching (rm~) it is indeed correct to 
say that because of the principle of the unhindered [interfusion] of 
sentient beings and environment (1t<¥1fr~± iE¥IfrJJ<.1: ~E~~:E.I) in
sentients like grasses and trees, too, 'become Buddha' (m1gj3.).705 They 
do not do this, however, individually by their own effort, but it rather 
occurs in the sense that when sentient beings convert the fundamental 
layer of their minds so as to attain Awakening, the whole environ
ment is, so to speak, automatically, passively/06 drawn along into 
Awakening as well, because it is nothing but a manifestation·devel
oped by a sentient being's mind (~PJT~, vijfiiinaparilpima), or an 

701 T 36.1739: 754c2S-755al. Cf. also fn. 219. 

702 T 36.1739: 755a23-24: ~1§lfw¥M?F'fw, mm"&ffl:J'f.o -1;7]U-r1i'iJW* ~li'g:fJH~ 
tfmllt &~~fto 

703 T 36.1736: 400b4-S: =, ~?Fft'f'l'f, PJ~'fwt~ffl!ltfttti&o This is the third of 
three positions, the first being that of the MPS according to which Buddha-nature is 
defined, in a phenomenal sense, as being based on the capacity of understanding, 
thus excluding the insentient (cf. also ZHANG 2008: 676-678), whereas in the sec
ond position Buddha-nature is taken as the true nature or ultimate emptiness of all 
dharmas, which transcends all distinctions, like 'mind' and 'object'. Cf. KAMATA 

1965: 452; PENKOWER 1993: 475-477. 

704 Cf. KIM 2008, esp. 657-658. 

705 T 72.2328: 61c4-S and 7-8. 

706 Cf. KIM 2008: 658alO-1l: ~F·fWO)§t:!iri¥JtJ:pj(;{.L~iil;. 
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effect of Suchness developing in accordance with conditions C~:.t<D~ 
ff&).707 Participating in the Buddha's Awakening, the whole environ~ 
ment is his 'field-body' (~±J1r, k~etrakaya) or the cosmic Buddha 
a*w1~)?08 For the same reason, even insentient things may expound 
the Dharma, and in support Shin'en quotes the verse of the Samanta
bhadracarya-nirde.sa from which I started (§ 101).709 

116.2. Still, even if such a position were accepted as a justifiable in
terpretation of the purport of this verse as well as of the remaining 
Buddhavatarhsaka material adduced in the course of the preceding 
discussion,710 it surely represents a new development resting on 
presuppositions entirely alien to early Buddhism. Apart from this, the 
aforementioned statements of the Hua-yen masters do not necessarily 
establish individual sentience or individual Awakening, and if they 
did, this would hold good for all insentient things, including even 
artefacts, and would certainly not establish plants alone as the only 
sentient and saintly beings among them. 

2.5. Resume 

117.1. IT my analysis of the more specific passages from Mahayana 
slltras discussed in this chapter is correct, they, too, hardly present 
unambiguous evidence for the assumption that plants were regarded, 
by their Indic authors, as sentient or even saintly beings. Even if we 

707 T 72.2328: 61c8 ff, esp. 13-15: JE¥~J;i<~ "l2SI{.lL!\~g!(;{~aif {;&¥R~±:&t*~ 
~g!(;{~, ~FJT~t&, JJ.::tlO~~t&o 

708 T 72.2328: 61c25-27. 

709 T 72.2328: 61c15-25; read *,U for *I*,U in c16. 

710 I.e., if we were entitled to interpret the sutra in terms of Chih-yen's 
(T 45.1868: 516b20-24; cf. CLEARY 1983: 136) assertion that according to the posi
tion of the Sole Vehicle (ekayana) universal interpenetration is the real quality ('Jf 
~) of the universe's (dharmadhatu) origination in dependence ($3'f-~m, cf. 
GIMELLO 1976: 424 f; NAK. 1249d-1250a), and not merely the effect of miraculous 
displays based on supranormal faculties (t$j]~{t), or the power (j]) of bodhi
sattvas, or [mere] non-duality (::f=) [on the ultimate level], as ordinary Mahayana 
puts it. Cf. also 516c22-23; 517b18-19; 518c2-3. 
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disregard the fact that the original purport of one passage was proba
bly quite different (§ 102.1) and take it in the sense attributed to it by 
the Chinese tradition (§ 102.2), this does not alter the fact that the 
passages are limited to the following statements: 

a) plants, or any insentient things, may preach, or at least emit 
sounds of praise or exhortation (ch. 2.3-4); 

b) insentient things may be transformed into sentient beings or vice 
versa (ch. 2.2); 

c) even insentient things like plants may preach after having been 
transformed' (ch. 2.1). 

Quite frequently, these phenomena are expressly ascribed to the 
miraculous power of the Buddha or high-level bodhisattvas (ch. 2.1-2 
and §§ 105 and 107.1), and even in most mstances where this is not 
the case some direct or indirect influence may safely be presupposed 
(cf. §§ 100 and 108.3.2). In the Buddhiivatamsaka, it is sometimes the 
Buddhas manifesting themselves in elements of the environment who 
preach, and hence the preaching of insentient things may occasionally 
be just a metaphor for the preaching of these Buddhas (§ 108.2) or, 
alternatively, of the omnipresent True Buddha (§ 108.3). The latter 
possibility would come close to the preaching of insentients as a 
metaphor for the 'self-revelation' of the true nature of everything in 
any object perceived or contemplated by an open-minded observer 
(§ 109). Neither of these interpretations implies an agency, and hence 
sentience or saintliness, of the plants or objects as such. To call them 
'Buddha-natured' would be, at best, possible under the aspect of their 
being pervaded or encompassed by the omnipresent True Buddha or 
his real body (in analogy to the first interpretation of the term tathii
gatagarbha in the Ratnagotravibhaga: see § 53.3) or under the aspect 
of the non-duality of the true nature or Suchness (tathata) of all 
dharmas and the true nature of the Buddha (in analogy to the second 
interpretation: see ibid.). But nothing indicates that they were taken to 
have Buddha-nature in the sense of the third interpretation, viz., to 
possess Buddha-nature as a potential or hidden presence enabling 
them to individually attain Buddhahood, or taken to have already at
tained this goal. 
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117.2. It may well be that more pertinent material will come to light, 
especially through a comprehensive and penetrating scrutiny of the 
Buddhiivatamsaka material and of· Tantric Buddhist sources (with 
which I am, unfortunately, insufficiently familiar). But the influence 
of Tantric Buddhism on Far Eastern Buddhism seems to postdate the 
emergence of the idea of insentients having Buddha-nature, though 
there are indeed influences on later developments (cf. §§ 136 and 
141). In any case, Tantric sources are, in my opirion, even more 
unlikely than Mahayana SlUras to have preserved or deliberately re
vitalized an early Buddhist attitude in which plants (but hardly any 
other 'insentients') were still tacitly regarded as somehow sentient (or 
at least not yet doctrinally denied rudimentary individual sentience) 
or, allegedly, even regarded as saintly beings. 
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118. The critical examination, in Pt. II.A, of a number of pertinent 
passages from Indian Mahayana sources has shown that none of these 
passages offers conclusive evidence for a substantial continuity be
tween the (actual or alleged) early Buddhist view on plants and the 
Far Eastern idea of their Buddha-nature. We may now ask whether 
there is at least some structural similarity between the two concepts. 
It is, however, definitely beyond the limits of this paper and also be
yond the range of my competence to present a comprehensive outline, 
let alone a full picture, of the genesis and the various facets and de
velopm~nts of the Far Eastern concept of the Buddha-nature of 
"grasses and trees".7l1 I have to confine myself to casting some light 
on a few aspects, special developments and functions of this concept, 
which lend themselves to being compared, or contrasted, with the 
early Buddhist view on plants, or rather with the early Buddhist view 
of plants as sentient or even saintly beings712 as postulated by OKADA 
and F'INDLY, respectively. 

711 I am not able to present an exhaustive list of secondary literature on the sub
ject. Let me just mention SHIVELY 1957; SAKAMOTO 1959a; 1959b; 1960a; 1960b; 
MIYAMOTO 1961 (further references: 692 f, n. 1); KAMATA 1965: 434--474; id. 
1968; KAMEl 1966; ISHII ShUda 1967; LAFLEUR 1973, 1974; YOSHIZU 1973; 
HANANO 1975-1977; KOSEK! 1980; NAKAJIMA 1983; AKAO 1984; OMINE 1987; 
GROSNICK 1990; SHINKAWA 1992; PENKOWER 1993; MATSUMOTO 1994: 96-105, 
id. 2000; 2002; SUEK! 1995a: 363-421; id. 2001; ITO 1996-2008; PLASSEN 1997; 
SHIRATO 1998; TAKASAKI 1998; ARAMAK! 2000 (esp. 581-587); GRONER 2000; 
RAMBELLI 2001; OKUNO 2002: 379-400; SHARF 2002: 246-249; FuCHITA 2003; 
ANDERL 2004b; OGAWA Takashi 2006: 66-71; HORIBATA 2006; WATANABE Ma
riko 2008. References to more specific studies or casual treatments of the subject 
will be given in the respective footnotes. I apologize for not being able to make 
mention of pertinent literature in modern Chinese or Korean. 

712 Not, perhaps, Buddhas, but at any rate arhats, a difference which would, 
however, be explicable by the transition from early Buddhism to Mahayana. Apart 
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119. One fundamental difference has already been mention~d in 
passing several times (§§ 52.2, 54, 56, 57, etc.). As pointed out 'in 
Pt. I ch. 1, there are passages which suggest that in earliest Buddhism 
the ancient Indian belief in the ubiquity of sentience had not yet come 
to be consistently discarded as far asplants are concerned, but in the 
case of the elements hardly any traces of it are verifiable. As against 
this, when in Far Eastern Buddhism the restraints limiting Buddha
nature to sentient beings C¥±, B'fH' , i.e., the five or six gatis, includ
ing, besides otherworldly beings, only humans and animals) are burst, 
its presence is normaUy extended not only to plants but to all insen
tient things (~'fH', ?p'fH'),713 or to the whole environment (~t!tF"l, lit. 

from this, in the Far Eastern traditions the concept of 'Buddhahood' may not al
ways have the same connotations as in early Indian Buddhism or in Indian 
Mahayana. 

713 [1.] In texts translated from Indian originals, both hi<~ and :f']'[W in most 
cases render Skt. satNa ("living, sentient beings") or quasi-synonyms, occasionally 
also words denoting a sub-group of sentient beings, like men or animals. Whereas 
the earlier term hi<~ (lit. "all living [beings]") expresses the aspect of life, the term 
:f']'[W (sometimes abbreviated to ,[W), introduced by Hsuan-tsang (ANDERL2004b: 
151 f)," conveys the aspect of sentience or specific functions resulting from it in 
ordinary beings. For the various meanings of ch'ing ,[W in Chinese Buddhist texts, 
the reader is referred to ANDERL 2004b. As far as I can see from a cursory check of 
some of Hsuan-tsang's translations (including the Ch'eng wei-shih lun mll~U~IDill), 
in the rather few cases where he uses ,[W in phrases not corresponding to Skt. satNa, 
etc., it tends to designate mental activities, attitudes or emotions, often (but not 
always) deluded or unwholesome ones.b Thus, there is reason to assume that Hsuan
tsang's choice of the term :f']'[W for satNa was meant to indicate that ordinary sen
tient beings (in contrast to saints) are enmeshed in deluded thoughts and emotions. 
This is in fact true of all ordinary sentient beings, including animals, since accord
ing to the Yogacara doctrine even the latter have an .innate notion of ego (sahajii 
satkiiyadr.rtiM. Still, it is hard to believe that Hsuan-tsang would not have been 
aware of the current use (e.g., in Kumarajlva's translations, and already in An shih
kao) of ,[W in the expression "the five/six sense-faculties" (li:[W, 7\'[W; cf. ANDERL 
2004b: 158 f). Thus, :f']'[W was probably also intended to convey the idea of "having 
sense-faculties", i.e., being sentient. Therefore, in the Indian perspective, the char
acterization of plants and the other elements of the environment as ~,[W or ?F'[W 
means that they are not only devoid of deluded (or other) thoughts and emotions but 
also lack.sense-faculties, i.e., are insentient. To what extent this holds good for Far 
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"container world", Skt. bhajanaloka, or 1.:& = 1':&¥~ "[karmic] retribu
tion in the form of the support [for the primary karmic retribution IE 
¥~, viz., sentient beings or their bodies]), and in this regard the Far 
Eastern idea of the Buddha-nature of insentients is, as F'INDLY (2008: 
253; 376 f) rightly remarks, closer to Jainism and to the Vedic world
view than to early Buddhism. It is true that not only Japanese mas
ters714 but also some of the earliest Chinese representatives like Chi
tsang CE"frl, 549-623f15 or the Chueh-kuan lun (M§Ill:~, see § 129.1) 
prefer to speak of "grasses and trees" only, and that the still earlier 
statement ascribed, in one source, to Tao-sheng (see § 54) identifies 
just two specific plants with the [Buddha's] dharrnakaya and ultimate 

Eastern Buddhist sources as well, remains to be seen .. [2.] Occasionally, ;J.F.'I~ is 
used to render acetana (T 29.1558: 44c20: :9i-;J.F;I~fFWltIl = AKBh 121,14-15: bahyam 
evacetanam sukrasol}itam [ms.]). According to MATSUMOTO (2000: 613-614, n. 48), 
acetana should be understood as a bahuvrThi meaning "lacking cetana", i.e., being 
devoid of thinking in the sense of verbal and conceptual consciousness. But since 
cetana as an adjective is already found in Vedic texts, acetana can also be taken 
(and may indeed originally have been) a tatpuru~a (cf. VisM-mht 1 # 311, admitting 
both resolutions: acetano ti na cetano, cetanarahito va). And even though acetana 
often enough indicates lack of reflective thinking or understanding, it can also be 
used in the sense of being devoid of sense-faculties, i.e., a complete lack of sen
tience (cf., e.g., the passage adduced in EDS Liii: 688a from Carakasamhita I.1.48: 
sendriyam cetanam dravyam nirindriyam acetanam), and this would also seem to be 
the apposite meaning in the AKBh passage quoted above (semen and menstrual 
blood qualified as external and insentient), or when a dead body is stated to be left 
lying senseless (acetana) like a log (AKBh 73,19-20; cf. MN 1296,9-11). 

a It may be worth noting that according to KARASHIMA 1998: 598 the expres
sion 5:l<.;I~ "many sentient beings" occurs already in Dharmarak~a's translation 
of the Lotus Satra. Although Paramartha does not normally use 1f;I~ and M,;I~ 
for sentient and insentient beings, I have come across two exceptional occur
rences in his Fo-hsing-lun 1!1IH:±i§ifff, viz., T 31.1610: 788a11 (see fn.2) and 
789b25. 

b Cf., e.g., T 31.1585: Ib8, etc.: *;I~; 31a4: ~;I~; T 30.1579: 359b26-27: ;I~M, 
'11@:i; ("whose emotions [here neutral!] are free from partiality") for YBhHetu 
530,14: a-pak:faragin ("not attached to [one] side"); 517b23: ('~;I~S't:JtJ ("giv
ing way to their desires, they enjoy it") for BoBh 114,8: upabhoktu-kama/:t. 

714 Cf. RAMBELLI 2001: 1-2. 

715 T 45.1853: 40b18-23, c3, 14-15, 17,21, etc. 
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insight (prajfia). But this statement, to begin with, is patently poetical, 
and its author probably picked out two especially appealing objects to 
highlight the presence of Buddha-nature, or the Buddha, in the whole 
_world. In the case of Chi-tsang and the Chiieh-kuan lun, too, we may 
speculate that the preference for "grasses and trees" was motivated by 
the fact that they may have been felt to be more persuasive examples 
than walls and rubble (the items enumerated by the MahaparinirvalJa
sutra as lacking Buddha-nature: see § 53.2.3).716 But Chi-tsang's ar
gument is clearly aimed at demolishing any dichotomy (see § 127.3), 
and, quite apart from the fact that 11t* may also mean "straw and 
wood", Chi-tsang himself uses, in one passage, the more comprehen
sive expression "mountains, rivers, grasses and trees" (W{PJ11t*).717 
Chan-jan (m~, 711-782) on the other hand prefers, at any rate in his 
Diamond Scalpel (:~IlillU~~ffifa), the comprehensive term "insentients" 
(~Jrf!f), taken to include things like grasses, trees, pebbles and 
motes.718 In Japan, too, "grasses and trees" alternates with more com
prehensive expressions like "grasses and trees, rivers, bricks and peb
bles" or "grasses and trees, mountains and rivers, the great ocean and 
the empty sky" and is therefore merely an abbreviation for all insen
tients, sometimes including even man-made artefacts.719 

716 In the case of the Chiieh-kuan [un, the choice. of "grasses and trees" may also 
be motivated by their special suitability for the spiritual intention of the passage 

. (see § 129.1). 

717 T 45.1853: 40cll-12. That "grasses and trees" usually stand pars pro toto for 
all insentient things is also clear from a passage in Fa-tsang's commentary on the 
BAv, the Hua-yen-ching t'an-hsiian chi ¥IU~l*1r~G (T 35.1733: 405c27), where 
he quotes, in connection with the question of the presence of Buddha-nature in the 
insentient (~¥'fw), the famous MPS passage (see § 53.2.3 with fn. 292) in which this 
presence is denied, but uses "grasses and trees" instead of theMPS's "walls and 
rubble", thus obviously presupposing the equivalence of both expressions. 

718 See § 127.4 with fn. 783. 

719 RAMBELLI 2001: 1-2; STONE 1999: 3; 193. Quite unusual is RaihO's Omllf, 
1279-1330?) equation of the non-sentient (or non-rational?) beings with "birds and 
beasts" besides "grasses and trees" (RAMBELLI 2001: 37; FuClllTA 2003: 74). 
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120.1. Another important point to be paid attention to is the ques
tion of the extent to which the Buddha-nature of plants (and other 
apparently insentient things) and the sentience it may imply is, in the 
Far Eastern context, conceived of as an individual property, as in the 
ancient Indian context, where sentience implies some, if only rudi
mentary, experience (sense of touch, feeling of pleasure or pain).720 In 
other words: Are plants (etc.) in the Far Eastern view regarded as 
capable of individual experience? And does their possessing Buddha
nature mean that they are individually capable of attaining A wakening? 
Or does it even mean that they are already fully Awakened 
Buddhas,721 just as they are, and this is merely hidden to us, or they 
are simply not understood by us in their true nature as long as we 
ourselves have not Awakened? And if they are indeed already fully 
Awakened Buddhas, have they attained this status in consequence of 
spiritual accomplishment in previous lives, or are they in a state of 
Awakening or perfection just by their very nature, without any prior 
involvement in samsara? 

120.2. It seems to be in the latter sense that MATSUMOT0722 under
stands the view of the Buddha-nature of the insentient, calling it the 
"Buddha-nature Manifestation theory" ({l.di~tEi1ilB), according to 
which "Buddha-nature is already manifested as all phenomenal exis
tences, including non-sentient beings (~'rw) such as trees and stones", 
contrasting it with the "Buddha-nature Immanence theory" ({'MiNtE 
rmJ), i.e., the Indian type of Tathagatagarbha theory according to 
which Buddha-nature "is considered to dwell within the bodies of 
sentient beings" only, as a potential or in a hidden, still inefficient 
form. According to MATSUMOTO, the 'Buddha-nature Manifestation 
theory' is a "Chinese development of Indian Tathagatagarbha 

720 See § 1 and § 13 with fns. 58 and 59. 

721 Cf. LAFLEUR 1973: 100; OMINE 1987: 7; RAMBELLI 2001: 11 ("They [i.e., 
nature, the environment, and inanimate objects] either become Buddhas or are al
ready in a Buddha-like state"). 

722 MATSUMOTO 2002: 364-363 rl = (15)--(16) and, for detailed presentations, 
1994: 96-105 and 2000: passim. 
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thought", "produced evidently under the influence of Chinese Tao
ism," with Seng-chao ({Wit t414) as the connecting link.723 Still, 
from a structural point of view the 'Buddha-nature Manifestation the
ory' bears some similarity to the view FINDL Y postulates for early 

- Indian Buddhism, for in both cases plants would be perfect beings, 
just as they are. But in the 'Buddha-nature Manifestation theory' this 
is true not only of plants but of all insentient beings(see § 119), and 
their state is hardly viewed as an outcome of a process of spiritual 
perfection in previous lives. Moreover, it remains to be seen to what 
extent the manifestation of Buddha-nature in the insentient involves 
any individual awareness on their part. 

120.3. For an exhaustive comparison, however, a closer analysis of 
the Far Eastern idea of the Buddha-nature of the insentient appears 
inevitable. The reason is that, while fully recognizing the heuristic 
value of MATSUMOTO's dichotomy, I cannot help feeling that it tends 
to blur the fact that the concept of the Buddha-nature of the insentient 
is not as homogenous as his treatment suggests, but is, on the contrary, 
a fairly complex idea, comprising or involving various facets and per
spectives,724 and with regard to the affirmation or rejection of some of 
these facets there are indeed differences of emphasis or opinion and 
even disputes among the proponents of the idea of the Buddha-nature 
of the non-sentient, sometimes within one and the same tradition. 

723 MATSUMOTO 2000: 262-265 (referring to KAMATA 1965: 458), comparing 
Seng-chao's statement that "heaven and earth have the same root as myself, all 
things have the same essence as myself' (T 45.1858: 159b28-29: 7CttR~:tltl"lt~ fj; 
¥zJ~:fli;-R) with an almost identical passage from the Chuang-tzu (chapter ')11f¥zJ~, 
Harvard-Yenching Concordance p. 5, 1. 52 f): "Heaven and earth are born together 
with me, and all things are one with me" (7Cj:tR~:fli;)Lll1:. rm~¥zJ~:fli;ff.%-). 

724 MATSUMOTO (2000: 62) himself distinguishes between two types of non
sentients attaining Buddhahood, viz.: A. non-sentients attain Buddhahood in the 
wake of sentient beings, and B. they do so by means of their own resolve and spiri
tual practice. Yet, to my mind neither A nor B accords with his definition of the 
"Buddha-nature Manifestation theory". 
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121. In the following chapters, I shall first try to give an (admittedly 
. rough and provisional) impression of the various aspects of the idea 
that plants and other insentients have Buddha-nature ({~lr1:) or may 
attain Buddhahood (nJG{~) (ch. 1). Thereafter, I shall present some 
medieval Japanese developments leading up to the assumption of an 
individual sentience and an individual (attainment of) Buddhahood of 
piants, etc. (ch. 2), and finally compare the Far Eastern developments 
with the old Indian arid early Buddhist view regarding the sentience 
and the status of plants from the point of view of their practical con
sequences for ev:eryday life (ch. 3). 

1. Facets of the Far Eastern Idea of the 'Buddha-Nature 
of Grasses and Trees' and their Indian Background 

122.1. In order to exemplify the distinction of various aspects of the 
Buddha-nature of plants, or of their attainment of Buddhahood, and as 
an instance of rejecting one of these aspects while, obviously, accept
ing others, let me start from a statement of the Japanese Tendai mas
ter Hochi-bO ShOshin (.tiHm~~, active 1153-1207). When dis
cussing the DhP AN passage discussed in Pt. IT.A ch. 2.1, he states 
that the concept of grasses and trees becoming, or being established 
as, Buddha(s) (¥*nJG{~)has four meanings:725 

1. In terms of the essential nature (3!IH1:), "grasses and trees" have 
always been Buddha. 

2. The eye of the Buddha clearly perceives them as Buddha
[natured]. 

3. Vairocana is omnipresent. 
4. The Buddhas may transform "grasses and trees" into Buddhas. 

122.2. According to ShOshin, none of the four meanings implies 
that plants as individuals may become Buddhas by their own spiritual 

725 Shikan shiki 249bll-12: 1j[*~~ .§.~[9~o - {&J1I'!1:~**~o = {&{iIll~ 
Wi!Jl!.~{iIllo .= {&;l&;W3i-tv.Bl&o [9 {&~{iIll~1.r{'F{iIllo Cf. MIYAMOTO 1961: 683; 
HANANO 1976b: 150a. . 
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practice. In other words, a fifth meaning. of the concept of the 
Buddha-nature of plants, viz., ' 
5. "Grasses and trees" make up their nlind (i.e., resolve to awaken), 
practise [the Path], and attain Buddhahood (¥*~~NJ\ff~fT~{~), 

is rejected by Sh6shin.726 According to him, this aspect is not con
firmed by any sutra passage or by the authoritative Chinese T'ien-t'ai 
treatises727 but is rather a later (probably Japanese) invention.728 For 
Sh6shin, plants (or any other insentients) cannot, individually, em
bark on the Path and attain Awakening, because they lack the indi
vidual, concrete forms of mind (${J\).729 To assume that they are en-

726 In a similar way, the idea that insentients attain Buddhaliood individually and 
by way of their own spiritual practice is rejected in the Rokusoku senyii ki AfiP~~ 
fC. (see fn. 485; text of the passage in HANANo 1976b: 129) and in Sanjin-gi shiki 
330b3-331al1. Cf. also ITO 1996: 25a-27b; HORIBATA 154-157; WATANABE 2008: 
64a-b. 

727 Shikan shiki 248b3-5: "In the teachings of the Siitras of [Siikyamuni's] whole 
lifetime as well as in the [authoritative] doctrinal texts of the Tendai school, there is 
no assertion at all that plants become Buddhas. [The exposition of the] ten mean
ings' in [Chan-jan's] Fu-hsinl as well as the whole Diamond Scalpel.treatise 
merely elucidates tiJ.e meaning ()f insentients having Buddha-nature, but does not 
discourse on plants starting out [for Awakening], practising [the bodhisattva path] 
and becoming Buddhas" (-1i;*~~ -*~3t 'W~1j[*fflG1~~~o .fJ+~ ~~
~ .R~iJ.F'r~1H~'f1.~,1'~1j[*~{~fflG{~o). Cf. 249bl3: "Though there are these 
[four] meanings [of plants becoming, or being established is, Buddha(s), viz., .the 
four enumerated in § 122.1 with fn. 725], if [the matter] is addressed in terms of an 
individual, concrete [process], in reality they do not become Buddhas [by their own 
effort]" (!ill1fj/t~, 'B' P)}J~ .1'{'F{~~). 

a Viz., of Chih-i's statement that there is not a single colour or smell that is not 
the Middle Way; .. 

b T 46.1912: 151c20-152a23; cf. MIYAMOTO 1961: 684; PENKOWER 1993: 420-
423; SUEKI1995: 369; 2001: 76-78 .. 

728 Cf. Shikan shiki 248bl-2: "Some former Venerables (like Annen,cf. HANANO 
1976b: 136b) have said that plants make up their mind, practise [the Path] and be
come Buddhas; [but] the senior scholars of the present generation do not consent to 
this view" (:ijl4iltf.!:E-: 1j[*wNA~fJfflG~o 4{i;%~ 1'~Ht~o). Cf. § 145. 

729Shikan shiki 248bl5-l6: 'B':E- iJ.F'r~@:fflG1~1f, ret~$'L' :E-{ilJ{~1'T. Cf. also 
251a6: iJ.F~~1f$'L'. 
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dowed with individual mind, albeit merely a subtle form of it/3D 

would, according to ShOshin, not only blur the distinction between 
sentient and insentient beings 731 but also amount to espousing the er
roneous view of the Nirgranthas (= J ains). 732 

122.3. A few explanatory remarks on these five aspect~ may be ap
propriate. Of special interest in the context of this. study is the ques
tion of the extent to which they can be shown to have an Indian back
ground. This is, however, a very complex issue, and all I can do in the 
present study is offer a largely tentative outline. 

, 1.1. Buddha-Nature as the Essential Nature 'of Plants 

. 123.1. In early Buddhism, the true nature of our existence, its main 
cause and the means for overcoming it are expressed in the four No
ble Truths.733 The details of the path to liberation aside, their contents 
came to be articulated in the form of two invariable principles: 1. the 
principle that all factors involved in mundane existence are invariably 
impermanent; unsatisfactory and not a Self or ego nor secure posses
sions,134 and 2. the true, invariable principle (tathata) of origination in 
dependence (pratftyasamutpada),735 which explains why we are 

730 Against this alternative (for which see § 149.2-5), ShOshin raises the addi
tional argument that since even for sentient beings, who are endowed with a clear 
mind, it is difficult to attain Awakening, how can we expect insentients, whic.h have 
only some subtle form of mind, to succeed in attaining it (Shikan shiki 248b17-
249a2: SEf1r*,ll:H,\1fglG{~1!f, 1r'[wJ=JJH,\ 1iITtgJftglG{~, ?F'I'IUffill,\ {QJ1~glG{~o). 

731 Shikan shiki 248b17: SEf~ l1j[7[vJ]\1r'l,\1!f, jlU~1r'[w, :1?{QJ?F'[W; 249a2: SEffl*'ffi 
Il,\, ~£1r'[w. . 

732 Shikan shiki 251a8-9: SEfl1j[*1r$'l,\1!f, RPll"Jffim5i-3i3fl5l'ltift. Cf. fn. 517. 

733 Yin 110 and SN V 421. In SN no. 56.20 (V 430-431), the four insights "this 
is suffering", etc., are stated to be true (tatha), not false (avitatha), not otherwise 
(anafifiatha, i.e., invariable). 

734 Yin 114, and especially, in the present context, AN I 286 (no. 3.134): {hitii va 
sii dhiitu dhammatthitatii dhammaniyiimatii "sabbe sarikhiirii aniccii" ti, etc. 

735 Cf" in this context, especially SN n 25-26 (no. 12.20): thitii va sii dhiitu 
dhammatthitatii dhammaniyiimatii idappaccayatii. , .. yii tatra tathatii avitathatii an-
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caught up in suffering and in the chain of deaths and rebirths (salj!
sara) and how we can free ourselves from this entanglement. The 
specific relation of the Buddha to these truths or true principles is that 
he discovered and promulgated them, showing thereby the way to 
liberation. We may thus call them the cause of Buddhahood in so far 
as they were the object of his Awakening. Since especially the expo
sition of the principle of origination in dependence came to be re
garded as the cornerstone of the Buddha's Dharma, and the Dharma 
as his true 'body' ,736 or presence ill the world, to see origination in 
dependence amounts, in a sense, to seeing the Buddha.737 Still, it 
would, in early Buddhism, be misleading to identify the Buddha with 
the principle of origination in dependence as such, which is just an 
impersonal law and, in itself, soteriologically neutral, functioning as 
it does in both directions: liberation and entanglement, according to 
whether sentient beings succeed in understanding it and practise ac
cordingly or fail to do so. 

123.2. In early Buddhism, the spiritual goal is not Buddhahood in 
the specific sense implying the founding of a dispensation or omnis
cience but nirval).a, liberation from suffering (dukkha). Since suffer
ing presupposes sentience, it is a problem for sentient beings only, 
and it is only sentient beings that are, under certain conditions, capa
ble of generating the antidote, viz., Awakening in the sense of liberat
ing insight, which is a function of the mind (citta) or vijfiana, the 
principle of sentient life and sensation. The soteriological significance 
of mind is occasionally expressed by qualifying it as shining or lumi
nous (pabhassara) [by nature] but stained by adventitious (agantuka) 

afifiathatii idappaccayatii, ayarh vuccati ... paticcasamuppiido. - Four stages of the 
development of the doctrine of dependent arising .according to Fa-tsang: HAMAR 

1998a: 2 n. 4. 
736 DN III 84. 

737 AKVy 293,20-22 (Siilistambasiitra, cf. SCHOENING 1995: II 701, no. 2). The 
Hili version (MN 1190,37-191,2) and the Chinese Madhyamiigama (T 1.26: 467a9-
10) lack the equation with the Buddha (ANALAYO 2006: 123 n. 261), but this equa
tion is found in It 91,12-14 and also implied at DN II 154,6-8 and III 84,23-25. 
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defilements (upakkiZesa).738 And in two admittedly unusual canonical 
passages739 mention is made of a boundless (ananta) Mind (vijfiiina), 
which seems to refer 'to the sphere of nirvfu,1a, suggesting the idea of a 
final absorption of the individual sensation or sentience, which is oc
casionally presupposed as the basic transmigrating element,740 into a 
cosmic Mind. 741 

124. In the mainstream schools, the principle of origination in de
pendence is systematically elaborated and applied to all areas of con
ditioned existence, including the external world. At least in those 
schools for which sufficient materials have survived, the antisubstan
tialist tendency of Buddhist spirituality had the effect that vijfiiina was 
consistently· conceived of in terms of moments or chains of. actual 
perception and cognition. In an influential str~d of Mahayana Bud
dhism, origination in dependence and antisubstantialism appear in a 
radicalized form, having developed into the idea that all dharmas are 
empty (tiinya), with no true being (i.e., essence.and existence) of their 
own (niJ:zsvabhiiva). As a result, the saIhsaric world, and hence the 
rigid opposition -of sa:ri1siira and nirVfu,1a, is reduced to an illusion.742 

738 AN 110 (1.5.9-10 and 1.6.1-2). 

739 Viz., DN I 223,12 and MN I 329,30-31. 

740 Most explicit is DN U 63; cf., e.g., FRAUWALLNER 1953: 204-205; VETIER 
1988: 48-51; LANGER 2001: 21-25. 

741 Cf., e.g.,·VE1TER 1988: 65; 2000: 72; LANGER 2001: 51-67. In DN I 223, the 
somewhat surprising line at the end of the verses which refers to the cessation of 
viiiiiii!la looks like an attempt to assert the prevailillg view of viiiiiii!la as an imper
manent samsaric factor; actually, this line is also found at Sn 1037 (where it fits the 
thread of thought perfectly) and is missing in the version quoted in Vi 671al4-20. 

742 Cf., e.g., A~t 89,15-16: skandhadhiitviiyatanam ... tunyam viviktam tiintam; 
201,11-12: sa11Jadharmii!:t svabhiivena viviktii!:t, sa11Jadharmii!:t svabhiivena tunyii!:t 
(cf. Panc V: 15,23 ff); 224,26: sa11Jadharme-ru ... tunye-ru (A~tL 468a11; Panc 
V:66,21); 239,14-16: sa11Jadharmii hi svabhiivena tunyii!:t, ... miiyopamii/:t svapnopa
mii!:t pratiSrutkopamii!:t pratibhiisopamii!:t (cf. ~tL 471cl-2); 20,14-15 and 21 : 
sarvadharmii api ... miiyopamii!:t svapnopamii!:t I ... ni11Jii!lam api ... miiyopamam 
svapnopamam iti vadiimi (cf. A~tL 430a7-8 and 10-11; Panc ll:14,24 ff and 15,20-23). 
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Strictly speaking, all dharmas, and consequently all sentient beings, 
have been at rest from the very beginning (iidisiinta), are extinguished 
by their very nature (prakrtiparinirvrta).743 Nirv~a has thus always 
been anticipated on the 'ontological' level, and all that is required for 

-liberation is that one become existentially, without any reification,144 
aware of this fact, or of the true nature or 'Suchness' (tathatii) of all 

. dharmas, i.e., their emptiness (sunyatii),145 through abandoning the 
fiction of an essential dichotomy of samsara and nirva1,la.746 Even this 
awareness, as a psychic state, and the excellent qualities thatdistin
guish the Buddha from ordinary arhats are ultimately empty.747 Thus, 
the Suchness of the Tathagata is just the same as the Suchness of all 

Evidence from early BAv material: NATTIER 2007: 127. As for the historical back
ground of this development, see VETTER 2001: 70-82. 

743 Cf. KP # 125 (62b4): pra/q'tiparinirvrtii ea sarvadharmiin viditvii; Ak~Nird I 
69,8 (the skandhas are rang bzhin gyis zhi ba = *pra/q'tisiinta); 127,21-22 (the body 
is *pra/q'tiparinirvrta); 147,25 (the dharmas are *prakrtiparinirvrta); Ratnamegha
sutra, quoted PrasP 225,9-10; VkN III.51: parinirvrtiini te (sc. tathiigatiiJ:t) satviini 
pasyanti-nirvii1)aprakrtikiini; SaIildh VII. 1 (p. 66,24-26); MSABh 68,1-2: yo hi ni!z
svabhiiva!z ... sa iidisiinta!z, ya iidisiinta!z sa pra/q'tiparinirvrta@. 

744 Cf. passages like A~t 6,18-19: saeed rupam tunyam iti earati, nimitte earati (cf. 
~tL 426c5); 18,18: rupam sunydm asunyam iti na sthiitavyam(paiic II:7,29-30; not 
in T 8.224); 95,5: rupam ... sunyam iti sanga!z (~tL 442b27-28; Pailc III:166,6); 
225,7: tathatiim eva tiivan nopalabhate (but A~tL 468a20 t§.iiljliiJ~ = tathiigatam, 
iffid Pailc V:68,2: tathiigataivam). . 

745 Cf. A~! 134,11-14: tathii ... tathiigato rapam jiiniiti yathii tathatii, etc. (cf. 
A~tL 449c29; Pailc IV:65,15); 225,3-4: yad yad eva ... Subhute!z sthavirasya prati
bhiiti, tat tad eva ... sunyatiim iirabhy_a pratibhiiti (A~tL 468a12:13; Pailc V:67,2-3). 

746 Cf., e.g., Yukti~a~tikii vs.4-6 (LINDTNER 1982: 102-105; cf. SCHERRER
SCHAUB 1991: 132-146); Ratniivalf(ed. M. HAHN, Bonn 1982) 1.42: bhiivabhiiva
pariimarsa~ayo nirvii1)am ucyate. 

747 Cf. A~! 20,18-19: samyaksambuddho 'pi miiyopama!z svapnopama!z I samyak
sambuddhatvam api miiyopamam svapnopamam (cf. A~tL 430a9-1O; Pailc II:15,17-
20); 225,5: bodhim eva ... , sarvajiiatiim eva tiivan nopalabhate (cf. ~tL 468a19; 
Pailc V:67,30-31: anuttariim eva samyaksambodhin nopalabhate). 
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dharmas,148 regardless of whether they belong to sentient beings or 
insentient things. In theory, we could derive from this that all beings, 
even the insentient, participate in the Suchness of the Buddha, but 
actually in the Indian context the original purport of such passages is 
rather almost the opposite, viz., that even the loftiest elements of the 
Buddhist world view, as long as they are conceived of as particular 
entities, are just as empty as any other dharmas. 

125. As was pointed out in Pt. II.A, ch. 1.7, the equation of the 
Buddha with the Suchness of all dharmas, i.e., their essential empti
ness, is also central to the chapter 'Eulogies on Mount Sumeru' of the 
Buddhavatarhsaka. Here, the focus is on the transconceptuality and 
transphenomenality of the Buddha, and on 'seeing' or comprehending 
him as he really is, instead of perceiving him in the form of an imag
ined physical appearance. 

126.0. However, the perspective changes again when, in connec
tion with the trend to establish Buddhahood as the only ultimate goal, 
and the Mahayana as the only real Way (ekayana), true reality (Such
ness) came to be conceived of in terms of an 'ontological' anticipa
tion of not merely nirvfu:1a but, more particularly, Buddhahood. As 
was pointed out above,749 one of the three interpretations of the ex
pression 'tathagatagarbha' in the Ratnagotravibhaga was that all sen
tient beings share the same Suchness (tathata) as the Tathiigata, be
cause Suchness is indivisible. This sounds familiar and, at first glance, 
does not seem to be much different from what we found in the earlier 
strand (see § 124). Still, two changes of considerable import are in
volved. 

126.1. One is the fact that Suchness is now no longer mere empti
ness or essencelessness, but, in order to function as Buddhahood, is 
stated to be inseparably endowed with the countless inherent virtues 

748 A~t 134,20-24: yo. sarvadharmatathata ... so. tathagatatathata; iti hi tatha
gatatathata ca ... sarvadharmatathata ca ." ekatva~a tathata (A~1L 450a4-8; Pane 
IV:65,24-67,1O); similarly 153,17 and 253,12. 

749 See § 53.3 with fn. 296. Cf. also MSA IX.37. 
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or excellent qualities (gUlJa) that are typical of a Buddha and form the 
basis of his salvific activities. 750 As long as Suchness is still _ 
apparently - trapped in samsara, i.e., in the state of a 'Buddha within' 
or 'Buddha-embryo' (tathagatagarbha), it is wrapped up in adventi
tious sheaths of defilements, but even in this state it is essentially pure 
and the virtues are already there. It is also called the "luminous (i.e., 
shiningly pure) original nature of the mind" (cittasya prakrtil:z pra
bhasvara) , or simply, in continuation of an old canonical expression 
(see § 123.2), the "Naturally Luminous Mind" (prakrtiprabhasvararh 
cittam, s'r:tm~IL\),751 which comes to be conceived of as a 'meta
psychic', trans-individual form of mind, also called "Unstained 
Mind" (Ili!r.m~, = amalavijfiana) in Paramartha's translations752 (cf. 
the "boundless Mind" in § 123.2!) and "the One Mind" (~{,\f53 in 

750 Cf., e.g., RGV(V) 21,8-12; 76,3-4 (I.155); 76,8-9. 

751 Cf., e.g., RGVV 45,3 prakrtiprabhiisvararn cittam (sUtra quotation; cf. § 123.2) 
side by side with RGV IT.3a buddhatvarn prakrtiprabhiisvaram. In the context of the 
RGVV, the expression prakrtiprabhiisvararn cittam unambiguously refers to the 
asarnskrta tathiigatadhiitu (RGVV 44,6), as is also clear from the fact that in the 
corresponding verses we find cittasya prakrtiJ:t prabhiisvarii (RGV 1.62) instead. 
Quite explicit is MSA XllI.19: "Mind is considered to be radiant by nature .... But 
radiance by nature is not ascribed to any other mind (viz., the one characterized by 
being dependent on other [factors] (paratantralak'fwta: comm.) except Mind which 
is the [true] nature of [all] dharmas (dharmatiicitta = cittatathatii: comm.)" (matarn 
ca cittarn prakrtiprabhiisvaram ... [ na dharmatiicittam rte 'nyacetasaJ:t prabhiisvara
tvarn prakrtau vidhfyate II). 

752 E.g., T 31.1617: 872all-12, where the Unstained Mind is equated with the 
True Suchness (~~D~D; cf. GnvlELLO 1976: 319), or T 31.1616: 863b20, where it is . 
identified with the prakrtiprabhiisvararn cittam ([lilJ*~~ ~ S 'lim~iL\), as is also 
the case in, e.g., Hui-yuan's (~3&, 523-592) Ta-sheng i chang **~~ 
(T 44.1851: 530b7-9; cf. PAUL 1984: 52-64), in Prabha(kara)mitra's (active around 
630) Chinese version of the commentary on MSA XIII.19 (see fn.751), or in 
T 46.1924 (see fn. 516): 642a21-23. Cf. also the use ofthe term amalajiiiina at RGV 
II.26. 

753 A detailed treatment of the applications of this term in the various strands of 
Chinese Buddhism would exceed the limits of both this study and my competence. 
Cf., e.g., COOK 1977: 51-53. According to STONE 1999: 7 and 9-10, in Hua-yen, 
the One Mind (-iL\) is the basis and even source of diversity, whereas in one 
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other Chinese sources, including Hua-yen and certain T'ien-t'ai 
texts.754 

126.2. The second important point is that the shift of perspective to 
Buddhahood as a goal to be striven after by everybody entailed that 
only its presence in sentient beings, especially in human beings, was a 
matter of interest. Thus, it is only with regard to them that the Ratna
gotravibhiiga as~erts the identity of their Suchness with that of the 

strand of T'ien-t'ai it is rather the aspect of unity in dIversity. A comprehensive 
analysis of the purport of the term -Ie., in the context of ever deeper levels of the 
Buddhist tradition (starting with varieties of Yogacara-Vijiianavada, followed by 
the position of the Ta-sherig ch'i-hsin lun **iEflFa"'lii1ll ["Awakening of Faith in the 
Mahiiyana"], and culminating in aspects of the Hua-yen doctrine of univershl inter
penetration) is set forth in Fa-tsang's commentary on the cittamatra passage of 
DBhS R VI.E.a For the terminological use of the expression -Ie., in Chinese Bud
dhism, the Ta-sheng ch'i-hsin lun (T 32.1666: 576a5 and 13) seems to have played a 
key role. In this text of controversial originb the term "the One Mind" is used in a 
sense comprising both Mind as True Suchness (tathata: 1e.'Ji.~or~) and mind as 
arising and perishing (i.e., as a temporary phenomenon: 1e.'~7!l\:r~). The Sino-Indian 
basis of the use of the expression ~Ie., in the sense of the One Mind as a philo
sophical term seems to be Bodhiruci's translation of cittamlitra in DBhS R VI.E 
(T 26.1522: 169a15) and LaiJk 80,7 (T 16.671: 530al) and of ekacitta in DBhS R 
VI.F (T 26.1522: 169a21) and VI.M (ibid. 170c5).c For the original meaning of 
these passages, see §§ 73-76 and fns. 392 and 400. At T 32.1668 (~.~mffiijj, 
"probably an eighth-century apocryphon": STONE 1999: 11): 604c15-16, the equa
tion of the One Mind with the tathiigatagarbha in the Ta-sheng ch'i-hsin lun 
(T 32.1666: 579b6-8) is traced back to a passage of Bodhiruci's translation of the 
Laliklivatara-siitra (T 16.671: 519al-2), but the Sanskrit (LaiJk 21,2-4) is not clear 
(probably faulty), and at any rate in this passage -Ie., renders ekligra ("concen
trated"), which is one of its common, non-terminological equivalents. 

• T 35.1733: 346c28-347c4. Similarly Ch'eng-kuan in T 35.1735: 806b28-. 
807all; cf. also 806b20-28. 

b Cf. KASIDWAGI 1981: 62-182 and 498-501 [references]; id. in TAKASAKI & 
KASIDWAGI 2005: 347-356 and 411-415 [references]; TAKASAKI 1987; LA! 
1990: 186-189. 

c Cf. TAKEMURA 1985: 128-130; GIMELU) 1976: 291 n. 168. 

754 For an explicit equation of the One Mind with the Essentially Pure Mind, 
tathatli, dharmata, dharmadhiitu and Buddha-nature· as well as with dharmakaya 
and tathiigatagarbha see T 46.1924 (cf. fn. 516): 642a19-24 (followed by detailed 
explanations of each term). 
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Tathagata as well as the soteriological consequences of this equation 
(see § 53.3), and this seems to be the rule in Indian sources.755 I do not 
deny the possibility that there may be exceptions as far as phraseol
-ogy is concerned. Actually, Paramartha in his Fo-hsing lun ({~tt§jfg, 
Treatise on Buddha-nature) once uses the formulation that all 
dharmas are tathagatagarbha,156 because none of them is apart from 
the [true] nature (E! 'I~, * svabhiiva) of the Tathiigata, viz., essenceless
ness (~~, *nairiitmya).757 But such a formulation merely seems to 
continue !he traditional view of th~ all-pervasiveriess of Suchness 
(tathata). It also makes sense in the perspective of Suchness, revealed 
by the emptiness or essencelessness of both Person and dharmas, 
functioning as the cause of Buddhahood by becoming the object of 
insight free from ~onceptualization. 758 But there is not the slightest 

755 Cf. also RGV 1.52 and 156cd and RGVV 49,9~12, quoting from the Sagara
mati-pariprccha (see § 62 with fn. 339). 

756 T 31.1610: 796b9-1O: --W~1!~~O*~. However, in this text, too, the usual 
phrasing is that all sentient beings are tathagatagarbha (T 31.1610: 795c2S; 796a19; 
808blO-l1; cf. also 796all-14 and 808b3) or have Buddha-nature (e.g., 787a9 and 19; 
b28; 788c22; 811b21; cf. also 800c20). - The phrase that all dharmas are tatha
gatagarbha (i.e. contain Buddha[hoodJ) goes back to Vasubandhu's commentary on 
MSg IT.26.3, where it is indeed used in connection with the omnipresence of Such
ness (tathata) - which is pure by nature and constitutes Buddhahood when puri
fied from all accidental impurities - in all sentient beings as their common essence 
(*samanyalakWfw); see Tj P li 180a6-7 (T 31.1595: 191c21-23; 1596: 290b2-3; 1597: 
344a3-S): sems can thams cad la spyi'i mtshan nyid kyis de (sc. de bzhin nyid) ni yod 
pa nyid kyi phyir chos thams cad ni de bzhin gshegs pa'i snying po can zhes gsungs 
so. Cf. also MSABh 34,8. 

757 T 31.1610: 796b8~9: --W~1! :fl±l~o*~tt ~~~i'§iCzo 
758 Cf. T 31.1610: 796blO-12: "As for the right factors, viz., the four applications 

of mindfulness (*smrtyupasthana), etc., of all Noble persons (*aryapudgala), it is 
always [by] taking this [Buddha-]nature (*dhatu?) as their object (*vi~aya) that 
those not yet arisen come to arise and those already arisen reach perfection" (-W 
~AIZY~~~lE1! .gj'Jf.:zlfttH'F~ *1:1~1: B1=.1~~; cf. TAKASAKI & KAsHIWAGI 
2005: 76). Cf. also 794b12-13 (-W~1!Jl::~O ~A~:5tJ.jU~~) and c4-S. The ante
cedents of this view can be found in the Vinifcayasamgrahm}:L: cf. SCHMITHAUSEN 
1969: 1i5-116. 
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indication that it might be meant to imply that even insentient 
dharmas like plants may, individually, become Buddhas. 

127.0. It seems to be only in China that the equation of Suchness 
with Buddha-nature came to be discussed also with reference to its 
possible consequences,for insentient beings like plants. Mter all, 
since the all-pervasiveness of Suchness is hardly controversial, they 
too should have Buddha-nature if Suchness and Buddha:-nature are 
essentially the same. 

127.1. Fa-tsang and other authors quote a passage of unknown ori
gin according to which only the Suchness in sentient b"eings is called 
Buddha-nature, whereas the Suchness in insentient things is merely 
named' 'nature of the dharmas' (dharmatii).759 Yet, Fa-tsang relegates 
this distinction to a non-ultimate systematic leve1.760 

127.2. In a weak sense, the Suchness of all dharmas is equated with 
Buddha-nature in the Ta-sheng i chang (**~iiI: T 44.1851) of the 
Ti-lun (:t-&~(~m master Hui-ytian (~~, 523-592) of the Ching-ying 
(@~) monastery.761 According to Hui-ytian, even the Suchness of all 
dharmas may be called 'Buddha-nature' in view of the fact that it is 

759 T44.1846: 247c13-14 (cf. AKAo 1984: 405): ~~: ff(v.l. fr)~5tI9:,* ;g~ 
f~M§:, if: (v.l. fr) ~~~5tI9:,* ;g~na§:; T 35.1735: 726b28-29. In Chan-jan's 
Diamond Scalpel (see § 127.4), the interlocutor refers to the passage as quoted from 
the *Mahaprajiiiipiiramitii-upadefa (Chin-kang-pei 783a5-6: f,€WMA 5[*~&~ 
:fr: ~tzo frM,'[~,* fEl.;g$'[:§:o fri'r'[Wpg :1J;gf~'[:§:o), but as Chan-jan himself 
(783a7-8) explicitly states, the passage is not found there. For further information, 
see PENKOWER 1993: 472-473. 

760 T 35.1733: 405c26-27: "If [we answer the question from the perspective of] 
the 'teaching of the three vehicles', nature consisting in Suchness (tathatii) is com
mon to both sentient and insentient [beings], but the Buddha-nature that opens up 
Awakening is limited to sentient beings" (;:fi=*~, ~tzD~tt 3m'[w~~'[w, NJ1f;{~'[:§: 
IlifiDi'r'[w); cf. KAMATA 1965: 446; AKAo 1984: 962; PENKOWER 1993: 474. For 
the ultimate level, see § 116. ' 

761 Cf. KAMATA 1965: 440-441; YOSHIZU 1973: 114a-115b; Lru 1985a: 171-
176, esp. 173; PENKOWER 1993: 440-441. 
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eXhaustively understood ohly by theBuddhas:'?2Thus,'whatisperVa~ 
sively present"msideand6iitside", ie.rill' both sentient beingsartd 
insentient things"is merely "Buddha-nature as an object ofcom~ 

_ prehension1'{pJTJD!t~).7~3Buddha-nature as the comprehending subject 
(~~JDt1), on the: other hand, i.e., the True Mind (~~{j\);w1)ich has 
the (albeit still-bidden) l}ature of Awakening/64js present bnlyinse:n~ 
tientbeings;;not in insentient things like walls andhlbble.765 Without 
consciousness, there would be no misunderstanding; andwitllolltpre~ 
vious misunderstanding, correct compfehensiondoes not make sense. 
It IS just .as. grasses. ,and, trees, .. lacking s\!I'1tience,. do Rot'_exp~rierice 
dreams and cannot haye the experience of w<l1cing up either.'66 Thus, 
Hui-yiian accords Buddha-nature to the insentient only ina very weak, 
hardly more than nominal senSe .. 

{27,3. In the Ta~sheTfg hsUanlun(**-1f.~: T45.1853) ascribed to 
Chi~tsang {s~,549~623),167Hui-ytian's separation of a pervasive 
objective aspect of Buddha~natiJre from a subjective one reserve,d :for 
sentient beiIigs is shown to be untenable if the equation of the perva
sive principle with Buddha-natu.t:e (as· inseparably comprising . both 
aspects) is taken seriously. In this 'perspective ~f pervasion' (~F5), 
Hui-yuan's statement, belonging to the 'perspective of distinctions' 

. 762 T 44.1851:472a20-22: "Fourth, (in a] pervasive [perspective], one tall~ 'na
ture' the [fnie·] essence of alldharmas. This 'nature' is exhaustively comprehended 
qll1yby the Buddhas (cf. VS 9,20-23: see § 68), Thus, when one [wants to] point out 
the essence of the dharmas with ·reference ·to [its being' coinpn!hended. by] the 
Buddhas, one cans it 'Buddha-nature' (i.e., 'nature [of the dhlirrrlas as accessiblerto 
the· Buddhas')" (~[9; ~~~$ § 11: Jf&:::f5mt!:, • Jttl1:I1~Hg:~iH~?JTil3,· ~{~J;Ja)j~ 
l'*1I:tt i&~{~l1:,). .. .. 

763 T 44.1851:4na:22-23:Jlti&~~ nk?JTjDl1:~;!t:P"l1i-; cf. alsoc22~26. 

764 T 44.1851: 472c13~14:fjlgjD'f1:~,ID!J~~{J\,t)Jlt~{J;i:jD't1i&, ... ; cf.a15-16. 
765 T.44.1851: 472c18-20: Jl:tfjlgjD't1: ffll1:E%K±, /f~;;Lf'lw ... ; cf.a19-20.· . 
766 T 44.1851: 472c16-is. 
767 ' . ... ,... ' .. 

T 45.1853: 40a22-41b8. Cf., e.g., KAMATA 1968: 80-83; KOSEKI 1980; LIU 
1985a: 176-186; NAKAJIMA 1983; PLAs~mN 1997; MATSUMOTO 2000: 266-268; 
OKUNO 2002: 379-382. .... 
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C71UF~),has to be replaced by an unqualified statement that "grasses 
,and trees". (i,e" the msentients)hav.e Buddha-natu~e;just like ,sentient 
beings, do, becallseof th,.e olIlIlipresence and I1DP..:'duality of,~uchn~ss 
(cf. § 84) and because of the non-duality of sentient bemgs and envi~ 
ronmentjJasedon the prmciple ofmmd-oulY( cf.,§ 66). Yetit mustbe 
emphasized .that forChHsang .. such a'u, Unqu:alli{~d.sta:tement,. too, is 
still. preliIIlillary'and, of ·no· .. ·more~than pedag()giCal value~768.As a 
Mad1lya~ik,a'lle,is ,not' s9mucll Cmterestedin propolludin¥ [tenets 'as in 
"c1ean[ing]thereader'sITlincfpfthe defilement pf fiXed notions" ,769 
one of them b~ing the ~estriction of:suddha~natuie (in 'ihefuJi~ense) 
ti:(sentiehtlJemgs: .' .. , . 

~:~'i27A: 1.)1l ~hel"ien-t'ru. tradition,Chih~i (~~Ji,'538-:::597) does 
nqt expressly ]affi~IheBuddh'a~~~Wreoftheinseniient,,~ut h~pa"es 
the ·way77°j,n. equating . Bllddh~;~1ature, \V\th ~the .trurnature , ptdh~i~ 
rTIas77r..and:V'liththe,W4dle.W~y;l12.andillc.lechlrinitbat~here·is.,nota 
singlecoloJir (/visible :item} <;>/smell that is not 'the MiddleWay:773", 

_ ..c.. ,"__. ..- ".. '_, ' " . c ~ _ , '. _ ,"' -. • • ,.' • - .• _ • -. ~ .) _"_ 

2. The implications of this statement with regard to the Buddha
nature of the insentient are made fully explicit .by.Chandan {m~, 

768 PLAsSEN 1997: 7; 13-15. 

769;Pr:A~S~N 1997: 16. 
77b .,' '.".: •. ".;-: ;". <. . . . . .' '. , " 

Cf. G~W$NICI<: 1990: 205; NGJ993:78 and 80.q. alsoMATSUMOTP (2.o0Q: 
. 269-i77): wh9'rei~rds Ch,ih-.i a~ a represent~ti~e of the'iB~ddIia"natUreNarV£esta-
tion theory" (see'§ 120.2). '.. . " .•. " .'. '.... ',.. ,.. . . , .. 
";'''771'' ,"". ', .. ,'.e, ,', ....... :.' .. :0····· ..• ' . .'." C, ,' ... 

• J' ·····T 3~.1 77,8: 681a2~:' i~'lillP~fl;;'ti.;Accorcjing to.NG ,1993: IJ;.this,tex:tis 
Chan-jan's abridgeIIlent of an ,authorized :record of Chih~i' s exegesis of the VkN., : 

, 77~,NG.~993.:62-89 .. Cf.,;e.g;, T33.1716 (see fn.,368):. 761b4:.{~MillPt:p~; 
46.1929 (NG 1993: 9 and 11: authenticworkfromChih-l's laterperiod):'729c17: {~ 
'[111P;;\,&t:p;@.This statementis, howt;:ver, taken over frOIll MI'S Dh 572a5. " , 
.. 773" ' ' .. ,'.. '.'.. . ",:.' " ", ,c'"'' ... " ••. ;"':" ','; . • ' .' 
,'.,' T,4.6.1911: 1~24:25(Kuan~ting's preface; cf,DoNNER.&.STEVENSON 1993: 

fi2-113), 9a19,27a27-28,42~2-3,an<;l 75b5-6: "':"'ts=~, ~~f~;@. Cf.also 
T33.1716: 761M; T38.1777:521b5-6.That the "l\AiddleWay"i,n this statement is 
equivalent to Buddha-nature is rnadeeXpiicit in Chan-Jan's commentary (T46.1912: 
151c23-29)~.· . 
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711-782) in his commentary on the passage,774 and he further devel
ops them in his Diamond Scalpel (Chin-kang-pei lun :ili:IMJU~jj1lB).775 In 
accordance with Chi-tsang's 'perspective of pervasion', Chan-jan 

_ argues: 

"The ten thousand things are Suchness because [in essence] 
they are immutable. Suchness is the ten thousand things be
cause it responds to conditions. If you believe that insentient 
things lack Buddha-nature, wouldn't that amount to saying 
that the ten thousand things do not partake in Suchness?,,776 . 

3. Like Chi-tsang (see § 66), Chan-jan also makes use of the 'mind
only' argument. Since there is nothing outside the mind, the distinc
tion between sentient beings and insentient things is pointless,777 and 
properly speaking the designation of the latter as insentients should 
be given Up.778 As the Diamond Scalpel puts it, the mind and the 
[Buddha-]nature of each sentient being are all-pervasive (~) and all
containing (~), like space,779 which means that at every moment my 

774 T 46.1912: 151c20-152a23; cf., e.g., MIYAMOTO 1961: 683 f; PENKOWER 

1993: 420-423; SUEKl 1995a: 368-370; 2001:76-78. 

775 On this work, probably written shortly before Chan-jan's death, see PEN

KOWER 1993: 363 ff. 

776 Chin-kang-pei 782c19-21: f.it~:lfk~t10, Elll~~i&, ~t10:lfkf.it~*, El31l.j~i&, T 
ffi1!\li'lw1!\li{?M:i~, ~?Ff.it~1!\li~t101flt My translation follows PENKOWER 1993: 
463-464 (with minor changes). Cf. also SUEKl 1995a: 373. Cf. also T 46.1912: 
152a6-7 (no. 3 in SUEKl1995a: 369; 2001: 77; PENKOWER 1993: 421). 

777 Chin-kang-pei 785b8-9 (PENKOWER 1993: 525): {j':9i-1!\li~ ~'lw1!\li'lw. Cf. also 
783b24-26 (PENKOWER 1993: 490-491) and T 46.1912: 152a12-14 (cf. SUEKl1995a: 
369,12 and 370,6-8; 2001: 77 [no. 7]; PENKOWER 1993: 421 [no. 7]). 

778 Cf. Chin-kang-pei 784b26-27 (PENKOWER 1993: 511: "I asked, "why do you 
still use the term 'insentient beings'?""). 

779 Chin-kang-pei 784b29-c1: --l§'lw ICAfiH1J;, {J'Jil,'I:iJil" 1it1onm~. Among 
later T'ien-t'ai authors, this sentence gave rise to a controversy. TS'ung-i (:ffE~, 
1042-1091 acc. to FK 4558; cf. also CHAN 1999: 435) in his Chih-kuan i-Ii tsuan
yao (J.t&~Vrr~~, a commentary on Chan-jan's Chih-kuan i-Ii [T 46.1913]), e.g., 
takes the sentence to mean that insentient things (like walls and rubble, grasses and 
trees), too, must have Buddha-nature, because the essence (ft) and [Buddha-]nature 
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own mind as well as [that of] all the other sentient beings is equal to 
the mind and (because there is nothing outside the mind) the body and 
the environment (or 'field') of Vairocana, the Buddha in his actu
alized glory, [in such a way that] self and other are mutually inter
fused and interpenetrating. no It is on ~ccount of error and due to their 
clinging to an Ego that sentient beings\ignore their own and their en
vironment's Buddha-nature and constru~ it as their individual body 

('i't) of sentient beings is all-pervasive, without excluding (or: being excluded from?) 
the insentient things (X 56.921: 43c16-17: i&~O: i'f'[w'i'ttffii /f~mJLE, -@!~fI\li'[wi'f{~ 
'i't*; 46c4-5: i'f'[wllltffii/f~, ~i&JLE1j[:*i'f'i't; 46c7-8: ~i& fI\li'[wi'ftt llP~i'f'[w 
llltffii /f~Mf:!lli':JLE1¥[;*~; cf. also 43c7 and 43c12-13). Ts'ung-i's view is vehe
mently rejected by Ch'u-yUan (~5f;, 1030-1119), who stresses the equal rank of 
mind and matter. According to the latter's Chih-kuan i-Ii sui-shih Cltlm~f9m§l~), 
environment and sentient beings are non-dual, abide together in one moment of 
mind (X.56.923: 159b16: i1XlE/f= [q],@-~; 158c13: i1XlEret'@-'L\), but this is 
not meant to accord any ontological or causal priority to mind over matter, in the 
sense that one contains or generates the other (cf. 159c22: ?~*§B-ffff~, ?~*§~ffff~). 
Rather, all dharmas, mental as well as material, are completely endowed with .each 
other (159a13: $$BJ~; of. 159a19-20: -M¥IHs -~fLIL\ fI\li/f~JE). Since 
things and oneself are one and the same Suchness, it is not possible to distinguish 
between sentient and insentient, and there is nothing that is not Buddha-natured 
(159a17-18: !fo/.1i1<;-tzo ~'[wfl\li'[w fI\li?~{~'i't). Thus, if the opponent assumes that only 
the (Buddha-)nature in/of the mind of sentient beings pervades insentient things but 
is not aware of the fact that likewise the Buddha-nature of the insentient pervades 
sentient beings, this is exactly a one-sided view (159all-12: ljJtzO&~,PfTim .Ri'fi'f a 

,Ui'tffff~~gfil~fI\li'[w, /f~fI\li'[W{~,i'ttffii~i'f'[W, lE~-~~~). It is absurd to think 
that the "Middle Way (i.e., Buddha-nature) in colours and smells" should require 
the Buddha-nature of sentient beings to go there and spread to them imd should only 
then start pervading them (159a13-14: 51!fJ:f:lm: R1-if!i'<.±{~'i't ttfffftffii~ :1Jftilfilll13). 
For the background of this discussion, viz., the controversy between the 'mountain
school' (rl/~) and the 'off-mountain' (rl/7f-) faction within Sung dynasty T'ien-t'ai, 
see CHAN 1999; cf. also STONE 1999: 9-10. 

a Text okay? Read :ffi'f<'[W)IU[:t or i'f<'[w):ff,L\'tt? For i'f'[wIUtt facing fI\li'[wi'f 
{~tt in a similar context in Ts'ung-i's commentary see X 56.921: 97b21-23. 

780 Chin-kang-pei 784c14-15: i1<;IL\ 1~1W:!i'<.~ --*um fI\li/fW1~~m*1!%IL\ 
i1XlEEI{-tjlRmlLA~~o Cf. also 781a26: EM!%± /f~TfL~-~. See PEN
KOWER 1993: 512 and 390-392; SUEKI1995a: 371-372. 
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and its profane external,wQrld/81 Thus, theenyirQnment bas been, in 
reality, Buddha-natured all .along,'. and cis, on1ymisinterpret~d' hy 
unawakened sentient beings. Its, being Bqddha:?natured5loesnotlllean 
that single elements of the environment have indivj.dual sentience,?l1d 

- Buddha-nature,as.a.potentialduetQ whiclJ,Jhey-mayon their own 
start .cultiVating the Path. 782_ 

4.ilIffaCt~ it ispteeisely ill tmswr6:hg serisethat theinteiloctitof in 
the Diamond Scalpel explicitly admits to having initially misunder-

.' stood Chan-jan's statement: 
"The guest said: The meaning [of the statement that insentients 
liaveBlldcllia:-narilier ,as. YOlf haye' est~blislied'if [now] is 
Clearly "dWel'erit froll1~hatI ,heard,(:;,;u~d.eIstood)hefon~. 
When'.Lfirst heard [your 'st~tement],L[tookii] to mean that 
each single :[bladeof]'grass,'tree;'pebbkor mote (/atorii):[hils ]. 
i,Blldgha-natureofitsovvn;-a caus~~~anda r~stilt 6fitsowIl~' 
';ilid is' [incliv~d~ally L endowed. with.-ihe£onditions . (f6." :pre~' 

..•. 781Chi1i;kang~pei:784c28-29: .~j::§~f~IEr:prm~7;f;J!,.;;;,.---,--;WITfi%aJi!r 
±a; cf.·c22:~EtP),~w\J1)(Z; f!P1!\lif"j::'., 

782 Cf .. ai~o the 9th Item in X56~942-6,a set of 10 questions raised by the Japa.'. 
llese'Ten-dai m~stefToktleII(till;185"':?tanif answered by tsurig~ymg(*~, ac" 
-Cor-ding to FK 1343c asecondgenerag()n-pupilor ,Cha'n~jan),where'f0ktienobjects: 
"~you propound:' Siricethe'Buddl1i~way '(L'~:,Buddlla~nafure) is [aIio]estaW§hed 
ulthe' realfu~ of mseridents' (d.T 46.1913':'450bii)i3j,':gtassesand'trees, . etc.; be" 
cOllle 'Bud(UIas .... bfi: . th~ir own" [th&Il-piease terI l1S ]~which 'gra~s'e~or"whidrirees 
9:tlltjVatethC'sii PetfeGtiori~.6iitheii,o\vn,·s9"; ~s t\>, bt:co¢e Huddhas:anc[ exPoimd 
the' Dharma? Wha:tkind . of. eiample . for this'{can'you: adduce]?"'~ (X 56.942-6: 
o~nai9-21: ';g:'§ ~~'FFi~:ITf~*1& l1jr~§ ~f~1'§",:'Mfi:iJW 13 {~/\)jt~f~~f! 
jt::wtJ"tzOfi:iJ).Ts\Ulg-Ying's tepfy'illakes de,~tthat hehas no iniention of ae'fencliTIg the 
"iew Cliallengedby Toklien: "If, [becahs~yburl wrongbelid' has iibtdissolved,Yoti 
desPerateiysearClifor' grasses and tr~esfh.at '.cl!ltivatethe: siX Peifectloris on tlieir 
owri,this is just as . when' [a person with] diseased 'eyestrlestodisC9Ver a flower 
[growing] in the sky bearing fruit" (697b8~9:;g:~¥h1"~1~fi5*1j!*@~7\)jt1!f, "tzO . 
.r;)'WS~*%~¥Z*S*mr8) .. Asagairist this, TSUIig~ymg's.own . explanation is 
based on 'the position that all dharmas -enviroirriieht' as~well as persons '-:are only 
mind (697a22::~$utll,\),one mind (ortl1e.one Minci?) (697 bl-2: =='fc-ftUE ~~
IL~; b6:· ~~ f!P-Il,'), and that alldistinctiQn~Qf ~elf and other, merely result from 
wrong conceptions (697a23-74);,C[ GRONER2000: 486-485rl. . . . 
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. paratoryactivities} and the 'intellect[ ual achievements required 
f6ractualizing --, Awakening]. If this -., were correct, "IceIiainly 

-'could not bear it; -for grasses and trees --originate andpensh, 
and motes (latoms) and pebbles exist [for a longtime] but [fi
mally ]do not exist [anymore lin ac~ordancewiththecosmic 
periods (kalpa) [of the cyclic emergence and dissolution ofthe 
matepalworldJ. ['Thus,] not only would they (~Ill)be W1abl~ 
to cultivate the cause and attain .the result,but aIso.Buddha-: 
nature.Wouldbe subject to perislllng and~originating. "783._ 

This argument implicitly cQntrasts plants,stones,etc., with sentient 
beiIlgs:,whereas the latter~s existence is,inspite of birth anddeath, 
llotlimited to one life because they- individually participate.in k~rma
directed samsara, this is obviously presupposed not to hold good for 
plants, etc. 

-128. Understood in this way, Chan-jan'sview would not seemin
acceptable to §hoshin. 784 He; too, agrees -that on the level of Suchness 

--.-783 Chin~kang-pei' 784b20C24: -~Elo 1=PfT:lz:~~~~~~-trPfTlifJo -~1)]IifJZ, Jj 
~ -'-::o1j[cc.:.*",-~-,,-~ ~""'-f*'~115-=RSI*~JE~ T~ -, ;g:;1t~1!f ~Jfl'1J.fr-iJ1!f, 1j[ 
* 1f~1f~o ~~ Il.l!tW1f~o~0l1'#g~~1~*; ~JjfijIY~1f~1f~oMyinterc 
pretation of the passage ,is somewhatdiffer~l1t fromPENKOWER's (1993: 510) and 
t;atherfollows SUBKI 1995a: 371 and 2001:79. This is also the. interpretation of 
KakuchQ (seeJIANAI'~O_.1976b:129a14-16; 131p) and even Annen (Bodaishin 
4?5b6-9).~f.alsoX37.662 (subcommentary on the MPSby theT'ien~t'ai master 

- C:hih-ytian ~11If, t1022):566c4-7, explicitly referring to the Diamond Scalpel after 
Ilavingpointedout that the all-pervasiveness of Buddha,natury does not mean that 
each single herb or tree has its own Buddha-nature (:1i::§{if!l'~~::-W~~,., .. ::J.F§llJ 
,-:-;gnfr*:&-f*'~)and that this is Wllat is meant whenKuan-ting's commentary on 
the MPS states that grassesandtfees lack Buddha-nature (T 38.1767: i84c23:1j[* 
I:j:!~f*'~). Somewhat later, Chih-yUail argues that if grasses and trees were',indi
vidually endowed· with mind justlikesentientbeings,. one would have to eXplain 
why theydonotperforIn good arid bad actionsand,accordingly, develop into the 
tim realms (i.e., partiCipate in rebirth and liberation (?»(X 37.662: 566c21-22: ·fI.,~o 
1f'IfN,,~, JlU#gll.l!~~~+W-Z*; JI!**ret~, ~/f'Jlli,§{'F~~+Wl$d); 

784 In ShOsbin's view, on the level of distinCtions(:5tllUF~, cf.§ 127.3), the True 
Suthness(.tzO"; tathatii) in msentiehts WQuld nondmit of being called "Buddha
hature" in the stronger sense ofa potential to be actualized (Shikan shiH 252a15-17; 
bll-12; cf. § 145). On the level of mutual identity [of all phenomena],however, 
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the distinction of sentient and insentient is transcended.785 With a 
view to their Suchness equated with Buddha-nature, even insentients 
are, and have been, Buddha-natured all along,786 and 'have' (or rather 
are) mind, not in the sense of an individual, concrete form of mind, 

-but in the sense of Mind as a universal principle (l]!{,,), identical with 
Suchness and the One Mind.787 

129.1. Although I am not at all familiar with Ch'an literature, a few 
remarks at least would seem to be unavoidable. Actually, in the Ch'an 
tradition the issue of the Buddha-nature of the insentients was contro
versial.788 An early representative of the strand in which the presence 
of Buddha-nature in insentient things is affirmed is the Chiieh-kuan 
lun *§l?ffifH ("Treatise on the Transcendence of Discrimination789,,), a 

sentients and insentients are alike; insentients are no longer insentients; they are 
only the One Mind (252a17-b1: ;g:if§12PF~, 'lw;;lp'lw/I'Uo i&;;lp~'IWo JJl~-{,\; cf. b13-
14). 

785 Cf. Shikan shiki 251b4-5: "[At the level of the] dharmadMtu, 'support
[recompense]' (= environment) and '[recompense] proper' (= sentient beings or 
their bodies) are essentially identical" (1!J)L {&lE **m-). 

786 A fully explicit statement is found in an early Tendai hongaku text, the 
Shinnyo-kan (~frDl!l., cf. STONE 1999: 191): "All insentient beings, [like] grasses 
and trees, mountains and rivers, the ocean and the sky, are not anything outside the 
True Suchness. Since they are all True Suchness, [as] True Suchness they are all 
Buddha" (TADA 1995: 125,15-16: ... --so J ;;lp'lw, :&t*. 0.l?iiT • *#e: . J;![~, .l§'~ 
ti~ J 7f.. J~.::. 7'7 ;(0 Jl:l:~~~fro-T v /", ~~frD/',{b.ilio Cf. STONE 1999: 193). 
Sirhilarly ibid. 134,12-13. 

787 Shikan shiki 251a6-7: ;;lP~1'f${,'O ... *E1'ffJlH.l'i:l2" with 251a5-6: fJ![{,\~~ 
tiD and 252b1 (i&;j:F~'lw, JJl~-IL<cf. fn. 784). 

788 On the different attitudes of Ch'an masters with regard to this point see, e".g., 
KAMATA 1965: 436-439 and 461-465; 1968: 83-86; PENKOWER 1993: 505-507 
(with further references); MATSUMOTO 1994: 96-105, etc.; 2000: passim, esp. 1-5; 
23-69; 278-605; 2002: 15-16; SHARF 2002: 247-249 and 335 n. 64. 

789 McRAE (1983: 211) proposes "cognition" for kuan Ilil, but since he describes 
the state to be attained as "beyond all types of discrimination;' (210), I suggest that 
Ilil IS used here in the sense it has when rendering Skt. victira, e.g., in the compound 
:i:1lil = vitarka-victira, i.e., discursive thinking. 
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text of the Ox-head Schoo1.790 In this text, the question whether the 
tao (:@:) is present only in sentient beings (~m: "body-and-spirit") or 
also in grasses and trees is answered in favour of the latter alternative, 
because there is nothing the tao does not penetrate.791 The word 'tao' 
no doubt evokes the Taoist world principle, but in Buddhist texts it is 
also used to render 'bodhi', i.e., in the sense of Awakening. Actually, 
a few lines later, the text equates "being in harmony with the tao" 
with the attainment of Buddhahood.792 Grasses and trees are Awak
ened in the sense that they are always, from the outset, in harmony 
with the tao, i.e., with the true nature of things, because they lack de
luded thoughts and emotions (ch 'ing Ir~) and have no [feeling of an] 
ego.793 Therefore, they do not produce thoughts [of displeasure, or 
revenge?] when injured.794 In a similar way accomplished persons, 
who are free from [the notion or feeling of] an ego and in harmony 
with the tao, regard their bodies as equal to grasses and trees795 and 
react like a tree (i.e., remain unconcerned and calm) when they are 

790 McRAE 1983: 171-174 (withfurther references); KAMATA 1968; 84; MATSU
MOTO 2000: 278; SHARF 2002: 40 and 43. The ascription of the Chiieh-kuan lun to 
Niu-tou Fa-jung (4mil*lMl, 594-657) is doubtful; the text is rather to be regarded 
as a work of the Ox-head School compiled in the 2nd half of the 8th century. 

791 MATSUMOTO 2000: 278 (text 28): ~:1!f :w&1Il1:E~IDltzt:f:r11l3, 3J\~~*Z 
t:f:r11l30 ... EL ~~PJT/f~"lfto (= TOKIWA & YANAGIDA 1976; 91; the following 
passages are found on the same page; cf. also KAMATA 1968: 83; SHIRATO 1998: 21; 
SHARF 2002: 248 t). 

792 MATSUMOTO 2000: 282 (text 30; my transl.): "[Objection:] If grasses and 
trees have for a long time been in harmony with the tao, why aren't grasses and 
trees predicted to attain Buddhahood in [any] sutra? Why are only human beings 
predicted?" (;fi~*;7..*E!~, *~t:f:r{ilJt&/fila~*~{5fj, ~ilaA."lfto). The text then 
adduces two passages allegedly implying a prediction of insentients as well. 

793 MATSUMOTO 2000; 278 (text 29): ~*~'I~ **E!~ :EJ.~iJtt& C ... ). 

794 Ibid.: ... *.It:1!f/filt. For the interpretation of this passage, see fn. 991. 

795 From an Indian perspective, one would be tempted to understand: "like grass ,. 
/straw or a piece of wood" C- trlJakii:jtha), i.e., as worthless (cf. HARA 2003: 470), 
but in view of the context the phrase may Calso) be intended to mean: "[the way] 
they regard their body [is] comparable with [how] grasses and trees [abide]", i.e., in 
harmony with the tao, free from the notion or feeling of an ego. 
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injured.796 The main intention of the text is obviously to present insen
tient things, and particularly plants or trees, as paragons for the spiri
tual practitioner. For this purpose, the choice of plants may have sug
gested itself because they an~, in a sense, alive797 and are thus, among 

- the insentient (~'[i), closest to sentient beings. Yet, this does not 
necessarily mean that they lack ch'ing ('[i) only in the sense of de
luded thoughts and emotions but not in the sense bf perceptual sensa
tions. In this regard, the text is simply not sufficiently explicit; the 
'harmony with the tao' may well refer to a meta-psychic level or may 
even be a mere metaphor. 

129.2. In the Shen-hui yu-lu t$itlffi-~ ("Record of Shen-hui's Say
ings"),798 the omnipresence of Buddha-nature is suggested by the 
Ch'an master Yuan from the Ox-head mountain (4~r1r~m!i!gffl) but 
rejected by Ho-tse Shen-hui 1i-TI'Wt$it (684-758)/99 who asserts that 
Buddha-nature is, to be sure, present in all sentient beings but not in 
insentient thingS.800 Shen-hui accordingly discards the famous utter
ance - adduced by the master Yuan in support of his own view -
that the emerald bamboos are all dharmakiiya, and the chrysan-

796 MATSUMOTO 2000: 279 (text 29): x~#;-fr~:ff ff!l'i.*tm~*, ~lifftzDW#o 
797 Cf. fn. 120. 

798 The passage is quoted in ANDERL 2004a: 626-D27 (n. 1864, with English 
transl.; see also 2004b: 200-:-201 n. 100 and SHARF 2002: 248) and in MATSUMOTO 
2000: 303 (text 50) from the editions of Hu SHlli and D.T. SUWKI & KUDA Ren
taro, respectively, on which see YAMPOLSKY 1967: 24-25, n. 67 (with further bib
liographical references). 

799 Cf. MCRAE 1987. See also ANDERL 2004a: 600 n. 1714 (with further refer
ences). 

800 In MATSUMOTO's terminology (see § 120.2), Shen-hui is thus a representative 
of the "Buddha-nature Immanence theory" (MATSUMOTO 1994: 97; 2000: 303-305; 
2002: 363 = (16». I cannot help feeling that the dissent may (also) be due to the fact 
that the interlocutors presuppose different concepts of Buddha-nature, viz., its equa
tion with Suchness or the dharmakiiya against its definition as the full potential for 
attaining Awakening in a spiritual process. 
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themums all prajnii (see § 54),B01 because it flatly contradicts the 
Nirvilt;asutra's staterp.ent that insentient things like walls and rubble 
lack Buddha-nature (see § 53.2.3) and because there is no sutra in 
which an insentient thing receives the prediction of future Awakening. 

129.3.0. Perhaps the most famous and most explicit passage 
advocating the Buddha-nature of the insentients is found in the record 
of the Ch'an master Nan-yang Hui-chung (l¥J~.L~" ?_775)B02 as 
contained in the Tsu-t'ang-chi (ffd3.¥:~). This passage,B03 presented as 
a dialogue· with a "Ch'an guest from the south"B04 (l¥J:1.JffrijI~), is obvi
ously intended to refute Shen-hui's position and his aforementioned 
criticism. B05 

129.3.1. Presupposing the omnipresence and indivisibility of Such
ness - "matter and mind are one and the saine Suchness" - and its 
identity with the Buddha-natureB06 and, essentially, with the dharma-

B01 For MATSUMOTO (1994: 100; 2000: 304); die acceptance or rejection of this 
statement is a kind of criterion for the "Buddha-nature Manifestation theory" and 
the "Buddha-nature Immanence theory", respectively. 

B02 Some information on him is found in DUMOULIN 1985, 1:151-153. MATSU

MOTO (2000: 329-337) doubts the historicity not only of the record but also of Nan
yang Hui-chung as a person. 

B03 Tsu-t'ang-chi ch. 3, fol. 11,10-14,18 (Taiw. 61 0 1O-64b4); text and English 
trans!. in ANDERL 2004a (= A.a): 619-630 and ANDERL 2004b (= A.b): 185-209; 
Japanese transl. in YANAGIDA 1990 (= Y.): 162-171 (## 253-262); critical discus
sion of some sections in MATSUMOTO 2000 (= M.), esp. 302-337. Cf. aiso TAKA
SAKI 1998: 6-8. Most sections of the text have a parallel in Ch'uan-teng lu 438a9-
c11 '" X 67.1309 (see fn. 488): 593a9-c12. For the first part, cf.also Tsung-ching lu 
(*M: T 48.2016): 418c17-419a2 (see ANDERL 2004a: 621 n. 1836). See also 
fn.488. 

804 Tsu-t'ang-chi ch. 3, fol. 11,10-11 (Taiw. 61alO-11). Later on, the term ch'an 
k' e jjifji~ came to designate the monk of a Ch' an monastery who by election or posi
tion functioned as the questioner in dialogic instruction (F,,~~): cf. FK 6475a; NAK. 
854a. 

805 Cf. YANAGIDA 1990: 391; MATSUMOTO 2000: 303-306; ANDERL 2004a: 619 
with n. 1828; 2004b: 185-186. 

806 Tsu-t'qng-chi ch. 3, fol. 14,9-10 (Taiw. 64a9-1O; A.a: 629; A.b: 207; Y.: 170; 
M.: 307 [text 54] and 32 [text 12]): ... ~'ti. J1r1L.\-~O. 
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kilya807 (cf. also § 140) as well as with prajftil (on the ultimate level, 
as inherent in the dharmakilya), lIui-chung sees no difficulty in ~c
cepting the utterance concerning the emerald bamboos and the chrys
anthemums.808 On the other hand, he is not impressed by the passage 

'of the NirvillJasTltra, adduced by the 'Ch'an guest', where insentient 
things are declared to be devoid of Buddha-nature (see § 53.2.3),809 
and obviously regards it as not to be taken literally.810 At the very be
ginning of the dialogue, he equates, in deliberate antithesis to the 
wording of this passage, Buddha-nature, or the Buddha-Mind, with 
walls and rubble,811 and subsequently tries to authenticate his position 
by referring to the statement of the Buddhiivatarhsaka that the whole 
world is only produced by the mind. Since insentient things are 
clearly part of the world, they too must be mind, or rather Mind, 
Buddha-Mind (cf. § 71). 

129.3.2. It is worth noting that Hui-chung tends to equate things 
with Mind or Buddha-nature,812 in contrast to his interlocutor, who 

807 Cf. the switch from "the emerald bamboos are all Suchness (~~O)" (ibid. 
fo1. 13,13 = Taiw. 63a13) to "how can they possibly not be the dharmakiiya" (~ 
11 ... !Jt~F~$t:p.: fo1. 13,18-19 = Taiw. 63b4-5). 

808 Ibid. fo1. 13,13-21 (Taiw. 63a13-b7; Aa: 626-628; Ab: 200-203; Y.: 168 
[# 259]; M.: 305 f [text 53]; cf. T 47. 1998A: 875a3-12). 

809 Ibid. fo1. 11,12-13 (Taiw. 61a12-13; Aa: 619 f; Ab: 186; Y.: 163; M.: 302 f 
[text 48]). 

810 Cf. Hui-chung's accusing the 'guest' of relying on the words and not on the 
meaning (ibid. fo1. 11,17 = Taiw. 61b3; Aa: 620; Ab: 188; Y.: 163), which seems 
to presuppose the distinction of si.itras requiring interpretation as against si.itras of 
explicit meaning (7~*~: fo1. 13,16 = Taiw. 63b2; Aa: 627; A.b: 202; Y.: 168). 

811 Tsu-t'ang-chi ch. 3, fol. 11,10-12 (Taiw. 61alO-12; Aa: 619; Ab: 186; Y.: 
162 f [#253]; M.: 302 f [text 48] and c 31 [text 7]); :;~Wf:1Jffr!i!~F",5, ~OfPJ~i1{5IIH:I"gl!i 
EI, *f~EL&I#!'\Ii'I'\W~~ :illH~:i1{~i~" In the subsequent passage, the 'guest' first 
presupposes the equivalence of the "Mind of the old Buddha(s)" or "pristine (= 
atemporal?) Buddha-Mind" (i1{~i~'; Ch'uan-teng lu 438a9: {~i~') with Buddha
nature ({~'t1), and a few lines later (fo1. 11,17-19) the master justifies the equation 
of "mind" (i~') and "nature" Ct1) on the level of Awakening. 

812 Cf. Tsu-t'ang-chi ch. 3, fo1. 11,11-12 (see fn. 811): ... _'IW~~.3l:t~i1{~i~'; 
11,21-23; _'I'\W~~ ... ~~~i~' ~~/f;ll1:i~'. Cf. also the statement that all coun-
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prefers to speak of things having mind/Mind or Buddha-nature. 813 
This may mean that for Hui-chung phenomena are not so much illu
sory appearances814 as manifestations of True Reality,815 perhaps in 
accordance with their significance as a model for spiritual perfection 
in line with the Chiieh-kuan lun (§ 129.1). But I have to leave this 
issue to the specialists. 

129.3.3. Nor do I find myself in a position to decide whether Hui
chung's statement that the insentients have, or are, Buddha-nature and 
Mind is not, ultimately, merely intended to overcome dichotomic 
thinking (as in Chi-tsang) or to illustrate the pristine harmony with 
True Reality human beings should 'recover', but is indeed meant to 
imply that in reality even the so-called insentients possess individual 
sentience.816 To be sure, just as in the Chiieh-kuan fun (§ 129.1), in-

tries are the body of the Buddha Vairocana (fol. 12,27; see § 140), that the emerald 
bamboos are Suchness (13,13: WW~t1 ~~Jl.:tzO) or the dharmakiiya (13,18-19: 
~t1 ... :'l1t~Pl$J1t.:p.). Exception: fol. 11,19-20 (:(fr:;S:5EWI ~'lw~1~'I1::g), where the 
master expressly rephrases the interlocutor's view. Similarly fo1. 11,24: /f'J!!i3 ~ 
'lw~1~'I1:. Cf. the discussion in Dagen's ShObOgenzo, ch. BusshO. 

813 Cf. Tsu-t'ang-chi ch. 3, fo1. 11,25 (taking the master's view as a premise): ~ 
'1Wre£1'f,c,,; similarly 12,12-13 (re£~~'1W1'f1~'11:) and 12,14 (:;S:1'f'lw~'lw1~1'f1~'I1:). 
The 'guest' seems to use identifying phraseology only when explicitly rephrasing a 
statement of the master, as in fo1. 11,13-14: 4-~ -W~'lw ~~1~,cJ\' 

814 As they obviously are (at any rate in the form in which we are used to per
ceive them) in ch. 7 of the Yiian-ming tun (i1~JI¥l~), according to McRAE (1986: 
148 f) probably connected with Shen-hsiu (:t$3'§: t706), where we read (McRAE 
1986:170) that mountains, rivers and the earth are seen only by ordinary persons, 
whose false thoughts are not exhausted, whereas Buddhas and bodhisattvas do not 
see them. 

815 This is, at any rate, what MATSUMOTO's concept of "Buddha-nature Imma
nence theory" is intended to imply; cf., e.g., MATSUMOTO 2000: 572-581, esp. 579; 
2002: (15): " ... phenomenal things (-liJl-), as such, are regarded as Buddha-nature 
itself, and are, as it were, totally absolutized." 

816 It is in the latter sense that MATSUMOTO (2000: 324-327) seems to under
stand Hui-chung'·s view. From Hui-chung's remark that material things, being emp
tiness, cannot really be obstructive (Tsu-t'ang-chi ch. 3, fol. 13,6-7; A.a: 625; A.b: 
199; M.: 324 [text 67]) and thus lose their materiality, as well as from their being 
equated with the mindlMind (see fn. 812), MATSUMOTO concludes that they are 
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sentients are stated to be without deluded thoughts and unwholesome 
emotions. 817 But what about appropriate thoughts or perceptual 
awareness? Wouldn't Hui-chung's affirmative answer to the inter-

_ locutor's (implicitly critical) question whether the insentients, since 
they are endowed with the [Buddha-] Mind, shouldn't also expound 
the Dharma818 suggest that they individually know the Truth and per
form acts of preaching?819 But the insentients' expounding of the 
Dharma is stated to be altogether different from human teaching: 
though constantly taking place,820 it is not heard even by the master,821 
let alone by the 'guest' .822 Rather, it is 'audible' only to saintly, fully 
Awakened persons.823 It is hardly of a verbal nature and may not pre-

conceived of as sentient beings (~,t~) endowed with consciousness or even intelli
gence (ffl"t$'f!I:) (326,5 f) and with an active nature similar to that of humans (326,6: 
"J." ~ 1Rl~0)"~~'11:"). It is, according to MATSUMOTO, due to their intelligent 
and active nature in connection with the fact that they are free of deluded thoughts 
and thus already Awakened, i.e., Buddhas, that their capability of expounding the 
Dharma becomes fully plausible (327,1 f). For MATSUMOTO, Hui-chung's view is 
similar to that of Kiikai and of the Kankoruijii (326,4 f). As far as I can see, it is, 
however, only in the latter text (and, somewhat earlier, in Shingon) that plants are 
expressly attributed individual sentience (see §§ 149.2-5). 

817 See § 153 with fn. 993. 

818 See § 90 with fn. 490. 

819 Later Shingon masters seem to have argued in this way; cf. RAMBELLI 2001: 
37: "But, as Raih6 (~., 1279-1330?) said, the fact that trees preach the Dharma 
implies that they are sentient and endowed with intelligence." Cf. also FuCHITA 

2003: 75,8-9. 

820 See fn. 490. 

821 Tsu-t'ang-chi ch. 3, fo1. 12,3-4 (Taiw. 62a3-4; Aa: 622; Ab: 192; Y.: 164; M.: 
409 [text 159]): gfflEio fl<;3J;::fM. 

822 Ibid. fol. 11,26-27 and 12,1-2 (Taiw. 61b12-13 and 62al-2; A.a: 621 f; A.b: 
190 f; Y.: 164; M.: 409 [text 159]): "The Ch'an guest said: '[If they expound the 
Dharma constantly,] why can't I hear it?' ... The Ch'an guest said: 'Being ignorant 
and [mentally] deaf and blind, I do not hear the insentient objects' expounding of 
the Dharma'" (jr~~EIo ~Ef3:!\'Mt*::fMo ... ~~E10 ~Ef3 ®~VV ::fM~'I1f~ 
$0)' 

823 Ibid. fo1. 11,28 (Taiw. 61b14; Aa: 621; Ab: 191; Y.: 164): iRf~1~M 
(Ch'uan-teng lu 438a20: iRf1~1~M). - See also Tsu-t'ang-chi ch.5, fo1. 6,11-12 
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suppose a mental act. It may rather be a self-revelation or self
manifestation of the original, all-pervading Buddha-nature inherent in 
all phenomena to persons whose minds are no longer obscured by any 
delude.d thoughts and emotions. 824 

(Taiw. 98al1-12; A.b: 210; M.: 409 [text 158]): "Tung-shan then asked: 'Who is 
able to hear insentients expound the Dharma? The master [Yiin-yen *m] said: 
[Only] insentients are able to hear insentients expound the Dharma" (W!Jrl!1j~J",'o ~ 
'Iw'm1* 1t.A1~Mo lliIlElo ~'IW'm1* ~'rw1~Mo; cf. Ch'uan-teng lu 321c4-5; 
T 47.1986A: 507c5-6'" T 47.1986B: 519c24-25; X 67.1309: 594alO-ll; ShObiJgenzo 
[Mujoseppo] 400,2-3; OGAWA 2006: 66,12; ARAMAKI 2000: 582,8-9). One could 
take this passage to mean that only 'insentients', i.e., persons who are free from 'Iw, 
i.e., deluded thoughts and emotions, can hear the insentients' expounding of the 
Dharma (cf. § 129.4). However, in another passage (Tsu-t'ang-chi ch.17, 
fol. 11,26-12,1; Taiw. 324b12-325a1; A.b: 211 f; M.: 429 [text 188]; OGAWA 2006: 
68,11-13) the master Ch'ang-sha Ching-ts'en (*19>il:~) answers the question about 
insentients expounding the Dharma by pointing to the eastern pillar of the temple as 
the one that can teach; and to the western pillar as the one that can hear it. Still, 
even this statenient need not imply psychic functions on the part of the pillars. Its 
real purport, if I may speculate, might be similar to that of the Chiieh-kuan-Iun 
(§ 128.1), i.e., to point out that in order to be fully Awakened to the Dharma one 
has to abandon all divisive and distractive thoughts and emotions CIW), transcending 
thereby the predicament of ordinary sentient beings and becoming, in this regard, 
similar to insentient things, which may be described as both 'expounding' and 
'hearing' the Dharma in that by nature they manifest, and are in harmony with, 
True Reality. 

824 ARAMAKI (2000: 583) speaks of an "ontological difference, so to speak (v \;b 
If1TtE~i¥JIRJjIj), between the preaching of the insentients and the preaching of 
sentient beings". According to OGAWA (2006: 68-69), the preaching of the insen
tients refers to the true form of the universe, before being articulated by speech, i.e., 
to the fact that all things are merely things just as they are (68 @: 1!\Ii'I'fjIDl,r;t c!:: I::l: i§ 
~f;: J:: -? ,""()jim ~;(10 £,( mrO)i:lt9f.O)~;j:§o v \;bI'iT~ '""( O)*~iJ~ t::. tc*~O) ~ 
~1;:<bo::c!::iJ~1!\Ii'I'fjIDI.i'tfiO)'"Z'<b-?'""( ... ). Their preaching cannot therefore be 
heard with the ear or through words. Rather, hearing the preaching of the ins en
tients means clearly and vividly seeing the form of the world as it really is (68 @): 
1!\Ii'I'fjIDI.r;tI::l:i§~~1rL- ,""(1::l:1lfl~1~fi"\o i:lt9f.0);j:§~<b I) <b I) c!::, t::.tcfr[J~f;:~o 
:: c!:: ::-1:-iJ~~f;:1!\Ii'tHIDI,r;t~1lfl < :: c!:: fiO)tc o )' Dagen expressly states that only 
foolish people take the rustling of the branches of trees or the opening of blossoms 
and falling of leaves to be the insentient beings' expounding of the Dharma (ShObo
genzo [Mujoseppo] 398,14-15). Elaborating on this issue would, however, exceed 
the limits of both this study and m~ competence. 
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129.4. In connection with the question of the sentience of the 
insentient, a passage of the record of the Ch'an master Pai-chang 
Huai-hai CEf3t'tI$, 749-814) in the Ku-tsun su yu-Iu (~#mBB
~)825 may be worth mentioning. 

1. In my (admittedly tentative) understanding, the passage speaks 
of the awareness of perfect persons or saints, reshuffling the old 
statement about the emerald bamboos and chrysanthemums into a 
compa~ison:826 In so far as perfect saints do not undergo the changes 
[which are typical] of [ordinary persons] having delucied thoughts and 
emotions ('f'~), they are like emerald bamboos, and in so far as they 
nonetheless do respond to the situation (ff!~) and do know the [right] 
time (~D~), they are comparable to chrysanthemums.827 

825 Cf. MATSUMOTO 1994: 193 n. 34. 

826 In this regard, my understanding seems to be basically in agreement with 
MATSUMOTO's (see fn. 829). 

827 X 68.1315: 9b24-C1: [a]WrMD~ii:'i:, [b]{fl.:f*1§"'!Wcjz~, Iltu~D~tto [c]~ 
:fff!~ ~:f~DB';J, i!Jl!jtzDii~o (no v.l. in the Chung-hua ta-tsang-ching 9~*iU~ 
and the Yung-lo edition *~It&: this information courtesy of the Ven. DINGYUAN 

and Prof. Florin DELEANU; cf. also X 17.330: 728a7-8; 78.1553:460a12-14; 83.1578: 
481c5-6). My understanding of the passage is somewhat different from that of 
ANDERL (2004b: 184) in that I take [b] and [c] as parallel sentences: "[b] it is only 
that they are not troubled by ... , just like ... , [c] but they definitely respond ... , just 
like ... ". Moreover, in contrast to ANDERL, who renders [a] as "Now [non-sentient 
objects] have perception (but they are not changed ... )", thus supplying the usual 
non-sentients as the grammatical subject, in my opinion the text returns to the sages: 
"Now, as fora the awareness [of the 'non-sentients' = persons free of deluded 
thoughts], (they are merely not changed/agitated ... )". I take the immediately pre
ceding reference of the text to the usual insentients (stones, plants, etc.) as a side
remark for the sake of preventing a misunderstanding of the text's use of the term 
~'IW. That the "awareness" (ii:'i:) is that of the sages would seem to be confirmed 
by the 'passage with reference to which the text from the Ku-tsun su yu-lu is ad
duced by ANDERL as a kind of parallel, viz., Tsu-t'ang-chi ch. 3, fol. 9,5-12 (Taiw, 
59a5-12; ANDERL 2004b: 180-182). Here we read, in direct connection with the 
sages no longer belonging to.the category of (ordinary) sentient beings, i.e., of be
ings that have deluded thoughts (1§"'!W): "They are clearly aware [of things?], they 
merely have got rid of clinging to them" (f$~J%:'i: .R;li!d!\Ii~~¥J\). The parallelism 
of J%:'i: and ii:'i: is obvious. But even if we follow ANDERL (and Florin DELEANU, 
who kindly communicated his understanding of the passage to me in a letter arid 
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2: Yet, this is merely a comparison, and the expressions may delib
erately be used in a slightly ambiguous way. Thus, in the case of the 
bamboos, not being changed by having ch'ing Clw) may imply that 
they are not subject to pleasure and pain resulting from being endow
ed with sense-faculties, i.e., sentience in the sense of individual, con
scious sensations, and in the case of the chrysanthemums responding 
to the situation (~t~) and knowing the time (~Da3') would seem to 
mean that they react to outward stimuli and 'know' the seasons.828 On 
the other hand, in the case of saints what is intended in this case is 
rather that they respond to the requirements (~t~) of the spiritual 
trainees and know the right time (~Da~) for giving appropriate advice. 

3. Actually, according to MATSUMOTO,829 Pai-chang belongs to the 
strand in which the Buddha-nature of the insentients is rejected. In
deed, in the text under discussion the key-phrase of the latter view 
(viz., "the insentients have Buddha-nature": ~'Iwtf{!tti) is radically 
re-interpreted in the sense that persons who are completely free from 

mental attachments (~'Iw = ~~'IW~) have Buddha-nature (tf{!fM1:, 
i.e., have attairied Buddhahood), in contrast to ordinary beings, who 

do have attachments (tf'lw = tf~~{l\) but no Buddha-nature (~{!t 
'11:, i.e., have not yet attained Buddhahood),830 and the former cate-

agrees with ANnERL in this point) in supplying the (usual) insentients as the logical 
subject of "awareness" (iij!l), this 'mirroring sensitivity' would be no more than a 
primitive response to the change of seasons, etc., which, as the author unmistakably 
states (see fn. 831), does not entitle us to regard them as Awakened beings. 

a I am .not sure about the precise meaning of ffiKtzD4. According to ANnERL 
2004a: 480, ffrKtzD(!Rtzo) is a vernacular topic marker ("as for ... "); cf. also 
611 n. 1780 and 2004b: 181 n. 52. According to ANnERL 2004a: 691 n.2285, 
4, too, can have a topicalizing function. On the other hand, there is also tzD4 
= "now" (ima, genzai), "just now" (tada-ima) (NAK. 1061a). 

828 In contrast to bamboos, which are evergreen and most of which flower only 
after many years, chrysanthemums appear, flower and disappear in the course of 
the seasons. - To know the seasons can, of course, also be interpreted as a symp
tom of sentience: cf. JACOBI 1884: 10 n. 1 (with reference to the Jaina tradition). 

829 MATSUMOTO 1994: 193 f (n. 34); 2000: 483. Cf. TSUCHIYA 2008. 

830 X 68.1315: 9b17-22; ANnERL 2004b: 183 f. 
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gory is expressly distinguished from non-sentient objects like trees, 
stones or the empty space, or, for that matter, emerald bamboos' and 
chrysanthemums, to which Buddha-nature is erroneously ascribed (by 
others). 831 

130. If the preceding remarks are essentially correct, the Chinese 
idea that in terms of the 'principle' or Suchness even insentient things 
(not only plants!) have Buddha-nature can indeed be regarded as be
ing based on Indian Mahayana premises, through a fusion of two dif
ferent perspectives. On the one hand, in an 'objective' perspective 
Suchness indicated the true nature, i.e., the emptiness, of all dhannas 
and appearances (§ 124), including physical appearances of the 
Buddha (§ 125), the primary aim of this perspective being to eradi
cate all attachments. On the other hand, in the ekayana strand Such
ness had come.to be identified with Buddhahood, both in the sense of 
dhannakaya, i.e., the Buddha on the absolute level, endoweq with 
unconditioned virtues (§ 126.1), and in the sense oftathagatagarbha, 
i.e., the potential of sentient beings to attain Buddhahood (§ 126.2), 
and it would seem to be in this perspective that Suchness is also un
derstood as Mind (§ 126.1). From a pragmatic point of view, it would 
seem reasonable to keep these perspectives apart. But as a theoretical 
fixation this distinction provoked the criticism of a Madhyamika like 
Chi-tsang and had, from the perspective of pervasion, to be replaced, 
or relativized, by an unqualified statement that plants (or insentients), 
too, have Buddha-nature (§ 127.3). Both,Chan-jan (§ 127.4) and Nan- . 
yang Hui-chung (§ 129.3.1-2) also applied this line of thought to the' 
aspect of sentience. But at least in the case of Chan-jan this does not 
imply that he considered plants or other insentients to be endowed 

831 X 68.1315: 9b22-23: /f18l*:fi*mj!{¥~t1~if!\ii'li oo:m~{~tt. ANDERL 
2004b: 184: "This is different from the assumption that" non-sentient [objects] like 
trees, stones, air, the chrysanthemum and the green bamboo, had Buddha-nature." 
The text adds that if insentient things had Buddha-nature it would be inexplicable 
why they are nowhere in the Siitras predicted for Awakening. 

" For #~m "to regard as", "to consider as/that", "to assume that" see ANDERL 

2004a: 249; 286; 779 n. 2847. 
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with individual sentience or an individual Buddha-nature. The 
Buddha-nature and sentience of plants in terms of Suchness would 
thus seem to be quite different from what FrNDL Y assumes for early 
Buddhism. A certain analogy may, however, be perceived in the idea 
of the Chiieh-kuan-lun that plants are a paragon for the spiritual prac
ticioner because they are in harmony with the tao~ (§ 129.1), but it 
should be kept in mind that this is just their nature and not a resu~t of 
previous spiritual practice on their part. 

1.2. The Buddha-Nature of Plants as Experienced by Awak
ened Beings 

131. As a fully Awakened person, the Buddha is, in contrast to or
dinary beings, aware of the true nature or 'Suchness' of things. In 
early Buddhism, this awareness manifests itself, in the first place, in 
his comprehension of the four Noble Truths and the two principles of 
impermanence and origination in dependence derivable from them 
(see § 123.1). In the course of the development of the idea of the true 
nature of things as sketched in ch. 1.1, the awareness of the Buddha 
can only be conceived of as comprising these new aspects as well. 
Thus, when Sucbness even in the so-called insentient things, or the 
environment, comes to be regarded as Buddha-nature (§§ 127-128; 
129.1; 129.3.1), the implication is that the Buddha must be fully 
aware of this fact. Hence it makes perfect sense when Sh6shin states 
that from the point of view of insight realizing [Suchness], at the 
moment a sentient being becomes Buddha, all the ten thousand things, 
too, become Buddha, . because when they are perceived with the 
Buddha-eye, they all turn out to have in reality been Buddha-natured 
all along. 832 

132.0. Still, it may be meaningful to approach the Buddha's ex
perience of the environment also from another angle, viz., from the 
perspective of the Buddhist idea of a correspondence between sen-
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tient beings and their environment,833 the latter normally being ,con
sidered subordinate to, and dependent on, the former (cf. § 115). 

132.1. This idea goes back to the canomcal texts of e.arly Buddhism. 
In the Aggafifia-sutta of the Dfghanikaya,834 e.g., the environment of 
primeval beings gradually deteriorates in consequence of their in
creasing spiritual and moral depravation. According to Sarvastivada 
and early Yogacara treatises,835 the environment is the by-product 
(adhipati-phala) of the common (sadharalJa) karma of sentient beings, 
in such a way that the world is structured into a set of realms distin
guished by more or less agreeable or disagreeable circumstances, 
where sentient beings may be reborn in accordance with their respec
tive individual karma. Moreover, the collective predominance of un
wholesome karma in a region has bad effects on the environment, 
especially on the vegetation; the predominance of wholesome karma 
has the opposite effect.836 Even the formation of pure worlds in Maha
yana Buddhism is sometimes explained in line with this traditional 
idea.837 Still, it appears natural that preponderance is accorded to the 

833 Cf.also TAKASAKI 1998: 1b-5b. 

834 DN no. 27, especially III 84,26 ff. 

835 E.g., Vi 41b4-5; 106c12-13; c26-27; 107al-2; T 28.1546: 87b7-12; AKBh 
95,15-17; 192,5; YBh 30,21-31,1; 36,19-20; ASBh 35,5-6. 

836 General statement in T 46.1924 (Ta-sheng chih-kuan fa-men **ll::.fm$F~, 
see fn. 516): 652c22-23: "When the common karma of all sentient beings becomes 
more and more excellent, the earth (= environment) changes [for the better]; when 
it becomes ~orse and worse, the earth also changes [for the worse]" (-1;JJ~~I81* 
,,1m, ±!lP~~o 18l*"~, ±JJ;C)(~o) With special reference to crops and fruit 
trees: YBh 184,6-9: "Because [people] have indulged in unwholesome actions, ex
ternal things (esp. fruit trees and crops) become weak, have imperfect fruits, foul
smelling fruits, ... or no fruits at all. [The effect of] wholesome activity should be 
understood in the opposite way" (akusalanam karmalJam asevitatvad ... Mhya 
bhiiva alpaujaska bhavanti asampannaphala putiphalaJ:! '" aphalas ca I etadviparya
yelJa kusalarh [= ms.] karma dra~tavyam II). Cf. also AN 1159-160 (immoral behav
iour of people leads to drought, which, in its turn, spoils the crops). 

837 Once again, an explicit statement is found in T 46.1924 (652c14-15): "Just as 
a pure world results from common karma, so also the other, [viz.,] mixed and im
pure worlds" (tlD~± E133=!<*~, ;I't:~*l~~± JJ;wtlD;~lL). 
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meritorious acts of the Buddha whose Buddha-field the respective 
pure world is considered to be. As J. NATTIER has pointed out,838 in 
the Ak~obhyavyuha the beauty of Alqobhya's Buddha-field Abhirati 
is presented as being the by-product of the merit he has acquired by 
his ascetic activities, and the meritorious actions of other beings are 
merely envisaged as the means by which they may attain rebirth in 
this realm. According to the Larger Sukhiivatfvyuha, the features of 
Amitabha's Buddha-field are even expressly designed by his former 
VOWS,839 and rebirth there is primarily achieved by relying on 
Amitabha or his name.840 

132.2. In some Mahayana sutras as well as in some early Y ogacara 
texts, however, we come across the idea that a pure world need not be 
conceived of as a yonder realm produced by an exceptional amount of 
meritorious karma, but is just the environment here and now, appear
ing as pure to purified individuals.841 While ordinary, impure beings 

838 NATTIER 2003: 185-187; cf. also 190-191. 

839 Sukh-1 #10 (M 25-28; A 23,13-26,6; V 232,5-233,l7; K 160-169) makes 
clear that in order to make these vows come true, the whole gamut of bodhisattva 
practice (including the six paramitas, which are, in this context, already attested to 
in Lokak~ema's version: cf. SukhL 302b15-17), including meritorious action, is 
required. 

840 NATTIER 2003: 190-191. Again, this does not exclude some amount of meri
torious karma normally being involved, though it was, it seems, not indispensable; 
cf., e.g., Sukh-l ## 27-29 (M 47-48; V 241,5-23; A 42,9-43,13; K 248-253; SukhL 
309c24ff). Cf. also NATTIER 2003: 199 n. 24. - BAvS 35a25-b4 (quoted Shinjo 
shih 719,10-12; CL. 185; cf. BAvT P yi 98bl-6; BAvB 409c16-23) enumerates 10 
caUiles arid conditions for the production of 'lands' or 'fields'. 

841 Mahayana sutras: e.g., VkN I.l4-18 (fol. 7a4-8a6): the purification of the 
buddhak~etra corresponds to the purity of the bodhisattva's mind; to advanced 
bodhisattvas, this buddhak~etra [of SakyamuniJ appears as pure; to Sariputra, on the 
other hand, it appears as uneven and full of thorns, abysses, mud, etc., but the 
Buddha makes him see it, for a while, as consisting of jewels; cf. also LAMOTTE 
1962: 119-123 and 402; Hob (3me fasc.) 201; BAvT D ka l42a4: sems can bsam pa 
rnam dag pas II de bzhin zhing rnams rab tu snang ('" BAvB 415b5; BAvS 51c15; 
CL. 243). Yogacara: T 30.1579 (Vini§cayasQlhgraha~f Section of YogacarabhUmi): 
700c16-26 " Tj P 'i 13b5-14a2 (KRAMER 2005: 90 and 159: # 2.2.3). Cf. also MSg 
I.60. 
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experience the world as abounding in mud, swamps, thoms, stones 
and abysses, to purified beings like the Buddhas it appears as [con
sisting of] gold, beryl, crystal, etc.842 This idea makes excellent sense 
in the developed Y ogacara system, in which objects were explicitly 

- understood as images in the mind. 843 As part of Awakened beings' 
minds, objects, including plants, automatically participate, in a sense, 
in their Awakening, though not actively and separately.844 On the 
other hand, a purification of the environment or its perception could 
also be explained on the basis of the old view that all material things 
contain, virtually or in a hidden form, all elements, including precious 
minerals, so that if an accomplished yogi concentrates (adhi-muc) on, 
e.g., earth or a piece of wood as gold, it will appear to him as gold, or 
even tum into gold.845 Analogously, if plants and other insentient 
things, too, have Buddha-nature, they will appear as Buddha-natured 
to a Buddha contemplating them in their true nature,846 or may even 
(albeit against Sh6shin)847 be taken to undergo a process of transfor
mation that brings their inherent Buddha-nature to the fore. 848 

842 Mahtiyiinasarhgraha-upanibandhana (Tj P sems-tsam li) 268a4-5; SA VBh P 
mi 143a4-5; 210b8-211al. Cf. also the idea that pretas collectively perceive the 

. water of a river as pus or blood (YBh 88,6-7: piinfyarh puyas01Jitarh pasyanti; VS 
4,3-4). 

843 For an application of this principle to Sukhiivau see T 40.1819: 841c13, 
quoted in TAKASAKI 1998: 3b-4a and OKUNO 2002: 387. 

844 This is how Sh5shin seems to understand the statement "Because sentient be
ings and insentient things are a single body (-e:, i.e., a structured whole; or: of 
one essence), sentient beings becoming Buddha means that insentient things [too] 
become Buddha" (Shikan shiki 248bll-12: 'lw?~'IW-e:tOi:, 1§'lwm{~ ~?~'Iwm{~), 
since he quotes it after having defined "grasses and trees" as "developed by the· 
mind" ({J'PJT~, corresponding to cittaparilJiima, a typical Vijfianavada term). 

845 Cf. § 95 with fn. 516. 

846 Cf.Shikan shiki 249a16-17 (see § 143 with fn. 898). 

847 See § 145. 

848 Cf. also the ambiguity of the comparison in T 38.1767 (Kuan-ting's commen
tary on the MPS): 176a29-b2: "Just as when JIvaka [the physician] takes up a herb 
it becomes (or turns outto be) a healing drug, in the same way to the Buddha there 
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133. In view of the non-duality of Buddha-nature, the experience of 
body and environment as distinct is transcended when Buddhahood is 
attained (cf. also § 116). Thus, on the level of perfect purity, in the 
"Land of eternally tranquil light" C;lf5~:Yt±),849 which is the plane of 
the dharmakiiya,850 there is 

Or: 

"only Buddha-nature consisting in Suchness, which is [prop
erly speaking] neither body nor land and yet called both body 
and land, [though actually] there is no land apart from the 
body and no body apart from the land.,,851 

"On the level of result (i.e., of the Buddha), environment (f,t() 
and sentient body (i.E) are interfused."852 

This non-duality of body and 'land' has, of course, always been an
ticipated on the 'ontological' level of the Suchness (tathatii) or true 
nature of things (dharmata),853 but it is only on the level of actual 
Buddhahood that it is fully realized.854 The 'subject' of this realization 
is, however, the sentient being that attains Buddhahood, whereas 
plants, as part of the environment, are rather, so to speak, collectively 
'pulled along' into Awakening in a passive way (see § 145), which 
hardly corresponds to what FINDL Y postulates for early Buddhism. 

is, among all the dharmas everywhere, none that is not the Middle Way. The Mid
dle Way is the same as Buddha-nature" (IItzO~~¥A¥~~, {~z;]\tzo~: ~--W$ 
1!\Ii~fq:r~o r:p~E!P~{~tto). 

849 T 38.1778 (cf. fn. 771): 565a4 (cf. Hob, 3;"· fasc.: 203). 

850 Ibid. 564b4-S. 

851 Ibid. 565a9-IO: {fi~tzO{~'fj: ~f~?f± iffi~~±o i'IMt~1!\Ii± i'IMt±1!\Ii~o 
852 Chin-kang-pei 782c26-27: *:f:-tBi&IE~~. Cf. also T 38.1779 (subcommentary 

on VkN by Chih-ylian ~Ii]): 739blS: "[On the] dharmakaya [level], body and land 
(= environment) are non-dual" ($~ ~±::f=, in the context of (t(lE::f=); 
T 46.1913: 450cI-2: "Vairocana's body and land fit each other" (~$;Z~ W±;f§ 
fll}); 46.1927: 703c26 (in the context of (t(lE::f=): "[In] Vairocana, [body and land 
are] 'one body' (i.e:, a structured whole), non-dual" (~$ -1il::f=). 

853 Cf. T 36.1736: 30c27: ~:t'fj:~±~1!\Ii=. 
854 Cf. T 46.1927: 703c29-704a4 = T 33.1717: 919a29-b4. 
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1.3, The Omnipresence of Vairocana 

134. In the early Buddhist canon, the name 'Vairocana' does not, to 
my knowledge, occur as a name of the historical Buddha or as the 
name of any other (former or future) Buddha.855 Nor is the historical 
or any other Buddha conceived of as omnipresent. Rather, Buddhas 
are thought to appear only sporadically (and never more than one at a 
time), living for a more or less limited period and in a limited area. 
When they pass away, they attain final nirvii1fa, severing all involve
ment with the world, just like other arhats. Thus, what the Buddha left 
behind was only his Dharma, his salvific instructions, which were 
declared by him to be his real 'body'.856 But although sufficient as a 
guideline for right conduct and attaining liberation, these instructions 
obviously did not fully satisfy the religious needs of the Buddha's 
followers, who urgently wanted some continuation of the protective 
and comforting personal presence of the Buddha. For many facets of 
the development of Buddhist religious belief and practice (like the 
cultic veneration of relics or Buddha images), these needs would 
seem to have been a crucial motive. In the present context, two inno
vations are of special importance: First, the elaboration - perhaps 
also stimulated by the bhakti movement in theistic Hindu circles - of 
the idea that the Buddha as he appeared in our world was only a tem
porary apparition when in reality he is a supramundane being residing 
for countless eons in a celestial realm, or is, ultimately, even identical 
with the true nature of everything (dharmatii) or Suchness (tathatii)857 

855 'Verocana' occurs as the name of a jewel (e.g., Jii. V 310,17-18 [vs.] and 29), 
of a demon (e.g., SN I 486,1 [no. 1Ll.8]: asurinda), and of the sun (e.g., Ud no. 
6.10 [vs.]) or the heavenly being inhabiting it (e.g., SN 1116,8 [no. 2.1.10]). In the 
Chinese Ekottariktigama (T 2.125: 558b15), *'Vairoca' is the name of a monk 
(AKAN. p.757). Cf. also BHSD s.v. virocana and vairocana. Worth mentioning 
among the references are, apart from those to Gv, those to 'Vairocana' as the name 
of a future Buddha in the Mahtivastu (III 330,15) and to Virocana (or VaiO) as the 
name of a former Buddha in the Lalitavistara (171,10). 

856 See § 123.1 with fn. 736. 

857 Cf. A~t 253,4: yti tathatti, sa tathtigataJ:! (similarly: anutptida, bhutako{i, 
sunyatti). 
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(see §§ 124-126) and hence imperishable.858 Second, the assumption 
that even now other Buddhas are alive in worlds other than our own 
and may be met in this very life - either in person (a Buddha may 
come to this world859 or bodhisattvas may be able to fly to other 
Buddha-fields860) or in a dream,861 as an apparition862 or by way of a 
vision or visualization in meditative contemplation863 -, or in a fu
ture life by one's being reborn in their Buddha-field. 

135. Both ideas are combined in the Buddhavatarhsaka. Particularly 
in the second chapter (according to Buddhabhadra) of this collection, 
the Buddha focused upon is called Vairocana864 and is said to reside 
in an 'ocean' of pure worlds beautifully arrayed within a gigantic lo
tus flower. 865 On the other hand, the Buddha, or his body, is often 

858 Cf. RGV II.34ab: utpiidavigamiin nityam nirodhavigamiid dhruvam (subject: 
buddhatvam). Cf. also the following remark by Chan-jan: "If [any of the three con
stitutive causes of Euddhahood] existed with a beginning, it would be impermanent. 
Eeing impermanent, how could it establish a permanent result?" (T 46.1913: 
450b27: Pil1'f* fI:\lim-o "tz01PJfI:\lim- m:lz:m-*o). 

*See v.l. and X 56.921: 48b20. 

859 Cf., e.g., SukhL 31Oa4-6; Sukh-l # 27 (M 47; V 241,7-8; A 42,12-15; K 248,4-
7). 

860 E.g., T 13.397: 394b12-13; 395cll-19; 399a22-24; 402c18-19 (kindly pointed 
out to me by Prof. Tilmann VETTER). Cf. also SukhL 31Oa8-9. 

861 E.g., Sukh-1 # 29 (M 48; V241,21-22; A 43,11; K 252,7) SukhL 31Oa3-4; a22-
23; cf. c19c21. 

862 E.g., Sukh-1 # 28 (M 47 f; V 241,14-16; A 42,24-43,2; K 250,3-6); SukhL 
31Obl-3. 

863 E.g., PratyS chapter 3; Gv 65,21-66,33; T 12.365 ("Contemplation Siitra") 
343a18--c1O (INAGAKI 1994: 330-334). 

864 Cf. EAvE 405c8 (EAvT P yi 73b2); 407c4 (EAvT P yi 83a4); 408a20 (EAvT 
P yi 87a5), etc. In most of the other chapters of the EAv Vairocana occurs only 
sporadically or not at all (cf. TAMAKI 1989: 39-40), the most notable exceptions 
being Gv 222,23 ff (EAvE 735b2 ff) and, in a sense, the final scene of the Gv (422,9; 
424,17; 425,17 and 22 f; EAvB 784c27 and 785a21). In ch. 30 (EAvE 605a ff), most 
occurrences refer to Vairocana as a bodhisattva. 

865 Cf. EAvE 412b8-10 '" EAvS 39b6-8 (CL. 202). 
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stated to be omnipresent. As has already been pointed out aQove 
(§ 108.3), it is not always clear how, precisely, this omnipresence of 
the Buddha's body should be understood: whether it means an ubiqui-

_ tous presence of apparitional bodies, or the all-pervasiveness of a mi
raculous sublime or 'meta-physical' body as suggested by Buddha
bhadra, who often introduces in this context the term 1*~ (dharma
kiiya).866 It is worth remembering, in this connection, that the Bud
dha's body, or dharmakiiya, is said not only to pervade or fi11867 the 
whole universe (dharmadhiitu)868 but also to envelop, .encompass or 
contain it. 869 

866 According to T'ien-t' ai, all the three kiiyas are all-pervasive. The locus classi
cus is T 46.1912 (Chan-jan): 151c29-152a6: ... W~Q .:::~ ~ti~~$, {iiJ1I71!~ ... (cf. 
PENKOWER 1993: 420 n. 54 [1 and 2]; SUEKI 2001: 76-77); T 46.1914 (Chan-jan): 
460blO-11:{iIfj'f:1:~, ;fjmI£*!J}~, Jtt~jJf)'f:1: J:l:.':::filfj'f:1:, ~1f~~W ':::filfj~~. For the 
all-pervasiveness of the three bodies in Tendai hongaku texts, see HABITO 1996: 
40-43 and 59-64; for the relationship of Vairocana and Sakyamuni, see STONE 
1999: 25-26. 

867 See § 107.2.3 with fn. 610 (BAvS), and, e.g., BAvB 408a13 (= BAvS 30a6): 
filfj~3tMli~$:W; a28: 1!~3tMli-tJ]*U (BAvS and BAvT diff.); b5: $% ... 3tMli
tJ]~1!:W (cf. BAvS 31a22 and BAvT P yi 87b2, with gsal "illuminate" instead of 
"pervade", both renderings probably based on Skt. ,(sphur/sphar); c20: ~!%3tMli~ 
1!:W -tJ]+hfilfj~± (not in BAvB and BAvT); BAvT P yi 8a4-5: "Pervading 
completely the universe (dharmadhiitu), the Buddha's body shine~ forth 
(*virocate)" (chos kyi dbyings ni kun khyab par II sangs rgyas sku ni rnam par 
mdzes II; BAvS 30b22; not in BAvB). Cf. KLIMKEIT 1991: 157; SCHMITHAUSEN 
1999: 254. 

868 On this meaning of dharmadhiitu, cf. SCHMITHAUSEN 1969: 145 f; TAKASAKI 
1974: 760; VETTER 2004: 70. Cf. also the "conditioned (~m) dharmadhiitu" in Fa
tsang's set of five dharmadhiitus (HAMAR 1998a: 10) and the "dharmcidhiitu of phe
nomena" (~1!:W) in Ch'eng-kuan's pattern of four dharmadhiitus (ibid. 3; 6-8). 
According to McMAHAN's (2002: 136) understanding of 'dharmadhiitu' in the Gv, 
the term would rather correspond to Ch'eng-kuan's fourth meaning, viz., the "dhar
madhiitu of the mutual non-obstruction of phenomena" (~~~lillE$Jll.), but even so 
it means the concrete universe, though explicitly in its true aspect of mutual interfu-. 
sion as experienced and displayed by the Buddhas and high-level bodhisattvas. 

869 See § 107.2.3 with fn. 611 and, e.g., BAvB 409c6: -tJ]*U± ... 1:Ef!t~pg .. , 
(BAvS 35a13: -tJ]*U±/\f!t~; BAvT P yi: 98al: bdag gi Ius su zhing rnams thams 
cad kyang II rab tu zhugs ... ). 
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136. As pointed out above (§ 53.3 and § 115), in the Ratnagotra
vibhaga, being encompassed and pervaded by the dharmakiiya of the 
Buddha is stated only with reference to sentient beings.87o This limita
tion is, however, conditioned by the fact that the starting-point of this 
text is the interpretation of the sentence of the Tathiigatr:zgarbha-sutra, 
viz., 'sarvasattviis tathiigatagarbhiiJ:t', where the subject is just "all, 
sentient beings". But also from a systematic point of view, one would, 
in the Indian context, expect such a limitation if the omnipresence of 
the dharmakiiya is envisaged from the perspective of a complete but 
hidden and obscured presence of their own Buddha-nature in un
awakened beings (i.e., in its function as tathagatagarbha).871 It would 
also make sense if what one has in mind is the omnipresence of the 
fully Awakened Buddha in his function as a protector and saviour of 
all sentient beings, as long as the perspective focuses on these very 
sentient beings as those who ask for protection and aspire to salvation. 
But if the perspective focuses on the Buddha's protective and salvific 
presence in all situations, or on Vairocana's omnipresence as his glo
rious transcendence of all spatial limitations, there is no reason at all 
to confine his presence to sentient beings. An explicit statement to 
this effect, with emphasis on the aspect of power, is found in the Tan
tric Mahiivairocana-sutra when it has Vairocana (here called Maha
vairocana) state: 

"I (= Mahavairocana)872 am freely ruling everywhere, pervad
ing all kinds [of beings]: the sentient and the non-sentient.,,873 

870 See fns. 294 and 295. 

871 The essential identity of tathiigatagarbha and dharmakaya is expressed, e.g., 
in the Aniinatvapa~atva-nirdeSa quoted RGVV 2,11-13; cf. also 40,16-41,5 and 
41,15-17. 

872 Cf. T 18.848: 38a21. 

873 T 18.848: 38b27-28 (ch. 16): ~ ... -W~@;(£ =W~~~ ~'[~bZ.~F'[~. In 
. the Tibetan translation (ch. 18; see Yutai HATTORI, Zobun Dainichikyo, no place 
,1931: 354,3-5: nga ni ... kun gyi rje ste 4bang phyug yin II rgyu dang mi rgyu sna 

tshags pa II mtha' dag ngas ni rab tu khyab II), ~'[~bZ.~F'[~ is represented by rgyu 
dang mirgyu (probably *caracara). 
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137. It is tempting to compare the relation of the Buddha's body or 
dharmakaya to the world in the Buddhavatarhsaka with early 
Vai~:r:tava theology as expressed in the Vi.p}upuralJa. Here, too, we 
find "Vi~:r:tu is in everything" side by side with "everything is in 
Vi~:r:tu", but also "Vi~:r:tu is everything" and "everything is from 
Vi~:r:tu".874 While the latter statement, expressing Vi~:r:tu's role as the 
Creator of the world, need not concern us here,875 a Buddhist analogy 
to the pantheistic formula "Vi~:r:tu is everything", in the form that the 
whole world constitutes, or is part of, the body of Vairocana,876 would 
justify the whole world being called 'Buddha-natured' in a much 
stronger sense than its merely being pervaded or encompassed by 
Vairocana's body. Actually, such a fusion of the environment wit"'} 
Vairocana's body would seem to be the logical consequence of the 
non-duality of body and environment at the level of Buddha (see 
§ 133).877 From this point of view, the concept of "the 'field' (= envi-

874 HACKER 1960: 597-602 (81-86); cf. also 644 (128). 

875 In a sense, one might compare this with the view, developed by Fa-tsang on 
the basis of the Ta-sheng ch'i-hsin lun (STONE 1999: 7), that Suchness develops, in 
accordance with conditions, into diversity, although at the same time it remains 
unchanged (cf., e.g., T 44.1846: 255c20-21: 1l;.PD1'f=~: -/f~~, =IIJ~J&:~), but 
the question is whether, and if so: to what extent, this process was ever understood 
by Buddhist thinkers as a deliberate, autonomous act of creation, and not rather as 
the effect of our own delusion (whatever the cause of the latter), at least as far as 
impure, samsaric diversity is concerned. A detailed discussion of the question in 
which strands of Buddhist thought and in which sense it may be meaningful to 
speak of True Reality as creating the world (and of the 'theodicy' problem this 
might involve) clearly exceeds the limits of this study. For an excellent discussion 
of the 'theodicy' problem in a Buddhist context see GREGORY 1986. 

876 Cf.,as regards the Vi~J:tupuraJ:ta, the formulation that "this whole world i~ an 
extension of Vi~I).u, who is everything" (vistara/:! sarvabhatasya Vi~J:to/:! sarvam 
idam jagat), or that Vi~I).u is jagadrupa, i.e., has the world as his form or appear
ance: see HACKER 1960: 601 (85) n. 4 and n. 5. 

877 Even in the Vijiiiinaviida system as found in Hsiian-tsang's Ch'eng wei-shih 
lun ~!!l~mt, the body and the 'field' corresponding to the Buddha's sva
sambhogakaya, which is perceived only when one has become a Buddha (PD~Jlt± 
!!l{~7J'1iD), are both regarded as boundless (~3!), Le., all-pervasive (JWJ~, JEmi{! 
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ronment) as body" (k~etrakaya, see § 107;1) could easily be under
stood to mean that the whole universe is Vairocana's body, or 
dharmakaya (cf. § 108.3), as is actually the case in systematized Hua
yen. 878 As a sufficiently explicit passage, let me quote from Ch'eng
kuan's subcommentary to the Buddhavatarhsaka: 

"Since Vairocana (inter)fuses (with) the great universe and 
makes it his body, there is nothing he is not identical with.,,879 

138. In connection with the idea of the environment, or parts of it, 
being equated with or incorporated in the Buddha's body or the 
dharmakaya, we should not overlook the above-mentioned statement 
ascribed, in one source, to Tao-sheng, according to (one version of) 
which the emerald bamboos are, all of them, dharmakaya (see § 54). 
In view of the poetical style of the statement it may, however, be 
questioned whether the author really intended a rigid identification; 
but as a matter of fact the statement was, by later authors, definitely 
understood in the sense of ascribing Buddha-nature to the insen
tient.880 

139. Very interesting is, moreover, a text from Central Asia written 
in Old-Turkish, which states that if a monk engages in agricultural 
activities involving tilling the soil and cutting or manipulating plants, 

"this agriculture is what spoils and destroys the true essence 
(lit. the true selves) of all Buddhas .... This Buddha Lusyanta 
(Vairocana?) himself is everything: earth, mountains, stones, 
sand, the water of brooks and rivers, all the ponds, rivulets and 

W), and hence co-extensive. Cf., e.g., T 31.1585: 58b29-c6 and c17-19. Same view 
*Buddhabhumisutra-upadeia (T 26.1530) 326b22-25 and c3-9; cf. also 293b12-17. 

878 See § 108.3.3 with fn. 655 and § 116.1b with fn. 698. 

879 T 36.1736: 30c16-17: PJ~1fI31~ ~*i:M'f. ffiim3t,§r, m~::f.!l~. Cf. also 
31a27-28: "Thus, there has never been a single dharma which is not the Buddha's 
body" nW*1§" -i*?f1~J1H:J1). 

880 Cf., e.g., Tsu-t'ang-chi 3.13,13-21 (Taiw. 63a13-b7: Nan-yang Hui-chung J¥j 
~¥JiS;, with approval; see § 129.3.1 with fn. 808) and 14.8,5-11 (Taiw. 267a5-1l: 
Ta-chu ho-shang *~5fDffiJ = Ta-chu Hui-hai *~¥~, with disapproval; cf. fn 977; 
cf. also T 47.1998A: 875a12 ff). See also §§ 129.2 (with fn. 801) and 129.4. 
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lakes, all the plants and trees, all the sentient beings and mell. 
There is no place which is not completely Lusyanta him
self.,,881 

The phraseology of this passage882 very much suggests that the idea of 
Varrocana's omnipresence in the world, or of Vairocana's and the 
world's interpenetration, is condensed into the idea of their mutual 
identity: Lusyanta N airocana is everything, and everything is 
LusyantaN airocana. Thus, the idea expressed in this text seems to 
come quite close to the notion of the whole world, including plants 
and the whole environment, being (part of) Vairocana's 'cosmic' 
body. 

140. An unambiguous expression of the view that the whole world 
is Vairocana's body is found in the record of the Ch'an master Nan
yang Hui-chung in the Tsu-t'ang-chi (cf. § 129.3). Here, this idea is 
introduced as an answer to the objection that insentient beings are, in 
spite of their Buddha-nature, nowhere in the Sfitras predicted to attain 
Complete Awakening (sambodhi): 

"All countries of the world system [consisting of a] triple 
thousand great thousand [worlds] belong to the body of the 
Buddha Vairocana. [Thus,] how could there exist, outside the 
Buddha's body, any further insentients that might be predicted 
[for Awakening]."883 

881 Not knowing Old Turkish myself, I am deeply indebted to Dr. Siglinde DIETZ 
for kindly checking the precise wording of the text for me and suggesting an accu
rate translation of the crucial expressions. The text has been edited and appears with 
a German translation in BANG & VON GABAIN 1931: 14-15 (334-335), and again in 
ZIEME 1981: 242, n. 46. Cf. also KLIMKEIT 1991: 158. . 

882 Cf. also Shikan shiki 252a6-7: "Sentient and insentient beings: all of them· are 
Vairocana's body (i.e., essentially identical with him)" ('fi!f~F'Ii!f ~~mft). 

883 Tsu-t'ang-chi ch. 3, fol. 12,19-28 (Taiw. 62b5-14; A.a: 623 f; A.b: 196 f; Y.: 
166 [#256]; M. 318-322 [text 65]), esp. 26-28 (Taiw. b12-14): =T*Tlli:W-W~ 
+ ~j)Ii![.~m{~%o {~%ZY'f. m1~J!!if~'Ii!f ffiJ1~~~[Dmo Cf. Ch'uan-teng lu 
438blO-ll: +:I.J~± 1£';~~m{~%, m1~J!!if~'Ii!f5't~G!f~o While this sentence 
adopts the perspective of the insentients as they really are and of Vairocana as an 
accomplished Buddha, the comparison preceding it in the master's answer (viz., 
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A few paragraphs later, the text presupposes that everything in the 
universe (WW, - dharmadhtitu) is [part of] the dharmakiiya. 884 Simi
larly, we read in another Ch'antext: 

"All voices/sounds are the voice of the Buddha, all visible 
things are the visible [appearance] of the Buddha, the whole 
earth is the dharmakiiya. ,,885 

141. The best-known representative of the idea that the whole 
world is the body of the 'cosmic' Buddha (Maha-)Vairocana is 
probably Kukai (~m, 774-835),886 the founder of the Japanese 
Shingon denomination, representing esoteric Buddhism (mikkyo 1$ 
~).887 Just as, in traditional Buddhism888 man is considered to consist 

that when a crown-prince is enthroned, the whole country automatically falls to him) 
rather corresponds to the idea of the co-awakening of the environment (see 
§§ 116.1e; 131, 133 and 145), i.e., to the perspective of the Buddha in the moment 
when A wakening takes place. 

884 Tsu-t'ang-chi ch. 3, fo1. 13,18-19 (Taiw. 63b4-5; Aa: 627; Ab: 202; Y.: 168 
[#259]; M. 305 f [text 53]): "Since the emerald green bamboo is not going beyond 
the dharmadhiitu, how could it possibly not be the dharmakiiya?" (~t1re£::fI±l~l':! 
grr.., ~~f~:!l-'¥o). 

885 Yun-men lu ~F~~ (T 47.1988, record of the Ch'an master Yihl-men Wen
yen ~F~3t1l, 864-949 [cf. DUMOULIN 1985: 216-218]) 559a15-16: -tvJi'jfJ~Ji', 
-tv-Eg~1~-Eg, flj;Jt!:!~l':!:!l. Cf. KAMATA 1965: 462-463 and 464 n. 11; MATSU
MOTO 2000: 572 (text 375). 

886 Cf., e.g., SAKAMOTO 1980: 400 f; xviii; MIYAMOTO 1961: 696 f; KAMEl 1966: 
183; LAFLEuR 1973: 98-100; SCHMITIiAUSEN 1999: 252; 255 f; MATSUMOTO 2000: 
152-155; RAMBELLl 2001: 3G-33; ITO 1996: 27b-30a. Cf. also the similar view of 
Enchin (lm~, 814-891): HANANO 1976a: 139b-140a;RAMBELLI 2001: 13. 

887 In MATSUMOTO's (2000: 321) opinion, the equation of the environment with 
Vairocana's body as presented by the record of Hui-chung (see § 140) may also be 
influenced by the esoteric view. Still, it is worth noting that the record has Hui
chung justify his position by citing not an esoteric scripture but a verse from the 
Buddhiivatarhsaka (BA vS 30a6-7), tacitly switching over from the idea of this verse, 
viz., that the universe is permeated by the Buddha's body, to that of the universe 
being identical with the dharmakiiya (Tsu-t'ang-chi ch.3, fo1. 13,17-19 = Taiw. 
63b83-5; A.a: 627; Ab: 202; Y.: 168; M.: 305 [text 53]). Cf., in this connection, 
also the passage from the Hizoki quoted in fn. 891 and RaihO's argument in ITO 
1998: 44a12~14. 
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of the five material elements, with mind (vijfiiina) as the sixth, so in 
Kukai's thought so-called insentients like grasses and trees as well, 
being a part or modality of Mahavairocana's dharma-body, are re
garded as consisting of all the six elements, including mind. 889 Perme-

- ated by mind, the so-called insentients like plants, too, are, in some 
sense, sentient and thus not essentially different from sentient be
ingS.890 It is only to the physical eye of ordinary beings that plants, 
etc., appear in their gross form (i.e., as insentient matter), whereas to 
the Buddha-eye they manifest their subtle form (i~e., their dharma
kiiya nature, which implies their inherent sentience).891 Here, too, the 

888 Cf . .MN III 239,17-21: chadhaturo ayam ... puriso ti ... vuttam. kim c'etam 
paticca vuttam? pathavfdhatu apodhatu tejodhatu vayodhatu akasadhatu vififia/Ja-
dhatu. . 

889 Sokushinjobutsu gi fl~,Ji}~f4~ (T 77.2428): 382cS-8 (cf. HAKEDA 1972: 89): 
"In the exoteric teachings, the four elements are regarded as insentient. In the eso
teric teaching, they are explained to be the samaya body of the Tathiigata. [Accord
ing to the esoteric teaching,] the four elements, etc., are not separate from the mind
element. Though mind and matter are different [in appearance], their nature (tt) is 
the same. Matter is mind, mind is matter, without impediment or obstruction" (~m! 
i%:9=' PJ[9*~ :F.&~~'I~o 'Wi%: ~Um Jlt:F.&:t!D*=J~HrG,Ji}o [9*~::fll!fHj'*o (d3!lll~ 
;!t'I:1fl~il"Jo Sfl~JG' IG,fl~s, ~Jll~lWL). Everything is generated by the six elements: 
ibid. 382b27-28: 7\*~~~-iJJ. 

890 Thus explicitly Jippan (see fn. 893). 

891 Hizoki ;f]~ilc. (T 86.2921) 8b27-c3 (KATSUMATA 1987, II: 652 # 63; 
LAFLEUR 1973: 98): "[As for] the meaning of [the statement that] insentients like 
plants 'become' Buddha(s): the subtle body, the dharmakaya, consists of the five 
Great Elements, and so do also space and plants (here pars pro toto for 'insentient' 
objects). The. subtle body, the dharmakaya, fills every spot in space as well as in 
plants. Space and plants are just dharmakaya. Although with (lit.: in)" the physical 
eye one sees plants in their coarse form, with (lit.: in) the Buddha-eye [they are seen 
in] their subtle form. Therefore, nothing prevents them from being called Buddha(s); 
n~ alteration in what they already are is [required]" C~:*~~'I~~f4~o {$::JHffi,Ji} Ii 
*PJT~o 1illi~ 3'J\Ii*PJT~o ~* 3'J\Ii*PJT~o {$::,Ji}~*ffi,Ji}, 1illi~7J¥~* -1;7]~ 
~::f~o ~1illi~~~* fl~$,Ji}o :fj~~§R !lllJitgS~*, ~f4§~ ~*ffi;;c'So ~t&:f 
l!J:2f;::ftmf4 ~t!1JlWEo). In this passage, too (cf.. fn. 887), being pervaded by the 
dharmakaya is taken to amount to being identical with it. This identity of plants 
with. the dharmakaya would seem to imply their sentience. According to Dohan 
(RAMBELLI 2001: 37 with n. 95; ITO 1996: 45bll-12; cf. 2000: 153b17), the five 
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'preaching of the insentients', i.e., the self-manifestation of their 
dharmakiiya nature,as a form of the 'preaching of the dharmakiiya' 
(hosshin-seppo, 1!%IDt1!), may be fully 'audible' only to one who 
has attained Awakening. 892 

142. It is obvious that because of forming part of the cosmic 
Buddha's dharmakiiya plants are, as they stand, not only endowed 
with mind but also, from the outset, perfect, accomplished beings. 
Thus, this conception of plants does bear some resemblance to their 
status in earliest Buddhism as postulated by FINDLY. Yet, there are 
some divergencies. First, Vairocana's cosmic body comprises not 
only plants but also all other insentient things. Second, plants and the 
other 'insentients' have this status by nature, and not, it seems, as the 
result of spiritual practice completed in previous lives. Third, it re
mains to be asked whether being part of V airocana' s body is indeed 
regarded, in the case of plants (or other insentients), as implying some 
kind of individual sentience, some kind of conscious and active par
ticipation in the state of being Awakened, as FINDLY'S view would 
seem to suggest. The texts discussed so far are, at any rate, not suffi
ciently explicit in this regard, and it seems to be only in later sources 
that this issue is elaborated893 (cf. § 149.2-5). Apart from this, we 

elements are, on the level of Awakening, the five kinds of wisdom C1i,&), hence 
interfused with consciousness. Cf. also Dohan's remark that speaking of five ele
ments is, in the present passage, tantamount to speaking of all the six (ITO 1996: 
45b13 and 2005: 153b13: B~1i::*.: J:lP1\::*.:-fu). According to Ekol\\t:Y6 (1666-1734) 
as quoted by RyUyu JIi:E§tr (1773-1850), the five elements as they are in the dharma
kaya can be seen only by the Buddha, the five elements in space can also be seen by 
saints, whereas with the physical eye one can see only the five elements as they are 
in plants (i.e. in their coarse form) (ITO 2005: 154a5-9). 

a Cf. X 33.626: 309c18: "He now perceives it in (= with) the physical eye" (~ 
~~glU~iZ). 

892 Cf. KATSUMATA 1987: II 449 (from Kilkai's IssaikyiJ kaimon --IJJ*~IfflF5), 
stating that the dharmakaya's expounding the Dharma takes place only from 
Buddha to Buddha (fb.!: fb.!: il)lj.). . 

893 According to Jippan 'Sfi!il'i (1089?-1144),"external material [things] are in
variably endowed with the element 'mind'; therefore, external material [things] are 
all sentient. Being sentient, [even] external material [things] like plants no doubt 
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must not lose sight of the fundamental differences between early Bud
dhism and the Vairocana texts as regards the conception of the nature 
of the Buddha. The idea of a cosmic Buddha like Vairocana, of whose 
cosmic body plants could be a part, is a later development and totally 

- alien to early Buddhism.894 

1.4. Plants Miraculously Transformed into Buddhas 

143. The category of 'miraculous transformation' covers situations 
like that described in the passage from the Dharmadhatu-prakrty
asarhbheda-nirdeSa dealt with in Pt. II.A, ch. 2.1, i.e., "transforma
tion" is to be understood in the sense of miraculously making a plant 
appear in the form Df a Buddha,895 and not in the sense of a real trans
formation of an insentient thing into a sentient being. ShOshin also 
stresses this in his interpretation of a passage said to be from the 
Chung-yin-ching (r:p~*J1D896 according to which at the time of a 
Buddha's Awakening plants and the land obtain the physical body of 
a Buddha and emit light.897 For ShOshin, the passage merely means 

make up their mind, practise [the Path] and attain Buddhahood" (ret~>'t-e &:\~~ *, Mz~:7t-e -§,~1'f'If!fo 1j[7f;:>'t-e ~1'f'If!fMz ~5HA~1=rglt{~{i1J~: HANANO 1977: 
138a; ITO 2001: 12a17-19). RaiM J¥Ji. (1279-1330?) expressly contrasts this posi
tion with the view that plants (etc.) are automatically drawn along into Buddhahood 
because they are nothing but mind (~IG\) (FuCHITA 2003: 73,9-10; ITO 1999: 15a19~ 
20). 

894 When looking for a somehow comparable idea in early Indian thought, what 
suggests itself is the Vedic myth of the primeval cosmic Man (puru~a) (~gveda 
10.90). 

895 Cf. also Sanjin-gi shiki 330b17-331a1: .UU~ m:X7-*t$~~{t. Similarly in 
the case of the MPS passage (Pt. II.A, ch. 2.2): "Likewise, [the transformation of a 
sentient being into an insentient thing and vice-versa mentioned in the] MPS-is 
[merely a manifestation of] the bodhisattva's miraculous transformative power" 
(ibid. 331a1: ~~~3J;m ~:gWlt$~i2). Almost the same explanation is found in the 
Rolalsoku senyo ki :A~Pllil!'i'lc (HANANO 1976b: 129a16-18). 

896 See § 54 with fn. 310. 

897 Shikan shiki 249a14-15: -{~glt~ tl1.~$Jl!.1j[*tm± ~-§'glt{~ ~:R3t:t\ 7\:; 
Sjj~~ ( ... ). The wording agrees with that of the citation in Shinjo shiki 713,16, 
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that when illumined by (or: mirrored in) the eye of the Buddha, there 
is not even a single colour (lvisible item) or smell that is not Vairo
cana (cf. §§ 127.4 and 137-140). It is not that the plants only then 
become Buddha(s); rather, they simply turn out to have always been 
Buddha-natured.898 It is only to the profane that they appear profane; 
to the saint, everything reveals itself as sacred.899 In a similar way, 
Shoshin deals with the MahiiparinirviilJa-sutra passage discussed in 
Pt. II.A, ch. 2.2. He takes it to refer to the understanding of the saint, 
for whom, because he has comprehended that one and the same Such
ness is the true essence of everything, sentient and insentient merge 
into each other, the distinction between them being dissolved on this 
level (cf.§ 133).900 With regard to individual, concrete sentience, no 
real, definitive transformation of an insentient being into a sentient 
one,901 or vice-versa,902 is possible.903 

144. It is obvious that a temporary miraculous transformation of a 
tree into a Buddha would not prove anything with regard to the 
Buddha-nature or sentience of plants in general, unless the trans
formation is understood as an exceptional manifestation of their true 
nature to ordinary beings who are normally incapable of perceiving it, 
or as an exceptional (limited and temporary) participation in the Bud
dha's awareness of reality. In this case, however, it would, in the 

where, however, the phrase "and they all expound the Dharma" (~f4~~{:tn is added. 
For slightly different readings in later works of Annen see MATSUMOTO 2000: 57. 

898 Shikan shiki 249a16..,.bl: {%Ill~JiJTWil: -13-ilf *;J~3J[jjj3o iot:frgJ(;1%o ~~!iilgJ(; 
m, ... -W{lXiE WBgJ(;1%o 

899 Shikan shiki 249bl: ~~W~, ~fL~fLfu, 

900 Shikan shiki 250a3-4: ~5;D ~A 7~-tzD, t)Cr1j;J~'r1j JfJ!1I., If:t~~'& ;g 
ff.§7k.o Cf. Chan-jan's interpretation indicated in fn. 524. 

901 Such a transformation would imply the heretic view of the appearance of new 
sentient beings (apurvasattva) in samsara (cfShikan shiki 248b5-7). 

902 Such a transformation would amount to an automatic end of samsara for that 
sentient being (i.e., imply the extreme of uccheda) (Shikan shiki 250al-2). 

903 Shikan shiki 250a4-5: ;fi§I~'r1j;J~~7}:., Cf. also Shinjo shiki 713,11 ((J), 
quoting Saich5. 
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Chinese context, merely reveal the essential non-duality of body and 
environment, but hardly manifest plants as individually Awakened 
beings. 

1.5. Plan~s Becoming Buddhas 

145. As for the aforementioned passage of the Chung-yin-ching, 
ShOshin's interpretation clearly states that grasses, trees and the land 
are not really transformed so as to become Buddha(s) by the Awaken
ing of a Buddha but are merely experienced by the Buddha in their 
original Buddha-nature.904 This is, however, hardly what an unbiased 
reading of the wording of the passage suggests. One would rather 
take it to mean that when a person attains Awakening, even the envi
ronment, including grasses and trees, is drawn along into Awakening 
and undergoes a drastic change.905 Such a change could be conceived 
of as an automatic co-awakening, for the passage does not indicate 
any active participation of grasses and trees. But in view of the fact. 
that the Chung-yin-ching passage is not attested to before Annen and 
may be of Japanese origin,906 such an active participation cannot be 

904 Still more explicit is the interpretation of the Chung-yin-ching passage in 
Kankoruiju 380a21-2S (cf. lYIATsUMOTO 2000: 56 [text 46]), where the phrase 
"plants become Buddha(s)" is interpreted in the sense that when the Buddhas make 
plants the object of their contemplation, the image (i'§) of plants in a Buddha's 
mind, being 'pulled along' (:fNS [) by the 'vision-part' C~7t, Le., the function of 
perceiving), becomes Buddha-natured C1~ft). This kind of understanding would 
seem to be the only way to explain the analogous statement that on the level of the 
Perfect Teaching the attainment of Buddhahood by one sentient being, or Vairocana, 
involves all the other sentient beings becoming Buddhas. Cf. the interesting re
marks on this statement in Shin' en's (see § 116.1e) Kegonshu shashO gishO 'l'jlifAA* 
1i,ti~£!> (T 72.2328: 61a17-b13). 

905 Cf. also ambiguous formulations as in Shinjo shiki 712,7: "In accordance with 
. sentient beings attaining [Awakening], insentients also attain [it], because 'support' 
(= environment) and '[recompense] proper' (= sentient beings) are non-dual" ([ljI~ 
'~~~'Iw#~, (tRlE::f=i!&), or 713,13-14: "When sentient beings attain Buddha
hood, the 'support-recompense', i.e., the 'land', also attains Buddhahood along with 
them" (~'Iw~{~z~, (tR¥&~± #[ljI~{~). 

906 Cf. SUEKI 1995a: 397; 2001: 73; MATSUMOTO 2000: 57 f. 
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.definitivelyexcluded either. On the other hand, Shashin907 seems to 
be right in doubting that the Chinese T'ien-t'ai masters had already 
held the view that plants can individually become Buddhas by virtue 
of a resolve and spiritual practice of their own, i.e., that the Buddha
nature in them could function as a potential to be actualized or uncov
~red individually,908 and he seems also to be correct ii1 pointing out 
that this possibility was expressly taken into account only in Japan.909 
This is evident from the questions early Tendai scholars submitted to 
Chinese masters according to the Ti5ketsu (mi:k:) , and from the an
swers they received.910 For example, when Encha (III~, 771-836) 
wonders why, in view of the omnipresence of Buddha-nature, insen
tient beings should not resolve to strive for Awakening,' practise ac
cordingly and finally attain the goal, just like sentient beings,911 the 
reaction of the Chinese master Kuang-hsiu (JJH~, 770-844?) is 
somewhat evasive (or merely polite?) but clearly not supportive of 
the idea. According to Kuang-hsiu's answer, when sentient beings 
strive for Awakening and attain it, their bodies, consisting of the four 
elements, which are, as such, of course non-sentient, are automati-

907 Shikan shiki 248bl-5. 

908 Cf. the third interpretation of the compound tathiigatagarbha in the RGVV 
given in § 53.3 (with fn. 297). 

909 Cf. HANANO 1977: 140b; SUEKI 1995a: 393 ff (chapter 5); 2001; .SHIRATO 
1998: 25a; STONE 1999: 29-30; RAMBELLI 2001: 11. However, even in Japan the 
question of plants becoming Buddhas by virtue of a resolve and practice of their 
own remained controversial, not only between the different schools (cf., e.g., its 
rejection by Sanron scholars like Gen'ei ~®I: [t840]: SHIRATO 1998: 24b and 29b, 
or Hosso monks like ChUsan 1rJ:I. [10th cent.]: WATANABE 2008: 63b) but also 
within the Tendai school, as shown by the case of ShOshin, KakuchO, etc. (see 
fn. 726). For more details on the different positions within the Tendai school, see 
HANANO 1976a, 1976b and 1977. Even the idea of the 'co-awakening' of the envi
ronment is not unambiguous, since it may be understood in terms of a balanced 
non-duality of mind and matter or in terms of a strict mind-only position (HANANO 
1976b: 150b-151a; cf. also the controversy indicated in fn. 779). 

910 Cf. SUEKI 1995a: 373-377; 2001: 80-83; SHIRATO 1998: 25a-26b; GRONER 
2000; MATSUMOTO 2000: 58-60. 

911 Shinjo shiki 709,11. Cf. GRONER 2000: 493-492 rl; SUBKI 2001: 81. 
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cally involved, and the outside world is involved as their environment 
and, so to speak, also pulled along into Awakening.912 Therefore, all 
'grasses and trees' bend down in reverence towards the body of the 
Awakened one,913 and in Amitabha's Pure Land even the trees preach 

- the Dharma. But Kuang-hsiu is anxious to make clear that this 
preaching does not at all imply that. each single tree expounds the 
Dharma after having attained Buddhahood individually and by its 
own effort.914 

2. New Aspects of the Buddha-Nature and Sentience of 
Plants in Japanese Buddhism915 

146. 1. Even if plants (and other insentient things) as individuals 
are credited with developing, under certain circumstances, mental 
capacities of their own, which enable them to practise the Path and 
attain Buddhahood, this does not necessarily involve an individual 
sentience of ordinary plants here and now. Annen (~~, 84l? to 
ca. 890), e.g., "asserts that grasses and trees may become individual 

912 Shinjo shild 709,16-710,1 and 710,2-4 (Jap. trans!. 737,7-20 and 738,3-8); 
713,13-14 (Jap. trans!. 749,4-5): ii)(:5;O fF'l~m1~za~ t.&¥~~± m;l\iim1~. Cf. SUEKI 
1995a: 374-375; 2001: 81-82; GRONER 2000: 491-489 rl (with English transl.). 

913 Shinjo shiki 709,3-4; GRONER 2000: 489. 

914 Shinjo shild 710,8-9; GRONER 2000: 488. Cf. also Raiho (see fn. 893), who 
contrasts the view that even when insentients are drawn along into A wakening they 
are not transformed into sentient beings with the Shingon position that because of 
the non-duality of the six elements they have been endowed with mind all the time· 
(ITO 1999: 16b12 ff; FuCIllTA 2003: 75,11 ff). 

915 The purpose of this chapter is merely to point out certain peculiar facets of 
the development of the idea of the Buddha-nature of plants (and otherinsentients) 
in Japan, such as are of special interest in the context of the present study. For this 
purpose, a comprehensive and exhaustive study of the subject is not required, and it 
would anyway be beyond the limits of a non-Japanologist like me in view of the 
large amount of pertinent primary sources and secondary literature (mainly in J apa
nese), a great deal ofwmch is unavailable to me. 
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Buddhas in their own right.,,916 Even so, in his Bodaishin gi sho Cttfll!: 
J[A!liJ9> )917 he expressly discards the Jain view, stated to be shared by 
the Kegon master Jliry6 (;;;.) from the TOdaiji918 , that plants are, 
just as they are, endowed with individual sentience, to be inferred 
from their sleeping during the night.919 

2. According to Annen's own solution, on the highest level of ex
planation, what resolves to awaken, practises the Path and attains 
Buddhahood is only the one Buddha-nature, all-pervasive like space, 
and not individual beings, be they non-sentient or sentient.920 But one 
may also describe the process as taking place in individuals, including 
non-sentient beings like grasses or trees. In this case, there is 

a) the aspect of the Awakening process of non-sentient beings hav
ing its origin in Suchness (~tzD, tathatii) or Pure Mind (~I~\), 
which has always been present in the respective beings themselves, 

b) the aspect of non-sentient beings being drawn into Awakening by 
the minds of other beings (Buddhas or sentient beings at the mo
ment of the attainment of Buddhahood), and 

c) the aspect of these two aspects combined.921 

916 SUEKI 2001: 85. Cf. already Shinjo shiki 708,4-8 (MATSUMOTO 2000: 61). It 
seems that already Ennin (1111=, 794-864) favoured the same view (ibid. 62; 
SHIRATO 1998: 26b; 30a). - A comprehensive treatment of Annen's view on in
sentients becoming Buddha(s) is SHINKAWA 1992. 

917 An annotated Japanese translation "of the chapter concerned is contained in 
SUEKI 1991: 41-69. Cf. also SUEKI 1995a: 408-416; SHINKAWA 1992: 94-96; 
~ELLI2001: 14-15. 

918 Bodaishin 487a3+5. 

919 Bodaishin 487al-3 and 27-28; see also 487b25-26. Cf. also I-hsing's (-ff, 
683-727) commentary on the Mahtivairocana-sutra (T 39.1796: 593c9-12; FUCHITA 
2003: 81 n.49), ascribing to non-Buddhists the view that plants have life because 
they grow again when cut, and that they have sentience or mind ('ff!.f~) because they 
roll up their leaves at night, which means that they sleep. 

920 Bodaishin 484c21-485a5; cf. 486a2-6. 

921 Bodaishin 484c2-21; cf. 485c25-486a2. 
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Plants and other non-sentient beings are always pervaded by, the 
'meta-psychic' Pure Mind, which is identical with Suchness (tathata) 
and hence universal, not individual. 922 But in contradistinction to sen
tient beings,923 in the case of plants and other material things, just as 

- they are here and now, the Pure Mind within them does not normally 
develop the eight individual forms of mind (sc., alayavijiiana, etc.).924 
However, even in plants the Pure Mind comprises the nature <tt) or 
potentiality of the eight individual forms of mind.925 Therefore, it is 
possible that - under certain conditions like the influence of Awak-

922 Bodaishin 487a26-27: 1j!i:*~ ~Jt:tzOntJL'; 488al-5, referring to Chan-jan's 
(m~, 711-782) Diamond Scalpel (~JlijJIT}!lf!~), for which see § 127.4. 

923 Bodaishin 487c21-22: "In. sentient beings, the ninth [consciousness]", the 
(meta-psychic) Pure Mind, transforms into the eighth consciousness (viz., the 
iilCIJlavijiiiina or subliminal mind), and the eighth consciousness manifests the seven 
actual [forms of] consciousness (Le., subtle ego-consciousness, intellectual con
sciousness (manovijfiiina), and the five sense-perceptions)." (~'fWmfL~JL' ~nlGJ\ 
~ J\~ ~~:E~-t;~,). In this passage, J\~ is obviously used as an abbreviation for 
mJ\~ (cf. 487c13-14), the eighth consciousness, but -t;~ must mean "the [remain
ing] seven forms of consciousness" because the decisive point in the context is the 
presence· of the sixth vijfiiina (m1\jf~), viz., intellectual consciousness, which 
alone is capable of producing the resolve for attaining Buddhahood (487c19-20). 

a In the case of numbered forms of vijfiiina (~), I consistently render the term 
as "consciousness", in spite of the fact that the ninth is meta-psychic and that 
the eighth and the seventh are subconscious. • 

924 Bodaishin 487c24-26: "Question: In this case, are the presently existing (Le., 
ordinary) grasses and trees, [or] visible objects, also endowed with the eighth (viz., 
the subliminal iilayavijfiiina) and the [remaining] seven [forms of] consciousness? 
Answer: Visible objects (including plants) are, just as they are, [inlheir essence] the 
ninth consciousness (viz., the Pure Mind), ... but it is not the case that grasses and 
trees, or other [visible objects], are at present (or: actually) endowed with the eighth 
and the [remaining] seven." (r"", ::S:'m 4-:mpff~1j!i:*{g~ $~J\-t;~!m:ao ~o f!:!, 
~'M. ~mfL~o ... :1F1j!i:~ :E~~J\-t;,). Cf. also 487c20. As in the passage 
quoted in fn. 923, I take the expression J\ -t;(~) as an abbreviation for mJ\~bi.-t; 
~. 

925 Bodaishin 487c25-26: mfL~r:p ~ J\ -t;'~. Cf. 487a27 (Jt:tzOntJL' ~fL~'ri). 
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ened beings926 - the Pure Mind even within non-sentient beings like 
plants develops into the eight individual forms of mind, including dis
criminative thought (which is a function of the sixth consciousness, 
i.e., ~~, manovijiiiina) , required for setting out on the Path for 
Awakening.927 . 

147. Later on, significantly different ideas emerge. An interesting 
example is found in the Somoku hosshin shugyo jobutsu ki (1j1[*§6IL\ 
{~ff$;{%§3), a text ascribed to Ryogen CEiU!*, 912-985) and Kakuun 
(~~, 953-1007, as the questioner) but of controversial authen
ticity.928 According to a passage that is missing in the earliest manu
script,929 the Awakening of plants is no longer a mysterious event but 
equated with the natural process of their life cycle: the way plants 
resolve to awaken, practise the Path, attain Awakening and enter into 
nirvfu).a consists in nothing but their being endowed with the four as
pects (of conditioned things, and at the same time of the life cycle), 
viz., arising, abiding, changing and disappearing.93o In view of this 
homology, the author (of this part of the text) sees no reason wlly they 

926 Cf. Bodaishin 488b3-4: "Bodhisattvas ... sometimes transform grasses and 
trees into sentient beings; they may even transform [them] for ever" (~{~:giii ... 
~,,~* J;)ffi&*-J'ffi, lJ~bj("o). 

927 Bodaishin 487c22-23: "Even in non-sentient beings, the ninth [consciousness], 
the Pure Mind, may transform into the eighth consciousness, and the eighth con
sciousness may, in its turn, manifest the [other] seven [forms of] consciousness (cf. 
fn. 923). Since [in this case even non-sentient beings] are indeed endowed with the 
sixth [consciousness, manovijfiiina, i.e., intellectual consciousness,], why can't they 
produce the resolve [for Buddhahood]?" (2J)\~F'ffimfL~Ic.\ ~~J\~o J\~2J)\~-l:::; 
~o B*-Jm:t\, fi:!J/f~5HJ\o). Cf. also 488a25-b2. 

928 SUBKI 1995a: 416-417; 2001: 89; HORIBATA 2006: 109 ff. 

929 HORIBATA 2006: 123 f; cf. also the synopsis on special page 2 (between pp. 
354 and 355). I am not in a position to assess the coherence of the text of HORI
BATA's ms. A so as to definitely exclude the possibility of a lacuna. 

930 Somoku 345al0-ll: ~*J~l~±'{:l:J1~[9;f§, ;\ikJ'lU~*~IC.\{~1'T:gm~3!~~ift. 
Cf. LAFLEUR 1973: 102; STONE 1999: 30; SUBKI 1995a: 417; 2001: 89; ITO 1996: 
23b-25a; RAMBELLI 2001: 16-17; PuGllTA 2003: 60-66 and 73. For a Shingon 
development of this view, see RAMBELLI 2001: 37-39. 
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should not be regarded as sentient beings.931 Actually, it is affirmed in 
an addendum to the text (foupd already in the earliest ms.) that plants 
are indeed endowed with mind and therefore capable of attaining 
Buddhahood individually and by their own effort,932 but details con
cerning the precise nature and functioning of this mind are not given. 
It is worth noting that the homology of the life-phases of plants in the 
course of the seasons with the process of Awakening and Liberation 
is not only found in later Tendai texts 933 but also in Shingon 
sources.934 

148. 1. In the Sanjushi-ka no kotogaki (=-+[91if$~), a Tendai 
hongaku text based on oral transmissions committed to writing some
time between 1150 and 1250,935 a different view is advocated.936 This 
text, in a sense, agrees with Sh6shin in asserting that, properly speak
ing, plants (and other insentient things) do not at all become Bud-

931 Cf., in this connection, also the interpretation of the eight aspects of, the 
Buddha's life as "the totality of the beings of the ten worlds being born, abiding, 
changing, and perishing, dying in one place and being born in another" (STONE 
1999: 185, from the !chijo shO -~~f), an early 14th century Tendai text). 

932 Somoku 346a9-1O: -3RJiJT:lI1;[* ... 1§{J'MzgJ<;1~fu. Cf. the synopsis in HORl
BATA 2006: special page 6 (between pp. 354 and 355). 

933 HANANO 1977: 135-136. 

934 Thus Dohan ~~B (1178-1252), quoted by In'yli ~PiW! (1435-1519): "In the 
case of plants, sprouting in spring, thriving in summer, fruiting in autumn and 
shedding leaves (Jdying) in winter are precisely the sequence of resolving [for 
Awakening], cultivating spiritual practice, [attaining] Awakening (bodhi) and [en
tering] nirva1).a." ((1J[*) waJf~]H.:kjf4'S-Wf ;lik!lP~liA~i''T:gm11E~*mfu). The 
text adds that the esoteric tradition (W'*) is aware of this deeper significance, 
whereas for the shallow (i.e. exoteric) traditions (~'*) the four phases are nothing 
but arising, abiding, changing and disappearing. Cf. RAMBELLI 2001: 37-38; text 
from ITO 1996: 47a12-13. 

935 For detailed information and references concerning the dispute of dating the 
Kotogaki, see STONE 1999: 48-49 (with 387-388, ns. 189-193) and 199-200 (with 
423-424, ns. 32-33). Cf. also MATSUMOTO 2000: 73 n. 22. 

936 Cf. HANANO 1975-1977; SUEKI 1995b: 7-8; HAmra 1996: 59-64; STONE 
1999: 202-203; MATSUMOTO 2000: 44-46; RAMBELLI 2001: 18-21. 
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dhas.937 To accept such a process would imply a decrease of the envi
ronment.938 For the Kotogaki, however, the same also holds good for 
the various types of sentient beings, from hell-beings up to bodhi
sattvas, for if they were to become Buddhas through a transformation 
of their original status, in the end only the realm of Buddhas would be 
left.939 Rather, plants as well as the other realms and the sentient be
ings living in them are stable in that they do not change into some
thing else.940 This might be understood to mean that plants are nothing 
but plants, i.e., insentient things lacking the virtues of the realm of 
sentient beings and Buddhas.941 Butsuch a view would not be correct,. 
and to discard it is the real purpose of the teaching that plants become 
Buddhas.942 In reality, plants are, just as they are, i.e., as insentient 
plants and without requiring a transformation, at the same time en
dowed with the virtues of all the ten realms: with the virtues of sen
tient beings as well as with the three Buddha-bodies.943 

937 Kotogaki 362aiS (Jap. transl.: 167,2): "We now think that the deeper meaning 
is that grasses and trees do not really cultivate [the Path so as] to become Buddhas" 
(~~.1l[*/f~{~~JJ~~lli). 

938 Kotogaki 362a19-b1 (167,4): ::51l[*~{~, 11X¥~~~, =Ttf:trs~ ~tf:trs~ i'f 
~(=~~)Y-{Q, 

939 Kotogaki 362b2-3 (167,5-7): ftMt\~{~ ~*~{~ n.¥::tfa~{~, Wmo .. , ::5 
cj(:~ft~, 7H~W-{Qo . 

940 Kotogaki 362b3-4 (16'7,7-8): 11t1.:t+W~~c5z:, 1l[*11t1.:t Ai'<.~11t{.:t 1L1ltf;11t{.:to 
Cf. also 365bl6-366a1 (176,12-16). On "the Kotogaki's rejection of linear time" in 
favour of a "timeless and 'constantly abiding' present", see STONE 1999: 207. Ac
cording to MATSUMOTO (2000: 43-45), 'stable' means that things are absolute just 
as they are, in their very impermanence (cf. 66,11: 1!!Iim-t.t .:;)m~:a:-.:c-O)~ ~*@M 2:: 
L-CWJET.:;). 

941 Kotogaki 362b5 (167,9-10): {i:!z.A.~E: ~ ..R1l[* ~~W{~W~o -r8JH1P 
,[W /fi'f'[Wo 

942 Kotogaki 362b4 (167,9): {g1l[*~{~~JJ ~~{i:!z.A.'[W*, 
943 Kotogaki 362a18-19 (167,2-3): 1l[* 11X¥~, ... 11X¥~ 1=f.M~ ;Ijffi+W~,; 362b6-7 

(167,1i-13): -*~, $lE1l[*:;!p'[w Ip:;!p'[wflffii'f'[w~-{Q, cj(::;!P'[W:;!PEi'f'[W-{Q, ... ..R1= 
:;!P'[wffi]i'f'[w-{Q,; 364b12-13 (173,10-12): 11X¥~ 1=11X¥~=,§t-{Q, cj(:Z :;!PE=,§to {g ... 
1p11X¥~~ = ,§t~-{Qo As for the phrase cj(:Z :;!PE=,§t, HABrro (1996: 60) translates 
it as "There is no point even in calling them 'the three bodies'" and takes it as a 
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2. But what does this mean? In one passage, the Kotogaki explains 
the three bodies as features of plants just as they are: their inexhausti
ble varieties: cherry trees, plum trees ,944 peach trees, etc., constitute 
their 'adapted body' (JJ!~, ~ nirmalJ-akaya); because flowers and 

-fruits, countless and manifold, are incessantly produced, they are the 
'recompense body' (¥~~, ~ samhhogakaya); and the fact that they 
are endowed just by nature with a body or shape that is twisted or 
straight and grows continuously is their dharmakaya. 945 Thus, they are, 
after all, just plants or insentients, but at the same time not just plants. 
Probably J. STONE946 is right in suggesting that the world is envi
sionedas a malJ-(iala. In this cosmic malJ-(iala, everything occupies its . 
proper place, each thing being just what it is, but at the same time 
everything participates in, and represents, the whole, in accordance 
with the Tendai doctrine that the 'recompense proper' (lE¥~) and the 
'support-recompense' (*¥~), i.e., sentient beings and their environ
ment, are non-dual947 and that each single thing contains all modes of 

"disclaimer" inviting the reader "to cast aside the very concept of the three bodies, 
and simply to encounter 'cherry trees ... and the like', as such." I rather understand 
the phrase to mean: "To transform them (viz., the 'recompense proper' and the 
'support-recompense') [into the three bodies] is not [required for] calling them 'the 
three bodies'." Cf. similar sentences like 363a9 (169,4-5) 23z:Ztl&/F:fr X or 363alO-
11 (169,6-7) 23z:Ztl&:1F:fr X, the first of which is translated by STONE (1999: 204; 
generalization mine) as "They are called X not because one transforms them [into 
Xl" 

944 m (hai, ume) = Prunus mume, * (ri, suinomo) =Prunus salicina. 

945 Kotogaki 364blO-11 (173,7-9): .ftm;fjt*~ ... *f.q. ~~, F!~o Jt~5f1:1I~~ 
m.q.~.q. PJT~PJTfflGtl& ¥IMl'ifto i±8J1[~.q. pJT~ft$mJ:l" $.%fuo Cf. HABITO 1996: 
59-60. Not all details of the passage are entirely clear to me. 

946 STONE 1999: 208: "It is as though the world is envisioned as a mandala." Cf. 
also 225: " ... a 'mandalization' of space and time, reflecting the influence of Mik
kyo on traditional Tendai thought". STONE adds the suggestion that "this mandalic 
world view might also have represented an attempt to interpret change and imper
manence in ways that drained them of terror and apparent randomness by assimilat
ing them to some originally inherent structure of reality." 

947 Kotogaki 362a17 (167,1): "In the opinion of the one (= the only legitimate: cf. 
PLASSEN 2002: 17-18 n. 62) school, there can be no doubt regarding the fact that 
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existence,948 albeit in a form that unawakened people are not aware 
of. 949 

149.1. A similar view is also found, as no. 4 in a set of seven differ
ent explanations of the Buddha-nature of plants, in the Kankoruiju U~ 
::Yt~~), a Tendai text attributed to Chujin O&~, 1065-1138) but 
probably composed in the second half of the 13th century.950 Accord
ing to this text, 'grasses and trees' are declared to be already Awak
ened, in the sense that they are, just as they stand (~B:), with their 

grasses __ and trees become (! are established as) Buddhas, because the 'support
recompense' (= environment) and the 'recompense proper' (= sentient beings) are 
non-dual" (-%:J!, 1ruE/f=iOI:, 1j[*fflG{~;Z:J,Jif!\!;~o). 

948 Cf., with reference to karma, Kotogaki 366b16-17 (179,7-9): *DIIlMlfi'§1*F5 
S, ~*M'eJl..-tJ]Wf1*iOI:, iE:~F~*~lt 1*Jll.IIlMefu, translated in STONE 1999: 
218-219: "When one knows the doctrine of the perfectly interpenetrating true as
pect, deluded action in its essence.is endowed with all dharmas; thus it is not merely 
deluded action but the perfect interpenetration of the dharma realm in its entirety." 
Cf. also 366a7-10 (177,5-8), dealing with the three truths (conventional existence, 
emptiness, and the Middle), stated to be "not two and yet two". If the latter perspec
tive ("and yet two") is adopted, conventional existence, viz., "the realm before our 
eyes, the myriad phenomena, the body of what is originally unborn", is predomi
nant, or basic (*: 366all), whereas emptiness and the Middle are subsidiary, or its 
adornments. Emptiness is then defined as the merging of things with one another, 
implying the absence of separation, and the Middle as their being contained in one 
another, which implies their constant abiding (jffl=S, -®~!lE ~q:r~ PJL:fuo ~iOI: 
-®~ §~§fj~Jll. Wf1*~m §~**/f~eo ... JltWf1*B:1li\Ei L:if!\!;~53U L:~o B:Jl.. 
iOI: L:'m{:l: L:q:ro { ... } iOI:~q:r -®%:#fDfuo). 

949 Kotogaki 366b15-16 (179,7): "When one does not know the Perfect Doctrine, 
one calls [karma] only karma, one does not say that karma is precisely liberation" 
(/f*DIIl~, FJ.L:*, *NPmllit/fL:fu). As P. GRONER (1995: 72 f; emphasis mine) 
points out with reference to the KankiJruija (see § 149.1), many of the "affirmations 
of the phenomenal realm just as it is" correspond to the phase of "returning to and 
becoming the same as the phenomenal realm" (~lRJlf;j:§F~), i.e., refer "to the post
enlightenment realization that the enlightenment attained (shikaku ftil}'t) is the same 
as innate enlightenment (hongaku)." 

950 GRONER 1995, esp. 50-55 (on the meaning of the title: 52 n. 5); STONE 1999: 
102, 169 and 399-400 (n. 25, with further references); RAMBELLI 2001: 21 (with 
further references in n. 44). 
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roots, stems, branches and leaves, already in an original state [of per-
fection] (::$:7]-).951 ' 

149.2. In another paragraph, the Kank6ruiju addresses the question 
_ of mind in grasses and trees, just as they are. As indicated above 

(§ 146), for Annen, who identifies the universal, unconditioned 
Buddha-nature with the Pure Mind, plants and other insentient things, 
too, are by nature endowed with this meta-individual form of mind. 
But this does not imply an actual individual sentience. Nor can we be 
sure that individual sentience was considered to follow from the as
sumption that each part of the universe contains the whole. In Chih
i's (~¥l:Ji, 538-597) Mo-ho chih-kuan (!*§ilfll::.fi),952 hsin Je." in the 
sense of "mind" (Skt. Jf~ = citta), i.e., thinking or cognition (JJljO), 
is distinguished from hsin Je." in the sense of "heart" or "centre" (Skt. 
hrd or hrdaya), represented by two different phonetic renderings, viz., 
**'JtIc (i-lit-da) and N*,~* (2;)-lit-da).953 The former is defined by 
Chih-i as the essence or gist of a collection (= corpus of texts?)954 (fl 

951 Kankoruija 380b5-6:1j1[*1'~m~~'&mcra*:B-~~1~~-& (thUS also 
DNBZ vol. 17: 19b9; the text in TADA 1995: 380a14 [transl. 216,9-10] has BB 
instead of B B). 

952 T 46.1911: 4a20-24. 

953 Phonetic reconstruction according toPULLEYBLANK 1991 (190,314,325,326 
and 367). **,~ (i-lit-da) and l'5*~* (,b-lit-da) are obviously two different at
tempts at a phonetic representation of Skt. hrda(ya) (cf. ED] 1: 475, and FK 2471, 
noting various alternative writings). It is noteworthy that besides l'5*,~* we also 
find :i'f*~ (fn. 962), i'f*,~ (ibid.), -=f*WE(§ 149.3) and Jlf** (fn. 955), but I 
must leave it to specialists of Middle Chinese to decide whether one or the other is 
the result of a corruption. - For the alternative writing i'f*,~* (Jap. karida), the 
Sanskrit reading hrdaya is expressly confirmed in X 23.438: 419a9-10. 

954 Thus, e.g., T 33.1714: 569b27-28: "This sutra (viz., the Heart Satra ~::E'¥El*l 
~~J()*~) is the gist of the Large Prajftapiiramitii" (jfU~ .!lP '" *$~::E'~m:~:!). 
This accords well with the semantic possibilities of Skt. hrdaya. DONNER & STE
VENSON (1993: 140) render f.I~;m:w as "the essence (or core) of an aggregate", 
which is somewhat vague (aggregate of material components?). - It is worth not
ing that f.I~ may render Skt. cita, which in its tum is used as an 'etymology' (nir
ukti, cf. AKVy 141,16) of citta (cf. HYODO 1982; HAKAMAYA 2009: 54-56), e.g. 
PSk 16,9, where iilayavijftiina is stated to be called citta because it is beset with, or 
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~;m~), the latter as the 'heart' or core of plants (1j!*Z,G,).955 From 
the point of view of Sanskrit, the latter meaning is somewhat surpris
ing, for although Chin. hsin IL' is indeed used in the sense of the 
"core" of a tree or vegetable/56 no such meaning seems to be attested 
to for Sanskrit hrdaya. When hsin IL' is used in this sense, the under
lying Sanskrit would rather be sara,957 which in the meaning "core" 
or "pith" is indeed also applied to plants (e.g., the heartwood of a 
tree).958 On the other hand, the basic meaning of hrdaya, viz., "heart" 

accumulated by, the seeds of all conditioned factors (cittam alayavijfianam I tatha hi 
tac citam sarvasamskarabfjail;). Cf. also AKBh 61,21 f: (citam §ubha§ubhair dhatu
bhir iti cittam), MSg 1.9, or SartJdh V.3. The Chinese equivalents for cita vary, but 
we fmd 'f.[![~ in a quotation of Sarhdh V.3 in Dharmagupta's translation of Vasu'
bandhu's commentary on MSg 1.9: ~~;:g{", PJ'f.[![~~~5Jf~I13KJI)$i& 
(T 31.1596: 273c12 f). This rendering seems to rephrase the wording of the sutra" in 
the active voice ("Or it is called citta, because it accumulates and increases visibles, 
sounds, smells, tastes, tangibles and objects of thought"). Actually, there is also a 
nirukti type derivation of citta from Yci in an active sense, as in AKBh 61,21 
(T 29.1558: 21c20: ~Jtai&;:g{,,): "It is called citta because it accumulates" (cinotfti 
cittam), and this is, interestingly enough, commented upon in X 53.836: 40c2-3 by 
"just as a tree has heart-wood (Il,') capable of accreting. branches, flowers and 
fruits" (~DW1§Il"ijg~Jta#i:{,*fE*), thus confirming the third meaning of Il,' given 
by Chih-i. 

" Cf. For the original sutra text, the passive voice is supported by the Tibetan 
translation of the passage in the ViniicayasamgrahalJf (Tj P 'i 58a8: ... chos 
mams kyis kun tu bsags pa ... ), by the Chinese translations (T 16.675: 669a25-
26 and 676: 692b17-18) and by its presumable source, viz., SrBh 496,18-21 
(cittam ... acitam upacitam rapa§abdagandharasaspra~tavyailJ). 

955 This explanation may somehow be related to a gloss on GDI;labhadra's render
ing of hrdaya at LaIik 40,2 as IL'. According to this gloss (T 16.670: 483b17-18), in 
the LaIik passage IL' represents Skt. )lf~* (v.l. [51';]: r5~*), i.e., hrday<a), and 
should be understood not as "thinking" (~~, with CBETA) but as in the expres
sion W*Il,' "the core of a tree". 

956 For this meaning of Il,', see COVVR. 307a: "cceur d'un arbre; centre, milieu", 
and HDC vol. 7: 369 s. v. Il,'€): r:pll,', r:p*, also ofvegetab1es: the core that is not 
eaten (*::f~Il,' ... ). 

957 Cf., e.g., MVy no. 5160; HIR. 460a. 

958 Cf. PW S.v. 2. sara l.a "Kernholz" (thUS e.g., MN I 192,15-29; SN ill 141,25-
31; AN ill 44,7-8; N 99,10-13 and 25-27; in the latter case, the Chinese equivalent 
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(as a physical organ959 and, in a figurative sense, as the seat of feel
ings), is not mentioned. This may be due to the context, viz., the clari
fication of the meaning of hsin {j\ in the term fa-hsin g':;'Hj\ (~ cittot
piida), i.e., generating the resolve for Awakening (bodhicitta). Chih-i 
wants to make clear that this resolve is a mental act of which only 
sentient beings are capable. He therefore points out that in this 
context hsin {j\ means a mental act and represents Sanskrit citta, to be 
strictly distinguished from hsin {j\ = hrdaya in meanings predicable 
of insentient things like plants or collections [of texts?]. It would thus 
seem that at least on an actual, individual level plants are, for Chih-i, 
endowed with hsin It, only in the sense of a core or, perhaps, a vege
tative centre, and not with mind (hsin It, in the sense of citta). From 
an Indian (at any rate Indian Buddhist) point of view, this would defi
nitely exclude them from the realm of sentient beings, since sentience 
inevitably implies some sort of mind (citta), i.e., conscious sensations 
or feelings (of pain and/or pleasure). Unconscious reactions to exter
nal stimuli would not be sufficient to constitute sentience. As far as I 
can see, nothing would warrant the assumption that Chih-i thinks oth
erwise. Theoretically, one could surmise that by characterizing hsin 
It, in the sense of citta as thinking (Jt:~O) he not only stresses this 
aspect in view of the context but also presupposes that mere sensa
tions are not part of hsin It, = citta and rather belong to hsin It\ in the 
sense of hrdaya. Yet, I cannot detect any evidence for such an as
sumption. The 'heart' of plants is more probably just a vegetative 
centre, like the heart in the body of sentient beings. 

149.3. In the Kankoruiju, Chih-i's distinction of different meanings 
of hsin {j\ is utilized for a more sophisticated theory of plants.96o This 
theory seems to be modelled on a similar theory found in a work by 

for sara in T1.26: 486bl-2 and 13-14 is indeed ,[:,,). According to PW (ibid.), sara 
can also denote the centre or solid parts of fruits (contrasted with their juice and 
their skin). 

959 [j;j~,[:,< cf. FK2513a. 

960 Kankoruiju 381a6-21; cf; MATSUMOTO 2000: 154 f; RAMBELLI 2001: 24-26. 
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the Shingon master Dohan (~:i8, 1178-1252),961 as is already indi
cated by the fact that the Kankoruiju, though formally adopting Chih
i's trichotomy of hsin 1l,\,962 actually reduces it to a dichotomy by 
equating irida (~*rcD and karida (-=f*~'E) and thus adapts it to a 
tradition, represented, e.g., by Kukai, where we find only two types of 
hsin Il," viz., mind (citta) and heart (karida = hrdaya).963 The crucial 
point is, however, that the Kankoruiju expressly states that plants, 
even ordinary plants, possess both kinds of hsin Il,\. On the surface 
COO), they have only a material vegetative centre, or hsin Il,\ in the 
sense of Skt. hrdaya, which reveals itself in their 'knowing' the four 
seasons and growing accordingly. But conscious sentience and even 
intelligence, hsin Il,\ in the sense of Skt. citta ("mind"), is also present, 
albeit inside (~),964 hidden below the surface. This lack of overt con
sciousness is why plants, though in reality sentient, are usually called 
non-sentient beings. 

149.4. As becomes clear from Dohan, this hidden sentience in or
dinary plants is not simply a mere potential which, as in Annen, can 
be activated under the influence of Awakened persons but is entirely 

961 RAMBELU2001: 36. 

962 As an authority, the Kankoruijii quotes the *~ii. The source is not, however, 
the *~m'~ (T 25.1509), where no corresponding passage can be traced (cf.TADA 
et al. 1995: 219), but rather the above-mentioned passage in Chih-i's Mo-ho chih
kuan (see § 149.2; cf. also HORIBATA 2006: 330). Cf. the writings l'f*,tl: and ff* 
:g, instead of fiJ*,~* in a quotation of this Mo-ho chih-kuan passage by Annen in 
Bodaishin 454c9-12 and Shinjo shiki 713,19, respectively. 

963 Hizoki 'f]~tc (T 862921) lOcll-12 (KATsUMATA 1987, II: 663 # 92), stating 
that karida (hrdaya), i.e., what is located in the centre (?), is the IL.., of non-sentient 
things, and citta, i.e., thinking, the IL.., of sentient beings (-=f*~B~ ::f'l~q:ro ;!~'IWIL..' 
ilio j!f:g, ::f'lL\i5;Oo 1§'IWIL..,ilio); see also the similar dichotomy in l-hsing's commen
tary on the Mahiivairocana-siltra (T 39.1796: 705b22). Cf. also RAMBELU 2001: 35. 

964 This view may remind one (although a historical connection is hardly con
ceivable) of the view, expressed in the Manusmrti (1.49), that plants are anta/:t
sarhjfia, Le., "have internal consciousness", "in spite of the indisputable absence of 
outward activity in them" (WEZLER 1987b: 130), in contradistinction to a position 
according to which plants are entirely devoid of consciousness (ni/:tsarhjfia) (ibid. 
127; 129 f). 
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ineffective in ordinary plants. Rather, in the opinion of Dohan, the 
consciousness of non-sentients like plants is constituted by the con
crete, actual presence of all the six elements.965 Among these, Dohan 
equates the five material elements with the ninth consciousness,966 i.e. 

_ the Pure Mind, and the sixth element, viz. mind, with the eighth con
sciousness, i.e. the iilayavijiiiina, the subliminal basis and source of 
individual consciousness,967 and it is for this reason that plants can 
individually resolve to awaken968 and attain Buddhahood.969 In order 
to establish the distinction between sentient and insentient beings, 
Dohan, too, makes use of the concepts of 'surface' and 'inside': in 
insentient things like plants, the five elements are the surface and the 
mind element is hidden inside, whereas in sentient beings it is the 
other way round. 970 Thus, for Dohan and likewise for the Kankoruijii, 
the presence of individual sentience in plants is obviously not an ex-

965 "Insentients like plants have, each of them, the six eleme~ts ..... Even so 
[plants, etc.,] are concretelyfumished with all the six elements, not merely in terms 
of principle (i.e., potentially)" (;}F'fw1,[*~~1§1\*o ... D~ 1\* .l§'~!'l- ;}Ftt!'l-: 
see ITO 2000: 28b2-5). Cf. also ITO 1996: 45b19 and 22 (Dohan quoted by In'yfi) 
and 2005: 153b19 and 21 f (Dohan quoted by Ryuyu). . 

966 For my rendering of ~ as "consciousness" in the present context, see fn. 923. 

967 ITO 2000: 28b2-3: ~* 1i*1f ~fL~m, ~*1f ~J\~m; 1996: 45b20; 
2005: 153b19. Cf. RAMBEILI 2001: 36. 

968 The question by means of which citta one resolves to awaken and what, pre
cisely, is the object or aim of this resolve seems to have been controversial. Nor
mally, the citta that makes the resolve is the sixth consciousness (sc. manovijfiiina), 
but later Shingon authors seem to prefer the eighth or even the ninth consciousness 
(cf. ITO 1996: 47b3-9 [Dohan quoted by In'yfi]). For a similar controversy in later 
medieval Tendai see STONE 1999: 104; cf. also WATANABE 2008: 71b (Sonshun # 
~, 1451-1514). The material at my disposal does not allow me to decide whether 
the later views are indicative of a tendency to understand the spiritual practice of 
plants as taking place on a deeper, subliminal level not requiring surface conscious-
ness. 

969 ITO 2000: 28b5 (1996: 45b22; 2005: 154a1): 17J~~%NJ,~{~m. 

970 ITO 2000: 28b3-4: 1,[*~ 1i(ed.fL)*~~ ~*~~o A7C'fIf ~*~~ 1i* 
~~; 1996: 45b20-21; 2005: 153b20-21; cf. also 1999: 13b19-14a2. RAMBELLI 2001: 
36 with n. 87. 
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ceptional event but the natural condition of all plants. Even ordinary 
plants and other insentients are, just as they are, endowed with con
tinuous individual sentience, albeit a hidden, secret one, perhaps even 
a rather faint one, as may be suggested by the fact that in the Kanko
ruiju plants are explicitly put on a par with the unconscious heavenly 
beings (see §§ 11 and 21), whose life-faculty is merely supported by 
hsin I~\ in the sense of a vegetative centre (hrdaya), and in whom con
scious sentience does not come to the fore.971 

149.5. Thus, Dohan's and the Kankoruiju's view on plants does in
deed come fairly close to the early Indian view of plants as being in
dividuallysentient. If we combine this view with the idea, also found 
in the Kankoruiju and mentioned in § 149.1, that plants are, just as 
they are, Awakened or at least perfect beings, whose movements in 
the wind could be interpreted as esoteric ritual gestures and whose 
sounds could be understood as sermons,972 it would even approach 
FINDLY's hypothesis of plants as a kind of secret saintly beings. Still, 
it seems that they are, at least in the Kankoruiju, saintly beings on a 
rather modest level, and hardly as the result of spiritual practice of 
their own in a previous life. On the other hand, Shingon masters seem 
to have advocated the position that even plants (or non-sentients, for 
that matter) are not necessarily actually Awakened from the outset. 
Ra,ther, they too may first be de1uded,973 and have to become Buddhas 

971 Kankoruiju 381a18-20 (RAMBELLI 2001: 25; the passage is part of a quotation 
but not traceable): ~1&l:70.'X~ P)**W~T*~'E'L' ffiJM'lfrl;f'No 1f~ ::fm1:ElWo Cf; 
also 381a13-14: in the case of the unconscious heavenly beings, corporeal matter 
(tg = rupa) forms the 'surface' or outside, mind (IL') the inside. 

972 ITO 2004: 115b7-8 (Raiyu J¥WM, 1226-1304). Cf. RAMBELU 2001: 37. 

973 ITO 1996: 46b19-21 (In'yii; cf. RAMBELU 2001: 3&): 'deluded plants' do not 
know the homology of the four seasons and the four phases in the process of salva
tion (see § 147 with fn. 934), whereas 'awakened plants' do. According to Raih5 
(lIift, t1330?), in the pure realms the so-called insentients like trees emit Dharma
sounds and thus benefit sentient beings, whereas in the hells clods and thorny 
shrubs inflict intense pain upon sentient beings (ITO 1998: 44b2-5; FUCHITA 2003: 
69,10-11). Even the so-called insentients are thus capable of performing bodily and 
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(i.e., to realize their hidden Buddhahood) through their own effort 
and spiritual practice,974 though it is difficult to specify what kind of 
practice they perform and by whom they are. taught.975 In any case, 
since precisely the aspect of an individual sentience of plants does not 
seem to be well documented in the Chinese antecedents of the Japa
nese developments, its emergence in the latter can hardly be ex
plained as a surfacing of long-forgotten pre-doctrinal remnants of 
archaic beliefs in earliest Buddhism. And it should be kept in mind 
that in all Shingon and Tendai texts what holds good for plants holds 
good for other insentient things as well, including even artefacts. 

3. The Question of Practical Consequences 

150. The paragraph from the Kankoruijii is also of interest because 
it addresses the problem of the practical implications of the sentience 
of plants by raising doubt:976 If grasses and trees were living, sentient 
beings, cutting them would be an act of killing, just as in the case of 
animals, and hence an infringement of the first Buddhist precept. The 
implication seems to be: Since this is not the case, the view that plants, 
too, are, properly speaking, sentient beings cannot be true.977 The an
swer of the Kankoruijii rejects this consequence: The teaching of the 

vocal actions (~-@. = vijiiapti-riipa) and of attaining Buddhahood by their own 
efforts (ibid. 75,4 and 10). . 

974 Cf. RAMBELLI 2001: 34: " ... Shingon masters were adamant in emphasizing 
that plants ... are able to become Buddhas through their own efforts." 

975 RAMBELLI 2001: 39. 

976 Kankoruijii 381a22-b5. Cf. SCHMITHAUSEN 1991b, # 31.1; RAMBELLI 2001: 
26-27. 

977 Actually, according to his record in the Ching-te ch'uan-teng lu, one of the 
reasons adduced by the Ch'an master Ta-chu Hui-hai (:kli*3iiw, cf. DUMOULIN 
1985, I 165) to discard the statement (see § 54 with fn. 304) that the emerald green 
bamboos are the dharmakiiya and the chrysanthemums prajiia (Ch'uan-teng lu 
247cI4-19; OGATA 1991: 198) is that it would imply that if one eats bamboo shoots 
one would, after ail, eat the dharmakaya (247c18: tzD)J~liU B!~~$Jltili). The 
corresponding paragraph in the Tsu-t'ang-chi (ch. 14, fol. 8,5-11; Taiw. 267a5-11) 
does not mention this argument. 
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sentience of plants (as well as of other 'insentients') is based on the 
non-duality of sentient beings and their environment ({&IE;;r-:::=), on 
the principle that every individual thing is mutually identical and in
terfused with the whole universe and that all things mutually inter
penetrate (-~==f;f§~Pp,ij1!:@JH:F1f!.), which can be understood only by 
perfect, Awakened persons (lilA). On this level, all distinctions, in
cluding those of good and evil, or of killing and keeping the precepts, 
are left behind. Actually, Kannon, who is surely an Awakened being, 
once appeared as a fisherman, killing even fish and birds.978 It is 
therefore not admissible that someone who still sticks to distinctions 
should raise doubts or objections against statements pertaining to the 
level of perfect truth. 

151. 1. At first glance, at least, one might take this answer as a sim
ple rejection of any practical consequences of the theory, or con
templation, of the sentience and Buddha-nature of plants and other 
insentient things. Actually, a similar tendency can, be observed not 
only in other Tendai texts979 but also in Shingon sources. Thus, in the 

. Hizoki-shO (f.M~llBf'J» noted down by Dohan the fact that in view of 
the interpenetration of the six elements sentient beings and plants 
must, in spite of their dissimilarity on the surface, both have sentience 
gives rise to the question whether in this case cutting down plants 
would not also involve an offence of killing.980 The fmal answer, on 

978 Cf. NAKAMURA 1988: 188, s. v. gyoran Kannon mJitll.if ("Kannon with the 
fish basket"). A reference to Kannon appearing as· a fisherman and killing all sorts 
of water.creatures is also found at KankOruijii 388cl (cf. STONE 1999: 220), like
wise in a discussion of .the problem that the essential identity of evil karma and 
liberation may be misunderstood as condoning wrongdoing at whim. Here, such a 
conclusion is straightforwardly rejected, but it is admitted that it would not be in
compatible with this identity if a person "returning [to the realm of daily affairs] 
from the inner enlightenment of calming and contemplation" (STONE) spontane
ously ({:f~M,{'F, i.e., without evil or egoistic intentions) commits [apparently] evil 
deeds [in order to save others]. 

979 Cf. HORIBATA 2006: 198,9-10 and 201,3-4; WATANABE 2008: 68a ® and 79a5 
(no details). 

980 ITO 2000: 28b9-1O: t\1cli. a ~W ~D:f/OJ ~ ~'fj1f~, ~¥* JtZ~~ b lilt 
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the level of the (advanced) Shingon practitioner, is similar to th.at 
given in the Kankoruiju: Since such a practitioner realizes that all the 
four ma1J4alas (including the mahamalJg,ala, which comprises sen
tient beings, and the samayamalJg,ala, which covers the so-called in
-sentient world) are the Buddha's body or the Buddha himself (1~R), 
all actions or events are merely an internal exchange between the 
Buddha and Buddha, i.e. between his interfusing aspects, hence self
referential, and hence no offence or 'sin'.981 But even for ordinary 
people cutting down plants does not amount to an 'offence by nature' 
('r:t~, - prakrti-savadya) because the phenomenal difference of sen
tient and insentient beings indicates that the latter are destined to be 
the support of the former.982 

a So with ITO 2000: 23a13 f; text tlJ. 
b My proposal. The text reads :/Wzm, which does not make sense to me. At 28b15 
and 16 the text has :/WzfF1, but here, too, :/Wz does not make sense and ought to be 
~. Actually, in the quotation in 28b15 f ({:J(;1j[:/Wzlf=fF1I8l1ii) the parallel in 
ITO 1996: 47a25 has ~ instead of:/Wz, and the Chinese source of the quote, viz., 
Mo-ho chih-kuan (T 46.1911) 36b9, reads {:J(;1j[lflffF1l8l. 

981 ITO 2000: 28b17-19 (cf. also 24a): ~§1j:tt, [9~~{~ft'I-}f;JV~= Ol{~W 
{~J 12Sl~i'§~ 12Sl~lli~Um= lL~=lEftc I- lL~=~;t1C I- ~J1k$:mJ~:lFfF1iQ. Tenta
tive translation: "For a Shingon practitioner, since he has realized that all the four 
rna/plaZas are the Buddha's body (/the Buddha himself), only [one aspect of the] 
Buddha and [another aspect of the] Buddha - by way of mutual accomplishment 
or of latency and manifestation [according to] causes and conditions (?) - function 
as '[recompense] proper' and 'support' for each other [and] as each other's coming 

. about and disintegration; all [this] is just the nature of things; therefore [on this 
level cutting plants, or any other action?,] is no offence." - For the presupposition 
involved, see fn. 995. 

982 ITO 2000: 28b16-17 (cf. also 23b-24a): ':::lI1ftF,,~ f:&lE~~~:lz:J~ffv~~= 
1i*~*:t~Hz~J~= 1ftA {:J(;=1j[7fC 7 ::fv~=ttfF1-/,iQ. Tentative translation: 
"Since the threefold world (of sentient beings, environment and skandhas?) is, in a 

. sense, established in a relation of '[recompense] proper' and 'support', the five 
material elements and the element consciousness are [respectively] more(?) the 
surface or the inside (see § 149.3); therefore, [even] for ordinary people cutting 
grass or [felling] trees does not constitute an offence by nature e[:ifF1 =prakrti
savadya, i.e. a morally and karmic ally evil action)." 
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2. This aspect is more explicitly brought out in In'yii's (EP;S, 
1435-1519) Kohitsu skushushi5 (~.j:-EI~f:!», where we read, in a 
quotation from another work by Dohan, that cutting down plants has 
no karmic consequences because when the six elements form all 

. things these are fundamentally organized into internal and external, 
i.e., sentient beings as the primary result of karma and the environ
ment as its by-product (see § 132.1), with the effect that the latter, 
viz., plants and the land, has fundamentally the nature of support and 
nourishment of the former, viz., humans and animalS.983 Therefore, 
making use of them does not involve a fault. 984 Sti11less so, says In'yu 
. on another occasion, does felling trees f6r making ritual objects (like 
statues of the Buddha), for these are the means for spiritual advance
ment.985 According to this principle, even the killing of a sentient be
ing may not be an offence, as when, e.g., Trailokyavijaya986 kills 
Mahesvara (i.e., Siva).987 

152. The reluctance to draw practical consequences can be traced 
back to Chinese masters. When the question why, in view of the om
nipresence of Buddha-nature (implying sentience), cutting down in
sentient beings is not a serious misdeed comparable to killing a sen
tient being is raised by the Japanese Tendai monk Encho (f11W:) in a 

983 A vegetarianist Buddhist pendant, so to speak, of the Christian concept that 
God created everything (including animals) for the use of man (cf. KERN 1992: 56-
57, quoting Matteo Ricci). 

984 ITO 1996: 47a26-bl: =:" ::fvi:ITvJ$Gv~ 1-' 7\*~:Jv:~$~" *3 91'f: ",P"I 
:9'f.1t(IE/ ~:lz:-i!&:, 1j[*~±" ~ v ftA lf~ / ?JT1t(~,.;;ttti:Q., 1J!Jr S?:: J'It"Jv:;;t-" 
~$fi::i:Q.. Cf. RAMBELU 2001: 39 and 75. 

985 ITO 1996: 48blO-ll. Cf. RAMBELU 2001: 39 f. 

986 One of the five vidyiiriijas, cf. BD] 2: 1046-48. The story of the subjugation 
and killing of Mahesvara (equated with the kleiiivarar:za:BD] 2: 1047a-b) is found 
in T 18.869: 285a15 ff (annotated Engl. transl. in GIEBEL 1995: 142 fi); see Sarva
tathiigata-tattva-samgraha (ed. Lokesh CHANDRA, Delhi 1987) 56 ff (cf. SNELL
GROVE 1987: 136-140). 

987 ITO 1996: 48bll-12: ;s:1t(rft.3][=lf, ~=t!t~Ml!;t~ ... , ~1'f1~~!::f1~~, frIT 
~~~~1~~.1JL-. 
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letter,988 the answer of the Chinese T'ien-t'ai master Kuang-hsiu (~ 
n~) is rather evasive. But it is obviously with the aim of avoiding' the 
consequence indicated by Encha that he points out that we can speak 
of serious wrongdoing only in cases where insentient things are re-

-lated to, or part of, a sentient being, as when one steals money, which 
is of course insentient but belongs to a sentient owner, or when one 
kills a living body in which the insentient (i.e., the four elements) and 
the sentient combine C[wM,'[wi5"), but not when one cuts a dead COrpse 
apart.989 

153. 1. In the Chueh-kuan lun (*,t5W§!fa), the statement that the tao 
G1iD, i.e., the true nature of things equated with Buddha-nature, is 
omnipresent (see § 129.1) entails the question why, then, killing a 
man involves an offence but killing a plant does not.990 The answer is 
somewhat cryptic. Starting from the premise that plants, in contrast to 
ordinary human beings, are by nature in harmony with the tao and 
thus do not have the notion of an ego, the text seems to assume that 
when killed or chopped they do not react with [angry and revengeful] 
thoughts (which may imply: do not feel injured).991 

2. This is, at any rate, the way the argument was understood, ac
cording to his record in the Tsu-t'ang-chi, by the Ch'an master Nan-

988 Shinjo shiki 709,11-12 (Jap. tnlnsl.: 736,13-14); GRONER 2000: 492; SUEKI 
2001: 8l. 

989 ShinjO shiki 710,2-8 (Jap. trans!.: 737,2(}-738,19; English trans!.: GRONER 
2000: 489-488 rl). Cf. also 709,19-710,1 (Jap. transl.: 737,12-18; English trans!.: 
GRONER 2000: 490; cf. SUEKI 2001: 82). 

990 MATSUMOTO 2000: 278 (text 29): F,,5Elo Jli:~~;j!f, {liJit:*JtA.~~, ~1jl:*1!\Ii 
~; SHARF2002: 248 (Engl. trans!.). 

991 Ibid.: 1jl:*~'11f **ilm llI~fti& ~o1f:Nt. In taking the plants - i.e., the 
victim, and not (with YANAGIDA; cf. SHARF 2002: 249) the person who injures 
them - as the subject of ::f~t (i.e., not producing thoughts and emotions [of ?is
pleasure and, perhaps, revenge]), and *;to1f (v.!.~) in.a conditional sense ("when 
they are killed", or: "when one kills them"), I follow MATSUMOTO (2000: 280 f), 
who bases his interpretation on the fact that somewhat later the text states that an 
accomplished person should regard his body like a plant and remain unconcerned 
like a tree when being injured (see § 129.1). 
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yang Hui-chung (~/~' see § 129.3). Here, too, the visiting Ch'an 
monk asks the master why, if sentient and insentient beings both pos
sess Buddha-nature, one incurs guilt, enmity and requital only when 
one kills sentient beings and eats [the various] parts of their bodies, 
whereas such an effect is not reported to accrue from damaging in
sentient things, like eating the five grains, vegetables, or fruits and 
nuts (lit.: chestnuts).992 The master replies that only sentient beings, 
who are the direct retribution [of their own previous karma] and who, 
being from time immemorial blinded by wrong views, conceive of an 
ego and what belongs to it, harbour feelings of resentment. Insentient 
beings, on the other hand, are the recompense [of karma only in the 
sense of a] 'support', i.e., the environment as the basis on which sen
tient beings subsist. Being free of wrong views, insentient beings do 

992 Tsu-t'ang-chi ch. 3, fol. 12,14-17 (Taiw. 62al4-b3; A.a: 623; A.b: 194 f; Y.: 
165 [#255]; M.: 316-318 [text 64]): ff~~Bo ::5'1'f'fwif!\l;'f'1W 1~1'f1~tt, ~1'f'fwjffi~1Jil)( 
A'%7T ~P*Sn~$1~t§¥&o 1~~7G'fw ~1Jil)(.li~*)/)iK~~~!jo/J /fM1'f$ Rt§g¥&ifto 
See also Ch'uan-teng lu 438b3-4: Bo ::5'1~1'f1~'rt, .fi~1'f'fw ~P*S~RWflo 1~~if!\l; 
'fw /fM1'f¥&o Cf. SCHMTI1IAUSEN 1991b: 24 n. 141; TAKASAKI 1998: 7b-8a. - As 
for * (written *) instead of * in the Tsu-t' ang-chi text, see ANDERL, loco cit., and 
T 24.1458: 558b15: ~~*~lt:~ •. As for IJil)(A'%7T, cf. T 17.721: 73b7: .~ ... ~ 
A'%7T = Kj P 'u 254b5-6: chu srin dag ... yan lag dang nyin lag thams cad za 
zhing ... , Le., makaras eat the limbs of beings who have fallen into a certain hell; cf. 
also T 32.1636: 90a13 and X 16.316: 559c4-S. In the expression *S~~1~t§¥a, I 
take the perpetrator as the grammatical subject of the verb ~ (which I render as 
"incurs"), but 1~ ("enmity", "hatred") is very much the psychological reaction of 
the victim, who experiences the killing as an outrage (~). The "requital" would, in 
a Buddhist context, normally be the punishment automatically accruing, in the next 
life, to the perpetrator on account of this outrage which for him (i.e., the perpetrator) 
constitutes an offence, or 'sin'. However, in view of the preceding reference to 
"enmity", the idea may, in the first place, be that the victim will take revenge in the 
next life, a view which even in Buddhism was not completely superseded by the 
karma doctrine (see fn. 1006; cf. also X 73.1452: 234c14, stating that by eating 
meat one "incurs enmity [aiming at] revenge" (*S¥aW:Z1",~». It is interesting that 
the phrasing of the Ch'uan-teng lu appears to favour the karmic perspective by 
replacing $ with the unambiguous ~ ("karma") and omitting 1~ ("enmity"). 
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not harbour feelings of resentment. This is why it is not stated that 
there is requital [if one cuts or eats them].993 ' 

3. In ,order to explain why insentient beings are nowhere predicted 
to attain Awakening, the text then states that the whole environment 

- belongs to the body of the Buddha Vairocana (see §§ 137-140). This 
statement stimulates the visiting monk to reiterate his question con
cerning practical consequences from another point of view: If the 
whole earth is the Buddha's body, then all sentient beings would 
dwell on the Buddha's body and would soil the Buddha's body when 
urinating or defecating, and would pierce it [when digging] and tram
ple on it [when walking]. How could they remain guiltless?994 The 
master answers: Since all sentient beings are [equally part of] the 
Buddha's body, who is there to commit an offence?995 Thus, in this 
case, too, the practical consequences that might follow from the 

993 Tsu-t'ang-chi ch. 3, fo1. 12,17-19 (Taiw. 62b3-5; A.a: 623; A.b: 195; Y.: 166 
[contino of#255]; M.: 316-318): WEio 1§'I~~IE¥~ 1ft5Efrilm* Em~M1l!J §t~ 
pfT ffiJ'I~Mlt!.t flP1§?~¥~o ~'I~ ~1M~ ~M1JtlMl'Ii'i:IL\, pfT.D)/f§1§¥~o Cf. Ch'uan
teng lu 438b4-6: @mElo 1§'I~ ~IE¥~ rr~~pfT ffiJ'~Ml'Ii'i: flP1§~¥~o ~'I~ ~;!t1:M~ 
~Ml'Ii'i:IL\o ~.D)/f§1§¥~0 - In this passage, too, the close association of "enmity" 
(?~) and "requital" (¥~) in the Tsu-t' ang-chi evokes the idea of revenge. Once again, 
the Ch'uan-teng lu seems to have been anxious to efface this evocation, this time by 
replacing ?~ ("enmity") with ~ ("wrongdoing", "guilt"). This would result in the 
following argument: Only if the victim takes offence or is upset ('~Ml'Ii'i:), the action 
of killing is a wrongdoing or 'sin' and entails karmic requital. 

994 Cf. also fn. 977. 

995 Tsu-t'ang-chi ch. 3, fol. 12,28-13,3 (Taiw. 62bl4-63a3; A.a: 624 f; A.b: 197 f; 
Y.: 167 [#257]; M.: 322-324 [text 66]): ~EJo -W*t1Ere£~1~%, -WW{t Ji519j; 
% J: 1l!fJj~1f1~% ~~~JBi!f1~%e ~~~'Fe §mElo -WW{t ~~1~%0 ~~~ 
'Fe Cf. Ch'uan-teng lu 438b12-14: EJo -WW~Ji51~%ZJ:, 1l!fIJ~l'51~%, '$~ 
~m1~%, ~~~1[Ge §mEJe W{t~ft~1~ flX~~o - The argument presup
poses the definition of kannically unwholesome (akusala) actions as actions that 
hann other sentient beings (as presupposed, e.g., "at Vi 260a4-7, AKBh 237,22-
238,1, or T 32.1646: 294c17-18). If all sentient beings as well as insentient things 
are part of Vairocana's dharmakaya, all our actions would be actions of the 
dharmakaya towards itself, and for this very reason could not be unwholesome 
kanna. 
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Buddha-nature of the insentient (plants, the earth) for everyday activi
ties are rejected. 

154. A similar reluctance to admit practical consequences is also 
found in a passage of a subcommeritary, probably datiIig from the 13th 

century, on a small Hua-yen text that was most influential in Korea, 
the Hwaom iblng Popkyedo (*m-~1*::W-I1i).996 In this passage, the 
following question is raised: If the three worlds are all Buddha, 
doesn't this imply that when plants are harvested and utilized one 
injures the Buddha's body and incurs guilt? The answer is, again, in 

. the negative: Speaking from the perspective of the Buddha, the three 
worlds, including plants, are, to be sure, all Buddha; but speaking 
from the perspective of ordinary sentient beings, none of them is 
Buddha. So what guilt can accrue from cutting them?997 

155. The passages adduced in §§ 151-154 give the impression that 
the idea of the Buddha-nature and hence, somehow, the sentience of 
the insentient in the Far East arose from motives for which unavoid
able everyday activities were not a matter of primary concern. Per
sonally, I have no problems with aspects of spiritual practice, doc
trinal debate998 or even systematic consistency as the starting point. 
This does not of course exclude more secular motives being entailed 
as well, or even becoming dominant. This is, at any rate, the impres
sion one gets from RAMBELLI's examination of the Japanese devel
opments. According to him, the potential or hidden Buddha-nature of 
trees was used in order to legitimize the felling of trees, especially for 
building temples and constructing Buddha images,999 and to transform, 

996 On the Ilsiing Popkyedo, see PLAssEN 2007; on the subcommentary Popkyedo 
ki ch'ongsu nok ($J'f-Iill~c~g~, byCh'on'gi 5'i::1iJ-, fl. 1226-1248?) ibid. 272-273. 

997 T 45.1887B: 727a9-11: F,,5o =iitrI35~tj!H~1!f, 1J[* l&ffl, JlU~{~Jit1~*IIl3o 
i§i:o J;J{~§~~~{~, J;J~~~:Jl!I3~F~{~o 1T1f{iiJ~o Cf. ISHII Kosei 1996: 284. 

998 Cf. STONE 1999: 30. 

999 For a similar motivation in Nichiren, see SAKAMOTO 1980: xxi-xxii; STONE 
1999: 276 f. . 
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by this procedure, both the trees and the (sometimes hostile)lOOO local 
spirits embodied or residing in them into Buddhas, or visible manIfes
tations of Buddha-nature, subordinating, at the same time, local cults 
to the Buddhist institutions. lool This bears some resemblance to the 

_ early Buddhist tendency to change the potentially dangerous and 
blood-thirsty pre- or non-Buddhist tree numina into benign spirits 
whose behaviour would be compatible with the principles of Buddhist 
ethics,lo02 with the (probably intended) side effect of rendering the 
felling of trees, inevitable in everyday life and, last but not least, for 
the construction of monasteries, less risky. But whereas in early Bud
dhism the tree itself is de-sacralized by being ontologically dissoci
ated from its numinous aspect, in the Japanese development under 
discussion the numinous tree is rather re-sacralized, in the sense of 
being converted into, or revealed as, a being that is sacred in specifi
cally Buddhist terms. 

156. As for the later developments (§§ 147-149), RAMBELLI con
nects them with two different socio-political objectives. On the one 
hand, the idea of plants attaining or already possessing perfection just 
as they are, in their natural state, mirroring the concept of 'original 
Awakening' (hongaku *Jt), i.e., the assumption that Awakening or 
Enlightenment is inherent in all beings from the outset, is taken by 
him to be intended to underpin the hierarchical status quo of medieval 
Japanese society.1OO3 On the other hand, RAMBELLI (2001: 75-80) 
points out that around the beginning of the 12th century, economic 
constraints and changes entailed a sharp increase in deforestation, 

1000 RAMBELLI 2001: 50; 54-57. 

1001 RAMBELLI 2001: 43-47; 52-57. Cf. also STONE 1999: 41-42. 

1002 To what extent this re-definition of tree numina may be taken to indicate so
cial conflict between the representatives of local cults and the Buddhist Order is a 
question lam unable to answer. It may well be that in the beginning the Buddhist 
Order was content to stop bloody rites but not interested in getting actively involved 
in local tree cults. 

1003 RAMBELLI 2001: 91-93. Cf., however, also the reservations in regard to this 
assumption in STONE 1999: 359. 
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which encroached even upon temple land, He quotes a number of 
historical documents· which testify that the monastic institutions ap
pealed to the political· authorities, and which include among their ar
guments reference to the sacred character of the trees. Though the 

. formulations used are not very explicit, RAMBELLI thinks that the ref
erence points to the concept of the Buddha-nature of trees. Likewise, 
the refusal of the Kankoruijii to draw, from the fact that plants are 
essentially sentient, the conClusion that cutting them would amount to 
killing a sentient being, is to be taken with a pinch of salt. According 
to RAMBELLI (2001: 27), what the Kankoruijii really wants to convey 
is that solely for perfectly Awakened persons, i.e., the advanced Ten
dai practitioners or the monastic establishment, and for those persons 
who are authorized by the monastic establishment to carry out such 
activities, is cutting plants (and fishing or hunting as well) not evil 
action. If this interpretation is basically correct,1004 a situation in An
cient India that is comparable to the scenario depicted by RAMBELLI 

would not be found in early Buddhism but can be seen in the more 
archaic ambience of (at least one strand of) Vedic ritualism. Here, not 
only plants but also the elements and sometimes even artefacts are 
regarded as living, somehow sentient, beings, and killing or injuring 
them is felt to be wrong,1005 or is even considered dangerous because 

1004 One would like to be offered more explicit references to the Buddha-nature 
of plants in the complaints of the temples. Indeed, one may ask whether the general 
Buddhahood of all plants, in the sense of a fact accomplished from the outset, is in 
fact a suitable basis for preventing a specific forest or group of trees (viz., those 
growing on temple property) from being felled. Annen's view of a co-awakening of 
'grasses and trees' forming the surroundings of Awakened persons (residing in the 
Tendai and Shingon temples), or the idea of the temple area as a malJrjala (cf. RAM
BELLI 2001: 77; for a similar pattern in Tibetan Buddhism cf. HUBER 1999), would 
seem to work much better. 

1005 Cf. IZAWA 2008, where a number of Vedic passages are pointed out which 
only spe~k of the endeavour to annul or deflect pain, with no (at least no explicit) 
reference to fear or to the possibility of the victim taking revenge. 
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all these beings tend to take revenge1006 (just as old objects were be
lieved to do in pre-modern Japan).1007 For people who cannot aVoid 
killing animals, cutting plants or drinking water, the injury had to be 
deflected and the danger. averted by ritual means, and with regard to 

,these the Brahmins were surely interested (and probably to a certain 
extent successful) in establishing themselves as indispensable. 

157.1. If ritual protection is not available or no longer believed to 
be effective, the assumption that not only animals but also plants and 
even the elements are . living and sentient beings and that killing or 
hurting them is wrong and/or entails revenge or retribution leaves one 
with no other way out than to completely avoid any injurious act, 
which means leading a life of strictest renunciation. and almost 
squeamish circumspection in one's physical behaviour and with re
gard to food, e.g., consuming only the food-remnants of others. This 
is what, e.g., the Jain monks and nuns practise. It is also what one 
would expect to derive from the Far Eastern idea of the omnipresence 
of Buddha-nature and sentience, as indeed the questions raised in the 
sources discussed in §§ 151-154 confirm. 

1006 For the fear of the victim taking revenge (especially in the yonder world) as 
one of the roots of abstaining from injuring sentient beings (ahimsil) and the linger
ing on of this idea in Jaina and Buddhist sources (at least with regard to animals) 
see SCHMIDT 1968: 644-645; OHIRA 1980/81: 58-62; SCillvIITHAUSEN 2000; 
SCHMITHAUSEN and MAlTHRIMURTIll 2009: 74; 77; 82 f. The idea survives even in 
later sources; e.g., Vi 60a9-15 '" 521a9-16 (T 28.1546: 45b5-13 '" 376a25-b2, re
ferred to by Liang Wu-ti in T 52.2103: 297a17-18) relates the story of a wolf and a 
woman who, having killed each other's child, take revenge on each other for 500 
lives. Cf. also Sur 120b8-1O, pointing out that if a man eats a sheep, he will be re
born as a sheep, and the sheep as a man to eat him, and this eating each other will 
go on for ten lives or so (j;)A~~ ~JE~A AJE~~o PO~7j~+~~~ JE7E1: 
~ BJ1~;f§llI&; HSUAN HUA 2003: 90). 

1007 RAMBELLI 2001: 60-63 ("The Revenge of the Nonsentients"). I wonder' 
whether the monks would have been able to create such a belief if there was not 
some appropriate disposition among people, some. more or less unreflected ten
dency to impute, in certain situations, anthropomorphic feelings and reactions even 
to tools and artefacts, which the monks may, to be sure, have reinforced and ex
ploited. 
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157.2. Actually, there is at least one source rehited to this strand in 
which a similar consequence is explicitly drawn. After having pointed 
out the omnipresence of Vairocana' s essence not only in sentient be
ings but also in earth, water and plants, the Old-Turkish text from 
Central Asia quoted in § 139 continues as follows: 

"If a monk raises his hand against any [of these, viz., the earth 
etc., plants and trees, or sentient beings] .. " he has sinned 
against the essence of the Buddha LusyantaN airocana. ,,1008 

157.3. Since the text expressly mentions the monk, the statement 
may be understood as an attempt to furnish the monastic precepts, 
which include prohibitions against injuring plants, digging the ground, 
and polluting water, with a metaphysical foundation due to which an 
infringement is not just a violation of decorum but a sacrilege. Even 
though the idea of the omnipresence of the 'cosmic' Buddha Vairo
cana can easily be traced to the Buddhiivatarhsaka (cf. § 135) and, 
perhaps, the Mahiivairocana-sutra (cf. § 136), the practical conse
quences derived from it in the Old-Turkish text do not seem to come 
from this side. They rather give the impression of Manichean or 
Gnostic influence.1009 According to Manichean belief, with actions 
like digging the ground,cutting or pulling up plants or injuring ani
mals one tortures the divine particles of light (or the particles of the 
Universal Soul, equated with the suffering Saviour, Jesus patibilis, 
and; on the part of the Sogdian Manicheans, equated even with 
Buddha-nature)101O encapsulated in them.IOU This Manichean belief in 
the Ubiquity of light particles that must not be injured has much in 
common with the J aina view that not only humans and animals but 
also plants are alive and liable to suffering and that even the elements, 
especially earth and water, consist of living, i.e., sentient and animate 
beings, which should not be killed or tortured. Manicheism may, in 

1008 See fn. 881. My translation is based on ZIEME (see ibid.). 

1009 Cf. KLIMKEIT 1991: 156-157; 1977: 201-206; HENRICHS 1979: 92. 

1010 KLIMKEIT 1977: 203. 

1011 KLIMKEIT 1977: 201-206; 1991: 156-157 and 158 n 41. 
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this regard, even have been influenced by Jain ideas. lOl2 In any case, 
from the point of view of such far-reaching practical consequences 
based on a doctrinal assumption, the position of the Old-Turkish text 
is fairly' unique in Buddhism, yet similar not only to Manicheism but 
also to J ainism. The situation for lay people, though not addressed in 
our text, would also be comparable, for only the monks, who, like the 
Manichean electilO13 and the Jain ascetics, receive their food from the 
lay followers, are in a position to strictly keep to precepts enjoining 
even abstention from injuring or polluting plants, seeds, the earth and 
water. Lay people, on the contrary, have little chance of remaining 
guiltless, at least as long as they cannot, in order to survive, avoid 
digging the ground, using water and harvesting plants, and perhaps 
even slaughtering animals. All they can do is to repent their wrongdo
ing or compensate for their misdeeds through meritorious acts. 

158. For the Jain ascetics it is of utmost importance to strictly avoid 
any action that might injure a possibly sentient being. Thus, in order 
to remain on the safe side they tend to maximize the. range of sen
tience so as to expressly include not only plants and seeds, but nor
mally also earth, water, wind and fire, taken to consist of tiny living 

1012 PYNEs 1996. PYNEs points out that Jainism comes closer to Manicheism than 
Buddhism both from the point of view of ubiquity of sentient life and from that of 
the severe asceticism of the religious elite. As a particularly striking similarity, 
which could hardly have arisen independently, he mentions (p. 26) the idea, shared 
by 1ainism and Manicheism, that certain plants, especially many-seeded fruits, con
tain many sollis (/particles of light). As for the possibility of cultural transmission, 
he refers not only to Mani's visit to India in 240-242 AD. (p. 31), but also, and 
primarily, to the intensive trade connections between Western India and Meso
potamia as well as Iran during the 1st half of the lSI Inillennium AD. (p. 30-31), to 
the fact that both Manicheism and Jainism were very much religions of the mer
chant community (p.38), and to the fact that knowledge about Indian religious 
ideas in Mani's time is attested by Bardaisan of Edessa, who wrote an account of 
India (pp. 38-40). Indian influence on the Manichean commandment (for the Elect) 
of non-violence, and especially Jain influence on a Sogdian version including not 
only plants but also the earth and water (cf. also the Arabian version in SIMS
WILLIAMS 1985: 577), has already been surmised by H.-P. SCHMIDT (1980: 233). 

lOBKLIMKEIT 1977: 202 (below). 
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beings with one sense-faculty (egindiya).1014 The original life of Bud
dhist monks (and nuns) seems to have been ascetic as well, but em
phasis was, from the outset, on meditative spiritual practices. In con
trast to the Jain tendency to be rigorous, in early Buddhism there 
seems to have been a tendency to keep things practicable, for ascetics 
(monks and nuns) as well as for lay people. Though Buddhist ascetics, 
too, were obliged to refrain from damaging plants and seeds, digging 
the ground, etc., there were no substantial restrictions with regard to 
vegetal alms-food. 1015 In contrast to Jain ascetics who had to be sure 
that drinking water itself was lifeless,1016 Buddhist monks and nuns 

could drink any water, provided that it was free from tiny animals. 1017 

As for lay people, the Jains could only advise them to desist from 
gross killing or injury (thulago pal}aivayo, sthiila hirhsii), i.e., from 
killing or injuring mobile (trasa) sentient beings, such as have more 
than one sense-faculty, wIllch in the everyday context primarily 
means animals, and to avoid, in the case of plants and the elementary 
beings, at least unnecessary acts of violence.1018 But this was merely a 

1014 Cf. Plants # 2.2 withn. 19; BRUHN 2007: 24. The idea of the elements as 
consisting of living beings is rejected in the Tamil J aina text Nflakeci (SRINIVASAN 
2007: 21-22). In Dasav 6.33--40 and 1O.2cd-3a (in contradistinction to the prose 
portion of Dasav ch. 4), fire and wind are merely treated as a 'weapon' (sattha) 
endangering sentient beings but, in contrast to earth and water, not characterized as 
consisting themselves of minute sentient beings. 

1015 The few restrictions that remained are, unless motivated otherwise (garlic: 
Plants # 14), intended to exclude a direct involvement of monks or nuns in what 
rival ascetic communities and at least part of the secular society would have re
garded as killing a living, sentient vegetal being: cf. Plants # 12 (fruits) and # 13 
(raw grain). 

1016 For details, see BRUHN 2007: 54-57. 

1017 Cf. Plants ## 16.3 and 38.3. 

1018 Cf. Plants # 26.2. Cf. also, e.g., JAINI 1979: 173; BUTZENBERGER 1998: 25 
n. 78(2); IiALBFAss 2000: 86-87; BRUHN 2007: 7 and 57; SRINIVASAN 2007: xvi, 
n. 11 (nirarthikiirh na kurvfta jfve~u sthiivarqv api I hirhsiim ... [from Hemacandra's 
Yogasiistra]); 110 ( ... ye parityaktum I sthiivarahirhsiim asahiis, trasahirhsiirh te 'pi 
muijcantu /I [Amrtacandra, Puru~iirthasiddhyupiiya vs. 75]). For the interdiction of 
unnecessary killing in Hindu religion see HARA 1998: 20-24 (= 273-269 rl). 
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compromise, since in view of the fact that plants and even the ele
ments are also sentient beings, it is difficult to see how killing or in
juring them is not, after all, bad karma. 1019 In the early Buddhist canon, 
there are, to be sure, sporadic passages which seem to exhort even lay 

- people not to' kill mobile as well as stationary animate bei.'1gs (like 
plants and seeds), and indeed one of these passages makes clear that a 
lay person is hardly in a position to come up to this standard. 1020 But 
on the whole the early texts refrain from qualifying actions like cut
ting plants, pounding seeds or digging the ground as unwholesome 
karma .. This accords well with the overall reticence of these texts to 
address the question of the sentience of plants, not to mention of the 
elements, a reticence which in the course of time led to an explicit 
denial of their sentience. 

4. Resume 

159. If the preceding discussion of the structure of the Far Eastern 
idea of the 'Buddha-nature of grasses and trees' was successful in 
correctly elaborating its main facets, it follows that especially in the 
earlier period this idea differs considerably from the early Buddhist 
view on plants as postulated by OKADA and FINDLY (and indeed from 
what is actually traceable in the canonical texts), and that it is only in 
Japan that closer analogies can be found. It is, however, rather in the 
initial phase of the Far Eastern idea that one would expect the closest 
resemblance to the early Buddhist view if the former were a re
emergence or revival of the latter. 

. 160. The most conspicuous difference is, of course, the fact that in 
the case of early Buddhism it is only plants (but not earth, water, etc.) 
that are postulated to have been regarded as sentient or saintly beings, 
whereas according to the Far Eastern theory under discussion 

- 1019 I doubt that the various procedures of rendering ekindriyas lifeless enumer
ated in FrNDL Y 2008: 385 are meant as indicating permission. 

1020 Sn 393-394; cf. S IV 351. See Plants # 26.3-4. 
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Buddha-nature is present in the whole gamut of insentient things, in
cluding even artefacts, and when only "grasses and trees" are men
tioned, they are representative of all insentients (§ 119). 

161. A second point is of equal importance: If in earliest Buddhism 
the old Indian idea of plants as sentient beings still somehow lingered 
on, sentience must have been presupposed as accruing to them indi
vidually, be it in some very rudimentary form (comparable to the Jam 

. view of living beings with the sense of touch only) or in a more de
veloped way (numinous trees). In the pertinent Chinese sources, how
ever, their 'sentience' is either derived from their being displayed by 
or contained in the mind (or Mind) (§§ 66; 71; 127.3-4; 129.3.1), or· 
from the fact that on the level of the Perfect Teaching, which accords 
with the way the universe is experienced in Supreme Awakening, 
sentient beings and their environment merge, or rather turn out to 
have been non-dual all along, so that the rigid distinction between 
sentient beings and the insentient world dissolves (§§ 116; 127.4; 128; 
143; 150). However, this does not necessarily imply individual sen
tience for plants or other constituents of the environment (§§ 127.4; 
128; 129.1; 129.3.3; 145), no more than for the different parts of the 
body. Even for Annen (§ 146), plants are normally devoid of individ
ual sentience and may develop it only under special conditions. It 
seems to be only in later Japanese sources (§ 149.3-5) that plants 
(and also other so-called insentients) explicitly come to be regarded 
as possessing, just as they are, a hidden, secret individual sentience. 

162. Similarly, if in early Buddhism plants had (with F'INDLY) been 
regarded as saintly beings,'the fundamental presuppositions of early 
Buddhism would imply thiifthey either are or become saintly beings 
individually, and that this is the result of their own spiritual practice. 
For the Chinese representatives of the idea of the Buddha-nature of 
plants and the other insentients, however, precisely this does not seem 
to be the case; Plants have Buddha-nature as their true essence 
(§§ 127.3-129.1; 129.3. 1-2), but not for themselves and not normally 
for us. It is only to the Buddha-eye that this Buddha-nature reveals 
itself (§§ 116; 132.2; 133). Viewed as a process, the 'Awakening' of 
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plants is rather part of what we may call the co-awakening of the en
vironment, similar to what happens with the body when Awakening 
takes place in the mind of a sentient being, because on this level body 
and environment turn out to be non-dual (cf. §§ 133; 145). It is only 

- in Japan that an active participation of the insentients in this process 
comes to be envisaged (§§ 145, 146, 149.5). If, on the other hand, the 
environment is viewed from the perspective of the already accom
plished Buddha, plants, but also all the other insentients, are already 
here and now part of the Buddha's (especially: Vairocana's) 'cosmic' 
body (§§ 137-142), with no individual process of Awakening being 
required on their part. It is only we who are in need of realizing this 
truth. This may, in a sense, come close to FINDLY'S idea, but we 
should not lose sight of the fact that the concept of a 'cosmic' Buddha 
as well as the idea of being Awakened without previous spiritual 
practice of one's own are totally alien to early Buddhism. On the 
other hand, the idea (or metaphor) of plants (or insentients) as para
gons of an attitude without deluded thoughts (§§ 129.1; 129.3.3-4) 
and as preaching the Dharma (§ 129.3.3; see also Pt. II.A, ch. 2.1 and 
2.3-4) would be compatible with early Buddhist ideas as long as no 
individual sentience is taken to be implied on their part. 

163. From the point of view of practical consequences, in the early 
Indian context the sentience of plants, and still more so their saintli
ness, would imply that injuring them is unwholesome karma. This is, 
however, hardly if ever presupposed in the early canon, the obvious 
tendency - amounting, later on, to an explicit denial of the sentience 
of plants - being to avoid rendering life impracticable (§ 158). If the 
Far Eastern idea of the Buddha-nature of the so-called insentients had 
any connection with the early Indian belief in their sentience, one 
might expect it to have included a rigidification of the precepts by 
extending unwholesome karma to injuring plants and even other in
sentients. This is, in fact, indicated in an Old-Turkish text, though 
only with regard to monks (§ 157.2-3), whose discipline-had anyway 
included abstention from injuring plants, digging in the earth and 

. polluting water from the early period onward. In several Far Eastern 
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texts, on the other hand, the fear that injurm..g plants or the earth may 
entail unwholesome karma is stated to be meaningless (§ 150-154), It 
seems to be only in Japan that the doctrine of the Buddha-nature of 
plants was taken advantage of for practical aims like the justification 
of utilizing trees for Buddha-sculptures or temple-buildings (§ 155-
156), 
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164. In Pt. I, I tried to show that in the early Buddhist canon there 
are, to be sure, sporadic traces of the old belief in plants as living, 
sentient beings, but that there is no conclusive evidence for the as
sumption that in early Buddhism such a belief was upheld on a doc
trinallevel, let alone for the assumption that in early Buddhism plants 
were regarded as spiritually accomplished, saintly beings (cf. § 50). 
Pt. n was dedicated to a critical discussion of the suggestion that the 
assumption of an early Buddhist belief in plants as sentient or even 
saintly beings is supported by the re-emergence of such a belief in the 
form of the Far Eastern idea of the 'Buddha-nature of grasses and 
trees'. In Pt. n.A, I argued that the passages adduced from Indian 
sources in support of an Indian origin of the idea of the 'Buddha
nature of grasses and trees' are either inconclusive or, at best, based 
on presuppositions alien to early Buddhism, and hence cannot serve· 
as evidence for an undercurrent connecting the Far Eastern develop
ments with the early period (cf. §'117). In Pt. n.B, I tried to demon
strate that such a connection is also improbable from the perspective 
of a structural comparison (cf. §§ 159-163). 

165. From the perspective of nature ethics, these results may strike 
some readers as unsatisfactory. On second thought,. however, the 
early, pre-doctrinal Buddhist attitude towards plants would seem to 
have its merits. In a theoretical perspective, it avoids, so to speak, the 
extremes of affirmation and denial, leaving the status of plants in sus
pense or taking them, as I have suggested, as a kind of borderline be
ings, and refraining from further specification, be it in terms of a 
gloomy, dismal predicament of helpless suffering or in terms of an 
exalted state of spiritual accomplishment, or in any other way. Mod
em science may provide insights and categories that allow us to be 
more precise in describing the peculiar nature of plant-life, but, even 
so, it may be difficult, if riot impossible, for us to put ourselves in 
their place and to imagine what plant-life is for the plant itself, if I 
may say so. In a practical perspective, too, the early Buddhist attitude 



Conclusion 

appears to be balanced, suggesting as it does a kind of middle way. 
An outright denial of the sentience of plants (as in later Indian Bud
dhism), on the one hand, would, at least in the Indian context, imply 
that acts of injuring plants are of no concern, unless sentient beings 

< (human owners, animals, or spirits inhabiting them) are involved, or 
believed t6 be so. On the other hand, an unqualified recognition of 
plants as sentient beings would mean that cutting or boiling them is 
not substantially different from injuring or killing an animal, hence 
karmic ally unwholesome, at least in the Indian context. Ordinary 
people who cannot avoid felling trees and harvesting crops or vegeta
bles would have no chance to avoid guilt. At best, they would have to 
perform expiatory rites - a situation liable to be taken advantage of 
by priests. As against this, the early Buddhist attitude towards plants 
may be understood as enabling inevitable utilization without justify
ing ruthless exploitation or wanton destruction: By avoiding a whole
sale affirmation of the sentience of plants the early Buddhist attitude 
frees the way for a moderate utilization of plants without promoting 
feelings of guilt or fear. By refraining from an outright denial of their 
sentience, it avoids the danger of completely removing inhibitions. 

166. The preceding argument starts from the presupposition of the 
old-Indian ahirhsii ethics that what matters are sentient individuals. In 
the case of the Far Eastern idea of the Buddha-nature of the insen
tients, this presupposition would lead into difficulties if the Buddha
nature of the insentients is taken to involve that in reality the so-called 
'insentients', too, are individually sentient and suffer when being in
jured, and in this case evasive stratagems (like those pointed out in 
§§ 150 and 152-154) are inevitable to secure practicability, especially 
for lay people. On the other hand, if the presence of Buddha-nature in 
insentients is understood more in terms of their sanctification or at 
least valorization in the context of the world as a ma1Jejala with every
thing having its proper position and role (including, e.g., to serve as 
food for others: cf. § 151), it may serve as the foundation of a kind of 
holistic nature ethics. But to elaborate this idea would lead me beyond 
the limits of this study. 
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DhPAN 
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DhSam 

DhSk 
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EncB 

FK 

GM 

Gv 
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HIR. 
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JIBS 

IRIAB 

It 
Jii 

JAG 

JIABS 

JRI 
K 

KankOruiju 

Kj 
Kotogaki 

KP 

Kv 

Kv-a 

LaIilc 

MAvat 

Mhbh 
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Repertoire du canon bouddhique sino-japonais, compile 
parP. DEMIEVILLE, H. DURT, A. SEIDEL (Fascicule an
nexe'du HobOgirin). Tokyo, Paris 1978. 
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Jiltaka, together with its Commentary, ed. V. FAUSB0LL. 
London: PTS 1877-1896. 

jaina-Agama-Granthamiilii 

The Journal of the International Association of Buddhist 
Studies. 

K.P.Jayaswal Research Institute 

seeDBhS. 

1~:J'6~~ ("Digest of the Light of Han" [STONE 1999: 
52] or '.'Categorizations of the Light from China /from 
the Zen Fellow" [GRoNER 1995: 52 n. 5]), attributed to 
Chiijin (see § 149.1): T 74.237l. 

Kanjur (bKa'-'gyur) 

Sanjushi-ka no kotogaki .=. +12Y1iill=iI=, in: TADA et al. 
1995: 357-368 (Japanese translation: 152-185). Cf. also 
the parallel material in the Makura (no) si5shi ;f.t~*,J£ 
(DNBZ vol. 32: 105-129). '. 

KilSyapaparivarta, ed. A. VON STAEL-HOLSTEIN. Shang
hai 1926. 
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Madhyamakilvatilra by CandrakIrti, ed. Louis DE LA 
VALLEEPOUSSIN. St. Petersbourg 1907-1912 (BBu IX). 

Mahilbhilrata, crit. ed. V.S. SUKTHANKAR et aI., Poona 
1933 ff. 
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MN 

Mp 

:MPPU 

:MPS 
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:MPSFa 

:MPST 

MSA(Bh) 
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MVu 

MVy 

MW 
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Milindapaiiha, ed. V. TRENCKNER. London: PTS 198(). 

= Mm.ONOV 1914. 

Majjhimanikiiya, ed. V.· TRENCKNER, R. CHALMERS. 
London: PTS 1888-1899. 
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WALLESER, H. Kopp. London: PTS 1924-1956. 

*Mahiiprajiiiipiiramitii-Upade§a (T 25.1509: *~&~). 
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Chinese translation by Dharmak~ema (transl. between 
414 and 421 from a ms. brought from Kucha, possibly in 
collaboration with Buddhabhadra: YUYAMA 1981: 13): 
T 12.374. . 

Chinese translation by Fa-hsien (transl. 417--418 from a 
ms.he obtained in Piitaliputra: YUYAMA 1981: 14): T 12. 
376. 

Tibetan translation (from the Indic, by Jinamitra, Jfiana
garbha and Devacandra, probably at the beginning of the 
9th century: YUYAMA 1981: 9): P: mDo tu 1al-158bs; s: 
mDo wa 44b2-251a4; D mDo tha 1bl-151a4. 

MahiiyiinasutriilaJikiira(bhii~ya), ed. Sylvain LEVI. Paris 
1907. 

Asailga, Mahiiyiinasamgraha: 
1. ed. with annotated French transl. by Etienne LA
MOTTE: La Somme du Grand Vehicule d'AsaJiga. Lou
vain: Bureaux du Museon 1938. 
2. ed. with annotated Japanese transl. by Gadjin M. 
NAGAO *~!flA: ShOdaijoron: Wayaku to chakai 15E:k 
*mffl flJiR.!= a:1Y~. Tokyo: Kodansha 1982 (.1:), 1987 
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Mahiivastu-Avadiina, ed. Emile SENART. Paris 1882-
1897. 

Mahiivyutpatti, quoted according to the numbers in the 
edition by SAKAKI Ryosaburo, Kyoto: Shingon-shU 
Kyoto Daigaku 1916. These numbers are given in brack- . 
ets also in Yumiko ISIllHAMA and Yoichi FuKUDA: A 
New Critical Edition of the Mahiivyutpatti, Tokyo: The 
Toyo Bunko 1989. 

Monier MONIER-WILLIAMS: A Sanskrit-English Diction
my. Oxford 1899, repr. 1951. 
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OAW 

P 

PiiiaSM 

Panc 
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Plants 

PrasP 

PratyS 

Ps 

Ps-Pt 

PSk 
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. NAKAMURA Hajime r:f=1H5I;: BukkyiJ-go daijiten {L~~ 
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Peking block-print of the Tibetan Tripitaka, ed. D. T. 
SUZUKI. Tokyo, Kyoto: Suzuki Research Foundation 
1955-196l. 

Hargovind Das T. SHETH: Piiia-sadda-Mahannavo. 
Varanasi: Prakrit Text Society 21963. 

Paiicavimsatisiihasrikii Prajiiiipiiramitii. 
I: ed. Nalinaksha DUTT. Calcutta: Calcutta Oriental Press 
1934. 
II-VI: ed. Takayasu KIMURA. Tokyo: Sankibo 1986 (1I
III), 1990 (IV), 1992 (V), 2006 (VI). 

Saddhammappakiisinf (Commentary on the Patisam
bhidiimagga), ed. C.V. Joshi. Repr. London: PTS 1979. 

= SCHMITHAUSEN 1991a. 

CandrakIrti: Prasannapadii, ed. L. DE LA V ALLEE 
POUSSIN in: Id. (ed.): MadhyamakavrttiJ:!. MUlamadhya
makakiirikiis (Madhyamikasutras) de Nagarjuna avec la 
Prasannapadii, Commentaire de CandrakIrti. S1. Peters
burg 1903-1913 (BBu IV). 

Pratyutpanna-buddha-sammukhavasthita-samiidhi-sUtra, 
ed. Paul M. Harrison. Tokyo: The Reiyukai Library 
1978. . 
Transl.: Paul HARRISON: The Samiidhi of Direct Encoun
ter with the Buddhas of the Present. Tokyo: lIBS 1990. 

Papaiicasudanf Majjhimanikiiyatthakathii, ed. J. H. 
WOODS, D. KOSAMBI, I. B. HORNER. London: PTS 
1922-1938. 

Lfnatthappakiisinf II (Dhammapala: Papaiicasudanf
puriilJatfkii). Quoted according to CSCD. 

Paiicaskandhaka of Vasubandhu, ed. Lr Xuezhu and 
Ernst STEINKELLNER. Beijing, Vienna: China Tibetology 
Publishing House & Austrian Academy of Sciences Press 
2008. 
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PTSD 

PW 

pw 
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RGV(V) 

rl 

S 

Saddhp 

SagDh 

SagT 

SagW 

SaIhdh 

Sanghabh 
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SaraSg 
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The pali Text Society's Pali-English Dictionary, ed. T.W. 
RHyS DAVIDS & W. STEDE. London: PTS 1921-1925. 

Otto BOHTLINGK and Rudolph ROTH: Sanskrit-Worte~
buch. 7 vols., St. Petersburg 1855-1875. 

Otto BOHTLINGK: Sanskrit-Worterbuch in kiirzerer Fas
sung. 4 vols., st. Petersburg 1879-1889 (repr. Delhi 
1991). 

see DBhS. 

Ratnagotravibhaga(-vrtti), ed. E. H. JOHNSTON. Patna: 
Bihar Research Society Museum Buildings 1950. 

right to left pagination. 

sTog Palace Kanjur, reproduced in: The Tog Palace 
Manuscript of the Tibetan Kanjur. 109 vols., Leh 1975-
1980. 

SaddharmapulJ¢arfka(sL7tra) , ed. H. KERN and B. 
NANno, St. Petersburg 1908-1912 (BBu X). 

Siigaramatipariprccha, transl. by Dharmalqema (385-
433): T 13.397 (no. 5). 

Tibetan translation of the Sagaramatipariprccha: Kj, 
mDo-sde, D vol. pha. 

Sagaramatipariprccha, transl. by Wei-ching '[i~ and 
others (around 1000 AD): T 13.400. 

Sarhdhinirmocanasiltra. L'explication. des . mysteres. 
Texte tibetain, edite et traduit par Etienne LAMOTTE). 
Louvain, Paris: Adrien Maisonneuve 1935. 

The Gilgit Manuscript of the Sanghabhedavastu, Being 
the 17th and Last Section of the Vinaya of the Miila
sarvastivadins, ed. Raniero GNOLI, Rome: Is.M.E.O. 
1977 (pt. I), 1978 (pt. II). 

Sanjin-gi shiki ::::Jir~.EI:;f.L~E ("Private Notes 011 the Me
aning of the Three Bodies"), reworked version (see 
fn.485): DNBZ vol. 24: 328b-340a (Japanese pagina
tion: 292b-304a). 

Siirasangaha, ed. Genjun H. SASAKI. Oxford: PTS 1992. 

r;:atasahasrika Prajfta-piiramita, ed. Pratapacandra 
GHO~A. Calcutta: Asiatic Society 1902. 



SAVBh 

SBDJ 

SbhCN 

Shikan shiki 

SHT 

ShObi5genzo 

Sn 

Sn-a 

SN 

SOM. 

Somoku 

Shinjo shiki 

Sp 

Abbreviations 

Sthiramati, Sutriilamkiira-vrtti-bhii~ya (doubtful title, re
sanskritized from Tib. mDo sde rgyan gyi 'grel bshad?): 
Tj, Sems-tsam, vols. mi and tsi (both in P and D). 

Sogo bukkyo daijiten ¥-t-€ffbW::kiS!fA, compiled by 
Ocm') Enichi ~~tl S et aI., Kyoto: Hozokan 1987-
1988. 

Samantabhadracarya-nirdesa( -parivarta) of the Buddhii
vatarhsaka (see § 101 with fn. 542). 

ShOshin ~~, Shikan shiki lI:fifL~c ("Private Notes on 
Calming and Contemplation"): DNBZ vol. 22: 237-591 
(Japanese pagination: 787-1141). 

Sanskrithandschriften aus den Turfan-Funden, ed. Ernst 
WALDSCHMIDT et aL, Wiesbaden 1965 f. 

Dogen, ShObi5genzo iE$§Nie, ed. in: OKUBO Doshil :k 
~7d:* :@::ffl-, Dogen zenji zenshu :@::lC1]jl.gffi~~, repr. Kyo
to: Rinsenshoten 1989 (1 st ed. 1969, 1970), voL L 

Santideva: Sik~iisamuccaya, ed. Cecil BENDALL. St. Pe
tersburg 1902 (BBu I). 

Suttanipiita, ed. D. ANDERSEN & H. SMITH. London: 
PTS 1913. Quoted by verse number unless specified oth
erwise. 

Paramatthajotikii 11 Suttanipiitatthakathii, ed. H. SMITH. 
London: PTS 1916-1918. 

Samyuttanikiiya, ed. L. PEER, London: PTS 1884-1898. 
SOM. = SN I, ed. G. A. SOMARATNE, Oxford: PTS 1998. 

seeSN 

Somoku hosshin shugyo jobutsu ki 1j[*!fE{J\~~{TRlG{~§2 
("Notes Concerning Plants Arousing the Resolve [for 
Awakening], Cultivating [Spiritual] Practice and Realiz
ing Buddhahood"), ascribed to Ryogen ffiJJJJf (see § 147): 
DNBZ vol. 24: 345 f (Japanese pagination: 309 f). 

Annen ~~ (841? to ca. 890), Shinjo somoku jobutsu 
shiki ~fJE~*AA{bfL~c ("Private Notes on Discussions 
of Theories on the Realization of Buddhahood by 
Grasses and Trees" [SlJEKI 2001: 84]), ed. in SUEKI 
1995a: 705-724. Annotated Japanese trans!' ibid. 725-
785. 

Samantapiisiidikii Vinayatthakathii, ed. J. TAKAKUSU & 
M. NAGAI. London: PTS 1924-1947. 
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Spk 

Spk-pt 

SrBh 

SnghT 

Stll 

Sukh 

SukhL 

Sur 

Suttag 

Suy 

SuyViv 

Sv 
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Stiratthappaktisinf Sarhyuttaniktiyatrhakathti, ed. F. L. 
WOODWARD. London: PTS 1929-1937. ' 

Lfnatthappaktisinf III (Dh~mmapala: Stiratthappaktisinf
purti'(Latfkti). Quoted fromCSCD. 

Srtivakabhami (ch. 13 of the Yogtictirabhilmi ascribed to 
Asanga). 
Sh = ed. Karunesha SHUKLA. Patna:JRI 1973. 
Tai = revised text ed. by the Sravakabhumi Study Group, 
The Institute for Comprehensive Studies of Buddhism, 
Taish6 University. Tokyo: Sankibo 1998 (1 sl chapter), 
2007 (2nd chapter). 

Sphuttirthti Srfghantictirasarhgrahatfkti,ed. SANGHA
SENA. Patna: JRI 1968. 

Studien zur Indologie und Iranistik. 

Sukhtivatfvyaha. Sukh-l = Larger version, Sukh-2 = 
Shorter version. 
A = ed. Atsuuji ASHIKAGA. Kyoto: H6z6kan 1965 
(Sukh-1). 
K == Takao KAGAWA 1!fJII1J:tl: Muryojukyo no shahan 
taishO kenkyil ~:I:~*~O)~*!tJffi1iff%, Kyoto 1984' 
(Sukh-l). 
M = ed. Max MULLER. Oxford 1883 (Sukh-l, Sukh-2). 
V = ed. P.L. VAIDYA, in: Mahtiytinasutrasarhgraha, Dar
bhanga 1961: 221-257 (Sukh-1 and Sukh-2). 

T 12.362, in the TaishO ed. ascribed to Chih Ch'ien 3tlll 
but actually a (revised version of a) translation by Loka
ksema, while T 12.361 is the work of Chih Ch'ien; cf. 
Piml HARRISON in: Journal oj Indian Philosophy 26 
(1998): 556-557. 

'Sararhgamasutra' (*{mJJ'1jZO*~IZ§~~~~T ~~~ilI~ 
1j-grt75J1H~): T 19.945 (cf. § 55). 

Sutttigame, ed. PuPPHABHIKKHU. Bombay: NiI1fayasagar . 
Press 1953. 

SayagarJarhgasuttarh (SUtra1qtangasUtram), ed. Muni 
JAMBUVIJAYA. Bombay 1978 (JAG vol. 2 pt. 2). 

SDanka: SutrakrttiJigavivrti, ed. s. AyarViv. 

SumaJigalaviltisinf Dfghaniktiyatrhakathti, ed. T. W. 
RHYS DAVIDS, J. E. CARPENTER, W. STEDE. London: 
PTS 1886-1932. 



Sv-pt 

SWTF 

T 

TGK 

TGS 

Th 

Th-a 

ThI 

Tj 

Tsu-t' ang-chi 

TUSN 

Ud 

Ud-a 

Utt 

Uv 

Vi 

Vibh 

Abbreviations 

Lfnatthappakiisinf I (Dhammapala: Sumangalaviliisinf
puriilJ-atfkii), ed. Lily DE SILVA. London: PTS 1970. 

Sanskrit-Worterbuch der buddhistischen Texte aus den 
Turfan-Funden, ed. Heinz BECHERT, Klaus ROHRBORN. 
Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht 1973 ff. 

TaishO shinshil daizokyo ::klEfJT{~::kiU~ (Tripitaka in 
Chinese), ed. TAKAKUSU Junjiro and WATANABE Kai
kyo. Tokyo 1922-1933. Quoted from CBETA. 

Toyo Gakujutsu Kenkyil *r$~*1i3fJE (The Journal of 
Oriental Science). 

Tathiigatagarbhasutra, ed. and transl. in ZIMMERMANN 
2002. 

Theragiithii, in: Thera- and Therf-Giithii, ed. H. OLDEN
BERG and R. PISCHEL, rev. K. R. NORMAN, L. ALSDORF. 
London: PTS 1966. Quoted by verse number. 

Theragiithii-atthakathii, ed" F. L. WOODWARD, London: 
PTS 1940-1959. 

Therfgiithii; ed. see Th. 

Tanjur (bsTan-'gyur). 

W!El.'§t~, compiled by the two Ch'an monks Ching M and 
Ytin ~ in 952 and transmitted in Korea. Quoted from a 
large-format Korean facsimile edition and from a Tai
wanese edition (= Taiw.): W!El.'§t~, Taipei: fJT3t~te!fN.0 
'§j 1987. For the abbreviations A.a, A.b, Y. and M. see 
fn.803. 

Tathiigatotpattisambhavanirdda chapter of the Buddhii
vatarhsaka. 

Udiina, ed. P. STEINTHAL. London: PTS 1885. 

Paramatthadfpanf I Udiina-atthakathii, ed. F. L. WOOD
WARD. London: PTS 1926. 

Uttariidhyayanasiltra, ed. Jad CHARPENTIER. Uppsala 
1922, repr. New Delhi: Ajay Book Service 1980. 

Udiinavarga, ed. Franz BERNHARD. Gottingen: Vanden
hoeck & Ruprecht 1965. 

Abhidharma-mahiivibhii~ii-§iistra: T 27.1545. 

Vibhanga, ed. C. A. F. RHYs DAVIDS. London: PTS 
1904. 
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Vibh-a 

Yin 

- VinDh 

VinMa 

VinMI 

VinSa 

VisM 

VisM-mht 

VkN 

Vs 

WEBSTER 

WStB 

WZKS 

X 

YBh 

YBhHetu 

ZDMG 
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Sarhmohavinodanf Vibhmigatthakathti, ed. A.P. BUDDHA
DATTA. London: PTS 1923. 

Vinayapitaka, ed. H. OLDENBERG. London: PTS 1879-
1883. 

Vinaya of the Dharmaguptakas: T 22.1428. 

Vinaya of the Mahasanghikas: T 22.1425 .. 

Vinaya of the MahIsasakas: T 22. 142l. 

Vinaya of the Sarvastivadins: T 23.1435. 

Buddhaghosa: Visuddhimagga, ed. Henry Clarke W AR- . 
REN, revised by Dharmananda KOSAMBI. Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press 1950. 

Visuddhimagga-mahiitfkii (CSCD). 

Vimalakfrtinirdefa, ed. by the Study Group on Buddhist 
Sanskrit Literature, The Institute for Comprehensive 
Studies of Buddhism, Taisho University. Tokyo: Taisho 
University Press 2004 (Transliterated Sanskrit Text Col
lated with Tibetan and C.hinese Translations), 2006 (A 
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Unmarked references are to the paragraphs, those after "fn." to the 
footnotes. For further information see Technical Remarks (10). 

Abhidharmakosa-bhiirya fn. 2, 9, 65, . 
108,166, 168t390,4oo,452, 713, 
835, 954, 995 . 

Abhidhannakosa-vyiikhya fn. 2,167, 
169,516,737 

Abhirati 132.1 
acetana fn. 200, 226, 232, 291, 500, 

713 
acquired (sc. matter): 19.1-2, 33.1; 

fn. 175. Cf. upiidi1pJa 
adhi-muc 132.2; fn. 624 
adhipati-phala 19.2, 132,1 
adhi~thiina, adhiti~thati 91f, 100, 105, 

107.1, 108.1, 108.3.2, 112; fn. 2, 
497, 505t 528, 579, 589, 595,627, 
647,681 

iidisiinta 124 
Aggaiinasutta 132.1; fn. 116 
agriculture 139 
ahirhsii 166; fn. 5, 36, 1006, 1018; 

cf. fn. 1012 
AitareyiirmJyaka fn. 12 
Ajahn Chah 44 
ajiita (sc. pathavi) 17 
Ajlvikas 13 
ajjhatta, ajjhattika fn. 108, 175 
iikiiSakiiya 107.1; fn. 589 
Ak~ayamatinirdeSa (Ak~Nird) fn. 743 
Ak~obhya, A~obhyavyiiha 132.1 
akusala: see unwholesome 
lilayavijiilina 75(b), 146(2); fn. 9,409, 

923f,954 

all is (in) one: cf. 107.2.2; fn. 516, 
606; cf. fn. 690 

all-pervading, all-pervasive(ness) 59, 
65.1,107.2.2, 108.3.2, 115, 126.2, 
127.0+4, 129.3, 135, 146; fn. 315, 
637,673,783,877 

amalavijiilina 126.1. Cf. ti-chiu shih 
Amitabha, Amitayus 90, 98-100, 

132.1, 145 
Anala (Gv) fn. 680 
Anderl, Christoph *fn. 713, 827, 831, 

992 
Anguttaranikaya 40; *fn. 69, 77-79, 

126f, 131, 188, 197,516,734,738, 
836,958 

animals: humans and a.s distinguished 
from plants 1, 4-6, 18,33.3, 151; 
fn. 2; cf. fn. 12, 120, 219; a.s as liv
ing, animate beings 16.1, 157.1+3; 
fn. 362,713; as mobile beings fn. 5, 
90,95; as subject to decrepitude 
44.2; as an evil destiny 44.1,100; 
a.s possess virtues 44.1; possess 
Buddha-nature 65.2, 115, 119; 
cf. 65.3; cf: fn. 233; a.s preach 
fn. 503; cf. 98-100; species or 
classes of a.s fn. 66, 126, 259; use
ful a.s 26; fn. 983; footless a.s 27; 
tiny/small a.s 17,28.1-2,158; fn.53, 
95, 262; cf. khuddaka; killing/injur
ing a.s 4-6, 11, 17,28.2, 150, 156, 
157.1+3,158,165; fn. 2, 53, 61f, 95, 
99, 104, 118,262; a. sacrifice 38; cf. 
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4; a.s taking revenge fn. 1006; a.s as 
object of mettii fn. 126f 

animate 1, 3, 5-7, 14, 16.3.3, 19.1,26, 
37, 47d, 48, 50-52.1, 157.3, 158; 
fn. 6, 60,108,112; cf.pii1}a,prii1}in 

- anindriyabaddha 31; fn. 112, 115, 175 
an-lo(-hsing) 3i."~(tt) 63-65; fn. 524 
Annen 3i."?,!!; (841? to ca. 890) 54, 90, 

93,94, 145,146, 149.2-4, 161; 
fn.519, 728, 783,897,1004 

anta/:tsarhjfia fn. 175, 964 
antisubstantialism 124; fn. 285 
anubhiiva, iinubhiiva 105; fn. 191,217, 

497,568 
anupiidi1}1}a(ka) 19.2,31. 
apada, apiidaka fn. 129, 131f. 

Cf. footless 
apadaruhii,orohi1}f27 

appaharita 28.1 
appii1}aka 28.1 
apiirvasattva 95; fn. 901 
Aramaki, Noritoshi *fn. 588,824 
arhat(s), arhatship 10.3, 31,42,44.1, 

47-48,124,134;fn.47,233,546, 
712 

artefact(s) 116.2, 119, 149.5, 156, 
160, fn. 190,219, 1007; a.s preach 
90; cf. 109. Cf. walls 

asarhbheda, °bhinna 91; fn. 528, 
5.81f, 628, 637, 644, 666 

asafifia-deva, -satta 11,21; fn. 60. 
Cf. unconscious heavenly beings 

A§oka inscriptions 16.3.3 (fn. 93) 
atipiita 5 
iitman 75(b,c); fn. 92, 291, 315, 367, 

369,383,391f 
atom(s) 108.2, 127.4(4); fn. 163f, 166, 

576,578,583,623,698.Cf.para
mii1}u 
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attachment(s) 10.2, 129.4, 130 
autonomous, autonomy 83, 113f; . 

fn.367,572,673,875 
Awakening, Awaken(ed) *10.3, 39, 

43,44.2, 47(b,d), 53.3-54, 59-62, 
83f, 109, 116.1(d), 116.2; Pt. II.B; 
original Awakening 156; fn. 250; cf. 
hongaku; sudden A. 109; cf. 44.2; 
plants/environment drawn/pulled 
along into A. 116.1(e), 133, 145; 
fn. 904; cf. co-awakening; A. of 
plants equated with their life-cycle 
147; individual A. of plants/in
sentients 70, 82, 89.3,112,115-117, 
120-122, 126.2, 127.4(3,4), 128, 
129.3.3, 130, 142, 144f, 146f, 149.4-
5, 162 

Ayiiranga 16.3.3; fn. 5, 66-67, 92, 94, 
152,312. 

aye jfvasafifif fn. 89 
iiyu(s): see life-span 
Ayu~parivarta 63 

bahiddhii, bahya 31; fn. 2,175,713, 
836 

Balbir, Nalini 8; *fn. 60 
bamboo fn. 118; emerald b. 54, 129.2, 

129(2,3.1; 4), 138; fn. 812, 884, 977 
benevolence: 3,7,11,23,26-27,94; 

fn. 126f, 219, 221, 674. Cf. maitrf 
Bhaddasiila-jataka 36-37; fn. 207, 

213 
bhiijanaloka 80, 101,115, 119; fn. 417. 

Cf. environment 
Bhavya, Bhaviveka 1, 74 
bhiinahu 28.3 
bhiita "creatures" 14; fn. 67f, 93-95; 

"spirits" fn. 25, 200 (bh.-niviisa); 
"plants" 14; fn. 24, 66 
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bhutag(r)iima 5, 14; fn. 25, 29, 94, 
179 

bhatako[i fn. 492, 857 
bUa 53.1.1, 53.2.2(a), 65.2; fn. 77, 

153,954; b.-g(r)iima 5 
birds 39, 150; fn. 81, 120,221,719; 

b.s in Sukhiivatf 98-1 00; 
b.s incubating a clod or a fruit 
fn.517 

bleeding (of plants) fn. 55 
bliss(ful) 63-65.3; fn. 524 
Blissful Land: see Sukhiivatf 
Bodaishin gi sM if~{J\~:f9> (T 75. 

2397)146; fn. 308,508,519, 783, 
962 

bodhi 59-62,129.1, 149.2; fn. 460, 
463,748,934. 

bodhi tree 43, 108.2; fn. 627; 
b. preaches: 108.3.2 (fn. 649, 651), 
109; fn. 545,569. 

Bodhicaryiivatiira (BCA)fn. 232 
bodhicitta 53.4, 149.2; cf. fn. 968. 

Cf. resolve 
bodhimai}4a 108.3.2; fn. 333, 337 
Bodhiruci 70, 74, 76; fn. 397, 571, 

589,753. 
Bodhisatta, Bodhisattva 9, 38f, 52.1, 

92;fn. 188, 191,200,222,233 
bodhisattva *53.1.1,59-62,72,83,91, 

94, 97; fn. 232,289, 366, 506, 524, 
536; PUlA ch. 2.4; *134, 148(1); 
fn. 814,839, 841,868,895,926; 
b. path: 53.4; fn. 727; b. transform
ing himself into a tree, fish, etc.: 48, 
107.1(3), 108.1; fn. 41, 587f; Vairo
cana as a b. fn. 864. 

Bodhisattvabhumi (BoBh) *fn. 232, 
249,269-271,497,506,685 

borderline (beings, etc.) 7,10.1+3,11, 
34,37,40,42,50,52.1,165 

Bruhn, Klaus *fn. 53 
Buddha: passim; true Buddha 78, 

81.3, 82, 89(2-3), 117.1; fn. 417; 
seeing the Buddha 82,85,87, 123.1; 
cf. fn. 474 

Buddhabhadra 74, 80, 83, 86, 90; 
101-102.2,107.2.2-3,108.2-3.1, 
135; fn. 397,447,474,546,556, 
566,571,589,594,601,626,637f, 
654,683. 

Buddhabhumisutra-upade§a 93; 
fn.877 

Buddha-bodies, Buddha's body 91, 
108.3.1-3, 115, 116.1(b), 135,137-
142, 148(2), 153f; fn. 308, 507, 528, 
579,981. 

Buddhacarita fn. 222, 235 
Buddha-element (buddhadhiitu) 53.2.2, 

65.1-2; fn. 289. 
Buddha-eye 131, 141, 162 
Buddha-field(s) 97, 102.1(d), 105, 

107.1, 108.2, 108.3.2, 132.1, 134; 
fn. 432, 570, 578, 603, 642,645. 
Cf. 'field(s), ; k~etra, pure world(s) 

Buddhaghosa 14, 19.2,26,28.3; 
fn.123 

buddhagotra 53.1.1; cf. 53.3(3) 
buddhakrtya 109. Cf. salvific activity 
buddhak~etra fn. 432, 578, 841. 

Cf. Buddha-field(s) 
Buddha-Mind 57; 129.3.1 
Buddha-nature Immanence theory 

120.2; fn. 800f, 815 
Buddha-nature Manifestation theory 

120.2; fn. 724, 770, 801 
Buddha-nature: *53; seefo-hsing; of 

insentients Pt. IIA-B 
buddhiinusmrti fn. 674 
Buddhiivatarhsaka (BAv): PUlA ch. 

1.5, ch. 1.7, ch. 2.4, ch. 2.5; *57, 65.1, 
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97,125,129.3.1,135,137,157.3; 
fn. 219, 264, 528, 742, 84Of,887; 
manuscript used by Buddhabhadra 
108.2 (fn. 626); 'Chapter on Reli
gious Practice' Pt. IIA ch.1.53; 
'Eulogies on Mount Sumeru' PtJIA 
ch.17; 125; fn.678; 'Suyamagathiis' 
Pt.1IA ch.l.5.2;fn. 678. Cf. Dasa
bhiimika-siitra, GalJ-¢a-vyiiha, Loko
ttara-parivarta, RatnolkadharalJ-f, 
Samantabhadracarya-nirdesa. 

Butzenberger, Klaus *fn.5 

. CandrakIrti 74 
Carakasamhita fn. 713 
Central Asia 139, 157.2; fn. 320, 509, 

560. 
cetana 55; fn. 713; cf. 40 (ceteyyum) 
ch'an k'€ iii¥~ (Ch'an guest) 129.3.0-

1; fn. 490, 804, 811, 822, 992 
Ch'an iii¥ 57, 90, 109,129.1-4,140,153; 

fn.120,258,298,656,977 
ch'ang-chi-kuang t'u m~± 133 

Ch'ang-sha Ching-ts'en i~}j>~~ 
fn.823 

ch'engfo ~{~ 51, 116.1(c,e), 121; 
fn. 218, 305,308,341,457,697, 
832,844,889,898,905,912,939. 
Cf. ts'ao-mu ch'engfo. 

Ch' eng wei-shih lun ~Qmfli 
fn. 713, 877 

Ch'eng-kuan ~U (738-839) 83, 101, 
lO~.l(c), 102.2,103-106; 108.3.3, 
109,111,112, 116.1(d), 137; 
fn.367,400,409,436,517,547, 
753",868 

ch'i (shih-chien) $(i!tOO) 119; fn. 16, 
938. Cf. bhiijanaloka, environment, 
i-pao . 
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Ch 'ing kuan-yin ching shu ~Ila=~f*~ 
·itfri (T 39.1800) fn. 35 

ch'ing 111 *119, 129.1-4. Cf. ~'[11, ~'[11, 
~F'[11 

Ch'u-yUan ~:5f; (1030-1119) tn. 779 
Chan, Chi-wah fn. 779 
Chiindogya-Upani~ad fn. 223 
Chan-jan m~ (711-782) 57, 85, 87, 

89, 119,127.4(2-4), 128, 130; fn. 35, 
516,520,524,759,858,900,922; 
T 38.1778: 133 (fn. 849-851); T 46. 
1912 (Fu-hsing .B): *fn. 727, 
773f, 866; T 46.1927: fn. 852 

Chao.,lun.mfli (T 45.1858) fn. 302, 
723 

cheng( -pao) lE(¥~): see i( -pao) ~(~). 

chen-ju sui-yiian Ji.~OI\ll~ 116.1(e); 
cf. fn. 776, 875 

. chi-chiiching-yao fI~fj~ 149.2 
chien-chiieh jijt fn. 827 
chih shih ~[)1F,f 129.4. Cf. seasons 
Chih-i ~~ (538-597) 127.4(1), 

149.2-3; fn. 35,425,516,526,662, 
727",849; T 33.1716: fn. 368, 772f 

Chih-kuan i-Ii If::U~{§a (T 46.1913) 
fn. 779, 782, 852,858; ° sui-shih 0l\ll 
*" °tsuan-yao o~~ fn. 779 

chih-to ~~ 149.2; fn. 963, 971 
Chih-yen~. (602-668) 116.1(a); 

fn.71O. 
Chihcyiian ~111 (t1022) fn. 35, 783,. 

852 
ching-hsin ~{.I\ 146. Cf. Pure Mind 
Ching-t€ Ch 'uan-teng lu ~~1$'t~~ 

(T 51.2076) fn. 490,811,823,883, 
977,992,993,995 . 

Chin-kang-pei lun :&Ili!lU~ (Diamond 
Scalpel, by Chan-jan: T 46.1932) 57, 
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119,127.4(2-4); fn. 465, 470f, 475-
477,727,759,852,922 

Chi-tsang6~ (549-623) 57-59,62, 
63,65.0,66,67,69-71,84,89,119, 
127.3-4, 129.3.3, 130; fn. 258, 271, 
272,303,463,524; Ch.'s commen
taries on VkN: 83 (fn. 463t) 

chrysanthemums 54, 129(2,3.1,4); 
fn.977 

Chuang-tzu IIFf fn. 723 
Chueh-kuan lun *'§.B§fflJ 119, 129.1, 

129.3.2-3, 130,153(1) 
Chu-hung ~* (1535-1615) fn. 120 
ChUjin ,~,~ (1065-1138) 149.1 
chang-tao r:p~ fn. 772, 773, 779, 

848. Cf. Middle Way 
Chung-yin-ching r:p~*~ 54, 143, 145 
ChUsan f'P. (loth cent.) fn. 909 
citta 68, 75, 79, 81.3, 83,113,123.2, 

149.2-3; fn. 371, 409, 589, 963, 968; 
c. compared to a painter 77, 79; 
fn. 432; c. is prakrti-prabhiisvara, 
123.2, 126.1; cf. 76; fn. 339; c. in 
animals fn. 12; c. in plants: cf. Pt. 
IIB ch. 2; c. not in plants fn. 88, 500. 
Cf. ekacitta, hsin {}, mind, vijiiiina, 
sentience. 

cittamiitra 71-76; fn. 753 
cittapari1:ziima 75(c), fn. 844. 

Cf. transformation (of mind) 
cittatathatii fn. 751 
cittotpiida 149.2; fn. 605. Cf.ja-hsin, 

resolve 
clay fn. 32, 500 
co-awakening 145, 162; fn. 883,909, 

1004; cf. fn. 308 
comparisons *60-62, 77, 79f, 113, 

129.4; methodological problems: 20, 

30f, 41, 44.1, 49,88; fn. 417, 421, 
426,430,588 

compassion, compassionate 10.3, 
28.2,36,39,48; fn 250,510,516 

consciousness 1, 10.2, 16.3.1-2,34, 
53.2.3,55,66,68-70, 75(b), 97, 
127.2, 149.3-4; fn. 12,60,120,371, 
713, 816, 891, 923f, 982. Cf. vi
jiiiina, citta, mind,samjnii 

contact 10.2,29,33.3,34, 104(3). 
Cf.phassa 

Contemplation Sutra: 99f; fn. 863 
corpse 152; fn. 8,291 
cosmic Buddha 116.1(e), 142, 157.3, 

162; c. body of the Buddha /Vairo
cana 107.2.3(3), 108.3.3,139-142, 
162; cf. 153f; of Kr~l,la fn. 689; 
c. Mind 123.2; c. mmpfaZa 148(2); 
c. Man fn. 894 

cotton [wool/seeds] 28.2 
cutting, cutting off (plants, trees, 

leaves, etc.) 4, 9, 13, 16.3.1,28.3, 
36,44.1,48, 139,150-158, 165; 
*fn.2,5,8,21,24,35,55,61f,87, 
102,120,185,190,205,291,526, 
919. Cf. felling 

Dfulapiila fn. 16,260 
Dasabhumikasutra (DBhS) Pt. IIA 

ch.1.5J; 71£, 105(3), 107.1(1,2), 
107.2.2, 108.1, 112, 114; fn. 497, 
528,546,560,568,673,679,753 

Dasabhumi-vyiikhyiina (DBh Vy) 75 
DasaveyiiZiya (Dasav) 16.3.3; fn. 95, 

1014 
decorum (ascetic d.) 28.1, 28.3, 157.3 
defilement(s) 53.1.2, 53.2.2(a), 62, 69, 

123.2,126.1,127.3; fn. 177 
Deleanu, Florin fn. 540, 827 
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deluded thoughts 129.1, 129.3.3, 
129,4, 162; cf. 149.5 (fn. 973); 
fn. 250, 713 

descriptive passages (methodological 
aspects) 29, 31, 34, 49 

- Dhammapada-atthakatha (Dhp-a) 
*fn.191 

DhammasangalJi (Dhs) fn. 113f, 175 
dharmadhatu 53.1.2,81.3,82, 135, 

140;fn. 289,492,505,579, 627, 
637,639,641,710,754,785,868 

Dharmadhatu-p rakrty-asambheda-
nirde§a 90; Pt. IIA ch. 2.1; 165, 
122.1 

dharmadhatusarfratii (of the Tatha
gatas) fn. 654 

Dharmaguptakas: see Vinaya 
dharmakiiya 53.3-54, 65.1-2, 107.2.3, 

108.3.1-3, 111,115, 116.1, 119, 
129.2-3.1, 130, 133, 135-138, 140f, 
142, 148(2); cf. 123.1; fn. 289, 434, 
620,754, 812, 977, 995;preacbing 
of the dh.k. 141; cf. 108.3.2. 
Cf. Vairocana 

Dharmak~ema 53.2.2-3,62-65.3,94; 
fn.271 

Dharmarak~a fn. 397, 400, 571, 593, 
693,713" 

dharmasarfra(garbha) 107.2.3 
Dharmaskandha (DhSk) fn. 65 
dharmatii 57, 85, 105(2), 107.2.3(1), 

127.1, 133t fn. 423,446, 673, 754; 
dh.-citta fn. 751 

dhatu *53.0, 53.2.1-2 
Diamond Scalpel see Chin-kang-pei 

lun 
digging 15, 16.3.2,17, 153(3), 157.3, 

158,163; fn. 8, 36,87,291 
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Dfghanikiiya 4,26,39, 132.1; fn. 24f, 
60,65,68,81,92,116,121,123, 
153,229,578,736-741. 

Dfrghagama fn. 22, 25,121 
Divyiivadiina (Divy) fn. 121,259,526, 

578 
doctrinal debate 155 
Dogen m5G (1200-1253) fn. 812, 824 
Dohan miiB (1178-1252) 149.3-5, 151; 

fn. 891, 934 
dream: 68,113(2),127.2,134; fn. 393, 

673, 68lf. Cf. svapnopama 
drinking water 17, 88,156,158; 

fn. 221, 262 
dying: of plants 29; fn. 55,160,234, 

934 (equivalent to nirvaJ?,a); d. of a 
tree spirit 36 

earth: e. and life/sentience 15, 16.3.2, 
17,39, 157.3, 158, 160; fn. 2, 5, 8, 
32,95,291; e. as the Buddha's body 
139f, 153(3); cf. 157.2; problem of 
practical consequences 39, 153(3), 
157.2-3, 158, 163; fn. 8; d. digging; 
e. as the result of common karma 
fn. 115, 836; transformation of e, 
into gold etc. 94, 132.2; cf. fn. 511; 
transformation of sentient beings 
into e. fn. 517, 525f; e. seen only by 
ordinary people fn. 814; element e. 
105(3), fn. 426; plants as part of the 
element e. fn. 2; e. as basis of plants 
30,35; heaven and e. fn. 723 

earthquake 108.3.2; fn. 5, 202" 
egindiya 158; cf. ekindriya 
ekacitta 75, fn. 753; ° samiisrita, 

° samavasaralJa 75 
ekayiina 116.1(a), 126, 130; fn. 710 
ekendriya fn. 87', 171; o-vada 33.3 
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ekindriya 9, 10.1, 13-15, 18,21,33.2-
3; fn. 179, 1019 

Ek5 ~7\:; (1666-1734) fn. 891 
elements: four e.s 79; constituting the 

body 145; cf. 152; not living/sen
tient 15, 39, 53.2.3, 119; fn. 889, 
1014; living/sentient 156, 157.1+3, 
158; as satta fn. 66; asjfva fn. 90, 
95; preach 90; cf. 105(3); contain 
each other, transformable into each 
other 94-96, 132.2; five e.s (four e.s 
+ mind) fn. 891; six e.s (four e.s + 
space + mind) fn. 891; interpenetrat
ing/non-dual151(1); fn. 914; consti
tuting man 141 (fn. 888); the dhar
ma-body 141; external things 
fn. 893; the 'non-sentients' 149.4 
(fn. 965); fn. 914; everything 
fn. 889; practical consequences 
15H, 157.1+3, 158. - Cf. Buddha
element, dhiitu, earth, water 

Eltschinger, Vincent fn. 497 
emptiness, empty 53.4,85,87,93, 

124-126.2,130; fn. 417, 492, 540, 
675,703, 816, 948; empty space (or 
sky) 107.1(2),109, 119, 129.4; 
fn.338,492 

Ench5111~ (771-836) 145, 152 
enmity 36, 153(2); fn. 200, 202, 992f 
Ennin 1111= (794-864) fn. 916 
environment: as the basis of (/sub-

ordinate to) sentient beings 115, 
153(2); fn. 982; as a by-product of 
karma 78, 132.1, 151(2); fn. 684; 
cf. i-pao, support; correspondence 
between sentient beings and their e. 
132.0-2; e. as (imagined by) mind 
66, 69f, 74, 80; fn. 782; a Buddha's 
experience of the e. 132f; non
duality, etc., of sentient beings 

(/body) and e. 66, 84, 127.3-4, 133, 
137,144, 150, 161; fn. 524, 698, 
779,785,905; true nature of the e. 
82; e. Buddha-natured 66f, 70,111, 
119, 127.4, 131; fn. 721; e. pervaded· 
by, included in or equated with the 
Buddha's body 108.3.1+3; 111, 
116.1, 138, 153(3); cf. 107.2.3; 
fn. 887; e. drawn/pulled along into 
Awakening 116.1(e; cf. a,b), 133, 
145,162; cf. co-awakening; 
e. preaches Pt.IIA ch. 2.4; bodhisat
tva transforms body into e. and vice 
versa 107.1(2,3), 108.1, 112; cf. k~e
trakaya; bodhisattva's mastery over 
the e. fn. 684; cf. fn. 593; decrease 
of thee. 148(1) 

equality of all dharmas 62, 84 
esoteric 141, 149.5; fn. 889,934 
Eulogies on Mount Sument: see Bud-

dhiivatarhsaka 
external matter/things (incl. plants) 

31,109; cf. 151(2); fn. 2, 60,175, 
499,526, 836, 893; cf. fn. 713 

external world 19.2, 124, 127.4(3). 
Cf. environment, bhajanaloka 

fa-hsin ~{J' 122.2, 149.2; fn. 893, 
927,930,934,969. Cf. resolve 

Fa-tsang ~~ (643-712) 105(5), 
116.1(b), 127.1; fn. 429, 436, 546, 
568,588,673,717,735,753,868; 
T 44.1846: fn. 759, 875f; T 45.1876: 
fn.698 

Fa-yao 1:tft (409-489) fn. 344 
feeling(s) 149.2; fn. 684, 1007; f. of 

pleasure/pain 10.2, 34, 120.1, 149.2; 
cf. 1,23,55; fn. 55,179; cf. fn. 241; 
neutral f. (upek~a) fn. 168f; ego-f. 
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129.1; fn. 9; f. of resentment 153(2); 
cf. fn. 21; f. of guilt 165 

fei-ch'ing ?-F'rl fn. 218, 517, 698, 702; 
Pt.IIB passim, esp.*119 

felling (trees) 4, 6,16.3.1,17,36, 
151(2),155, 165;fn. 202,205, 246, 
1004. Cf. cutting 

field(s) 80, 107.2.2 (fn. 607f), 
127.4(3), 137; fn. 422, 528, 593, 
840,877; 'fields' preach: Pt. IIA 
ch. 2.4; 'field-body': see k.'jetrakaya. 
Cf. Buddha-field, k.'jetra, environ
ment 

flower(s) 135, 148(2); fn. 232, 259, 
782, 954; picking f.s fn. 87; f.s with
ering, falling off (etc.) 39,44.1 
(fn. 235),44.2,109,111; trees shed
ding f.s 39; fn. 214; rebirth as flow
ers fn. 526. Cf. chrysanthemums 

fluid nature of the universe 113, 115 
fo-hsing {~tE 51,53.0,57, 116.1(b), 

121, 129.4; fn. 271, 281, 292, 300, 
329f, 340-342, 344, 359, 368,375, 
383,413,700,727, 759f, 762, 771f, 
776,779,783,806,811-813,831, 
848,851,866,992 

Fo-hsing-lun {~ttffiffl53.4, 126.2; 
fn. 2, 510, 713' 

footless 27 
fragrant food/smells: preaching by 

means off. 104(3), 109; fn. 661 
freedom 113; fn. 367, 673; cf. vimo

k.'ja 
Friedrich, Michael fn. 120 
fmit(s) 44.1 (fn. 235); fn. 118, 150, 

782, 954, 958; many-seeded f.s 
fn. 1012; f.s karma-conditioned 
fn. 836; eating f.s 153(2); fn. 221, 
1015; f. tree(s) 48; fn. 217; bearing f. 
equated with bodhi 147 (fn. 934); 
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with sarhbhogakaya 148(2); rebirth 
as f.s fn. 526. Cf. birds . 

Fynes, Richard C.C. fn. 1012 

GalJ¢avyuha (Gv) 57, 58, 102.1(d), 
105(4),107.1,107.2.2, 107.2.3(3), 
108.3.2, 112, 114; *fn. 219, 264, 
560f, 566,569, 627, 635f, 639, 654, 
674,676,679-681,683,686-690, 
863f,868 

Gandhottamakuta (Tathagata) 104, 
109 

Gautama Prajfiaruci 66, 70, 76 
Gen'ei y,:t( (t840) fn. 909 
Genshin W:f~ (942-1017) fn. 485 
gold 94,132.2; fn. 516. 
Golden Rule 1 
Gombrich, Richard fn. 74, 103 
gotra 53.0, 53.1.1-2; tathagata-g. 

53.1.1,53.3(3). Cf. buddhagotra 
grasses and trees (1j[*): Pt. IIA-B; 

representative of all insentients 119, 
160; as classes of animate beings 3; 
cf. fn. 112,259. Cf. plants, ts'ao-mu 

green plants: see harita 
Groner, Paul *fn. 949 
growth 10.3, 16.3.2,28.3, 30f, 34, 

44.1,53.2.2; fn. 5, 120,232 
guilt, guiltless 153f, 157,3, 165. 

Cf. offence 
gyoran Kannon m:Ei::lilif fn. 978 

Habito, Ruben *fn. 943 
Hanano, Michiaki *fn. 485, 524, 728, 

909 
Haribhattajatakamala fn. 216, 220 
harita 28.1; fn. 3, 53, 102,262 
Harrison,Paulfn.609 
Hatthipala-jataka fn. 185 
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heliotropism 29; cf. fn. 176 
hermit(s) fn~ 127, 221 
hirhsii, -(hirhs 16.3.3, 158; sthalii h. 

158. Cf. vi-Ihirhs, cutting, digging, 
felling, injuring, killing, violence 

Hindu(ism) 1, 3, 10.3, 29, 34, 134; 
fn. 515, 1018 

HinUber, Oskar von: *fn. 28, 53,187, 
237 

Hizoki ~.~c fn. 887, 891, 963 
Hizoki-shO ~.~C~ 151(1) 
Hochl-bo ShOshin: see Shoshin 
hongaku;;js;:Jt 148, 156; fn. 786, 866, 

949 
Horibata, Shun'ei *fn. 38, 929 
Ho-tse Shen-hui f<ij~t$.: see Shen

hui 
householders 13, 16.3.2,28.2; fn. 61, 

86. Cf. layman 
hrdaya 149.2-4 
Hsin Hua-yen-ching lun ~Ir*~~, 

(T 36.1739) 116.1(c); fn. 219 
hsin so-pien {J'pJT~ fn. 844 
hsin Il,' *57, 149.2-3; fn. 371. Cf. citta, 

i-hsin, wei-hsin 
hsing '11. 53.0,63, 146(2); fn. 516, 

779,811,889. Cf.jo-hsing 
Hsiu-hsin yao lun ~Il,'~~ fn. 298 
HSUan-tsang ~~ (602-664) 93; 

fn.265,366,452,555,713,877 
Hsun-tzii'1iUr fn. 120 
Hua-yen ~D 55, 103, 110, 112, ' 

116.1-2,126.1,137, 154; fn. 258, 436, 
516,588,655:CIKegon 

Hua-yen-ching chih-kuei ~It~~ ~,mi 
(T 45.1871: Fa-tsang) 105(5); 
*fn. 568, 673, 682 

Hua-yen-ching shu ~.*~iffrt (T 35. 
1735: Ch'eng-kuan) 104 (fn. 563±); 
*fn.400, 436,454,572,576, 655, 
673,682 

Hua-yen-ching sui-shu yen-i ch' ao ~ 

1t~~~iffrtM:~J'Y (T 36.1736: 
Ch'eng-kuan) 106 (fn. 575-577); 
*fn.367,409,517,588,655,663, 
703,853,879 

Hua-yen-ching t'an-hsilan chi ~It~~ , 
:J5f!~~a (T 35.1733: Fa-tsang) 
fn.436,546,588,655,673,698, ' 

, 717,753,760 
Hui-szu ~,~ (515-577) fn. 516 
Hui-yUan ~~ (523-592) 76, 127.2-3; 

fn. 258,263,400,413,524 (comm. 
. _ on MPS), 752 
Hwaom ilsiing Popkyedo ~M-~~ 

W-1iI154 
hydrotropism 29; fn. 5; cf. fn. 176 

i cheng pu erh {&IE::f= 66 (fn. 375), 
148 (fn. 947), 150; fn. 779, 852, 905; 
cf. fn. 524 

i(-pao) {lX(¥&) and cheng(-pao) iE(¥&) 
84 (fn. 457), 116.1(a, e), 119, 133, 
148(2);fn. 457, 524, 526, 698, 779-
782,785,898,980-982,984,993. 
Cf. support 

I-ching ~~ fn. 16,99,260 
i-hsin -Il,' 126.1; fn. 395,397,400, 
409,411~ 753,779,782,784,787 

I-hsing -ff (683-727) fn. 919 
illusion(ist), illusory Pt. IIA, ch.l.5J-

3; 93, 115, 124, 129.3.2; fn. 492, 
587,679 

immobility 10.3,45 
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impermanence, impermanent 31, 
44.2,82,109,111,123.1,131; 
fn. 79,741,858,940,946 

impracticability 7, 163 
In'yii ~p~ (1435-1519) 151(2); 

fn. 934, 965, 968, 973 
inanimate 1, 19.1,31,50; fn. 71, 112, 

721 
indriyabaddha fn. 108, 160. Cf. ana 
Indriyesvara (Gv) 102.1(d) 
injuring Pt. I ch.I-3;17, 23, 27-28, . 

50, 129.1, 153f, 156-158, 163, 165f; 
fn. 221, 1006. Cf. (a)hirhsa, vio
lence, revenge 

insects 17,28.2; fn. 32,95,222,262 
insentient(s): passim; i.s react to ex

traordinary events 39; i.s preach 
(/expound the Dharma) 44.3, 56, 58, 
90; Pt.IIA ch. 2.1, 23, 2.4; 129.3.3, 
141,145; Buddha-nature ofi.s: 
Pt.II; i.s lack deluded thoughts 
129.1+3.3; temporary insentience 
21; 97. Cf. earth, elements, plants, 
transformation 

interfusion 113, 116.1(d,e), 127.4(3), 
133, 150;fn. 868, 891 

interpenetration 104, 106, 107.1(1), 
107.2.2,108.0,108.2(3),111-114, 
116.1,127.4(3), 139, 150f; fn. 698, 
710, 753, 948 

irida ~*W8 149.3; cf. 149.2 
Ito, Hiromi *fn. 891,973,980-982 
Izawa, Atsuko fn. 1005 

jagat79, 81.1; fn. 95,419,627, 633, 
635,654,876 

Jain(a)s, Jainism 1,3,5, 10.3, 13f, 
16.3-17,28.3,29,33.2,34,36,41, 
45, 47f, 50, 109, 119, 122.2, 146(1), 
157.1,157.3,158, 161; fn. 12,32,36, 
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60, 66, 94f, 515, 517, 828, 1006, 
1012,1014 

Jataka (Ja) 9, 27; fn. 65, 108, 118, 
127; Pt. I ch. 5.2.1; 39,41, 47(d), 50, 
52.1; fn. 233, 251, 855 

Jatakarniila fn. 218 
Jesus patibilis 157.3 
Jippan 'ff~8 (1089?-1144) fn. 890, 

893 
jfva 10.1,13-16, 18,53.2.3; fn. 6, 288, 

291,312 
JIvaka 60f; fn. 848 
jfvarukkha fn. 3 
jfvasaiiiiin 13, 16.1-2; fn. 5, 65, 85, 89 
jfvita 20; fn. 199; jfvita voropeti 6, 18 
jfvitendriya, °indriya fn. 60,113. 

Cf. n7pao, life-faculty 
Jiianaprasthana fn. 366 
juggler, jugglery 79; fn. 511, 587, 

645. Cf. maya, mayakara . 

Juryo 31l1146(1) 

Kakuch5 1\:jffi (952/960-1034) 
fn.485,526,783,909 

Kakuun 1\:~ (953-1007) 147 
kamacara 113 
Kankoruijtl 1J;:7\:;~~ 149.1-5, 150, 

151(1), 156; fn. 816, 904, 949 
karida .::r:*~t 149.3; cf. 149.2 

(fn.953) 
karma: k.-produced material factors, 

body, skandhas 19.2-21,79, 
107.1(2); fn. 108; k. consumed but 
not accumulated 10.3,45, 47(b), 50; 
fn. 180; sadhara1Jarh k. 19.2, 132,1; 
primary result and by-product ofk. 
151(2), 153(2); fn. 524; cf. i-pao; 
world/'fie1ds' painted/produced 
by k. fn. 432,683,687; cf. fn. 516, 
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684; k. and mind 79; fn. 432; whole
some/meritorious and unwholesome 
!bad k. 4, 10.3,23, 132.1-2, 158, 
163; cf. 34; fn. 569, 995; identity of 
evil k. and liberation fn. 948f, 978. 
Cf. retribution, salvific activity, 
samsara 

karrnaploti fn. 421 
karw}a fn. 510. Cf. compassion 
Kathavatthu (Kv) 47(c); fn. 115 
Kathavatthu-atthakatha (K v-a) 19.1; 

fn. 109, 169 
kattha, k~tha 19.1,26; fn. 500. 

Cf. tir.zakattha 
kayadaratha 31 
Kegonshu shusho gisho ~~*fmt±~ 

tl> (T 72.2328) 116.1(e); fn. 904 

Kegon ~~ 116.1(e), 146(1). 
Cf. Hua-yen 

kha¢ga fn. 369 
Khandhaparitta 27 
khuddaka, khuddanukhuddaka (sc. 

par.za) fn. 32, 53. Cf. animals (tiny) 
kilesa, klesa: see defilement(s) 
killing: see animals, plants; k. a hu

man being: 6, 18, 153(1); cf. 38 
Kohitsu shushashO rJl¥t~tl> 151(2) 

Kotisimbalf-jataka fn. 185,200,247; 
cf. fn.188. 

k~etra 80, 101, 102(b,d), fn. 570, 578f, 
582,586,593,627,636,673. 
Cf. buddhak~etra, field(s) 

k~etrakaya 97,107.1(2),108.3.3,111, 
116.1(b,d), 137; fn. 588f 

kufo hsin rJl{iJiHJ' fn. 811f 
. Kuan wu-liang-shou ching ili!;fM;"; 

M~: see Contemplation Siitra 

Kuang-hsiu lJili5 (770-844?) 145, 152 

Kuan-ting~iJJ[ (561-632) 65.1, 65.3, 
96; fn. 524, 773, 783,848 

Kiikai sg#if: (774-835) 141, 149.3; 
fn.816 

Kumarajlva 74,84; fn. 31, 120, 397, 
532,546,555,571,589,713 

Xutadantasutta 4f. 
Kutatar.z¢yasutra fn .. 22 
Ku-tsunsu yii.-lu rJl#m~if< (X 68. 

1315) 129.4 

Lalikavatara-sutra (Lank) fn. 392, 
409,487,499,656,753,955 

latency and manifestation fn. 285, 981 
La Vallee Poussin, Louis de: fn. 503 
layman, lay follower(s), etc.: 7,.23, 

48, 116.1(c), 157.3, 158, 166; fn. 55, 
262,688. Cf. householder(s) 

leaves 149.1; fn. 177,216,223,262; 
1.s contracted and unrolled 31; 
fn. 919; 1.s turning towards the sun 
fn. 176; withering, falling (etc.) 
ofLs 31, 44.2, 109; fn. 662, 824, 
934; 1.s cut off fn. 2, 55; yellow 1.8 
of a willow fn. 369; rebirth as 1.s 
fn.526 

Leng-ch'ieh shih-tzu chi m{iJo@jjJj;tllB 
fn.487 

Li t'ung-hstian *~}( (635?-730) 
116.1(c); fn. 219 

Liang Wu-ti ~ff;\;W fn. 1006 

life and sentience *1, 11; Pt.! ch.4; 
123.2; cf. 129.4, 149.2-3; fn. 120 

life cycle (of plants) 147 
life-faculty 11, 16.3.2, 18-22, 50, 

149.4; fn. 60, 168f. Cf. jfvitindriya 
life-force, life-principle 16.2, 16.3.2; 

fn.65 
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life-span 19-20; fn. 60; l.-sp. impulses 
(ayusankhiira) 20; fn. 497 

light 29, 100, 133; fn. 298; rays ofl. 
issuing from the Buddha 108.2(2), 
143; fn. 643; preaching 105(1), 
108.3.2, 109;fn. 534, 574; divine 
particles ofl. 157.3 

Zi-hsing lJ.tt 122.1 
limitation: transcending I.s 113-115, 

136; cf. 59; fn. 673 
Liu, Ming-Wood*fn. 285 
living (vs. dead, withered) plant(s), 

tree: 1 (fn. 3),17,19.1,26,50; 
fn. 120,223,500; cf. 20, 44.1; living 
soil: 17 

living being(s) with one sense-faculty 
9, 10.1, 13-15, 18,21,29; cf. ekin
driya 

Lokottara-parivarta 112; fn. 386, 528, 
593 

lii-chih 1I9;D 149.2; fn. 963 
Lusyanta 139, 157.2 

Madhyamakahrdaya fn. 392 
Madhyamakavatara (MAvat) fn. 392 
Magandhiya-sutta 28.3; fn. 366 
Magnin, Paul fn. 516 
Mahiibhiirata (Mhbh) fn. 17, 152 
Mahiiparinirva1}asutra (MPS): 53.2.2-

3; Pt. II.A ch.1.3, 2.2; *119, 143; 
cf. 129".2, 129.3.1; *fn. 8, 190,266, 
271,315,587,703,717,772,895 

Mahaprabha (Gv) fn. 219 
Mahiiprajfzaparamita-upadesa 

(MPPU) fn. 33, 503, 516, 661, 759 
Mahiisarhnipata 57,59 
Mahasanghikas: see Vinaya 
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Mahavairocana 136,141; °sutra 136 
157.3; fn. 919, 963 .' 

Mahiivibhii~a(-sastra) (Vi) fn. 60, 
168f, 400, 741, 835,.995, 1006 

Mahiiyanasarhgraha (MSg) 74; fn. 9, 
841, 954; °bhii~ya fn. 756; °upani
bandhana fn. 842 

MahiiyanasUtri1larhkara (MSA) 
*fn. 409, 743, 75lf; Sthiramati's 
commentary 93 (fn. 505) 

Mahesvara 151(2) 
MahIsasakas: see Vinaya 
Maitreya 57f, 84, 105(4), 112; 

fn. 679, 686 
maitrf I metta 26, 94; fn. 126f, 134, 

221,666,674 
Majjhimanikaya CMN) 28.1+3, 31; 

*fn. 79,108,111, 188f,229,247, 
366,713,737,739,888 

Makkhali GosaIa fn. 60, 70 
malleable nature of the universe 

113.1,115; fn. 687 
manas,o-indriya 33; fn. 9, 60, 168f, 

179,409 
ma1}¢aZa 148(2), 151, 166; fn. 1004 
Manicheans, Manicheism 157.3; 

fn. 84, 246, 1012 
Maiijusrl 91-93; fn. 333 
Manorathapura1}f(Mp) 44.2; fn. 78, 

112, 131, 225f 
manovijfzana 146(2); fn. 923, 927, 968 
Mara 53.2.3; 9lf; fn. 507,565 
Matsumoto, Shiro 120.2-3, 129.4; . 

*fn. 713, 723f, 770,800-802, 815f, 
826,887,904,940,991 

maya 79; 113.2; °kara fn. 511 
. McMahan, David L. *fn. 676, 688f, 

868 
McRae, John R. *fn. 298, 789, 814 
medicinal tree 48; fn. 41 
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meditative concentration 81.1-2,95, 
105(2); fn. 227, 541, 581. Cf. samii-
dhi . 

Meghasn (Gv) fn. 674 
Meisig, Konrad fn. 25 
Melzer, Gudrun fn. 121 
metamorphosis 47(a); fn. 41 
metaphor(ical) 10.3, 19.2,44.1+3, 

53.1.1, 53.2.2(a), 88, 108.2(3), 109, 
117.1,129.1,162; fn. 107, 118,497 

mettii: see maitrf 
Metta-sutta 26 
Middle Way 127.4(1); fn. 727, 779, 

848 
mikkyo J$;~, misshii!&;* 141; 

fn. 934. Cf. esoteric 
Milindapafiha (Mil) 16.3.2,20; fn. 77, 

177,188 
mind/Mind *fn. 371,409, 753;m. in 

early Buddhism 123.2; fn. 888; 
m. as the sixth element 141; m. pre
supposed by error and Awakening 
62; cf. 127.2; fn. 290; presence/ab
sence of m. in plants/insentients 11, 
57,62,71,90-92,122.2,127.2, 
127.4(3),128,129.3.1-3, 14lf, 146f, 
149.2-4,161; fn. 179,227,500,783, 
893, 914, 919; transformative influ
ence of the m. 93, 97,112,115, 
116.1(e), 146(2); m. as painter: see 
painter; world, skandhas, Buddha
appearances imagined by the m. 
Pt. II.A ch.1.4-1.5.3; 115, 116(e), 
129.3.1,132.2; cf. 100; fn. 904; de
pendent origination based on the m. 
75; interdependence and non-duality 
ofm. and matter/world 129.3.1; 
fn. 683,779,889,909, 914;m. all
pervasive 127.4(3); indescribable, 
unfathomable 68, 79; original purity 

of the in., Pure Mind 62, 76, 123.2, 
126.1,146,149.2+4; True M., M. as 
Suchness or Buddha-nature 70f, 76, 
89f, 127.2, 128, 129.3.1; cf. 130; 
fn. 409; cf. Buddha-m., One Mind. 
Cf. citta, manas, upiitta, vijfiiina 

mind-only, nothing but mind 71, 73, 
76,81.1, 127.3, 127.4(3); cf.129.3.1; 
fn. 413, 893, 909; cf. fn. 386, 782. 
Cf. cittamiitra 

miraculous activities, m. display(s), 
m. influence/power, m. creations, m. 
transformation: *91-93, 100, 104~ 
107.2.1, 108.1-2, 108.3.2, 10, 109, 
111-112. Cf. adhi.Jthiina, anubhiiva, 
nirmiilJa, vikrftj,ita, transformation 

Mironov, N.D. 102.1(b), 102.2; 
fn.605,612,618f 

mobile: m. living/animate beings 3, 
26,158;fn.90,94f,312;m.con
sciousness fn. 318 

mittadiibha 48 
Mo-ho chih-kuan *~ilJll:il1. (T 46. 

1911: Chih-i) 149.2; fn. 425, 516, 
526,662,773,962, 980b 

monastic precepts/rules 16.3.2, 157.3; 
cf. Piitimokkha, Priitimoksa; m. dis
cipline 6; cf. Vinaya; m. ~stitutions 
156 

mote: 107-108, 119, 127.4(4); fn. 528, 
698 

mountains: insentient 119; both sen
tient and insentient fn. 698; pay rev
erence fn. 219; preach 90, 116.1(c); 
fn. 506; cf. fn. 499; imagined by the 
mind 66; body transformed into a m. 
fn. 526, 587; m.s as Buddha, Lu
syanta 139, fn. 786; m.s seen only 
by ordinary persons fn. 814; 
'm. school' fn. 779; m. caves fn. 229 
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Muktaka (Gv) fn. 668, 680 
Miilasarvastivada: see Vinaya 
Muller, A. Charles fn. 305f 
multiplication (of visualized objects) 

fn. 674; self-m.tn. 578,674 

nadf-devatli fn. 190 
nairlitmya 75(c), 76, 126.2; tn. 383 
Namai, Mamoru fn. 450 
Nan-yang Hui-chung m~~,'i£', 

(?-775) 57, 7lf, 77, 89, 90, 98f, 101, 
102.2, 109f, 129.3.0-3,130,140, 
153(2,3); fn. 547, 880, 887 

Niirada 20 
Nattier, Jan 132.1; *tn. 742 
nature deities tn. 190. Cf. tree deities 
nature ethics 165f 
l:Iayiidhammakahiio fn. 129 
Ng, Yu-kwan *fn. 35, 771f 
nien-fo ~{!IJ} 98-99 
nigodas 34 (fn. 182) 
nigrodha 44.1; fn. 188. Cf. nyagO 
n*svabhiiva 124; cf. 85; fn. 422,475; 

cf. fn. 426 
nirdefa 102.1 
Nirgrantha(s) 122.2; tn. 60, 517 
nirmii1}a, nirmita 93, 100, 108.2(2) 
nirmii1}akaya 108.3.2, 148(2) 
Niu-tou Fa-jung 4-M[~~~ (594-657) 

fn.790 
non-dual(ity): of Suchness 117.1, 

127.3; cf. 84, fn. 710; of body 
(/sentient beings) and environment 
137,144, 148 (fn. 947), 150, 161f; 
cf. 116.1(c), 133; tn. 524, 779, 852, 
905; of mind and matter fn. 909; 
cf. tn. 889, 914 

non-violence: see ahimsli 
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Northern tradition(s) (Buddhist) 9, 26, 
38; fn. 213 

numina, numinous PtJ ch. 52.1; 
" 47(d), 50, 52.1,155, 161 
nyagrodha tn: 227. Cf. nigrodha 

Oberlies, Thomas *fn. 206 
ocean 108.3.2, 119; fn. 786 
ocean deity fn. 186, 190 
offence 6, 11, 151,153; fn. 35, 102, 

104,262,992f Cf guilt 
Ogawa, Takashi *fn. 824 . 
Okada, Mamiko 8, 9, 13; Pt.! ch. 5.2; 

50,51,52.2,55,57,88,118,159 
Okuno, Mitsuyoshi *tn. 303 
omnipresence, °present: 8uchness 

(tathatli) 53.1.2,127.3, 129.3.1, 
153(1); the Buddha, Buddha-nature, 
the Buddha's (true) body 65.1, 
108.3.2-3, U5, 117.1, 129.2, 135f, 
145, 152f, 157.1; Vairocana 65.1, 
122.1; Pt.II.B ch.l.3 

one is (in) all: fn. 516 
One Mind 126.1 (fn. 753), 128; 

fn. 395,782,784. Cf. i-hsin, ekacitta 
origination in dependence 10.2, 34, 

53.2.1,73,75, 123.1, 124, 131; 
fn. 417, 446,679,710; in a single 
moment fn. 400 

O~adhiparivarta 57, 88 
Ox-head School 129.1 (fn. 790) 

p( r )li1}iitiplita 5. Cf. killing 
P'u-hsien kuan ching ffWIi!*~ 65.1 
pabhassara: see prabhasvara 
paccattam tn. 175 
PlicityiidiyoJanli fn. 3 
Pai-chang Huai-hai B3t'I~w (749-

814) 129.4 
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pain 1, 16.3.1,39; fn. 55, 59, 526,' 
973, 1005; pleasure and,/or pain 1, 
10.2,23,29,34, 120.1, 129.4, 149.2; 
fn.179,253 

painter fn. 129; mind as a p. 77, 79-
81.1; fn. 415,417,432; world paint
ed by sarhjfiii fn. 683; by karma 
fn. 432, 683 

Paliisa-jiitaka'fn. 200, 202 . 
palmyra trees: see tiilatarU1;za 
piilJ-a,p(r)iilJ-in "animate being(s)" 1 

(fn. 6), 14, 16.3.3; animals 4,6,28.1; 
fn. 32, 53, 66; animals and humans 5; 
including plants 3, 47(d); not to be 
killed or injured 1; 5f, 16.3.3 (fn.94); 
cf. fn. 2. Cf.mobile, stationary 

piilJ-abha(ta), °bhflya 16.3.3,26. 
Cf. priilJ-al?hrt 

Paficaskandhaka-bhiifJa fn. 163 
palJ-lJ-attivajja: see prajfiaptisavadya 
Papaficasiidanf(ps)16.3.2, 31; fn. 24, 

60,70,80,89,108,112,144,147, 
. 190f, 196 

paramiilJ-urajas fn. 528, 571, 583f. 
Cf. atom, mote' . 

Paramartha 53.4, 126.1-2; fn. 2, 713 
paramiirtha- and sarhvrti-satya 75(c) 
parikalpita 79; fn. 430 
Pas, Julian *£n. 540 
piitavyatii 6 
pathavf,purj.havf16.1; fn. 77f, 94f, 

888;jiitii and ajiitii p. 17; p.-devatii 
fn. 190. Cf. earth, soil, digging 

paticcasamuppiida 10.2, 34. 
Cf. origination in dependence 

Piitimokkha(sutta) 6; fn. 28, 36, 73 
Pafisambhidiimagga-atthakathii 

(patis-a) fn. 115, 139 
pebbles 95,119,127.4(4); fn. 305 

Penkower, Linda L. *fn. 520, 524, 
698,775-778,783 

Perfect Teaching (II~) 116.1(b,e), 
161;cL 150; fn. 904,949; cf fn. 948 

permanence/permanent 65.1, 70, 76, 
79, 108.3.2; fn. 285, 352f, 367, 392, 
858 

perspective of distinctions 03UF5) vs. 
p. of pervasion (~F5) 62,127.3; 
cf. 127.4(2), 130; cf. fn. 784 

pervasion: (mutual p.) 104, 107.1(1), 
107.2.2, 108.3.1, 112, 113(1); 
fn. 681, 779; cf. interpenetration; 
sense of touch pervades the body 
(fthe other senses) 10.2, 33.0-2; all 
sentient beings pervaded by the 
dharmakiiya (etc.) 53.3, 136, 
fn. 635; universe (fworld/environ
ment/non-sentients/plants) pervaded 
by the dharmakiiya (etc.) Pt. IlA ch. 
2.42; 117.1, 136f; fn. 891; by Pure 
Mind 146(2). Cf. all-pervading, per
spective of p . 

peta, pey: see preta 
Peta-vatthu 38 
Phandana-jiitaka fn. 185,200,202, 

246 
phassa 10.2, 33.3, 34 
phototropism fn. 5; cf. fn. 176 
physical appearance (s), ph. body 

/bodies (of Buddhas or bodhisattvas) 
78,81-82,87, 105(3), 107.2.3(1), 
108.3.1,125,130,143; fn. 417, 425, 
546,588,644~678 

pie-men JJUF5 62, 127.3; cf. fn. 784 
plant deities/spirits 9, 36. cr. tree 

deities 
plants (I'grasses and trees'): question 

of their sentience: Pt. I ch.1-5; *50, 
51£, 53.2.3, 55f, 56, 70, 88, 91£, 95, 
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102.2,105(5),109-112,116.2,117-
122,127.4(3,4),128-130,141-143, 
146-149, 161f; p.s as part of the en
vironment or external things *101, 
115; fn. 2; as imaginings of the mind 
66; killing/destroying/damaging/in
juring p.s: Pt.] ch.i; *17, 28.2-3, 48; 
Pt. II.B ch. 3; p.s as saintly/perfect 
/Awakened beings 10.3; Pt.] ch. 6; 
50f, 52.0, 102.2, 105(5), 109f, 116-
118,120.2, 144, 149.5, 160, 162, 
164; question of p.s having Buddha
nature or attaining Buddhahood *51, 
52.2,53.2.3,54, 56f, 64, 82, 84, 88f, 
92f, 95, 110-112, 115-117; Pt.lI.E. 
Cf. Awakening, bleeding, living, re
birth, saIilsara, seasons, withering 

Plassen, JOrg *fn. 321, 363, 768f, 947, 
996 

prabhasvara, pabhassara 76, 123.2, 
126.1; fn. 339, 751f 

practicability 7,23, 158, 166. 
Cf. impracticability 

prajiili 54, 83, 119, 129.3.1; fn. 977 
prajiilipliramitli 61 
Prajiilipliramitli fn. 492, 954; A~t, 

Panc, Sat: fn. 214, 497, 685, 742, 
744f, 747f, 857 

Prajiilipradfpa fn. 392 
prajiiaptislivadya, paIJIJattivajja fn. 2, 

35 
prakrtiparinirvrta 124; fn. 340 
prakrtiprabhlisvara: see prabhlisvara 
prliIJabhrt26;fn.12 
praIJidhana 108.3.2; fn. 41, 569f, 640 
prliIJin see pliIJa 
pratik~epaIJaslivadya fn. 35 
Prlitimok~asatra(s) 6; fn. 29, 31, 260 
pratltyasamutplida: see origination in 

dependence 
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pratyekabuddha(s) 35, 44.2, 94, . 
107.1(2),109; fn. 528, 546 

Pratyutpanna-buddha-sammukhfiva
sthita-samlidhi-s(itra (PratyS) 74, 
81.1 (fn. 437); fn. 863 

pravrttivijiilina 75(b) 
preaching (/expounding the Dharma, 

teaching.): *105 (fn. 574); 108.3.2; 
verbal and non-verbal: *109, 
129.3.3; cf. 141. Cf. animals, bodhi 
tree, dharmakliya, environment, 
fields, insentients, light, mountains, 
sky, trees, Vairocana, walls, water 

predators becoming vegetarians 
fn.221 

prediction (of future Awakening) 
129.2,140, 153(3); fn. 227, 792 

preta/peta/pey 38; fn. 202f, 516, 842 
primary karmic retribution, primary 

result (of karma): see support. 
Cf. cheng-pao 

Pure Mind 146(2), 149.2+4, fn. 754 
pure world(s)/land 69,132.1-2, 135; 

cf. fn. 305; of Amitabha~9f, 145 

Raih6!¥J. (1279-1330?) fn. 719, 
819,887,893,914,973 

Raiyu fJlffri (1226-1304) fn. 972 
Rambelli, Fabio 155f; *fn. 721, 819, 

974 
Ratnagotravibhaga (RGV) 53.1.2, 

53.3,62,89(2,3),115,117.1,126-
126.2, 136; fn. 858 

RatnolkadhliraIJI107.1(3) 
rebirth 1, 10.2-3, 16.3.3, 95, 123.1, 

132.1;fn. 169, 177;262,409, 1006; 
r. in a Buddha-field 99f, 132.1, 134; 
r. of the Bodhisattva as a tree deity 
9; fn. 213; bodhisattva can choose r. 
fn. 685; assumes r. as a fish 48; r. in 
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the form of (parts of) a tree, a forest, 
earth or artefacts fn. 526; r. (lno r.) 
of or as a plant/tree/insentient 9 
10.2-3, 47(a-c), 95; fn. 41,783. ' 
Cf. sarhsara 

recompense proper (= sentient be-
ings): see support. Cf. cheng-pao 

requital 153; fn. 992f. Cf. retaliation 
resentment 153 
resolve: r. for Awakening 53.4,60, 

146, 149.2; by which form of mind 
fn. 923, 968; plants/insentients r. for 
Awakening 93,122.2,145,146 
(fn. 927), 147, 149.4; fn. 724; other 
r.s of bodhisattvas 108.3.2; fn. 41, 
570, 640. Cf. bodhicitta, cittotpiida, 
fa-hsin 

retaliation fn. 200, 202. Cf. requital 
retribution 157.1; fn. 35,415,525; 

primary karmic r. (- support): see 
support 

revenge, vengeful 47 (fn. 246), 129.1, 
153(1), 156, 157.1; fn. 21, 992f, 
1005-1007 

rhinoceros: s.kha¢ga 
river deity fn. 190 
river(s) *66, 116.1(c), 119, 139; 

fn. 219f, 698, 786, 814f; Buddha 
/bodhisattva transforms himself into 
a river fn. 587f < 

Rokusoku senyo ki ::t\IlP~~~E 
fn. 485, 521, 726,895 

rudimentary (sentience, etc.) 1, 10.3, 
13,34, 36f, 47(d), 95,117.2,120.1, 
161; fn. 60 

rukkha 3, 13, 16.1; fn. 3, 160,202, 
229. Cf.jfva-r., vrk~a, tree(s) 

rukkhadevatii fn. 188,191,207,246 
rupa-jfvitindriya 11, 18, 19.1,20; 

fn. 105, 119 

Ryogen EUHJ( (912-985) 147 
RyUyu /JitfM (1773-1850) fn. 891,965 

sacralization 111; de-, re-sacralization 
155; sacred vs. profane 143 

sacrifice(s): ideal s. 4; bloody s. 38 
(fn. 210); cf. 155 (fn. 1002) 

Saddhannapu~¢arfka88 

Saddhanna-smrtyupasthiina-sutra 
fn. 262,415,425 

siidhiira~a: see karma 
Siigaramati-pariprcchii: Pt. II.A 

ch.12 
Sakyamunifn.308, 727,841,866 
siila trees 39, 40 
salvific activity 81.2, 102.1(d), 109, 

113(3),114,126.1; cf.53.1.2, 
53.2.2(b), 100,134,136; fn. 417, 
505,684; cf.fn. 282f 

samiidhi 58,105(2); fn. 219, 447, 581, 
657. Cf. meditative concentration 

Samantabhadracaryiinirdeia: Pt. IIA 
ch.2.4 

Samantapiisiidikii (Sp) 13, 16.3.2; 
fn. 3,32,58, 80,85, 102, 131, 139, 
195 

samiirambha 5 
samavasara~a,samosarati75, 

107.2.3(2,3); fn. 612, 615 
sarhbheda, °bhinna fn. 492, 528. 

Cf. asarh° 
sarhbhogakiiya 148(2); svao fn. 877 
Sarhdhinirmocana-sutra (Sarhdh) 

*fn.954 
sarhjnii see sanfiii 
sarilsara 21,42,95, 120.1; fn. 49, 60, 

314,516, 90lf; plants (not) partici
pating in s. 1, 11, 19.2,25,32,34, 
42,50,120.1, 127.4(4); fn. 515; 
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cf. fn. 177; illusory dichotomy of s. 
and nirvaI.la 124; fn. 492; cf. 126.1. 
Cf. rebirth 

Samyuttanikaya (SN) 30,40,44.1 
(fn. 234); *fn. 68, 110f, 118, 177, 
189,206,415,733,735,855 

Sanghabhadra 2 
Smigharak~itavadana fn. 526 
Smigftiparyaya fn. 22 
Sanjin-gi shiki .=.,!it~'f1.i~E fn. 485, 

521,726,895 
Sanjiishi-ka no kotogaki =+[9&i~ 
~148 

SaIi.khyafn.285,516,528,689f 
safifia/samjfia 53.2.3,55, 113(2); 

fn. 75f; 78f, 89. Cf. anta~samjfia, 
asafifia-

safifia-vedayita-nirodha fn. 241 
safifiin 16.2. Cf. jfvqsafifiin 
sarasangaha (SaraSg) fn. 190, 202" 
Saratthappakiisinl(Spk) 60, 70, 108, 

224 
SardiilakaTlJavadana fn. 259 
Sariputra 91f; fn. 841 
sarfratthaka fn. 108 
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fn. 713; s.s subject to rebirth 16.3.3 
(fn. 92); fn. 526; (all) s.s are tdthii
gatagarbha or Buddha-natured 
53.2.2,65.2, 115, 136; fn. 295-297; 
cf. fn. 270, 339; interpenetration cf. 
fn.582, 636. Cf. apiirva-s., asafifia-s. 

sattvadhiitu fn. 295, 417, 585 
sattvakaya 97, 107.1(2) (fn. 586, 589) 
sattvaloka 80; fn. 65c, 417 
Schopen, Gregory *fn. 205 
Schuler, Barbara *fn. 202, 209 
seasons: hot s. 31; rainy s. fn. 53; 

seasonal change 111; homology of 
the seasonal life-phases of plants 
with the process of salvation 147; 
fn. 973; cf. fn. 934; matter originat
ing from s. fn. 114; trees growing 
in s. fn. 232; blossoming out of s. 
39; fn. 214; plants know (/respond 
to) the s.s 129.4, 149.3; fn. 827f 

seed(s) 10.2, 17,30,35,44.1; fn.176f; 
living/sentient or not, not to be in
jured 1, 3, 5-7, 11, 18,28.2, 157.3, 
158; fn. 95; cotton seeds 28.2; 
many-seeded fruits fn. 1012; s. in 
the sense of cause 53.1.1; fn. 263; 

sarvam ekam ekam ca sarvam fn. 516. s. of Buddhahood 53.2.2(a), 65.2; 
Cf. all is ( in) one 

sarvasarvatmakatvavada fn. 516, 528 
Sarvastivada, °vadins 2,19.2, 132.1; 

fn.9,22,31,60, 121.Cf. Vinaya 
satkaryavada fn. 516; sate and asatO 

fn.417 
sattussada 26 (fn. 121, 123) 
sattva/satta 79, 102.1(b,d); fn. 2, 7, 

108, 115, 134,589; "sentient be
ings" fn. 6; range of employment 
and quasi-synonyms 10.1, 14, 
16.3.2-3,26, 115; fn. 2, 16,65-68, 
85, 131,586; Chinese equivalents 
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S.s of conditioned factors fn. 954 
self-manifestation, -revelation (of true 

reality or Buddha-nature) 100, 
108.3.3,117.1,129.3.3, 262;cf. 109 

self-multiplication fn. 578, 674 
Seng-ch'uan ({t~, 6th cent.) fn. 303 

Seng-chao m-~ (t414) 54, 120.2 
sense oftouch 9,10.1-2,13,21, 24f; 

fn. 5, 60; Pt. I ch. 51.2-3; 36,41,50, 
120.1,161; fn. 480 

sentience: definition of s. 1; question 
of individual s. of plants/insentients 
55 (fn. 318),70, 112, 116.2, 117.2, 
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120.1-2,121,122.2,127.4(3,4),128, 
129.3.3, 130, 142f, 146f, 149.2-5, 
161; cf. fn. 827. Cf. consciousness, 
mind, vijfiiina 

Shen-hui t$1W (684-758) 129.2 
Shen-hui yii-Iu t$1Wim~ 129.2; 

fn.304 
shih (shih) ~ fn. 371, 383, 707, 923-

925,927, 966f, 980. Cf. wei-shih, 
vijfiiina 

Shih Mo-ho-yen lun ~*gilf:RJ§ifB 
(T 32.1668) fn. 753 

shih so-pien ~PfT~ 116.1(e); 
cf. fn. 318 

shih-ta (shih-dai) ~* fn. 893, 967, 
970,982 

Shikan shiki l1:Ufl ~~ 122.1 (fn. 725); 
fn.309,384,518,521,727-732, 
784~ 787,832,844,882,897-903, 
907 

Shimoda, Masahiro-53.2.2, 65.1; 
*fn.283,289,347~352 

Shin'en ~J\l~ 116.1(e); fn. 904 
Shingon Jl§ 141, 147, 149.3, 149.5, 

151;fn.816,819,914,930,968, 
1004 

Shinjo somoku jobutsu shih ilr4 ;<E1\r* 
M{.Lfl~~ fn. 308,518,840,897, 
903,905, 911-914, 916, 962, 988f 

Shinnyo-kan ~~D:fi§JI. fn. 786 
Shirato, Waka 92f; *fn. 662, 909 
Sh6shin ~~~ (active 1153-1207) 54, 

90, 93f, 122.1-2,128, 131, 132.2, 
143, 145, 148(1); fn. 384, 844 

Sik~ananda 77,83, 85f, 102.1-2, 
105(2); Pt. Il.A ch. 2.4.3; 116.1(c); 
fn. 569, 637, 683 

Sik,yiisamuccaya (Sik~) 107.1(3); 
fn.504,578,588,591~669 

SIliiiL.\a fn. 66, 70, 94 
silence (instruction through s.) 109 
silk-worms fn. 105 
similes (esp. methodological aspects) 
30,34~44.1,88;fn.226,232,369 

skandhas 55, 78-81.1, 96; fn. 298, 
338, 742f, 982 

skin (sense of touch) 10.2,33.0,33.3; 
fn.163 

sky 119; fn. 786; sky preaches 90, 93, 
109; fn. 500 

snakes 27 
soil *16.1-2,17,31,35,139; fn. 222. 

Cf. digging, earth, pathavl 
Sokushin jobutsu gi NP:!1rffX:{9t~ 

fn.889 
Somoku hosshin shugyo jobutsu ki lj![ 

*~MA~i'1'ffX:{~g2 147 
Sonshun ~~ (1451-1514) 88; 

fn.968 
soul 9, 16.2-3, 35, 52.1, 53.2.3, 157.3; 

fn. 60,65, 369, 1012 
space: sp. is non-sentient 129.4; dhar

mas are like sp. 62, 85, fn. 338, 492; 
Buddha-nature or dharmakiiya is 
like sp. 127.4(3), 146; fn. 645; sp. is 
dharmakiiya fn. 891; sp. consists of 
the 5 elements fn. 891; transcending 
the limitations of sp. and time 
113(1),115; fn. 68lf; cf. 102.1(c); 
bodhisattva transforms his body 
into sp.: see iikiiSakiiya 

spharlsphur fn. 637, 867 
spirit(s): spirit (frH$) may transform 

into earth,wood, etc.: fn. 517. 
Cf. tree-spirits 

Sriivakabhumi (SrBh) fn. 2, 269, 392, 
954 

Srfmiilii-sutra 35 
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Srinivasan, S.A. *fn. 5, 59, 1014, 
1018 

stationary (thiivara; sthiivara) 3, 10.3, 
26t45,52.1,158;fn.5,94,312 

Sthiramati 93; fn. 2 
Stone, Jacqueline I. 148; *fn. 310, 516, 

753,786,931,935,940,943,946, 
948,978,1003 

stones 31, 90,120.2,127,4(4),129.4, 
132.2,139; fn. 2, 71, 500, 827; 
transformation of a person into a 

. stone fn. 515,517,525 
stiipa 53.2.2(b) 
Suchness (tathata, true nature) 53.1.2, 

53.3-4,57,59,70,84,89(2), 115, 
116.1(e), 117.1; Pt. II.B ch.lJ; 131, 
133f, 143, 146(2); fn. 304, 338, 492, 
875 

Sueki, Fumihiko *fn. 307, 783, 916 
sukha 63; fn. 352; °bfja 65.2 
SukhiivatI 99f; fn .. 843 
Sukhiivatfvyuha 99f; 132.1 
Sumaligalavilasinf(Sv) fn. 5, 7, 60, 

70, 123, 160, 191; -fika fn. 88, 108, 
190,202a 

sunya(ta) 124; fn. 393, 857. 
Cf. emptiness 

support( -recompense) and recom
pense proper (/primary result of 
karma) 66; 84, 119, 148(2), 151(2), 
153(2); fn. 524,785,905,943, 98lf; 
cf. fn.115 

Suramgama-sutra (sUr) 55; fn. 517, 
525, 1006 

surface (ooD and inside C.) 149.3-4; 
cf. 151(1); fn. 982 

su-su Iflf fn. 215f 
Suttanipata (Sn) 3, 5, 11,44.1,52.1; 

*fn. 30,124, 148,741, 1020; 
Sn-a fn. 112 
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sayaga¢a (Suy) 16.3.3; fn. 59, ('7 
suyama-gathiis: see Buddhavatamsa-

ka 
svcipnopama fn. 742, 747. Cf. dream 
svartha and parartha 113(3) 
Syama-jataka 39 

T'an-ch'ien .~(542-607) fn. 516 
T'ien-t'ai 7(-Er 57, 65.1, 122.2, 126.1, 

127.4, 145, 152; fn. 258, 516, 524, 
753,779, 783,866.C£ Tendai 

t'ung-men ~F~ 57, 62, 127.3 
Ta pan-nie-p' an ching hsiian-i *IN:y~ 
~~:1r~ (T 38.1765) 65.3 

Ta pan-nie-p'an ching shu *IN:y~~ 
*~:;:i5it (T 38.1767) 96; fn. 513, 783, 
848 

Ta-chu Hui-hai *~6 fn. 880,977 
tala-tarulJa fn. 55 
Tamaki, Koshiro fn. 417,439, 864 
tao m *129.1,153(1) 
Taoism 120.2, 129.1; fn. 258 
Tao-sheng j§"4= (t434) 54, 119, 138; 

fn.31,120,258 
tasa/trasa see mobile 
Ta-sheng ch'i-hsin lun *~lIDmIDfii 

(T 32.1666) fn. 753, 875 
Ta-sheng chih-kuanfa-men *~ll:. 
$F~ (T 46.1924) fn. 516,752,754, 
836f. 

Ta-sheng hsiian lun *~:1rffi!ll 
(T 45.1853) 57, 127.3; fn. 27lf, 302, 
326-330, 341, 373-375, 457f, 461, 
715,717 

Ta-sheng i chang *~~~ 
(T 44.1851) 127.2; fu. 263,400, 
411-413,752,762-766 
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Tathagata 53.2.2,65.2,83; fn. 291, 
615: the Suchness of the T. is the 
same as the Suchness of all sentient 
beings / of all dharmas 53.3, 124, 
126.0, 126.2; the T.'s body/dhanna
kaya is permanent and blissful 
fn. 352f; pervades the universe 
107.2.3; fn. 579; encompasses all 
sentient beings 53.3; T.s have the 
universe as their body fn. 654; the 
four elements are the samaya body 
of the T. fn. 889; T.s suffuse all 
fields with phantom bodies fn. 578, 
644; T. may manifest himself as a 
town, a river, etc. fn. 587; mind cre
ates theT.s 81.3; miraculous influen
ce of the T. makes trees (etc.) preach 
or emit sounds fn. 499, 569; the T. 
Gandhottamakfita preaches by me
ans of fragrant food 104, 109; bo
dhisattvas may display (or make 
persons or things appear as) aT. 
108.1; fn. 528, 546 

tathagatagarbha 53.0, 53.2.2, 53.3, 
65.2,76,89(2,3),115,117.1,126.0-
2, 130, 136; fn. 273, 288,409, 516, 
908 

Tathagatagarbha-siitra (TGS) 53.2.2, 
53.3, 115, 136; fn. 283, 516 

tathagatagotra 53.1.1, 53.3 
Tathagatotpattisambhava-nirde§a 

(ruSN) 115; *fn. 560, 644 
tathata: see Suchness 
Tendai 7:t:l54, 88, 122.1, 145, 147f, 

149.1, 149.5, 151f, 156; fn. 727, 
782, 786, 866, 968, 1004; cf. T'ien
t'ai 

thavara: see stationary 
theodicy fn. 875 
Theragatha (Th) 44.1 (fn. 232) 

Theravada, °vadins 4-6, 9,11, 13, 
19.1-2, 21f, 24, 33.1, 36, 41, 52.1; 
fn. 9, 13,29, 105, 108, 114f,213 

Therfgatha (ThY) fn. 177 
three times 81.3, 101, 102.1(c); 

fn. 386, 547f, 574; interpenetration 
of the three times 107.2.2 

ti-chiu shih ~11(~) fn. 923-925, 
927, 967. Cf. ching-hsin, amala
vijfiana 

ti'(la/tnla 19.1,28.3; fn. 2,53,111,_ 
160,500; °kattha, °ka~tha 19.1-2; 
fn. 121, 795; cf. fn. 500; °rukkha 3, 
19.2; fn. 102, 160; °gulma-vrk~a 
fn.499; °vanappati fn. 189; °san
tharaka 28.3 

Toketsu m~ 145 
Tokuen ~11U (785-?) fn. 782 
traidhatuka 73,81.1; fn. 386,392 
Trailokyavijaya 151(2) 
transformation: t. of mind/conscious-

ness 69, 75(c), 76; fn. 318,923,927; 
t. by means of metta fn. 127; mira~ 
culous t. 91 (fn. 497f), 100, 
107.1(2), 112, 113(3); fn. 506f, 516, 
528,673,687; of earth (etc.) into 
gold (etc.) 94-96; cf. 132.2; of insen
tient beings into sentient beings and 
vice-versa Pt.IlA ch22; 107.1(2,3), 
108.1, 117.1, 143; fn. 587f,926; of 
plants/insentients into (the form of) 
Buddhas 108.1, 122.1, 132.2, 143f, 
145; cf. 91, fn. 506; t. of a bodhisat
tva's body into the dhannakaya 
fn. 617; t. negated 148 

trasa: see mobile 
tree deities/spirits/numina 9, 35, 36-

38, 47(d), 52.1,155; fn.216,246 
tree(s): renunciants dwelling at the 

root of t.s 10.3, 43; t. symbolism 43; 
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· t. as a metaphor for spiritual growth 
10.3; 44.1; t. as a benefactor 48; 
t.s react to extraordinary events 39; 
t.s (lgrasses and t.s /plants/groves) 
preach 44.3,90-93,98-101, 105(1), 
108.1, 108.3.2 (fn. 651), 109, 
116,1(c), 117.1, 145, 162; fn. 308, 
782,819; t.s as hypothetic address- , 
ees of preaching 40. Cf. rukkha, 
ti1Jarukkha, bodhi tree, bodhisattva, 
cutting, felling, plants, rebirth 

tree-soul 9; 52.1; cf. 35 
Trida1JcJaka fn.·205 ' 
trlJa: see ti1Ja 
ts'ao-mu (somoku) 1jt* see grasses 

and trees 
ts' ao-mu ch' eng fo (somoku jobutsu) 
1jt*~{!m 122.12, 147; fn. 782,792, 
891,893,897,932,937,938,942, 
947. 

ts'ao-mu chih hsin 1jt*iZ.,L' 149.2 
Ts'~g-i ~~ (1042-1091) fn. 779 
Tsung-hsiao *~ (1151-1214) 

fn.227 
Tsung-ying *~ fn. 782 
Tsu-t' ang-chi WtEl.¥:~ 57, 129.3.0-3, 

140,153(2,3); fn. 303f, 385, 487-
491,529,887,977 

tala 28.2 
tzu-hsing ch'ing-ching hsin ~ 1:iml'@

,L, 126.1; fn. 409, 752 
Tzu-hsiian fJf (965?-1038?) 55; 

fn.525 

udaka 16.3.2; 26. Cf. water 
unacquired' (sc. matter): 19.2,31; 

fn. 175. Cf. anuptidi1J1Ja. 
unconscious heavenly beings 11, 21, 

149.4;fn. 9, 60, 104,525 
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unwholesome (karma, etc.) 4, 23, 
129.3.3,158,163; fn. 713, 995; 
wholesome and u. 19.2,34,40,55, 
132.1; fn. 49,492, cf. fn. 569 ' 

uplidi1J1Ja(ka) 19.1-2, 33.1; fn. 175. 
Upasakasfla-siitra fn. 41, 
Upasena-siitra 26f; fn. 16,260 
upiitta fn. 108 
Uttarajjhlina (Utt) *fn. 53, 90, 94f 
utu-samutthlina fn. 114 

Vaibha~ika 33.2; fn. 108, 164 
Vairocana: in early Buddhism 134 

(fn. 855), 142; in the BAv 135 
(fn. 864); V.'s omnipresence 65.1, 
122.1, Pt. II.B ch.13; 157.2; 
V.'s preaching and miraculous 
activity fills the universe 108.3.2 
(fn. 639f); fn. 627; jewel trees 
preaching in V.'s Buddha-field 
108.3.2; fn. 569; the whole world is 
V.'s (dharma-)body 137-142, 153(3), 
162; fn. 655, 812; V. is everything, 
everything is V. 139, 143; V.'s body 
and land m:e non-dUal fn. 852; one's 
own mind is the body and field of V. 
127.4(3); understanding the dhar
mata means seeing V. 85; V.'s. 
Awakening entails the Awakening 
of all sentient beings fn. 904 

van-nirmli1Ja 93 
VasantI (Gv) fn. 654 
Vasetthasutta (Sn) 3, 52.1 
Vasuhandhu 57, 66, 68-70,75; fn. 163, 

409,571,756,954 
vedana: see feeling 
Vedic (religion, etc.) 4, 27,119,156; 

fn. 12, 126,256,713,894 
vegetable(s) 49, 149.2, 153(2), 165; 

fn.262 
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vegetal/vegetative life 1,23; cf. 11, 
17; fn. 120,517; vegetative centre 
149.2-4; vegetal alms-food 158 

vegetarian, vegetarianistfn. 221, 983 
Vessantara-jiitaka fn. 217 
Vetter, Tilmann *fn. 10,75, 148,314, 

674,687,742 
Vibhmiga( -atthakatha) (Vibh( -a» 

fn. 108, 112, 160,400 
. vibhavayati fn. 474 

vi-hirhs, vi-heth 13, 16.3.3; fn.6, 53, 
99,585. Cf. hirhsii 

vijfziina/viiifzii1}a 1, 10.2,55,68, 75(b), 
123.2,124,141; fn. 108, 176, 179, 
371,402,409,923. Cf. iilaya-v., 
amala-v., mano-v., consciousness, 
shih ~ 

vijfiiinapari1}o.ma 75(c), 116.1(e) 
VijiUinavada fn. 753, 844, 877 
vikrUj,ita 97, 112; fn. 528,.636 
vikurvita 112; fn. 497, 579, 593, 595, 

627,640,673 
Vimalakfrti-nirdefa (VkN) 57; 

Pt. II.A ch.1.6; 109; fn. 232, 555, 
743,841 

vimiina 36; fn. 190, 199f 
Vimiina-vatthu 38 
Vimativinodanffn. 179 
vimok~a fn. 673, 679. Cf. freedom 
Virhsatikii Vijfzaptimiitratii-,siddhi (V§) 

57; Pt. Il.A ch.l.4; 74-76; fn. 762. 
Cf. Gautama Prajfiaruci 

Vinaya, Vinaya (Vin) *6, 13-18, 28.2, 
53.2.3; fn. 131,246,367, 733f; V. of 
the Dharmaguptakas (VinDh) 28.2; 
fn. 54f, 102, 140-142; Mahasanghi
kas (VinMa)12; *fn. 32, 63, 72,87, 
105, 138; MahIsasakas (VinMl) 
28.2; *fn. 3lf, 54, 86, 102, 143; 
MUlasarvastivadins fn. 16, 32, 260; 

cf. fn.105; Sarvastivadins (VinSa) 
16.3.2; fn. 3lf, 53, 61, 86f, 102, 138 

Vinayamiitrkii (T 24.1463) fn. 54, 86 
Vinayavinicchaya-tfkii fn. 318 
Viniscayasarhgraha1}ffn. 758, 841, 

954" 
vifzfzii1}a: see vijfiiina 
violence 5, 7, 158; fn. 5, 95. Cf. hirhsii, 

piitavyatii, injuring, killing 
vision, visionary 57, 107.1-2, 

108.2(1),112-114, 116.1(c), 134; 
fn. 603, 636; vision-part of the mind 
fn.904 

ViglU, Vi~1}upurii1}a 137; fn. 876 
Visuddhimagga (VisM) 31,44.2; 

fn. 11, 80f, 114, 163, 177; 
VisM-mh! fn. 114, 713 

vrk~a fn. 2,499, 500. Cf. rukkha, 
tree(s) 

walles): insentient but preaching 
(/made to preach) 90, 93; fn. 500; 
w.s and rubble: lacking Buddha
nature 53.2.3, 119, 127.2, 129.2; 
fn. 717; Buddha-natured 129.3.1; 
fn. 779; rebirth in the form of a wall 
fn.526 

Wangchuk, Dorji fn. 516 
Watanabe, Mariko *fn. 519, 909 
water: plants drinking (/reacting 

to) w. 29, 88; fn. 176; problem of w. 
being alive/sentient 16.3.2, 157.3, 
158; fn. 5, 72, 95, 120, 1014; cf. 
fn. 220; restrictions on drinking or 
using w. 17,28.2,158; fn. 262; 
cf. 156; prohibition of polluting w. 
28.1, 157.3, 163; predators made to 
drink only w. fn. 221; different per
ception of w. (as pus, etc.) fn. 516, 
842; transformation of earth into w. 
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and vice versa 94; w. preaches 98-
100; 105(3); cf. 108.3.2; w. is Vairo
cana 139, 157.2 

wei hsin 1!fE{" 71; fn. 404,416,449, 
782, 893; cf. cittamatra 

wei-shih 1!fE~ 66, 71 
Wezler, Albrecht *fn. 12, 14?, 516, 

528,690,964 
wholesome: see unwholesome 
Williams, Paul fn. 638, 675, 690 
wither(ing), withered (of plants, flow-

ers) 17,29,31,39,50,109; fn. 5, 
55, 118, 160,223. Cf. dying 

W odilla, Paul fn. 205 
wood: see kartha, daruka 
world:' cf. environment, mind, perva

sion, Vairocana; w. encompassed by 
the Buddha's body or dharma kaya 
107.2.3(1,2),108.3.1+3,115,117.1, 
135-137 

world-affirming, w.-encompassing, 
w.-transcending, w.-transforming 
113(3); cf. 7;fn. 679, 687 

wu-ch'ing (muja) ~'I'f';f 116.1(d), 119, 
120.2,129.1+4,152; fn. 2, 218f, 292, 
305,490,525, 700, 713, 759, 776f, 
779,782,784,787,793,811-813, 
827,831,883,905,991-993 

wu-ch'ing shuofa (muja seppa) ~ff1f 
IDt.¥t;; 90; fn. 822-824 

wu-ming ~lijJ fn. 32, 105 
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Yagi, Toru fn. 497 
yak~a/yakkha, yak:;(ilJ)f38; fn. 681 
Yamabe, Nobuyoshi fn. 533 
Yamaguchi, Susumu fn. 417,426,429, 

433f, 438, 442, 446 
Yanagi,Mikiyasu fn. 487 i 

ying chi JJ!~ 129.4 
Yogacara 67, 74-76,115,132.1-2; 

fn.9, 163,417,713,753,841 
Yogacarabhilmi (YBh) fn.169, 177, 

517,713, 835f, 84lf; Tun/Tao-lun's 
comm. fn. 517 

yuan-chiao (engya) ~li&: see Perfect 
Teaching 

Yuan-chueh ching ~jf*~ 54 
Yuan-ming lun ~f¥l§Jfil fn. 814 
yu-ch'ing (uja) fJ'IFif 129.4; *fn, 16, 

305, 312, 529, 700, 702, 713, 730f, 
759f, 779, 783,816,873,893,923, 
926,943, 963, 987,992f 

Yun-men lu ~F5~ fn. 885 
Yu-p' o-se wu-chie-hsiang ching tI~ 
~1i.JtlZt§*~ fn. 262 

Zimmermann, Michael *fn. 280, 283, 
516 

Zin, Monika *fn. 207, 209, 213 




